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The rate training manual has been prepared far men of
the regular Navy and of_ the Naval Reserve tor the purpose .pf

. advancement to increase knowledge in the various aspects of the
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THE UNITED STATES NAVY

GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY
The United States Navy is responsible for maintaining control of the sea
and is a ready force on watch at home.and overseas, capable of strong
action to preserve the peace or of instant offensive action to win in war.

It is upon the maintenance, of this controLthat our country's glorious
`future depends; the United States' Navy exists to Make it so.

. WE SERVE WITH. HONOR

Tradition, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage from the past. To
these may be added dedication, discipline, and vigilance as the watchwords
of the present and the future.

411

At home or on distant stations we serve with pride, confident in the respect
of our cjuntry, our shipmates, and our families.

Our responsibilities sober us; our adVersities strengthen us.

Service to God and Country is our speciaiprivdege. We serve with honor.

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY

The Navy wilt always employ new weapons, new techniques, and
greater power to protect and defend the United States on the sea, under
the sea, and in the air.

.Now and in the future, control of the sea gives the' United States her
greatest advantage for the maintenance of peace and for victory in-war.

Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the keynotes of
the new Navy. The roots of the Nivi lie in a strong belief in the
future, in continued dedication to our tasks, aid in reflection on our
heritage from the past.

sever have our o ortunities and our responsibilities been greater.
. _
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CHAPTER 1

THE GVNNER'S. ,MATE G' RATING.

This training manual has been prepared for
men of the regular Navy and of the Naval Re-
serve, not only for the purpose of advancement
,in rating but also to increase your knowledge
in the various aspects of the Gunner's Mate
hating. This knowledge includes technical train-
ing in the maintenance, operation, and repair
of hydraulics, maintaining and trouble-shootint
electrical and electronic circuits, and the skills
necessary for the maintenance and repair of'the
mechanical components of gun mounts, and rocket
launchers. The Gunner's Mate Ti_liiications used
in the preparation of this manual are contained
in the Manual of Qualifications for advancement,
NAVPERS 18068-C, and will not be repeated
in this manual. It is recommended that you study
the GM section of NA PERS 18068-C to gain
an understanding of the skills and knowledge
required of a Gunner's Mate.

This manual has been organized to give you a
systematic understanding of your job. For infor-

,mation about the material covered in the manual,
refer to the chapter subject matter outline. ktudy
the subject matter of this manual carefully, it
will not only help you toward advancement but
expand your knowledge of naval ordnance, and
this knowledge will benefit you in your desire
to become a more proficient technician and
benefit the Navy by utilizing the skills of a
proficient craftman.

By increasing your knowledge and skills in
the field of ordnance, the rewards and responsf-
bilities through advancement in rate increase.
The satisfaction of getting ahead in your chosen
.career, plus higlier pay, greater prestige, and
more- interesting and challenging work are goals
to be achieved through advancement in rate.
By increasing your skills the. Navy eloienefits in
combat readiness and you gain say-Motion by
becoming more proficient in ydur fob.

Your contritoution to the Navy depends upoh
your willingnesS aid ability to accept increasing
responsibilities as you advance in rate. When
you assume the duties of a GMG 3, you begin

to accept certain responsibilities for the work.
of others. As you advance in your career, you.
accept responsibilities in military matters as
well as the occupational requirements of the GMG
rate. .

Your responsibilities for military leaderShip,
are about the same as those of petty officers
in other ratings since every petty, officer is a
military-man as well as a technical specialist.
Your responsibilities for technical leadership
are special to your rating and directly relatedi
to your work as a GMG. The operation and
maintenance of a ship's weapon system requires
team work. It requires a special kind of leader-
ship ;bility that can be developed only by per-
sonnel who have a high degree of technical
com2etence and deep sense of personal responsi-
bility. Strive to improve your leadership ability
and technical knowledge through study, obser-
vation, and practical application.

THE ENLISTED RATING STRUCTURE

The two main types of ratings in the present
enlisted rating structure are general ratings and
Service ratings.

GENERAL RATING identifies broad oCcupa-
tional fields of related duties and functions.
Some general ratings ,Include service ratings;
Others do net. General ratings are applicable to
bothoegular Navy and Naval Reserve personnel.

SERVI$E RATING identifies subdivisions or
specialties within a general rating. Although

. service ratings can exist at any petty officer
level, they are mOtin common' at the P03 and
P02 levers. Regular Navy and Naval Reserve
peisonnel may both hold service ratings.

THE GUNNER'S MATE RATING

The -Gunner's Mate rating, is not the oldest
rating in the Navy but it rates near the top.
The rating was established in 1797. Paygrades

tor
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. .

in the rating at that time are not defined since
the records for that period are practically
nonexistent. However, the paygrade of Gunner's
Mate, Chief was established by General Order
No. S6 of May 1864. It was not until Eebruary
1894 that the pay grades of first, second, and
third class petty officers were established by
General Order No. 409. In July 1903 ,the rating
of Turret Captain was established in the pay-
grades of Chief and first class. Turret Gunner's
Mates in the lower ratings were general GMs
up to and including second class petty officer.
At the first class level they became Turret
Captains.

The Gunner's Mate rating structure was quite
stable from around the turn of the century to
World War II. DuringWorld War IL .the Gunner's
Mate rating acquired two new specialties, namely
an Armorer and Powderman.'

After World War II(1947), the post war rating
structure was established and implemented in
1948. This change established the GM General
Service rating in paygrades E-4, through E-7.
At the same time, three Emergency Service
ratings were established in paygrades E-4 through
E-7; for the GMA (Armorer), GMM (Mounts),
and at paygrades E-6 and E -7 for GMT (Turrets).

Note: The rating of Turret Captain was
disestablished and incorporated into the GM
rating as GMT (Turrets).

In May 1958 the paygrades of E-8 and E-9
were esty.blished. These paygrades'applied to the
GM rating for both the General Service and Emer-
gency Service ratings.

,.

--Another change came about in the Gunner's
Mate, rating structure in April 1961. The pay-
grades of E-8 and E-9 were redesignated from
General Service rating to General rating. The
,paygrades for the Emergency Service ratings of
GMA (Armorer), GMM (Mounts), and GMT (Tur-
rets) .w,ere disestablished. Two Service ratings
in paygrades E-4 through E-7 were established

. Gunner's Mate G (Guns) and Gunner's Mate M
(Missiles).

The Gunner's, Mate MG (Guns), GMG, rating
includes the duties of operating, repairing, and
maintaining all types. of guns, rocket launchers,
certain types of missiles launchers, and their
associated magazines and ammunition and/or
handling equipment. In general, the GMG has to
be able to make detailed electrical, electronic,
hydraulic, and mechanical systems and servo-
systems casualty analyses. He must be able to
maintain ammunition handling equipment, inspect

2

and maintain magazine sprinkler systems, and
maintain rocket, projector, and gun ammunition
magazines;

The duties of the Gunner's Mate M (Missiles),
GMM, rating involves the maintenance, testing,
and firing of missiles and their associated
launching equipment and magazines.

During 1961 the SeCretary of the Navy approved
the disestablishment of the Nuclear Weaponsman
(NW) rating and the retitling of the rating -to
GMT and including it as a third service rating
from paygrades E-4 through E-7. This action
developed the GM rating structure as it appears
today; Gunner's Mate Guns (GMG), Gunner's
Mate Missiles (GMM), and Gunner's Mate Tech-
nician (GMT).

The Gunner's Mate T (Technician), GMT,
rating has the responsibility of maintaining,
stowing, repairing, and adjusting' all types of
nuclear weapons, including nuclear warheads.
Recently the ASROC launching groups have been
added to the responsibilities of the GMT rating.

The GMT rating is separated from the other
two GM ratings up through the paygrade of E-9.
The remaining two service ratings, GMG and GMM,
remain separated up to and including E-7. At
the E-8 and E-9 levels they are combined into the
general ratings of Gunner's Mate Chief Senior
(GMCS) and Gunner's Mate Chief Master (GMCM).

This means that the E-7 Gunner's Mate G, to
advance, must be preparedto supervise the
maintenance, of launching systems. In other words,
a E-7 GMG taking an exam ,fbr E-8 will be
examined on the qualifications expected pf the
GMM In addition to those qualifications in his
own rating.

Because of the many different and highly com-
plex weapon systems now in service in the fleet,
the GMG rating is subdivided into classes. Each
class is assigned a Navy ,Enlisted Classification
(NEC) number,. The purpose of these codes is to

'assist in identifying personnel in a rating when a
broad definition (such as GMG) is not enough.
Code numbers are assigned to personnel with
specialized- skills and training. Examples of
such codes are GM-0876, assigned to Gunner's
Mates who have graduated from the Gun Mount
5"./54 Mk 42 Mod 9 maintenance course, and
GM-0877, the number given to the GMGs who
have graduated from Gun Mount 5"/54 Mk 45
Mod 0 maintenance course. A complete list
of the codes is found in the Manual of Navy
Enlisted Classifications,,NAVPERS 15105 (latest
revision).



Chapter 1 THE GUNNER'S'MATE G RATING

qMG Billets
S

The GMG rating'is conventionally classed as a
seagoing rating. This is not to say that the GMGs
never get shore duty; they do. Each ship regard-
ess of its purpose supports some type of weapon
system.- You, as a CMG, will' primarily be con-
cerned withthe gun 'systems on board ship. To
maintain these weapons, you must become pro-
ficient in your rating. This can be -achieved
through constant study and, of course, practical
experience. Most of the billets (duty assign-
ments) for the GMG rating are on combatant
ships. These ships range. from the destroyer
escort types to the large attack carriers.

The, list of billets to which you may be
assigned as a GMG 3 or GNIG 2 .is .too long to
list here. We can, however, give some examples.
On a combat ship, you normally will be- assigned
to one of the gun batteries. ,in most casesyou-
will be an assistant who will work under the
supervision of a more. senior -petty officer.
If you are a striker, your work will be closely
supervised. As you advance, supervision will
diminish and, you will be allowed to show more
initiative in performing your work. The more
you advance in rating, the more youx respon-
sibilities for the supervision of others will
increase.

As -a GMG 2 on a destroyer, yod may be in
charge of one of the gun. mounts. Your job
would, include supervision of its crew, as 'well-
as coordination of your mount with the others
in the battery. Either a GMG 3 or GMG 2 may
be in charge of a rocket launcher or projector.
Or you may be put in charge 'of the ship's
smell arms and landing force equipment. Aboard
a carrier, Gunner's Mates have responsibility
for the ship's magazines. There your duties
might include maintenance of the, magazine sprink-
ler systems, temperature ,controls, and maga-
zines themselveS.

Aside from your occupational or professional
duties, you will 'be required to perform certain'
military functions, as do all ratings in the Navy.'
The military duties include manning battle sta-
tions, watch. standing, and other assignments
related to the requirements for naval operations,
management, and security. In this manual we
are concerned primarily with your professional
(technical) duties so we will not go into the military
aspects bf your rating.

YOUR PART IN NAVAL LEADERSHIP

The Navy has a continuing program of moral
leadership and.cha.racter education to ensure that

naval leadership is maintained at a consistently
high level. The Navy stresses moral responsi-
bility and personal example. 1

As a petty officer yoti will haye an important
practical part to play in your shipbOard leader-
ship program. You may by in charge of a group
of strikers which will put you in a position of
leadership. Your two responsibilities in this
position will be to accomplish the mission and-to
care for your men. The principles and techniques
of leadership are discussed in Military Require-
ments for PO 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA 10056-C.

Assume for a moment that your mission aboard
ship is to maintain a gun mount, and that you
have strikers to assist you. A big part of your
job is to learn everything you can about the mount
and to pass on your knowledge to your men. Tech-
nical competence is a major aspect of good leader-
ship. BUt being a skilled technician is not enough.
You must inspire your striker s to do their work
as efficiently as possible. .

A point worth mentioning at this time is,
never become so engrossed in your own compe-
tence that you won't listen to suggestions. Even
a striker may come up with a suggestion for
performing a function that is a much easier
and better method than the one youshave been
following. Remember; no one is infallible.

A national characteristic of the American
fighting man is that he wants to knoit why he is
called upon to do certain tasks. You must explain
to your men the importance of their work and
how it affecth the overall fighting efficiency of
your ship. Make the smallest,mechanical task
take on the nobility of a cause. During exercises
or drills make them feel they are winning a lvar,
not just turning knObs on equipment. Keep in
mind that they are the men who will fight by yOur
side in, combat. -When led with courage, spirit
and intelligence, they will fight as willing and as
efficiently as any fighter In the world. But it is
up to you to provide inspiration .so that it will
seep down to theft%

To inspire your strikers and others, you must
73e of strong moral character. Some of the charm
acter traits you can develop by conscientious
study and prectice/ are loyalty, integrity, and

. quiet confidence.
Loyalty is one, of the most essential factors

of leadership. Experienced officers and petty
'officers agree that they would rather have a
loyal, man who is not necessarily -an excellent
worker than a disloyal man who does excellent
work. Loyalty to country, to the Navy, to 'your
ship, to your division, to your chief, to your
senior petty officer, and to the men who work

3
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with and for you these are the prime
requisites of leadership. The surest way to get
the respect and loyalty of, your men is tribe
,loyal yourself.

Everytime you feel the urge to criticize the
handling of your ship's affairs, stop short. You
are a part, and an important part, of your ship.
How can you expect your strikers to be loyal If
you are not? ... ,

Deal with your men squarely and honestly.
If you do, you will win and hold their respect. Be
dependable; This mark of integrity involves

ping promises promptly. A reputation of being
a - "square- shooter" is worth every effort on
y r part. Help to build this reputation early
by.not tolerating. "gun - decking" or other methods
o falsifying reports.

Good leaders have a- quiet self- confidence
(not an arrogant ' or cocky manner) based on
thorough ,knowledge of the job and a belief in
their own ability. Confidence begets confidence.
If you have confidence in yourself, you can
inspire confidence in your men and those around
you. . ...

Gunner's Mates are often selected to lead or
take charge; of many -military functions. Over
the years, er's Mates have , earned the
reputatio"n f ng good military men and good
leaders. today's Navy, he still holds this
reputation by ,following examples of the men before
him as ethers wili follow you.

ADVANCEMENT

Sometimes, as you study and work for advance-
ment, the task ahead May seem extremely difficult
and not worth the trouble. At times you may feel
like dropping out. If you ever feel this way, stop
and consider the many advantages of attaining a
higher rate. First, when you sew on your new
rating badge or the second stripe, you gain more
authority along with the added responsibility you
soon will be given. Of courr, you also get a
raise in pa' to compensate youfor apumingmore
demanding duties. That rating badge or extra
stripe also-eleviites you in the eyes of your
shipmates and assures you of more privileges.
Last ,but not least, you have the personal satis-
faction of attaining your .goal. That is, by in-
creasing your knowledge in your speciality 3ou
contribute more to your shipmates and the Navy
by being better qualified to perform your. job as
a GMG. Then too, you have attained another step ,
in the promotion ladder.

Incidentally, you may wonder. why the Navy
goes to such lengths to inspire and assist you
in advancing. The answer is rather simple
perhaps selfish. Every time you advance,,
fact; everything you learn makes you more
valuable to the Navy. With each advancement
you improve your skill and increase your value
to the Navy by becoming" a better technician.
The things you have learned can be utilized ih
teaching men in lower ratings. The Navy already
has an investment in you; and in the interest of
protecting 'and, prpfiting from that investment, it
is willing to invest still more money and effort
in making you a letter gailor. As you advance,
you have a better opportunity to improve 'your
leadership qualities and to show by example
the moral character of all good leadert.

HOW TO QUALIFY FOR ADVANCEMENT

Although minor changes may occur from time
to time in the -requirements for advancement,
ordinarily you must ; -

1. Spend a certain amount of time in service
and in your present grade,.

2. Complete the required, military and pro-
) fessional nonresident career courses.

.3. Demonstrate your ability to perform the
tasks l!sted in the Record of Practical Factors,
NAVEDTRA 1414/1.

4. Be recommended by your commanding
officer after the petty officers and officers
supervising your work indicate, that they consider
you capable of crying out the duties bf the
next.higher rate.

Pass a written examination, on the pro-
fessional and military qualification standards for
advancement:

,Figure 1-1 details the requirements 'for ad-
vancement of active duty personnel. Figure 1-2

same information for inactive' duty
personnel.

Because qualifications' fol.- advancement,
change, check with your division officer rajm-
ing officer to make sure that you know th atest
quals.

4
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Chapter THE GUNNER'S MATE G RATING.I
Advancement is not automatic. Although you

have met the requirements, including passing
the Written examination, you May not be able
to "sew on a crow" or add a stripe. The num-.
ber of men in each rate and rating is controlled
oh a Navy-Wide basis. The, number of men 'who
may be advanced is .limited, therefore, by:the
number'of.vacanciee that exist.

A. -final multiple is a combination of scores,
based, on the examination grade, and scores ,
computed for the length of time in service and
in pay grade, awaKds held, and pastperformanoe.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
FOR ADVANCEMENTS:

a. Practical lactors/performance tests

a. Navy training course'

c. Service school

d., Citizenship/security clearance

e. performance mark minute 3,0 or rio one
GOL, ,UNM, UNS during period equal to
1/2 TIR required for advancement to E-6
in .eval blocks 3, 5, or 7 -

.
f., Proper path of advancement

g) Meet special or physical, requiierhent8 if
applicable

.
h. Not be involved in circumstances which

render ineligibility for advancement

1, Fulfill service requirements of TIS and
SIPG by terminal eligibility date

j. Military/leadership exam'

k. Recommended by C.O.

All the information above .(except the
examination score, and 'High Quality Bonus Pbint

. (HQP) factor) is submitted to the Naval Examin-
ing Center with your examination answer sheet.
After grading,. the examination ,scores, for those
passing, and the HQP Factor (additional points
awarded for those who previously gassed the
examination but were not advanced) are added

° to the other factors to arrive at the final multiple.

A precedence, list, which is based on final mul-
tiples, is then' prepared, for each pay grade
within each rating.. Advancement authorizations
are then issued, beginning at the top of the list,
for the number-of men needed to fillthe existing
'van can cie s.

_

. '

HQP FACTOR

' The HQP factor, formally the Passed but
not Advanced (PNA) factor, is awarded on the
basis of Final Multiple scores (FMS's) frot
past examinations. A maximum of three points,
cari be accrued each examination cycle. After--
five examination cycles, candidates will be eli-
gible for a maximum of 15 points.

HOW TO PREPARE FOR ADVANCEMENT

In preparing for advancement, you must study
the qualifications for advancement, the required
rate training manuals, and other specified ma-
terial.terial. Additionally, you must work on the prac-,
tical factors. You` will need to peComelamiliar
with (1) The Manual of Qualificationsfor Advance-
ment, (2) Applicable rate training manual's, (3)
Bibliography for Advancement Stddy,$AVEDTRA
10052, and (4) the .Record of Practical Factors.
The following sections describe and give you some

-practical suggestions on how to use these publi-
cations in-preparing for advancement. "..
Quals Manual

The Manual of QualificationsfOr A dvanceirient,
NAVPERS 18068C, gives the minimum occupa-
tional and military qualification standards for
advancement to each pay grade within each rating.
This manual is usually balled the "Quals Manual.'
and the qualifications themsevles are often called
"quals". The qualification standards are of trio
general types: (1) military qualification standards
and (2) occupdtional qualification standards.

MILITARY STANDARDS are requirements that
apply to all ratings rather than to any one par-
ticular, rating. Military requirements for advance-
ment to third cuss and secorid class petty officer
rates deal with military conduct, naval organi-
zation, military justice, security, watch standing,
and other subjects which are required of petty
officers in all ratings.
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E-4 time in sere ice requirements changed 13, DOD effective 1-July 1975 tut athanc6ment to E-4
TIS requirements are incgpased from 21 months minimum to 2 years.

REQUIREMENTS* El to E2 E2 to E31
# E3
to E4'

ii t E'
to E5

i E5
to E6

,f E6
to E7

t E7
to E8

f E8
to E9

.

.
SERVICE.

4 mos:
service-

or
comple-
tion of
Recruit
Training,

8 ms.mos.o
as`E-2.

6 mos.
as E-3.

12 mos.
as E-4.
3 years
time in
service.

24 mos.
as E-5.
6 years
time in
service,

.

36 mos.
as E-6.,
8 years
time in
service.

.

36. mos.
as E-7.
8 of 11
years

time in
_s ervice
must be
enlisted,

. -

.

24 me/3.
as E-8.
10 of 13
years

til-rie. in
service
must be-
enlisted,

. '

-

SCHOOL

,,

Recruit .
Training...
(C.O. r
may ad-
vance up
to 10%
of graclu-;
ating
class.)

.

IClass-,A
for P113,

DT3,
pT3

FT I3 3;

:-:::
..:':-.-

....

................,..-::::

::':::-:*::::: :.:

.*: .:*:*:.*::'. ... ..,............
7.-.-::-;::.:

-:',-
:..........,

..,.
..::*:':*:

Class B
for AGC '

MNC.t t

'PRACTICAL
FACTORS

Locally
prepared
check-
offs. -

. 1

Record of Practical Factors, NavEdTra 1414/1, must be
completed for E-3 and all PO advancements.

PERFORMANCE
' TEST

.::::.: :......-.:...:

::::::: ::'::':. ::
. ..- .............-.... .-

:.....:.:....:....y...:...........::': .-.

...........-.....-
.4.....

Specified ratings mast. complete
applicable performance tests be-

fore taking examinations.

........
-....-....

.. ......

...

:::::::::%::::.
,............... .....

.........
ENLISTED

PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

As utdd by CO
when approving
advancement.

Counts toward performance factor credit in ad- ?
. vancement multiple.

EXAMINATIONS **MINA TIONS **
Locally

prepared
tests.

See
below.

Navy-vlide examination's
required for all PO
advancements.

Navy-wide selection board.
.

RATE TRAINING
MANUAL (INCLUD-
ING MILITARY
pEQOIREMENTS)

-- ..... ......
*
..................
-....................
*:-. .`'::.. " . ......

:.:...:,:.:....... ...

Required
unless
tion,
course

NavEdTra

.waived
but

'for E-3 and all PO advancements
because of school comple-

need pot be repeated if identical .

has already been completed. See
10052 (current edition).

. .

NAV EDTRA PRODEVCEN ,

Nonresident career
courses and .
recommended .

reading. See 1,
NavEdTra 10052 .
(current edition),

.

. .AUTHORIZATION
Commanding

Officer

* All advancements require commanding officer's recommendation.
f 1 year obligated service required for E-5, and E-6; 2 years for E-7, E-8, and E-9.
# Military leadership exam required for E-4 and E-5.

** For E-2 to E-3, NAVEDTRA.PRODEVCEN exams orlopally prepared tests may be used.
Waived for qualified EOD personnel..

Figure 1 -1. Active duty advancement requirements.
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REQUIREMENTS* El VC-
E2

E2 to E3 to
E3 . E4

E4 to
E5

E5,,to
E6

E6 to
E7

o
E8 .,4

..t.,
E9

- -

TOTAL TIME
Ii\r;GR4ffit -

.k -
e- ,

%i
4 mos.

-,

1

, mos.

-

(3 mos. 0-mos. 2't moos,

36 mos.
W i th

total
N rs

ice

36 m. os.
with
total
11 yrs
servicb

24 a lb s .
Viitk,
total,'
13 yrs
service

-. .

TOTAL TRAINING
. pun, IN GRADEt 44 days,

I

14 days,
.

14 days
,

14 days'
.

2i'days 42 days
.

42
D days

-

28 days
.

Lttv
PER FOR MA NC E

, TESTS ' .
:.:

Specified ratites must complete applicable.
performance tests bete taking ekarhiriation.

.DRILL .

1A.RTICI.PATION

-.--__-Satisfactory participation as a member of aivdeill unit -
in accordance with BUPERSINST 5400.42seriet.

.

PRACTICAL FACTORS
(INLUDING'MILITARY

HtQUIREMENTS)

. ,
.

.

tRecord of Practical Factors, NavEdTra 1414/1, must;
be completed for all advancements. .

r
.

a--

RAT-E' TRAINING
MANUAL (INCLUDING
MILITARY REQUIRE-
- MENTS)

Ari.,,
,

.
ComplMW/ of applicable course oi courses must be entered_

/ in service record. ,

-4 ,,
.

.

'
EXAMINATION '

,
Standard Exam

,

.

Standard Exam`
required fot all PO
advancementS. °

,Also pass ,

.Military Leadership Exam'
for E-4 and E-6.

-

..,-

.
, 4

Standard Exam.
,Selection Board.

,_.
.

. .

AUTHORIZATION ,
2

,
.

Comipanding
,Officei-

.

: .

NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN

14,

- -. , .
.*Recommendation by Commanding officet required for all advancements,
f Active 'duty 'periods may be sulVtpted for training duty:

r %

Figurt 1-2.Ihactiveligty athmcement requirements..,
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,OccU,PATIONAL ST4iNDARDS a,re profes-
t'sional requirements directly related to t13e work-

of each.liating.

, 6 ,g
Both the Military requirements and the occu-

pational qualifications are slivided into two subjept
mattegroups called PRACTICAL FACTOAS.and

..KNpWLEDG..1-k4P,T0,,R5,4,Practical factors, are
tlihigs you iitiOes--bex, able to to DO. Knowledge
factors are /things you must KNOW to, perform
the pities of your rating;

In .mobt subject matter_ areas, you will find
bbth practical quals and knowledge quals-: In
some subject matter areas, yoti will find one
or the other. It is important to remember that
there are some knowledge aspects to all practical

,factors, and some practical aspect to most know:
ledge factors. Therefore, even if the Quals
Manual indicates that there are no knowledge

'factors for a given subject matter area, you
still may expect to find examination questions
dealing with the knowledge aspects of the pr.a.c-

. tical factors listed in the subject matter area.

Occasionally, changes are made to every set
of quals. When this manual was' printed, it
covered the current get of quals, but by the time
you begin your study, the quals may have changed.
Naturally, you will be examined on thetiigis of
the latest requirements. For this reason, well
before examination time, check the Quals Manual
to make sure that new quals not covered here or
by other study material have not been added.

fr--#
You are required to pass a Navywide military/

leadership examination for E-4 or E-5, as appro-
priate, before you take the occupational exsimi-
nations. These examinationt are administered on
a schedule `determined by - your commanding of-
ficer. Each examination consists of 100 questions
based on Information contained in Military Re-
quirements for Petty Officers 3 & 2, NAVPERS
10056, and other publications listed in Biblio-
graphy for Advancexpent Study, NAV EDTRA 10052.
Candidates are required to pass the applicable
military/leadership examination ly once;

The Navywide occupational e Rations for
pay grades E-4 and E-5 will cant n 150 questions
related to occupational areas f your rating.

If you are working for advandement to second
class, remember that you may be examined on

a

";

third cl4ss qualifications as well as "on, second
class` qualifications. ,. ..k,

-.;
4 :.--

%Rem of Practical Factors '

Be ore..ou On'take the serviCewide exami-
nations foT advandlement, theTe must be an entry
in your service recdtd to show that you have
qualified the -practibitl'Ifactotss of both the
military qufilifications and tbeoccitiationalquali-
fications. The 'RECORD OF PRACTICAL FAC-
TORS, 4IAVPERS 1414/1, mentioned earlier, is
used to keep ..a record of your ,practical factor
qbalifications. This form is available for each
rating. It lists all praDtical factors, both mill=
taky and occupational. When you demonstrate
youi ability to perform a practical factor, appro-
priate entries are made in the DATE and INI-
TIALS Columns. ,

When changes are made to the Manua} of
Qualifications for Advancement, revised fo sof
N_WPERS 1414/1 are provided as necessary.

cx-txa space is allowed on the Record
of Practical Factois for entering additional
practical factors as they are published,in Changes
to the Quals Manual. The Record of Practical
Factors also provides space for recording demon-
strated proficiency in skills which are within
the general scope of the rating but which are not
identified as minimum qualifications for advance-

*ment.- Until completed, th e`NAVPERS 1414/1 usually
is held by your division officer; after completion,
it is forwarded to the personuel *office for
insertion in your service recoil If you are
transferred before qualifying in all practical
factors,' the incomplete form should be forwarded
with your service record to yovi,r next duty
station. You can save yourself a lot of trouble
by making, sure that this form actually is in-.
serttd in your service record before you are
tiansferred. If the k5rm is not there, you, may
be required to requalify in the practical factors.

NAVEDTRA 10052

Bibliography for Advancement Study, NAVED-
TRA 10052 (revised), is .a. bibliography listing
required and recommended 'rate training manuals
and other references to be used by personnel
working for advancement. As such, it is impor-
tant that you becOme familiar with it.

The required and recommended references
are listed by pay grade, If you are working for
advancement to third, class, study the material
listed for that rate. If you are studying for

8
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second class,- .how v , study the material for
both, .second and th rd class because. you mgy,

. be examined on third class subjects as well as
those for second.

In using .NAVEDTRA 10052 you will notice,
that some rate training manuals are marked with
an asterisk (*). Any manual marked in this way
is MANDATORYthat is, it must be completed
at the indicated rate level before yo1. can be
eligible to take ,the servicewide wiarniastion for'.
advancement. Each mandatory manna_. may be
completed by (1) passing the. apprOpiate non-
resident career course that is based on the
mandatory training manual; (2) passing' locally

_prepared tests based on the, information given
in the 'training manual; or t3) in so.ae cases
_,Successfully completing an appropri,te Navy
school.-

Do not overlook the section of NAVEDTRA
10052 which lists the required and recon:mended
references relating to the military qualtication
standards for advancement. Personnel 4 ALL
ratings must complete the mandatory, mhtary
requirements training course for the approplate .
rate .level before they can be eligible to adyii.ce.

The references in NAVEDTRA 10052 which
are recommended but not mandatory should
also be studied carefully. ALL references ligted
in NAVEDTRA 10052 may be used as source
material for the written examinations_ at the
appropriate rate levels.

NAVEDTRA 10052 is revited and ,tssued.once
each year, usually in March. Each revised edi-
tion is identified by a letter folloWing the NA.V-,
EDTAA number and by a date. When using this
publication, be sure that you have the most recent
edition.

' 'Rate Training Manuals

Rate training manuals are.designed to prbvide
you with information that you need to advance.
There are two general types, RATING manuals
acid SUBJECT MAT TER manuals. A rating manual,
(for example, this-one) giyes information directly'
related to the occupational qualifications of one
rating. Subject matter manuals9r BASIC'manuals
give information that .applies to (is basic to)
more than,one rating, for example, Basic Elec-
tricity:,

Rate training manuals are revised from time
to time to keep them up to date technically,
The revision of a rate training manual is iden-
tified by a letter following the NAVEDTRA
number. You can tell whether any pattictilar
copy of a training manual is the latest edition

4
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by .checking the NAVEDTRA l'i'mber' and the
letter following thisInumber in the most recent:
edition of Ligt of Training Manuals and Cor-
respondence Catises, NAVEDTRA 10Q61. NAV-,

pDTRA 10061 is actually-a catalog that lists all,
currept training manuals and nonresident, career
cqurses; you will find this catalog useful in
planning your study program.

Each time .a rate training manual is revised,
it is brought into conform:ince irith the officials
publications and directive on which it is based;
but during the life, Of any edition, discrepancies
between the manual and the official sources are
almost certain to arise beCause bf changed tio
the latter wlfAch a.f._issued-in the interim. Iri
the performance of yoUr dutied, you should always
irefer to the appropriate, official publication or
directive. If the. official source is Aisted,in NAV-
EDTRA 10052, NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN ,uses
it as source of questions in preparing the
fleetiide examinations for advancement. In case
of a discrepancy between any Publications listed
in .NAVEDTRA 10052 for a given rate, the
most recent material will be used.

The 6116-wing suggestibns may help you to
.make the best use of thiS manual and other
Navy training publications when you are pre-.
paring for advancement.

1. Study the military qualifications and the
occupational qualifications for your rating before
you study the training rnanu'al,, a'nd refer to the
quads frequently as you study. Remember, you
are studying the manual priniarily to meet these
gurus.

2. Set up a regular study plan. It will prob-
ably be easier 'for. you to stick to a schedulelf
you can plan to study at the same time:teach
day. If possible, schedule your studying fin. a
time of day when you will not have too many
interruptions or distractions.

3. Before you begin to. study any part of the
manual intensively, become familiar with,,,the
entire book. Read the preface and the stable of
contents. Check through the index. LOok at the
appendixes. Thumb through the book without
any particular plan, looking at the illustrations
and reading bits here and there as you see
things that interest you:

,4. Look at the training manual in mare,detail,
to see how it is organized. Look at the table
of contents again. Then, chapter by chapter,
read the introduction, the headings, and the
subheadings. This 'will' give you a pretty clear
picture dr the scope and Content of the manual.

I5
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As you look through the manual in this way,
ask yciuiself these questions: : .

o.
What must I learn about this?

What dc; I already know about it?

How is this information related to
formation given in other chapters?

in-

How is this information related to the
qualifications for advancement?

5. When., yoti have a general, idea, of what
is in the training manual and how it is organized,
fill in the details by intensive study. In each,
study period, try to cover a complete unit
it may be a chapter, a section of a chapter,
or a subsection. The amount Of material that
you can cover at one time will vary: If you
know the subject well, Or if the material is
easy, you can cover quite a lot at one time.
Difficult or unfamiliar material will require
more study time. 4r...14,4

6. In studying any unit, Chapter, section, or
subsection wilt down the questions that occur
to you. Mimi people find* it helpful to make a
written outline of the unit as they study, or'at
least to write down the most important ideas.

7. As yOu study, relate the information in the
training manual to the knowledge.. you already
have When you read about a process, a skill,
or a situation, try to see how this information
ties in with your own past experience.

8. When you have finished studying a unit,
take time out to see what you have learned.
Look back over your notes and questions. Maybe
some of your questions have been answered, but
perhaps you still have some that are not answered.
Without looking at the training manual, write down
the main ideas that you have gotten froth studying
this unit. Don't just quote the book. If you can't

,give these ideas In your own words, the chances
are that you have not really mastered the Infor-
mation. ,

9. Use nonresident career courses whenever
you cap. These courses are baked on rate training
manuals or on other appropriate texts. As men-
tioned before, completion of a mandatory rate

,training manual can be accomplished by passing,a
nonresident career course based on the rate
training manual. You will,probably find it helpful
to Wce other nonreSident career courses as well
as those based on mandator/ manuals. Tatang a
course helps you to master, the information given

4

11 'tin the training manual, and also helps you see
how much you have learned.

10. Think of -Yetur future as You study rate train- ,

ine manuals. You are working for advancement
to third class or second.class rightnow,but some
day you will be working toward higher rates.
Anything 'extra that you cah learn now-will help
you both now and later. -

A

SOURCES OF INFO, ATION

Besides training manuals, 0.VEDTRA 10052
lists official publications on Nichich sou may be -
examined. You should not only study the sections
required, but should become as familiar as
possible with all publications ydvi use. ..

One of the most usefule things you can learn
about a subject is holif to find ca;tt mate abont it.
No single publication can give you all the infor-
mation you need tq perform the duties of your
rating. You should 'learn where to look for
accurate, authoritative, up -tor, date Information
on all subjects related to the military require-
ments for advancement and the occupational
qualifications of your rating.

4Z. .1.1

PUBLICATIONS YOU SHOULD KNOW
.

Some of the publications desdXibed here are
subject Archange or revision from time to time
sonie arPregular intervals, others as the need
arises. When using any publication that is subject
to change or revision, be sure that you have the
latest edition. When using any publication that
As kept current by means of changes, be sure
you have a copy in which all official changes
have been made. Stuting canceled or obsolete
inforination will not help you to do your work;
it. 1 likely to be a waste of ttmet and may even
be an: ously misleading.

NAVORDSYSCOM Publications
; k -

Ils you might expect, the publication most
often referred- to in this manual( as a Source
of amplifying information is the Ordnance Pam- 4
phlet (OP). OPs are the basic of technical
publfEations issued by the Naval rdnance Sys
tems Command (NAVORDSYSCOM The equip-.,
ment OP (which is the one you will ost generally
use) provides detailed instructions noperational
theory, physical description of co ponents, in-
stallation, maintenance, repair, safety pre-
cautions for each item of ordnan equipment. .

Any change to the ,original OPs ie issued by

10'
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, NAVORDSYSCOM. Chalges issued to_the fleet
numbered:,,and a --record pf, air changes is!".

listed on a change record, sheet posted in the
r- o n t of every OP.

The OPs needed for your equipment war bed
`alt*i4a._ If You feel-a need for additional infor-
matidn, you can consult OP 0, the index of OPs,
for the, titles and numbers of other publications,._
aril thir4equest them.

The 104nti,facturer's techniFal manuals fur-
nished with some items of "equ,ipment are valuable
satirpes of information on.operation, maintenance,
and

Another, TittlIatication. you should becoMe fa-
rpiliar with is the OD (Ordnance Data).-*An Op is

.s.;kind,of catchall. It is used for.publishing adlande
`inforrtkiVonipi.z_lnstructitos on ordnande equip-
ment installation- and ralgatnent data,,parallax-
afttft,, and other miscellaneous informatiim, such
as VabLe&,of wft4ts and dimerigions. Forrherly,
ODs` were used'--fiir- rafication of teat; and in-
suction, data; Ordnance Reports- are nqyf used
far this purpote, eQp's are cumbered contequ-'
tiVely by the issuing: agency. ':ODs, like Ops,
are' listed in OP 0.. cx

One OD tharis required- reading for you, and
for all other Gunner's Mates, is OD 3000, Lubri-
cation of Ordnance- Equipment. It is the one OD
that your ship's library of ordnance publications
must not be without. .

INSTRUCTIONS lissued by the NAVORDSYS--
COM are another source of information referred
to in this manual. The purpose of these insfruc-,
tions is to pass out the details concerning the.
command's policy .in matters of operation and
Maintenance.
NOTE: As of 1 July 19'74 NAVORDSYSCOM and
NAVSHIPSYSCOM weire integrated into one corn-

-mand; NAVSEASYSCOM. Wherever NAVOFtDSYS-
COM or NAVSHIPSYSCOM appear in tills manual,
substitute NAVSEASYSCOM.

NAVEDTRA Publications ,
Some of the NA VEDTRA (famerly BUPERS)

publications that you will need tdstudy or. refer to
as you prepare for advancement hav,e already bee
discussed earlier in this,-ohapter. The.' basi
courses, published by Chief of Naval Educatio
and Training (formerly Chief of Naval Personnel)
will be .referred to frequently in the manual,
These include: .

Basic Electricity, NAVPERS 10086-B
Basic Electronics, NAVPERS 10087-C
Military Flequirements for Petty Officer 3 & 2,

NAVPERS 10056-C

s

Blueprint Reading and Sketching, NAVPERS
1.00.,77-C
BAsic Machines, NAVPERS 10624-A
Tools and Their Uses, NAVPERS 10085'-B
Fluid Power, NAVPERS 16193 -B

Large changes have been made in some of the.
rev isions so be sure you have the latest revision

..of, eachdpook.
Since you will be working closely with Fire

Controlmen and Gunner's Mates (Missiles), you,
may f,,ind it useful to consult the rate training
Manuals prepared fdr those ratings.

1

Naval Ship Systems Command (NAVSHIPSYSCOM)

Gun systems and ammunition magazines Must
be installed and maintained tb comply 'with,
ships rules. These are given in NAVSHIPS

'Technical Manual, consisting of chapters; many
of which are in pamphlet form. Use the table
of contents to locate 4 particular chapter, and
then use the index at the end of the chapter t9
finethe tppicPyou want.

The electricity used in your divisioti 'is.
supplied by the ship, and ship's rules and regu-
lations must be observed. These too, are given
in the NAVSHIPS Technical Manual, along with
some detailed instructions on care and repair
of components. .

TRAINING FILMS

Training films available to naval personnel'
are a valuable source of supplementary infor-
mation on "many technical subjects. Training
films are listed in the United States Navy Film
Catalog, NAVAER 10-1-777 (formerly NAVWEPS
10-1-777-L-) pt/plished in 1969. Copies may be
ordered 'in accordance with the Navy Stock List
of Publications and Forms-, NAVSUP 2002.
Monthly supplements to the Film Catalog are
distributed to catalog holders.

11

When selecting a film, note its date of turtle ,

listed in the.FiIm Catalog. As you know, pro-
cedures sometimes change rapidly. Thus some
filnis become obsolete rapidly. If a film is
obsolete only in part, it may sometimes be shown
effectively if, befOre Or during its showing, you
carefully point out to trainees the procedures
that have changed.



CHAPTER 2

EXPLOSIVES AND PYROTECHNICS

One Of the most important developments in
the hiStory of ordnance., was the discovery of
explosives. In this chapter we will give you a
brief history , and dischss the characteristics,
uses, and handling of explosives currently used
by the United States Navy. We ,discuss what the
term explosiveS means and then we go into
some details of various explosives and pyro-

-. technics used in Nav5i weapons.

EXPLOSIVES

TO understand the composition and function
of.. complete round of ammunition, .a basic
knowledge of the characteristics and uses of
military explosives is necessary. The demands
for ammunition capable of fulfilling the many
requirements of the Navy necessitates the em-
ployment of several kinds of explosives. Each
explosive performs in a specific maxiner.'Thus,
the explosives (bursting charge) used to burst
a forged steel projectile would not only be an
unsuitable propelling charge for ejecting and
propelling projectiles and missiles, but also
would be highly dangerous.. Similarly, the ex-
plosives .used in initiators, such as in primers
and fuzes, are so sensitive to shock that only
small quantities cen be used safely.

Personnel not familiar with ammunition, or
untrained in its use and handling, normally are
afraid of the possibility of anexplosion.However,
when handled in accordance with the prescribed
regulations, ammunition is relatively safe. Safety
regulations are set forth in numerous publicktions

. such as U., S. Navy Regulations, Ordnance Pub-
lications (OPs), pertinent instructions, etc. Many
of the regulations and precautions embody the
lessons learned as result of actual disasters. They
must be obeyed without exception and cannot be
changed or disregarded.

OP 4, Ammunition Afloat, defines the word
explosives,I if used without further qualification;
as those substances or mixtures of substances

which, when suitably initiated by flame, spark,
heat, electricity, friction, impact, or similar
means, undergo rapid chemical. reactions re-
sulting in the rapid release of energy. The
release of energy is almost invariably accom-
panied by a rapid and pronounced rise in pressure.
The rise in pressure usually, but notnecessarily,
is a consequence of the rapid generation of gas
in much larger volume than,- that originally
occupied by the explosive.

An explosion is defined as a practically
instantiineous and violent release of energy. It
results 'from the sudden chemical change of- 'a
solid or liquid substance into gases. These
gases, expanded by the heats of the chemical
change, exert tremendous pressure on their con-
tainers and the surrounding atmosphere.

CHARACTERISTICS

There are three important characteristics
of explosive reactions: they liberate heat; they

*produce large increases in pressure, usually
by liberation of large quantities of gas; and the
reaction takes place in a comparatively short
time.

HEAT. An explosive reaction is .always
accompanied by the liberation of heat. The amount
of het is representative of the energy of the
explosion and, hence, its potentiality for doing
work.

P ESSURE. High pressure accompanying an
explo ve reaction is caused by the formation of
gases which are expanded by the heat liberated
in the reactions. The work which the -reaction is
capable of performing depends upoll the volume
of the gases and the amount of heat liberated.
'file maximum pressure' developed and the way

hich the energy of the explosion is applied
de nd further on the velocity of the reaction.

12
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VELOCITY. An explosive' reaction differs
from ordinary combustion in the velocity of the
reaction.. For example, if gases are eyolved
slowly., they are dispersed without causing any
appreciable increase in pressure. Velocity is one
of ;the characteristics that distinguishes high
explosives from low explosives, Although
power of an explosive is affected greatly by
quantity of gas and heat evolved, the rate at which
they are given off isof prime importance. 'this
rate is designated the velocity of explosion or the
velocity of detonation.

Sensitivity

Sensitivity, which is of great importance in
military explosives, may be defined as the ea
Avith which an explosive can be detonated.
plosives must be safe to handle and, in some ca
able to withstand severe shgck before the start f
the chemical reaction or detomition.The stren
of thq impulse required to detonate or set off:azdi
explosive may vary -considerably. Some may be
detonated by the slightest touch; others require
violent blow and cannot be set off in the open by;
flame.

EXPLOSIVE TERMS

Terms defined here are some that iou should,
know to understand the following discussionS:

High explosives: High explosives are subi;*
stances whose reaction is a hrgh detonation that
is most readily initiated by a blow or shock and
proceeds as a wave phenomendn propagated at a
.speed of the 'order of the velocity of sound in
solids. The amount of exposed surface has little
effect on the time required for complete reaction.

Low explosives:Low explosives are substances
whose decomposition involves a rapid burning
deflagration that is most readily initiated
direct heat of flame and proceeds as a thermal
wave, the speed of which is markedly slower than
the velocity of sound. Low explosive burning is
confined to expoled surface, thereby providing'a
means of regulating the time for total reaction:
The. extent of exposed surface has considerable
effect on the burning 'time of low explosives.

When
Shattering ability of high explosive.

When it is desired that a projectile explode to
scatter lethal* fragments, an explosive Is one in
which the maximum pressure is attained so rapid
that the effect is to shatter material surroundidg
it or in contact with it.

Stability: Ability of an explosive to remain
unaffected by storage conditions. Some explosives

r

(like propellant powder) decompose with age, even
under the beet of conditions, and require frequent
checking.

Power: When applied to an explosive, refers
to the extent of its ability either toin1ict damage
of ..to activate another explosive. Power may be
measured by energy, pealepressure, or momentum
of the shock wave from.the explosion.

Loadidg properties: The adaptability of anex-
plosive to loading requirements is'an important
factor in its range of usefulness. Pro-
jectiles -pf the Navy ore pressloaded with a
granular 'explosive. Cast:explosives are used for
mines, depth charges, hoinbs; and wat)aeads.';..

Hygroscopicity: ,Tendency of a material to
absorb moisture..Because moisture reduces the
sensitivity of an -explosive, or affects it adversely
in other ways, explosives must be protected to
prevent deterioration.

CIASSfFil4A TION

Atone time, explosives were commonlyfdi-
vided into two .categories,_ designated high ex-
plOsives and low explosives. High explosives
were. those which could be.made ta-detonate and

I whose use depended on thliicharacteristic. Low
explosives were those -which could be made to
burn only by application of heat or .flame, and
whose use depended on their characteristics,

. usually that of burning in a rapid, controllable,-
and reproduoible. manner. In military applies,-
dens, the term high 'explosive is still used
but with _ a somewhat different meaning.
the explosives formerly called low explOsi
now called propellants, but the term pro llant
is not synonymous with low explo

Classification of explosives thus p been
based on characteristics. A more.practical clas-
sification from the standpoint of the Gunner's
Mate is based on their military use. These
clasPifications are:

1. Propellants.
2. Initiating explosives.
3. Booster.wcplosives.
4. Burster high eiplosives..

Propellants

The primary function of a propellant is to
provide a pressure that, acting against an object
fo be propelled, will accelerate the object to the
required velocity. This pressure must be so
controlled that it will never exceed the strength
of the container in which it is produced, such as -
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guns, rocket motor housings, pyrotcohnic pistols,
line throwing guns, etc. In addition, propellarits
must be comparatively insensitive to shorck.

Propellantsimay be either liquid or solid in
form. Many solid pr opellants have a nitrocellu-
lose base. Various organic and inorganic Sub-
stanceS are added to the nitrocellulose base
during manufacture to give improved qualities
for special purposes._

Propellants can be classified by such terms as
siBgle-base, double-base, ni,ulti-base, and com-
posite. single-base propellants c4intain only one
explosile ingredient, nitrocellulose. Double-base
and multi-base propellants contain one or more
explosive ingredients in addition to nitrocellulose.
Multi -base propellants vlucb contain three ex-
plosive constituents are often called triple-base
powder. Composite propellants are compositions
that contain mixtures of fuel and inorganic
oxidents Dot do not contain a' significant amount
of nitrocellulose or nitroglycerin. There are
also combinations of composite and double-base
propellants.

.

Solid propellants are manufactured in the form
of flakes, balls, sheets, cords, or perforated
cylindrical grains. They are made in various
shapes to_obtain different types of burning actions. ,
The cylindrical grains are made in various
diameters and lengths, and with varying numbers
of holes or perforations. (See fig. 2-1.) The
different typesof burning actions are regressive,
neutral, and piogressive. A propellant is said to
be retressive burning when- the surface area of
the grains decrease as they buin. An example of
a neutral burning grain is a single perforated
grain wbose inner surfEitte increases and whose
outer surface decreases as it burns. The result
of these two action's is that the total surface
iemains the same. As a multiperforated grain
burns, its total burning area increases since it
burns from the inside to the outside at the same
time. Thus, it is ailed progressive burning.

lnitiatprs

Initiating explosives are those explosives
which. serve to ignite propellants and are used in

0
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the caps of 'primers and to initiate the reaction
of high explcisives. Initikting explosives explode
or detonate when subjected to heat, impact, or
friction: There 'is, however, considerable dif-
fetence among them with re:.;pectto the type and
strength of the initiating force required, the
amount of heat given uff, and the shock produced
by the explohion. Cul rently used initiating ex-
plosives are lead azide, lead styphnate, tetracene,
and diazodinitrophenol. ,

PRIMERS. A primer is a device used to
initiate the/ burning of a propellant charge by
means of h flame. It ,may consist of a small
quantity of extremely sensitive high explosive.
Usually, primers are classified in. accordance
with the method of initiation such at percussion,
electric, friction, chemical, etc: :fek percussion
primer, upon being struck by the firing pin of a
gun, will detonate and the flash of flame
needed to ignite the propellant charge. All primers
function in .a similar manner when initiated.
Primers may also be used to initiate detonators..o

DETONATORS. Detonators are..used in ini-
tiating high explosive bur sting c.harge s as opposed
to p ape ll an t s. They are similar to primers
inasmuch as they also contain a small quantity.
of extremely sensitive high explosives. Detonators
are also classified in accordance with the methods
of initiation.

Auxiliary Explosives
Large propellant charges and relatively in-

sensitive disrupting explosives require an inter-
mediate charge so that the flame or shock of the
initiating explosive may be increased to ensure
proper reaction of the main explosive charge.
The intermediate or auxiliary explosive usedwith.

. propellants consist of a quantity of flame-
producing black' povider sufficient to engulf the
propellant grains. The auxiliary' explosive used
with disrupting explosives is called a booster and
consists of a quantity of more sensitive high
explosive, such as tetryl or gramilar TNT. A
booster increases the shock of the detonatOr to
a degree sufficient to explode the disrupting
explosive.

BOOSTER.An aux iliary explosive, when
used with a burster charge, is called a booster. It
consists of a moderately sensitive high explosive.
Tioctsters are necessary because of the relative
insensitivity of the main charge. (NOTE: Ex-
plosives used, as boosters in large projectiles
may serve as burster charges in smaller ones.)
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TheA basic high explosive train consists of the
detonator, booster, and burster charge:However,
high explosive trains are,often compounded by the
addition of auxiliary boosters, time delays, and
primers. Such a train might be as follows
primer, delay pellet, detonator, booster, auxiliary
booster, and main burster charge. Hpwever, this
example is the extreme. (See fig. 2 -2.)

Burster High 'Explosives

The burster charge for projectiles or various
type bombs, mines, torpedo warheads, and other
bombtype ammunition is alwayS alugh ex-plosive.
Burster charge substances must fulfill certain
requifements for military use. In general, they
must Vo the following:

1. Be insensitive enough to withstand the,
shock; of handling, of being fired from a gun, -
and of impact against armoronly in armor
piercing projectiles.

2. Have a maximum explosive power.
3:Have stability to withstand adverse s46rageiww_

conditions.
4. Produce proper fragmentationonly for

fragmentation weapons.
5. Be inexpensive and easy °to manufacture

from readily available materials.

The substance most nearly fulfilling all of
these conditions might be considered the best
burster explosive; however, the specific purpose
to be served must be considered. For example,

.1
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Figilre 2-2. Typical high explosive trains.
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a burster charge used in a projectile must
fulfill all or the foregoing conditions, whereas a
mine or torpedo warhead filler need not be so
insensitive as to withstand armor impact. How-
ever, for mines and torpedoes, the tenden'cy of
the burster explosive not to absorb moisture and
its maximum power would be the most irisportant.
charactel'istics. Thus, compromises have to be
made to a certain point, provided no safety
factor requirement is overlooked.

High explosive charges are loaded into theii
containers by one of three methods: cast-loaded,
pressloaded, and extrusion. Cast loading is, per-
formed gpy pouring the substance- as a liquid
into a container and letting it solidify. Explo-
sives having no liquid form must be press-Joaded,
or pressed into their container. The combining
of certain explosives results in plastic mixtures
that tan be loaded only by the extiusion, method.

SERVICE EXPLOSIVES AND THEIR USE

Servtge explosives as used in the Navy are
varied and are constantly undergoing changes.
Howeverf there are certain basic explosives that
have become fairly standard throughdut the Navy.
A few of- the more pertinent explosives and their
uses are discussed in the following par agi aphs.

BLACK POWDER

Black powder is the ,oldest explosiye known.
The ingredients in blackyowder include saltpeter
(potassium nitrate or sodium nitrate), charcoal,
and sulphur. It ignites spontaneously at about
300° C -(572° and develops a fairly high
temperature of combustion (2300° to 3800° C).

The chemical stability of black powder' is
practicafly unlimited when stored in airtight
containers; but it deteriorates irregularly when
exposedato moisture, which -it absorbs readily*

Black powder is not affected by moderately
high temperatures, and it is not subject to
spontaneous combugtion at ordinary storage tern-

-perature,s. It is highly flamiliable and very
sensitive to friction, shock, sparks, and flame.
When igilited, it is extremely quick and violent
in its action.

Uses of Mack Powder

The range of use of black powder has de-
creased:rwith the development of new chemical
compounds but, where smoke is no objection,
black powder is considered by massy to be the beat

substance available -for transmitting flame and
producing a quick, hot flame.

Currently black powder is used by the Navy
for the following purposes:

1. Delay elements in fuzes.
2. Ignition charges for smokeless powder,

for primers in guns of all calibers, and for
rocket or guidedmissile igniters.

3. Impulse Charges for surface torpedo tithes
and depth-charge projectors.

'4. Black powder charges for training, salut-
ing, and signaling.

SMOKELESS POWDER

These are low, or burning, explosives which
are used to give a specified velocity to the
delivery of missiles such as gun projectiles,
rocket projectiles, torpedoes, and depth charges.
Relatively, slow, controlled decomposition is re-
quired to provide time for the force of the
evolved,gases to act without the destruction of the
projecting equipment. ,

The basic component of modern smokeless t
powder is vegetable fiber (generally cotton),
molded into grains and dried. The resulting

ipowder is a low explosive which. will burn instead
of detonating. It is used almost exclusively as the
propellant fors gill* and rocket ammunition. The
powder is generally considered to be qf three
types: single-base, double-base, and multi -base.

Smokeless powder is obviously a more effec-
tive propellant than black powder, and is far less
sensitive, tricky, and dangerous to handle. It
has the following characteristics:

1. Burns evenly.
2. Noncorrosive; it does not react to metals.
3. ,Gives off large quantities of gas during

burning, which is highly desirable in a pro-
pellant.

4. Leaves little residue or ash.
- 5. Is somewhat' hygroscopic and tends to
deteriorate as it becomes moist.

There, are certain volatile ingredients in
smokeless powder which tend to evaporate when
the powder is exposed. It must be stored lin
airtight, moisture -proof containers. Powder mag-
azines should therefore be checked daily kir
condition of powder containers, for maintenance
of 'proper temperature, and for ''evidences of
deterioration of powder.

ExCessive heat hag an unfavorable influence
upon the stability of smokeless powder. At

16
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temperatures below 60° F, the stability is not
appreciably affected. The rats of decomposition
begins to rise at temperatures. above 70° F,
becoming relatively high at 100° F, and dan-
gerously accelerated at temperatures above 110°
F. Precautions must-therefore be taken to ensure
the maintenance of a uniformly low temperature
in magazines where smokeless powder is stowed.

SPD. Smokeless powder with the index desig
nation SPD consists of colloided nitrocellulose'
and diphenylamine, which is the stablizer. This
is the powder Commonly known as "pyro"powder
by the United States Navy and has been used in
standard service ammunition.

SPDN. Smokeless powder withthe indexdesig-
nation SPDN is composed of nitrocellulose and
dinitrotoluene, to which is added dibutylphthalate
to control the potential of the powder and to aid
in Plasticization. This composition also contains
diphenyldmine, which acts as the stabilizer.

SPDF. Smokeless powder with the indexdesig-
nation SPDF is a modification of the basic
composition.9f either SPD or SPDN made by the
addition of It coolant or flash inhibitor, gen-
erally potassium sulfate. This combination of
materials results in a flashless charge for the
gun in which the powder is liesigned for use.
SPDF powder is highly effective for full charges
in 5-inch and snialler guns and reduced charges
in several major caliber guns.

SPDB. A blend of stabilized SPD powder. The
blend was-originally devised to provide an index
of ample size for a ship's service allowance but
the letters are now assigned to a lot made to
itilize small remnants for service or-training
exercise purposes. A blend of large-web and
smaller-web powder (of not too great difference)
may be made to produce an equivalent intermediate
web to satisfy desired ballistics.

SPDE. Smokelss powder containing lead car-
bonate for decoppering purposes and othertvise
similar to SPD powder. 1

SPDW. Reworked powder made from ground
stabilized SPD smokeless powder regiained. It
is generally used or training exercises. Many
indexes are satisfactory for service ammunition,
and service stable life experience with lots
manufactured in recent years has not been much
less than nonreworked powder.

SPC. recently perfected cool burning,
single-baSe smokeless powder of,Specialnitrated
nitrocellulosEN containing centralite as a stabi-
lizer. .

SPCA. Smokeless powder of albanite type
.double-base containing DINA as substitute for
nitroglycerin and with centralite as a stabilizer.
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It is white in color and has not been elensively
manufactured.

SPC F. A single-base smokeless powder, simi-
lar to SPC powders, but containing ingredients
added during manufacture to render the powder
flashless. ,

SPWF. Reworked flashless powder made from
Found stabilized SPD smokeless pow der to which
certain compounds were added during remixing.

BALLISTITE

Ballistite-is a double-base powder used as a
rocket propellant. It is composed of nitro-
cellulose, nitroglycerin, and diphenylamine which
acts as a stabilizer. It burns with a considerable
amount of flash and smoke, and generates a great
volume of gak. Ballistite burns progressively
but at a slower rate than gunpowders. The rate
of burning is dependent upon the composition
and physical characteristics of the powder grain,
the temperathre, of the powder grain before
ignition, and the pressure during reaction: It
is produced in various shapes to fit the rocket
motor housing,' and is ignited by the' flash of a
black powder charge which, in turn, is ignited
electrically. Obvious disadvantages are the tell-
tale flash and black smoke.

NACO (NAVY COOL)

NACO, is a rather recent development in the
field of Navy gun type propellants. The basic
formula is a typical single-base, but it is man-
ufactured from low-nitration nitrocelltose to
.provide cool, clean burning without the use of
soot-produting coolants. NACO compositions also
provide decoppering action of the; gun barrelty
an alloying process.

NACO powder burns at a lower temperature
than other conventional`gun powders. The reduced
.heat lessens gun barrel erosion thereby length-
ening barrel life.

Another important characteristic of NACO is
its reduced muzzle flash making the powder
desirable for night firing as well as daytime use.

Currently NACO is being operationally used
in the 5"/54 gun mounts

INITIATING EXPLOSIVES

The explosives used as initiating explosives
are the primary high explosives mentioned pre-
viously in this chapter. The high explosives are
used in varying amounts in the different primars
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and detonators employed by the Navy, and there-
fore differ considerably in sensitivity, brisance,
and the amount-of,heat given off. The explosives
discussed in this section are lead azide, lead
styphnate, tetraceng, and diazodinitrophenol
(DDNP).

Lead Azide
k

Lead azide has a high ignition temperature and
is lesi sensitive to shock and friction than mer-
cury fulminate. The brisance of lead azide
increases as the pressure applied to it increases.

Lead azide is poisonous,' slightly soluble in
hot water and in alcohol, and highly soluble in a

, dilute solution of nitric or acetic acid in which
a little sodium nitrate has been dissolved. Lead
azide reacts with copper, zinc, cadmium, or alloys
containing such metals forming an azide which is
more sensitive than the original lead azide.
Lead azide does not react with aluminum, and
detonator capsules for lead azide are made of this
Metal. The hygroscopicity of lead azide is very
low. Water does not reduce its impact sensitivity,
as in the case with mercury fulminate. Ammonium
acetate and sodium dichromate are used to
destroy small quantities of lead azide.Leadazide
may be used where detonation is caused by flame
or heat. The velocity of detonation is approxi-
mately 17,500 fps. Its color varieslibm white to
buff. Lead azide has become the most widely
used in detonators of major-caliber base deto-
nating fuzes, or point detogating fuzes, and of
auxiliary detonating fuzes. It is also used in
priming mixtures.

Lead azide is completely stable in storage even
at elevated temperatures.,

Lead Styphnate

There are two forms of lead styphnate. the
normal, which appears as six-sided monohydrate
crystals; and the basic, which appears as small
rectangular crystals. Lead styphnate is particu-
larly sensitive to fire and the discharge of
static electricity; when dry, styphnate 'can be,
readily ignited by static discharges from the
human body. The longer and narrower the crystals,
the more susceptible the material is to static
electricity. Lead styphnate does not react with
metals. It is less sensitive to shock and friction
than lead azide. Lead styphnate is slightly soluble
in water, and methyl alcohol and may be neutra-
lized by a bolution of sodium carbonate, The
velocity of detonation is appro2dniately 17,000fps.
The color of lead styphnate varies from yellow
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to brbwn. Lead styphnate is used 'as'a component
in primer and detonator miixtures. It Is stable
iri storage even at elevated temperatures.

Diazodinitrophenol
-

Diazodinitrophenol (DDNP) is a yellowish
brown powder. It is soluble in acetic acid,
acetone, strong hydrochloric ,acid, and most of
the solvents but insoluble in water-. . cold
sodium hydroxide solution may be used to destroy

Pit. DDNP is desensitized by immersion in water
and does not react with it at normal temperatures.
It is less sensitive, to.impact but mdre powerful
than lead azide. The sensitivity of DDNP to
friction is approximately the same as that of
lead azide.,

DDNP is used with other-material's to form
primirig mixtures, particularly where a high
sensitivity to flame or heat is desired.

DDNP is stable in storage even at elevated
Arnperaturesi.,

BOOSTER EXPI;OSIVES.

The explosives used as booster explosives
consist- of a moderately sensitive high explosive,.
However, they are generally more sensitive than'
those high explosives used as burster explosives.
As high explpsives used for booster purposes,
they fall in the intermediate range of sensitivity.

Tetryl

Tetryl is a derivative of methyl-a:naline and
is classified as a nitroaromatic compound. Tetryl
is a fine crystalline material practically insoluble
in water, but solublein acetone, ammonia, ether,
carbdn tetrachloride, and bdnzol. Tetryl melts
at about 130° C. Heated above, its melting point,
it undergoes gradual decomposition, andexplodes
when exposed to a temperature of 60° C for 5
seconds. Tetryl will corrode steel When in'the
dry or moist state. It is practically nonhygro-
scopic (after proper drying), but moisture does
interfere with its effectiveness. Tetryl is chem-
icallyr stable at ordinary temperatures. It is
more sensitive, to shock or friction than TNT
and more powerful than TNT. Tetryl is more
sensitive to detonation by lead azide than TNT
and is readily exploded by penetration of rifle
bullet. Tetryl can be initiated from flame, friction,
shock, or. sparks; burns readily; ' and is, quite
likely to detonate if burned in large quantities.
The velocity of detonation of tetryl is approxI7
mately- .24,000 fps. When pure, tetryl is light -

.--
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yellow, but is usually gray after loading because
of the graphite mixture used in the loading process.

Tetryl is sensitive to mechanical shock, and is
used as a booster charge bbtween the lead azide
detonator and the high explosive bursting charge.
Tetryl is also used as a filler in sinall-caliber
projectiles. Tetryl is loaded in pellet form, the
pellets being pressed after being mixed with
small, quantities cf -graphite which 'serve to
lubricate it while it is -being pressed.

Tetryl is poisonous when taken internally and
causes .derinititis ofi contact with skin. Pre-

:cautions are therefore necessary when handling'
and packing the dry material. Special precautions
must be taken to prevent ignition or explosion hy--
friction or blows -resulting front rough handling.
Tetryl should be kept dry and protected from high
temperature and sparks.

FILLER (BURSTER) EXPLOSIVES

There are several high explosives currently
used by the Navy.avy, as fillers for bombs, torpedoes,
mines, and projectile's. The principal explosives
are TNT, RDX, and explosive D. These explosives,
when combtned in various percentages and com-
binations, produce numerous high explosives with
varying degrees of sensitivity, brisance, rate of
detonation; and other pertinent charactenstws.
The principal explosives and some of the more
common derivative -explosives are discussed in
the following paragraphs.

Trinitrotoluene (TNT)
Trinitrotoluene is a crystalline substance'.

The importance of trinitrotoluene as a military
explosive is based upon its relative safety in
manufacture, loading,.transporation, and stotage,
,and upon its powerful, b_iisant, and explosive
properties. Manufacturing yields are high and
production relatively. economical. Chemical
names for TNT :are trinitrotoluene and trini-
trctol and other commercial names are Vint,
Tolite, Trinol, Trotyl, Tritolo, Tritone, Trotal,
and Triton.

It is toxic, oderless, comparatively stable,
nonhygroscopict and relatively insensitive. When
pure, it varies from white to pale yellow in color
and is known as grade A, TNT. When the pro-

. portion of4 impurities is, much greater, the color
is darker, often being blown, and is known as
grade 4-B TNT., It may be ignited by impact,
friction, spark, shock, of heat. INT does not
form sensitive co ii.pOunds with most metals.

, The melting point "vaii-5 between 80.C° C for
grade .1 (lefid IN!) C fill grade :B

z

.

(crude TNT). TNT does not. appear to be affected
by acids but is affected by alkalies (lye, washing
soda, etc.), becoming pink, red,'or brown, and
more sensitive. Like most other explosives, but
to a greater extent, it is advet rely affected by
sunlight becoming darker in color and deterior-
ating in melting point and purity. It is prac-
tically insoluble in water, but'soluble in alcohol,
carbon tetrachloride, d:.ether, benzene, ;tabon'
disulphide, acetdne, and certain other solvents.
The velocity of detonation is -approximately
22,300 fps.

TNT may be cast into burster changes for
Projectiles, bombs, depth charges, -warheads,
mines, and rocket heads. TNT is normally com-
bined with other high explosives to form burster
charges, Cast TNT is rather difficult to detonate.
It nsually requires a booster charge of refined,
granular TNT or tetryl to ensure complete
high-order detOnatfon. For, fuzes and boosters,
a refined, granular TNT is used.

In a granular or crystalline form, and when
unconfined, TN'T bUrns freely and (nay burn
Without detonation. ,However, there are a few
instances on reord of large quantities detonating
after °having bu,rned for a' while. Thih-walled
ammunition such as bombs, depth charges, mines,
warheads, and similar ammunition containing
TNT bluster charges; containers of 'bulk TNT;
and demolition chitrges are subject to 'Sy znpathetic
detonation or detonation en masse. This property
makes it necessary to separate VNIT storage
from other types of explosive storage, especially
fuzei and detonators, and from fire hazards
which may initiate a detonation. Conti ary to the
beliefs of many, TNT is not so insensitive that
it can be treated roughly with Impunity.InstanCesee
are on record where small globules have been
detonated by scraping them with as knife and
where a pipe plugged'with TNT detonated when
hammered.

,Exudate has been known to seParate iron. cast
TNT,' It may'appear pale yellow to brown iii color
and vary in consistency from an oily liquid to a
more viscous one. The aihotmt 814 rate d.
separation depend primarily upon the purity of
the TNT and secondarily upon the termperathre
of the storage plade. Grade B (low-melting;
point) TNT may exude considerable liquid and
gener ate some gas. This exudation is accelerated
with an increase in temperature.

Pure TNT will not exude since exudate consists
of impurities which have not been extracted in the ,

refining process. Exudate fs a Mixture of lower
melting isomers of TNT, nitrocompounds of

19' t,
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toluene of lower nitration, and possible nitro -
compounds of other aromatic hydrocarbons and
alcohols. It is flammable and has high sensi-
tivity to, percussion.(vhert mixed with absorbiarts.
Its presence does no appreciable harm to tile
stability, but somewhat reduces the explosive8
force of ,the main charge. In some ammunition,
an inert wax pa4a,is used in the loading operation
and in some cases waxy material may ooze from
the case.. It should not be confused with the TNT
exudate described above. This material should,.

(however, be tested for TN T to confirm its actual

TNT exudate, when mixed with a combustible
"material such as wood °bp's, 'sawdust, or cotton
waste, will form a low explosive which

'flammable and ignites easily from a small flatne..:
It can be exploded in a manner similar to a lstsv
grade of dynamite, but the main danger is its Hie-
hazard. Aceumulation of exudate is considered a

. great ri'ski". beth explosive and fire, and should
always be avoided by continual removal and dis-
posal of the exudate as it occurs. .Frequent
inspection of all cast TNT ammunition should be
made to see that exudate is not present.

40 The exudate is soluble in acetone or alcohol.
One ot these solvents (taking care to provide
adequate ventilation) or clean hot water ,should
be used to facilitate removal and dispOsal of the

exudate. finder 'no circumstances should scrap or
other alkeline preparations be used to remove
this' exudate, as the addition of a small amount of
hydroxide, caustrc soda, or potash will sensitize
TNT and cause it to explode if heated to-160° F.

'fritonal

Tritonal is composed of 80 percent-TNT d

20 percent aluminum: powder. Tritonal 'is non-
corrosive, toxic, and possesses satisfactory stet-7:
age properties. Its melting pointis 81°C, and it is
soluble in :acetone... Velocity . of detonation is
approximately 18;000 fps. The color is gray.

Tritonal aa' used primarily in anti-swimmer
devices. Tritonal is cast, segregation of the
aluminum being prevented by a pellet loading
technique.

Composition A

Composition A. is a wax-coated, granular'
explosive, consisting of 91 percent IIDX and 9
percent plasticizing wax. The wax content is
sufficient to desensitize the mixture and lub-
ricate it enough to allow it to be pressediinto
prejectiles,

Composition A-3 is not melted or cast. It
is nonhygroscopic and possesses satisfactory
storage properties. The melting. point of com-
position A varies from 200° C to 230t C. Com-
,position A is appreciably more brisant and
powerful than TNT ais.indicated by its velocity/
of detonation of approximately 27,000 fps. Its
color may be -White or buff, depending upon the
color bf the wax used to coat the powdered RDX.

Composition A is used as a filler in pro-
jectiles; which contain 'a small burster cavity
such as anti-aircraft projectiles. Three varieties
of composition A have been deireloped, designated
composition A-1, A -2, and A-3. They can aiso ibe
used as compressed fillers for medium -caliber'
projectiles.

'Composition B.
. I

Composition B-1 is a mixture of 59 - percent .

RDX, 40 percent TNT, and 1 percent wax. Com-
position B-2' is a mixture of 60 percent RDX
and 40 peicent' TNT. The TNT reduces tilt
sensitivity of the RDX to a safe degree an
lowers the melting point, thereby allowing the
material to-be cast - goaded.

Composition B' might'be detonated at Tow or
high order depending on case material by bullet
impact. The total energy of blast in air of
composition B is about 116 percent of that of
TNT. Composition B iS nonhygroscopic and re-
mains, stable in storage. It has an extremely
high shaped charge efficiency. The velocity of
detonation is approximately 24,000 fps and its
color is yellow to brown.

Composition B has been used as a more
powerful replacement for TNT in loading some of
the rifle grenades, and, some.rocket heads. It
can be used where an explosive with more power
and brisance' is of tactical advantage and there
is no objection to a slight increase of sensitivity.

Composition C

Composition C-3 is one of the composition C
series that has now been replaced, by C-4,
especially for loading shaped charges. However,
quantities of composition C-1 and composition
C-2 may be found in the field. Composition C -I
is 88.3 percent RDX and 11.7 percent plastici-
zing oil. Composition C-3 is 77 percent RDX,
3 percent tetryl, 4 percent TNT, 1 perceAt
nitrocellulose, 5 percent MNT (mononitrotoluoly,
and 10 percent DNT (dinitrotolUoh. The last,
two compounds, while they are explosivos, are
oily liquids and plasticize .the mixture. The,
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essential difference between composition C-3
and composition C-2 is the substitution of 3,
percent.tetrylifir 3 percent RISX,whichimproves

, the plastic qualities. The changes were made in an
effort to obtain a plastic, putty7like composition
to meet the requirements of an idealexplosive for
molded and shaped charges that Will maintain its
plagticity over a wide range 'of temperature and
not exude oil. t.

Composikon C -3 is' abOut 1.35 times as
powerful as TNT. T1 . melting point of compo-
sition C-3 is 68° C, and it is soluble ,in acetone.
The velocity of detonation is approximately 26,000
fps. Its color is light brown.

HBX4,11-6

The HBX group of explosives are an impor-
tent segment, of th8 explosives used by the Navy.
They. all contain a mixture_ of cornposition B,
TNT, aluminum, compositionZr2; and calcium
chloride in, varying percentages to meet the
requlreinents of their principal use.

The `explosive 118X-1 is not .a manufactured
product tut_ is a cast mixture of the foregoing

. compositions. HBX-1 is used primarily in mines,
HBX -3 is composed the same compositions

, as HBX-1 but in different, percentages. The
"primary use of HBX--3 is in mines and torpedo
warheads. .

.
H-6, a later deietopment in the family of

.1-1/3X explosives, is composed of the same com-
positions as the other HBX explosives with again
a difference in percentage of the ingredients.
it is used in bombs anti missiles and is a cast
filler but is considered superior to.-the other
4113X compositions.

The explosive HBX is noncorrosive and chem-
ically stable. Tegts indicate that prolonged ex-
posure to unusually high temperatures may cause
the loss:of a small -part of the wax used as a
desensitizer. This -wax may appear as exudate;
however, the wax is not explosive and should be
cleaned oft by normal means. The melting point
of HBX varies. from .80\q. to 90° C. HBX has,a
velocity of detonation of approximately 24,300
fps, and a color of slate gray.

Explosive D

Explosive D or ammonium pieraft, is a high
explosive usually derived by nitration of phehol
followed by ammonitition of the produced picric
acid.' In bulk, explosive p appears in the form of
finely divided crystals. Explosive D stains human
hair and skin yellow. It hag two major dis-
advantages:

_1,. Its melting point is too high for it to be
melted and cast; therefore, it must be loaded by
pressing.

2. If not entirely' free :a traces of unani- .

moniated picric acid, it reacts with certain metals
"Lich as lead 'pdtassiun.,.coi:per and iron to form'sensitive compounds and must.li,protected from
direct contact with such metalsjThe color varies
from yellow ',to orange brown. Explosive D is
-soluble in water and alcohol. Its melting pointy
is 265° Explosive D is not hygroscopic when
drieduto specified moisture content (0.2 percent),
It is ver3, difficult to detonate and difficult to -

ignite. The principal use of explosive D is as a
burster- Cliuge for large caliber projectiles,:
Whi% ITSpowers and cbrisance are slightly
infgrior to those of TNT, it is muchmore fna6nsi-

-tive to -shock and will stand impact °harm. 9r plate
without deflagrating. The velocity of detonation is

;approximately 21,300 fps. .

grHER HIGH EXPLOSIVES

High explosive compounds are ofterimixedviith
the principal explosives to produce combination
explosives such as ammonium nitrate, nitro-,

guanidine, andpiCric acid. ,

Ammonium Nitrate'

Ammonium nitrate" is a crystalline powder
varying in .cOlor 'from almost ohite to brown. It
hag a melting point of 170° Q. Itusually, cannot be
detonated by heat or friction but may be exploded
by heavy booster 6,q319sives. It- also may be
exploded byjelativelY light initiation if it has

'ctbeen sensitized by certain impurities, among-
'which are many carbonaceous materials..mm,o-
nium nitrate is not flammable at normal tem-
peratures. In tires involving large quantities of,
ammonium nitrate, the material becomes explo-
sive hazard. The explosiire hazard is accentuated ,
by conditions of partial confinement and buildup
of a certain degree of pressure in the, gases of,
decomposition. When ammonium nitrate is, in
contact wit copper-bearing metal, it may form
seas ve crompounds. When granulated in a special

coated with certain noncombustible
materials, ammonium nitrate is widely used as
an efficient nitrogenous fertilizer.

Nitroguanidine

Nitroguanidine is. a powerful high eXplosive
which, when incorporated in propollantg rn appren
viable quantities, results in a propellant that
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burns in a gun with a temperature so cool that nO
muzzle flash is produced..

Nitroguanidine, under moderate temperature
and humidity, is acceptably stable. It is com-
parable in strength to l'NT and its sensitivity
is somewhat less than that of TNT. The velocity
of detonation of nitroguanidine As:approximately
24,400 Ips; The color is white to yellowish.

Dynamite,
4

. Dynamites and blasting gelatins are explosives
procured from commercial sources. Their sensi-
tivity and keeping qualities are of a different order
than those of standard military exploD.z.es. There-
fore, special conditions for handliffk and storage
are mandatory. Dynamite is more hazardous in
storage than other high explosives because;

.1. It may exude nitroglycerin which is a
greater. fire and explosion hazard than other
types of exudate.

2. It deteriorates more rapidlythan other high
explosives. Therefore, it is a policy not to store
dynamite and blastinggelatins in large quantities
at naval activities handling ammunition or explo-
sives, except with specific approval.

PYROTECHNICS

Pyrotechnics is a Greek word for fireworks.
. The Navy uses fireworks not for cerebration, but
for illumination, marking and signaling. An
example is the illuminatingprojectile or starshell
(SS) used to illuminate targets for gunfire. A
starshell actually is a pyrotechnic device although
it is 'enc-ased in a projectile body of standard
external shape, and is fired from EV_ standard
rifled gun;

In the following sections We discuss pyro-
technics launched by hand or from special pro".

jectors, Or simply held by hand. All the
.pyrotechnics we 'study here are intended for
signaling.

The Navy issues, pyrotechnics not only for use
aboard its surface combat ships, but also for
use by aircraft, submarines, motor torpedo
boats, merchant ships and for use, ashore.'How-
ever, we discuss only those issued as ship's
pyrotechnics. For the others, see the OPs on
pyrotechnics (at present OPs 1511, 2213, and
2793). -

The pyrotechnic .units we describe are

1. 'Marine location niarkurs,
2. Signal lights, and the, py rotechnic pistols

and projectiles used in firing then,
3. Distress and hand signals
4._Navy lights,

MARINE LOCATION MARKERS

Marine location Mar' kers are of two general
types those for day u4 (Mk 1. Mod .3) and for
night use (Mk 2). The marker for daytime use
spreads a patch of bright. --yellow dye on the
water; the night type burns, with a yellow flame
for 45 to 55 minutes. Both types are used to
indicate the point of discharge Of depth -charge
barrages and to provide a reference point for
further antisubinarine attack. (, Mk I Mod 2
marker, still occasionally' used, has green dye.)

Strictly speaking, the marine location mar-
kers, Mk 1 Mod 2 and 3 are not pyrotechnics.
Their displays are not produced by burning
pyrotechnic compositions. These devices do,
however,.. contain explosive- charges that serve to
burst the outer container,. The markers' are .
covered in this section because of their loose
relationship -to pyrOteehrucs.

Marine, location Marker Mk 1 Mod 3 (fig.
2-3 is a cylindrical waterproofed container
about 12 inches long and 3.5 inches in diameter.
When you pull the ring attached to the safety
pin and release the safety lever, the primer
ignites .the time fuze. -Fifteen seconds later-the'
black powder charge bursts the two dye con-
tainers and scatters the dye. The marker is
dropped about 25 yards from the actual point
where the depth charge itself as launched so that
tlie depth charge's "boil" when it bursts will
not dissipate the slick of dye. Never pull the pin
until the inarker is to be launched. After the
is pulled, keep the safety lever firmly against
the marker body until it actually leaves' your
hand.

WARNING; If the marker,: is accidentally
dropped after the 'pin has been pulled, clear the
area. DON'T try fo retrieve the marker and make
it safe again; it cannot be done.

If exposed to moisture, the dye in the marker
cakes and doesn't spread very well in the water.
The markers should; therefore, be kept dry.

The Mk 2 ,(night) marker is a: sealed metal
cylinder 7 inches high and 5 incpwes inxiiameter,
shown in figure 2-4. It contains two cheinicals;
one of them is calcium carbide, the stuff that
was, used back in the horse-and-buggy days for
carriage lamps. When wet, calcium 'carbide gives
off acetylene, a gas that smells evil but burns
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TOP CAP

DYE COMPOSITION

BODY

BLACK POWDER

SPIRALLY WOUND TUBE

PULL 'RING

TIME FUZE

"SAFETY PIN

PRIMER MK5

FULL VIEW

83,107
Figure 2- 3. Marker, location, marine Mk 1.

'Well. The .other chemical (calcium phosphide)
when wet, gives "off a gas that ignites by itself,
without help from matches, ignition charges,
or the like. The calcium phosphidet.,ignites the
acetylene, which burns with a white flame.

To operate the marker, full the rings on the
marker to open the holes :1111 OWL water to reach
the chemicals: Then throw the m ker overboard,
allowhig a short time lag to : oid the depth
charge "boil". The flame sh It d appear in 45
to 50 seconds. DON'T remove the tear-strip
kings until ready to cast the Marker overboard.
NEVER handle or carry the markers by their
tear-strip rings.

Night depth gharge markers (Mk 2) should be
inspected while in stowage damaged tear

RECESS STRIP (TOP) TOP TEAR STRIP

Top drior

PULL RING

SECTIONAL VIEW

CALCIUM PHOSPHIDE

CALCIUM CARBIDE

BOTTOM TEAR STRIP

TOP TEAR STRIP

FULL VIEW

83.108
Figure 2-4. Marker,Tocation, marine Mk 2.

.-
strips. Marke,rs with,damaged ,strips should be'
disposed of immediately as unserviceable.
SMOKE AND FLARE MARKERS.

For night or day reference marking on the
ocean's surfade, Marker, Location, Marine Mk
58 Mod 0 'is used chiefly by aircraft patrols
in ASW but also is used for search and rescue
operations, man-overboard marking, and similar
applications. It candelso be dropped. over the
side from surface ships. It is approximately
21 1/2 inches long and weighs abbut 12 3/4 pounds.
*It contains a battery Squib, some starter mix,
two pyrotechnic candles, and a transfer fuse
between the two candles. Before launching, the
tear tapes over the water port must be removed
so that the sea water calf enter to activate the
battery. The battery current then energizes the
electric squib which ignites the starter mix,.
which in turn lights thp pyrotechnic candle. When
the first candle has burne d out in about 2b minutes,
the second candle is started by the tranpfer fuze.
Figufe 2-5 illustrates this marker.
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PULL RING

TEAR STRIP

TIME FUSE
(TRANSFER)
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2 REDD,

ENtiCOVER
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FOAM

STARTER MIX

BOOT,
(TERNEPLATE)

ELECTRIC
SQUIB
S-6521655

21.595

BALLAST

PYROTECHNIC
CANDLES

KEY (TWIST)

83:189

Figure 2- 5. Marker, location, marine
Mk 58 Mod 0:

Several- other types of markers are in use,*
but the present modifications require launching
from aircraft to provide the force needed to
rupture the dye marker or to activate the smoke
and fire marker. -

The Aircraft Smoke and Illumination Signal
ilk 6 (fig. 2-6) is a pyrotechnic device that is
launched from surface craft only to produce a
day or night, floating reference point. One of its
principal particular uses is as a man-overboard
marker. It was previously approved for launching

, from low performanceairoraft as a long-burning
marker but has been superseded for these pur-
poses by Marine Location Marker Mk 58.

.7

This device consists of a wooden body with a
flat, die-cast metal plate affixed one end to
protect it from water impact damage and to
maintain it in the correct, floating ak;itUde.
There are four flame and smoke emissionsholes
in the opposite end; each capped and sealeewith
tape. The pull wire ring, also at the emission end,

. is likewise covered with tape.,
The Mk 6 signal has a direct-firing ignition

system. Ignition results from pulling the pull
ring. The pull ring is pulled by hand, and the
device is thrown into the water_ iminediately. The
pull wire ignites a: 90-second delay, fuze which
ignites the quickmatch at the-top of the first of
four candles. The quickmatch ignites the first
candle starting mix whfch, in turn, initiates
bUrning of that candle. Expanding gases of com-
bustion force the cap and tape from the emission
hole, allowing smoke and flame to be emitted:
When the first candle is nearly burned out,. a,
-transfer fuse carries the ignition to ,the quick -
match of the next candle in series, This proceat;
continues until all four opndles have burned.
The yellow flame and grayLwhite smoke are
produced for a minimum of 40 minutes.

After the tear strip on the shipping container
has been removed, the following rules shall
apply:

1. Tme tape over the pull' ring shall not be
disturt d until immediately before hand launch-
ing the signal. This tape not only prevents an
accidental pull on the pull ring; but also protects
the igniter assembly from moisture which might
fender the signal useless.

. WARNING: This signal is initiated by the
,

physical movement of a friction wire through
ignition compound. Extreme care must, be
taken to prevent tension of tlff3 pull ring
iittring all handlin,t operation:

2. If this device is prepared for launching
.is ngt launched, tile, pull ring must be secure
retaped into position at the top' Of the signal
without exerting any pith Clore° on the pull-
wire igniter.

3. Under no circumstances shallthese signals
ringsbe stowed r restowed with r pull

exposed o with any wires,, strings, or other
tha

material of any kind, joined to their pull rings.

All safeiy precautions peitaining to this sig-
nal shall be observed. In addition, the following
specific rules apply:
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TAPE STARTER MIXTURE PYROTECHNIC CANDLE
WOOD BODY QUICK MATCH

TUBE

IljniVAISCOMM -=-VIggrtffir.

.2;
Cia..41-111;AMMIENNIMAnd

_ _ Allat2611MV4mitiOMIN:::

DELAY FUSE

PULL RING

SECTION AA

FRICTION WIRE -1 `DELAY FUSE

PULL TYPE IGNITER METAL NOSE PLATE

SECTION BB

END VIEW

(NOSE PLATE REMOVFM

Figure 2-6.Aircraft smoke and illumination Signal Mk 6.

1. Do not remove the tape over the pull ring
luntil immediately before launching.

2. The Mk 6 signal must be thrown over the
side immediately after pulling, the pull ring. This
device contains a maximum 90-second delay ele-
ment between initiation and candle igniti9n.

3. In all handling, extreme care must tie taken
to avoid pulling on the pull ring. Any slightest
movement of the friction igniter may stark the
ignition train.

SIGNAL LIGHTS

83.203

Signal lights, often called Very lights (not
because they are .vet, light, but because that is
what they ,,Were called by the French who origi-
nated them) are similar in appearance to a stan-
dard shotgun cartridge. When fired from the
proper pistol or projector, a burning star (some-
what Ake a star from a roman candle) shoots
high into the air", as shown in figure 2-7.
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83.109
Figure 2-7. Projected signal light.

The Mk 2 signal light is available in three
colors red, green, and white. Each cartridge
has a percussion primer and a propelling or
expelling charge of ten grains of black powder,
which projects .the burning star to a height of
about 200 feet. The star charge is a tightly
packed cylinder wrapped with a quick match
(a fast-burning fuzey which ignites it when fired.
The star charge is separated from the expelling
charge by a shock-absorbing wad of hard felt.
The Cartridge is closed by a wad which is so
marked that color of the star can be determined
by feeling it, as shown in figure 2-8.

The red star may be identified by its bor-
rugated closing wad, the green star has a smooth
closing wad, and the white has a small conical
boss on its closing wad. Each of the three
colors may alio be identified by the corre?pond-

e ing color of the paper on the cartridge.
The burning time for each of the stars is

approximately 6 seconds.
The lights are available in combination kits

known as Service Box, 'Signal Pistol Mk 5;
and Reserve Box,' Signal Pistol Mk 5. Unless
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83.110
Figure 2-8. Markings on signal. light Mk 2

Mod 0 (Very light).

packed in kits, signal lights are padked in a
metal can in =its of tens, and 100 cans (1000
signals) are packed in a wooden case for ship-
ment.

- Signal lights are fired from signal Pistol
Mk 5. Signal Pistol Mk 5, for use with signal
light Mk 2, is a single-barrel, breech-loading
pistol, 11 inches long. Metal parts are mounted
on a plastic frame. A cartridge belt (Mk 1)
and holster are issued for use with the:pistol.
Figure 2-9 shows how_to use the pistol.. . -

1. To load the pistol, depress the latch
button below the barrel. At the same time pull
the barrel downward, as in part A of the figure.
Then insert the signal light shell (as in part
B of the figure). Push the barrel upward again
until it latches closed. The pistol is now ready
to fire.

2. To fire the pistol, aim it up\vard at the
desired angle but clear of other ships or per-
sonnel. Pull the trigger, as shown in figure
2-9C. Keep your elbow slightly bent, when firing,
to absorb the shock of recoil and prevent the
pistol from knocking itself out of your hand.

3. To extract the expended shell, break the
pistol open again (Step A), and pull the shell
out of the chamber, as in figure 2-9D.

1%0-4
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83.111
Figure 2-'.9.Operation of signal pistol Mk5.

The pistol Mk 5 must be kept in serviceable
condition at all times. Clean it thoroughly after '
each uset. Wipe down all parts With a clo h
impregnated with light machine oil, After a
sembly, wipe the exposed parts with a dry cloth.
Swab the, barrel with a cloth dampened with
acetone or other solvent to remove powder
residue.

When loading or firing pyrotechnic pistols,
NEVER point them in ..the direction of other
personnel or vessels.

NEVER use Signal Pistol Mk 5 with ammuni-
tion other than that authorized for use wjj.tert.
Conversely, signal lights should never be fired
from shotguns, or from projectors other than
those authorized.

PYROTECHNIC PISTOL AN-M8

A pistol similar to the Mk 5 signal pistol
is Pyrotechnic Pistol AN-M8 (fig. 2-10). It can
be used with a number of signal Pits of
shotgun-shell shape. Some of these shellt have
paper cases and some have aluminum cases.
Aircraft illtimination Signal M 11 is fired only
to denote aircraft distress, but other signals
that can be fired from the AM-M8 pistol are
used for signal and identification purposes, arid-
may be fired from aircraft or surrace
The use of the different colors of signals wan
outlined in the text Seaman, NAVTRA 10120-E;-
particularly with regard, to their use in lifeboats.

83,190
Figure 2-114-, Pyrotechnic pistol M8, '-

tripping breech lock.

DISTRESS SIGNS

The Distress Signal Mk 13-Mod 0 provides
by day a pillar of smoke, and by night a fiery
light. It's a' rnighty_ comforting thing to have in
a life raft of life Vat.

The Mk 13 Mod 0 signal (fig. 2-11) is a metal.
cylinder about 5-1/8 inches long and 1-5/8 inches
in diameter It weights between 6 and 7.ounces.
One end co I ains a crknister which, when ignited,
produces o ge siuoke for about 18 seconds.The
other end contains a pyrotechnic flare pellet
that will burn 18

Each end of
soldered cap wi
can put your fink
a brass wire at

20 seconds.-
e metal, tube is enclosed by a.
a pull-ring through Which you

er. When you Dull the 'cap loose,
ched to its inside`-surface moves

through a -cap boated with. a composition that
ignites by friction, setting off either the flare
or the smoke canister (depending on -which ring
you pull). The metal caps of the signal are
covered with paper when isslied,you mustremoVe
the paper before the pull rings are accessible.

The signal body carries illustrated instruc-
tions for use. The flare end has embossed pro-

jections extending around the case to. identify
it as the end to use at night. When you use the
signal, point it away from the face and hold it
at arm's length at a 30° angle after it ignites.

'?4.fter on end of the signal has been used, douse
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Figure 2-11.Distress signal Mk 13 Mod 0.

ti

the signal to cool the metal parts: Keep it so
that, if necessary, the other end canbe used. Each
end is separately insulated and water proofed.
NEVER try to use both ends at once. When
using the smoke signal, keep it to leeward.

These signals are shipped in wooden boxes
containing 11001 units. They are also available in
metal cans, containing four units for stowage
In life boats, inflatable boats, etc. Avoid rough
handling and stow in a cool, dry place in accord-
ance with standard pyrotechnic stowage rules.

NAVY LIGHTS

Navy lights are hand torches that burn with
a brilliant light visible at night up to 3 miles

, away. They come in two colors, blue and red:
blue light Mk 1 plod 1 burns between 60

90 seconds; Na red -light -Mk -1 Mod 0
burns between 4.50 ci 180 seconds. The, two
lights' are similar in appearance and construc-
tion (fig. 2-12).

Navy lights consist of a papef tube which
contains the pyrotechnic substance with a wooden
handle at one end and, at the other end, a cover
with an exterior coating of abrasive like that
on the scratching side of a safety match box.
A 'tear . strip-protects -the cover's_exterior- The
upfer end of the paper tube, beneath the cover,
is capped by a -iabric impregnated with igniting
compound similar to that on the head of a safety
match.

To ignite the Navy light, tear off the pro-
tective strip, remove the cover, and scrape
the inverted cover across the top of the paper
tube. When you do this, it's advisable to hold
the. light pointing away from you at an angle of
about 45° to avoid contact with hot particles
falling off the Pyrotechnic candle. Hold the light
at that angle while it burns.

Navy red lights Mk 1 Mod 1 are shipped in
metal containers with 6 or 12 lights packed in
each. Navy blue lights Mk 1 Mod 1 are also
shipped as- part of the reserve box, signal

it

/;

FRICTION STRIKER

FRICTION
IGNITER

PYROTECHNIC
COMPOSITION

Figure 2 -12. Navy lights.
83.11;

pistol Mk 5. Since these lights deteriorate whe
exposed to moisture, do not remove them fror
their containers until ready for use. For th

. same reason keep them away from water o
moisture. Lights that ha4e been left in ope
containers for more than 6 months should
turned back- to the nearest 'ammunition depot c
magazine at the earliest opportunity; Light
that have become chemically encrusted, or whit
give off an acetic acid (vin gar) odoi, shou3
be disposed of immediately. Put them in
weighted sack and dump them overboard.

PYROTECHNIC KITS

Sigial lights and Navy lights are issued ni
only by themselves but also as kits. These
are assembled around the IVIlt 5 signal pisto
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The Mk 5 signal pistol service box contains
two pistols, a set of spare parts for the pistols,
two holsters, a cartridge belt, and 50 each of
red, white, and green cartridges. These kits aje
the ones most commonly found aboard

SAFETY

No matter how dangerous the work, familiarity
is apt to lead to carelessness. All personnel
involved in the inspection or care of explosives,
propellants, and pyrotechnics niust exercise the
upmost care to ensure that regulations and
instructions are rigidly observed. As a GAIG 3
or 2, you should carefully supervise those under

,you, and frequelikly warn them of the necessity of
using extreme crution in the performance of their
duties. No relaxation of vigilance should ever be
permitted. The following safety precautions must
be observed when working with explosives.

Whenever ammunition or explosives are being
received, transferred, or stowed, the work should
be supervised by an officer or petty officer who is
thoroughly familiar with the rules for care and
handling of explosives. He niust make sure that all
persons engaged in the work are properly
impressed ,with the necessity for exercising the
greatest care.

All ammunition, explosives, and powder must
be protected from abnormally high temperature.
If so exposed, they must be handledin accordance
with current instructions (permissible maximum
storage temperatures are prescriW1:1by the Naval
Ordnance Systems Command.)

Black powder is one of the most dangerous
explosives and must always be kept segregated.
Only such quantities as meet immediate needs may
be taken from the magazines. A container of
black powder may not be opened in a magazinesnor
in the vicinity of ',container in which there is any
explosive,.

Ballistite and smokeless powder which has
been wet from any cause must be regarded as
dangerous for dry stowage. Such propellants are
to be handled in accordance with current instruc-
tions.

Electric igniters br detonators, electrically
fired rocket motors, or electric fuzes may NOT
be located in the same compartment with, or within
6 feet of, radio apparatus or antei{na leads.

Pyrotechnics contain material of an extrernely
dangerous nature. Special precautions for certain
pyrotechnics are prescribed in the section re-
lating to the specific item. The following general
precautions should be observed at all times.

Pyrotechnics should be handled carefully.
Rough handling may cause immediate functioning,
or may damage the item so it will not function

properly at the time desired. Pyrotechnics are
more easily ignited tl.rounds of explosive
ammunition and the burning is usually difficult
to extinguish. Some types of pyrotechnic ammuni-
tionlire more dangerous than other types of sere
vice' ammunition, and proper functioning
is iniportant.

Elinctioning. of pyrotechnics is affected by
moisture so they should be stowed in a dry,
well:ventilated place. Most pyrotechnics are
packed in moisture-proof containers and the seal
of such containers should not be broken until
just before the item is to,be used. Pyrotechhics
exposed to moisture should be segreglited until
an eitandnation has proven they are safe and
serviceable.

VTheneVer possible, pyrotechnics should be
stowed in the boxes or watertight containers in
which they were supplied, and should be sepa-
rated according to type, color, and lot number.

pyrotec4.ics should not be stowed where the
direct ray s of the sun can stri them, and they
should be protected from excessive and variable
temperatures. The temperature in stow age spaces
shduld be below 100° F. The main reason for this
temperature limitation is that many pyrotechnic
iterr. s incorporate commercial pereussion-type
primeis containing fulminate of mercury which
deteriorates rapidly at temperatures exceeding
100°

Aboard ship, smoke-producing pyrotechnics
should be stowed above deck if possible because
it is difficult to combat fires in these materials

hen they are stowed where the smoke produced
is not blown away. Water-activated items should
be stowed separately. If water is used to fight a
fire, the water may spread the fire by aeti-
vatin& the pyrotechnics. Smoking or carrying
lighted cigarettes, cigars, or pipes is not per-
mitted in the vicinity of pyrotechnics. Matches
and other flame or spark-producing articles
should not be carried near places where pyro-
technics are stowed.

When a cartridge type pyrotechnic misfires,
make at least two more attempts to fire it. If
it still fails, to fire, the pistol or projector may
be' unloaded after waiting a minimum of 30
seconds. Because of thekature of pyrotechnics,
most types deteriorate itfia shorter period of time
than other types of service ammunition. The
oldest serviceable pyrotechnics available should
be issued first to ensure the continuing avail-
ability of fresh stock.
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Pyrotechnic material shall always be kept
segregated in regular pyrotechnic stowage spaces
if sucliare provided, or in pyrotechnic lockers on
upper decks. When binding or loading pyro-
technics, the number of units exposed or removed
from stowage at one time should be kept to
a minimum.

Flakes are more dangerous as a Are hazard
than many types of ammunition because they are
so easily activated .and because of the great
heat -dqveloped by the burning illuminant candle.
Extreme care is necessary in stowage, use,
and hafidling. Flares exposed to excessive mois-
ture o1 mechanically damaged by rough, handling
must be returned to ammunition depots or dumped
overboard. Never disassemble flares nor remove
parachutes or other components nor leave them
in aircraft indefinitely grounded.

Deteriorated or damaged pyrotechnics shall
be disposed of as soon as such a condition is
discovered, either by dumping in deep water or
by returning to a shore'station. Pending disposi-
tion, such devices shall be carefully segregated.

Nate the fallowing safety precautions in the
use of Navy lights:- i \
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1. Select carefully the place at which the
lights will be burned because burning particles
dropping from, the lighted candles can startfires.

2. Always hold the light up at an angle of
45° and point it to leeward while It's burning.

Additional information on the methods and safe
handling and disposing of high explosive exudate,
powdered high explosive residue, and damaged
explosive components is in OP 3347, United States
Navy Ordnance Safety Precautions. This publi-
cation was developed for operating forces lo-
cated both ashore and afloat and replaces chapter
20 of CIPNAV 34P1, United States Navy Safety
Precautions.

The scope of OP 3347 is restricted to ex-
plosive and nonexplosive ordnance material and
equipment. All personnel in ordnance type ratings
and strikers for such ratings have the responsi-
bility of enforcing the proper methods and the
safety precautions related to all types of ordnance
material and equipment. All ordnance personnel
n.ust remain alert at all times to avoid a tragic
situation brought about by carelessness or by
ignorance or misuse of ordnance explosives and
ammunition. Read and study OP 3347.

:IA
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CHAPTER 3'

AMMUNITION AND MAGA;ZIES

In the preceding chapter you 'learned aboutthe
raw materials that are used to make up explosives
and pyrotechnics. In this chapter we will study
Navy gun-type ammunition including its construc-
tion features and function. We identify the types
of projectiles and fuzes used is the Navy and
explain the color coding system used to identify
ammunition.

We also discuss magazine s,and their sprinkling
and alarm systems. We explain the safety pre-
cautions to be observed when operating and testing
magazine sprinkling systems. In the last section
of this chapter we discuss safety precautions for
handling, and stowing gun ammunition and rockcts.

Since ammunition is a major subject of
chapter, owe will first supply a definition or
explanation of nmunition.

Ammunition: A contrivance charged with ex-
plosives, propellants, pyrotechnics, initiating
composition, or nuclear, biological, or chemical
material for use in connection with defense or
offense, including demolitions. The definition,
when broadly applied, pertains to any case or
contrivance (a mechanical device or appliance)
charged with explosives. Ammunition is classi-:
fled as follows:

1. Gun ammunition:
a. Separate-loading (bag)
b. Separated
c. Fixed
d. Small-arzns (in, reality

fixed ammunition)
2. Bomb type ammunition:

a. Torpedo war heads
. b. Aircraft bombs

c; Depth charges
d. Mines

3. Pyrotechnic ammunition
4. Rocklet ammunition'
5. Impulse ammunition
6. Demolition charges and components
7. Guided missiles'

a subclass of

GUN AMMUNITION-PROPELLING CHARGES,

Propelling charges for gun type ammunition
no longer fall into two categories. The last
U. S. Navy ships carrying turret guns using
bag type ammunition have been placed in an
inactive status, therefore bag ammunition will
not be discussed. As of this writing, all gun
equipped Navy ships in the active fleet use case
type ammunition. In case type propellingcharges,
the propelling charge and primer are contained
in a cylindrical metal cartridge case. This
ammunition is of two types, fixed and separated.
In fixed ammunition the primer, propelling charge,
and projectile are assembled into a single unit
which may be loaded into the gun in a single
operation. In separated ammunition, the primer
and propelling charge are contained in a car-
tridge case as a separate plugged unit, with the
projectile a complete, separate unit. Small arms

pamunition is fixed, but will be taken up else-
where Willis manual.

CASE TYPE PROPELLING CHARGES

11 complete round of separated ammunition
consists of two pieces; a projectile, and a
cylindrical raetal-eartridge--case_sealed_ by
cork or plastic plug. Separated ammunition is used
in 5, 6, and 8-inch guns; Separated ammunition
cases are kept in airtight tanks (fig. 3-1) until
they are to be fired. .

A complete round of fixed ammunition is one
piece, with the cartridge case crimped to the
base of the projectile. Fixed 3-inch rounds are
kept in tanks, but smaller calibers are stowed
in airtight boxes, several rounds to a box.

The insides of both the fixed and separated
ammunition cartridge cases are quite similar.
Figure 3-2 and 3-3 show tlie main components
Of both type cartridge cases. The primer's base
fits into the base of the case so that the gun's
firing pin lines up with and contacts it when
the breech is closed. When a primer can be set
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84.8
Figure 3-1. Powder tank, cover, and wrench.

off either by an electric firing current or by the
mechanical impact of the firing pin, it is called
a combination primer. A black powder ignition
charge runs the full length of the primer's
perforated stock or tube, and does for the case
type propelling charge what the ignition pad does
for the bag type charge. This type primer is
called a case combination ignition primer.

Case ammunition with combination primers
are in service, but the majority of ammunition
3-inch and larger caliber being issued to the
fleet is assembled with electric primers.

So that guns using separated ammunition may
be cleared in the event of a -casualty of the
electrical firing system short charges
(bore clearing charge) will continue to be as-
sembled with percussion or combination primers.

F
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VT FUZE,

AUXILIARY
DETONATING

ROTATING
BAND

131f=CZ

LEAD FOIL

PROPELLA NT
POWDER

CARTRIDGE
CASE

84.9 (84A)A
Figure Typicalviyound of fixed ammunition,

cartridge case assembled with projectile;
sectional view.

WARNING: You are NOT authorized to disas-
semble service ammunition to get at primers,
nor to disassemble live primers. The explosive
compounds in them; as you shobld have learned
from the preceding chapter, are exceedihgly
touchy. Even if aprihier hasn't enough wallop to
blow you to bits, it can certainly deprive youof a
finger or an eye, and it can easily set off more
powerful cha.I-ges. Under proper supeivision you
may, of vourse, use test primers, designed for
the purpose of checking tlA functioning firing
mechanisms and circuits.

Remember tp play safe with, primers when
they're assembled into their charges, too. Handle.
separated ammunition cartridge cases, 'when
they're out of their tankS, with base UP so that
you won't accidentally sett the case down on the
-deck, where a rivet head can set off the primer.
Similarly, load thein into their hoists base up.

Now let's *look at the case in figure 3-2.
again. When the gun fires, the case expandsunder
the powerful pressure of the burning propellant
gas, then must, contract again after.vaxd so that
it can be removed from the chamber. It must
not stick to the chamber walls nor may it crack.
For a long while' only seasoned brass cases could,
be relied on to perform correctly. During World
War II, when the supply of brass became critical,
metallurgists developed a special steel that
served adequately and his 'since almost Completely
replaced brass.

Steel' is cheaper and is, being constantly
improved.' But whatever cases are made ,of,
used cases are generally called "fired brass.'
Steel cartridge cases are no longer reloaded
and reused, however, since the cartridge tanks
are required for, reuse the- fired brass may be
returned in the empty tank for the fired brass
Scrap value.

Immediately. after 'firing, stand ejected cases
(5-inch and larger) on their bases to permit
residual gases (small amounts left over after
firing) to escape completely. Then replace the
cases in their tanks. Other fired brass should be
replaced in the original containers, tagged, and
stowed.

In the center of the base of the case is the
threaded hole for .the prither. The case tapers
slightly toward the forWard end so that it can be
withdrawn from the chamber without binding.
A rim at the base is engaged by the gun's ex-
tractors. In fixed ammunition, the case often has
a bottle neck in which the projectile is crimped.

The propellant powder in the case is the
7perforation kind we have already studied.
(Small-caliber graind have one perforation.) The
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powder is weighed out with great precision and
loaded into the case at the ammunition factory.
Since it does not take up all the space inside
the case, and since it would be dangerous for the
powder to have a lot of rodm to rattle around in,
it is tightly packed and sealed under a cardboar
or pyralin wad. The wad is kept tight by a
,triangular cardboard distance piece. The distance
piece bears up against the plug that closes the
mouth of the case. In fixed ammunition, the case
is sealed-by the projectile base.

A small amount of lead foil included in each
propelling charge functions upon firing by clear-
ing the bore of the metal fouling that scrapes off
the projectile rotating band onto the rifling as the
projectile passes through the barrel.

. PROJECTILES

From your study of Seaman, NAVEDTRA
101204;, you learned the purposes of the external
parts of, projectiles such as the ogive, bourrelet,
and rotating band, you also learned that the pro-
jectile's shape is designed to obtain the desired
flight characteristics for stability and for mini-
mum air resistance: Before explaining the classi-
fication, types, and general construction of
projectiles, we'll review some of the basic ,

information about the external parts of prbjectiles
studied in the Seaman manual.

The body of the projectile is formed so that
the forward end, called the ogive (fig. 3-4),
is pointed, permitting the projectile to push its
way through lthe air with a minimum of drag.
Just aft of the ctgive and ringing the projeCtilei
body is a highly finished surface called the

ROT

nt IOURRELET

Figure 3-4.ExCrnal features of am projectile.
Q 110.45
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bourrelet (fig. .3-4). It is slightly larger in
diameter than the projectile's body; the purpose
of the bourrelet is to support and steady the
forward eu of the projectile as it fosses
through the gun bore.

Toward the rear of. the projectile is a band
of fine copper, slightly larger than the gun's
bore. This bona is called the rotating band. Its
purposes are to (1) engage the rifling of the gun
and impart rotation to the projectile when it is
fired; (2) keep tae projectile firMly seated in
the gun, preventing the projectile from sliding
back when the gun is elevated; and (3) seal the
bore to prevent propellant, gaseis from escaping
around the forward part of the projectile.

CLASSIFICATION OF PROJECTILES

A projectile is most commonly classified by
the size of the ,gun in which it is used. In addi-
tion to designations of bore diameter. such as
20MM, 3-inch, or 16-inch, the length of the gun
bore in calibers is also used as a means of
classification. Thus a 3"/50 projectile is one used
in a bore length of 50 times 3 inches, or 150
inches. Projectiles are also claisified by theiT
service use and by.their purpose and construction.

Classification By Service Use. _

- For economy and for safety, gun ammunition is
assembled and classified as follows:

1. Service: 'Ammunition for use in combat.
The projectiles carry explosive, illuminating,
or chemical payloads.

'2. Target and Training: Ammunitionfor train-
ing exercises. The projectiles are comparable'in
weight and shape to those of service Ammunition_
but are of less expensive, construction and nor-
mally contain no explosive. VT NON-FRAG pro-
jectiles are an exception in that they are fo
training purposes and do have a combinaf
black powder-pyrotechnic color burst slem

3. Dummy or Ally type of ammunitio
assembled without explosives, or with inert
material substituted fcir 1,he explosives, to imi-
tate service ammunition. The ammunition may
be made of metal or wood. Dummy or drill
ammunition is used in training or exercising
personnel or in testing equipment. It is normally
identified as dummy cartridges, dummy charges,
or drill projectiles. Drill projectiles may not be
fired from any gun.
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S

Classification By Purpose And Construction

Projectiles are classified by their tactical
purpose as one of the following types: pene-
trating, fragmenting, and special purpose. Since
targets 'differ in design and purpose, projectiles
must also differ in their construction to make

-Ku- -them more effective. If you were to cut open4for
4.1,01

purpose of inspection, the different types of
projectiles fisted above (other than small arms)
you would find 'that their construction and charac-
teristics are common. Because of this, pito-
jectiles aie also classified by their construction.

f

, -
I. Thin-walled projectiles, designed to. inflict.

damage by blast effect and by fragmentation
(hrealung up into small 'high-speed fragments).
These projectiles have relatively thin. walls and a

1

-w

BASE FUZE BASE BOURRELETS

GAS CHECK FUZE

large cavity for the_bursting charge. The types
of thin-walled twojectiles are

a. High-capacity (HC) (fig. S-J5) for use
against unarmore'd surface or land targets. They
are usually fuzed to function upon striking the'
target.

b. Antiaircraft (49.) (fig. 3-6) designed to
burst in air for use against aircraft. They arc
usually iuzed, to function either' upon approaching
the target (VT or proximity fuze), or at a certain
pre-serfine aftek firing (time fuze).

c. Antiaircraft common (AAC) (Fig. 3-7)
projectiles 'are equipp,d with fuzes that detonate
either upon 4mpact, or a setlime after firing.
These projectiles, can be used againit surface or
land targets.

d. High-explosive (HE) projectiles (fig.
3-8) for use against un-armored surface or land

BURSTER CHARGE AUXILIARY

BOOSTER

AUXILIARY
DETONATING

FUZE

BASE
PLUG

CHE

BASE PLUG OUTING BAND , PROJECTILE BODY

Figure"3-5.T

ROTATING BAND

ApAPTER ADAPTER

(LOWA) (UPPER)

`gh capacity projectile, sectional view.

BURSTER CHARGE

p
BOURRELET

.VT OR TIME FUZE

41.

.7
NOSE "

PoLUG

_-it
t

Ty ical antiaircraft pi:ojectile, sectional view.
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Chapter 3 AMMUNITION AND MAGAZINES

target. The projectile body of tough steel backs
up the hardened but somewhat brittle steel nose
cap, which is so shaped that it will dig into and
cut through an armorplated target, ratter than
bounce off (ricochet). However, in flight the
blunt nose cap, which is shaped for penetration
of armor not for streamlining, would give 'the
projectile the ballistics of a brick. Hence the
windshield, which collapses upon impact with the
target, is screwed on to give the exterior of
the projectile a satisfactory ogival shape.

NOTE: Figure 3-9 does not show the burster
charge or the base fuze used to set it off.

.84.10.3
Figure 3-10.-3-inch common projectile,

cross section.

3. Common (COM) projectile, a compromise
between the AP and thin-walled types (fig. 3-10).
The walls, though sturdy enough to penetrate thin
armor, still permit a cavity large enough to carry
a sizeable bursting charge. Common projectiles,'
5-inch and larger, may shave windshields.

4. Special-purpose .projegtiles; which include
all those types that are not listed and classified
above. Special-purpose projectiles are not in-
tended to inflict darriage by explosion of frag-
mentation. Their purposes depend on type, as
follows:

a. Illuminating projectiles, often termed
star shells (SS). These are used for illuminating
a target in darkness, at A predetermined instant,
while the projectile is in flight, the time fuze
ignites "a black or smokeless powder charge. ThTs
charge expels the parachute and flare from tha
base of the projectile and lights the flare, which
burns with a brpiaht light as it descends,
supported by the perachute (fig. 3-11).

b.. Chemical projectiles include a number of
different types, depending on purpose those with
various types of war gases, and smoke projectiles.
Smoke projectiles (one is shown in cross sectionin
fig. 3-12) are by far the most common. They -

BLACK POWDER
EXILLING

CHARGE

MAGNESIum
FLARE POWDER

PARACHUTE
AND SHROUDS

Figure 3-11.4Illiuninating projectile.
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BLACK POWDER
EXPELLING CHARGE

DELAY ELEMENT

IALLISTITE
BURSTER TUBE

W. P. FILLED
TUBES

Figure 3-12.Smoke (WP).
.

continues its Hight L.the target. Theoretical
hits are ca,lculated` by observing the bursts.

e. CHAFF (ex-Window) projectiles (fig.
3-15) are loaded' With metal fpil strips and a
small' burster' charge. When ekploded at higb
altitude, the scattered strips hinder enemy radar
opera %ion.

I. Drill projectiles (fig. 3146) Are used to
exercise gun crews in loading drills and for
testing' ammunition hoists and o er ammunition
handling equipment. They are m de of economical
but suitable metals, and are designed to simulate
the represented service projectile in size, form
and weight. They may be, solid or hollow: If
hollow, they may be filled with areinert material
to bring them to the desired weight. This latter
type is closed with a base or nose plug or both,
as appropriate.

Many types of projectiles, especially 40-mm
and smaller are fitted with tracers (fig. 3-13)
that burn during projectile flight, leaving a
bright trail of light, for*use in spptfing. Tracers
are especially valuable in antiaircraft fire control.
In 40-mm ammunition, the tracer may be in-
stalled so that .when it burns down to its end,
it detonates the burster charge.: The advantage
of this self-destroying feature is obvious when
AA projectiles are fired at such elevations that
they might fall on friendly forces.-

ROCKET ASSISTED PROJECTILES
110.47.3

contain tubes of white phosphorous (WP) and black-
powder or Compdsition A3 burster charge, which
scatters the white phosphorous over a wide area
when it explodes. The WP projectile is. used
primarily for spotting, and to harass the enemy.

c. Target projectiles (fig. 3-13), the use
of which is indicated by the name, are similar in
shape, weight, and balance to the corresponding
service projectiles of the -same caliber. Utita.,11y
they are inert loaded, and older models may hiiVI;''','RAp

The 5"/38 Rocket Assisted Projectile, (RAP)
is fired from guns at the same initial velocity
as standard projectiles. The primary use for RAP
is against personnel and Light-igaterial shore
targets. Its secondary use is.against enemy.ship-
ping. at extended ranges. The RAP round is an
addition ,to, rather than a replacement for,
existing vgun-type ammunition. Operational skill
and maintenance level required aboard firing
ships will be the same as for existing type gun
systems. RNP will remain in the fleet indefi-
nitely as an extended range gun-fire projectile.

scrip ena. tracer.'
d. Nonfragmenting (NONFRAG) projedfileg

(fig. 3-14) are a special type tisedfor AA. training
exercises. The projectile is inert loaded, but
does have r, small black Powder expelling charge.
When actigate by a VT fuze, the expelling charge
will blow base out of the projectile, pro-
ducing a di tirictive gray cloud. The projectile

Each AAP round consists of a Projectile and
a gun cartridge (full charge). The projectile
consists, of a solid-propellant rocket motor with
a deltyjd Ignition element, an explosive
warhead), and either a controlled variable time
fuze (0.1T) or a point detonating fuze (PD).
Cartridges used . to fire RAP are the same as.

88
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TRACER

Figure 3- 13. Typical target projectile, sectional view.

SLACK :POWDER PELLET INERT FILLER

COLOR PYRDTECHNID
COLOR BURST UNIT

FUZE CAVITY.UNER._

Figure 3-14. Typical nonfraginenting projectile, sectional view.

SEAR PIN STEEL SPACER MAGNESIUM FORM STEEL SLEEVE STEEL BAFFLE FELT BAFFLE EJECTION
CHARGE

BASE PLUG 'MST PIN FELT SPACER ALUMINUM DISC METAL FOL FELT SPACER STEEL SPACER TIME FUZE

1

rre

Figure 3-15. Typal CHAFF projectile, se4tional view.
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Figure '3-16.--Typical drill projectile, sectional view.

those used for standard 5-inch projectiles. Figure
3-17 is a cutaway view of the 5"/38 RAP pro-
jectile.
RAP Operation .

The basic concept of a solid fuel rocket
Assisted projectile was generated by German

84.303

rocket scientists during W'. II, but the idea was
not developed beyond the initial stages. until
early 1960.,

Ignition of the bOosted rocket-motor is
achieved with the Mk 279 igniter. The igniter is a
gun-gas-triggered, percussion-activated delay
igniter which is, sealed into . the motor calls

EXPLOSIVE

END PLATE

GRAIN SPACER PAD

BANDED MOTOR CASE

WARHEAD CASE
VIBRATION
DAMPER 'PAD

GAS CHECK
GASKET

0RING

VIBRATION
DAMPER PAD

PROPELLANT
GRAIN
SEGMENT

IGNITER

ROCKET NOZZLE INSERT

Figure 3-17. 5"/38 rocket assisted projectile (RAP). Mk 57 Mod 0, cu

40 a.

-A4
ay view.

84:304,
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base with a gas check gasket and is blown out
upon motor ignition.

Gun chamber pressure develops when the
projectile is fired, this pressure flexes a belle-
vine spring which trikes a ,percussion primer
assembly in the of the projectile. The
primer in turn ignites pyrotechnic delay column _
which burns for a fun nod of time (23 sec.
for a 5"/38 RAP). Af the delay period the
delay column burns the on charge which
ignites the rocket motor to increase the velocity
of the projectile. The 5"/3a RAP booster burns
for 1.6 sec. Figure 3-18 shows the details of the
ignition element used in the RAP projectile.

HANDLING.During handling of a RAP, a
drop in excess of 24 inches on the base of the
projectile, in which a deck pin, (rivethead)
bolt, or miscellaneous object strikes the center
hole of the igniter with sufficient force, can
atuate the igniter. In this event, ignition of the
rocket motor may be delayed 20/o 30 seconds.

All personnel should un me di atMy evacuate the
area. Do not attempt disposal prior to rocket
motor ignition. After a delay of at least one (1)
minute following rocket motor burn out, the
projectile should be disposed of immediately
by dumping.

Handle RAP projectiles carefully at all timgs.
Avoid jarring or dropping. Stowage conditions
for RAP projectiles must meet the same require-
ments applicable to standard projectiles.

In view of the similarity in appeArance be-
tween standard and RAP projectileS and dis-
similarity of impact points, positive and correct
identification by handling crew A becomes a major

Fsafety factor. or example, a gun crew could be
under the impression that they are firing RAPs
over the heads of our assault forces, when
actually they are firing standard projectiles into
the midst of the 'very force it is supporting. Use
extreme caution during all firing operations.

'17
FUZES

In the preceding chapter you learned that the
burster chargel of a projectile is relatively in-
sensitive, and requires an explosive train, be-
ginning with a very small amount of sensitive
initiating explosive, to get the projectile to
Accomplish successfully its mission of destruc-
tion.

The compinent that sets off the projectile
bursting charge is the fuze. No matter how
complicated or .simple its construction or func-
tion, that is what The fuze is for.

Fuzes can be classified by functions as
follows:

1. Time fuzes function a predetermined length
of time afterje projectile is fired. The exact
time is set, fore the projectile is loaded into
the chamber, by a mechanical fuze setter on the

IGNITER CHARGE

IGNITER CUP

DELAY COLUMN

Figure 3-18.Ignition element

BELCEVILLE
SPRING &
PERCUSSION
PRIMER

279 Mod 4 ctaway:vie
3
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mount. Or you can set the fuze with a speCial
fuze wrench. The interval between the instant the
fuze is set, and the instant the projectile is
fired, is dead time. No matter when, how, or by
what it is set, the timing mechanism of a time fuze
won't function until the projectile is fired.

2. Proximity or VT fuzes are energized after
the projectile is fired, and function when the
projectile approaches closely to the target.

3. Percussion or impact fuzes function either
as the projectile strikes the target or (especially
an AP projectile) after the projectile penetrates.
Some fuzes (non-delay type) function immediately
on contact with any thin material (for example,
the thin sheet metal skin of an aircraft). Fuzes
for armor-piercing projectiles, however, always
incorporate a slight delay to keep the burster from
going'off until after penetration.

'4. Combination fuzes now under development
incorporate both time and percussion features -
that is, the fuze may go off either on impact, or
after the time set, whichever occurs first.

5. Auxiliary fuzes, as the name implies,
operate only with other fuzes. In gun projectiles,
they form part of the explosive train, andpass on
the explosion initiated by another fuze (located
is the projectile nose) to the main bursting charge.

The nature of the fuze mechanism depends, of
course, on what type fuze it is. All fuze mech-
anisms depend on certain forces either to start
their functioning, or to keep them functioning.
These forces develop either when the projectile
is fired, when it flies through the air, or p.t the
end of the flight. In the sequence of their develop-
ment, the se forces ara. called setback, centrifugal
force (caused by spin), creep, and impact. They
are worth explaining.

All objects have a property known as inertia.
For our purpose we can say that inertia means
resistance to change in motion. A moving ship,
for example, tends to keep going even with
engines stopped. (And it would keep going in-
definitely if it weren't far the fluid friction of
the water it floats in, and obstacles in its way.)
A ship dead in the water tends to remain so, and
it takes mighty efforts by its propulsion ma-
chinery to get it under way.

In 1687, in a Latin treatise on natural philos-
ophy entitled Principia, Sir Isaac Newton de-
scribed this charaCteristic behavior of material
things in the statement of his First Law of
Motion:

"Every body tends to remain at rest, or in
unifo* motion in a straight line, unless compelled
by e*rnal force to change."

Why bring up Newton and his laws of motion
when we're discussing fuzes? The reason: Every
one of the farces that acts on a projectile fuze -
from firing to impact -is an effect of inertia.

Let's begin with setback (fig. 3-19A). When
propelling charge of the round fires, the fume dnd
projectile are at rest. As the hot gasps expand,_
pressure in the chamber builds up, andforces the
projectile to move forward. But because- of
inertia, every particle of the projectile and fuze
tends to stay where it is. The effect -well, have
you ever been in a jalopy whose hot-rod driver
tramps on the throttle as soon as he sees the
light turn green? Your head snaps back as the car
jerks forward. The same thing happens in the pro-
jectile and.its fuze, except that the acceleration -
and the setback effect-are thousands of times
greater. As an example of its application tofuzes,
setback is used in mechanical time fuzes to unlock
the clockwork mechanism.

As the rojectile rotating band is twisted by
the gun 's rifling, the projectile spins. You
know ho spinning develops centrifugal force
(fig. 3-19B) - a tendency to fly directly away from
the center of rotation. (This is another effect of
inertia. A moving object tends to keep moving -
in a straight line. Centrifugal force is caused_
by a revolving particle's tendency tb move in a
straight line rather than in a circle.) As an
example of its application in fuzes, centrifugal
force, instead of woundup spring (as in conven-
tional clockwork), is used to operate the clockwork
in most mechanical time fuzes. Centrifugal force
is also used to assist in readying (arming) the
fuze to function when it strikes or approaches the
iarget.' e

Creep (fig. 3-19C) is another effect of inertia.
Like anything else that moves through the air,
a projectile in flight moves against air resistance,
which tends to slow it down. Its supersonic speed
creates shock waves and turbulence, which in-
creases this frictional slowing. But the slowing-
down effect is applied to the exterior of the
projectile. The parts inside aren't overcoming
any air resistance, so they don't tend ,to plow
down. You can notice this effect as it applies to
yourself if you ride in an automobile.in which
the brake (simulating air resistance) is being
applied lightly. You tend to lean 'forward. Rhni-

jarly, movable, parts in a fuze: tend to creep
forward as the ,projectile plows. through the air
that slows it down. In many types of fuzes,
creep force is used to align the fuze firing
mechanism so that it will function on, i0aot,

Impact (fig. 3-19D) is probably the most
obvious application of the general principle of
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GUN BARREL

1)
v.:`, 77:d

PROPELLENT GASES
A. SETBACK

PROJECTILE IN FLIGHT

MOVABLE PARTS TEND
TO MOVE BACKWARD

FUZE

MOVABLE PARTS TEND TO MOVE OUTWARD
(RADIALLY AWAY FROM PROJECTILE CENTERLINE)

B. CENTRIFUGAL FORCE,
PROJECTILE IN FLIGHT

( CROSS SECTION )

1

SHOCK WAVE PRODUCED BY SUPERSONIC
VELOCITY OF PROJECTILE

42:
TURBULENCE
CAUSED BY
PROJECTILE

%.0 FS
, -""

C. CREEP

MOVABLE PARTS TEND TO MOVE
FORWARD WITH GREAT FORCE

OVABLE PARTS TEND TO CREEP FORWARD
AS PROJECTILE SLOWS DOWN

O. IMPACT

Figure 3-19. Forces that work on fuzes.

inertia to fuzes. When,the projectile strikes, it
comes to a stop. But the movable parts inside
the fuze tend to keep right on going. You Can
use the force developed by this tendency to drive
a firing pin against a percussion cap to initiate
the explosive train. Some people think of impact
as a kind of creepbut in a very violent 'form.
In principle, it's true ths creep and impact are
related, but they are quite different in degree,
and are used differently in, fuze mechanisms,
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so it's best to consider them separately. Fuzes
are operated also by more conventional energy
sources.

Time fuzes for larger' caliber projectiles are
driven by springs because the relative* slck
rotation of these projectiles `doesn't" produce
enough centrifugal force to run the clockwork
reli5bly. Older time fuzes (no longer in use)
coftisted of slow-burning powder trains of adjust-
Able length, rather than clockwork. The powder
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was ignited by setback which drove a firing pm
into a percussion cap.

Proxiniity fuzes in projectiles are miniature
radio transmitters and receivers, poweredby tiny
battery Qells. The cells are activated by setback.
When the projectile. approaches closely to a tar-
get, the radio waves sent out by the transmitter
are reflected back to the receiver in sufficient
strength to close a circuit that initiates fuze
action.

Most projectile fuzes use a small detonating ,
charge to set off the explosive train. These are
detonating fuzes. Some fuzes, however, are called
ignition fuzes because they are designed to pro-
duce a flame that will set off an wcolbsive sensi-
tive to flame (usually black powder).

Fuze nomenclature often indicates the physi-
car location of the fuze in the projectile (fig.
3-20). Thus we have point or nose fuzes, and base
fuzes. (Fuzes in bombs and other projectiles may
be located elsewhere, too.)

In generp, proximity, time,, and percussion
fuzes ark.' in the projectile nose. Auxiliary deto-
nating fuzes are located just behind the nose fuze.
In AF projectiles which the hardened cap
makes no provision for nose fuzes), the fuze
is in the base.. In some projectiles, to provide
greater lersatility for selected targets a nose
and a base fuze are provided. The nose fuze can
be inactivated at the gun for base fuze initia-
tion. When the nose fuze is activated, the base
fuze functions akarhack,up foi greater reliability.

A fuze is intended not only to explode the
burster charge at the right time; it is. intended
also to prevent explosion at the wrong time.
A fuze is armed when it is made ready to
function. .When (as for example, before firing)
it is set Ao as not to function, it is safe.

POINT
DETONA.T

MECHANICAL AUXILIARY BASE
TIME DETONATING DETONATING

Figure /3-:20. Fuze locations.
84.13

Fuzes have safety features to protect those
who handle ammunition. These safety features
may be put out of action by the time the pro-
jectile reaches the enemy. Some of thefeatures
are canceled by hand or mechanically befbre the
gun is loaded. Others depend on the forces
developed by the hctual firing to arm the fuze.
Fuzes that are armed only after the projectile
leaves the gun muzzle are called BORESAFE.
Projectiles 40mm and larger are usually bore-
safe, projectiles 20rrim and smaller generally
are not. This is important for you to remember
when handling smaller caliber fuzed ammuni-
tion.

IDENCTIFICATION OF AMMUNITION

,Distingitishing colors and markings4are n ec-
essary to properly identify ammunition, ammuni-
tion components, and ammunition containers.
Identification of Ammunition, OP 2238, lateSt
revision, serves as a guide for identifying by
color, markings, and lettering all types of Navy
gun ammunition, Navy rockets, projector charges,
guided missiles, underwater ordriance,, bombs,
demolition material, and pyrotechnics.

COLOR CODING

In the color coding system for 3-inch and
larger projectiles, the colors are applied as over-
all body colors, as appropriately coloredUrum-
ferential bands, or ara combination of colors
when the need exists, in accordance with figure
3-21. Nose fuzes and rotating bands are not
painted; however, when a dummy nose plug or
projectile adapter is assembled with the pro-
jectile, it is painted. When circumferential bands
are used, the first (or forward) band ,begins at
the base of the nose- fuze or the tip of the
projectile nose. It is equal in width to half
the caliber but does not exceed three inches.
When a second band is used, it is placed im-
mediately behind the forward band and is equal
to 1/4 the caliber but does not exceed 1-1/2
inches., Figure 3-22, illustrates the location of
colors tind markings on various tYpe projectiles.-
Projectile s are further marked to indicate charac-
teristics such as tile presence wad the color,. of
a tracer, a dye load, a color butst unit, or
a chemical filler, according to the following:

1. The presence and the color of a tracer
is indicated by three T's in the same color
as the tracer. The letters are located on the
ogive of the projectile.
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: Color Interpretation -

*Service Ordnance

Yellow
Brown

Gray

Gray with red band(s)
Gray with dark
green band(s)

Black
Silver/Aluminum
Light Green

Light Red

White

High\Explosive
lit Explosive qr

pellant
Toxic or Irritant,
Agents

Irritant Agent
Toxic Agent

Armor Piercing
Counter-Measures
Smoke-Producing or
Marker

InCendiary or Highly
Flammable

Illuminating

Training Ordnance

Bronze
B14
Orige

Drill/Inert/Dummy
Practice/Target
Exercise/Recoverable

Non-Significant Colors

Olive Drab
Black
White

All Ordnance
For Lettering
For Lettering

84.306
Figure 3-21.Interpretation of new

color-coding system.

2. Projectiles having a windshield which con-
tains a dye load are marked with three D's
in the same color as the dye load. TU letters
are located on the ogive of the projectile.

3. Projectiles containing a color burst unit
are marked with three C's in the same color as
the color burst unit. The letters are located
on the ogive of. the projectile.

4. Projectiles having. a chemical filler are
marked with 1/2 inch wide red or green bands as
indicated in figure 3-21.

5. A projectile assembled with a mechanical
time fuze normally is painted with a white
stripe 1/4-inch by 2-inches, shown in figure
3-22, which is longitudinally placed on the pro-
jectile adjacent to the stationary setting lug or

groove of the fuze. If the background color is
light, the stripe will be black.

In addition to the above markings, chemical
projectiles are marked with the symbol for the
chemical agent. For toxic or irritant agents,
the symbol is marked in the same color as the
bands denoting the type of agent. For a projec-
tile containing a white phosphorus smoke filler,
the symbol color is light red. The symbol is
lbcated on the ogive of the projectile just behind
the nose fuze.

Lettering

Projectiles of 3-inch caliber and larger are
lettered on the body by the manufacturer with
the following information:

1. Caliber and type of projectile.
2." Mark and Mod of projectile.
3. Manufacturer's initials or symbol.
4. Projectile body lot number.
5. Year of manufacture.
6. Inspector's stamp.

The same information is die-stamped on the
rotating hand of the projectile body along with
the inspector's, initials and stamp. Projectiles
containing base plugs are die-stamped with the
serial number, the drawing number, and, the
piece number on the base plug.

The loading activity applies lettering longitft-
dinally on the body of the projectile from just below
the forward bourrelet and extending to the rotating
band. The following colors are used folettering:

Projectile Type

AP, COM, VT, HC, AA, AAC

Countermeasure, Window Smoke
(other than WP)

Color

Yellow

Black

VT (Non-FRAG, Ilium, Target White
Practice)

Smoke (WP) Light Red

The following information is typical of that
applied to projectiles by the loading activity,
when applicable:.

1. Caliber, type of projectile and filler (for
service projectiles only).

2. Ammunition lot number.
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UNPAINTED

YELLOW
WHITE IN.

BLUE

7 6
/

OLIVE DRAB
...

UNPAINTEDUNPAINTED

BLUgOLIVE DRAB

BL & T
INERT LOAD

WHITE TRACER

ACC ,
EXPLOSIVE D LOAD

MECHANICAL TIME FUZE

.
GREEN Alli
GREY.

BLUE -...,,A=YELLOW
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RED

.

YELLOW iga

.

, BROWN

.

BLUE
OLIVE DRAB

UNPAINTEDUNPAINTED

OLIVE DRAB BLUE 21.II=I
(VT) (NONFRAG)'

INERT LOAD
YELLOW COLOR BURST UNIT

HC
COMPOSITION D LOAD

RED TRACER

' DUMMY NOSE PLUG

GREEN

.

UNPAINTED A -
GREY

WHITE -.ear"YELLOW

BROWN ..7MINil

OLIVE DRAB

OLIVE DRAB.

UNPAINTE.UNPAINTED

OLIVE DRABOLIVE DRAB

!MUM
MECHANICAL TIME FUZE

(VT)
COMPOSITION A LOAD I

SELF-DESTRUCT FUZE

Figure 3-22. Typical color coding for 3-inch and larger projectilen.,
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3. Mark and Mod of projectile.
4. Mark and Mod of /Ise fuze, SD or NSD if

applicable.
5. Mark and Mod of ADF, if applicable.
6. Mark and. Mod of BDF, if applicable.
7. Mark and Mod 9f Illuminating load, or

Window load, if applicable.
8. Mark and Mod of gun for which the pro-

jectile was designed.
9. FSN (Federal Stock, Number) including

NALC (Navy Ammunition Logistics Code).

Figure 3-23 illustrates designated areas for
lettering 3-inch and larger projectiles.

GUN AMMUNITION LOT NUMBERS

In view of the large quantities of ammAnit i on
now being -handled by shore activities and fleet
units, a readily usable identification system has
been established for gun type ammunition to
simplify recognition and reports. The system, in
the form of an ammunition lot number, is lettered
on each assembled complete round or component
of gun or rocket ammunition.

The lot number system consists of an Am-
munition Lot Number' symbol, ALN, (a two or
three-letter prefix), a one-to four-part numerical
group, a one- to three-letter group, a final
numeral group and sometimes a one or two letter
suffix.

The prefix designation identifies the size and
type of ammunition. A prefix designation having
a final letter "R" denotes -renovated items.

Following the prefix is a numerical group.
This group indicates the sequential lot number

of a particular type of ammunition item pro-.
duced by an activity during .the calendar year.
This group consists of numbers 1 through 9999:

The next group of letters identify the ordnance
activity that assembled, the ammunition item.

The final numerical eroup following the suffix
group are the last two digits of the calendar year
of assembly.'

In summary, the lot number ALN-BER-245--
HAW-70 is broken down to clarify the foregoing
inf?rmation.,

1. ALN Ammunition lot number symbol.
2. BR-713E identifies the ammunition as a

5"/38 AA common projectile. The "R"
indicates a renovated ammunition lot.

3. 245 -245th lot of AAC projectiles assem-
bled.

4. HAWNaval Ammunition Depot
Hawthorne - assembly- Activity.

5. 70 Asserfibled durik 1970:
A letter is often noted following a lot number.

Example: BER-5-GU-59A. The . suffix indicates
some type of screening or other work not
requiring a rework lot number., The suffix DOES
affect the status of a lot from a serviceability
standpoint. For example; BER-57GU-59 is listed
in Ob 17190 as unserviceable; this does NOT
affect lot BER-5-GU-59A which is a serviceable
lot. Since this letter suffix system is relatively
new in Navy lot systems, note it carefully.
ACTION AFT ER INVESTIGATION

During 1969 the U. S. Navy experienced
several catastrophic explosions on its ships.

Figure 3-23.Stenciling for 3-inch and larger projectiles.
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As a result of ensuing investigations, several
petinent facts were disclosed. It was determined
that an apparent lack of understanding existed
regarding the inspection of ammunition. Gunnery
personnel were not familiar with the principle
of the gas check system in the base of projectiles.
Shipboard personnel were not familiar with the
gun ammunition lot number system and the Notice
of Ammunition Reclassification in OD '17190.
Results of the investigation indicated that in-
creased understanding was required.

,.

-From the foregoing it can be seen that all GMGs
3 & 2 should make every effort to increase their
knowledge of gun tyrie ammunition by seekineout
and studying all availa e OPs, ODs, and instruc-
tons. Gaining this kno edge is not only bene-
ficial to you in self sate action but in knowidg
the proper procedures in care and handling of
ai,munition and the, steps takenain emer-
gbncie s.

An Important point to remem is, ammuni-
tion in any form is dangerous unless it is pftperly
tended. Any deviation from authorized procedures
can lead to problems. Minog unauthorized acts
can ,establish a train of events which can el/en-
tualry cause a magazine to blow. Therefore, it
is imperative that ordnance personnel follow
standard opeeating procedures exactly; If any
doubt existscontact the nearest' ammu tiod
facility for guidance.

SHIPBOARD EXAMINATIONS

A:i.,`ORD has directed the mandatory inspec-
tion of 5-,inch, 6-inch, and 8-inch high explosive
loaded projectiles of gas . check seals (GCS)
prior to issue by NAVORD activities or overseas
ammunition issuing activity. This GCS inspection
by experienced_' 'ammunition personnel _includes
SIGHTING (1) that the GCS is, not missing, (2)'
that the GC,S is symmetrical and properly seated,
(3) that it is not cracked, cut or torn, and (4)
that the BDF (Base Detonating Fuze) or BFHP
'(Base Fuze 'Hole Plug). is flu_sh or slightly
below the projectile base. After inspection, is-
suing activities ashore certify a good GCS by
applying a suffix, either A or, B in accordance
with OD 17190 as appropriate, on the projectile
and the data Card.

TO safeguard against damage du'ring sub-
sequent liandlidg and the possibility of sabotage,

":- the filling ship Should, prior to use, eka.mineeach
5-inch, 6-inch, and 8-inch high explosive loaded
projectile for proper gas check seal.'Ordnance
personnel should also 'check ammunition to see that
waterproof protecting caps are properly installed,

nose fuzes are properly, seated and not loose;
.upper nose caps of fuzes are intact and that
complete rounds can be identified by lot identi-
fication number. This syStem of identification
is simple but it requires study to understand and
must be followed to be effective. (Figure' 3-24
illustrates projectile compokents).

or?

MAGAZINES

The term "magazine" applies to any com-
partment, space, or locker which is used, or
intended to be u.ked, for the stowage of explosives
or ammunition of any kind.

The term .magazine area includes the com-
partment, splices, or passages on board ship
containing magazine entrances, which are
intended to be used for the handling and passing
of ammunition. The term is also used to denote'
areas adjacent to, or "surrounding, explosive
stowages, including loaded ammunition lighters,
trucks, and railroad cars, where applicable
safety measures are required.

Magazines are arranged with regard to facility
of supply, the best obtainable protection, and the
most favorable storage conditions.

MAGAZINE TYPES '

There 'ar'e many different types of magazines
rovided on ships. Each magazine is designed

cifically for the typ6 of ammunition it is to
contain. For our purpose, however, we will be
conce ned with only three types primaiy maga-
iine, ready service magazine, and ready service
stowage.

-41

Primary Magazines
.

. Primary magazineb dre_designed as aiilmuni-
tion stowage spaces, generplly located below the
main deck, and, insofar as is practicable,below
the svater line. They are adequatelyalquipped with,
insulation, °ventilation, and sprinkling, systems.
The se spaces must be provided with fittings so that
they nay be locked securely. Primary magazines
accomodate a vessel's complete allowancb of
ammunition for peacetime operation.

Ready SerVice Magazines

Ready service magazines are spaces phys-
ically convenient to the weapons they serve. They

54
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Figure 3-24. TYpical projectile compon nts..
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provide permanent stowage for part of the am-
munition allowance: Normally they are equipped
with insulation, ventilation, and ammunition sprin-
kling systems, and should be secured by locking.
The combined capacities of primary a ready
service magazines are normally sufficient to stow
properly the allowance for war and emergendies.

49

Ready Se e Stowage

Ready service stowages Lare those ammunition
stowage facilities in the imnrdiate vicinity of the
weapon serveei Tkey incqucie weather _deck
lockers, bulwark (An shielsi) racks, and 5-inch
upper handling 'looms. ThIp stowage normally is

84.296(53C)
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filled only when the weapon is to be fired. There
Jts little security for ammunition it such stowage,
and it provides the least favorable protection
from the elements.

All magazines are diarked by appropriate label
plates showing the compartment number and the
types of ammunition'to be stowed therehi.Insofar
as is praclical, magaAes are designed to hold'
a single, type of ammunition.

),I
MAGAZINE DESIGNATIONS

The following designations and given for maga-
zines whenever a single-purpose stowage is
practical.

1. Powder magazines '
2. Fixed-ammunition magazines
3. Small arms magazines
4. Warhead lockers
5. Projectile magazine or rooms
6. Bomb magazines
7. Fuze magazine
8. Detonator lockers
9. Pyrotechnic magazine or locker

.
While stowage of a single type of ammunition

in individual magazines is desirable,bit is not
always possible due to space limitations. Where
a ship's mission requires carrying various types
of ammunition, stowage of more than one type
in one magazine' is acceptable.CurrentNAVORD-
SYSCOM instructions authorize certain mixed
stowage in magazines which maintain a single
purpose designation:,

Authorization of such stowage is at the discre-
tion of .the operatipual commander. Such mixed
stowage does not include pyrotechnics which have
been removed from containers, or fuzes and
detonators which are not integral parts of, or
assemblea within, .the ammunition. These items
must be stowed in accordance with the current
instructions related to the particular items.

Where mixed stowage of ammunition is nee-
_ essary, take precautions to ensure that the various
_types of ammunition are segregated within the
magazine and that each typo:Pis suitably marked
'for,ready identification.

MAGAZINE SECURITY

In peacetime, all magazines, explosive
. locIters, ready service lockers and all areas such

as ammunition hoists leading into magazine
spaces are kept closed and locked, except when

. they are opened for inspection, for ventilating

purposes, for testing, or for authorized work.
These spaces are not entered unnecessarily and
are opened Oily when authorized by the weapons
officer who is responsible for ensuring that the
sRaces are locked when the purpose has been
accomplished.

Magazines are intended for the stowage of
ammunition and for this only. It is no place for
the stowage of ,empty paint or grease cans,
oily waste _rags, or similar fire hazards. What
goes for material. also goes for men. No one but
those authdrized should ever be permitted in a
magazine. Even they should be there only when
they have business there. A magazine is no
place to sit around and "shoot the breeze".

The commanding officer is the custodian of
all magazine keyg. He may, however, designate
certain persons under his commandlo have cus-
tody of duplicate keys. Each morning keyS are-
drawn by a responsible Gunner's Mate for tie
purpose of inspectingmagazines kiti taking maga-
zine temperatures.

Security of Nuclear Weapons Magazine

Nuclear weapons, because of their strategic
importance, public safety considerations, and
political implications, require greater protection
than their security classification alone would
warrant. The special shipboard installations re-
quired for the safety and security of these
weapons varies with the type of ship and weapon
involved. As a GMG your association with nuclear
weapons will be limited. However, it is possible
that because you are in the Guntierts Mate rating,
you might be called upon to take part in a ship's
safety and security program for nuclear weapons.

The following discussion provides a basis for
determining the minimum security requirements
for nuclear weapon spaceS. The definitions listed
below are those used throughout the Navy in
connection with nuclear weapons.

a. Access; Applied to nuclear weapons, phys-
ical access which permits the opportunity to
cause a nuclear detonation.

Excluston Area A security area which
contains one or more nuclear weapons or one or
more compoilents- of a nuclear weapon system.
The nature of the area is such that mere entry
constitutes access, to the nuclear weapon or
permits the arming, launching, or firing of a
weapon.

c, Limited Area: A security area containing
one or more nuclear weapons or one or more
components of a nuclear weapon system that
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allow the arming, launching, firing or releasing
of a weapon. W ithin this area, guards or internal
controls, depending on the nature of the activity,
can prevent access by unauthorizedpersons to the
nuclear weapon :or can prevent the arming,
launching, or firing of a weapon.

U. Nuclear Weapon. Any conipleW assembly
of its intended ultimate configuration which, upon
conipletion of the prescribed arming, fuzing,
and, fir mg -,equence, is capable of producing the
intended nuclear i cat-Lori and i elease of energy.

SAFETY STANDARDS. Safety and seem it),
are considered to be synonymous when it comes
to nuclear weapons. The main objective is to.
prevent an .inadVertent or deliberate nuclear
accident or incident. The standards governing
the installation of safety equipment and facili-
ties fur protecting the nuclear weapons must be
in accordance ith the criteria set forth in
Lurrent N \, SHIPS and UPNA \, instructions.

Some of the standard requirements for sur-
face ships are:'

1. A security station must be provided at the
main entrance to a nuclear weapon space or
space complex.

2. Hatches used as secondary personnel en-
trances to nuclear weapons spaces must be
dogged in such a manner as to be operable only
from within the secured space.

3. Two padlocks or combination locks must
be installed on the main entrance to a nuclear
weapon space or space complex. Prior to, and
after installation, the key and combinations to
the locks are classified SECRET.

4. Separate security lockers must be pro-
vided for stowing removable warhead components.
Where space is available, these lockers must
be mounted in an exclusive or limited area.
Whgre space is not available, the location is
determined on an individual basis depending on
the weapon system, the type of ship, and the item
to be stowed.

5. A security alarm system (circuit FZ)
is required for all nuclear weapon spaces and
space complexes except for special weapon spaces
on aircraft carriers. Security protection for
these spacesAi provided by.. a Marine detach-
ment. The purpose of the FZ alarm system is to
deteet unauthotir,cd tints y ntu spaCS containiqg
nuclear weapons. A niti,t,tei control uunel, usually,
located in damage control 'central, controls the
operation of the I i alarm LAI uit. 1 waster
control pahel is locked and the key s classified
SEr RFT

mo.
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Installation requirements for the FZ circuit
vary with the ship type and weapon system.Mini-
mum requirements for the AsRpc system call
for the FZ circuit to be installed in the following
areas: .

a. Main personnel entrances to exclusion and
limited areas.

b. Other personnel entrances to exclusion
areas located above the main deck which opera
to the weather decks. flub safeguard prevents
unauthorized -uses of these entrances for personal
convenience and natural ventilation.

INSPECTION OF MAGAZINES

The periodic (daily, weekly, fortnightly,
monthly, bymonthly, quarterly, semiannual, or
annual) inspections of magazines and their l,on-
tvnts must be conducted abbaid ship and ashore
in accordance with instructions contained in
applicable publications.

Magazine Temperature
.

The main item of a daily routine inspection
is to check and report the temperature of the
magazine. (Temperature .is the most important
single factor that affects powder stability.) Tem-
perature readings normally are taken once a
day. A thermometer capable of indicating the
highest and lowest tempurature reached since
the last inspection is used. The, thermometer,
commonly called a maximum-minimum ther-
mometer, (fig. 3-25) is a U-shaped niercury-
filled glass tube with two bulbs. Present tem-
perature can also be read by noting the level
of mercury in either arm of the tube. (Both
sides should read approximately the same.)
The temperature recorded in the pictured in-
strument is approximately 95°: which would call
for some drastic action if it were actual) un a
magazine bulkhead.

Maximum temperature is read by noting the
positioh of the bottom edge of the little. steel
index marker against the right-hand scale, which
increases upward. (The picture shows it at just
over 100, another excessive temperature, for
a magazine.)

Minimum temperature (hcore a little over 45°)
is read on the left-hand wile against the bottom
edge of the little 'steel mark4r. The minimum
scale increases downward.

To zero the instrument, a small horseshoe
magnet is run against the glais tube to draw
each steel index marker down to the level of
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Figure 3-25. Maximum-minimum thermometer.

the mercury. Zero the thermometer 'on both
sides after you have recorded .the maximum
and minimum readings.

Magazines should be equipped With two
maximum-minimum thermometersone in the

., coolest part of the magazine, and one in the
.warmest. Others may pe used where it is con-
sidered necessary to have additional data onparts
of the magazine that may get too warp bulkheads
near the steam lines, for example.

Since powder, under usual stowage conditions,
deteriorates continuously, even if slowly,.it will
eventually become dangerous..It is just a matter

. of time fortunat3ly, a good long time, under
normal circumstances; but temperature readings
are not enough to keep track of the powder's

stability. Records of the powder's age and
chemical characteristics areitneeded and the
powder must be kept continuously under test to
verify its condition.

Records of Magazine Inspections

Like other maintenance procedures, magazine
inspections and ammunition surveillance opera-
tions are performed periodically according to a
'prescribed schedule. The magazine inspections
and surveillance operations presently prescribed
for all United, States naval vessels are listed in
OP 4.

Written records must be kept of all maintenance
operations, whether they are routine or not. As
far as magazine.' inspections' and ammunition
surveillance are concerned, the most common
written records are the magazine temperature
record (fig. 3-26A) and the daily magazine tem-
perature reportform (fig. 3-26B).

The magazine temperature record is a card
posted in each, magazine. Every day you enter
on it the maximum and minimum temperatures
recorded for the previous 24 hours in that
Magazine. The ,card is replaced every month,
and the old one is turned over to the weatio-ns
officer.

The daily magazine temperature report sum-
marizes' the results of magazine inspections for
the whole ship. This form includes not Only spaces
for entering the highest and lowest magazine
temperature, but also for reporting 5* condition
of the magazines and their ventilating device,
and (under remarks for miscellaneous) nondaily
routine-work.

The daily magS.zine temperatures are trans-
ferred from the vedord cards to a magazine log
which is a perrOnent record of all magazine
temperatures. A separate section Of the magazine
log should be set:-aside to record the results of
the monthly sprinkirig systems tests.

Magazines aria: considered to be in normal
condition if insptittion shows the following to

.he true: -

1. Magazines and magazine areas are well'
insulated as protecticin agaipst abnormal high "

temperatures.
2. Magazines are dry, well ventilated, and in

good repair..
3. Magazine doors can be secured against

unauthorized entry.
4. The interior of the magazine is clean and

orderly with contents so grouped as not toexceed
Prescribed heights and quantities.

52- F !.-7R,
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A
MAGAZINE TEMPERATURE RECORD
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5,66Figure 3-26.Magazine records A..Magazine temperature record. B. Daily magazine temperature.

5. The atmosphere in and around the magazine
s free from excessive ether-alcohol fumes.

6. The temperature does not show readings
above 100° F. (Maximum and minimum, tem-
perature readings are recorded and reported to
the 00D.)

7. Requirements outlined on applicable
stowage charts are met.

8. Containers are in satisfactory condition.
9. Contents of the magazine-s are identified

and segregated by lot numbers.
10. Loose rounds, damaged containers, paint,

oils, waste, rags, dunnage not in use, and other
prohibited articles are not present in any maga-
zine.

11. Magazines are properly identified by
pladaids, inside and out.

12. AMmunition, explosives, and loaded com-
fionents are not stowed outside appropriate and
designated magazine,areas.

13. Boxes and other containers are securely
closed.
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14. Firefighting equipment is i11 operating con-
dition.

The inspection afforded shipboard magazines
is basically the same for magazines ashore. Those
responsible for ammunition ashore must be
familiar with all instructions and procedures
governing the inspection and maintenance of all
ammunition and magazine areas. All magazines
should be inspected in detail every day, Where
this is impossible due to lack of personnel, one
or more magazines which are representative of
each group or type of magazine must be in-
spected 'daily. The results of any and all in-
spections are recorded in the magazine logs
over the signature of the person making the
inspection.

There are several matters which are not
common to shipboard magazines, but which do
apply to magazines ashore. One is that a definite
firebreak is necessary around all the maga4ines..
It must be of prescribed width and should be
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kept free of rubbish and other flammable ma-
terials at all times. Another is that all ammuni-
tion, explosives and components thereof, must
be stowed in the designated and appropriate
magazines. They cannot be, stowed in buildings
used for other purposes. The requirements for
normal magazine conditions for magazines ashore
are the same as those for aboard ship.

, If any abnormal or hazardous condition is
found to exist, the matter. should be reported
at once to the commanding officer and prompt
corrective measures should 1?e taken. Facts
pentaintfiv to any abnormal conditions must be
entered in the deck log.

speorai 'In'spectibn Itequi reale nts"

. ROCKETS. Rockets are usually stowed with
their heads and motors packaged in separate
magazines. A limited number of rocketscomplete
with fuze may be stowed temporarily in ready-
service lockers. The inspection requirements
for the motors are similar to those for bal-
listite. Most rocket treads have no special in-
spection requiremdnts. However, rocket heads
over 200 pounds gross weight are classified as
bomb tlype ammunition and must be inspected
as such. -

INITIATING DEVIC ES. Fuzes, primers, det-
onators, and similar initiating devices should
be inspected to ensure that they are properly
segregated in identified logs according to type,
enclosed in suitable tightly closed containers,
and well protected from moisture.

SMALL -ARMS AMMUNITION. Small arms
ammunition must be inspected to determine that
full boxes are properly marked and sealed,
intact, and that the lids or covers of partially
filled boxes are securely closedandappropt.iately
marked.

PYROTECHNICS AND CHEMICAL AM-
NITIONS. Pyrotechnics and chemical am-

munition frequently are characterized by a
definite, stated length of life, beyond which
deterioration may be expected.

The inspector should, therefore, examine the
markings closely for dates of Manufacture and
expiration dates of storage. He should also
ensure that containers are not rusty, corroded,
or leaking, that they are tightly sealed, and the
contents protected against moisture. Special fire'
extinguishing agents and equipment, if required,
should be examined to assure their availability

and serviceability. Gas masks or other pro-
tective. equipment, if iequired, should be avail-
able and serviceable.

WHITE PHOSPHOR0118. White phosphorous
(WP) loaded ammunition stowage should be sep-
arate" from other ammunition stowage.

Stowage spaces for WP loaded ammunition
shoitld be topside, away from ventilation intakes
and in a place convenient for jettisoning. They
shall be protected from direct sunlight, rain,
"spray or other conditions that may cause cor-
rosion to ammunition containers.

'White phosphorous ammunition must be stowed
4tvliere temperatures can be maintained below
1008 Ft; 4bedause I WPmelts at:110° .5'.. No. satisfy
this condition, it may be necessary to stow WP
below decks. In such a case, separate 4owage is
preferable, however, the selected stOWge space
shell be capable of being rapidly and completely
flooded by rt,Pans of a sprinkler s) stem.

AU WP projectiles and rocket heads shall be
stowed base down to prevent them fron. becoming
unbalanced should the %VP It and sub-
sequently solidify.

Loaded WP ammunition should t4: handled
carefully so it, may retain its air-tight seal.

White phosphorous will spontaneously ignite
in air. If combustion occurs in a confined space
the oxygen content of the atmosphere in the
space will not be sufficient tO support life. Further
14gh concentrations of the vapors evolved by
burning WP are irritating to the eyes, nose,
throat, lungs, and skin.

White phosphorous vapors and tires can best
be contriAled by complete immersion (*leaking
item of WP ammunition in a tank of water kept
available in the area. Vapors and fires can be
controlled by application of low velocity water
spray; however, WP will re-ignite when water
has dried from it. Exposed WP shall be kept
wet until all traces are washed or scraped
overboard.

When readiness so requires, WP projectiles_
May be stowed in upper handling rooreis. Because
of the susceptibility of WP to high temperature
and .the danger of vapor escaping to adjacent
personnel spaces and vent systems, upper handling
room stowage should be used for short periods
of time, preferably only immediately before

t

_MAGAZINE SPRINKI ING SYSTEM

Sprinkling systems are used for emergency
cooling of, am] firefighting in, magazines, ready
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service rooms, ammunition and missile handling
areas, turrets, and some enclosed mounts. A
magazine sprinkling system consists of a network
of pipes secured to the overhead and connected
by a sprinkling system control valve to the ship's
salt water fire-Main.The pipes have small holes
which are arranged so that the water forced
through them showers all parts of the magazine
or ammunition and missile handling areas. A
modern sprinkling system can wet down all
exposed bulkheads at the rate of 2 gallons per
minute per square foot and can sprinkle the
deck area at the rate of 4 gallons per minute
per square foot. Magazine sprinkling systems
are designed so that they are capable of completely
flooding 'theirs designated Iffill.t,As within an htul-.
To prevent unnecessary flooding of adjacent
areas, all compartments equipped with sprinkling
systems are watertight. Upper deck handling and
ready service rooms are equipped with drains that
Whit the maximum water level to a few inches.
Magazines are completely enclosed; if flooded,
they would be exposed to the full firemain
pressure. The firemain presstire on most ships
is considerably higher than the pressure that
magazine bulkdheads could withstand; therefore,
magazines are equipped with exhaust ventilators

'that are located in ,the bulkhead near the overhead.
An exhaust ventilatoris a pipe with a check valve
that permits pressure release (usually to the
topside). Since the diameter of the pipe is large
enough to allow water to flow out as fast as it
flows in, no excess pressure can build up in
the magazine compartment.

On newer ships; magazines are also equipped
with small, capped drainpipes located in the
bulkhead near the deck, The caps may be removed
in the- adjacent compartment to drain flooded
magazines.

In their complexity, the sprinkling system
..ottintrol valve and associated components vary

with the type of ship', type of stowage, and type
of ammunition or missile stowed in the magazine.
Iii ready service areas of combat ships and in
certain magazines of auxiliary ships, a simple
globe valve or gate valve isjaa-ted for sprin-
kling the magazine. valve is manually
controlled by a handwheel or some other mechan-
ical device located outside the stowage or handling
area. The control valve is connected -to the
handwheel by mechanical linkage (reach rods):
On combat ships, magazines are normally divided
into groups. The sprinkling of each group is
controlled by a master group control valve. This
valve can be manually operated or can be hy-
draulically controlled from one or more remote
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,Fontrol statio s. A typical 'magazine -sprinkling
system iemo control, showing two types of-
hydraulic mat control valves, is shown in figure
3-27. This` hydraulic sprinkling system is the
older. type system you will still find in- the fleet.

There are-II:tree types of hydraulic controlled
'sprinkling systems: the oil operated dry type,
salt water operated , dry type, and salt water
operated wet 143e...Since all three of these types
of system's zipay- be installed aboard the same
ship and the testing procedure is.slightly differ-
ent in each, ense, it is important to follow the
testing instrtielions.

f-1

Oil Operated SPrnicling System-P - ,10! i .14 1.1

The hydraulic sprinkling system main control
valve shown i4 figure 3-28, and the valvenot con-
nected in the system in figure, 3-27, is a modified
version of theValve. connected in the system. This
is a ,piston - orated globe -valve, normally held
closed by spring. pressure acting on the piston
and firemain_pres e. acting on the disk. When
hydraulic preisure nters the underside of the
pistcin, a force is eated that- overcomes both
spring tensio and firemain pressure, lifting the
valve disk n its seat and allowing salt water
from the fir-(*ain to flow through the control
valve to the Aorinkling<aystem piping. The valve
is closed bybpring adtiok when the hydraulic
pressure is vented from under the valve piston.
In an emergfney, the control valve can be
manually *lied by means of a ratchet wrench.

It should *Doted that this:control valve has a
test casting and flushing adaptor built into the
:dry side of the control valve body. The older type
control valve has no flushing and test casting built
into its body; therefore, a specialflushing and test
casting is installed on the dry side of the valve.

In the older type control valve hydraulic
pressure is ported to the top of the valve, hy-

_ draulic.. pressure is down (schematically) to
open the valvt The functions of this hydraulic
sprinkling con, of valve are similar to those
of the modified valve. The modified valve is
opened hydraulically by pressure being exerted
to the bottottf the valve piston, whereas in the
older type con of valve, fluidpressure is exerted;
on top of the valve piston to open the valve.
Another difference is in the control valve closing
springs. The modified control valve has one
spring assemled inside the valve casing and the
older type ligs two springs located outside- the
valve casing.1?

Ad oil supply tank, . located-- at each remote
control statituf, provides the hydraulic fluid for
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Figure 3-25. Hydraulically operitted control

valve (modified design)./

operating the sprinkling system/ control valve.
The averagd tank, holds approxiMately 2 gallons
of hydraulic! fluid. The size of /each tank depends
on the size `and number of varves to be operated
from the remote control station. The types of
tanks are ,:similar, except' for the oil level
indicators.

Each remote control station has an oil pres-
sure gage installed which indicates the hydraulic
pressure developed, by the hand pump.In addition,
some control stations also have water gages
installed which are connected to the dry side of
the control valve and which provide pressure
indication, only when the magazine is 'being
sprinkled. In one type of tank a dipstick is used;
in the other a sight glass is installed. Refer
to figure 3-29.

On some shigg, light indicators are installed
at the remote control stations to indicate whether
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Figure 3-29. Types of oil supply tanks.

eft,

the sprinkling, system control valve is open or
closed. The lights are controlled by switches
installed on the sprinkling control valve. Nor-
mally, either water gages or indicating lights
are used; however, a few ships have both. devices
installed at each remote control station.

.The hand pump, shown in. figure 3-30, is made
of bronze. It is a rotary gear type of pump which,
when rotated clockwise, provides the hydraulic
pressure required to operate the sprinkling
system. The pump handle is removable and (is
normally stowed on, the bUlkhead at the remote
control station.

ri Cy.
V-11.1
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84.310
Figure 3-30. Hand pump.

The filter assembly is located in the hand
pump intake line at the remote control station.
(Refer to figure 3-31.) The assembly filters
out the particles of foreign matter from the
hydraulic fluid, thus preventing damage to the
equipment and possible interference in the sprin-
kling system's operation. The filter element
should be replaced at each overhaul.

A spring-loaded, swing check valve is located
in the pump output line. The valve prevents the
system pressure from escaping through the pump
to tank.

SPRINKLING CONTROL VALVE.A 4-way
control ,valve, shown in figure 3-32 is located
in the pump output line, between the swing check
valve and the power operated 'check valve. This
valve controls the fluid flow throughfourhydraulic
lines. The valve "body (cock) is arranged so that-
the. pressure port (pump output) Can be directed
either to the open port or close port of the
sprinkling system. Simultaneously, the port (open
port or close "port) which is not connected to
pressure is connected to the return (tank). When-,
the 4-way valve control handle is positioned to
NEUTRAL, the pressure port is blocked and the
close port and open port are connected to tank.
A spring-loaded relief valve is located in the
pump' output line. The spring is adjusted to limit
the pump output pressure to 375 psi. If the
pressure in the ,system exceeds this amount, the
relief valve lifts to' bypass the excess hydraulic
fluid to tank.

The power-operated check valve is located
between. the 4-way control valve and the hydraulic
sprinkling system control valve. The check valve
either connects the pump output to the piston of

. the sprinkling system control valve or allows
the hydraulic fluid from the sprinkling system
control valve to return to tank. When the 4-way
control valve is positioned to OPEN and the pump
handle is turned, hydraulic fluid from the pump
is connected to the power-operated check valve.
The.purnp pressure lifts the poppet, and the fluid

84.311

Figure 3-31. Hydraulic filter assembly.
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Figure 3-32. Fourrway -control valve.

is ported to the sprinkling system control valve.
As soon as the pump 'is "Stopped, the poppet is
spring-returned to its seat, thus blocking the
hydraulic -fluid to the sprinkling system control
valve and holding the control valve open. To close
the sprinkling system control valve, the 4-way
valve must be positioned to CLOSE, and the hand
pump must be operated again. The pump outputis
directed to the port of the power-operated check
valve which is located below (schematically) the
piston. The hand pump volume moves the piston
up and forces the poppet off its seat,. allowing the
trapped- hydraulic fluidfrotn the sprinkling system
control valve to return to tank, thereby enabling
the spring in the sprinkling system main control
valve to seat the disk.

The small cylinder, power-operated check
valve, shown in figtire 3-33A is designed for oil

84.312

operation only, while the large cylinder check
valve shown in figure 3-33B may be. either oil or
water operated. - -

Test castings are used with both the old and
modified types of sprinkling system control
valves. The test castings are alwaypTocated on
the dry side of the control valves. They provide
a means of checking the sprinkling system without
flooding the magazine. The castings also allow
flushing of the sprinkling sy.ster.

Test Fittings

The test fitting assembly for the sprinkling
system modified type of main control valve is
shOWn in the illustrationln figure 3-34. Note that
the test fitting is threaded into the control valve
after the bOdy oap has been removed. When the
'cap of the test fitthig is removed, a h6se can be

59. ,/
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Figure, 3-34. Teet fitting for sprinkling

system testing and flushing, modified type.

( before the sprinkling system is tested or flushed.
(The illustration shows a simple, manually oper-

B. LARGE CYLINDER ,ated sprinkling system main control valve.)
- ; ; The following is a description of operational

Figure Q-,33.*-- Power
t 84.34§

oPertiled check valves.

connoted fo the fitting for flpshihg the sprinkling
system. ' 1

The test oasting shown in figure 3.35 is used
with 1the. Old type of main cont? ol valve. The
disk (flapper) is closed, and a wedge. bar is
inserted into the casting, to hold this` disk closed

procedures for sprinkling a magazine which
becomes overheated due 'to a_nearby fire. It is
assumed that the sprinkling is controlled from
-a remote control station.

To set up the control station, the hand pumr
handle must to installed and the 4-way control
valve must be positioned to OPEN, as indicate(
on the nameplate of the valve.

CAUTION: Some control station may sprin-
kle two magazine grows; 'therefore, these con-

, trol stations .are equipped with two 4-way control

60
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Figure 3-35. Sprinkling system test casting, old type.

valves. C e must be taken to ensure against
sprinkl- the wrong magazine.

Moving the 4-way control valve to the OPEN
position connects hand pump output to the under-
side of the poppet in the power-operated check
valve. By rotating the hand pump, oil pressure
moves the poppet up thereby allowing oil to be
transmitted to the sprinkling control valve
piston.

When the piston, in the, main ,control valve
has moved -its maximum allowed distance, pres-
sure in the hydrualic system reaches 375' psi
and any further hand, pump output is bypassed
through the relief -valve to the supply tank.

When the pump is stopped, the poppet in the
power-operated check valve will seat thereby
blocking fluid, flow to the sprinkling control
valve piston thus holding the main control valve
open.

To close the sprinkling system main control
valve, position the 4-way. control valve to CLOSE,
and rotate the hand pump in a clockwise direction.
Hand pump output is now ported to the power-
operated check valve piston causing the poppet
to lift off its seat.

As soon as the 'poppet lifts, the hydraulic
fluid which was holding the sprinkling system
control valve open is vented to tank and the
sprinkling system main control valve is closed
by spring action.
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CAUTION: Take care to keep the pump ro-
tating and to maintain 375 psi on the hydraulic
gage until the salt ~rater gage (if installed) in-
dicates zero. .

When the sprinkling sysibna main Control
valve is closed, the 4-way control valve must
be positioned to NEUTHAL. In this position,
the 4-way valve blocks the pump output port
and connects both the open port and the close
port to tank.

The sprinkling system just described is found
mainly in the ammunition magazines of older
ships. On newer ,ships and on most redesigned

the,arrimunition magazines, special weapon
spaces, missile magazines, and missile handling
spaces use firemain water pressure (90 psi)
to operate the sprinkling system main control r
valve. This salt water actuated system elimi-
nates the oil supply tank, hand pump, check valve,
and relief valve.

Salt Water Sprinkling Systein

The main control valve in the salt water
system shown in figure 3-36 functions similarly
to the valve .operated by hydraulic fluid except
that the salt water operated vate cannot be
opened or closed mechanically an contains a
sight tube that indicates the condition (open or
closed) of the valve.

This valve can be activated either by a
Manual control valve or -automatically through
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MACHINE SCRE

SIGHT TUBE

VENT. SCREW

WASHER

INDICATOR STEM.

FROM
HYDRAULICALLY

OPERATED
CHEC,K VALVE

INLET
(FROM SALT,
yATER
SUPPLY) ORA Nn

BOTTOM COVER

SCREW CAP

1

ATTACH EITHER TEST

CAP OR 1 1/2" OR 2 1/2"

FIRE HOSE

OUTLET
(TO SPRINKLING

HEADS) 111

VIEW A-CONTROL VALVE WITH BOTTOM
COVER ATTACHED

LJ

r v--1 J

r
SPRINKLING

CONTROL
,VALVE

TEST CASTING
( 8D064-S 4824-

F 32/ 5542-27) -

VIEW B=CONTRDL VALVE WITH TEST
CASTING ATTACHED

. 84.314
Figure 3-36.Salt water operated sprinkling

(main) control valve. .

heat sensing devices acting on a pneumatic
'released pilot (PRP) valve. Activation by either
method will allow firemain pressure to be ad-
mitted to the bonnet chamber of the main control
valve. Spring pressure, holding the main sprin-
kling control valve closed is overcome by the
firemain pressure to appn thd valve and direct

''s; water- to the sprinkling heads. Deactivation of
the system is accomplished by properly posi-
tioning the respective control valves which direct
water. to a power-operated check valve, operiing
it, and allowing water to drain from the main

4
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sprinkling control valve-bonnet and spring pres-
sure to close the valve.

The latest improvement in automatic 'Sprin-
kling system's is the use of firemain pressure
to activate a wet type system. In this system,
the norxnallY dry section between the main control
valve and the sprinkling heads is filled with
nonpressurized fresh water. The diy side of the
system is kept filled with fresh water by the use
of a fresh water tank. A combination valve and
sprinkling head replace the open orifiCe type
of spray head. The sprinkling had valve is
supplied from an accumulator-type,- 20-gallon
fresh water tank. actuation of the PRP valve or
operation of the manual 3-way valves cuts off the
50 psi accumulator tank and releases the water
pressure on the sprinkler head valves. At the
same' time, the main control valve is released
and sprinkling begins immediately.

Control Pawl
The sprinkling system control panel, shown

in figure. 3-37, is located in the, ammunition
handling room and is the parent control station ,
for automatic sprinkling of "the Jower ammunitioD,

LOWER HOIST
SPRINKLING VALVE

LOWER HOIST
SPRINKLING

SHUT OFF VALVE

PILOT VALVE.
SHUTOFF

VALVE

FIRE MAINSUPPLY
SHUT OFF VALVE

84.350
Figure 3-37.= Sprinkling system

control station D.
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hoists and carrier room of the 5"/54 gun mount.
Main components on the panel consist of a
manually controlled sprinkling ,valve, a pneu-,
matically released pilot (PRP) valve, and the
sprinkling main control valve. The sprinkling
system may be activated by manually positioning
the manual control valve or by the PRP valve which
is activated automatically by heat sensing &Vices.

Automatic Control Devices

Some gun magazine sprinkling systems are
equipped with automatic control devices. These
utomati control devices are actuated by heat ,
nsing elements located in the magazine area.
The automa c control device actuates the same

sprinkling sys m main contikil valve which' is
operated by the ydraulic remote and local control
stations. The device can be designed to actuate
when a rapid rise of temperature occurs or when
the heat exceeds a fixed temperature.
. The earliest application of automatic antrol
for sprinkling systems (rate-of-rise) consists
of the use of one or several heat actuated
devices (HADs), installed in the magazine or
ammunition" stowage space. The HAD is connected
by a 1/8 -inch insulated tubing to a pneumatically
released pilot valve which controls the operation,
of a jacking cylinder; the jaCking cylinder, in
turn, controls the operation of the sprinkling
system main control valve. The- rate-ofLrise
device and associated hydraulic system are shown
irr figure ,3-38. .

The design. of the rate-of-rise (primary)
system for the automatic control device is based
on the following principles:

-1, Air expands when heated.
2. Eipansion of air in a closed container

produce.B pressure:,
3. Pressure, can be converted to mechanical

energy.

The rate-of-fise device is designedtoopenthe
magazine main (group) control valve when the
device absorbs' heat froin fire at h rapid rate
in or near the potected corepattment to create
within the automatic control, device a definite
volume of pressure in a given time.

When the heat is absorbed by the device at a
slower nate than the one mentioned in the pre-
ceeding paragraph, the System does not function
since provision is made within the PRP valve to
allow for normal tempelature cllanges within the

,compartment.

. . ,
The gate valve is locked open, except (luring 'is

servicing..of the sprinkling system. The strainer
is of special wye type1 with fine perforation
(slots) in a /vfonel basket. A drain cock is pro-
vided in the grainer body to drain the sediment
accumulated
to the PRP v

The' lapki
hydraulic. Sys
valte and th
the activatin
device.' The 0
side Ilarge diameter)," 9f the "cylidder contain,41;milectively, a. piston With hydraulic cup pac4-
ings suitable for oil Service, and another piston
with packing suitable ,:ifor. salt water ,service.
*Both pistons lake Connected in tandem.-

The water 1 side of the cylinder is so designed
that, when a tyater preesure of 40 .psi is applied
to the water iiistOn, sufficient pressure.iii 'trans-
mitted by the 'oil piston to overcome the spring
force and war pressure acting. on the valve
disk of the sprnkling System main controvalve.

The jacking cylinder is equipped iTith an
indicator which provides visual indication ,of the
piston positions. _A vent installed between the
pistons in the body of. the jacking cylinder pro-

diainingiwhen a leakage occurs past eitheF,
piston.

1

The early ;model jacking cylinder contains
a leadoff fitting *sal a tail pipe which are installed .

_on the water Skald the jacking cylinder to per-
mit release of 'water during resetting of the PRP ,

valve after the .automatic-control device has been
act:dated. A small hole in the leadoff fitting
would prevent the jacking cylinder from lifting
if a leak should develop iif the PRP valve.

The PRP valve shoWn in figures 3-39 and .

3-40 releases 'water frbm the firemain to the
large-area side of the jacking cylinder when the
temperature rate-of-rise in the protected com-
partment exceeds a preset level.

The.PRP valve assembly shown in figure 3-40 11

consists of a bronze case whichencloses arelease.
diaphragm, chber, linkage, springs, and apilot
valve shaft and levers. Tile shaft and levers are r
connected ifo the PRP which opens and closes to .
control firemain input to the jacking cylinder.
The shaft and levers are arranged so that any
sudcy3n pressure intrease causes the diaphragm
to extend into the diaphragm chamber and to
trip the operating lever out from under the
fulcrum lever. When the fulcrum lever is re- '
leased, the pilot valve is opened by spring action. '

4:q

rom the _ firemain water supplied .

t
Cylinder connects the oil in the

m operates the main tontrol
water from the firemain which 113
mediutrilor the automatic 'control.

side (small diameter) and water
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RELEASE LEVER

k Illki

fe--0-15-A tHrii

PICOT VALVE SHAFT

AIR PUMP CONNECTION AND R PRESSURE -GAUGE
SPRING VALVE

COMPENSATING VENT

.;

"

TO THERMOSTAT
VALVES

NJFOLD FITTING

PILOT VALVE
LEVER

FROM FIRE MAIN

TO JACKING CYLINDER

Figure 3- 39. Three views of the pneumatically released pilot valve (PRP).

. PILOT VALVE

FROM HAD UNITS

DIAPHRAGM

COMPENSATING VENT'

RELEASE DIAPHRAGM CASE

TO JACKING CYLINDER

Figure 3-40j Pneumatically released gilot valve (PRP4; schematic.
I

illril'
IP ..; I

. .

S l o w c , : .1::
;. .).: pressure korn the HAD are IIND Units

equilized by . the -.compensating vent which is
'' installed in the PRP case. This vent consists

of a carefully calibrated leak in a special stain-
less steel fitting. .

Pi

4

P

84.319

84.320

The heat actuated device (HAD), shown in
figure 3-41, is a pneumatic thermostat which

65
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84.321
Figure 3 Heat actuated device (HAD).

consists of a ollow brass chamber whose capa-
city- ia about 14 cubic inches. The HAD is

located in the protected compartment andcreates
the pressure necessary to actuate the PRP
valve when the rate-of-rise of the temperature
in the pritected compartment becomes excessive.

The excessive heat is absorbed by the HAD
and is utilized to heat the air. trapped in the
system. The heated air expands and creates a

pressure which is. transmitted through 1/8-inch
tubing to the PRP diaphragm.

One or more -BADS are installed on
head of each compartment protected.

A modified model of a rate-of-rise au
sprinkling control system is shown in
3-42 and contains the following improVements:

1. A minimum of two HA.D6 in each corn-
parknentfirotected.

2;A modifiectidesign PRP valve.
3. A circle gal check valve in each trans-

mission line between the PRP valve and
the HAD.,:-.;

4. A lever 'operated drain valve in the salt
water tide of the jacking cylinder.

A PRP valve has been modified to include
an air charging valve, and a reset key. The air
gage and charging valve are installed to provide
a means of pressurizing the automatic control
device td test for leaks. An air, pump is also
provided with the special tools for use in the
pressure test. The PRP reset key is providedi
for the resetting of the PRP valve operating'
mechanism after the valte has been tripped,/

Figure 3-4
F

Modified rateof-rise automatic sprinkling control system.

66:
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Pk
A spring - loaded circle seal c ck valve shown

in figure 3-43 is installed in t air tubing of
each HAD, and is designed to check against
sudden changes' in pressure in one direction and
to open when pressure is applied fromethe
opposite direction. The valve housing contains
a restricted bypass orifice that equalizes pres-
sure in the system so that pressure created
in one HAD is restricted to the diaphragm
chamber of the PRP valve assembly instead of
pressurizing the entire system. (The direction
of air flow is shown in figure 3-43.),

A lever 'operated drain valve, showin in figure
3-44, is' installed in the salt water side of the
jacking cylinder. This valve is self - closing. When
opened, it drains the water side of the jacking
cylinder.

PIPE PLUG
VENT

1111J111110Ezrmi..7----w_

TArillillummittr=0011011a
\_ I111VIJUliuguu -0E1

/77

After the PRP valve has been reset, the lever
operated drain valve _gust be i;aanually opened
before the jacking cylinder returns to its normal
position and allows the sprinkling system main
control valve to close.

A 0.098-inch hole, located in the bridge wall of
the lever operated drain valve, prevents pre-
mature sprinkling of a magazine by salt water
leaking from the PRP valve.

Another of the newer automatic sprinkling
control systems is shown in figure 3-45. This
system incorporates the following features:

1. A fixed temperature unit (FTU) for each
HAD in the protected compartment.

2. Additional expansion loops in the tubing
from the HADs.,

VENT PASSAGE

ASKETS

CHECK NALVE SEAT RING

FLOW

HECTOR , 1TERMINAL

.........2 Figure 3-43.Circle seal checOal_ve;;%------7,-.
.a'--ter switch in the dry side of .the .,

sprinkling system. ____

- 4. A modified. type of sprinkling system main
control valve.

Figure 5-44.,7 Lever opepted

4

84.323

,S4xed Temperathre Unit

The design of the fixed temperature (second-
ary) system used with the automatic control
device is based on the same principles as the
design of the rate-of-rise system plusthe follow-
ing:

Prespure can be converted to.mechanical
cam energy.

n valve. 2. Heat can be converted to mechanical energy.

67
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84.325

Figure 3-45. Hydraulic and auto ruatic therruo-pheuniatic rate-of-rise and fixed temperature control
systems.for operating magazine sprinkling control valves.

. The fixed temperature units (FTUs) actuate
the automatic control device when the temperature
teaches a_predetermineetalue. -

NOTE: The temperature rise must be slow,
otherwise the HAD unit will actuate the automatic
control device before the FTU can function.

An FTU consists of a spring-loaded cap held/
in place by indium solder. (Refer to figure
3-46.) This solder is made of a material that
melts at the predetermined maximum setting for
the protected compartment. When the FT3.T cap
is -freed, the pressure in the PRP valve case

, is reledsed, causing the automatic control device,
to actuate. /

A schematic of the automatic control for the
.sprinkling system in figure 345 AS provided in
figure 3-47..11 is assumed that the temperature in

SILVER SOLDER ING CAP

PER TUBE
PRESSURE-TIGHT SEAL
WITH 14r SOLDER

84.326

, Figure 3-46. Fixed temperature unit (FTU).
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the protected compartment rises at a slow rate.
As the temperature rises, the HADs respond by
transmitting the heat in the form of air pressure
to the PRP diaphragm. Since the air pressure rise
is slow, it is equalized within the PRP diaphragm
case by the compensating vent, thus preventing
the PRP valve from being actuated. However,
when the temperature in the protected com-
partment reaches the predetermined maximum
level, the FTU opens and vents the air pressure
built up in the diaphragm case, causing the PRP
valve to trip.
Thermosylphon Device (TSD)

The latest control device for an automatic
sprinkling system combines the features Of a
HAD and an FTU. This device, known as the
thermosylphon .heat sensing device, is used in
many of the newest types of sprinkling systems.
These systems include the salt water actuated
type shown in figure 3-36, and the wet type de-
scribed earlier in this topic.

The the mosylphon heat sensing device con-
sists of_ 'bellows normally' enclosed in a mesh
cage. The bellows are expanded and held by 'a
fusible,11 against spring pressure. The device,
shown :in' jfigure 3-48, automatically actuates
a PRP, I/ ve when there is, a rapid temperature
rise or w e the fusible link melts.

When rapid temperature rise occurs in a
magazine r ready- service area, the resultant
sudden pressure increase in the bellows is
transmitted to the PRP valve causing it to
activate 4;4 sprinkling system. Normal temper-
ature cha3ges also cause air in the bellows to
expand and contract. However, thesetnormal
pressure .glianges are vented-by a small orifice`
in the PRpts,valve.

When the temperaturkip a magazine or ready
service atea reaches a predetermined value, it
causes the fusible link to melt, releasing the
compressed spring and causing the bellows to
collapse. As the bellows collapse, a pressure is
developed that 9.,c u the PRP valve.

FULCRUM
LEVE

CIRCLE SEAL VALVES

MPENSATING
VENT
DIAPHRAGM

OPERATING
LEVER

PNUEMATICALLY
RELEASED PILOT
VALVE

RELEASE DIAPHRAGM
CASE
PILOT VALVE

PTO JACKING CYLINDER

FROM FIRE MAIN

HEAT ACTUATED
OEVIcE (H.A.D

Figure 3-47. Sprinkling system automatic cotOrol system, schematic.
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OUTER COVER
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11111

110111
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COTTER PIN

FUSIBLE LINK

RETAINER
SPRING

OUTER
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SCREW

TUBING
FITTINGS

CAP SCREW

ELF-LOCKING NUT

Figure 3-48: Thermo-sylphon heat sensing device.

CHECKING SPRINKLING SYSTEM

Once a week check for valve leakage in the
magazine sprinkling system. This involves the
p.I. *ling control valve and the drain line from

the local control panel.
To check the sprinkling control valve, simply

"remove the cap from the bottom cover of the valve.
If there is no leakage, replace the cap. Other-
wise, close the shutoff valve in the 3/8-inch
salt water control line leading to the remote
control panel, close the shutoff valve in -the-
3-1/2-inch salt water 'supply line, repair as
required, replace- cap, and open the shutoff
valves.,

Verify that there is no leakage from the
drain line that leads from the local control
panel (identified by a "To Drain" plate at
bottom-left of panel). To check for leakage,,
the adjacent union coupling can be unscrewed.'
If there is any akage, determine which valve
is leaking (by sy matiCally opening and closing
the various shutoff 'valves until the leaking valve
is pinpointed) Close the two main Shutoff valves
as in the prethding paragraph, repair or replace
as required, and open' all the shutoff valves.

-,-.

84.328

a

TESTING SPRINKLIA SYSTEM

dnce, a month (1) airtest the pneumatic Lines
in the sprinkling system for tightness and oper-
ability of the heat sensing devices, and (2)
test the sprinkling systeni for proper operation
of the valves.

Once every quarter (1) airtest the dry lineS
for unobstructed flow between the sprinkling
control valve and the sprinkling' heads, (2) flush
the associated firemains for unobstructed flow,
(3) clean the salt water strainers, and (4) clean
the drain hple in thee sprinkling control valve.

Airtest (Tightness)

To airtest the sprinkling system monthly
for tightness and operability of the heat 'lensing
devices, proceed as follows:)

?Girds--

1. Obtain the following equipment.
a. A test casting
b. A spanner wrench
c. A hand pneumatic pump
d. Either a 1-1/2- or 2-1/2-inch fire hose

or a test cap (2-1/2-7-1/2 N. H.
thread) having a petcoolt
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e. A small container inAwhich to catch
salt water

2. Using -the spanner wrench, remove the
bottom cover Of the sprinkling control
valve. Then screw in the test casting,
as shown in figure *3-3613.

3. To the threaded end of the test casting,
attach either the fire hose or, if available,
the test cap. If the fire hose is used, hang
its drain end overboard.

4. Close the normally locked -open globe valve
in the 3-1/2-inCh salt water supply main.

.5. Connect pneumatic handpump to air valve
on PRP valve (figuri 3-49).

6. Slowly pressurize system until a pressure'
of at least eight ounces is reached. Because
of the slow passage of air through the
vents, some additional pumping of air may
be required before obtaining a balance.

7. Stop pumping and hold pressure for five
minutes. The pressure should not drop
during this period, even tlae_slightest drop
in pressure is serious, for it indicates a
leak which may prevent the automatic
operation of the system at time of fire.
If the gage does not retain eight ounces
of pressure for five minutes, first check
to make sure that the fitting on the hose
line for the pneumatic pump is not the type

APPLY AIR
PULSE HERE

INLET (FROM OUTLET (TO BONNET CHAMBER IN

FIREMAN) SPRINKLING CONTROL VALVE)

that holds the air valve open, thereby per-
mitting the pressure to escape. Then look
for a leak by applying soap suds to the
fittings near the PRP valve (see Note be-
low) and subsequently at the fittings near
the heat sensing devices. Do not use movable
jaw wrench when tightening fittings.
NOTE: If the leak is within PRP valve,
replace this valve with a new unit. Do not
open this valve under any circumstances.
Turn in defective valve to nearest Naval
stocking activity. Repeat airtest with re-
placement valve.

8. To test the action of the heat sensing de-
.vices, punch the air valve fully open. The
sudden release of pressure in the PRP
valve case and pneumatic lines should trip
the sprinkling control 'valve; accordingly,
water will flow into the test casting. (This
simulates the condition created when the

'bellows of a heat sensing device collapse
as thb result of the fusible slug melting).

9. Wait about two 'minutes (see Note below),
and then reset the tripping mechanism on
PRP valve by gripping the reset lever with
the reset key and turning the lever to SET
(figure .49). Be sure that the lever
latches at SET before removing reset key.

NOTE: The reason for the two-minute wait
is to allow time for the pressure, to equalize
on both sides of the valve diaphragraUntil
the pre sure is _equalized, the valve will
not latch at SET. -If after two minutes the
valve does not set, again sloWly pressurize
the system as in Step 6, wait five minutes,
and then punch the air valve wide open. Again
wait two minutes, and then reset. If the
valve still fails to reset (or will not trip to
begin with), replace the PRP valve with a
new unit. DO NOT OPEN THIS VALVE
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. Turn in
defective valve to nearest Naval stocking
activity. Airiest replacement.

10. Open globe valve in the .3-1/2-inch salt
water supply main lock open.

84,329
Figure 3-49. Pneumatically released pilot valve
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NOTE: If the monthly operational check or
the quarterly flushing sbelow) are to be
performed immediately following, do not
perform Step 11 at this point. However, if
there is to 'be any time lapse between
conducting these tests; immediately carry
out Step 11 to keep the sprinkling system
in a functional condition.
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11. IMPORTANT: Remove' the fire hose, or
test cap, from the test casting on the
sprinkling control valve. Have a small

'container available ifo catch salt water
trapped within test cif§ting, Then remove
test casting, check to see that there is no
leakage past valve seat, and screw on the
bottom cover to the valve, using the span-
ner wrench.

Finding and Correcting Leaks in
Aptomatid'Control Systems

In recent reports frorn shipg in the, fleet,.
it has been noted that technical assistance has
been requested for magazine sprinkling systems

*because the automatic control system would not
hold pressure during the monthly .PMS test.
The only reason for the automatic control sys-
tem's inability to hold pressure is a leak in

stem component.
The 'automatic (thereto- pneumatic) control

system is a closed system. Since the system's
operation depends on pressure, it must be tight
at all, times. Any leak in the system will render
it inoperative. The system's function is to actuate
the magazine sprinkling system in response to
either 13. rapid rate of rise in temperature or a
slow rise to a predetermined temperature. A
detailed description of the automatic control
system is presented in NAVSHIPS 0348 -078-
1000, Magazine Sprinkling System Instruction
Book.

During the monthly PMS test, the automatic
control system's tightness is verified by pres-
surizing it to at least 8 ounces per square inch
and ensuring that it holds that pressure for 5
minutes. If the system does not hold pressure, it
must be considered inoperative. Accordingly the
leak or leaks must be found and Corrected as soon
as possible.

The following is a checklist of locations where
leakage can occur. In checking these locations
refer to figure 3-50.

1. Schrader valve.
2. Transmission tubing connections and test

connection at the manifold on the front of
the PAP valve:

3. Pilot valve packing gland.
4. Pressure gage connection.
5. All joints of nipple and tee connected to

rear of PRP valve pressure gage.
6. Circumferential joint where the PRP valve

diaphragm cover joins the front plate.

THREAD
CONN.

TO
MANIFOLD

PLUG

THREAD
CONN.

SCHRADER
VALVE

(CAP REMOVED

PACKING
GLAND NUT

SECTION AA

PIPE PLUG
PRESSURE GAGE

CONNECTION
TEST

CONNECTION

TRANSMISSIOtt LINE
CONNECTION

o
111111:E/E"

o

IL

jIIp

THREADED
ONNECTIONS _

FRONT PLATE DIA- .
PHRAGM COVER JOINT
MOUNTING BRACKET
NOT SHOWN

LOCATION OF POSSIBLE LEAKS FROM PRP VALVE

Figure
.84-.351

3-50.- LOcation of possible leaks
from PRP valve.

7. Circle seal check valve inlets and outlet
connections and by-pass orifice plug.

8. Any joint, or connection in the transmission
tubing or any area in the transmission
tubing where the rockbestos insulation has
been damaged.

9. Heat actuated devices (HADO and fixed
temperature units (FTUs).

10. Sylphon type heat sensors.

Before checking any of the heat sensing de-
vices, check the tightness of all system
connections.

The wrench provided with the automatic control
system ,tool kit should be used to "snug-up"
all fittings. No adjustable wrenches are to be used
because they may round off corners of fittings.
When "snugging-up", use restraint to avoid
damaging the fittings or transmission tubing. To
check tightness of the PRP valve packing gland
nut, insert a 1/16-inch blind punch (at a flat
angle) into one of the tightening holes on the
gland nut shoulder and exert a .slight pressure
in a clockwise direction.

Extreme care must be exercised in tightening
the gland nut to prevent overtightening which may
cause the packing .to bind on the pilot valve
shaft and prevcint the PRP valve from tripping.
Alter all .the connections have been checked,
repeat the tightness test. U the system does not
hold pressure, it will be necessary to find the
leak by using leak detection compound, FSN
9G-6850-621-1920, or a soap solution made with
warm water and any common hand soap.

The leak detection procedure entails main-
taining a pressure of 16 to 2Q ounces per square
inch in the automatic control system by, using

72
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the hand pump," applying the leak detection com-
pound or soap solution to all locations from which
leakage can occur, and watching for the formation
of bubbles which indicate the leak,.

Finding leaks can be a tedious and time
consuming task. The task must be performed with
deliberation because if it is hastily done, a leak
may be .overlooked which will necessitate per-
forming the entire procedure again.

The following leak procedures are recom-
mended as an aid to leak detection:

I. With the hand pump, maintain 16 to 20
ounces per square inch pressurein the
automatic control system at all times while
checking for leaks.

2. If leak detection compound is used, apply
it as directed on the bottle. If using a soap
solution, apply a liberal amount of solution
using rapid brush strokes to promote a
heavy lather. A leak is shown by the
continuous formation of bubbles in the
lather.

3. Check the soundness of the Schrader valve
first. Pressurize the system to the required
pressure, and apply a liberal amount of
solution around the Schrader valve, and
quickly remove the hand pump. Rapidly
apply more solution to the valve stem and
watch for bubbles. A leak from the Schrader
valve does.not preclude leakage from other
locations. The remainder of the system can
be checked as long as pressure is main-
tained by the hand pump.

4. Always start your search for leaks at the
PRP- valve and 'work outward to the circle
seal check valves, all tubing connections
and outward to the heat sensing devices.

When the leak has been located, take immediate
corrective action (except as noted in the final
paragraph of this section).

A word of cautionhere, however, about leakage
at threaded connections. Never overtightenflared
fittings on the PRP' valve packing gland because
this can cause the PRP valve to be inoperable.
Teflon tape can be used as a sealant on larger
threated connections such as pressure gage stem
on pipe plugs; howeyer, do not use pipe dope on any
jopt. Where leakage from a flared fitting cannot
beNorrected by tightening, cutting and re-flaring
the tubing may be necessary by using the thole pro-
vided in the tool kit and following the instructions
contained in Section 6 of the Magazine Sprinkling
Instruction Book.

Leakage from a Schrader Valve can often be .

corrected by replacing the valve stem (core)
which is merely threaded into the valve. A stem
extractor tool or pair of thin needle nose pliers
can be used to remove the old stem and screw in
the new one. Unfortunately, the stem extractor
tool and replacement valve stems ere not carried
in the Navy Supply System. However, they can be
purchased at any bicycle shop or auto supply
stdre. If the tool and replacement stem are not
available at the 'time a Schrader valve leak is
detected, it is recommended that the PRP valve
be .replaced and the defective Schrader valve be
repaired at the earliest opportunity. Repeat the
PMS tightness test after corrective action to
ensure that all leaks have been found.

In the following instapces, immediate cor
rective action cannot usually be effected due to
the necessity of obtaining -replacement

. components.
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I. Leakage from bellows of a sylphon type
heat sensor cannot be repaired, replace the
,heat sensor.

2. Leakage from a flared fitting when there is
insufficient slack to permit cutting and re-
flaring, install new tubing.

3. Leakage from damaged transmission
tubing, install new tubing.

Operational Test, New System

Test the sprinkling system monthly for proper
operation of all the valves.

Proceed as follows:

I 1. Obtain the following equipment:
a. A test casting
b. A spanner wrench
c. A hand pneumatic pump

Either EZ 1-1/2- or 2-1/2 -inch fire hose
or a test' cap. (2-1/2-7-1/2 N. H. thread)
having a;etcock.
e. A small container in which to catcho,salt
water.

2. Using the spanner wrench, remove the
bottom cover Of the sprinkling control
Valve. Then screw in the test casting, as
shown in figure 3-36.

3. to the threaded end of the test casting,
attach the fire hose and hang' its .drain
end overlloard.

4. Check the water pressure gages on the
remote control panel. The%) gages shotild
indlhate at least 70 psi water: pressure.
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;:,1'est the PRP valve with the hand pneu-
matic pump. Apply a pulse. of, air of
approximately 8 ounces as shown in figure
3-49. This should trigger the PRP,yalve
tripping mechanigm. If the indicator valve
rises to the top of the sight tube (figure
3-36A), it can be assumed that the PRP
valve is functional and that the sprinkling
control valve opens normally (shduld not
pound or chatter). If not, see .,"U.nsched-
uled Maintenance Procedures Servicing
Sprinkling System."

6. Wait about two minutes (see Note below),
and then reset the tripping mechanism on
PRP valve by gripping the reset leVer with
the reset key and turning the lever to
SET (figure 3-49). Be sure that the lever
latches at SET position before'removing
reset key. NOTE: The reason for the two-
minute wait is to allow time for the
pressure to equalize on both sides .of
valve diaphragm. Until the pressure is
equalized, the valve will not latch in the
SET position. If after two minutes the valve
does not. set, again apply an 8-ounce air
pulse, wait another two minutes, and then
reset. If the valve still fails to _reset (or
will not trip to begin with), replace the
PRP valve with a new unit. DO NOT OPEN
THIS - VALVE UNDER ANY CIRCUM-
TANCES. Turn in the defective valve
to the nearest Naval stocking. activity.

7. Turn the manual control lever on the
remote control panel to STOP. The stem
on the sprinkling control valve should drop
below the sight tube, and water should
drain through the hydraulically operated
check v . If the stem does not drop,
see led Maintenance Pro-
cedures Servic ng ng System."

8. Turn the manual control ver on the
remote control panel to AUTO. Drainage,
through the hydraulically operated check
Valve should stop. If not, see "Unscheduled
Maintenance Procedures Servi,cing Sprin-
kling System." NOTE: If the test cap
rather than the fire hose is attached to-the
teat casting on the sprinkling control Valve:
before proceeding to step 9, open the petcock
on the, cap and drain into container the
salt water trapped by test castitig. Close
petcock when drained.

9, Turn the manual control . lever on the
remote control panel to START. If the
4ndicator stem on the sprinkling control
valve rises -to the Top of the sight tube,

r
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it can be assumed tthtt the manual control
valve oil the remote control panel opens
normally.

NOTE: Before'proceeding to Step 10, see
,note under,Step 8. ,

10. Test the manual control valve on the local
control panel in the same manner as the
manual control valve on the remote control
panel was tested in Steps 7, 8, and 9.

11. IMPORTANT Remove the fire hose (or
test cap) from the test casting on the
sprinkling control valve. (In removing the
fire hose, have a small container available
to catch salt water trapped within the test
casting.) Then remove the test casting,
check to see that there is no leakage
past valve seat, and screw on bottom
cover to valie, using the spanner wrench.

Operational Test, Old System

To .conduct operational tests under the old
system, proceed as follows::*

1. Obtain the following equipment:
a. A wedge bar
b. A flapper-valve wrench
c. A spanner wrench
d. A bucket in which to catch salt water
e. A set of sound-powered phones
f. Magazine keys

2. Using the spanner wrench, remove the
wedge bar cap (fig. 3-35). Place a bucket
under the drain cock and open the cock.
Close the flapper-valve (disk) with the
flapper-valve wrench (fig. 3-35), and push
the wedge tkahind the closed flapper-valve
(dilik). Make sure that the flapper-valve
is securely closed (wedged by the wedge
bar).

4. Instruct the man at the remote control
station via sound-powered telephone to open
his grOup control -valve for the group
being tested.

5. When a solid stream of water issues from
the drain cock, indicating that there is
no obstructionjn the system, instruct the
man at the remote control station to close
the group control Valve. .

6. When, .9,11 thee water has drained from the
drain cock, remove the wedge bar and open
the flapper valve. (disk), and replace the
wedge bar cap. .1

3.
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Testing personnel must be sure to leave the
system completely ready. to function after testing.
An inspection of all magazine areas should be
conducted several hours after testing to ensure
there'is no leakage from any valves.

In hyclraulic operated sprinkler systems,
failure of the 'hydraulically operated control valve
may be caused by low oil _levels. Check the oil
level frequently and replenish when. necessary.
Be sure to use the specified oil, and pour it
through a filter or 200-megb wire screen,

Airtest (Unobstructed Flow)

To airtest the sprinkling system quarterly
for unobstructed flow between the sprinkling

Lik4control valve' and the sprinkling heads, proceed
as follows:

1. Remove the screw cap on the bottom cover
of the sprinkling control valve, and attach
the ship air supply line and an air gage to

. the cap.
Caution: Be sure to hold air pressure at
about 5 psi, because too high a pressure
will unseat the valve and send salt water
into the dry line and sprinkler heads.

2. Blow air through the piping at about 5 psi.
3. Check each of the sprinkling heads for the

passage of air. If air does not pass freely
through any of the heads, replace and
retest.

4. DetaCh air line, replace screw cap, and
flush the firemain as instructed below.

Flirshing

To flush the firemain, proceed as follows:
.1note: Perform only in areas wherethe sea water

is clean. Also, when operatingin tropical waters,
flush firemain more often than once every three
months.

1. Obtain the following equipment:
a. A test casting or wedge bar
b. A spanner wrench
c. A 1-1/2 or 2-1/2-inch fire hose
d. A small container to WO valve drain-.

age.
2. With the spanner wrench, remove the

flushing connection of the sprinkling Control
valve (fig. 3-35) for the old system and the

'test casting (fig. 3-36) for the new system.

3. Insert a wedge bar (old system) or a test
.casting (new system). Attach a fire hose
to the threi(ded end of the flushing con-
nection or test casting and hang the drain
end of the hose overboard.

'$4 Open the group control valve and allow it
to stay open under full firemain pressure
,until the lines are clear of sea growth
and shell particles. When clear water
runs from the hose for five minutes or
more, it can be assumed that all lines
are clear.

5. The procedures for stOppineand securing
the sprinkling system are the same as those
followed when conducting operational tests.

Checking/Cleaning Strainers
v.

After flushing firemains, cheek the four salt
water strainers that are in the sprinkling system.

Following are the procedures for checking
and cleaning a strainer:
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1. Shut off salt water supply by closing globe
valve adjacent to'strainer.

2. Hold small container beneath strainer;
then remove strainer plug, and catch drain
water, ",.

3. Remove strainer cover and screen basket
insideXig. 3-51).

4. If scr basket appears dirty, gently brush
it with a wire brush to removeaccurnulated
material. If brushing does not clean screen
basket, treat according to 'shipboard bro-
cedures.

5. Replace basket, cover, and plug. When
replacing basket, be sure that its upper,
end is properly Seated in its recess before

SCREEN
BASKET

4

GASKET

COVER

PIPE

84.330
Figure 3 -5`1. Strainer for sprinkling system.

R1
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tightening retaining cover. Also check gas-
ket for signs of deterioration. Install new
gasket if necessary.

6. When all parts have been replaced, tighten
plug and cover securely so assembly is
watertight. Then open adjacent globe valve.

;la- 7. Although it is not a part of theii,strainer,
'the drain hole also should be cleaned at
this time to guard against jugging with
dirt, scale, or other foreign matter (fig.
3-51). -

Note: For information on sprinkling system
trouble diagnosis and remedies, refer to
NAVSHIPS 0348-078-1000.

SPRINKIINtALARkl SYSTEMS

Several types of warning clevices.or systems
are used onboard ships, and one of them is the
alarni system activated by the water switch on the
dry side of the sprinkling system main ("group) '
control valves. The alarm indicates by sound or t
by light when the main control valve is leaking.

Another type of alarm system used-is actuated
by heat. The alarm sounds when the temperature
in an ammunition storage area rises to the danger
point; Due to this warning, the temperature can
be reduced before sprinkling becomes necessary.

A new alarm system now in use is the pry-a-
larm. This system functions according to an
entirely different principle: The trigger of the
pry-a-larm detector is activated by minute par-
ticles of combustion. NOTE: Formation of com-
bustion particles .occurs in ,i1.11 types of fires
and even in smoldering or overheated materials.
The small combustion prixticles are invisible,
but they are usually present before there is
any other evidence ofta fire; the larger particles
are visible in the form. of smoke. However, most
of the particles are too small to be seen by the
naked eye. ',

The advantages of the pry-a-larm systeth are
as follows:

1. The early warning. providdd by.the pry-a-
larm -system often permits safe dvabuation
of the endangered are: gives thhcraznage
control party time; ight the fire while .

. the. fire is still sin I. and controllable. .
2. The system niay be adjusted (calibrated)

to ensure proper operation, regardless of
its location onboard ship.
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3. The electrical circuit associated with the
pry-a-larm system is a standard twq-wire
circuit. Because of .the -lbw current used,
a thin walled conduit can be used.

4. Amy. failure of wiring or of other essential
parts is immediately indicated on atrouble
board located in the damage control central.

Testing Alarm Systems.

On a periodic basis, sprinkling system alarm'
circuits should be teste .itt hese -tests involve
checking the electrical conti uity of the switch
circuits.-The leakage alarm ( ater switch) shown
in figure 3-52 is activated by water. When water
enters the switch housing, the contacts of the
switch are shorted and the alarm is energized.
To test this type of switch, proceed as follows:

1. Notify all personnel concerned that a test
of the alarm- system is being conducted.

2. Obtain a bulb-type battery filler, and a
small container in whin catch water:

3. Partly fill 'syringe with fresh water.
4. Remove drain plug on water switch (fig.

3-52) and place syringe stem flush against
the 'drain opening. Slowly squeeze the
syringe to force enough water into switch
housing until the two contacts are shorted,
This will energize the leakage alarm lo-

- cated in the ships damage control central.
5. When verification from DC central has

been received that the alarm system is
working. properly, drain the switch hous-
ing and replace drain plug.

CONNECTS TO DRY
SUPPLY LINE

s

RESISTOR

( 5W, 700 0 )

CONTACT TERMINALS
(LEADS CONNECT TO

BKH I PS. ALARM
CIRCUITS):

DRAIN PLUG,.
1/4" 0)

84.331
Figure 3-52.Sprinkling system water

switch SIZ 2. .
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Moisture within the swath housing can cause
the alarm ,systpni to be activated. Ensure that
the water switch (leakage alarm) is completely
dry aftei7MAing.

4-

AMMUNITION HANDLING AND SAFETY

The utnioAt llaie and prudence niust be ex-
c. ercised in supervising handling, inspecting, test-

ing, preparing, assembling, and transporting all
types of animurutien. Men tend to become careless

g,* and indiffereat when continually engaged in work
with explosives and, as lung as iliithingeccuxs, are
inclined to drift gradually into neglecting the
necessary precautions. Nothing but constant
vigilance on the part of the officers and 'petty
officers in charge will ensure the steadfast
obserVance of the rules and regulations which
experience has taught to be necessary:

Safety-45 everyone's responsibility. Awareness
of danger, know lodge of how danger can be avoided,
And constant vigelance are the three basic require-
ments to, prev6iit ;accidents when working with
explosives. If a thoroiigh under standing of the
basic ideas-behind the precautions is aeveloped,
unsafe conditions can be recognized and corrected
and tfui_her suitable action can be taken in-
stinctively when the unexpeted occurs. Safety
precautions pertaining to the handling of and
working with explosives- may be fotind in OP 4,
Ammunition Afloat, OP 1014 ordnance §afety
Precautions, Their Origin and Necessity; and OP
3347 United States Ordnance Safety Precautions.

Safety precautions, rules, and regulations for
handling %explosive's shotild be made the subject
of frequent, view, and the necessity? for strict
compliance with these _precautions should be
firmly fixed in the minds and habits of all hands
involved in handling explosives 'so they will
react in an emergency to the instruction pre-
viously received.
C Attention is ,especially invited to the fact
that in the early stages of the Use of aplogives,
exPeriencewas gained at -a great pricenot only
in dollars, but in ,human- limos. No relaxation

. should be tolerated since this tends to create the
impredsion that the rules are arbitrary."

Handling ammunition should be reduced to
the minimum to prevent the occurrence of leaky
cbntainers, damaged tanks and cartridge 'cases,
loosened projectiles, torn powder bags, etc., and
thereby reduce the chances bf accidents. The
number of inenallpwed in the vicinity of explosives
should; as far as is pi aoticable and 'depending
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upon the requirements of the opera/ion', he.
reduced to the minimum fpr properly performing
the work at hand. -It frequentlgt happens that
unnecessarily large working Patties are assem-
bled for handling live ammunition. Every.effort .-....

and known precaution has been taken to make
. ammunition safe fon handling under all knOwn
conditions. However, do not. assume that an
accident will not happen. Unnecesiarily sub-
jecting personnel to the effects of any accident
is unwarranted.

There is a great amount of ammunition being
handled at the present aims. Much of this am:-
munition consists of new types which require
precautions d handling methods that older;
well-known ty s of ammunition do not require,
The new expl, ives, some of widch are more
sensitive and powerful than explosives that were,:
used before, are now being used extensively. They
_are. not so sensitive, however, as to be unsafe
to dandle if the paety orders and precautions
are observed. Even the least sensitive explosive
may detonate if subjected, to rough and improper
handling. In handling explosives in any fOrm,
the fact must be- borne in mind that they are
potent find were meant to explode. Also, it must

. be remembered that they are intended to de6trOy
the enemy, not our own ships and force's. .

An explosion can result from improper han-
dling of ammunition. ExpllFsfoiwever, are not
the only result of improper handling. Rough
handling may damage amnunition to ,such ar17)
extent that it will not function. as intended. Ob-
vious reasons for 'avoiding such :damage are:,--

1. A fighting ship's sole purpose is to destroy
, the enemy.

2. -A fighting ship depends upon ammunition
to accompliskits purpose.

3..A fighting ship without ammunition cannot
defend itself and is a liability to its own
forces in battle. -

4. A fighting ship.-.- having' ammunition that
will not function is a fightihg ship without

- ammunition.
5. The few minutes required to remedy. a

. misfire or gun stoppage may be suffi-
cient time to permit an enemy aircraft
to attack successfully.

04.

. e o owing orders 92-id precautions are,
excerpts from.U. S. Navy Regulations and NAV-
ORD manuals:

The Commanding ,Officer shall see thait the
officers and crew are instructed in the safety
orderd find all requirements regarding the care,

towage, handling, and examination of explosives,

1.
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inflammables, and fuels as laid down in Navy
Regulations and NACel) inumuals. He shall be
responkfile that all pMper, necessary, and pre-
scribed precautions axe taken relative to the
care, stowage, handling, and inspection of ex-
plosives, inflammables, and fuels un board ship.

The Weapons Officer shall be held responsible
for the efficiency of the armament and all _

appurtenances connected therewith, and for the,
_cleanliness and good condition of all ammunition
stowage spaces and ordnance workshops, and of

_all ordnance storerooms not turned over to the
supply offieer.of the ship. In addition, the %Weapons
Officer shall make or cause to be made such
inspections, examinations, and tests thereof as
may be prescribed. He shall also be responsible
fur the instruction of the offieets and crew in the
safety ui tiers; and all regulations reg,arding the
care, stu,,vage, 'handling, and examination ca,
wqrlusivc.s as crud down by Navy Regulations. In _

eaLh par t of the ship where animunitiun is stored
of handled or.. where weapons' appliances are
operated, such safety orders as apply 0141 be
posted in conspicuous places, of easy flelpbb,
and the personnel concerned shall be freqNntly
and thoroughly instructed and drilled inthenr.

.111 pei sonnel in the naval s'erv'ice shall be
carefully and frequently instruVed in the safety
precautions, 'method:' of handling, stowage, and
uses of all aiiiiiiumtiuri with which the vessel,

aft unit, or station may be supplied. ,\1l
-persons must -distinctly pniferstand that -err-
"sitiet, as well as the safety of others d end,
upon the intelligence and care .exercised by
themselves and by their fellow workers.

No one shall be permitted to undertake the
inspection, preparation, or adjustmek of lit
aqiniunition until he thoroughly under stands h'941,
duties and the hazards involved..

Nt and inexperienced personnel must not be
pc:emitted to work alone, but shall be under
chreet and eontinual supervision of _skilled and
expeilenced persons.

Only eareful, ic.liable; mentally sound, and
ph) sit,ally lit per suns Shan be permitted to work
with ur use explosives 01 ammunition.

Pei sonnel engt,iged'in working with explosives
or ammunition shall be limited to the *Solute I
minimum number required.

isitors and spectators, unlests accompanied
by an ufficei cu for training i/drposes, shall
nut be pc iiiiittcd a magazine, filling house,
nor in the immediate ,vicinity of haiiWineot
loading upei ations cxplosi Veb 41.11111tulAlUll.

Anyone with nifoi culicer.ning defettive
amilrunition, containers,,or handling

devices, or with information concerning rough
aid, improper handling, or willful or accidental
violation of the. safety precautions, however
slight, shall immediately report, such informa-
tion to his inirucciiate superior. Persons found
guilty of wilfull violation of the safety precautions
and instructions relaiivg to explosives or am-
munition shall be punished; in the case of naval
personnel)? by appropriate disciplinary action
and in the vase of civil employees un the
Navy Department, immediate dismiss

The instructions pertaining to handling and
stowage of ammunition prescrtd in this por-
tion of the text are of a gen al nature only,.
but shall be strictly observed, whei9. applicable,
by all naval activities afloat and ashore. It is
d lk.ult to cover every possible which

arise and which, if in died,
have serious results. When carry' out

these_ instructions. and the safety precaut s
untained in Navy Regulations, an attempt sh uld

be made to grasp the ideas upon which ese
instructions and regulations are based. T Its, if
incidents uceut which are not know,n at t time
of Weil promulgation, the proper aetio may be
taken instinctively. Additional instr ions for
the guidance cf naval ammunition, me depots,
and shore magazines are contai d in OP 5,
AniniunititIn and Explosives Ashore. More de-

information will also be found in ordnance
publications, or will be furnished ,by NAVORD

--Updh request.
All _personnel in the naval service whose duty

iti may be to supervise or perfohn work in
connection with the inspection, oare,preparation,
or handling of explosives shall exercise the ut-
most care that all regulations and instructions
me rigidly observed. No relaxation of vigilance
with respect to handling will be permitted.

Whenever ammunition or explosives are being
received, transfei red, stowed, Or prepared, the
work should fir supervised by an officer who is
himself familiar with the rules concerning. the
care and handling of explosives, and-who sees
that all persons, engaged are propel ly impressed
with the necessity for exercising the greatest
(-ale. .1s stated before, any repeated, familiar
woritAno matter how dangerous, is likely to
becorhe perfunctory and to lead to carelessness;
therefore, safety in the handling and in the
stowage of explosives and ammunition demands
constant vigilance and intellivnt, close super-
visiori to prevent accidents.

enibaking and discharging arriMunition,
the paramount' eonsicieration 'is safety and re-

; the receipt, discharge, preparation, and
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stowing of ammunition and explosives shall never
be treated as-a competitive evolution with regard
to speed and method*.

,Whenever the gins of a vessel are fired,
the fire hose shall be connected and pressure
shall, be maintained on the fire main. This does
not require water to be running through the hose.

Except in the case of an emergency, live
ammunition and explosives should not be received
or discharged from the ship or lighter at night.

A red flag shall be .prominantly displayed
during daylight on a ship (usually at the foretruck),
when ammunition and explosives are being
received or discharged. A red flag shall be flown
in the bow of all boats lighters, and other craft,
and on-station rolling stock while loading and

. transporting ammunition and explosives.
Uncovered lights, matches, flame-producing

devices, fires, and smoking shall not be per-
mitted in the vicinity of. exposed ammunition or
explosives, nor in or hear magazines containing
explosiv.es.

Magazines, lighters, and cars containing am-
munition or explosives shall be kept securely
closed and locked or guarded, except when re
quired :to be open for ventilation, cooling, in-
speetion, or handling of the contents, inwhich
case a responsible person must be in charge
oithe rnsazine or conveyance.

Ammunition or explosives for shipment by
a common carrier must be marked and labeled
in accordance with the Department Of Trans-
portation regulations for the transportation of
explosives and other dangerous articles, _or in
accordance with the United States Coast/Ward.

As -far as is practicable, explosives and
ammunition offered for shipment by a common
carrier Shall also be packed to comply with the
foregoing regulations, although these regulations
state-that:

"Shipment of, exploqives offered by the Army
/ and Navy Departments of the United States

Government may be packed, including ,limita-
tions of weight, as requiredby their regulations:"

Copies of these regulations, with specifica-
tions for shipping containers, will be found at
all naval stations, ammunition ddpots, andusually
in all freight offices.

A permanent/ record shall be kept by naval
activities of the car numbers of common carriers
and. the names of vessels loaded with explosives
or, ammunition.

The shipment by mail of explosives or am-
,munition in any form id forbidden.

Prior Ito taking ammunition and explosives
alNu.ard from a lighter, boat, truck, or car, or
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before a conveyance which has been loaded
leaves the shipper; an inspection shall be made
of its condition and security, and the contents
of the conveyance shall be checked against the
invoiced quantities. A report of shortages, errors,
defe 'bts, and discrepancies shall be made.

Ships and shore stations receiving ammunition
in leaky containers or showing evidence of rough
or improper handling shall at once fully investi-
gate the circumstances leading to this situation
and submit a complete report to the Naval
Ordnance Systems Command.

Lighters, boats, trucks, and railroad cars
containing ammunition or explosives shall not
be allowed to remain lckded any longer than is
necessary.. Such conveyances shall be guarded,
and, as far as is practicable, isolated from
private property in accordance with the station,'
port, municipal, Department df Transportation
or other applicable regulations.

After unloading every conveyance shall be
swept clean of loose explosives, ammunition,
and dangerous refuse. This material must be
destroyed or disposed of in a safe and proper
manner.

Ifiartificial light is needed for the examination
or handling 'of ammunition or explosives, only
carefully placed electric floodlights, approved
magazine lanterns, -or- flashlights will be used.

Every precaution shall be taken to prevent
ammunition or explosives from falling into un-.
authorized hands or from being stolen. Attention
is invited to the fact that many state laws make
it a felony for an individual to possess ammuni-,
tide or explosives without proper authority.

Ammunition and explosive containers shall
not be tumbled,. dragged, thrown, or dropped .on
each other, or on the floor or deck. Bale hooks
shall never be used on containers.

r
Projectiles should not be rolled, but shOuld

be handled by trucks, projectile tongs, and slings,
whenever possible. When such methods are not
feasible, sufficient dunnage shall be 'laid down
and projectiles sliallfbe rolled by hand and not be
'allowed to bump into each other, harming fuzes,
damaging or loosening windshield caps, tracers,
fuzes, bourrelete, rotating bands, .and identifi-
cation markings.

Ammunition, explosive containers, and pro-
jectiles mist be hoisted and lowered slowly,
and landed gently on a cushion of, math or old
mattresses in order to prevent damage,, leaks,
and the 109sening of windshields and cepa on
projectiles, etc. Ample ,thrie should be allowed
for proper removal after the Wiling of a hoist.
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Slides may be used for Qottiptti ati vely small
or light containers capable of. being readily
handled by hand, provided:

1. That there is no drop at the end of the
slide.

2. That containers are handled slowly enough
and with sufficient care to permit steady-
ing near t end of the slide and to all w
removal hout danger of striking othe
containers.

3. That Aluck cusluons
The

or old mat-
tresses are placed at The dischaige end
of the slide. .

Heavy containers may be discharged or loaded
by means of slides, provided that restraining
lines are used to ease them down, and that the
requirements as to the height of the discharge
end and use of cusluoning mats specified in the
preceding paragraphs are met.

Barrels, drums, or kegs containing explosives
and ammunition container s shall never be rolled,
but shall be carried by} hand of transported pn
trucks.

Care shall be taken not to obliterate or
,deface markings, labels, and tags on containers
of ammunition or explosives. Inspect to see that
the markings are intact.

Proper facilities shall be employed for the
handling of ammunition and explosives. Where
proper and ample means ale not available, ships
and stations shall improvise or take the necessary
steps to obtain all necessary equipment for the
safe hindling of explosives and ammunition.

Blocks, lines, nets, shackles, slings, and pro-
jectile tongs or carnets, hooks, winches', hoists,
conveyers, etc., must be frequently examined and
repaired or- replaced,. as necessary, to ensure
"freedom froni possible failure with the resulting
danger of an accident.- Brake's and pontrollers
of hoisting motors shall be in efficient operating
conditions, and hoisting speeds shall be so regu-
lated that there will be no danger of jams_or
parting. of lines. Sufficient trained personnel
must be stationed tor ttie, safe operation of all
hoists.

Any ammunition or' explosive containers re-
ceived or found in a damaged Condition, or damaged
or dropped in handling, shall be returned to an
ammunition depot', or to other sources of aniniuni7
tion supply, for forwarding to a depot. Powder
tanks are so constructed that they will remain
airtight only as long as the gaskets hold!.

Care must be taken in handling pbwcter tanks
not to dent the body, open the sums, or loosen
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the top or bottoni rings or covers which will per-
mit exposure of the powder to the atmosphere.
Periodic-inspections must be made to ensure that
tanks have not been improperly handled or stowed.
In handling powder tanks, dents are frequently
caused by the use of cargo nets, by rolling the
tanks, along deck, and over obStructions, by
allowing the bodies or rings to strike projections
when hoisting or lowering, or by dropping them.
When powder tanks are opened for' inspection,
the gaskets and general airtight condition of the
ank shoidd be observed. It is impossible to give
standard method fer handling powder tanks, but,

general, they should be hoisted and _lowered-
with care, carried along decks by hind, or trans-
ported by truck;

Some examples of the 'careless handling of
powder tanks follow. A vessel turned in her
service allowance, of ammunition to a depot for
overhaul. While the powder Viti.s aboard the ship,
the reports of surveillance, tests gave 60 days
and the same index ashore gave 50 days,. showing
that the powder was, apparently, entirely satis-
factory for continued use afloat fora number of
years. However, cituingtthe overhaul, a number
of ley tanks were discdvered and the tests on
the powder taken from ;them gave a less than
six-day surveillance teat. Carelessness on the
part of the personnel resulted in the unsatisfactory
condition of,these tanks. Many instances are on
file in NA VORD where sister ships have turned in
their ,service allowances for overhaul, one re-
quiring practically no repairs and the other re-
quiring most extensive repairs and replacement
material. The investigation into the poor condition
of one ship's outfit disclosed the fact that the
powder tanks had been transferred from ship to
lighter by dumping them doWn a chide. The ally
explanation for such utter disregai'd of bxIsMig
instructions can be found in the failure of the
personnel to appreciate the siginifiCance of their

4parelessness.
*

There, are other ser s conditions 'which,
arise from leaky powde . Powder in leaky con-
tainers will not only give- Brent `ballistic
results from those dete fined sti`Proof, but will
give erratic results, to the uspconvenience
of fire control. The serious nature of per-
mitting -ammunition to deterioriee so that it
becomes not only ,ineffective 1b4 e. and
.erratic In battle should be obvious to every
person-'who participates in tile, lea rework riec-
essarx fit produce the correct7au4er in bath;
namely; "hits per gun per minute."

WIT
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Smokeless powder in leaky .containers shall
be landed for replacement at the earliest prac-
ticable moment afte scovery ,.unless a sur-
veillance test sh s it to be in normal condition,
and that the c tuner can be repaired.

When ammunition is being embarked or dis-
charged from a ship, a cargo net should be
rigged between the ship and dock, or conveyance,
to catch any ammunition that may be dropped.
The cargo net should be covered with a tarpaulin
if the pieces being handled are small enough
to pass through the mesh of the 5..a.igo net. Cargo
nets alone should not be used for transferring
empty or filled tanks or other ammunition con-
tainers likely to be damaged. hoisting and
lowering ammunition containei s Alth cal go nets,
a rigid wooden platform or base should be
fitted in The net upon which the containers can
be placed, stacked, or piled upod their stowage
rings in such a manner as to prevent shifting
and bumping each other, or exerting pressure
upon thefr sides. ,

The wooden platform (or base) shall be made
of good solid wood, strontenough to bear the load
with a, wide margin of safety, add sufficiently
rigid so as not to bend under the load. It may
be made rigid by the addition of.heavy beading
around the edges of the upper 'side. This beading
serves a second useful purpose by preventing the
containers or pieces from sliding off the platform,
and by holding tanks in place so that they remain
stacked.

The platform must be of a width greater than
tip length of the cartridge or powder tank, if
the tanks are to be stacked, so that the weight
of the tanks will `be borne by the stacking rings.
It may be squared of circular in Shape and should
not be of such width or diameter that the net
will not extend well arodiff'the load to be hoisted.
For general use, the square platform is preferred.

The advantages of usinpa Square -type plat-
form lie in the fact that it may be used with most

"types of ammunition that can be handled by hand.
Cartridge or powder tanks may be stacked so that
they, interlock and the weight is _borne by the
stowage rings. Or projectiles may be laid on
their sides; the beading serves as a check for the
stacks and prevents the load from sliding off the
platform. There are, however, some disadvan-
tages in using the square-type piabrm. It is
cumb.ersome and difficult to handle and has
corners which-may protrude through Ale net and
hang up on obstructions. The sides of the net will
not extend up far enough to completely cover all
high' loads.
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The square-type platform shall be placed as
near the center of the net as is practicable,
with the sides of the platform diagonal to the
sides of the net. This will cause the load to
land level when suspended and permit the corners
of the net to be pulled well up the side of the
load. Loads that are not interlocked shall never
be stacked so high that the bottom of the top
layer is higher than the lowest part of the sides
of the net.

The net shall be lined with canvas if the
pieces handled are small enough to pass through
the mesh of the net.

The projectiles shall be alternately placed
on the platform to provide an even stowage, and
placed so that the noses and the bases are together.
This is important in order to prevent the point
of a projectile from Kssibly striking the tracer
in the other projectiles Nth the subsequent danger
of igniting the tracer. Particular care shall, be

-taken tO prevent the projectiles- from rolling or
shifting. if the platform is not completely loaded,
the Projectiles should be placed so as to balance
the load.

Although the square-type platform is pre-
ferred, the circular-type (pie plate) may be used
in cargo nets when transferring ammunition or
empty containers. The advantages of the circular
platform lie in its ease of handling, and in the
fact that it has no corners to protrude through
the net to catch obstructions. Also, its shape
permits the 'forming of the net around the entire-
load When hoisted., As in the use of the square
platform there are disadvantages in using the
circular platform. It is not normally used with
projectiles or cartridge tanks, because the cargo
must be stood on end which. increases the likeli-
hood of its toppling or sliding if the load is tilted.

In using the circular-type wooden platform,
place it as near the exact center of the net as'
is practicable, so that the load will hang level
when suspended. A canvas lining should be used
ih the net if the pieces being handled'Re small
enough to pass through the mesh of the net.

If powder cartridge tanks or projectiles are
to be loaded in sufficient number on a platform;
it will be necessary to stand then, on end. Some
means must be taken to prevent their ,toppling
over. This may be done by lashings, or by
.placing a second cargo net down on top of the
toad. When a second net is used with projectiles,
push it dow,h to force the projectile noses up
through the net.

A mmanition and emPt-y containers in palletized
unit loads may be transferred in cargo. nets
without the use of a platform. The 7.tiiiit..oload
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or pallet shall be placed as hear the center of
the net as is practicable and with the sides of
the pallet diagonal to the sides t5f the net.

modified salmon board may be used in
transferring ammunition and empty containers.
Rope slings .are provided to pull the netting
up around the load. When loaded with cases, the
spreader bars will act as clarnps_to hold the
load solidly in place. The platform must be
wide enough to _permit stacking the tanks so that
the weight will be borne by the stowing rings.

When ammunition is handled with ,wire nets,
heavy canvas should be used in the net to
prevent sparks and to protect the paint and
markings. Use sonie means to keep the pro-
jectiles from being damaged by their being
crushed together whdn hoisted.

If the projectiles have windshields and/or
caps, special care must be taken to prevent
their being loosened or damaged in any way.

In the case of emergency, where a platform
is not available and the use of cargo nets in
transferring tanks is necessary, a suitable sub-
stitute for a platform may be made by using
four lengths of heavy timber to form a frame
of -such width as to permit stacking the tanks
properly, with the ends of the tanks resting on
two of the sides of the_ frame. In the event that
this,- is -not- possible, take action_ to pl-event
damage to the tanks, and line the net with a

- _ heavy tarpaulin_tp prevent the enduf the tanks
from becoming entangled in the mesh of the net.
A heavy at placed ih the net will lessen the
tendeft of the net to squeeze the load.

When cargo nets, without platfoP.ms, are
used in transferring projectiles (5," and 6-inch),
they should be of the close -mesh .type and
heavy tarpaulin placed in them to.prevent the
projectiles from being forced out through the
mesh. 'The projectiles should be stacked pn their
sides in it single tier in the center of the net. If

. more than one tier is used, they will be crushed
,together in the center when the load is lifted.
The maximum load handled in a rope cargo net a height exceeding five feet must be set aside and
should not exceed 2400 pounds. . turned in to an ammunition depoth Such a pro -

The
chute, or. slide, are taken from U. S. Coa

The following specifications for an jectile must be clearly marked to show its con-
dition and must be handled with tha. greatest care.

Guard Regulations: -Upon receipt ,at a -naval ammunition depot, it
Ctutes for lOading and unloading explosives mist be defuzed.and the fuze scrapped. Fuzes

shall constructed of smooth, planed, boards, ape designed and manufactured so _that a fuzed
not less - than one inch thick, with side guards projectile maybe dropped"withourcausing a fuze
of the same matenial four'inches high. Assembly to function, but additional drops or sthe shock of
shall be made with brass screws only. D-shaped firing may cause a fuze action. Rottiting bands on
wooden strips or runners not more than six projectiles for teparated ammunition have non-
inches apart, running lengthwise ,on the chute., ftinging lips which are,eaSily damaged. Particular
shall be fastened to the upper surface of the , care is required to prevent damage to the band.

slide by means of glue and wooden dowels ex-
tended 'through the . bottom of the chute. No
metalic fasteners used in *constructioh shall
protrude above or beyond the inner face of the'
chute. Four lashing rings shall be provided, one
at each corner of the chute, for the purposes
of securing during use.

The strips on the surface of the slide serve
to reduce friction and to keep cartridge- tanks
and similar pieces hi the center. The slide will
have a tendency to , creep when in 'use, due to
the weight of the ,ammunition and the movement
of the ship; consequently, it should be well
secured tb prevent its being upset or dropping
off the side.

If cargo mats or old mattresses are not
available for dunnage, some substitute must be
used, such as folded cargo nets, folded tarpaulins,
or hawser or line, flemished or faked down.

'Never slide projectiles down a slide nose-
first, unless a restraining line is used. The base
of the projectile should be toward the lower end
of the slide. Ammunition containers that'have a
removable lid should, if possible, be handled with
the lid toward the high end of the slide.,

Eyebolts are available in two sizes, a larger
size for use with 16-rinchu projectiles, and a
small. size for use with eight-inch projectiles.

The eyebolts fit into socket holes in the base
plug of projectiles, two holes being provided in
major caliber projectiles.

Eyebolts are used in sufplyizig projecffles to
the guns in some turrets and used in the emergency
supply of projectiles to eight-inch turrets. They
may be, used in loading projectiles if projectile
oarriers are not available for use. However, the
eyebolts should not be used if carriers are,

. -available becausse of the difficulty in landing the
projectiles without damaging windshields and
caps.

`The greatest care must be exercised in
handling loaded and fuzed projectiles. A loaddd
and fuzed projectile which has been dropped froni

82
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The standard projectile earner should be used
at all times on projectiles of calibers larger than
eight inches, unless emergencies arise which
justify the risk using improvisedslings.Carriers
are provided for projectiles of 6",'47 (and larger)
caliber.

Extreme care must be.taken in handling pro-
jectiles fitted with caps a,nd,Or windshields to
prevent loosening the cap or windshield. The
caps and windshields shall be protected from
jolts and stress when being handled manually
or with handling devices. Slings which support
a part of the weight of the projectile un the trip
or windshield should not be used.

A skip box (cargo box) is an ideal device for
handling ammunition that is light enough to be
handled by hafid.11 furnishes complete protection
from stresses or crushing effect when properly
loaded. In loading the skip box, the load niu:,t not
be piled higher than the sides or pieces may
slide off or be subjeeted to prebsur e by the slings.
Navy yard skip boxes' are usually available for
use when -loading ammunition while moored to a

,Navy yard dock.
If the box is not completely filled with pr,o-

le les or containers, the load ,shall be placed
In box .es a it is evenly balanced and pre-
caution .ust betaken to prevent the projectiles,
from shifting or tumbling. The hook points of the
sling on the skip box sliould be outboar d to prevent
their -disengaging when the sling is , slacked.

Fuzes that are not permitted to be stowed in
assembled bOmbs or other types of ammunition
must be w ell removed from high explosi,ves. Fuzes
are dangerouth ,to handle, assemble, and *dis-
assenibife; unskilled personnel must never\ under-

.*take such work. ,

Detonators are sensitive to shock, dangerous
to handle, and require special stowage spaces.
Detonators requiring separate stowage must be
well removed from all high explosive stowages.

When detonators or blasting caps (both electrid
and nonelectric.) are received in a, shipment for
stowage aboard-ship, carry them aboard by hand
and plate them in theii assigned stowage space
.prior, to removal of the balance of., ammunition
fro the lighter, truck, or other conveyance used.

mudt not be placed In a cargo net or sling
1 ad of ammunition.

If the quantity of detonators is so large
to make transfer by hand impractical, load them
on a skip.box or some other similar contrivallue
that Ain, assure protection from cruslung and
dama&. Cargo.nets alone, or any similar con-
trivance without -platforms to prevent crushing,
must never be used. Coast Guard regulations
Ihnit the weight of any one hoistioadof detonators
to 1000 pounds. Detonators shouldnever be trans-
ferred by means of a slide. 4

Detonators should be transported/ if pracr
ticable, in it. conveyance that does not eontairl
other types of ammunition explosives. U this is
not practicable, the detonators should be at least
10 feet from other live ammunition or explosives.
If the distance is less than 10 feet, a barrier
of two-inch planks on four-by-six framing shall
be _interposed between them, and bags of sand
piled around the detonators, if available'. If the
load includes inert material such as bombs
depth charge pistols (except the Mk 7-1 and
extenders), or other less hazardous type of
ammunitioa i.e., small arms without e,q)lusive
bullets or pyrotechnics, this Material may be
placed between the detgnators and the high ex-
plosives or munitions containing high explosives.

In peacetime, fuzes or detonators .mugt not
be placed with a shipment, load, or_ loLof fron.b
type ammunition or other highexplosive material,
but must be forwarded in a separate shipment.
In wartime, how evb r detonators .shipped
in the same car ur- as boosters or, w Et' heads
provided Certain preautiuns, .litid,dov,i, by
the Interstate Co inlitti,e Congilission, ob-
served.

The purpose of the section un
handling and "safety is to point out :some of the
more important regulation, safety Orders, and
precatitions observed in handling p.minZuution.
Current safety instructions issued by NAVQRD
SYSPONI and I. nited stutcb
reflect all the current safr.ty regLintIons nec-
essary and prescribed for all't.,pe- u aniniurnt
tion and explosives. i5 the df
all personnel In the GMOIrating to be lip'40"lititA,
on all safety precautions related to handling,
stowage, and use of all types of ammunition
associ&ewith the vessel or station to which he
islassigned. .
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CHAPTER '4

SMALL ARMS AND MACHINEGUN

,Strictly defined, the,, term "small arms"
means any firearm cal. .60 inch or smaller.
As far as you are concerned (there are no .60
cal; weapons in the Navy) this means that all
weapqns from the .p cal. pistol up through the
.50 cal. maclunegun are small at ms. Such weapons
are carried aboard ship primarily to eq4ip
personnel assigned to the landing pai ty, and
ceitain watch standers or sentries for the ship's

-internal security.
As a third class, you will be concerned with

pistols, rifles, and shotguns. Second class gun-
ner's mates must know the .50 cal. and M60
(7.62) machineguns. dour responsibility in the

E: field of small arm is twofold. First, you must
know how to as ,bIe, &Sassemble, overhaul,
and repair small arms. Second, you must be
able train oth
safe handling,
small arms.

As the. majority
issue, you .will find
publications for these

personnel in the operation,
the care kid cleaning of

small arms are of Army
hat_ t1 best reference

s also come from the
Army. Army technical_manuals (TMs) are es-
pecially useful to the small arms repairman.
Army held manuals (FMs) are prepaiefor
man in the fieldthe man who is going to
shoot the weapon.' top should -have a complete

_set of these, publications in your armory. An
index of airily FM.s, is found in .1-nny pamphlet
310-3. The index for, TMs is Army pamphlet
310-4. OD 39397 also ,lists Army publications
and Navy ordnance publications pertaining le
small arani.

- Another important, tool In the identification
,of parts and maintenance of small arms ale
the Maintenance Requirement Cards (MRC is).
These yOu will use in the maintenance ,and
upkeep of all small arms. _

Before we begin our study of the individual
weapons, let's examine. some of the quirks. inn
small arms, noruel.clature." Foj the most flart;i
terminology pertaining to the weapons them- -
selyes is fairly standard.' This Es because the

Navy has adopted most of the Army's system of,.
identification. FOr example, the Army uses the
letters M and A instead of mark and mod. This
means that "Carbine M1A2", th Navy language
is the same as "Carbine Mk 1 Mod 2".

Much of the confusion surrounding small
_arms terminology lies in cartridge or round
designations. Perhaps you know how the gage
of shotguns ks determined, but.. what is the
difference between .30-06 and a .30-30 round of
ammunition? Actually,. a .30-30 means that the
cartridge has a caliber of .30-inch and contains
30 grains of propellant powder. The .30-06
cartridge, for which the M1 rifle (former Navy
standard issue) is chambered, also has a caliber
of .-30-inch but the numbers 46 in this case
mean the round was itandardivd in 1906. ,

The diameter of a shotgun's bore is referred
to as the "gage" of the shOtrii."Gageig `nal
measurement of inches or inillimeters.Instead,-

. it means the numbers of lead balls of that
particular diameter required to make a pound.
For example, if you measured the diameter of
the bore of a 12-gage shotgun, you would find it
to be 0.729 inch. If you were to make dnuMber
of lead balls of this diameter and weigh them,
you would find that 12 of_ them would make a
pound.

_ So, the larger the bore of a shotgun, the
smaller the gage numb .A 16-gage shotgun has
a smaller as a 12-gage.

CYCLES OF OPERATION

In every weapon there is a c$ole of Operation.
This cycle is a group of actions which take
place upon the firing of one round and which must
'occur before the firing of thjiext round. In the
automatic small arms currently used by the
Navy, "the sequence or manner of accomplishing
these -actions may vary between weapons of
different design,. however, they are always perk
formed.:

-
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-
There are eight steps in the cycle of oper-

'" ation; they are shown.in figure 4-1.=

FEEDING

This action places a round in the receiver
just to the rear of the chamber. In its simplest
form it amounts to putting a cartridge by hand
in the path of the device which will chamber the
round. Most often feeding is accomplished by
a spring-loaded follower in a magazine or clip.

Magazines have a limited capacity which
cannot sustain the continuous rate of fire re-
quired by machiheguns. Therefore- machinegun
ammunition is belted, and the rounds are fed to
the real- of the chamber by cam and lever action.

CHAVBERING

This action is required to ram a new round
into the chamber. Again in 'its simplest form°,
thiv amounts to placing the round there by hand.
In military weapons Chambering takes place as
the forward moving bolt strips the round from
the feed mechanism and forces it into the chamber.
The bolt closes on the cartridge and the ex-
tractor snaps lab the extractinggroove machined
around the_base of the cartridge.ease.

LOCKING

low-powered weapons, it is possible to seal the
breech for a short time by merely beefing up
the weight of the bolt. The bolt does start to
move upon firing abut, if sufficiently, heavy, it
will not move far enough, to release the gases
until their pressure has been satisfactorily re-
duced. This method is used on submachine guns.

FIRING

Firing occurs when \the-firing pin strikes the
primer of the cartridge.

UNLOCKING

Unloa ng occurs after the firing of the round.
Actions for nlocking are just the reverse of those
required for locking. For most rifles- the. first
movement of the bolt is a rotating, one, dis-
engaging the locking lugs.

After this$he bolt moves to the rear. In the
straight blowback type bolt there is no carnming
action, the cartridge is held in the chamber until
the" gas pressute overcomes the inertia of the
heavy bolt, forcing it to the rear.

= '
EXTRACTING e

This is the process of pulling the empty case
hackout of the chamber. The extractor (norm-
ally a small hooked piece of metal encased in the
bolt) snaps over the :MI of the cartridge case
when the round is chambered. As the bolt moves
rearward after firing, the extractor hauls out
the empty brass.

This action holds the bolt in its forward
position for a short period of time (after firing)
to preVent the los6 of gas presslire until the
bullet has 1 ft the, muzzle of the gun; For

< COCKING

,
< uNLOCKINO

e

7411/
%WOO,

/
,

01001000.-

FIRING

Figure 4-1.The eight steps in the cycle of opqation.
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EJECTION
. .

It-Is not only necessary to pull the cartridge
case out of the chamber, but also to throw it
4ree of the receiver. This action is called
ejection and is created by placing a small
projection. on one side of the receiver so that
as the bolt and case move to the `rear the case
will strike the projection and be. expelled from
the weapon, This- method is used in the .45
cal. pistol. Another method of accomplishing
this step is to incorporate a spring-loaded
ejector in the face of the bolt.'In this arrange-
ment the case is flipped from the weapon as
sal as its forward end ..clears the chamber.
This method is used in the M14 rifle.

COCKING

Cocking is 'the retraction of the firing mech-
anism (tiring pin' and Kammer) against spring
pressure so that there will be sufficient energy
to fire the cartridge in the next cycle of oper-
ation. The firing pin, hammer, or in some cases,
the bolt itself;' are held in a cocked position
by a piece called the 'sear.

Again, firing is initiated by squeezing a trig-
--ge-r;Tius Movement. trips the sear, reldasing

the firing mechanism (firing pin, hammer or,
in automatic weapons, such parts as the bolt
group- or slide), causing. it to move forward
with enough force to discharge the round.

. -

AUTOMATIC AN1D qEMIAUTOM-ATIC
FIRING SYSTEMS

-

A semiautomatic weapon unlocks, extracts,
eject's, cocks, and -reloads automatically, How-
ever, the trigger -must be pulled each time to
fire a round.' By this definition, the .45 cal.
"automatic" pistol is actually semiautomatic.
A fully automatic weapon keeps firing as long
as the trigger is kept pulled.

Two eXamples.of weapons thatcan be fired
both automatically and semiautomatically. are
the 7.62mm M-1:4 rifle and the 5.56mm M16A1

rifle.

SMALL ARMS OPERATING PRIliC1PLES

'round of ammunition is fired. The use of these
forces, does not reduce -the effectiveness of the
weapon, but uti s otherwise wasted energy.

There are thi e primary methods in which "
the wasted ener can be used to operate the
weapon. Figure 4-2 shows the three methods in
which the pressure from the exploding Cartridge
is used to operate a weapon: They are gas
operated, recoil operated, andblowback Operated.

-Gas Operated

In gas operated weapons, a portion of e
expanding powder gases behind the bullet are
tapped off into a gas cylinder located beneath the
barrey (The hole connecting the barrel d
cylinder is near the muzzle end.) As the bid et
passes this hole, gases enter the cylinder, stri
a piston, and push This piston rearward. The

ted by a. rod to an operating
mechanisp o the wenpOn, such as the bolt.
The piston Larries the bolt aft with it, unlocking,
extracting, ejecting, and cocking the weapon.

Recoil Operated

As a round is trred, high pressures develop
behind the bullel and force it down the barrel.
The force behind the bullet is also directed
rearward against the breech. If the barrel and
bolt are secured to one another, the entire face
of recoil is felt on the shooter's shoulder. But,
by designing the barrel and breech assembly

Automatic- and semiautomatic weapOns are
classified on the basis of howthey obtain the
energy required for operation. Fundamentally, '
small arms obtain the energy from the forces
that apcompapy the explosion created when a
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Figure 4-2. Types of operating systems. .
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that they can slide in the frame or receiver, the
energy of the rear ,moving assembly can be used
to compress springs, move levers, etc, necessary
to complete thecycles of operation.

Generally,- in recoil operated weapons, the
barrel and the bolt move rearward together for a
short distance. Then the barrel is stopped and the
bolt (now unlocked) continues to the rear against
spring preesure until the empty case is ejected.
The force of recoil is, also used to cock the

.weapon and compress the spring, returning the
bolt to its firing position and chambering a new
round in the process. The .45 cal. pistol is an
example of) recoil operated weapon.

is spot The combijied thrust of the recoiling
barrel, it; and some other 'parts are used to
operate/ the weaponan blowback (inertia) opera-
tion, hqwever, the bolt isnot locked to the barrel
laid in Most cases the barrel does not recoil.__The
.bolt is held closed by spring pressure and the
mass of the breechblock. The initial blow of the
exploding cartridge starts the bolt moving rear-
ward; but the weight of the bolt is such that it
does not allow the chamber to be entirely opened
until the round has left the bore. Actioh by a recoil
spring returns the bolt to the closed position,

Blowback Operated

There are similarities between recoil and
blowback operated weapons. Butthere are several
major differences. In 'recoil operation, the bolt
and barrel are locked, together until the bullet
has left, the barrel, Old most of the recoil thrust

chambering a new round.'
Thus the weight: of the iteechbolt is an

important factor, in the desitn and operation of a
blowback operated weapon. When used with 'low
powered' ammUnition, g suitable arrange-
ment, A Military riflehowever, uidng the stantlr.
.30 cal. cartridge and die blowback action .w
require a 27-pound breechblock.

Besides lie subms:chineguns, many types' of
so-called "pocket' automatic" pistols and .22
cal. automatic rifles use blowback operation.

revolver, because of its lighter yreight, is. frer
quently issued .to flight personnel, instead of the
.45 cal, pistol.

Handguns are characterized by their short
range and small magazine capacity, and their
purpose - which is generally defensive in nature.

,.45 CALIBER AUTOMATIC PISTOL

During the uprising of the Moro tribes in the 4,
Philippines' during the early 1900'i, it was found
that the fanatic tribesmen often were not stopped
when hit by bullets from the ..38. cal. sidearms
then used by American troops. This lack of
stopping power was one of the faCtors which led
to the adoption in 1911 or the .45-car. automatic
pistol as the official military sidearm.

The .45 cal. automatic pistol, often called
the "Colt", was designed and patented byJohn M.
Browning who was probably the'world's greatest
inventor of automatic weapons. The 'original
model 1911 differs only in minor detail from
the current -mode1.1911A1. Operation of the two

r models is identical. Figure 4.3 shtws the pistol
with nomenclature for some of the external
parts.

The caliber .45 pistol M1911A1 is a re_cOil-
-operated-semiautomatie.---inagazine -fed,- self-

loading handgun with fixed sights. It is often
. called an "autotfiatic pistol", but 'based .on our
previous definition; it is a -true semiautomatic'
weapon. The magazine holdb seven rounds when
fully loaded; one round is fired with each squeeze
of the trigger. Rifling in the barrel is left haild
twist (the only Navy weapon with left hand rifling).
Empty( the pistol-, Weighs ,approximately 2-1/2
pounds. It has a maximum range of a little over
1600 yards, and an effective range (1n4he hands

of'troops) of about 50 yards.

SP

. HANDGUNS
4

e

There are two handguns used by the Ritvy
today -.the .45 cal. automatic pistol And the
.38 cal. Smith and Wesson revolver.

And
.45

cal. automatic is the standard service pistol
used by sentries, watchstanders, Ind some mem-
bers of the ship's landing party. The .38, cal.

DISASSEMBLY

:)are- of the pistol includes daily pieventive
maintenance, prefiring, cleaning, and postfiring
cleaning. For daily maintenance. the pistol need
-not be disassembled but, kir the prefiring and
postfiring cleaning, the pistol should be disassem-
bled. .

.

There- are two phases of disassembly for the
. pistol, general disassembly (field Nipping) and

detk..iled disassembly. General disagsembly (fig.
4=4) IS the disassembly necessary for normal care
and cleaning and after the weapon has been fired.
Thib is the extent of diSassembly that is generally
explained to personnel- such as watchstanders. ,

The 'detailed disassembly of .the receiver group\
87- ,
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Tima-n-own-m6-660-Ram am*
RECOIL. SPRING PLUG . RECOIL SPRING RECOIL SPRING GUIDE

EXTRACTOR

ire
FIRIN,G PIN

FIRING PIN SPRING
g

FIRING PIN STOP

Figure 4-4. The pistol in a field stripped condition:

(Fig. 4-5) is the job of the Gunner's Mate during
periodic cleaning and repair.

To do a good job of cleaning and repair, it is
essential that you know the names of the parts of .

the weapon. The nomenclature 'of parts of the
pistol should be learned while practicing dis-
assembly and assembly. As each part is removed
and replaced, the nomenclature is repeated until
known. While studying the disassembly andassem-
bly of the pistol, refer' to the illustrations
Showing the parts by name and description.
Become thoroughly familiar with them and their
function. Knowi g the names of the parts also will
help you under tand the operation of the weapoh.

General Disassembly (field strippfng)

Prior to Performing 'any work on, the pistol,
remove the magazine and pull the slide to the
rear and inspect to see that the weapon is clear.
Then perform the following-steps:

1. Cock the hammer and put the safety lock
in' its up (SAFE) position. Depress the recoil

t

.

11,

17.42.1

spring plug and turn the barrel bushing about a
quarter. tarn clockwise. T,his release's the tension
on the spring. Allow the spring to expand slowly,
under ,control, to prevent injury or loss of parts.
Turn the recoil spring plug counterclockwise and
remove it from the recoil spring. Move the safety
lock back down to its FIRE position.

2. Draw the slide to the rear until the half-
moon recess (on the slide) is directly above the
projection on the slide stop. Push out the slide
stop_from rightto left.

3. Turn the pistol upside down and draw the
receiver 'to the rear, disengaging it from the
slide. Lay the receiver down.

4. Draw the recoil spring, and its guide to
the rear and out of the slide.

5. Take the barrel bushing out of the slide
by turning it counterclockwise as far as it \vill
go, then lifting up.

6. Lay the barrel link forward and pull the
barrel out of the mulile end of the slide.

7. Take out the firing pin. To do this, press
in on the rear of the firing pin with any pointed
object until you can slide out the firing pin

89;
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1 MAGAZINE CATCH
2 RIGHT STOCK

.3 TRIGGER
4 S,EAR PIN
5 HAMMER PIN
6 HAMMER
7 GRIP
8 RECEIVER
9 SLIDE STOP

10 LEFT STOCIZ
11 DISCONNECTOR

12 SEAR
13 HAMMER STRUT
14 SAFETY LOCK
115 SEAR SPRING
16 MAINSPRING CAP
17 MAINSPRING
18 STOCK 55.REW
19 HOUSING PIN RETAINER
20 MAINSPRING CAP PIN
21 MAINSPRING HOUSING
22 MAINSPRING HOUSING PIN
23 SAFETY LOCK PLUNGER.

SLIDE STOP PLUNGER
AND SPRING

Figure 4-5.Receiver group.

stop. Keep your fingers over the firing pin,
allowing the spring tension to ease; then lift
both firing pin arid: spring from the. slide.

8. Pry the extractor out of the rear of the
slide.

Detailed Disassembly of
the Receiver Group

Disassembly 'of the receiver.' group into its
individual parts as seen in figure 4-5 is done
as follows;

1.' The haminer should' still be in its cocked
position. Move the safety lock up and down, at
.the same time pilling it outward fiorn the re-

(Do not use any ool to, pry the stop
out.) With., the safety. lock removed; squeeze the

' trigger, ,and allow the hammer to EASE

FORWARD.
2. Rerapve the mainspring hoksing. pin. This

step' -requires a good deal -of force; so the
receiver "must be placed on a shindy -supporting
surface. The end of the safety lock pin can be

4.7.42.2

3.' Remove the' Mainspring housing. Take out
the grip safety and the sear spring.

4. Using a drift pin, punch out thehammer pin;
then lift the hammer from the receiver.

5. Drift out the sear pin from right to left,
and let the sear and disconnector drop out into
your hand.

6. Press the magazine catch in until flush
with the left side of the receiver. Then, using the

. short leaf of the sear spring, turn the Magazine
catch lock one quarter turn counterclockwise.
Lift the, magazine catch 'from the right side of
the receiver.

7. Remove the trigger from, the rear of the
receiver. ,

8. Remove 4 stock screws andileft and right
stocks. - A.

4
ASSEMBLY

Misembly of the weapon is also cove-red in
two phases: First the.reCeiver group is assembled.
At the end of this phase the weapon iE) in a field
stripped condition. Then the field stripped weapon

used to push the, mainspring housing pin out. eissengd.
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Both phases of assembly are done by per-
forming the disassembly procedures in reverse
order. Here are four hints which should be helpful
in assembling the pistol

17, All pins go in from, left to,right.
2. Place the seas and disconnector in as one

unit, fitted together as shown in figuye 4-6.
3. When you place the sear spring in position,

have the mainspring housing ready to slide up
about three quarters -of the way into the'receiver
to htlid the spring in placet6.

.4. Make "Sure that the hammek strut is actually
f itin,Vitirell down into the Mainstiring cap,tefore
s 'din the mainspring hoifding into plade. Some-,
tulles the hammer strut will catch on top of the
cap instead Af properly. ,seating in the cap's
recess., c

SAFETIES

'disconnecter isZ classed as a 'safety, it is not
considered a positive safety as are the three
safeties mentioned above since it is designed to
cause the pistol to fire semiautomatic fire and
Cannot-be controlled by the shooter.

The safety lock positively locks, the slide in
the forward position. In addition, a stud on the
safety lock (fig. 4-7A) blocks the shoulders of the
sear to prevent any rinoxemeht of the sear out of
the full-cock notch di the' hammer.

The half-cock notch is the notch just above,
tuff-cock notch It lias a lip which prrevents move-
ment 6f-the sear rom that notch when pressure
is applied to the trigger. (See figure 4-7B.)

. There are four safety devices on this pistol.
The two manual safeties are the safety lock
(sometimes called the thumb safe) and the half-
cock notch.' The two automatic safeties, are the
grip safety and the disconnector. Although -the

.-

17.42.3
Figure 4-6. keplacing the sear and disconnector.

91.
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SAFETY
LOCK.
STUD

Figure 4-7.Manual safeties.
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The grip safety (fig. 4-8A) inclireoly stops
any movement of the sear by blocking triggek
movement. If the trigger cannot be actuated, the
sear, cannot move, and the hammer will not fall.

The disconnector (fig. 4-8B) prevnts firing
unless the slide is fully, forward' a'nd locked.
Wlien -the slide is 'forward, the di sconnector rides
up into a recess on the underside of the slide.
The spade of the clisconnector (dark area) bears
against lugs on the sear. When the trigger is
pulled, the trigger-yoke pushes back against the
disconnecter spade winch transmits the motion to
the sear, rotating the sear 'nose out of the
ftill-cock notch of the hammer, and, the weapon
fires. At .any time the slide is not fully forward,
the nose of the disconnector is forced downward.
In this condition the disconnector spade does not

VI*

#DEPRESSED
RELEASED

(TRIGGER FREE TO MOVE) (TRIGGER BLOCKED)

);figure 4-8.Automatic safeties.
1

contact- the sear when the trigger is pulled.
, When the trigger is pulled, the disconnector will

be pushed to file rear but the -sear remains in
positio4, holding the hammer to the rear.

.

CYCLE.OF OPERATION

. .
Refer to figure 4-3 as we explain the functions

of the pistol. We will assume that a loaded
magazine is in the weapon, a round is in the.
chamber, the grip safety rs depressed, the trigger.
has been squeezed, andsthe round ignited. The
cycle of -operation now begins.

As the gases from the-burned powder expand,
the bullet is forced' down the barfel while the
same force is directed rearward, against the
slide. The slide and barrel are locked together
at this point, and both are,for.ced aft. The barrel
link is attached to the 'stationary receiver, ,so
the barrel is moved downward as well as to the
rear. As the baryel locking ribs are disengaged
fiom the recesses in the slide, nnlooking is
completed.

As the slide moves aft in recoil, the extractor
pulls the empty case along- With it. Extraction
is completed when the cartridge Cleais the
chamber.

. Ejection occurs when the cartridge-strikes the
stationary ejector, pivots on the extractor, and
flips from the weapon throughtthe ejection port.

Cocking began as soon- as the slide started its
recoil movement. The hammer is moved rearward
and the hammer strut is pushed down against the
mainspiing, onipressing it When the slide strikes
the recoil spring guide collar,ltsrearwardinove-
ment is stepped. The recoil spring then causes

the Slide to .begin Its forward movement. The
haminer follows the slide-for a short distance.
Then the sear, which bears against the hammer
through the action of the sear spring, enters the
full-cock notch of the hammer and- holds it in a
cocked position.

Feeding, starts as soon as the slide, moving
to the rear, clears the top of the magazine. The
magazine follower, under pressure from the
magazine spring, forces the top, round against
the lips of the magazine. This places the top
cartridge in position to picked up by the face
of the slide during its forward movement.

Chambering occurs when the forward moving
slide pushes a new round into the chaniber. As
the bullet is pushed up the ramp into the chamber,
th,e base of the cartridge slides' up the face of
th7i- slide; Ma this 'happens the groove on the .base
of the cartridge is engaged by the hoolie d extractor..ti

92 11
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After chambering, the slide continues forward
a small, distance, pushing the barrel ahead-of it.
As the barrel moves, it pivots up and forward on
the barrel link. The lockink ribs on the barrel
enter the locking recesses the slide, thereby
locking the two together.

Firing will start the cycle all over
When the grip safety is depressed and the trigger
is squeezed, the trigger yoke presses against the
disconnector, which pushes aft on the sear. The
sear rotates on its pin, disengaging from the
notch on the hammer. The mainspring pushes up
on the hammer strutirotating the hammer forward,
The hammeit strikes the firing pin which, iturn
strikes the cartridge primer. \

4

.38 CALI ER SMI AND
WESSON OLV R

You will, ind the .38 cal. S & ,N, revolver
(fig. 11-9) in armories ashore, where it is used
by men assigned to guard Or police duties.
Because it is lighter than the .45 cal. automatic,
the .38 is 'frequently issued to flight personnel.
This weapon has about the same n.Laxinisim and
minimum ranges as the .45 cal: automatic-1600
and 50 yards, respectively.'Figure .4-10 shows
the rdvolver disassembled to the extent usually
required for normal care.

Operation

In this disCussiOn, Operation of the revolver
is limited to loading, firing, And unloading. To

'load the revolver, the cylinder must be swing out
by pushing forward on the thumb piece and apply-
ing a little'pressure on the right side of the
cylinder. The thumb piece will not release the
cylinder, if the hammer is cocked. '

' . -

4 NOTE: The cylinder should not be flipped
out sharply'because this can cause the crane
to be bent, throwing the cylinder out of
Um*.
qjnsert a round in each of the cylinder's 6

chambers, and swing the cylinder back into
; position. The weapon is now loaded and ready to

be fired.
The revolver can be fired by single or double

action. For single action firing, the hammer is
. pulled back with the thumb to the full -cock

position for each round. This action alsc5 rotates
the cylinder. The hammer is held in the crocked

4

position by the sear until released by the trigger.
In double-, action firing, pulling the trigger causes
the hanimar to be raised to nearly its full-ccick
position. The hammer strut will then escape
the trigger, and the spring-loaded haiiimer will
fall and strike the cartridge. In double action
firing, the cylinder is. rotated by pUlling the
trigger. Since it requires 'slightly less trigger
pull for single action, this method shouldproduce
better accuracy.

. .
The empty cartridges. are ejected by swinging

out the cylinder- to the left and pushing the
ejector plunger toward the rear of the cylinder.

There are two built-in-safeties on this revolv-
er the hammer block and, the rebound slide.
The hammer block prevents the hammer from
going far enough ,forward tp strike the eartridge
primer when both the ,hanfmer and trigger are
in the forward or uncocked positiOn. Thus, if the
revolver were dropped or otherwi struCkortthe
hammer, the round would not l fired. The
rebound slide actuates the ham er block to
prevent the haAmer "from traveling far _enough
to strike the primer should the 'hammer slip
from the thunf.) While being manually _cocked.

'Disassembly and Assembly

To disassemble the revolver:

1. 'Push forward on the thumb piece f(fig.
4-9A) which actuates the cylinder latch, and
swing the cylinder out to the left.. With a small
screwdriver remove the sideplate screw (No. 1
in Fig. 4-913), locatetl directly under the cylinder.
This screw -retains the crane (or yoke) of the

.cylinder and ejector group.
2. Remove the cylinder and extractor group

by pulling the cylinder forward.

'3. Remove the three remaining sideplate
screws (No. 2 fig. 4-9B). :

. 4. Remove the .sideplate. Do not pry the
sideplate off; Use a wooden handle to tap the
plate and frame until the sideplate loosens from
the seating.

5. Remove the stock screws and lift off the
stocks.

,,

The disassembled weapon appears 'as shown
in figure 4-10. The parts can be inspected and
lubricated as necessary. '

93
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84.241

Figure 4-9.---Smith and V,esson revolver, caliber .38 special. A. Left side: 1. Thumbpiece (cylinder
re ease. 2. Stock screw. 3. Stock. B. Right side; 1. and 2. Sideplate screws. 3. Sideplate. 4. Stodk.

fn.
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84.241.3
Figure 4-10. Smith and-Wesson revolver, caliber .38; right "side view with cylinderand ejector group,

side plate, and stocks removed. 1. Sideplate screws. 2. Sideplate. 3...Hammer block. 4. Frame. 5.
Stock screw: 6. Stocks: 7. Mainspring. 8. Mainspring strain screw. 9. Hammer. 10. Sear.11. Re-
bound slide. 12. Hammerthlock pin. 13. Trigger. 14. Barrel. 15. Cylinder. 16. Crane or yoke. 17.
Ejector plunger.

To assemble the weapon, first remove the
hammer block (No. 3 of fig. 4-10) from the side-

plate. Place the hole in the hammer block over
the hammer block pin (No. 12 in fig. 4-10)
so that the "L" projection of the hammer block
will fit `between the hammer and frame. The
'remaining parts are installed following the re-
verse order of disassembly.

SHOULDER WEAPONS

Shoulder weapons are designed to be held with
both hands; they are braced against the shoulder .
to absorb the. force of recoil and to improve
accuracy. Included in this group are the M14
and M16A1 rifles.

THE M14 RIFLE,

- The M14 rifle (fig. 4-11 and 4-12) is a light-
-. weight, air-cooled, gas-operated, magazine-fed

shoulder weapon. It is designed primarily for
semiautomatic fire, or full automatic fire at the
cyclic rate of 750 rounds per minute.. he rifle
is chambered for 7.62mm cartridges and is

95

designed to accomodate a 20-round cartridge
magazine, the M2 rifle bipod (fig. 4-13), the
M76 grenade launcher (fig. 4.14), and the M6

-bayonet (fig. 4-15).

M14 RIFLE CONTROLS

Figure:4=16 shows the "selector". You poti-
tion it as in A for automatic fire (fig. 4-16A), as
in B for semiautomatic fire (fig. 4-16B). Figure
4-11 shows the "trigger and sear assembly."
In firing for semiautomatic fire you squeeze'
the trigger for each round fired. For automatic
fire you squeeze the trigger and hold.

NOTE: Most of the M14 rifles issued to the
Navy will not be equipped 'with the automatic
selector, to only semiautomatic fire will be
possible.

The "safety" -is shown in figure 4-12. To
prevent firing, you press it back from in front
of the trigger guard. To permit firing, you press
it forward from inside the trigger guard. The
safety is, placed in the safe, position before the
operating handle is pulled to the rear to cock the
rifle.
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PINION ASSEMBLY

* BOLT LOCK

TRIGGER AND SEAR
ASSEMBLY

O

Figure 4-11.-7.62-mm rifle M14 and controls-left front view.
29.316

Figure 4-12.-t-7.62-mm rifle M14 and controls-right front view.

s

29.331
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1.

-
GAS CYLINDER

GAS CYLINDER LOCK

Figuie 4-13, 7.6 2/-rnm rifle M14'with bipod installed.'
29.332

GRENADE LAUNCHER SIGHT - M1

29.333

Figure 4-14.- 7.62-mm rill M14 with grenade launcher.M76 and grenade launcher sight M16.
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A.-

BAYONET LUG

BAYONET KNIFE - M6

-t4

Figure 4-15,-7.62-mm rifle,with bayonet-knife M6.

SE
POSITIONED
FOR AUTOMATIC
FIRE__

SF

29.334

Figure 4.-16. Selector for automatic and semiautomatic fire.
't.
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SELECTOR
POSITIONED
FOR
SEMIAUTOMATIC
FIRE

29.335
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The rifle is' cocked and o erated manually
by the use of the ',operating rod handle" (fig.
4-r2). First you install a. loaded magazine, or
reload an .empty magazine already in the rifle.
To install a loaded magazine, insert.front end of
loaded magazine into magazine well until the
front catch snaps into engagement; then pull
rearward and upward until the magazine latch
locks magazine into position (fig. 4-17). To reload
an empty Magazine in the rifle, first push safety
into safe (back) position. Then draw the bolt
assembly all the way back', depress the bolt lock
(fig. 4-11), and ease the bolt forward against the
lock. Then insert 5-round cartridge clips as
shown in figure 4-1a. Four 5-round clips will
fully load the magazine. Release bolt lock by
drawing bolt rearward, and close bolt. As the
bolt assembly closes, the top cartridge in the
magazine is forced into the chamber.

In the procedure of reloading an empty maga-
zine in the rifle, the rifle cocks when you drawi
back,,the bolt assembly. When you insert a loaded
magazine in the rifle, however, the rifle is
uncooked and you must cook it to fire. To do this,
you move the operating rod handle (fig. 4-12)
all the 4ay to the rear and release. This permits
the force of the magazine spring to position the
top round in path of the bolt after the operating rod
has moved the bolt to its rearward position. A's
the' operating .rod moves the bolt forward, th6
bottom face of the bolt engages the base of the

0

410
CARTRIDGE

INSTALLAT.ION
r.

cartridge, ramming it forward, feeding, chamber-
ing, and loCking it in the barrel. ,

The "gas spindle valve" (fig. 4-19) controls
the gases used in firing the rifle as ,follows:
When the slot of the spindle valve is in vertical
or on position (fig. 4-19, upper view), the valve
is .open, and directs gases to the operating piston
for ordinary functioning of the rifle. When the slot
is in horizontal or off position (fig. 4-19, lower
vieW), the' spindle valve .is closed. This permits
full pressure of ga's to be utilized in propelling a
rifle grenade..

The rear sight controls consist of a "windage
knob" (fig. 4-12) and a. "pinion assembly" (fig.
4-11). The function of the windage knob is to
adjust the sight laterally. To move the sight to the
right, turn knob clockwise; to the left, counter-

, clockwise. The pinion assembly adjusts the sight
aperture vertically. Turn pinion clockwise to
raise, counterclockwise to lower.

FIRING THE MI.RIFLE

It may be that the -command desires that there .
be no automatic fire. If that is the case, the '
selector on your rifle will be removed, and a
"selector shaft lock" (fig. 4-12) inserted, so
that the rifle is capable only of semiautomatic.
fire.

For a rifle equipped with a selector shaft
lock, you simply push the safety forward,and then
fire a round with each squeeze of the trigger.

Figure 4-17.Installation and removal of Inagazine.

a
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CLIP INSERTED INICARTRIDGE CLIP GUIDE

MAGAZINE

CARTRIDGE CLIP GUIDE

PRESS DOWN
FORCING CARTRIDGES
INTO MAGAZINE

111101111011110A

REMOVE CLIP CARTRIDGES -MADEP °
N MAGAZINE

Figure 4-18, Loading nagazine through cartridge clip guide.
,

For semiautomatic fire of a rifle equipped
with a selector, you position the selector for
semiautomatic fire, and then fire a round with
each squeeze of the trigger.

For automatic fire with selector, you proceed
as follows:

1. Position selector for automatic lire;
2.1 Push safety forward.
3. Squeeze trigger, and rifle will fire auto-

matically as long as trigger is squeezed and
there is ammunition in, the magazine. Release
trigger to cease firing.

4. After the lagt round is fired, the magazine
follower (spring-driven plate in the magazine that
forces cartridges upward as rounds are expended
and cases ejected) actuates the bolt lock, locking
the bol (In rearward pOsition. When an empty

el
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magazine is removed and a loaded one inserted,
release bolt lock by retracting the operating rod
thereby drawing the bolt rearward, Then clo6e the
bolt. As the bolt assembly is closed, the top
cartridge in the magazine is pushed forward into
the chamber.

UNLOADING THE MI4 RIFLE

To unlogd the MI4 rifle, proceed as follows:

1. Push the Safety to safe,.(back) position.
2. Grasp Magazine_ with thumb on magazine

latch, and squeeze the latch to release it. Push the
magazine forward aid dOwnward to disengage it
from the, front. catch, And Then remove from
magazine well, as shown in right-hand view of
figure 4-17.

r
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SPINDLE VALVE IN .

ON POSITION

-
AUL'

'SPINDLE VALVE IN
OFF POSITION

29.338
Figure 449. Gas spindle valVe on and off po-

sitions.

j. Pull- the operating rod handle all the pay
to the rear.

4. Inspect the chamber to ensure it is clear.
5. Lock the bolt carrier to the real by

depresging the lower portion _of the bolt catch,
and return the charging handle forward.

The rifle is clear ONLY when no round is in'
the chamber, the magazine is out, the bolt carrier'
is to the rear, and the selector lever is on the
SAFE setting.

FIELD STRIVPING THE 1q14 RIFLE

Figiire 4-20 shows how the.M14 rifle break§
down into 7 "group assemblies." You should be
able to disassemble the rifle to this extent, for

101

cleaning, lubrication, and maintenance. This pro-
cedure is called "field stripping" the rifle.
The names. of the group assemblies are as follows:

1. Miigaline,
2. Firing mechanism
3. Stock with butt plate.assembly
4. Hand guard assembly
5. Operating rod and connector group
6. Bolt assembly
7. Barrel and receiver group.

T

To withdraw the firing mechanism (no. 2 in
fig. 4-204 from the stock, proceed as follows:

1. Remove magazine.
2. Place safety in safe position AFTER AS-

CERTAINING TilAT RIFLE IS COCKED.
3. Disengage hooked end of trigger guard

from firing mechanism housing.
4. Swing. trigger guard away, from stock (but

do not ,rotate more 'than 90 degrees), and pull
straight away from stock to draw out firing
Mechani sm.

To remove stock with butt plate assembly after
removing firing mechanism, proceed as follows:

1. Separate stock with butt plate assembly
from rifle by grasping the receiver firmly with
one hand and striking the butt of the Stock
sharply With the palm of the other.

2. Lift stock trombarrel and receiver group.

. To separate the operating rod and connector
group from the barrel and receiver group, proceed
as follows:

1. Depress the rear sight to lowest position,
and turn barrel and .receiver group 'ori its side
with connector assembly upward.

2. If the rifle has a selector, press in and
turn selector until the face marked A is toward
the, rear of the sight knob, and the projection
forward is at an angle of about 35 degreesi
Then press forward on 'connector assembly and
remove as indicated in steps 8 and 4.

3. If the rifle has a selector shaft lock,
press forward on rear of connector assembly with
right thumb as shown in figure 4-21, until tlict
front end can be lifted otf the 'connector lock.
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PUSH CONNECTOR
ASSEMBLY ,FORWARD

47.

Figure 4-20.'7-Group assemblies of the M14 rifle.

il

29.339

CONNECTOR LOCK

,.,,

:!-Figure 4:4, Disengaging connector assembly.
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4. Rotate the 'connector assembly about 35
degrees clockwise, until the slot at die rear
As aligned with the elongated stud on the sear
releate (see fig. 4-22); Weir lower the front' ehd
of the connector assembly and lift it off the sear
release. s

The next step is to remove the operating
rod spring guide (no. 2 in fig. 4-23), the operat-
ing rod, ,spring (ne. 3 in fig. 4-23), and the

'<X operating rod" (no. 4 In. fig. 4-23), as follows:

1. With the barrel *and'receiver group upside
down, pull forward on operating ,r5c1 spring,
relieving pressure on the connector . lock pin.
Pull, lock outward to disconnec4the, operating rod
spring guide.

2. Remove operating rod spring guide and
operating rod spring., Turn barrel .and receiver

. group right side up.

ELONGATED STUD'

3. Retract operating rod, tintil key on its
lower surface coincides with notch in receiver.
Lift operating rod free and pull to rear,-dis-
engaging It from operating rod guide.

.

To remove) the bolt after removal of the
operating rod, grasp the .bolt roller that engages
with the operating rod and slide it forward. Lift

*upwarci -anti outward to the right with a slight
and remove bolt from receiver.

ts

GREN. CH ER M75

The grenade launcher M76 (fig. 4.-:24) is an
-extension to the M.14 rifle. The barrel of the ,
launcher contains 9 annular grooves numbered'
6 to 1 'and, 2a, 3a, and 4a. These are'usld to
obtain different ranges when firing grenades-by 4*

placing The grenade at different positions on the
barrel. On the muzzle end, bottom portion of the

v
launcher, is a clip-type 'retainer spring used to

A

'CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY

Figure 4-22. Remoyingeonnector assembly.

vet
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Chapter 4SMALL ARMS_ AND MACHINEGUNSt

hold the grenade lon the launcher at a desired
o

position.
Figuie 4-14 shows the grenade launcher in-

stalled on. the rifle, To accomplish this, install
barrel end of launcher containing clip_ latch to
flash suppressor. Push clip latch rearward, se-
curing it to bayonet lug of the flash suppressor.

The grenade launcher sight ,M15 (fig. 4-14)
protides an angular menisurempt of elevation

* for firing rifle gienades and an be used for
,both low angle (direct firing) and high angle
firings Figure 4-25 Illustrates the procedure for
installing the sight. First instaThsight to mounting
plate, aligning notches of plate with click spring
tips of the sight as- shown in A, figure 4-25.
Turn clockwise (B in fig. 4-25) until a sight
mark lines up .yvith 0 degrees on mounting plate.

TwO identical sets of calibrations are located
on the lip of the mounting plate. Each set is,
calibrated in 5-degree intervals from 0 degrees
to 60 degrees elevation, and each isnumbered in
10-degree intervals. The under edge of the lip.
is serrated to engage the click = spring of the
sight bar assembly. Each plick,is a 5-degree
change in elevation. The sight bar assembly
consists of a .13-centimeter (about 5 -inch) sight
bar with 5. front sight post, a rear peep sight
mounted on a sight leaf. a leveling bubble, and
an elevating' screw.

MOUNTING PLATE'
NOTCHES

foHt

o

The front sight post and the rear peep sight
are used when firing direct fire. They are just
like the" sights on the rifle that is, you sight
through the rear peep sight Over the front sight
post at, the target. At the rear of the peep
sight there are four 1-degree graduatidns, used
to make from 1-degree through 4-degree changes
in elevation. Five clicks of the elevating screw
(each click indicates an elevation change of 12
minutes) mean a 1- degree change in'elevation.

For high-angle fire the front sight post,
rear peep sight, and elevating screw are not
used. Instead, the sight bar assembly- is rotated
until the -index line on the sight body bracket is
aligned with the appropriat-degree setting on
the mounting scale plate. When you arp in
firing position, you raise, or lower the rifle-until
the level bubble is centered in the vial. The
vertical angle. of the pore is now equal to the
angle you set on the sight.

The M15 grenade sight can be adjusted hori-
zontally as well as vertically. When correctly,
adjusted, the aiming point of the direct-fire
sights' and the point of impact o£ the grenaqe will
just.. about coincidee You orient the grenade,
sight to the rifle sights by the follow ing procedure,
known as "zoning" the _grenade sight. Set ,thei
rifle sights at zero elevation and windage, place
the rifle in a stationary refit, select a distant
aiming point (150 meters /164 yards or more,)

r.

FRONT
SIGHT

T LEVELIN 01R LE

igt

ING TIPS

A.
MOUNTING

CLICK SPRING TIPS TO
- MOUNTING TLATENOTCHES

1

ELEVATINCI4CREW

B. POSITIONING SIGHT ON MCH/NTIPPY PLATE C. SIGHT INSTALLED.

; ,
.

= Figure 4-25.Installation of gitnade,latur?her sight M15.
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-and adjust the rifle so ,that the rifle peep sights
f are on the aiming point. Then set.tie peep sight

of the grenade sight af 0 degrees elevation, by
turning the elevating sprees a sufficient number
of clicks to align the sight body bracket wish the
top or i- degree grii.duation on the rear of the
peep sight..and by rotating the sight bar assembly
until the index line on the sight body bracket
corresponds to the 0-degree setting on the
mounting scale plate.

Horizontal adjustment is made by loosening
the two sight leaf screws. Move the peep sight
the desired distance either to the right or left,
and then firmly tighten the two sight leaf screws.

For vertical adjustment sight through the
grenade sight and note whether the sight is
pointed above or below the aiming point. Remove
the. grenade; sight bar assembly from the mounting
scale plate and loosen the two capserews on the
inside of the sight body'bracket. To raise the point
of aim of the grenade sight, turn the sight 12ock,
clockwise in relation to the sight body bracket.
TO' lowel the point of aim, turn the sight body
counterblockwise. in relation to the bracket.
Tighten the two caps,crews and replace the sight
bar assembly on the rifle% Verify the point of
aim Ofethe grenade sight. Repeat this process
until the grenacrsight is set on the same aiming
point as the rifle sight. \

GRENADE FIRING:N/1TH THE M14

Before placing the grenade on the launcher,
you load the rifle with the7.62-nunrifle grenade
cartridge M64. Do not remove the safety pin of
the grenade until you are ready' to fire. To
remove the pin, grasp the grenade with the left
hand and remove the pin with the right hand.
Inspect the grenade again to ensure that, tje
safety lever is not bent. A bent safety lever
permits abnormal movement of the -striker. If
abnornIal movement has occurred, unlock and
fire the rifle immediately.

After the safety pin is removed, the safek
lever is field in place by the arming clip of the

. adapter. \Ashen the. grenade is fired, the arming
clip tends to rental-1i in place Vedause of inertia.
The alining clip strikes the small extension on the
bottom of the arming clip retainer. Because this
extetision ins made of brittle, metal, the force of
the 'arming clip against it will break it and allow
the arming clip to fall free. This action re-
lea.4es the safety lever and allows the fuze to
'function; After the normal delay interval, the
fuze will function and the grenade will explode.

,Positions for Low Angle Fire

Yoti" triay, fire rifle grenades St low angle,
dire& fire targets from the standing, kneeling,
arid prone positions. Except in the prone 'posi-
tion, fire the rifle with the ink against the
right shoulder. This allows you to see the target
through the rear' peep sight over the front
sight post Of the M15 sight. Do net fire from
the shoulder when in prone' position because, in
this position, your body. cannot move back to
absorb the recoil. Use a butt. fest when fi'ring
from the prdne position:. Even in the other
positions, lire from the shoulder only when your
body can move freely with the recoil.

Do pot use the sling when firing.at low angle,
direct fire targets using the MI5 sight. Hold
the rifle firmly with the left hand near the upper

. sling swivel and the right hand at the small of
the stock. Hold the left elbow well underneath
the weapon, and -exert pressure to pull_the butt of
the rifle spagly into the right shoulder or against,
the butt rest. Hold yRur *right thumb alongside
the right side of the stock, not around the top
of the small of the stock. Keep your head
slanted slightly to the left, well away from the
'V)ght, to prevent possible injury when the rifle

ecoils.
or For _standing position fire, face the target,
execute a half right face., land spread Your feet

.Apcomfortable distance apart (about 30 inches).
444otate the rifle on its right side, receiver away

from! you, so that when you grasp it with your
left hand, your fingers will be well over the top.
Your left hand should be at least 2 inches below
the upper sling swivel to ensure that the swivel
will not recoil against your hand.t

Without cknging the grip of ,your left hand,
'rotate the Mt of the rifle into your right
shoulder. The fingers of your left hand should
now be well over the top of the, rifle, and yOur
left elbow should be _well underneath the rifle.
Do not allow ,the rifle to cant: to either side.
Hold your right elbow at the height of your right
shoulder or above to form a pocket for the butt
of the rifle. .$

Mace your' right hand at the sfnall of the stock
with your right thumb alongside the right side of
the stock. Slant your head slightly to the left
so that you can see through the sight, but DO NOT
PLACE YOUR EYE'ACDOSE ENOUGH TO THE
SIGHT TO HAVE IT HIT DURING THE RECOIL.
Lean into the rifle with your left leg bent and
your right leg straight but not stiff. Lean forward
with the whole; body, not just with the part above
the hips. This will allow your whole body to lock

*.
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back as it absorbs the recoil. tract a moving
target by pivoting evenly and smoothly at the
waist, .

For kneeling position fire, fac4' the target,
execute a half right face, and kneel on your
right knee-with the lower part of your left foot
pointing generally toward the target. Do not sit
on your right heel and do not use your left knee
to support your left elbow. Such positions make
it difficult to track a moving target. Place the
rifle to the shOulder in the same manner as for
the standing. position. Lean well forward so that
you can rock back with the recoil.'Track a moving
target by pivoting evenly and smoothly at the
waist.

For grenade firing with the M14 the prone
position has several disadvantages, and it should
therefore be used only when necessary. You must
use a butt rest, such as a tree stump or a hole in
the ground because, if. you fired the rifle from
the shoulder in the prone position, you could not
rock back to absorb the recoil. Besides, it.
would be difficult to see throug the MIS sight or
to track a moving target. When you assume the
prone phition, place the butt of the rifle against
any handy rest and your right forearm over the top
of the butt of the rifle to hold it in the firing
position. Do not allow the rifle to cant to either
side.,

Positions for High Angle Fire

You may use either the kneeling or the sitting
'position for high angle fire. .

For the kneeling position, face the target and
kneel on your- right knee, keeping the left foot
pointed in the direction of the target. Be'cause
you do not track moving target with high angle
indirect fug, you may sit on your "right heel and
use your left knee to support your left elbow.
Place the butt of the rifle on the ground against
your right knee. Grasp the rifle near the upper
sling swivel with your left hand and at the small
of the stock with yotir right hand. Your right
thumb should ,be against the right side of the

,stock.
Rest your weight on your right heel. After

placing the correct sight setting on the sight,
lower the rifle and sight along the barrel toward
the target- to obtain the correct deflection. Then
raise the rifle muzzle slowly until the leyelinf-
bubbre is centered in its vial. Lower your
head before firing to Prevent any blow-back from
striking you in the face.

For the sitting position you face the target
and sit down, keeping your right leg flat on the

ground and pointed toward the target. Croas your
left leg over the right knee so that your left
knee will support your left elbow. Place
butt of the rifle beside your right hip. Grasp
the rifle near the upper sling swivel with your
left hand and at'the small of the stock with your
right hand. Your right thumb should be against
the right side of the 'stock. You may then sight
for deflection, center the leveling bubble, lower
your head, and fire when ready.

GUN MAINTEN ANCE

Tile cleaning, preservation, and care given an
M14 rifle are determining factors in tte operation
and shooting accuracy of the weapon. You haver
undo4kitedly heard that "an ounce of prevention is
wort a pound Of cure's. This can aptly be applied
to th maintenance of.,not. only the MI4 rifle but
to ordnance 'we "pons and equipment. T9

employed. If the
properly maintain t s weapon, system of
preventive maintenance must be

or st tion, the maintenance procedures as set
3-M tyrsteni has been implemented on your ship

. forth on file- Maintenance Requirement .Cards
(AIRCO must be followed. If the 3-M system has
not been implemented, the procedures outlined
in TM 9-1005-223-12 may be used as a guide
in setting up your procedures.

'PreVentive maintenance is the systematic
care, inspection, and servicing of material to
maintain' it in a serviceable condition, prevent-
breakdowns, and assure 'operational readiness.
To maintain the MI4 rifle in a state of readiness,
the weapon must be serviced (inclUding lubr)car
tion) each* time it is used and periodically when
in stowage.

InSpections of. the weapon are an important
part jtof preventive maintenance. Inspections to
see 4 items are: in gdod condition, correctly
asseMbled, secure, not worn, and adequately
lubriaited apply to most items in preventive
maintenance procedures.

Clea ng and Care ,

14.

I ecliately after firing, thoroughly clean the
rifle Sore with a Stiff wire bore brush saturated
with ,MIL-C-372 bore cleaning solvent. Ens-ure
that 41 surfaces, includjpg the rifling, are well
coat5t1 with the compound. After cleaning with

1"2.111. C-372, swab the bore with flannel cleaning
patch .making certain that no trace of burned
pow r or other foreign substance remain in the
bore then apply a light coat of PL specials
general purpose lubricating oil.

ti

.1
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Clean chamber with a special cleaning brush.
The brush is attached to a -special ratchet into
which is inserted a section of cleaning rod that

. is used as a handle.
The steps in cleaning the chamber are as

follows: 4 ,

1. Remove the magazine. .

2. Apply a. light coat 6f CR t9 the chamber.
3. Withdraw the bolt to the rear engaging bolt

lock, and hold bolt lock in the open position.
4. Insert brush into the chamber.
5 'Pull operating rod rearward, release bolt

.lock, and ease the operating rod and bolt fully
forward, seating' brush in the chamber.

t ' 6. Alive handle of ,the ratchet base from side
to side several times.

7. Grasp the operating rod to release tension
on, brush and remove brush from the chamber.

8. Wipe CR compound from the chamber and
apiny a 4glit.,,pbat of PL special, generil purpose
lubricating oil to the chamber and close bolt.

FLASH
SUP'PRESSOI .

V /

Vs.

FRONT SIGHT-
. ASSEMBLY

FORWARD, REAR SIGHT
ASSIST DRUM.

ASSEMBLY

Rus'sep RECOIL
PAD

Make certain all metal parts have been cleaned
with SD, dry cleaning solvdnt P-D-680, and dried
thoroughly. Apply a light coat of preseriative,
PL special, general purpose lubricating oil. Apply

.a light coat of rifle grease lubriplate 130A to
the following surfaces:

1. Locking lugs of bOlt, operating lug, and
recesses.

2.- Bolt guide.
8. Anti-friction roller on bolt.
4. Operating rod guide groove on side of the

receiver.

THE M16A1 RIFLE

The rifle, M16A1 (fig. 4-26), is a 5.56-mm
(iibout .22 caliber) magazine-fed, gas-operated,

lair-cooled shoulder weapon. It is designed for
either semiautomatic or full automatic fire
through the use of a selector lever.

SUPRING

\HANDGUARD

BOLT CATCH

MAGAZINE
, SELECTOR LEVER

"EJECTION
PORT

CARRYING
HANDLE

CHARGINp
HANDLE

STOCK REAR
SLING
SWIVEL

TRIGGER
, GUARD

PISTOL GRIP

TRIGGER

OUST COVER

MAGAZINE
RELEASE
BUTTON

.I.R.:IPER

SLING SUNG
SWIVEL

Figure 4-26.Rifle, 5.56-mm, M16A1, left.and right side views.
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The M16A1 rifle offers grenade launching
capabilities. Grenade's launched from the rifle
include pyrotechnics and signal devices for com-
munications, harassing agents, and high explosive
ammunition against enemy personnel, bunkers,
and armored vehicles.

CAUTION: When firing pyrotechnics and rifle
grenades, observe the ,following restrictions:

soe _

a. Pyrotechnics and rifle-grenades will not be
fired with the 'butt of the weapon against, the
shoulder or any other part of the body.
b. Firing over the heads of friendly troops
should be'avoided.
c. Undersho circumstances should the M19A1.
or M19A2 signal parachute illumination, or
the M64 signal ground smoke, be launched
from the M16A1.

The follOwing grenades are authorized for use
with then M16A1 rifle with the use of additional
accessories:

a. Rifle Grenades.
(1) M19A1 WP.
(2) M22AZ smoke series.
(3) M23 smoke streamer series.

A "clothespin's' bipod shown in figure 4127 is
used in the prone and foxhole positions. The
bipod is attached to the barrel directly beneath
the front sight between the bayonet'lug and the
front sling swivel.

CLEARING THE M16A1 RIFLE

The first consideration in handling any weapon
is to make it safe by clearing it. To clear the
M16AI rifle, place the butt against the right
thigh and proceed as follows:

1. Attempt to point the selector lever tow aril
SAFE, the position shown in figure 4-28. If thie
weapon is not cocked,, the selector lever cannot
be pointed toward. SAFE. If this is the case, do
not cock the weapon at this time; instead, go
on to the next step in clearing.

N't

84.352
Figure 4-27.Attaching "clothespin" bipod to

'AI16 rifle.

2. Remove the magazine as ,shown in figure
4-28. Grasp it with the right hand (fingers curled =t ®
around the front of the magazine, thumb placed on
magazine catch button), apply pressure on the
Magazine catch button with the thumb, and pull 29.346

the magazine straight out of the weapon. Figure 4-28.Selector lever pointing to SAFE.

11111111.-
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29.347
Figure 4-29: Removing the magazine.

3. Lock )lie bolt open as shown in figures
4-30 and 4 -31. Grasp the charging handle with
thtimb and forefinger of right hand, depress the
charging handle latch with right thumb, and pull to
the rear' (fig. 4 -30).' When the bolt is at.the
rear, \press' the bottom of the bolt catch with
the thumb or forefinger of the left fiand (fig.
4-31), Allmv the bolt to move slowly forward
until it engages the bolt catch, and return the
charging handle to 4ts forWard position.

4. Inspect the receiver and chamber of the
weapon by looking through the ejection port to
ensure ;that thege spaces contain no ammunition:

5. Check the selector lever to ensure thait
points toward SAFE, and then allow the bolt to go
forward by depressing the upper 13ortion of the
bolt catch.

CACTION: The selector must be in the SAFE
position to preventdan.age to the automatic sear.

FIELD STRIPPING THE M16A1 RIFLE

The individual ,GM is authorized to disassen4ble
the :,116 tc the exix.rit called. "field stripping."

4?

29.348
Figure 4-3'0. Pulling the charging

handle rearward,"

29.3!19
figure 4-31.-- Locking the bolt open. ;

-
Field stripping can be accomplished without
'supervision and is adequate for normal main-
tenance. As the weapon is disassembled, the
parts should, be laid out on a table or other
clean surface in the order of removal, from left

.to right. This makes assembly, easier because
,the parts are assembled in the reverse order
of disassemblyt Nomenclature (the names" of
the parts) should be learned as the weapqn is

110
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a

disassembled and assembled to enable the Gun
ner's Mate to better. understand the function of
parts in the ,weapon.

Thee steps in field stripping are as follows:

1. Remove the ,,sling and place the rifle on a,
table or flat surfa6e, muzzle to the left.

2. Keeping the muzzle to the left, turn the
weapon on its right side. Use the nose of a
cartridge to press the takedown pin (fig. 4-,32)

29.350

rr-

t-
UPPER/

RECEIVER immiaPPP"-__AillM

glek'

TAKEDOWN
PIN

LOWER
RECEIVER

'WO

Figure 4-32. Pressing takedown pin to the right. 29.351
Figure 4-33. Breaking upper receiver

away from lower receiver.until the upper receiver swings free of the
lower receiver (fig. 4-33). CAUTION: The take-
down pin does not come out of the receiver.

3. 'Again using the nose of a cartridge, press
the reviver pivot pin (fig. 4-34). SepaEate
the upper and lower receiver groups (fig. 4-35)
and place the lower receiver group on the table.
CAUTION: The receiver pivot pin does not come
out of the receiver.

4. Pick up the upper receiver group; -keep the
muzzle to the left. Grasp the charging handle,
pressing in on the latch, and pull to the rear
(fig. 4-30) to withdraw the bolt carrier from the
receiver. Grasp the bolt carrier and pull it
from the receiver (fig. 4-36): then the bolt
carrier iq removed, the charging handle will
fall free Of its groove irri,the receiver (fig.
4-37). Place the receiver on table.

5. To digassemble 'the bolt carrier group,
press out the firing pin retaining pin by using
the nose of a cartridge (fig. 4-381. Elevate the
front of the bolt carrier and allow the firing
pin to drop from its well in the bolt (fig. 4-39)..
Rotate the bolt until the cam pin is clear, of the
bolt carrier key and remove the cam pin by
rotating it 90 degrees (1/4-turn) and lifting it
out of the well in the bolt and bolt carrier (fig.
4-40). After the cam pin is removed, the bolt
can be easily removed from its recess in the
bolt carrier (fig. 4-41).

111

29.352
Figure 4-34. Pressing out receiver pivot pin.
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UPPER
RECEIVER
GROUP

P.

LOWER./I
RECEIVER
GROUP

Figure 4-35.Upper and lower receiver groups:

CHARGING BOLT
HANDLE CARRIER

KEY

BOLT

BOLT
CARRIER

. 29.354
Figure 4:36. Removing bolt carrier from re-

ceiver.

'CHARGING
HANDLE

FIRING PIN
RETAINING

ri

t

29.353

29.356.4
Figure '4-38. Iiressing out firing .

.pin retaining pin. .

.

OPERATING THE M16 RIFLE

d

Loading thelvlagazine

1 The magazine has a capacity of 20 rounds
and may be 'loaded with any amount up to that

29.355 capacity. The magazine f9llower has a raised. :

Figure:Ai-37. Removing the charging handle. portion generally resembling the outline of a
I s
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29.357
Figure 4-39. Removing the firing pin.

cartridge. Cartridges are loaded into the maga-
zine so that the tips of the bullets point in the
same direction as the raised portion of the
follower (fig. 4-42).

A magazine charger and m_ agazine charger
strip. (fig. 4-43) are provided to facilitate loading
of the magazine. ,The magazine charger is con-
nected to the magazine and. fully' seated; The
charger strip is inserted into the magazine
charger until fully seated. Pushing on the,top
cartridge will force Cartridges into the magazine.

LOading the Rifle

ith the han.mer cocked, place the selector
lever on SAFE. The magazine may be inserted
With the bolt either open or closed; however,
you sbould learn to load will) the bolt open.
This reduces the possi4ilily of a first-round

:411Wi
CAM PIN

29.359
Figure 4-40. Removing the cam pin.

29.35W
Figure 4-41..Removing the bolt.

stoppage and saves the time required to chamber
the first round by pulling back the charging.
handle.

Open the bolt and lOck it open ae previously
described. bold the stock of the rifle under
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0.

29.360
Figure 4-42. Loading cartridges into magazine.

the right arm with the rights hand grasping the
pistol grip, and point the )muzzle in a safe
direction. With the left hand, insert a loaded'
magazine into the magazine' feedway.Push up-
wart, until the magazine catch engages and
hol6 the .magazine. Rap the base of magazine

'sharply the' heel, of the hand to ensure
positive -retention. Then release the bolt by
depressing the upper portion of the bolt catch
As previously described. The bolt, as it rides
forward, will chamber the top round.

If you load the rifle with the bolt closed,
you chamber the top found by pulling the charging
handle fully to the rear and releasing It. NOTE:
Do not "ride" the charging handle forward with
the right hand. If the handle is eased forward
from the open position, the bolt may fail to lock.
If the bolt fails to go fully forward,, strike the
forward assist assembly (fig. 4-26) with the .heel,
of the right hand.

4k.

V

-.7

. ' 84.353
Figure 4-4.3;Loading cartridgesintomagazine

with magazine loading strip and charger..

Unloading the Rifle

To unload the rifle and 'make it safe, place the
selector lever on SAFE, less the magazine catch
button' and remove the magazine, pull the charging
handle to the rear, inspect the chainbe'r to ensure
it #6,, clear, lock the bolt carrier to the rear by
depressing the lower portion of the bolt catch, and
return the charging handle forward.

The rifle Is clear (and therefore safe) ONLY
when no round is in the chamber, the magazine fs.
out, the bolt earrier is to the rear, and the

"selector lever Is on th6 SAFE setting.
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GUN MAINTENANCE

84.354
Figure 4-44. Remington M870 shotgun.

1 4

shooting. This is a 'manually operated, pump
action, magazine fed (tubular), shoulder type
weapon.A clean, properly lubricated, and mariltained

M16 rifle will function properly and fire accurately
when needed. To keep the rifle in good operating
condition, it must be pioperly eared for and
maintenance performed according' to set
procedures. The procedures for . the care and
cleaning of the rifle can be found on the 3-M
System Maintenance Requirement Cards (if im-
plementesi) or in the. Army's FM 23-9. Main-
tenance of the M16 rifle is kenerally the dame as
for other small arms previously discussed. The
bore and chamber must be kept free of residue
and foreign matter. Inspect, while cleaning and
lubricating, all sliding or 'working surfaces for
burrs, cracks or worn areas (repair or replace
as necessary) and lubricate with a,,thin film of
lubric Remove flirt, rust, grit, gummed 'oil, .
and water ese will cause rapid deterioration
of the inner mechanism' and outer' surfaces.

SHOTGUNS

Technical Description

Length of shotgun

Length,of barrel
.

,
Magazine' capacity
rounds

Shell (gage)

Ammunition

. .

Safety

Fore -end
4.

Fluitioning' of Remington M870,

41-3/4 inches (approx)

21 inches (approx)

4

12 :

12 gage 2-3/4" StalidSA,
and velocity and 2-3
Magnum shot shells

CrOdatolt type

Plain Beaver tail-style:

Shotguns Used by the armed forces are not
specialized military weapons but civilian models
procured for certain use such as guard work and
skeet shooting. The armed forces use a variety
of melees and models of shotguns. The Nan,
howwier, has adopted the Remington M870 as its
standard shotgun. ',

In' this section we will tarce up the functioning,
construction features; and maintenance inspection
of the standard issue shotgun you will most likely
encounter in the fleet the Remington Model M870
(fig. (

REMINGTON SHOTGUN M870

Now let's go into a little detail on the M870
shotgun used by the Navy for gUard work and skeet

, SafetyBefore, loading or unloadizig, push
safety (fig. 4-45) across rear of trigger left
to right to ON SAFE position. Red band on safety
will not show.

Fire position Push safety ac_ ross to FIRE
position. Red band marking will' show. Trigger
can then be pulled to fire the gun.

Single load Push safety ON SAFE. Press in
the action bar, lock (fig. 4-45) and pal the fore-
end fully to the rear. 'Place shell into open
ejection port, upon downthrust carrier. Slide
fore-end toward the muzzle to load shell into
-the barrel chamber and lock action'. closed.

Magazine load--Ppsh safety', ON SAFE. Slide
fore-end completely forward to close the action.
Turn gun bottom upward and press shell against
carrier then twstrd fully' into the magazine.
Make sure that the rim of the shell snaps past
shell latch to prdvent shell from gliding back
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TRIGGER
PLATE
PINS

BREECH BOLT

EJECTION PORTPORT

CARRIER,

ACT,104 BAR LOCK

Figure 4-45. RerningtOn M870
receiver nboenclitUre.'

ts;
.

. over carrier. Should thiq...occurl forcefully open
action or, if necessary r- ,remove trigger plate
assembly (fig. .4-46y if gim is cocked to remove
shell.

841,35'5

Load barrel from magazine Shells can be
fed from loaded magazinezby simply pumping the
fore-end. Press in, the action bar lock (fig. 4-45)
if the gun is cooked. PumiTthe four-end back and
forth to open and close the fction.

Unload gun Push satsaaetx ON SAFE. Press
in the action bar lock; pull fore-end (fig. 4-47)
slowly rearward until fx6nt end of shell from
barrel is even with ejeotion port .in receiver.
Lift front, of shell outward and remove from
ejection port. Continue pulling fore-end back
fully until .next shell releases from magazine.
Roll gun sideways to allow released' shell to
drop from ejection port.pose, act* by pushing

HAMMER

CARRIER

ACTION BAR LOCK,
s

84.35,6
Figure 4-46. Remington M870 trigger

, plate assembly..

t A

is
t,

LOCKING BLOCK

0.4,
- _,-.4.--BREECH BOLT

ACTION BARS

SLIOE

84.357
Figure 4-47.Remington M870

fore-end assembly.

'-\forward on fore-end. Continue this same -method
unti k magazine and gun are empty. .

CAUTION:. Open action and check shell cham-
ber in breech and magazine to make sure no
rounds remain in gun.
Unload barrel onlyPush safety ON ,SAFE.

Press in the action bar lock and pull, fore-..end;
rearward until front end of shell fro re barrel is
even with front end. of ejection portkilt front
end of shell from receiver as described pre-
viously. A shell with different powder and shot
Combination may then be placed in chamber and
action closed without distUrbing shells in the
magazine.

Remington M870 Operating Cycle

116

To fully understand an operating cycle of the
shotgun M870, it is necessary to know the names
and general functiop of the gun's parts. To be-
come more familikr with the parts during our
discussion of au operating cycle, refer to figure
4-48A, the individual parts breakdown, andfigure
4-48B, the accompanying parts list.

The ehtire operating cycle of the shotgun
M870 iecompieted by pulling the trigger',.
fore-end 'rearward to open action, and forward
again to close the action. The fore-end is mounted
on double action bars and is fully controlled'and
operated by the shooter.

Assuming the magazine is loaded and one shell
is 'in the chamber and locked, the gun is ready
to fire. The 'firing cycle is as follows:

With the cross bolt safety pushed
to, fire position (red 'band showing), the gun is
fired by pulling the trigger. The bop part of ,

the trigger rotates forWard carrying the right
connector, in ready position, forward against
the sear. This movement pivots the' sear out
bf engagement with the hammer. The released

i 92
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hammer with force from the spring loaded ham-.
mer plunger strikes the firing pin'which isi-Jinned
in thestireech bolt and spring retracted. The
firing pin strikes the primer and ignites the
powder charge. During the upward movement
of the hammer, it engages the action bullock
just before it strikes the firing pin, Downward
movement of front of the action bar lock ,is
restrained until .pressure against it is briefly:
released by the shooter as his arm recoils
rearward. Winn 'action bar look is released,
forward end' of the action bar lock is lowered
from its poSition at rear of left action bar and
the rear section rises' and lifts the left_ con-
nector which lifts the right connector from
contact-with the, sear. Thibcompletes the 'flock'''.
or firing mechanisth firing cycle. The action hfir

'lock, serves a two -fold purpose. It serves' as a
safefy ifeature that disconnects the trigger as-
sembly and sear until a shelf is fully seated in
the and d .the breech mechanism again
is ready for firing and locks ,the action closed.

After pulling the trigger, pu'lling the fore-end
rearward will ope,n the action and accomplish
Unlock, Extract, _Eject, Cock and Feed'cycles.

.. ,
UNLOCK .The inition rearward movement

of the 'fore-end, after has been fired,
carries the slide to rear of the breech bolt. As
the breech ,bolt pastes. to the rear, the slide
cams the locking block from recoil shoulder of
barrel. This movement unlocks the option and
cans the firing pin to the rear where it is locked
and prevented from protruding through the bolt
face. .

EXTRACT--Continued rearward m9Veinent.of
the fo'reTend opens the action. The breech, bolt
moves back and the fired shell is extracted from
the chamber. The extractor claw, which overhangs
the bolt, 'face, grips- rim of 'shell tightly as
extraction progresses. Pivot pressure is exerted
on rear of extractor by extractor plunger and
spring.

EJECT - 4s the extracted shell clears the
chamber, its base engages a shoulder on rear of
the ejector spring, which is located on left side
of receiver. This pivots the shell so its front
end is ejected first, throure the ejection port.

COCKING Before ejection occurs, the
breechbolt in its rearward travel forces the ham-
mer down against the coiled hammer spring to
engage the sear. Sear spring presstf1/4 locks the
sear In a notched position against the cocked
hammer.

FEEDING The final movement of fore-end
carries the slide, breech bolt assembly, anti
locking block to the rear of the .'receiver. Term-
ination of this" rearward stroke also permits the
left action bar to cam the%left shell latch, in__
turn releasing' the first shell frOm t magaz9e.
The released shell is forced from e ma zine
by a spring loaded--follower. The c er re-
, ceives ,the released shell. Meanwhije, the right
shell latch which was rammed in the magazine
way by the righl, aetton bar wring extraction

, cycle, intercept's Laz,c; of th9, econd shell.
With a shell resting on the depressed carrier,

forward movement- of,the forezend will close the
gun action and complete the loading and,locking

- .
. .

LOADING Forward movement of the fore--
end will Carry with it the slide, breech bolt,
and locking block. The carrier dog is engaged by

',the slide, pivpts the,'shell carrier upward, and
places a shell in the path of the returning breech
bolt. As the bolt ,continues_ .to advance; it de-,
presses the ejector_ spring and the shell ispickea ,
up and loaded into the chamber'. The cal vier dog
is released by the passing slide, forced up by
the carrier dog follower, and pivots the carrier
from path of the loading shell. The following .

shell from the magazine, being retained by the
right shell_ lafch, is released by the camming
action of the, returning, right action bar. At this
point the shell is. intercepted and held la_the
left shell latch until the next feeding cycle:

' , -

LitKING--When the shell is fully in
Chamber. the. action closes "and the -bolt is
againtt the shell4base. The slide continues to
travel within the bolt And cams the locking block
into recoil shoulder of the barrel. The locking.
block secures the breech bolt- firmly and is
supported by the slide as it completes its,,for-
ward travel. With the locking block fully seated,
the passage through. the locking blocks allows
protrusion of the aging pin through the'bolt face.-

AINT ENANC E.

The following- discussion on maintenance of
the shotguh M870 will cc Ver only action necessary.
for routine maintenance of the weapon. More
detailed information may be obtained from the
manufacturer's pamphlet.

Before any disassembly of the shotgun M870
is attempted, be sure no shells nimbi in the
chamber or magazine.
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0
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v 39

41

30 2
40

19

64 'V
26

.

25

24 59

12

ftr-32

57

29

33

4 f

13

50

51

g;$ 48-

55 67. V
7 46

47

9

1;60

Figure 4-p.,Remintton M870 individuell)arts breakdown.
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.0*

.

View
No. NAME OF PART

View
No.

4.

..s

NAME OF PART.

1 Action Bar Lock
2 -Action Bar Lock Spring
3- BarreloAdsembly, 12 Gai. PLAIN, 20" (includes

_ Barrel, Barrel Guide Ring, Barrel Guide Pin
Front Sight (Steel), Magazine Cap Detent,
Magazine Cap Detent Spring)

4 Breedh Bolt, 12 GA,
Breech Bolt Assembly, Complete, 12 Ga.,
(includes Breech Bolt, Extractor, Extractor
Plunger, Extractor Spring, Firing Pin,
Firing Pin Retaining Pin, Firing Pin Retractor
Spring, Locking Block Assembly, Slide)

5 Butt Plate
6 'Butt Plate Screw -

7 Carrier -

Carrier Assembly, (includes Carrier, Carrier
Dog, Carrier Dog Pin, Carrier Dog Washer)

8 Carrier Dog
9 Carrier DogFollower .

10 Carrier Dog Follower Spring
11 .Carrier Dog ,Fin
12 Carriel Dog Washer
13, Carrier Pivot Tube
14 Connector, Left .
15 'Connector, Right
16, -Connector Pin
17' Erector, 12 Ga.
18 Ejector Rivet, Front
19. tjector Rivet, Rear
20 Ejector ,

r21 &tra
22 Extra Piunger , /
23 Extra:6tor Spring .

.
24 Firing Pin _

25 Firing Pin Retaining Pin
26 Firing Pin Retractor Spring

Fore-end (Wood only) 12 Ga.
27 Fore -end Assembly, 12 Ga. (includes Fdre-end,

Fore-end Tube Assembly, Fore-end Tube Nut)
28 Fore -end Tube Assembly (includes Action Bar,

Left; Action Bar, Right; Foie -end Tube)
29 Fore-end Tubellut-, 1
30' Front Sight (Plain Barrel)

Front Sight (Vent Rib) Steel Bead_ ,

Front Sight Retaining, Pin (for use on Vent Rib
Steel-Sight) _

31 .'-;a:nmer - '4*-

'32- 'Hammer Pin *
Hammier Pin-Washer - -,

33 Hammer Plunger
34 Hammer Spri .

35 Locking B ock As bly (includes Locking
Block, Locking B ock Stud)

Locking Block Asse bly (oversize)
.

_..,

-

'it

36
37
38
'39
40
41
42
43

44
, 45

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

56
57
58
59
60

61
/ -62

63
64
65
66
67

Locking Block Stud
Magazine Cap
Magazine Cap Detent, .

,

Magazine Cap Detent Spring`
Magazine Follower, 12 Ga.
Magazine Spring ,

Magazine Spring Retainer ,

Receiver Assembly, 12 Ga. (i &les Receiver, -

Ejector, Ejector Rivet, Front; Ejector Rivet,
Rear; Ejector Spring, Magazine Tube, Barrel
Support)
Receiver Stud
Safety .

Safety Detent Ball
Safety Spring
Safety Spring Retaining Pin -

_

Sear
. Sear Pin
Sear Spring . - -

, Shell Latch, Left, 12 Ga,
Shell Latch, Right, 12 Ga. "-. .
SIble,
Stock Assembly (in'cludes Stock, Orip Cap, Grip

Cap Screw, Butt Plate, Butt Plate Screws (2)
Stock Bearing Plate
Stock Bolt -
Stock Bolt Lock Washer ,
Stock Bolt Wisher
T ,/rigger
Trigger Assembly (includes Trigger, Connector,

Left; Connector, Right; ,Connector Pin) .

Trigger Pin -
'Trigger Plate, R.H. (Right Hand Safety) ,-
Trigger Plate, L.H.
Trigger PlateAssembly, R.H. (includes Action Bax:

. Lock Ac'eioA Bar Lock Spring, Carrier, Carrier
Dog, Carrier Dog Follower, Carrier Dog Follow-
er Spring, Carrier bog Pin, Carrier Dog Washer,
Carrier Pivdt Tube, Connector Left: Connector
right; Connector Pin, Hammer. Hamper Pin,
Hammer Pin Washer, Hammer Plunger, Hammer
Spring, Safety, Safety'Plunger, 'Safety Spring,
Safety Spring etaining Pin, Sear, Sear Pin, _;,,
Sear Spting-T gter, Trigg* Fin, trigger
Plate, R.H.; Trigger Plate Pin Bushing, Trigger
Plate Pin Detent Springs, From (2); Trigger
Plate Detent,Spring; Rear)

Trigger f2141/3A./isembly; (H. Safe) - 4'

Trigger Plate'Pin. Front -
Trigger 'Pike Pin. 'Roar .

Trigger Plate Pin Bushing
Trigger Plate Pin Doted Spring, Front
Trigger Plate Pin, Pin Detent Spring, Rear

.
.

Figure 4-488.-7 Remington M879 parts list.
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BARREL To remove and clean the barrel,
push the safety to SAFE. Open the action, unscrew
the magazine cap, and pull barrel from the
receiver. Replace magazine cap on the end of the
magazine tube. To clean the barrel, use acleaning
rod with a lightly, oiled cloth..lf powder fouling.
remains in the barrel, use a powder solvent to
scrub the bore. After using solvent, wipe clean
and re-oil very lightly. Replace the barrel by
removing the magazine cap, insert barrel in
receiver, and replace the magazine' cap.

' TRIGGER PLATE ASSEMBLY With the
safety pushed ON SAFE, cock. the action. Tap
out the front and rear trigger plate pins (fig.
4-48A). Lift rear of the trigger plate from-bre-
ceiver, then slide rearward to remove from the
gun. The trigger assembly will be cleaned as a
unit by brushing with a solvent. Wipe dry and
re-oil very .sparingly. When replacing the plate
assembly in the gun, make sure the action bar
lock (fig. 4-46) enters the receiver easily and
operates in position.

F^RE-END ASSEMBLY UNIT- Push the
safety ON SAFE, Close the action, remove the
rnsgazine cap and barrel. Reach into bottom- of
receiver and press the left shell latch inwerd.
Remove -fore-end by sliding forward off the
magazine tube. Alter the fore-end assembly has,(Av
been remd,..d fromthe gun, the breech boltpart's
and "slide may be lifted from ends_oLt16 action
Vars.

NOTE: The top right edge of slide may bind
on bottom front edge of ejector port in the
receiver. To free the slide, push downward
on front end of the bolt.
It is not necessary to disassemble the bolt

, for routine asuning. Brash with solvent. to clean,
then wipe dry.

' Assembly of the weapon is done in reverse of
disasgembly. There are, howeier, set procedureS
to follow to facil tate the assembly.

When assem ling the fore-end parts, the gun
must be cocked. ng this assembly, place slide
in the correct position on ends of the doublg
action bar. Place the breech bolt assembly,
which include`, the attached locking block assem-
bly, over slide on the action bars: Insert end of
action bars into matching grooyesin the receiver.
Move the fore-end slowly until contact is made
with the front end of right shell latch. Presa
front right shell latch into side Of the receiver
and cbiitinue moving the fore-end past this latch
until contact is made. with the left, shell latch.
Press the front of left shell. latch in to allow

fore-end assembly to, pets and move freely into
the receiver. Assemble barrel toile receiver aid
tighten firmly with the magazine cap. This
completes the essenibly of the shotgun.

LINE THROWING GUN

The line-throwing gun (fig. 4-49) is the only
gun in the Navy that fires a projectile of small
arms caliber that is not intended as a weapon.
The gun is' also pique among, those we have
taken up in this chapter in that it is not of Army
origin. It is used only by, the Navy and the
reference publication for It is OP 546.

The line-throwing gun is used to pass a small
line from ship to ship or from a ship to the
beach. A projectile, with one end of the line
attached, is fired from the gun by the impulse
of a blank cartridge. This small line serves as
a messenger for the larger lines of refueling
rigs, high lines, breeches buoys, mooring line's,
etc.

The gun is single shot, smooth bore (.45
cal.), with a short barrel of tip -down action
hinged to the frame. It is ruggedly constructed,
and the breech,is heavily reinforced to withstand
the r latiyely high chamber pressures.

ethot,line is made of nylodwith a minirrium
lien_new) breaking strength of 125 pounds. It

is wound on a.wooden, spindle in such a way that,
when the spindle is removed for firing, it will
pay out without fouling. The ammunition is a
blank 45-70 cartridge loaded through the breech
of the gun while the projectile is.loaded through
the muzzle.

The projectile (fig. 4-49)k is made up of
three major units; a buoyancy chamber, an il-
luminating unit, and .the rod. The buoyancy
chamber is a .pkistic bottle-shaped cylinder
fitted onto the front of the rod. It serves to
keep the projectile afloat. Tfie illumination unit
is essentially, a small flashlight which is enclosed
in. the buoyancy chamber. It is especially useful
during night operation for obvious reasons. The
rod is the part of the projectile that goes in the
gun's muzzle. The nylon shbt line is attachedt:, a
slide on, the rod. If the rod gets s..ratched-;
burred, or slightly bent, use fine emcry cloth
to get it back into shape. Qp NOT fire any pro-
jectile that fails to enter th bore freely.

FIRING TIE/GUN

Before firing the caliber .45 line-throwing
gun, certain precautions are necessary.

120
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...+ol-"41..

lf
Figure 4-49,.Caliber .45 line-throwing gun and projettile.'
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1. Before .loading, select an outboard firing
position clear of rigging, ship's structure, or any
obstacles on which the line may become fouled.

2. All loading and firing operations are to be
performed at the rail, with the gun pointed
outboard in a safe direction.

3. Open the breech and inspect the bore to see
that it is thoroughly clean and dry, and slip the
projectile into the muzzle to see that it moves
freely. The prOjectile must move freely its entire
length of the travel in the borc. Excessive
frictici produces dangerously high chamber pres-
sure-6d reduces range.

It takes two men to safely fire the line-throwing
gun finless the special cannister is used.One man
holds the coiled line and the other fires the
gun. Assuming that the projectile has been
properly prepared, follow this procedure:

Both men station themselves at the rail, the
man holding. the coiled line to leeward of the
shooter. On a ship underway this precaution
normally puts the man with the gun forward of
the man holding the line. ,

If the line has riot -yet been attached to the
projectile, do., it now. Knock out the wooden
spindle; pull enough line from the center of the
coil and tie it to the slide on the projectile.
Don't pull out any more line than is necessary

.1' for this operation.
Try the projectile in the bore of the gun.

It must pass through freely. Now take the pro-
jectile out of the bore.

Standing at the rail, open.the breech by press-
ing the unlocking lever to one side.

Insert a cartridge into the breech.
Close the breech.
Insert the pr9jectile rod into the bore as far

as it will go.
Brace the gun firmly against the shoulder.

Cock the gun by pulling back on'the haminer until
.it reaches the full cock position.

AIM the gun. At short ranges the gun is
fairly accurate. At long ranges, however, you
will have to elevate your aim and use "Kentucky
windage', to lead the target. The path of the
projectile and line are seriously affected by
wind, Also, the projectile is relatively slow
moving, so target speed is a factor in aiming the
gun. About the only firth rule we can lay down
here is that your shot should `be placed well clear
of personnel on the receiving ship. Fire the gun.

When the man holding the coiled line sees that
the prc.,jecttle has definit4-,ly crossed the other
ship, he squeezes the coil, halting any further
paying out of the shot line.

122

Take a bight in the line and secure what is
left in the coil with it. Bend your shot line
to whatever running lines are gbing to be sent
over to the receiving ship.

Your interest in the proceedings now is largely
one of trying to get your shot line and projectile
sent back with the rig.

Note 1: In the event a misfire, keep the gun
braced against your shoulder and pointed in a safe
direction. Recock and 'attempt td fire again.
If repeated attempts to fire fail, wait one minute
before opening the breech and removing the car-
tridge. Take a quick look at the primer to
see it' it has been struck by the jiring pin; if
so, deep six it.

The firing pin of the line-throwing gun is a
short, free-floating type.' It is a goodWea,
before you shoot, to elevate the gunge it
to bring the firing pin out toward traV hammer as
far as it will go.

Note 2: When shooting the gun, ,do NOT lay
your thumb on top of the stock immediately behind
the breech unlocking lever. Instead, lay it along-
side the frame. The recoil of a line-throwing
gun is such that, if you hold it incorrectly, the
unlocking lever can pinch or even penetrate your
hand, And there is the 1,possibility that if your
hand is placed so as \ to interfere with the
unlocking lever's rearward movement, the lever
may be caminedto one side,tmlockingthe breech.
In this case, rft'coilMay be accompanied by a. rapid
unintentional disassembly of the gun.

Maintenance

Authorized disassembly of the line-throwing
gun is limited to the following steps: ,

1. Remove 'the foregrip, by pulling it down
firmly,releasing the spring snap which sectires
the grip to the barrel.

2. Remove the barrel
and pushing back on the
from the.frame.

`The gun is reassembled by 'reversing the
foregoing steps..

When the gun is stored in the armory, it is
kept lubricated with a light oll,'as are all small
arms. When it is to be fired, however, the bore
must be completely elnaned and dried by running
patches through it. Also, between consecutive
firings, a dry patch should be run through the

by opening the breech
banal, disengaging it
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bore' to remove all powder residue from the pre-
vious shot. The line-throwing gun is known.for
its kick, and anything causing 'the projectile NI
bind in the bore adds dangerously to the gun's
recoil.

BROWNING AL-XCHINHGUN CAUSER .50, M2

- Browning machineguns (abbreviated BMG) are
standard Army weapons used by the Navy in the
air, ashore, and afloat. The caliber .50 BMG now
used by the Navy and Army is the M2, which may
be equipped with either of two different kinds of

TRIGGER REAR
SIGHT

BOLT
HANDLE

barrelsair-cooled (for aircraft use), or air -
cooled heavy barrel (HB). Although the caliber
.50 HB (fig. 4-50) is not used as extensively as
it once was, it is still found on many combat
ships and on certain types of landing craft._
(The- .50 caliber RIGS are still important as
aircraft armament, but, you're not likely to -have
to deal with such installations. Therefore,we will
not take up the air-cooled aircraft caliber .50
BMG.)

The mechajiisms and the principles of opera-
tion of the caliber .50 BMG will be taken up in
this section of the chapter. For the detailed
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FEEDWAY
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A
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'TRIGGER'

`DRIVING SPRING ROD
AND SPRING6

L

BREECH LOCK RECEIVER!

(CHAMBER
'BARREL-I

BACK PLATE WITH
GRIZONTAL BUFFER

(BREECH LOCK,'
PIN FIRING PIN

`BOLT LATCH
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OIL BUFFER

OIL ,BUF F ER SPRING
!BREECH LOCK(

DEPRESSOR
!BARREL

EXTENSION

\ . 84.112
Figure 4-50. Browning machinegun, call r :50 HB, M2. A. Exterior. B. Cutaway view.
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information on the caliber .50 BIIG refer to-the ,
Army's FM 23-65:

The main characteristics of the caliber .50
BMG, ,j2 are as follows:

Weight of receiver group 56 lb

Weight of barrel

Total weight of g un,
complete, on tripod
mount, M3

o Maximum range (M2
ball)

Maximum effective range

Cyclic rate of fire

Muzzle velocity (M2
ball)

Length of gun overall

Length of barrel

26 lb (approx)

V

126 lb (approx)

7400 yards

2000 yards

450-500 RPM (approx)

2930 fps

65 in. (approx)

45 in.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Browning machinegun, caliber..50 BB:
I.12, is a belt-fed, recoil-operated, air-cooled
maciunegun. The gun is .capable of semiauto-
matic, as well as automatic fire.

By repositioning some of the componentparts,
the gun is capable of alternate feed (ammunition
can be fed from either the right or left side of
the receiver); however, under .most circum-
stances, the gun is fed from the left side. A
disintegrating metallic link belt is used in feeding.
In preparation for firing, the first roundrequires
manual operation.

The force for recoil operation of the weapon
is fu shed by the expanding gases and is
cOnfroll d by various spAngs, cams, and levers.

Air cooling of the weapon ispermitted through
maximum exposure to the air of the barrel and
receiver. Perforations in the barrel support
allow air to circulate around the breech end of
the barrel and help to cool the parts. The heavy
barrel is used to retard early overheating.

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY A

There are two classifications of disassembly
and assembly of the caliber .50 BMG: general and
detailed.
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The general disassembly and assembly is
what you as a GMG are expected to kfiofv. This
includes removal of groups from the gun to the
extent required for limited cleaning or replace-
ment of groups.

Detailed disassembly and assembly includes
the removal of an component parts from each
group for cleaning, minor repairs, or replacement
of parts.

We will present information here, only on the
general disassembly and assembly. If it betimes
necessary that you need information on the details
necessary for you to do detailed disassembly and
assembly of the caliber .50 BMG, refer to the
Army's FM 23-65.

Barrel. Turn the cover latch shaft lever and
raise the cover group (fig. 4 -51).' Grasp the
retracting slide handle with the right hand, palm
up; pull the recoiling parts to the rear until the
1 on the birrel locking spring alines with the
3 8-inch hole, in the right sideplate of the re-
ceiver (just below the feedway exit). The barrel
can be turned only when the Iug is alined with the
3/8-inch hole. Unscrew 'the barrel from the
barrel extension, and remove the barrel from
the receiver (fig. 4-52). Be careful not to damage
the threads, or barrel loziking notches.

CAUTION: Do not allow the bolt to slam
forward with the barrel reiiioved. Damage to
parts will result from this action.

RETRACTMG
,SAL41:40tE

Figure 4-5I.Raising the cover.
84.360
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84.361
Figure 4-52. Removing the barrel.

Backplate. Ensure that the bolt latch release
(fig. 4-53) is up, free of the bolt latch, release
lock. If it is not, push down on the bolt latch
release and turn the ,buffer tube sleeve clock-.
wise, or to_ the right, until the bolt latch release
lock is free of the bolt latch release (fig. 4-53).
The bolt must be forwardAdore the backplate is

84.362
Figure 4-53. Bolt latch release lock free

of the .bolt latch release.

removed. if the bolt is to the rear, push down
on the bolt latch release to let the bolt go
forward. The backplate latch lock and latch are
below the buffer tube. Pull out on the latch lock
and up on the latch; remove the backplate by lift-
ing it straight up (11g. 4-54)

Driving spring group. fTlie inner and outer
driving springs and. driving spring rod are lo-
cated next to the right sideplate, inside the
receiver (fig. 4-55). Push in on the head of the
driving spring rod and turn to the left to remove
the driving spring rod retaining pin from its seat
in the ;right sideplate. Pull the driving spring
group fo the rear .and out of the receiver. A
slight pressure is exerted on the driving springs
wlen the bolt is forward, however, never attempt
to cock the gun while the backplate is off and the
driving -spring rota installed. If the backplate is off
and the driving spring group is compressed, the
retaining pin on the driving spring rod can slip
from itt seat and injure anyone behind the gun.

Bolt stud. Grasp the retracting slide handle
and giv it a quick jerk, bcaway to the rear, to
free the bolt from the barrel extension and move
the bolt halfway to the rear. Aline the collar
on the bolt stud with the clearance hole in the
bolt slot on the right sideplate, and rernoVe the
bolt stud to the right (fig. 4-56), If the bolt
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84.363
Figure 47-54. Removing thb.backplate.
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Figure 4-55. Drisfmg
ing spring rod retal
rightitleplate,

COLLAR

CLEARANCE HOLE

84.364
group with the driv-
in in its seat in the

BOLT STUD

A

BOLT LATCH ,

4

84.366
Figure 4-57. - Freeing the bolt.

Bolt. After freeing, the bolt, slide it from
the rear of the receiver (fig. 4-58). Place the
bolt down on its right side (with the extractor
arm up), so the ,extractor will not fall from the
bolt.

+ Oil buffer group and barrel extension'. Insert
the drift of a cornhination tool, or other pointed
instrument through the hole in the lower rear
corner of the right sideplate. Pcish in on the
oil buffer body spring lock. At,the same time
lace one hand on the receiver and push th;

84.365
Fig -lire 4- 56. Removing the bolt stud.

is accidentally moved all the way to the rear, the
,bolt latch will engage in the bolt latch notches
in the top of the bolt. If this occurs, raise
the bolt latch (left of the trigger bar) and push
.the bolt 4orward' to aline the bolt stub with the.
clearance hole (fig. 4-57).
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BOLT

84.367
Figure 4-58. Removing the Bolt

from the receiver.
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-
barrel extension group and oil-buffer group to
the rear (fig. 4-59). Renswe the! oil buffer group
and barrel extension group from the receiver.
Separate ther two groups by pushingforward on the
tips of the accelerator (fig. 4-.60).

Oil buffer assembly. Pull the on buffer
assembly from the rear ,of the oil buffer body
group. The oil , buffer assembly will not be
disassembled (fig. 4-61). This completes the
general disassembly for limited cleaning and
replacement of groups. Figure 4-62 shows the
major groups after general disassembly.

To assemble the gun, replace the groups' in
the reverse order of removal of disassembly.
To make assembly easier, there are certain
procedures to follow that we will covei;fiere.

Oil buffer assembly and oil buffer body
group. Replace the oil buffer assembly in the
Oil buffer body group, with the key on the spring
guide to the right. This key must fit in its slot
in the right side of Ihe oilbuffer body. Turn the
oil buffer 'tube until the screwdriver slot (ih the
rear of the tube) is vertical, the arrow pointing
to /the right. The stud on the tube lock will
now engage the serrations in the oil buffer tube.
To keep the tube from turning, push the on
biller assembly fully forward (figs. 4-63 and
4-64) 0

Oil buffer group and barrel extension grolip.
To join, the two groups together, hold the oil
buffer group in the right hand, with the index
finger supporting the accelerator. Join the notch
on the shank of the barrel extension group with
the cross groove in the piston rod of the oil
buffer assembly. At the same time, aline the
breech lock depressors with their guideways ih
the sides of the barrel extension, ensuring that
the_ tips of the accelerator are- against the re

-end of the barrel extension (claws against
Shank) (fig. 4-65), Push the groups to
As they rotate to the rear, press down o the
tips of the accelerator to ensure positive 1
of the groups. Place the groups in the re .
and push them forward until the oil buffer body
spring lock snags into ,position. When the parts
are properly locked in place, the oil buffer tube
should protrude about 1-1/8-ifiches from the
rear of the oil buffer body group.

Bolt. Place the bolt in the receiver, with the
top of the cocking lever 'forward and the extractor
down (fig. 4-66). Push the bolt forward into the
receiver. At the same time, look through the slot

"in either sideplate. As the front end of the bolt
approaches the tips of the accelerator, press down

84.368
Figure 4-59. Removing oil buffer group and

barrel extension group..
}A

ON. !burry' CrIOUP

84.369
Figure 4-60.Separating the groups.

ate
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OIL swot sow GROG[

84.370
Figure. 4-61.Separating the oil buffer
assembly from the oil buffer body group.
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OIL BUFFER BODY SPRING I,OCK

-

--01t. SUFFER GUIDE ON. BUFFER SPRING GUIDE KEY

84.372
Figure 4-63.-= Replacing the oil buffer assembly.

`St;AEWDRIVER SLOT

S

ARNW

. . .

SERRATIONS

84.373
Figure. 4-64. Replacing the 'oil buffer assembly.

on the rear end of the bolt to let the front end
clear the accelerator tips Ifig. 4-67). Raise
the rear of the bolt and continue to push-the bolt
forward until the bolt latch engages the notches
in the top of the bolt; ,raise the bolt latch and
push the bolt into the receiver. The barrel
extension, oil buffer, and bolt groups may be
returned. to the receiver together pg. 4-68).

Bolt stud. Position the bolt to return the
bolt stud. Enditcre that the collar of the stud is
inside the right sideplate.

P.;;

SAIWILL EMMY:1 swig
A CLIRATOW'TIWS

ACCILCRATOR CLAWS

84.374
Figure 4-65.joining the barrel extension

- group and oil buffer group.

S

84:375
figure 4-66. ,Replacing the bolt.

Driving spring group. Push the bolt all the
Way forward. The oil buffer tube is now inside
the receiver. Place the end of the driving spring
rod in its hole in the rear of the bolt, and push
the driving spring group forward. Press in and

. to the right on the head of the driving spring rod,
and place the retaining pin in its seat in the
right sideplate.

Bookplate group. Hold the backplate with the
latch down and the trigger up; place the backplate
guides in their guideways. Hold out on the latch -
lock, and tap the backplate into position until
the latch snaps into place '(fig. 4-69). Release
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84.376

,Figure 4-67. Bolt clearing the accelerator tips.

84.377
Figure 4-68. Returning the barrel extension,

oil buffer, and bolt groups together.

the latchlock, and pull up, on the backPlate group
to see that it ,is firm* in place. (If, the end
of the oil buffer tube prevents return of the
backfilate, . the oil buffer body spring is not
properly seated).

Barrel. Pull the retracting slide handle to
the rear until the lug on the barrel locking
spring is visible throtigh the 3/8-inch hole in
the right sideplate. SOrew the barrel all the'.
way into the barrel extension; then unscrew the
barrel two notches. Cl se the cover. This com-
pletes the general die sseffibly and assembly.

BACKPLATE LATCH LOCK ,BACKPLATE LATCH
.

84.422
Figure 4-69. Replacing the backprate group.

Operating the BMG Caliber .50

The safest and best way to operate a .50
cal. machinegun is follow the correcf, set pro-
cedures. By following these procedures, you
prevent damage to the gun and possible injury
to you or others in 'the area. The operating
procedures of the caliber .50 BMG include
loading or ,inloading the gun, clearing the gun,...

or allowing the bolt to go forward.
On the command to "half-load", the double

loop- end of the- ammunition belt is inserted in
the feedway until the first round' is held 'by the
belt holding pawl. The retracting slide handle is
then pulled all the way to the rear and released.
With the bolt latch release 1 itioned to
engage the bolt latch release, bolt and
retracting slice handle will move and Ii,nder
pressure of the deiving 'spring group, thus half-
loading the gun. However, if the bolt latch
release is up and free of the bolt 'atch release
lock, the bolt latch will hold the bolt to the
rear. Now, 'push the retracting 'slide handle all
the way forward,(before releasing the POlt); then
press down on the 'bolt latch release to Jet the
bolt go forward. ..
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The procedure for fully loading the gun is the
same as for half-loading, except that the opera-
tion is repeated.

To unload the gun, the bolt latch release is
unlocked, the cover latch release is turned, and the
cover is raised. The ammunition belt is lifted
from the gun. The bolt is pulled to the rear,
and the chamber and T-slot are examined to see
that they hold no rounds. After this examination,
the bolt is allowed to go forward, the cover is
closed and latched, and the trigger is pressed.

The procedure for clearing the gun is the
same as for uploading except that in clearing the
gun, the bolt is latched to the rear, the bolt is
not released, tuld the cover is not lowered.

_ Functioning of the Caliber .50 BMG

Disassembly and assembly affords an oppor-
tunity to learn the nomenclature of parts Which
each GMG should take adyantage of. In this
section we will discuss the functions of the parts.
You must learn haw these parts function to
reduce most of the stoppages encountered, and
enable' you to keep the curl in working order.

Eabh time the gun is fired, the parts inside
,the gun work in a given sequence. These move--
Lments are controlled by various springs, cams and
levers. (14,

There are eight basic steps in a cycle of
operation. These steps don't necessarily follow
insequence because one or more steps may occur
at the same time.

Following are the steps in the functioning of
the caliber .50 BMG:

I. Feeding. The action of placing a cartridge
in the -receiver approximately in back of the
barrel, ready for chambering.

2. Chambering. A new round is placed in the
chamber.

. 3. Locking. The bolt is locked to the barrel
and barrel ,extension.

"4., Firing. The firing pin is released ignitint.
the primer of the cartridge.

5. Unlocking. The bolt unlocks from the barrel
and barrel- extension.

6. EXtracting. The empty cartridge case is
pulled from the chamber.

7. Ejecting. The empty cartridge case is
ejected from the receiver.

8. Cocking. The firing pin is withdrawn into
the cocked position.

,4

Feeding.

Figure 4-70 shows the feeding mechanism
parts set up for both right and left hand feeding.
Refer to this figure and those following to
follow the feeding cycle as we discuss the two
phases of the feeding cycle.

In the first-lhase, when the bolt is fully
forward, the belt feed slide (figs., 4-71 and 4-72)
is in the cover; the ammunition belt is held in

feedway by the belt holding pawl (figs. 4-71
.11(1.4-72). As the bolt moves to the rear, its cam

groove guides the belt feed lug, pivoting the levees
and moving the feed. slide out the side of the
cove, (fig. 4-73). The belt is held stationary by
the belt holding pawl, while the belt feed pawl
rides up over the link holding the first round (fig.
4-74). The feed slide moves out far enough to the
left to allow. the belt feed spring to force the pawl

jown .behind the first round (fig. 4-75). Forward
Movement of the bolt moves the bolt feed lever
which, in turn, moves the slide back into the re=
ceiver. The belt is pushed in by the belt feed_pawl.
The next, round rides over the belt holdfng pawl,
compressing its spring until the next round has
passed (fig. When the bolt is fully forward,.
the slide is back in the cover; the first round is
engaged by the extractor. -

The second phase of feeding entails withdrawing
a new round from the belt. The extractor grips

,,the first round in the feedway and, as the recoiling
litir,,ts -move' to the rear, withdraws it from the
athinunition belt. Initially theVip of the extractor
is held secure by the downwait,piessure of the
cover extractor spring (fig. 4-77).

As the bolt continues to the rear, the cover
extractor cam forces the extractor down; causing
the cartridge to enter the T-slot in the bolt
(fig. 4-7$). tio the extractor is forced down, the
extractor lug, rig the itoli of the extractor
switch, forbes ti rear 0 extractor switch
downward. Near, the en the bolt rearward
movement, the estractor lug overrides the end
of, the switch and the twitch snaps into position.

Chambering

As the . forward, thts new.rotuid is
held bye th slot an the extractor assembly.
The extractor stop 'pin permits the extractor
asse bly to go down fax enough to aline the new
roun with the chamber (fig. 4-79). As ,the bolt
cont ues forwrd,. the new round is chambered,
an this action takiit place the extractor lug
ri es upon the extractor cam, corhpresses the

..,
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-0*

PLUNGER,BELT
FEED LEVER

ARM,BELT
FEED PAWL

SLIDE,FEeD,
BELT

PAWL, FEED, BELT

STOP,CARTRIDGE,FRON
INN

PAWL,HOLDING, BELT

.,STRIPPERNK
STOP,
CARTRIDGES
REAR

STOP,
CAR TRIDGE,
REAR ,R.H.
ASSEMBLY

LEFT HAND FEED

SWITCH
BOLT

BOLT;

RIGHT HAND,FEED-% .

Figure 4-70. Browning machinegun, caliber .50 11B, M2. FSeding m
, - 84.114

sm parts set up
for left-hand and right-luuid feediSg.

cover spring, and through pressure of .the Spring,
snaps into the groove in the next cartridge.

The following information is presented as a
review of an operating cycle of the caliber .50
BMG.
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You can tgllow most of the cycle by referring
to figure 4-50B. Assumilhe chamber is loaded,
the gun pocelied, and therholt1 h releasec4 The
trigger is depressed, thLfirilig ttii15,9s the
primer, the propelling charge i3::0141:tpdthe
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BELT -FEED
PAWL

BELT FEED SLID(

BELT FEED
PAWL

0
WA/0X "'I

BELT FEED
SLIDE

AMMUNITION
BELT

BELT HOLDING
PAWL,

84.378
Figure 4-71.-- Feeding bolt fully forward, belt

feed slide in the cover and ammunition. belt
herd in the feedway by the belt holding pawl
(rear view).

BELT CCU, LEvEi

,
SOLT

".
BELT FEED/St:Or

84.379
Figure 4-72.Feeding bolt fully forward, belt

feed slide in the cover and ammunition belt
held in the feedway by the Left-holding pawl
(top View; 4

.

84.380
Figure 4-73. Feeding belt feed slide

moving out the side, of tjle cover.
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84.381
Figure 4-74. Feedingbelt feed pawl

riding over the first round.
. ,

recoiling parts start rearward. After 3/4 inch
of recoil, the breech lock is cammed down. to
release the 'bolt from the barrel extension which
strikes the accelerator, is bitught to a stop.by
the oil buffer, and is locked in recoil position
by the accelerator.

Meanwhile the bolt, kiCked all the way to the
rear by the accelerator, rebbunds against the
upper buffer, and counterrecoils, unlocking the
barrel extension from the reqeiver. When the
breechblock reengages, the barrel extenSi on locks
to the bolt and both move forward together
into battery. The cycle repeats when the firibg
pin sets off the next Cartridge:

GUN MAINTENANCE

The importance ,of a thorough knowledgeof how
to care. for, clean, and preserve the Machinegim
cannot be over-emphasized. y roper care, cleEui-;
ing, and preservation- determine' whether or not
this gun will shoot accurately and function properly
when needed. The bore and .chamber"Mustbe
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BELT FEED
PAWL

4

anumminum Num an aw BELT FEED
PAWL

t7.

BELT FEED
SLIDE

BELT HOLDING
. PAWL

84.382
Figure 4-75. Feeding belt feed pawl

behind the first round,

kept in perfect condition to ensure accurate fire.
Because of thd clOse fit of working surfaces and
the higli speed at which the gun operates, it is
important that the receiver and moving parts be
kept clean, well lubriCated, and free from burrs,
rust, dirt, or grease. This ensures proper,
efficient functioning of the gun.

To ensure prbper care of the machinegun, it is
necessary to establish standard operating pro-
cedures concerning frequency at which the gun
is to be cleaned. This can be done by the use of
the 3-M system Maintenance Requirement Cards
(MRCS) (if implemented) or by-using.TM 9-1005v
213-10 to set up your maintenance procedures.
Under combat conditions, it may be necessary
to Glean the gun, where it is mounted; however,
when possible, the gun should be disassembled,
cleaned, and oiled in a clean, dry-location, where
it is least exposed to moisture, odirt,,etc. Be
particularly careful to remove all sand or dirt
which, if not removed, act as an abrasive on
moving parts causing excessive wear, sluggish
operation, or malfunction. Do not oil parts ex-
cessively. Excessive oil solidifies and causes
sluggish operation or complete failure.

Each gun should be cleaned as soon after
firing as poSsible, and each time it is taken to
the field and returned. Under combat conditions,

BELT HOLDING
PAWL

84.383'
Figure...4726. Feeding belt feed: slide moving

inside the cover, with the belt feed pawl behind
the first round.

COVER EXTRACTOR SPRING
DRIVING SPRING 'GROUP EXTRACTOR

CHAMBER

84.384
Figure 447. Feeding, withdrawing the

v.._ first round from the feedway.

the gun should be cleaned and lightly oiled daily.
Under ideal conditions, where the gun is not used
and is stored in a clean, dry place, it may only
be necessary to inspect, clean, and lubricate the
gun onc4. aieek.

For more detailed information on the pre-,
scribed cleaning materials, lubricants, and rust
preventives to be used in the caliber .50 BMG
niaintenafice refer to the Army's FM 23-65.
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84.385
Figure 4-78. Feeding cartridge entering

the T-slot in the bolt.

RICTOR SWITCA

COVE'? EXTRACTOR SPRING, EXTRACTOR CAM

84.386
Figure 4-79. Chambering new round

alined with the chamber.

INSPECTION ANP GAGING
OF BMG CALIBER .50 HB, M2

dam 'Jo the barrel extension, bolt, or'breech-
.bIock MInessive headspace leaves too' much
play tween bolt and barrel, and may result in
ruptured cartridge cases and pOssible injury to
the gunner.

In the gaging and adjustrhent of headspace
the HEADSPACE AND TIMING GAGE (Army No.
535/217) is used. Headspace must be checked
befofe firing, and adjusted, if necessary. Here
is the procedure:

1. Raise the cover. Retilidt the recoiling parts
and screw the barrel all the way into the barrel
extension, then unscrew the barrel two notches.

2. Cock the gun; pull the retracting slide
handle all the way to the rear, then return it to
its most forward position. Press the bolt latch
release and allow the bolt to go forward.

Note. Be careful not to depress the trigger,
since this willikause the firing pin tote released.

CAUTION: The firing pin should never be
released with the gage in the T-slot as this could
damage the firing pin and gage.

3. Pull the retracting slide handle back until
the barrel extension is about one-sixteenth of an
inch from the trunnion blook. This willensure that
the locking surfaces of the breech lock and the bolt
are in proper contact. This prevents the driving
spring group and weight of the parts from giving a
false determination (fig. 4-80).

4. First, insert the GO end of the headspace
gage in the T-slot, between the face of the bolt
and the rear end of the barrel. If the GO end of

Inspection. Check the general appearance of
the weapon. Pull the bolt to.the rear, release,
and check for smooth operation. Clriick the cover
latch; be sure the spring has enough tension to
keep the cover securely latched. Raise the cover
and check the functioning of the cover detent WM&
pawl.. Move the belt feed lever from side to
side, and make sure the belt feed mechanisrh
rooves in its full travel in both directions. When

Nifou inspect the bolt, check the, extractor and
ejector, and look for corrosion. Check the back
plate latch and lock.

After gaging, test the ,-action of the gun
mechanism by feeding several dummy cartridges
assembled into a belt (with new belt links) through
the gun, operating the gun mechanism by hand.

Gaging. In the caliber .50 Browning rAachine-
gun, headspace 4s measured from the fade of the
bolt to the base of the clambered cartridge.
Tight (Insufficient) headspace will cause poor

EXTRACTOR,,_

7.S

MeV
KOWA= CAM

-1

/

timing of locking and unlocking and consequent Figure Inserting the headspace

sc.
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then gage enters fre ly down to the center °ring of
the gage, then atte t to insert the NO GO end
of the gage. If the GO end enters, and the NO GO
end does not enter, correct headspace is set.

5. If the GO end of the gage does not enter
freely, headspace is too tight. When this condi-
tion exists the barrel must be unscrewed one
click (notch at a time checking with the gage
after each click), until the GO end of the gage
enters freely. To complete the adjustment,,
attempt to insert the NO GO end of the gage; if
it does not enter, correct headspace is set.
Remember, to unscrew the barrel, or to screw
the barrel into the barrel extension, the lug on
the barrel locking spring must be alined with
the 3/8-inch hole in the right side plate.

6. If the NO GO end of the gage enters the
T-slot, headspace is too loose. The barrel must
be Screwed into the barrel extension (one click
at time) cheCking with the -gage after each
click, until the GO end ente and the NO GO
end does not.

7. Remove the gage.

Timing is the adjustment of ,the weapon so
that firing takes place when the recoiling parts
are between .020 and .116 inches out of battery
to prevent contact between the front end of the
barrel extension and the trunnion block. Timing
is correctly set when the following conditions
are met.

1. The recoiling parts are locked together.
2. Firing takes place just before the parts

are in battery (fully forward).
3. When the gun fires on the FIRE gage, and

does not fire on, the NO FIRE gage. Timing
must be checked and/or set each time headspace
is set, or whenever timing is questionable.

The following procedures are to be followed
in checking and/or setting timing.

1. Ensure that the gun has correct headspace
adjustment:

2. Cock the gun; pull the retracting slide
handle all the way to the rear and return It to
its most forward position. Press the bolt latch
release and allow the bolt to go forward.

Note. Do. not depress-the -trigger.
3. Raise the extractor and pull the retracting

slide handle. badk until the front end of the
barrel, extension is about one-fourth of an inch
from the trunnion block.

4. Insert the NO EIRE timing gage between
the barrel extension and, the trunnion block,

placing the beveled edge of the gage on the
barbel notches (fig. 4-81).

5. Let the barrel extension close slowly on
the gage.

6. Depress the trigger firmly, attempting to
release the firing pin. The firing pin should
not release. If the firing pin_does release, the
gun is timed to fire.too early.

7. To correct for this, pull the retracting
slide handle' to the rear, allow the bolt to go
-forward. Insert the cap gage, remove the back -
plate and screw the timing adjustment nut to the
left until it rests on the trigger lever (fig.
4-82). Press "up" firmly on the trigger lever
attempting to fire. Rotate the timing adjust-
ment nut to the right one notch at a time, each
time pressing up firmly on the trigger lever,
attempting to fire the weapon.

8. When the firing pin is released, turn the
timing adjustment nut two additional notches to
the "right" and replace the bookplate.

9. Recock the weapon and allow the bolt to go
forward. Insert the NO FIRE gage between the
trunnion block and the barrel extension and
attempt to fire the weapon by depressing the
trigger. The weapon should not fire. If the
weapon does fire, a mechanical defect exists..

10. Replace the NO FIRE gage with the FIRE
gage and attempt to fire. The weapon should
fire.

11. When all of the above procedures have been
completed, the weapon is correctly timed.

EXTRACTOR X

BARREL EXTENSION
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TIMING GAGE

TRUNNION MACK

.40000,11)",

84.388
Figure 4-81.Inserting the timing gage.
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MING ADJUSTMENT NUT

84.389
Figure 4-82. Rotating the timing

adjustment nut to the left.

THE 7.62-1I11I M60 AIACHINEGUN

The M60 machinegun (fig. 4-83) is used
primarily as a supporting element of a -rifle
company. The weapon is used both offensively
and defensively to support the nfleman and pro-
vide him with a heavy, controlled and accurate
fire that is beyond the capability of the indi-
vidual small arms. The weapon can effectively
engage predetei mined targets under all conditions
of visibility. '

A most significant design feature of the M60
machinegun is- fixed headspace which enables the
barrel to be changed in only three seconds. This
allows rapid cooling, and accounts for the 1160s
increased mite of fire over other earlier machine-
guns.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND DATA

. .

The M60 machinegun is a. belt fed, gas
operated, air cooled, automatic weapon. Am-
munition is fed into the gun by a disintegrating
metallic split-link belt. Its operation is similar
to -that of the M14 rifle, in that the trapped gases
from the previous exploding cartridge provide
the energy required load and fire ,the next
round. Initially the w apon is fired from- the
bolt open position. When the trigger is squeezed,
the operating rod and bolt move forward, cham-
bering. and firing the first round. This act]
will continue automatically as lOng as there is
ammunition and the trigger is held to the rear.

The 1460 has an overall length of 43.5-inches
and weighs apprOximately 23-pounds. The barrel,
which is chrome lined, measures 25.7-inches
with the flash suppressor. It has four lands and'
grooves, with a uniform right hand twist of one
complete turn every 10-inches.

Ammunition for the M60 1s the standard
NATO cartridge which can be fired at a /sus-
tained rate of 100 - rounds per minute foy 10-
minutes, after which the barrel must be cheged.
On rapid fire, the M60 can deliver up W 2q0-
rounds per minute for two minutes, before the
barrel must be changed. The cyclic rate of fire
is 500-600 rounds per minute, with a barrel
change required every minute. Muzzle velocity
is 2700 feet per second with a maximum range
of 3500 meters (4000 yards). The maximum
effective range is 1100 meters (1200 yards).

The major groups and assemblies of the
M60 machinegun, along with an index to the
groups, are shown in figure 4-84. Figure 4-83
shows the gun mounted on a bipod. It may
also be mounted on tripod mount M122 (fig.
4-85). The method of installing the gun on the
tripod mount is shown in figure 4-86.

LOADING AND FIRING

F Xn.munition for the machinegun is fired from
a metallic, split-link belt containing 100 rounds.
At one end of the link belt there is a double
link, that is started into the gun. Figure 4-87
shows the steps in loading and firing the M60
machinegun.

CASUALTIES

Runaway Gun

A broken or worn sear may cause the cas-
ualty called "runaway gun," a situation in which
the. gun continues to fire after the trigger is
released. When this casualty occurs, you hold
the fire on the .target until feeding stops or
the ammunition' is expended. You then notify
maintenance personnel at once.

Ruptured Cartridge Case

X cartridge case may rupture so that the
forward portion remains ,in chamber and only
the rear portion is extracted. When a rupture
of this typikoccurs, a new round will be fed
into the chaniber; and the folloMiig may roccurr,
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Figure 4-83.-7.62-mm machinegun M60.

1.'Incomplete chambering, because the live
round cannot be seated fully. It may be com-
pressed enough to cause detonation, withpossible
damage to the gun, injury to personnel, or both.

2. A round driven into the ruptured case
without detonation. You remove taus round by the
following steps. (a) Retract bolt and move safety
to S position. (b) Insert cleaning rod in muzzle
end of barrel, set against nose of cartridge, and
tap rod gently to eject cartridge from'chamber.

To remove .a ruptured cartridge case from
the breech, you use the ruptured cartridge case
extractor shown in figure 4-88. You insert the
ruptured cartridge case extractor through the
case, insert the cleaning rod from the muzzle
end of the barrel, and drive out the case by
tapping the ,rod lightly.

Misfire, Hangfire, and Cook-Off

.1 misfire is a complete failure to fire. A
hangfire is a delay in functioning of a prOpel:-
ling chqxge that is, -a situation in which the
prime;in the cartridge case, after being struck

45.578

by the firing pin, does not detonate the propel-
ling charge immediately, but does detonate it
after an interval. NOTE: A misfire must be
treated as a hangfire until it is established
that the round will not at some time detonate.

A cook-off is the firing of a chambered round
caused by the heat of the hot barrel. A cook-off
may occur as long as 5 minutes after the round
has been chambered.

If a stoppage (failure of a round to fire, and
consequent stoppage of feed) occurs, it may
be either a misfire or a hangfire, and should be
treated as a hangfire. Wait 5 seconds, and then
pull the cocking handle all the way back, ensuring
that it stays back.

If this procedure ejects the chambered round,
relay the gun on the target and attempt to fire.
If the weapon does not fire, it must be cleared
by qualified personnel and the ammunition inspec-
ted to determine the cause of the stoppage.

If pulling back the 'cocking handle fails to
eject the chambered round, move the safety to
S (safe) position, remove ammunition and links,
and inspect the receiver, chamber, and extractor.

If there is a round in the chamber, mov4,the
safety to F (fire) position and attempt to fir.
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1. Barrel assembly with bipod assembly
2. Trigger mechanfdm grip group

A. Leaf spring
B. Ftgtaining pin

Trigger mechanism grip assembly
3. Shoulder gun stock
4. Forearm assembly
5. Cover assembly and cartridge tray assembly

groups
A. Hinge pin latch
B. Hinge cover pin
C. Spring

D. Cbver assembly
E. Cartridge tray assembly

6. Buffer assembly and operating rod assembly
grouPs

A. Retaining buffer yoke
B. Buffer assembly
C. Driving spring guide assembly
D. Spring
E. Operating rod assembly

7. Breech bolt assembly
8. Receiver group

29.373
Figure 4- 84. 'Major groups and assemblies of M60 machineguns.

If the round fires and the case is ejected, reload
the gun; relay on the target, and continue firing.

If the round in the chamber does not fire and
the gun is hot enough to cause a cook-off (if
200 rounds were fired within the previous two
minutes, it may be hot enough), wait five minutes
with the bolt in forward position. Then remove
the round, reload, relay on the target, and attempt
to fire. Disregard the 5-ntinute wait if the gun
is not hot enough to cause a cook-off.
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Double Feed

"Double feed" is a situation in which a
live round is fed Into a chambered spent case
or chambered live round.

When . the gun fails to extract a_ spent case,
the bolt automatically recoils, picks up the
next (live) round, and feeds it Into the chambered
case,. The force, may compress the live round
enouga to detonate it, with damage to the gun and
injury to personnel.
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ADAPTER ASSEMBLY'

RELEASE LEVER

TRAVERSING
PLATFORM'

HANDWHEEL
LATCH PLATFORM AND

PINTLE GROUP

ELEVATING
TRAVERSING_ SLIDE NANDWHEEL

LOCK ASSEMBLY
LEVER

TitAVEPSING BAR

SUDING SLEEVE

lc. REAR LEG

TRIPOD
HEAD

PINTLE

PINTLE LOCK'
GROUP ASSEMBLY

.

SLEEVE tATC.fl

POSITION STOP ti

FRONT LEG

46

5

iOS IT STOP

Figure 4-85.Machinegun tripod ;flaunt M122.

STEP T, ENGAGE,FRONT OF WEAPON _no MOUNT.

.

TRAVERSING
SLIDE- LOCK

ASSEMBLY
LEVER jipwip-.."

STEP 2. ENGAGE REAR OF WEAPON TO MOUNT.

-...0.1111

Figure 4-86. Installing M60 machinegun on tripod mount.

Double feed into a live round will not occur
automatically because when a round fails to fire,
the bolt does not recoil, but remains in forward,
closed position. The cortect procedure here is
to proceed as described for a hangfire. If,
instead of doing this", you charge the gun manually

, and pull the trigger, the next .round will be fed
into the pier in the base of the chambered live
round, cau ng one or both rounds to detonate,
with damage to the gun and injury to personnel.

29.374

29.375

WARNING:' If there is belted ammunition on
the feed try and a live round in the, chamber,
NEVER retract the bolt attd spow it to ge. forward.

FIELD STRIPPING

The steps in field stripping the M60 machine-
gun are shown in figure 4-89 through 4-95. White
arrows shown on illustrations indicate disassem-
bly, black arrows indicate assembly.

140 I
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COCKING
HANDLE

CAUTION: CLEAR
WEARON BEFORE
LOADING.

STEP I. RETRACT COCKING HANDLE REARWARD.
PUSH HANDLE FORWARD AND MOVE SAFETY TO
'5 (SAFE) POSITION.

LOWER CARRYING HANDLE

frit
SIGHT ASSEMBLY

g

V111'11 ski *N.

*-
r

STEP 2. OPEN COVER. LOAD AMMUNITION WITH
DOUBLE LINK LEADING, OPEN SIDES OF LINKS
DOWN AND FIRST ROUND IN FEED TRAY GROOVE.

,

4.

Arri.r''NEsksAmt111ftrii
SAFETY

STEP 3. RAISE SIGHT AND PLACE SAFETY IN I" FIRE POSITION. PULL TRIGGER.

Figure 4.87. Steps in loading and firing the M60 machinegun.

THE 40-MM GRENADE LAUNCHER M79

The grenade launcher M79 (figs. 4-96 and
4-97) is a single-shot, break-open fire weapon.
It is breech loading and chambered for a'40-Ytkm
metallic_ cartridge case witif internal- primer.
Cartridges used with the grenade launcher M79
are shown in figure 4-98.

CONTROLS OF THE M79
GRENADE LAUNCHER 1

The safety (fig. 4-99) is in SAFE _position
when pulled' all the way back, in firing position
when pushed all the way forward.

The barrel locking latch (fig. 4-99), when
pushed all the way to the right, permits the
breech end of the barrel to be swung, up into,
open position. The grenade launcher cocks as
it opens. ,

The rear sight assembly. is shown in figure
4.00.

In figure "4-99, the trigger guard is shown in
lowered position. It can be released for setting
to one side or the other by pushing back the
cylindrical housing at the front. This makes it
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possible- for a man wearing heavy gloves or
mittens to fire the grenade launcher.

OPERATING THE M79 GRENADE LAUNCHER

Preparation for firingCheck the ,bore to
be sure that it is free of foreign matter or
obstructions. Check all ammunition to be sure
proper type and grade is being used. Cheek the
launcher to be sure that it is properly cleaned.
Inspect for malfunction and other defects.

LoadingPoint muzzle of launcher at the
ground and clear the area of all personnel.

Move barrel latch all the way to the
right and break open the breech. If safety is
not already on SAFE,, this procedure will cause
it to Move to SAFE, provided that you move the
barrel loCking latch its FULL LIMIT OF TRAVEL.

Insert the projectile portion of the ammuni-
tion into the chamber opening (fig. 4-101) and
push the complete round forward into the cham-
ber until the extractor contacts the rim of the
cartridge case.

Close the breech. -

Firing The launcher is fired from either
standing orcprone position. In the standing posi-,
tion the butt is placed against the shoulder
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29.377
Figure 4-88. Ruptured cartridge case extractor.

(fig. 4-102). in' the prone position the butt is
placed against the ground (fig. 4-103).

A detailed dfscussion of sight-setting is be-
yond the scope of this course. However, to
engage target¢ at ranges from 50 to.80 meters
(165-265 feet), the rear sight frame assembly is
placed in the lowered (called the "battle sight")
position (fig. 4-102). Longer ranges are fired
with the rear sight frame in upright position
(fig. 4-103), and the sight aperture bar set at
the approximate target range of the scale.

Bat-
tle

firing grenades at targets within Bat-
tle sight ranges (50-80 meters or 165-265 feet),
the operator must be in a protected position.
Targets which are within 80 meters (265 feet)
of friendly troops must not be fired upon.

FIELD STRIPPING THE
GRENADE LAUNCHERM79

Field stripping the grenade launcher M79
consists of separting the fore end assembly
from the barrel and receiver group, and sepa-
rating the stock from the receiver group.

To remove the fore end assembly, first use
the wrench assembly shown in figure 4-104 to
remove the machine screw shown in the same
_figure. Then pull front end of fore end assembly
away from barrel, as shown in figure 4-105,
until the lug on the rear sight base is clear
of hole in upper surface of fore end braoket.
Keeping lug clear 5 hole, Pull forward on fore
end assembly until it is free of receiver assem-
bly.

To remove the barrel group from the re-'
ceiver group, first 'open barrel locking latch
and open breech. Then, holding stock and re-

. ceivor stationary, move the barrel rearward
in the receiver until it is disengaged from
fulcrum pin as shown in figure 4-106. Separate
bitrrel from receiver group.

To separate the stock from the receiver
group, use combination wrench assembly as

COCKING HANDLE
SUDE ASSEMBLY

OPEN/CLOSE WOO ASSEMBLY LEGS.

r.

CAUTION: PRESS TRIGGER AND
SLOWLY RELEASE HANDLE.

CHARGE/FIRE MACHINE GUN.

-

`PLACE SAFETY IN "F" POSITION.,

Figure 4-89. Field stripping the M60 znachinegun.,
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REMOVE

OPEN/CLOSE BARREL LOCK LEVER.

r

INSTALL, .

1:
REMOVE/INSTALL BARREL ASSEMBLY WITH BIPOD ASSEMBLY.'

I - EXTENSION
2 - WASHER
3-7 PISTON

COMBINATION
SCREWDRIVER
AND PIAMER

I WRENCH

REMOVE

REMOVE,ANSTALL GAS CYLINDER EXTENSION AND
KEY WASHER,

NOTE POSITION
OF GAS PISTON
FOR ASSEMBLY

GAS CYLINDER

REMCMEANSTALL GAS PISTON.

Figure 4-90. Field stripping the M60 machinegun continued.

shown in figure 4-107 to remove pan-headed
,machine screw which secures, stock to receiver
group. Separate stock from the receiver group.

.SAFETY PftECAUTIONS

Small-arms safety precaution, like all safety
precautions, are largely a matter of common
sense. Every gun should be considered loaded
until proven otherwise by examination; never
trust your memory or anyone else's memory in
this respect. TO THINK a gun is unloaded can
be fatal, Be positive.

NEVER -point a firearm at anyone or any-
thing you do.not intend to shoot, or in any three-
tion where accidental discharge might do harm.
When checkieg operation or releasing spring
tension, point the weapon upward or in some
safe direction before pressing the trigger. Never
place the finger inside the trigger guard unless
ready to fire.

Do not work on a weapon you do not thoroughly
understand. Ask a senior ordnanceman or other
qualified personnel to instruct you if possible;
otherwise refer to the proper technical publica-
tion. Never use force in disassembling and

*A.
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assembling small arms. They are so' c6nstructed
that undue force is unnecessary if parts are
properly assembled or removed.

Safety features should be frequently tested
for proper functioning. For obvioueTeasons, an
inoperative safety device is more dangerous than
no safety device at all.

In weapons with detachable magazines, always
remove the magazine as the first step in un-
loading or clearing a stoppage. It should be noted
that with ALL magazine-fed weapons, the shape,
position, and condition of the magazine lips
are extremely critical and, if dented, will inter-
fere with proper feeding of,the cartridge into the
chamber. The majority of stoppages in magazine-
fed weapons is due to faulty magazines and
consequently care must be taken when handling
them not to cause damage.

Before loading ammunition into the weapon,
check for dirt, oil, grease, malformation, loose .

bullets, or other defects.
Check the bore prior'to firing to be sure it is

free of foreign matter or obstructions. If during
firing there is any indication of misfire or weak
charge, make sure the bullet is not lodged in the

143 s
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O
PLACE SAFETY IN "F" POSITION

.*7
CAUTION: PRESS TRIGGER

AND SLOWLY
RELEASE HANDLE.

PLACE SAFETY IN 1 POSITION AND CHARGE
GUN.

1- SE
3- PL

REMOVE INSTALL RETAINING PIN, SEAR,
SEAR PLUNGER AND SPRING.

'.;NOTE POSITION OF LEAF
FO ASSEMBLY

RETAINING PIN

TRIGGER REMOVE
MECHAN LEAP\ GRIP ASSISY

M 4'
SPRING

REMOVEANSTALL LEAF SPRING, RETAINING PIN AND
TRIGGER MECHANISM GRIP.ASSEMBLY.

1 - PIN
2- TRIGGER

REm6voNsTALLPIN AND TRIGGER ASSEMBLY.

.1

Figure Field stripping the M60 machinegun, continued..

bore. An obstructed bore will cause a serious
accident when the next round is fired:

To minimize danger from hangfire, wait 10
seconds after a misfire, then clear the weapon
quickly. If the weapon cannot be cleared quickly
and the barrel is hot, DANGER OF COOKOFF
EXISTS. Leave the round in the chamber, point
the weapon in a safe direction, and allow it to
cool before removing the misfired round.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS
oFOR PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS

Automatic pistols in the hands of inexperienced
or careless persons are largely responsible for
the saying "It's Always the unloaded gun that
kills." It is a fact that many accidental deaths
and injuries are due to a,,mistaken belief that
remoying the magazine of a pistol (or other

ttr;lagaAine fed weapon) is.all that is necessary to
unload it. Nothing could 12e :further from the
truth: To completely unload. 'a 'pistol br other
magazine fed weapon 'and render it"bafe to handle,
it is necessary to not only remdve or empty the
magazine) but als6 to MAKE ABSOLUTELY

29.380

CERTAIN THE CHAMBER IS EMPTY. The only
way this eati be done, when handling the caliber
.45 pistol, is to pull back the slide and inspect
the chamber either visually or by feel if it is
dark. This should be done AFTER the magazine
is removed, and with the muzzle pointed upward.
Of course, if the chamber is loaded, the round
will be extracted and ejected when the slide ie..
operated. "I didn't know it wAs loaded" is
never,an excuse for the accidental discharge of a
weaponespecially for the ordnanceman.

When _handling revolt' s, a simple 'visual
inspection is sufficient ff determine if any
chambers in the cylinder are loaded.

Keep hamrrier fully down when pistol or
revolver ibnot.loaded.

When the pistol is cocked, keep the safety
lock in the ON position until ready to. fire.

Let:A .restiew briefly_ some of the safety
precautions that apply to the handling of ALL

/6-Ma11 arms:
-2

1., Never point a weapon at anyone unless you
intend *to kill him,
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.1

INSERT DUMMY CARTRIDGE AND
DEPRESS LATCH IN STOCK

REMOVE/INALL SHOULDER GUNSTOCK ASSEMBLY.

0 c

DEPRESS -;7....)?

INSERT DUMMY CARTRIDGE AND
DEPRESS LATCH IN FOREARM

REMOVE INSTALL FOREARM ASSEMBLY.

LATCH LEVER
ASSEMBLY

p
DUMMY

141
gEgOVE

CARTRIDGE

HINGE COVER
PIN'

JrM",itrikh

-

OPEN, CLOSE COVER ASSEMBLY REMOVE INSTALL LUNGE PIN LATCH AND HINGE
CO% FR PIN

Figure 4-92. Field stripping the,NI60 madhinegun continued.

END OF.
SPRING

COVER
MOUNTI

LUGS
CARTRIDGE FEED
TRAY ASSEMBLY

PRESS IN ON
BUFFER ASSEMBLY

,BUFFER
, ASSEMBLY

RETAINING
BUFFER
YOKE

.AT ASSEMBLY TRAY WILL BE PLACED AGAINST,. LEFT 05
...-' ....,

SIDE OF COVER MOUNTING LUGS. PROTRUCVN* END
OF SPRING PLACED IN HOLE OF RECEIVER ....-

REMOVEANSTALt COVER AND Tit.4.Y ASSSMBLY.

-

REMOVE/INSTALL RETVNIVGAFFER YOKE.

NOTE POSITION OF
YOKE FOR ASSEMBLY

29.381

I - YOKE
2- BUFFER ASSEMBLY
3 - GUIDE ASSEMBLY
4 - SPRING

3
NSTALL MUER ASSEMBLY, DRIVING SPRING qUI*SEMBLY AND SPRING.REMOV

-'igure 4-93. Field stripping the NI60.machingun:&ntinued.
a

345.

29.3,82
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)

It

MAKE CERTAIN THAT THE BOLT PROTRUDES
ONLY HALF WAY FROM RECEIVER. INSERT
YOKE BETWEEN SPOOL AND FRONT PORTION
OF BOLT; GRASP BOLT AND ROD WITH HAND;
WITHDRAW. .

YOKE

REMOVE/INSTALL OPERATING ROD ASSEMBLY AND
BOLT ASSEMBLY. RETRACT COCKING HANDLE
SLIDE ASSEMBLY:-

BOLT ASSEMBLY REMOVE INSTALL YOKE.

OPERATING ROD
ASSEMBLY

:

!

Jai /TIME, INSTALL BOLTASSEMBLY.

. :,,A'

Figure 4-94. Field stripping the.M60 machineguncontinued.

, ..

0

as

29.383

A

1.

DISASSEMBLE /ASSEMBLE BOLT ASSEMBLY

I - PLUG AND -PIN ASSEMBLY
A - PIN

.B"- PLUG
/- ACTUATOR'

4,- .BEARING. 41:3 I- SPRING

5=; MING:11N_,

a

'Figure 4-95. Field stripping'the M60 mechinegun--,:egntinued:
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5. Before firing any weapon,be sure that there
are no obstructions in the bore.

Chapter '4 SMALL ARMS AND MACHINEGUN'S

.1

Figure 4-96. Grenade launcher M79-right rear view.
17Nio,

Figure 4-97. Grenade launcher M79-left front vie a.

2. Unless the weapon is to be used immedi-
ately, never carry it with a round in the chamber.

3. Unless you are about to fire it, the safety
of every small arms weapon must always be
04.

4. Consider a gun loaded until you yourself
have opened the chamb6r and verified that it is
empty. It isn't enough to wail, afterward,
didn't know it was lOaded.?The "empty" weapon
is the dangerous one.
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. 6. Before firing any weapon, be sure the
ammunition you are using is the right ammuni-
tion. For example, the caliber .30 carbine cannot
use, standard rifle ammunition. Nor should you
try to use Very signals with shotguns, even
though they look much like shotgun shells.

7. Before firing, be sure there is no greathe
or oil on the ammunition or in the bore or
chamber. Although lead Millets may be lightly
waxed or greased, there must NEVER be any
lubricant on the cartridge case. (This does not
apply to aviation ammunition.) Lubricant on the
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r

C4RIRIDdE, 40 awn. PRACTICE
XM 382E2 OR XM 407E1

29.363
Figure 4-98.Cartridges used with

grenade launcher M79.
BARREL LOCKING

LATCH

case Qr. chamber is particularly bad -because,
.upon firing, the case slips backward, causing
a 'dangerously heavy _thrust against the bolt.

8. Keep ammunition dry e,nd cool. Keep it
out of the direct rays of the sun. Keep ammuni-
tion clean, but do NOT polish it or use abrasives
on it.-Do not attempt to use dented. cartridges,
cartridges with-lOose, bullets, or cartridges eaten
away by corrosion. Be particularly careful with
tracer ammunition, which can ignite spontaneously
if damp. -

9. Misfires and ifartfires can occur with
small arms ammunition as well as with Other
types. On some weapons like the automatic
pistol, the line-throwing gun, and a few others,
you can recock and attempt to fire again without
opening the breech. U after a couple of, tries
this proves uhstioessful, CI if the weapon cannot
be recocked without' opening the bolt, wait at least
10 seconds, then open the bolt and eject the de-

. festive round. Defective small arms ammunition

Figure,4-99. Grenade launcher controls.
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TRIGGER GUARD
ASSEMBLY
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ELEVATING SCREW
WHEEL

REAR SIGHT
APERTURE

BATTLE

(DJUSTABI# SIGHT
NOTCH

WINDAGE SCREW

# RAISEb -POSITION . 1, 4= .1

Figure 4-100. Rear sight assembly.

Figure 4-101. Loading the gr nade launcher_ 247#.
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29.367
Figure 4-102. Firing grenade launcher

in standing position.

;,-`
et `-

29.369
Figure 4-104. Removing screw securing fore

end assembly to barrel.

should be,disposed of in accordance with current
regulations. It is prohibited to force out a bullet
by firing-another bullet.

A misfire with blank cartridges may leave
unburned powder deposited in the bore; always
check the bore after any misfire and clean if
necessary.

Guard against BLOWBACK. In this con-
riFklion; blowback refers to leakage of high-
pressure gases to the rear around the dosed bolt.
It can be caused either by excessive wear of the
bolt or chamber, by obstructions that foul the bore,
or by both. Blowback can be avoided by gaging and
checking your weapons regularly and replacing
worn parts as indicated, and by checking (see No.
5 above) to be sure that there are no obstructions
in the bore. .

STOW AND ISSUE SMALL ARMS

As a GMG you are responsible for the security,
stowage, maintenance, and issue of all small arms.

29.368
Figure 4-103. Firing grenade launcher Increasing reported instances of ammunition

in prone position. and weapcin pilferage by dissident groups and
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..

.

FORE END ASSEMBLY

lit 1,4, his 11 i i ft

Figure 4-105. Removing fore end assembly.

s.

.

-.moor&

I

Figure 4-106, Removing barrel group.
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.
individuals indicates the necessity for stricter
control of storage, security,oustodial responsi-
bility, and inventory reconciliation procedures for
easily pilfered items, which include small arms.

Small arms should always- be stowed in an
authorized and secure stowage to preclude
ferage. A strict accountability niust be maintained
at all times.

All small arms are considered equipage, and
a signature of subcustody is required before they
are issued from their normal place of stowage.
It is important to get the signature of the man
receiving the weapon; any type of signed custody
record may be used as long as it bears the
receiving individual's signature. The important
thing is to keep the weapon locked up and, when
if,is get.a signature. aSt4.

Maintenance of small arms cannot be stressed
too strongly. The weapons must be field stripped,
inspected, and cleaned after use. To prevent
corrosion, a light coat of oil should be applied

29.372 to exposed surfaces while the weapons are in
Figure 4-107.-1-Removing screw attaching re- their normal stowage. Prior, to issue all oil

ceiver group to stock assembly: must be removed.
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CHAPTER 5

LANDING PARTY EQUIPMENT AND
DEMOLITION MATERIALS

As a:Gunner's Mats 3 you are required to
know how to issue, assemble, and demonstrate
the use of landing party equipment. This also
includes maintaining the equipment in good repair.
Currently the reference for assisting you in
performing these tasks is the Landing party
ManuM OPNAV P34-03: However; this
manual is presently under revision with com-
pletion expected in the near future.

The two manuals that will replace the current
LPM are: the Landing Party Manual, NWIP 50-4
and the Landing Party Library (LPL). Some
material formerly contained in the Landing Party
Manual has been eliminated from the revised .

LPM and incorporated in the LPL. This system
will assist in maintaining currency of that ma-
terial and will provide more detailed information
concerning a given subject than was possible
when condensed for inclusion within earlier
editions of the Landing Party Manual.

The purpose of the Landing Party Manual is '
to set forth the mission and organization of
naval landing, parties and emerency ground
defense forces and to provide certain technical
information and tactical policies and procedures
not available in appropriate form in other source
documents and publications.

The Landing Party Manual (revised) is in-
tended for use as a guide in the training and
Operations of naval landing parties. It is designed
to make readily available to all Navy personnel
the basics necessary to the conduct of ground
combat and the fundamentals of dealing with
civil disturbances or riots. References to naval
landing parties and afloat units are also intended
to be utilized by naval emergency ground defense
forces and shore stations,.

The purpose of the Landing Party Library
is to serve as a Source for the training and
operations of naval landing parties established
by units afloat and emergency ground defense

force units organized at naval shore establish-
ments. It contains detailed and technical infor-
mation concerning subject matter on the
employment of naval forces ashore.

The conduct of ground force operations may
recire the use of navaqanding party personnel,
and-Ta reasonable state of readiness for such
actions should be maintained. The Landing Party
Manual and Landing 'arty Library contain ade-
quate doctrine and reference material for train-
ing personnel in the required skills of a landing
party. w

In scope, this chapter falls somewhere between
the simple requirements of 'a Gunner's Mate 3
and selected coverage of the Landing Party
Manual. A description of demolition inaterials
and eqUipment used will be covered following
the discussion on the Landing Party.

In this section we will discuss the following:

LANDING PARTY ASSIGNMENTSwhat you
might expect to be doing if you are assigned to a
landing party.

THE EQUIPMENT what it is, how to make
it up; and how to wear it.

THE.SHIP'S LANDING PARTY

To most sailors;' the landing party
might bring to mind one of two things. First,
a peaceful, if dull, march down main street
in a parade or, second, mortal hand-to-hand
combat with enemy troops ashore, While both
situations are true functions of the landing
party, they &resent the extremes. The landing
party is organized trained, andequipped to per-
form the following functions:

1. Limited ground force emergency opera-
tions generally involving:
a. Weapons no larger than small arms.
b. Equipment limited to that which can be

reasonably carried on the person or
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supplied from other equipment and
stores normally available.

C. A duration of one week or less.
2. Law and order and humanitarian functions

during disturbances or national disasters.
3. Parades and ceremonies.

ORGANIZATION OF THE LANDING PARTY

The ship's landing party varies in size and
compositipn according to the type of ship. It is
mandatory that ships follow their designated
organization, closely so that the units of several
ships or shore. stations may be banded together
to form a larger ground force with balanced
subordinate =Ls of known personnel and weapon
strength. A destroyer, for example, is required
to maintain a 14-man rifle squad; an amphibious
type ship is required to maintain one rifle platoon
composed of 1 'officer and 47 enlisted men; and

CVs and cruisers, are required to maintain one
rifle .company composed of 6 officers and 204
enlisted men. In addition to the above require-
ments, flagships of carrier and cruiser divisions/
grbups are required to organize battalion head-
quarters companies for battalionsformed by theii'

'divisions /groups. In addition to individual ship's
landing parties, two platoon headquarters and one
company headquarters will be organized by each
squadron of DD, DDG, DLG, DLGN, DE, DEG,
and DER types.

Figure 5-1A shows an organizational chart of
rifle squad. The squad is made up of a scluaduit

leader, a grenadier equipped with the M79 grenade
launcher, and three fire teams consisting of a
leader and 3 men each. Squads organized for
independent duty can be augniented if necessary.
A rifle squad consists of a total of 14 men.

Figure 5-111 shot:is the organization of a rifle
platoon which is the result of combining the

RIFLE SQUAD

IPO SQUAD LEADER

I GRENADIER

FIRE TEAM
I FIRE TEAM LEADER

MEMBERS

FIRE TEAM
I FIRE TEAM LEADER
3 MEMBERS

FIRE TEAM
I FIRE TEAM LEADER
3 MEMBERS

A ORGANIZATION,THE RIFLE SQUAD

RIFLE PLATQON
"1. OFFICER
47 ENLISTED

1.

PEAT. HQ.
I OFFICER

'5. ENLISTED
6 TOTAL

RIFLE SQUAD

14 ENLISTED
14 TOTAL

RIFLE SQUAD

14 ENLISTED
14 TOTA L

' I

RIFLE SQUAD

14 ENLISTED
14 TOTAL

ORGANIZATION, THE RIFLE PLATOON

Figure 5- 1. Organization, the rifle platoon.
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Chapter 5LANDING PART`, EQUIPMENT AND DEMOLITION MATERIALS

landing' parties of three destroyers. Notice that
with the exception of the Six people at the pla-
ta= -headquarters, the major unit of the 'rifle
platoon is the rifle squad. The normal strength
of a rifle platoon is I officer and 47 enlisted
min. -In addition to individual weapons, a platoon
may be equipped with anti-tank weapons, carried.
by persOnnel so designated by the platoon leader.
A platoon organized for independent missions or
one which comprises the entire landing party
should be augmented by ,appropriate additional,
personnel necessary to accomplish the assigned
mission. ,

The machine gun platoon is composed of I-
-officer and 55 enlisted men and is divided into
3 machine gun sections. Each section consists
of a headquarters unit and two squads, The
section leader is either a petty officer second
or third . class which is a position, you as a
Gunner's Mate, may_ well fill. In addition to
individual weapons, each squad operates and
maintains one 7.62 machine gun M60.

At the 'rifle company level, which consists,
of three rifle platoons and one machine gun pla-
toon, Gunner's Mates are -also employed as small
arms repairmen. This is another incentive to
learn as much as possible about the operation,
repair, and maintenance of small arms.

LANDING PARTY EQUIPMENT

The type and amount of equipment carried.
ashore by the men of the landing party depends
on the nature of the operation. Sinde it is intended
that the naval landing party will not be employed
beyond the scope of "limited ground force opera-
tions" during an emergency, the equipment and
weapons prescribed are limited to light infantry
weapons and equipment which can be carried on the
person. The equipment we are primarily con-
cerned with is equipment taken ashore and used
in emergency field operations..

Naval landing parties engaged in combat or
civil disturbances (riotor crowd control) opera-
tions will normally be equipped in accordance with
Table -5-1. Actual combat existence and sub-
sistence loads will be prescribed by the corn--
mender in accordance with on scene conditions
and requirements. Table 5-2 is provided to
indicate minimum individtialequipment necessary
for civil disturbance (riot or crowd control)
operations.

Where deemed necessary by the appropriate
commander, individuals may be issued special
articles of equipment to conform to weather and
type of operation.

UNIFORMS
4`.

Uniforms and other articles of clothing worn
by members of the naval landing party will
depend upon the individual's assigned mission
and nature of the contemplated operation. The
uniform to be worn is prescribed by the appro-
priate commander. Landing parties engaged in
combat ox. civil disturbance operations normally
will wear uniforms as shown in Table 5-3.
For cold weather operations, additional articles
of clothing should be issued.

WEARING OF EQUIPMENT

Combat equipment is worn or carried in a
specified standard Manner for convenience, uni-
form appearance, and ease of inepection.A smart
appearance and military manner. are closely
associated with roper wearing of e quipment. High
equipment start ds should always be maintained.

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Helmet and Helmet Liner

The helmet and liner are always worn, in
combat. When prescribed by the appropriaq
commander, ,the liner alone may be worn for
law -enforceMent operations, guard duty, or_
Rarides an&derenionies.,

When properly, worn, the helmet affords,maxi-
mum protection to the forehead, temples, and back
of the neck. The liner headband, helmet chinstrap,
and liner chinstrap must be adjusted to the head
size of 'wearer. The forward edge of-the,helmet
should be on line and parallel to the deck, while
the rear edge of the helmet should be low over
the neck and parallel to the deck. The chinstrap of
the helrliet should be firmly fastened under the
chin, and the liner chin strap should' be tightly
secured over the front edge of the helmet.

Armor Vest

The armor vest is designed to provide-pro-
tection against low- velocity missiles, fragments
from mines, grenade, mortar shells, and
artillery fire. The vest does not protect against
small-arms fire, although it tends. to decrease
its severity. The vest consists-of a nylon filler
which includes layers of tough nylon cloth stitched
together to form the fragment- protection portion
of the vest. A Vinyl-plastic envelope covers the

,ballistic nylon filler and this,An. tare, isenclosed
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Table 5-1.Infantry combat equiphient of the naval landing party

BASIC INDIVIDUAL COMBAT
EQUIPMENT

CLANK ET/SLEEPHIG BAG Iiii !III It 1' IIIIII48 56 210

NESS KIT . iIietili I IiiIiiil I 48 56 210

CANTEEN ASSEMBLY I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 48 56 210

HELMET ASSEMBLY, BATTLE, MI IIIII I IIIIIIIIri I 1 48 56 210

PACK, FIELO,CO m PLETE III,II'IIIIIIIIIiII48 56 210

FIRST Ai 0 KIT, INDIVIDUAL I 1 I I I I I I 1 III I I I I 1 1 48 56 210

PONCHO, weVIEATH ER w/UN ER ti II I ;II I i It 1 I I I I I 48 56 210

TAG, i 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 96 112 420

TENT, SHELTER HALF, COMPLETE 'II, I IIII II fill II I 48 56 210

. RUCKSACK I I I I I I 1 I I M o i l I I I 413 56 210

SUPPLEMENTARY INDIVIDUAL
COMBAT EQUIPMENT

_

BAYONET KNIFE, M6 Tf/scAe WO I I I I i I MI I I I 35 42 154

AWE w/SHEATH I' I I 1 I I 14 56

OLT, INorwOuAL, m1956 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 48 56 210

F

v.),BOOK,FIELO mESSiNGER, N mC 6940M I I I I I 2 i 2 I 9 13 47

CASE, MAP
I I II

COMPASS 'w/CASE . I I I I I I I IS II 59

CUTTER, ASSEMBLY; WIRE I I 9 10

BINOCULARS 7850 I 1 I 1 5 12

MASK, PROTECTIVE, m rrAt I I I I I I I MIMI II 48 56 210

MAGAZINES, m i 4 ' 4. 5

.

5 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

-
5 5 5 5 233 20 909

PtSTOL, AutO, 45 CAL.*? mAG3. A HOLSTER 1 I ,I 1 10 14 29

US RIFLE 762 m m,m01 w/A2 131POO I
.

I I I I I 1 1 I

.
I I I I .5 42 154°

. . . .

1.1,5 RIFLE 7 62 m m, mi4 MO0iFIE0 A/AZ:000 1
9 29

.NTRENCHING TOOL SET 2 1 I . I I IIII'I III I I 1 I 48 56 210

.
WATCH WRIST, LU m I NOUS, WATERTIGHT

1. 1 I I I 1.4.

WHISTLE I I I .4 I 6 II 32

GRENAOE PAU NC HE it m76 i 3 3

POUCHES, AMMUNITION RIFLE 2 2 2 2 2

..,

2 2 2 2 2' 2 2
....

2 2 2 68 84 3I2

. ORGANIC COMBATS:
EQUIPMENT .L,s .

I.

1

GRENAOE LAUNCHER 109 I

.
3 9

1/ACHINCGUNT762 MM, M60
.

. I . A 6 9

'SPARE EARREL,CASE , w/ASSEsSONots 3 .
f

I 6

MOUNT, TRIPOD, MACHINEGUN M122 L 4 . - I

.

. I. STANDARD NAVY MESSAGE BLANKS MAT/ BE USED IN U EU OF NMC 69 4 0 Ile

.. 2. SHOvEL,PICK m AT TOOX, OR MACHETE
s

.
.

S. INCLUDES 809E CLEANING BrILISH,CHAmBER CLEANING BRUSH, RECEIVER CLEANING BRUSH, CARRYING CASE,OTUREO CARTRIDGE

r EXTRACTOR, MAGAZIN eASS E mill; ASBESTOS !MIEN, CLEANING 1100...3 SECTION 1, COUSDIATiONT001. I

4' INCLUDES TRAVERS! NG ANO ELEVATING m Ete ANIS mS 156
\
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Chapter 5 LANDING PARTY EQUIPMENT AND DEMOLITION MATERIALS

Table 5-2. Minimum civil disturbance .

eqiiipment of the naval landing.party

U.S. RIFLE, 7-62 MM, M14

W/O AUTOMATIC CAPABILITY I
I

MAGAZINE, M14 4 - ....-"...

PISTOL,.45 CALIBER I I

MAGAZINE., .45 CALIBER 3 `3

GRENADE LAUNCHER, M79

HELMET WAINER , I I I

BELT, INDIVIDUAL, M1956 I I I

POUCHES, MAGAZINE 4 I I

FIRST AID KIT, INDIVIDUAL I I I

CANTgEN ASSEMBLY 1 1 I

ARMORED VEST I I I

MASK, PROTECTIVE, FIELD 1 1 I 84.392

in a lightweight nylon cloth coyer. The vinyl-
plastic envelope forms a water-proof barrier
against damage from moisture, dirt, and other
foreign matter. The lightweight, nylon cloth cover
provides camouflage, wear resistance, and addi-
tional protection for the inner parts of the vest.
The cover is equipped with pockets and grenade
hangers as shown in figure 5-2.

The vest must be,periodically examined for:

1. Tears, punctures, or damage to the outer
nylon - cover.

2. Bunching evidenced by lumps or distortion
in the ballistic nylon filler. Bunching is the
creasing and xfolding of the nylon filler within
the outer case:

3.' Noticeable increase in weight, indicating
that the nylon filler has become wet.

4. Damaged or dirty hook-and-pile fastener.
5. Broken or missing elastic laces.

To clean the vest, use warm water and soap
or detergents. Do not use cleaning solvent or
gasoline. Do not ;fold the vest for stwage.

"`s.
Protective 'Mask

The M17 series chemical-biological yield
protective mask, when properly fitted and worn
with the hood, gives protection against field
concentrations of all known enemy chemical
agents in vapor or aerosol filrm by filter ele-.
ments that fit in the cheeks"of the face piece.
Thcy filter the contaminated air but do not
manufacture or produce oxygen.

The standard field' protective mask is the
M17A1.. It has as an aotessory, a resuscitation
tube for giving mask to mouth artificial respi-
ration by a masked individual to an individual
casualty in a contaminated atmosphere. The
mask has a voicemitter to facilitate communica-
tions, a device for drinking water from a canteen
while masked (including a water canteen cap
which is to be carried in the mask carrier), two
eyelens outserts to protect the eyelenses, and a
water proofing bag in which _ the mask can be
endlosed to protect the filter elements from
damage by water.

The following steps are used to don the
mask: .

Table 51-3. Uniforms for combat and civil distuibance operations

U. S . NAVY U.S. MARINE CORPS

OFFICERS & CPOS 'ENLISTED OFFICERS ENUSTED

WARM

WEATHER
OPERATIONS

WORKING,
KHAKI

DUNGAREE UTIUTY UTIUTY

. 1\
COLD

WEATHER
OPERATIONS

WORKING, BLUE
OR I

WORIONG,KHAKI

I
DUNGAREE

UTIUTY WITH
FIELD JACKET

UTILITY WITH
FIELD JACKET

SELECTED ITEMS OF WINTER AND FOUL WEATHER CLOTHING SHOULD BE WORN AS PRESCRIBED

BY THE LANDING PARTY COMMANDER IN ACCORDANCE WITH ON SCENE WEATHER CONDITIONS.
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GRENADE
HANGERS

SIDE
POCKET

.;?

84.34
Figure 5-2.Armor vest.

1. Reniove headgear,cwith right, hand and open
carrier with left hand. ,

2. Hold carrier optii with left hand; graSp
facepiece just below eMpieces and remove from
case with right hand.

3. Grasp facepiece*ith both handi,* sliding
thumbs up inside facepiece under lower harness
straps. Place other fing4ts straight and together
outside facepiece able eyepiece. Lift chin
slightly.

4. Seat chin pocket ogfacepiece firmly on chin.
Bring head harness smodthly over head, ensuring
that head harness strap are, straight and head
pad is centered.

5., Smooth edges of facepiece on face -With
upward and backward notion of hands, pressing.,
out of bulges to secure airtight,seal.

6. Close outlet valve lqy cupping heel of hand
firmly over opening; blow hard to clear agent
from facepidce.

7. Block air inlet valve assemblies shutting
off air supply. Inhale. The facepiece will collapse
if there are no leaks; resume breathing.

8. Replace headgear; plose carrier flap.,

LOAD CARRYING EQUIPMENT

0

0 0

Load caroming equipment for the landing party
consists of rpistol. belt, field pack suspenders,
combat field pack, entrenching tool carrier,
universal ammunition small arms pouch, canteen
cover, sleeping bag carrier, pack adapter strap,
and a first aid kit. Thecload carrying equipment
is shown in figure 5-3.

..

BEof-PISTOL
2 5USP4ERS, FIELD PACK

COMBAT

3, FIELD PACK, COMBAT

4. CARRIER, INTRENCHIN6 TOOL

S POUCH, SMALL ARM'S 4 y

Figure 5-3. Long

Suspenders

The cotton webbing suspenders with pistol
belt are the two basic individual loading equip-
ment items..AII other components are suspended
from or attached to these two iteins,'The
penders support., the field pack and pistol' belt,
but may be worn without the field pack. In this
case the suspenders are attached directly to
the pistol belt an equal distance from center of
the rear of the pistol belt. This will help tb keep
weight of the load evenly distributed on both
shoulders.

AMMUNITION, UNIVERSAL

6. COVER, CANTEEN

7 FIRST AID KIT, INDIVIDUAL

B CARRIER, SLEEPING BAG

9. STRAP, PACK ADAPTER

84.395
carrying equipment.
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Field Pack r First Aid Kit

The cotton duck field Pack is 9 inches wide,
if 3/4 inches ,high, and 5 inches deep.' Wiles an
expandable flap secured by two straps and buckles.
Two web straps on the bottom permit attach-
ment of other items. A handle on the, flap is
used to hand carry the field pack. On the back,
are two attaching clips. and eyelets so it can be
attached to the suspenders and pistol belt.

The field pack- is used to carry indiVidual
rations and equipment that are essential during
field operations. It is designed to carry items
n different ways to meet changing conditions.

- When loading the pack, pia& hird items such
as rations on the outside, with softer items like
clothing on the inside- towards the wearer's back.
There are a series of eyelets at the edge of the,
pack flap, that will accomodate the double hooks
used on old style field equipment carriers for
such items as machetes and wire cutters.

Intrenching Tool Carrier

The intrenching tool carrier is attached, to the
pistol belt by means4f- two attaching clips lo-
cated on the back. An attachment for carrying
the. bayonet or bayonet knife scabbard isflocated
in front of the. carrier.

Ammunition Pouches

A

Each small arms anun...nitioa pouch has plas-
tic stiffeners in the back of the pouch so that
clips of ammunition can be easily inserted and
removed. Two attaching clips and supporting
straps" on each pouch are used to attach the
pouch to the pistol belt and suspenders, Both
sides of .he ammunition pouch have attachments
for carrying hand grenades. The pouches_are
*thISigned to carry any of the basic load of
ammunition. When extra ammunition is nec-
essary; bandoleers.nlity be loaded in the pouches,
by folding them accordian fashion with the bando-
leer Strap on top. This 'method permits easy
insertldn and remoyal di the bandoleeis.

Canteen Cover
.. .1

I it. : t ,

..
i;The canteen cover accomodates a canteen

and canteen cup. The cover is attached to the
pistol belt bt meansibof two attaching clips on
the .back of the 'cover. -..

t

The first aid kit is attached to the pistol
belt by -means of an attaching clip on Tack of the
kit. The case cover is secured by two snap fas-
teners.

WEARING LOAD CARRYING EQUIPMENT

Adjusting Pistol Belt a °
v:

Unf,asten` tli &hook on each 'end ot the belt
from the center_ eyelet and adjust belt to the '
waist loose enough so lag' not to constrict the
clothing and engage hooks in eyelet. Move a -
sliding keeper into ,position near to each hook to
prevent hook from-unfastening., The other sliding
keeper should, be moved into position close to the
malt and female belt fasteners. (See fig, 5-4).

Attaching Field Pack to Pistol Belt
- ,

Lay the pistol belt out flat with the back
facings, up and the '.male fastener to the left as
shown in figure 5-5. Locate waiter of the belt
and insert 'it into the titro open as taching clips of.
the pack. Close the two.'attp.ching clips, making
sure the- sliding bars engage, the holes in the

bottom di the clip.

Attaching Suspenders to the" .
(-

Field Pack and Pistol Belt 4

Lay %Vie suspenders out flat- above the sack
(fig.. 5 -6T with the inside facing up and-the
suspender straps to the bottom. Attach th
suspender straps to the pack by engaging i e
hooks of these two s4aps into the eyelets of the
two webbed tabs of thie pack with the open part
of each hook facing to the back of the pack.
To attach front suspender straps to the pistol
belt, first fasten buckles of belt. gold the suspen-
ders back on the pack so they lay with the outside
Of the suspenders up. Engage the left front
susp4nder strap hook into the eyelet on nt
of the belt nearest the female buckle anche
right front suspender hook into the top eyelet on
front of the belt, nearest, the male buckle. The
open part of the' hooks are to the frofit of the
belt and the loops' are located to the side away
from the belt fasteners. Adjustinent of the front
suspender straps is accomplished through buckles
on the front suspender Straps. The rear suspender
straps are adjusted by their respective buckles
to ensure that each shoulder pad is centered
over the shoulders .and the pistol belt hangs
evenly front and rear., .

4 al
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NOT SAGGING

7.

SLIDING KEEPER

:
84.396

Figure 5-4.- Adjupting the pistol belt.L

SECURING STRAPS
(ENDS TUCKED IN WHEN NON USE) FEMALE BELT

FASTENER

. ATTACHING
CLIP

MALE BELT FASTENER

=The followinOtems 'are'
belti -

tr,

Intrenchfng tool barrier

tacliediiithe pistol

Canteen cover

Small' arms ammunitibri pouches

First aid kit

'Bpionet and scabbard
;- -

Wire cutters and carrier

iohster and pistol-
.

Machete and sheath (when no intrenching
tool is carried) .

. . . )
If either the fidld glasses or map ease is

carrled they may be slung from the shoulder.
There are other items of landing party equip-

ment which are too detailed to cover alp this
manual. For the detailed information dh this
equipment.' and the landing party in general,
refer to-NWIP 50-4.

HANI? GRENADES
.

A hand grenade is a small bomb with the
user's ajm providing the motive power to get it
to the target. Hand grenades may be filled with
explosives, explosives and chemicals, or (for
practice purposes) may be empty or contain
inert filler. Hand grenades come in many sizes,
shapesi, and types and are designed to fulfill

wide variety of purposes.`They.can be used
fOr inflicting material and personnel casualties;
fOr-scieening, signaling, 'and .illuminating; for
;demolition and harassing; and for incendiary
action.
,.- .

-

TYPES AND CHARACTERISTIC.- .

The general types Of hand grenades issued
are: (1) trainingi (2) practice, (3) fragmentation,

° (4); offensive, and (5) chemical. Each type is
designed to do a special job. For a summary of
the dboxacte"ristics and capabilities of each hand

84.397 grenade refer to Army Field Manual FM 23-31/.
.Certain characteristics common to all hand

grenades are;
1

160. ag,

5- 5.- Attaching the field pack
to pistol belt.
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' 1,, Figure 5L.6.Attaching suspenders to the pistol belt and field pack. ,

1. The range of a hand grenade is relatively
short. The range depends on the ability of the
individual and the shape of the. grenade. A well
trained sailor should- be able to throw the frag-
mentation hand grenade an average of about 44
yards. He may 'average only, about 27 yards with
the heavier white phosphorous smoke grenade.

2. The effective casualty, radius of a hand
grenade is relatively small, wheh compared to
that of other weapons. Effective 'casualty radius
is defined as 'the radius of a circular area
around the point_ of detonation within which at
least 50 percent of the exposed personnel will
become casualties. The effective casualty radius
varies with the type of hand grenade used, so the
casualties can and do occur at distances greater

Air this radius.'
3. Delay type fuzes are used in all standard

hand grenades. Detonation of the grenade is
not on impact but after the delay, elemeat in the
fuze has burned. The fuze assembly (fig. 5-7)
consists of a fuze body safety lever, safety pin,
striker spring,- a primer, a delay element, and
detonator or igniter. For further information
about the operation of the fuze assembly, refer to
FM- 23-30. Alrcasualty-pkoducing grenades (frag-
mentation, offensive, and . white phosphorous)
have a 4- to 5-second delay. Because of this
short delay; personnel must stay alert when-
arming and throwing hand grenades.

.

PROCEDURES 'Oft THROWING

For greater accuracy and range, the grenade
should be thrown like a baseball, using the
throwing motion most natural to the individual.
It is important to grip the grenade, propetly.

.
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Figure 5-7. Functioning of the fuze. .

Figure 5-8 shows the proper position} of the
grenade prior. to pulling the safety pin.. First,
cradle the grenade in the fingers of the throwing,
hand. Hold the safety lever down firmly under
the. thumt, between the ,tip and first finger joint.
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84.18
Figure 5-8. Proper way to grip the

hand grenade.

In this way, the grenade fits snugly into the
curved palm of your hand, giving you a firm,
comfortable grip, bi.tt don't relax your thumb.
pressure on the -safety lever until you throw the.
grenade.

The first steps in grenade throwing are to
develop good throwing habits, and several
throwing positions. Four throwing positions are
recommended: (1) stainding, (2) kneeling, (3)
prone, and (4) crouch.\

The procedures for throwing from the standing
position are as follows:

-1. Stand half-facing the target, with 'our
weight balanced eqtially on both fpet. Hold.gre-
nide chest high, using the correct grip (view 1.
fige,5-9).

Pull pin with a twisting, pulling mot ion.
,Cock, your throwihg arm to= he rear (view 2).

41 Throw the grenade with a free and natural
IriotiUm. As it leaves you hand, follow through
by tapping forward with your rear foot (view 3).
Ob Irve the point for probable strike, then duck
you head to avoid fraginents or other effects.

.-Recover, then resume the original standing
posi

Field Manual 23-30 explains the propex steps.
to be taken when using any of the other positions.

Os"

0 PULL PIN

84.19
Figure 5-9. To throw from the. standing position.

SAFETY

The following safety precautions must be
observed when handling or using hand grenades.

1. Do not take any grenade apart unless
ordered to do so by competent authority. ,

2. Do not tamper with grenades and do not
recover or tamper with-live grenades that fail
to explode (duds). These duds are recovered and
destroyed only by qualified personnel.

3. Do not pull the safety pin until you are
ready tothrow the grenade. If the safety-pin
will not pull out easily with a pulling-twisting
motion, straighten its ends. In the majority
iof cases, this Will not be necessary. Maintain
a firm grip on the safety lever when removing
the safety pin.

4. After you, pull the safety pin, throw the
grenade. Do not attempt to. replace the pin
to return it to a safe condition.

5. When throwing a fragmentation 'grenade,
without protective cover, drop immediately to
a prone position, face down, with your helmet
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toward the _grenade. hpep your arms and legs If you are ssigned to the Seabees, your job
flat against the ground. Other men in the area who a- a GM will have a lot to do with handling,
are exposed n.ust be warned to drop to a similar string, and maintaining explosives and demolition
position. Steel helmets must be w op at all times Materials. Demolition equipment is, also issued
when using grenades. '44 ships for use in eliminating hazards to navi7

giition. The Gunner's Mites aboard are r-esrionsi-6. Although little danger is involved in using ble, for handling this material in so far aspractice hand grenades, they require some degree rage and maintenance is concerned.of care in handiiiig and throwing. You can throw give youthe practice grenade a safe distance, but for the The dismission in this section will
some idea of the tools used,- and the names andpurpose of training and to preclude injury from uses of some of the more important explosivesan improperly loaded grenade, take cover. Wear

the steel helmet, and keep, all other personnel other, materials involved in this work. We
at a safe distance. PractiOe grenades that fail 3

not try to cover the specific practical
-ato function (duds) are not recovered for at least pplication of demolition explosives. For a much
-Ti10 minutes, and then only by trained personnel. bre detailed discussion, which includes other
demolition equipment and techniques, you should

7. Grenades are issued in the "witLfuze and read OP 2212, Vol. 1, Demolition Materials.
without fuze" condition. They are not nalressarily
shipped in separate containers. The detonator of :-.DEMOLITION CHARGES
a fuze is very sensitive to heat, shock, or friction.

sArn.y Field Manual FM 237.30 explains the safety _1, The, demolition explosive usually issued to
precautions and steps taken when fuzing hand ships is most often TNT, in cast or pressed
grenades. fo` , but it may -be Tetrytol. The explosives

e in half-pound and I-pound blocks (fig.
5-0). TNT is also the main component of the 55-

, pwihii id demolition charge.
The fialf-pound and 1-potmckblocks are, issued

Befor going into the subject of demolition cardboard boxes, and can be used either by
we want to emphailze that the information con7, t3 mselves or as boosters _to set off larger
tamed in this section is NOT intended to qualify, :o ges. Both sizes are made with cap wells (or
a n.ar. as an expert in demolition. Never attempt_ vator wells) into which you can insert blasting
to tampe demolition materials, leave this s (which cy,e450//filtatently explain):
to the e its that have been specifically trained:** ,TheAlt,2mblition charges (fig. 5-11) now
in demo ition work. is led to ships have rectangular 'rust-resisting

I cases- a little over 9 inches square and aThe information contained in this chapter .`

on demolition is meant only to familiarize GM -r L` inches high. Mods 2 and 3 are
with the equipment, materials, and safebr except that Mod' 2 has handling lugs.310
cautions connected with demolition w e I-pound TNT block that is used as a booster Ao'tirlt detbnate the-= charge fits into a- catity in thein no way intended to train GMGs to become n cast charge; the blasting cap that sets offdemolition experts. Demolition work is a skill Mei e-

-the 1-pound block is screwed into the block'sthat is acquired only through intensive training activator Well. 5-11 shows the chargeand should NOT be attempted by untrained per- as set up for blasting. The blasting cap is not
sonnet. . Ii_iserted until jtist before the charge is set off.

DEMOLITION

A subject like this; is not, of course, tO,be
covered in a single section of one chapter. The 43LASTINGCAPSI
use of explosives and associated blasting evip- ,,-;

ment fox construction projects or large -scale Blasting ciPs,,,, are used for initiating high
demolition involves highly developed skills. These explosivest. They are designed to be inserted
skills are developed through intensive training In cap wells of demblition charges, and are also
and a great deal of experience. Repeating what .the "detonating, element in certain land mine
was written earlier, the following information .firing devices,. Spepial military blasting caps are
eh demolition is only to fan.iliarize, the GM with designed to detonate the less sensitive explosives
the explosives and equipmetif:-tifed; It is NOT _ like TNT, military dynamite, and tetrytol. Blast-
, .,,,,D7,-

Blast -
intended, as a stall-teaching -text to train GMs _ ing caps are extremely sensitive andmay explode
to become experts in demolition. unless handled' carefully. They must be protected
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B

THREADED CAP WELL

EXPLOSIVE

Figure 5-10.TNT blocksA. 1/2-pound block. B. 1-pound block.

from -shock and extreme heat and not tampered
with. Blasting caps must never be stored with
other explosives Two types, electric and non-
electric, are use in military operations.

Nonelectric Blasting Cap

- The Cap, Blasting Special, Nonelectric tfig.
-5-12) is capable of detonating all standard types
of demolition material that have been properly
primed with the blasting cap for nonelectric firing.

. The nonelectric blasting cap,, is contained in
a clear -lacquered copper op aluminum tube.
Three small explosile charges; the ignition
charge, priming charge, tied base charge are
assembled in layers in th partially filled tube.
A portion of the tube remains empty sb the

/ r 164
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blasting cap can be fitted over and crimped to a
time blasting fuse or the snout cf a coupling base.

A flame from either a time blasting fuse,
detonating cord, or special firing device will
ignite the ignition (flash) charge. This ignites
the priming charge which, in turn, detbnates the
base charge.

This blasting cap, along with time blasting,
fuse, is used for firing demolition charges non-
electrically. This method, while not t 'pre-
ferred one (electrical firing is safe sed
under many conditions because of the flighttight
weight of the material and sp d of placemtnt
and use.

NOTE: Fuse. A fuse is a slow-burning
powder-filled cord th carries flame to an
explosive or combu nil& mass after burning
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LUGS

for a predetermined time. Fuze (Not to be
confused with Fuse). The term furz is a gen-
eral one applying to any device that ,causes
detonation, expulsion,' or ignition upon the
fulfillment of certain conditions, such as
completion of a time delay, certain distur-

ELECTRIC bances, impact, or inertia. The term is usually
BLASTING

CAP
used in connection with bombs, pyrotechnics,

1-lb TNT
or rocket heads., In demolition work, the

BLOCK term fuze is sometimes used interchangeable
with the%term firing device.

For all the details on the use of nonelectric
blasting caps and their metifods of ignition, it
is recommended that you read FM 5-25, Ex-
plosives and Demolitions and OP 2212, Vol. 1,
Demolition Materials. Figure 5-13 illustrates the
method' used in setting up a cap and fuse for
nonelectric firing of a demolition charge.

The burning rate of time fuse ill vary by
the way it is handled and the con 'tions under
which it is burned. So testing of th burning rate
is essential before setting up a charge for demo-
lition with a nonelectric blasting cap. The burning
rate of fuses' issued by the NAVORDSYSCOM
varies between 30 and 45 seconds per foot.

84.2 Refer to figure 5-13 while we briefly go
Figure 5-11. Demolition charge Mk 2 Mod 2 through the procedure of setting up a charge.

(prepared for electrical firing).
STEP 1. Cut off and discard a 6 to 12 inch

portion of the exposed end of the blastinrtime
fuse. A test must be matTnof the burning rate

I.

.34"
rT-

0.24"

BASE CHARGE . IGNITION CHARGE (FLASH)

PRIMING CHARGE METAL
CAPSULE

EMPTY END

Figure 5-12. Cap, blasting, special, nonelectric.

165 "41.1
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Figure '5-13. Using cap and fuze for nonelectric firing of demolition cha'rge (TNT block).

by burning a 6-foot sample length of time fuse:
The 6-foot sample length should be-tested from
the same coil that will be utilized for the shot.
The sample length should be initiated by an
M60 Time Blasting Fuze igniter if available.

STEP 2. Cut off the desired length:of time
fuse and push it through the hole in the un-
threaded end of the priming adapter.

STEP 3. Remove one nonelectric blasting
cap from its box. Check inside the cap to ensure
it is clear of obstructions. Check the end of
the time fuse to ensure a square cut. Insert
the time fuse into the cap (DO NOT TWIST OR
TAP). Crimp the cap onto the time fuse 1/8
inch from the open end of cap. Use only the

crimping tool to crimp caps. (DO NOT CRIMP
NEAR FACE).

STEP 4. Insert the cap into the activator 411
'of the -demolition charge. Screw the adapter
into the charge to hold the blasting cap in place.
If screw adapters are not available, some means
should be taken to prevent the cap from coming
loose from the charge, such as wrapping a
string tightly around the block a few times and
tieing it securely over the well. as shown in
fig. 5-14.
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STEP 5. The blasting time fuse may be
lighted two ways. The first, which should always
be used if available, is the M60 Time Blasting
Fuze Igniter since it is the safest and surest.
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53.163(8-3B)
Figure 5-14. Half-pound block of TNT -

primed nonelectrically.

method. If the M60 fuze igniter is used, it
hould be installed on the time fuse, prior to
e installation of the blasting cap. The second
ay is by a wooden match. Slit the time fuse

longitudinally and insert a match in the slit so
that the head of the match Trotrudes slightly
from the side of the time fuse. Hold the match
and match box as shown in illustration No. 5
of figure 5-13 and draw the abrasive side of
the match box against the match head. Do not
attempt to light the match unless you are pre-
pared to do it successfully the first. time. After
you have struck the match, leaVe the area and
take cover even though the attempt appears
to be unsuccessful. Walk calmly but smartly
to a safe areaNEVER RUN. If a long distance
is necessary to reach the safe area, then addi-
tional length . should be allowed on the blasting
time fuse.

STETS 6. If a misfire is encountered, wait
30 minutes plus time for the blasting time fuse
to burn.

Electric Blasting Caps

Figure. 5-15 shows Cap, Blasting, Special,
Electric Type, Nos. 1-10 Delay. The cap comes
in 10 delay types, with each delay type differing
in length as well as delay time. The delay time
.and consequently;the length of a particular cap
is dependent on amount of delay charge
contained in the delay element.

The figure shows that the construction of an
electric blasting ; cap is simplicity in itself.

An electric current heats a wire bridge.setting
of the heat-sensitive priming charge which,
in turn, sets off the PETN abase charge. This
detonates the TNT block into which the cap has
been inserted; if the block is the booster to a
larger main charge, the train off explosions
comes to an end with the detonation of the main
charge.

Another type of electric blasting cap is shown
in figure. 5-16. This is the Cap, Blasting, Elec-
tric, M6 and is used, as are the previously
mentioned caps, to initiate high explosives. The
cap consists of an aluminum alloy cup containing
a base charge of RDX, intermediate charge of
lead azide, and an ighition charge of lead sphnate
and barium. chromate. The lead wires are 12
feet long and extend through a rubber assembly
into the ignition charge where they are connected
to a wire bridge. The electrical characteristics
of the M6 are so closely controlled that caps
of this model, of different manufacturers, may
be mixed in a firing circuit 'without causing
misfires. A shorVcircuiting tab or shunt, as in
other electric blasting caps, fastens the leads
together to prevent accidental electric firing of
the cap. Do NOT remove these until just before
the cap is wired into the firing circuit.

The electric blasting cap fits into the acti-
vator well of the demolition charge. But it
doesn't fit tightly and can easily slip out. To
hold the cap in the charge, use a pEimer adapter,
a small plastic cylinder that sews into the
threaded end of the TNT block and holds the
cap In place. Figure 5-17A shows the adapter
assembled in the block, with part of the adapter
cut away to show how it holds the cap in place.
Figure 5-17B illustrates the two steps in assem-
bling the adapter and cap before they go into the
charge. These steps are described in the next,.
section of this chapter.

The othdr equipment used for electrical firing
of demolition charges include a blasting machine
for supplying current to the blasting cap (fig.
5-18), wire or cable of required length (the
cable may be on a special reelitte the one shown
in figure 5-19) for connecting the borachine to the
charge, insulating tape for protecting the splices
which connect the cable to the caps, and a blast-
ing galvanoAeter for testing the circuit before
you fire the charge.

BASIC PROCEDURES BOR SETTING
UP AN ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT AND BLASTING

As a second class Gunner's Mate, you must
be able to demonstrate your ability to work with
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WATERPROOFING

PLUG COMPOUND

IGNITION CHARGE SULFUR SEAL

BASE CHARGE TIME FUSE
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Figure 5-15.Cap, blasting, special, electric type, Nos. 1 -10 delay.,
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Figure 5-3.6. Cap, blasting, electric M6.
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, CUT AWAY
SECTION OF
ADAPTER

CHARGE LEG WIRES

WIRE SLOT

ELECTRIC
BLASTING CAP

(2)

53.158
Figure 5-17. The priming adapter A. Priming

. adapter and electric blasting cap assembled
into charge. B. How to assemble the priming
adapter and cap before assembly into charge.

the demolition equipment on your own ship. In
general, this will most likely mean that you
will have to show that you can work with the
equipment we have discussed so far., in this
section. Of course, nothing you read here or
elsewhere will make you a genuine. expert with,
demolition. You need Teal training and experience
with the gear for that. Btit, so that you can see
how ,all the equipment we have described is used
together, let's take up, step by step, the pro-
cedure for preparing and setting off a demoli-
tion set-up using demolition charges Mk 2 Mods

.2 or 3 and electric blasting caps.

1. Determine where the charges are to be
placed. This, of course, depends on what is
being demolished and, the purpose of demolition.
If you're sinking a floating hulk that's a menace
to navigatipn, place the charges so that the
hulk will go down.promptly in water deep enough_
so that it will be out of the way. Make sure that
all WI (water tight) doors are open. If you're

ELECTFUC
BLASTING CAP

...

FIRING WIRE

4

SPLICE

P3.206
Figure 5-18.A. Leapfrog series circuit.

B. Common series circuit.

scuttling your own ship (this sad possibility is
fortunately not frequent, but it Mightbe necessary
in the event of imminent capture by the enemy),
you must, in addition, make it as difficult as
possible for anybody ever ..to use the ship again.
Or you may be wiring up small Charges to be
used in destroying secret, or confidential equip-
ment against the possibility of capture. You'll
be guided by orders front competent authority,
but you must know something about demolition
techniques.

2. Usually you will set off several charges
at once. To do this, you place the chargeS and
make , up a circuit which includes the blasting
machine and all, the charges in series. First
you wire in all the caps, then connect them to
the cable, and then lest the circuit. Here are
these steps in more detail:
- 'a. Make sure your caps are all of the

same'inanufacturer. Except for the M6 which was
described earlier, caps of different make should
NEVER be used together in one circuit. Be sure
not to use *re caps than your blasting machine
is deisnged gi handle; it's better to use fewer.
When you ,caps out of their box, don't try,
to pry them- oose with a sharp instrument; use
your finger and slide them out carefully.
Examine caps before wiring them up; reject
any that sh,ti signs of moisture or cOrrosion.

b. GrOp .the wire above the cap and
straighten the: coil from the write leads, being
careful not 0 put tension between cap and wire
leads. Placeaps behind a suitable harrier or in

1.59
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. 84.3
. Figure 5- 19. A. Blasting galvanometer.

B. Testing the firing circuit..

a he bucket. Test each cap individually
as f away cket- or barrier as the
leads allow with the galvanometer. After
test of cap, shunt. the -cap by twisting the two
Wire legs togeWr. Do this until you have tested
the number of blasting caps you will use.

c. You make electrical tests for demolition
Set-ups with only one instrumentthe blasting
galvanometer. (See 5-19.A.)--You must
NEVER use any othr instrument. The blasting
galvanometer is in a box, usually protected by
a leather case, with a dial face on which you can
see the galvanometer needle. It contains its own
small battpry as . a source of current. At the
base of the box are two terminals flat metal
discs. You test by touching the wires you are
testing to the terminals. If current flows (and
the currents indicated by the galvanometer are

- I

very tiny ones that will not set of a blasting
cap), the needle deflects.

d. First you 'test both Cable conductors
BEFORE they are connectedo anything. (Make
sure their ends are not twisted together.) You
should get NO steady indication on the galvano-
meter. ,(But it's O.K. for the needle to flick,
then return to. zero.) If you DO get a steady
galvanometer needle deflection, there is a cur-
rent leak or short Circuit in the cable (caused
by defective insulation or conductors touching
each other). If the trouble dannot be rectified,
use other cable that will test O.K. ,

e. Next, you wire the cable to the caps
(but do NOT connect the blasting machine). Test
the complete circuit by touching the cable ter-
minals at the "reel end" (where the blasting
machine will be connected) to the galvanomete-F.-"N
(See fig. 5 -19B). This time you should get a N.
definite steady needle deflection. If you don't,
go .over your circuit and repair it where' it's
broken. Test each splice and cap individually,
if necessary. Or you may use the procedure
described in the next section of this chapter
for locating breaks in the circuit.

. f. After testing the circuit, the next step
is to set each blasting cap in its charge. Open
the top of the charge shipping box. (The charge
need not be removed from the shipping box to be
used, however. ) Break the paper seal protecting
the activator well in the booster but don't use
the .blasting cap as a tool. Make sure there is
-no dirt, in the well. Then slip the leg wires of
the cap through the, priming adapter's wire slot
with the threaded end of the adapter pointing
toward the cap (fig. 5-17)."

If the leg wires don't slide readily through
the slot, don't try to force them by pulling on
the cap. CfrasPthe wires about 6 inches from the
blasting cap and slide the adapter slot qilongthe
wires away from the cap. Tilt the adapter as
you do this, to make the entry of the wires
easier. ,

Now insert the cap gently all the way into the
activator well; hold the adapter away from cap
until it's all the way in. Then work the adapter
down the wires until it reaches the well, and
screw it in gently but firmly as far as it will
go. Last, tie the wires so that the cable doesn't
strain them at the cap. The Mk 2 Mods 2 and
3 charges have cable anchors under the bolts
in the booster covers tit can be used k securer'
the cable. tar .
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If you haven't tested the circuit, do it nuw.
If time permits it may be a guud idea to do it
again even if you tested it before assembling the
caps into their charges___

3. The last step is to .connect the blasting
machine. Make sure everything else is in readi:-
ness, .and that all personnel have cleared the
danger area. Connect the cable to the blasting
machine. Most blasting machines have remov-
able handles, don't put the handle on until after
the machine is connected, and just before you
blast. To operate the machine, twist the handle
smartly through its full range.

4. If the blast does not occur, remove the
handle of the machine (and put it into your
pocket to make sure nobody operates the machine
inaciveRently) and DISCONNECT the machine.
Then, after 30 minutes and only then, is it safe
to investigate the trouble further.

PROCEDURE FOR LOCATING
BREAKS IN THE FIRING CIRCUIT

Here is a way (illustrated in fig. 5-20) in
which a break in the firing circuit may be
located if the circuit test from the reel end
indicates an open circuit, or if you have a
misfire.

1. First disconnect the blasting machine-.
Make sure the two wires at the reel end of the
firing cable, are separated and not touching any
conductor.

2. Connect the two spliced wires at the far
end of the firing cable (C and D in fig. 5-20)

CAP OUT OF CHARGES

SPLICE

FIRING WIRE GALVANOMETER

84.4
Figure 5-20'. - Locating breaks in the

t firing birduit.

with the blasting galvanometer. (Don't break the
, splices; just touch them to the galvanoMeter's

terminals.) If the instrument now shows a com-
plete circuit, these connections (C and D) or the
cable are faulty.

3. If the galvaporneter still shows an open.
circuit, connect splice D to one terminal (L)
of galvanometer, using a wire (N) long enough to
reach all connections in the circuit. Move around
the circuit with the galvinometer, touching the
other terminal (0) to all splices in succession.
At the first point where the instrument shows an
open circuit, you know- that there is a break
between that point and the previous one.

If the break is accessible, splice the broken
wire. If you %can't handle it as a misfire; use
additional priming, or set up another charge
close by. After this repair, continue the test to
locate additional breaks. When all are repaired,
test the circuit again from the reel end.

SAFETY

Here is a brief summary of precautions to
ensure both reliability and safety, which you
should bear in mind when blasting with electric
caps:

iflOse only Army Engineer Special blasting
caps of, the types described previously for mili-
tary demolitions. Other caps are weaker and may
cause misfires.

2. Use only one brand of cap in any one
circuit..

3. Before using a blasting cap, inspect it for
moisture. If you see any sign of dampness,use
another cap. Never use a sharp instrument topry
a cap' out of its box, and never take a cap out of
its box unless you intend to use it. -

4. All the firing in an electric blasting cir-
cuit must be the responsibility of one person only,
and that man must kniaw hiw lob. He should keep
the blasting machine, or its operating handle, on
his person -while the circuit is' being wired to
avoiyi accidental-firing.

5. Before firing'or testing, be sure the safety
shunts are removed from .a11 cap but don't
remove the shunts until you are actually wiring the
caps into the circuit. If shunts are missing, keep
the cap wires twisted together.

6. Never fail to use the blasting galvanometer
to test your complete circuit before the blasting
machine is connected. Don't depend on visual
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inspection only. Use go other device to test the
circuit. Dry-cell poirered ohmmeters, for in-
stance, may set off the blasting caps.

7. Never yank theZleg wires of an electric
-cap, or subject them to any steady pull. This is
important to remember when you're installing
the priming-adapter. Lge- cure the leg wires and
firing cable w ith .str one,,tw ine 04 other fastenings
so that pulls on the cat* will not be transmitted
through, the splice or tolthe tkp.

8. Don't connect the cable to the blasting
machine until you're rdady to fire and the danger
area is dear. UnlesEt. you are actually testing
the circuit or you are:, actually making ready to
blast, it's a good idea to keep the free ends of
the cable twisted togetpr.

4

S. Ayoid setting up an electric blasting cir-
cuit T:vhen, there is a thunderstorm brewing. In
general, protect electric blasting caps, whether
in circuit or not; from any stray electric cur-
rents.

10. When you use the blasting machine, tWist,
the hanclle sharply to be sure you get enough
output to fire. If the machine has a thong, wrap
it about your wrist to prevent the machine from
slipping when you twist. immediately after the
blast, disconnect the machine and twist the cable
conductors toge If your, circuit misfires,
try once more: If it iisfires again, disconnect
the blasting machin put the handle in your
pocket, and twist the cable conductors together
before you try to investigate the cause.of misfire.

- .172'
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CHAPTER 6

BASIC MECHANISMS
.

The purpose of this chapter is to explain the
fundamentals of basic machines so that fou will
have the background to better understand the ord-
nance equipment that you are now working with
in the fleet. As new and more complex ordnande
is introduced into the Meet, it is essential that
tdday's Gunner's .Mate have the knowledge of the
technical fundamentals, of the rate, The control
mechanisms of the old as well as the new gun
systems involve a combination of mechanical,
hydraulic, electrical, and electronids devices with
a higlAdegree of complexity. A study of this
chapter and the chapter that follows on elec-
tricity and electronics will supply. you with most

of the information you will need to,help' operate
and maintain the ordnance equipment of the future
as well as the present. ,

We will start this chapter by asking you
three questions, -and then provide the answers:

1. What is a machine? =

2, What is a mechanism?
3. flow will knowing the answers help you?

For the answers to the Srst two questions;
, lets turn fo the dictionary. According to Webster,

a machine is -"Any 'device consisting of two
or more resistant, relatively constrained parts,
whiCh may serve to transmit and modify force
and motion-so as to do some desired Rind df
work, popularly., a complex combination of such
parts 'together with their framework, fastenings,
etc." For the present, let usecondense this
mouthful by saying .3 machine is a device Which.
will a() a job for you, or at least make the
job easier."

As 'tor the mechanism, the. dictiona
that mechanisms are: ".:The parts of a machi e...."

Now let's see how this information will help.
you.

If you 'accept the - definition of a. machine,
then a gull power drtve,, Et hoist, and automatic
loader are machine's. And, as a Gunner' Mate,
a large part of your work.will be conc with'

"Yr?,

irist-sugh-devid
ready shown you that gun power drives, rammers,
etc., re sometimes complex indesign and opera-
tion. first glance, the publications issued
to guide you in the maintenance and repair of
such machines may appear baffling. Taii$ is true
not only of electrical and electronic components,
but mechanical ones as well. Look at figure
6-1 for, an example.' This is a mechanical ache-
matic'of a 3-inch loader. It shows alr the pares
(and their actions) Which cause rounds of ammuni-
tion to be.automatically drawnthrough thehopper
and delivered intb the gun chamber at a rate of

o

. I

50 rounds a minute. In this text we are not
going to explain the operation of the 3inch loader.
The Illustration was chosen-because it demon-
strates the need for the information in this chapter.

Now for the definition of a mechanism.
was pointed out that a machine, no matter how
complicated, is made up of smaller, ,simpler
parts mechanisms. See Fig..6-1.Sincs.your job
requires you to. maintain and repair,raehines,
you must know IOW these machines work, and
understand the theory behind their operation. It
would be hard to understand the operation of a
complex machine without first understapding the
purposes and functions of its par0.

TYPEp' OF BASIC MECHANISMS

A modern gun of fntermediate or larger
caliber contains thousands of parts, Of these,,
a .good percentage can be correctly labeled
mechanisms. Fortunately for you the Gunner's
Mate, theycan be grouped into a relatively small
n of basic types. In this chapter we will
study the following nine "typei of basic mech-
anisms,'and Show how they are used in ordnance:

i .,-

Wheels arid bearings
Gears
Cams.

. .
, -,

. _

Levers and:linkages.

-V
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Figirre.6-1.,--A machine. 3 "/50 RF loader schematic.
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NOTE. ARROWSINDICATE DIRECTION OF ROTADON

FOR NEXT CYCLE OF CLUTCH ENSAGEHENT.,
STARTING.WITH -TRAY AT GATES CONTROL LEVER

AT CLUTCH OPEN. HEW BY SOLENOID INTERLOCK

LEVER BREECH OPEN. BORE CLEAR:
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1

.41

84.317

Figure 6-1.A machine. 3"/50 RF lodier schematic - Continued.
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dhains and sprockets
Clutches
Springs
Buffers
Couplings

. is 5 inches from the center of the axle, and that
the radius of the axle is one-half inch. We can

-figure the output from the formula.

L = ift
E

WHEELS AND BEARINGS
where

Wheels

The wheels we are talking about here e the
_____typethatare_ggidly,konnectecl-to-axles. When

either the wheel or axle turns, it turns the ther.
When the wheel and *axle turn as one, w have

a simple machine. One common purpose of such a-
machine is ,to multiply the force exerted on it.
A door knob, and the handle of an ice cream
freezer, are only two examples of the varied
uses' of this device. One of the most common
ordnance uses of the wheel and axle is shown
in figure 6-2. Here.you see a handwheel which-
could have come from nearly any gun that depends
upon a pointer or trainer to move the mount
around manually.

How does a set of handwheels help you move a
gun? The question would answer, itself if you
ever removed the handwheels and tried to move

_ the gun bY,ECatiting the small shaft (axle) with your
fingers. There is a formula for determining the
mechanical advantage that can be obtained-from
awheel and axlp arrangement. It is not necessary
that you remember this formula; it is included
only to emphasize our point.

Let us suppose that you apply 10 pounds of
force on the handwheel. Assume that the handle

w

84.118
Figure 6-2.- A Wheel and wile-used to multiply

dffortf

er,

L = radius of the circle in which the handle
turns

= radius -of-the -axle
R = output
E = force applied to handle

5 _R

1:7:= 15:10.°
1/?

R= 5'x 10 x 2 :

R = 100 pounds

This ,rntiamt, stoat' a 104pound force at the
hanciWheel will apply a 100 -pound force at the shaft.

Bearings
4 ,.

We must start our discussion of bearingswith
a brief word on friction. FRICTION is the
resistance to relative motion between two bodies
in contact. Sometimes this resistance is useful.-
For example, it is hard to walk on, ice because
there is very little friction between your shoes
and the ice. In ,ordnance, however, friction is
mostly unwanted,. It takes effort to4-otate trains
of gears, move levers and shafts, :etc. Friction
in these mechanisms adds to. the effort requiteci:.;
-Lubrication is one I answer. It coats the surfaces
of moving parts, in contact with, one another
separates them by a fluid film. In some eves,
though, this is not enough. Sometimes the speed _

of the moving parts, or the load 'on them, is so
great that the oil film will be throvm out-or
ruptured. Here beatings (and lubrication) are the
answer.

PLAIN (SLIDING) hEARINGS.Mdetoftentke
parts' which rub together- are made of steet--,
Sometimes the friction cribe reduced sufficiently
by simply inserting --anstrip of softer ihetal,
Such as bronze, between. the two steel parts.
This is the theory behind the plaini or sliding,

. type bearing. In figure 6 -.3 yo. tarreee three
applications.

.176
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Chapter 6BASIC MECHANISMS

BEARING STRIP
(HOUSING GUIDE)

In figure 6-3A you see a gun slide weldment
in which the gun and housing move in recoil

,,/pand cqunterrecoil. The bearing strips (one is
hidden) inside the slide are made of bronze, and
support the heavy housing as it Moves forward
and aft during firing. The barrel bearing, also
bronze, supports the barrel in these movements.
In figure 6-:3B you are looking up at a sliding
wedge type breech mechanism. The breech oper-
ating shaft,, in its rotating movement, raises and
lowers the breechblock. You can see that the
steel ,operating shaft is kept from coming into
direct contact with the steel slide and bearing
caps (not shown) by cylindrical bronze bearings.
For ease in assembly and disassembly, the
bearings are in two parts. Notice the oil grooves
cut into the inside of the bearing. These grooves
distribute the lubricant around the shaft from a
zerk type fitting on the bearing caps.

The bronze bearing . blocks, up inside the
breechblock, transmit the rotating movement of the
sveratin,g shaft to a vertical movement to raise
and lower the breech. These are oblongbearings,
riding in slanted blockways in the block. They
are lubricated by means of oil holes drilled
throughout their length

.1"'" __'°0111MIL,

1 BEARING
BLOCK

OPERATING SHAFT BEARING

I

BEARINGS WITH ROLLER CONTACT. The
plain, bearings we have just described will reduce
friction. A much more efficient type, however,
is that ,which. inserts a rolling contact between
the stationary and moving elements of the mech-
anism.. The rolling elements are balls or rollers.
The bearing assembly usually is made up-of three ti

parts the rolling elements, a separator, and two .
races.

An oftinance application of roller bearings
can be seen in figure 6-4A. Here they are used to ,
reduce friction between the rotating gut) mount
(base ring) and the stationary stand. The hori-

, zontal rollers support the weight of the mount.
The upper race (roller path) Wpart of the base
ring. The lower race is part af the stand. The
separatdr keeps the roller bearings from getting
canted and running into one another- The. upfig,kt
(radial) bearings reduce friction between the base
irnr and stand when a sideways force is exerted

the mount.
In figure 6-4B you see tapered rollerbearings

used in trunnio s. In this .application they allow
*the.--trunnions to rotate freely,. but testrict side
ways and up-an down movement as the gun bucks
during firing. .

BALL BEARINGS. The roller bearing as-
sembliea just described can be for'
replacement of parts, for cleatiiitg, and for

BREECHBLOCK'
OPERATING SHAFT

84.119
Figure 6-3. Example of plain (sliding) bearing s.

77
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BASE RING

UPPER
ROLLER.PATH

(RACE)

ROLLER
BEARING

STAND

STAND ROLLER PATHS
(RACES)

TRUNNION
BEARING
BLOCK

BEARING CAP

,ROLLER
'BEARIN

RADI
ROLLER BEARING

SEPARATOR

TRUNNION'
BEARING
KEY

,Figure 6-4. Pc Li ings with
-

0

. examination, etc. Ball bearings,. on the other
hand, usually are assembled by the manufacturer
and installled as a unit. Like roller bearings,
the ball bearings reduce friction anti, in some
applications, prevent unwanted movement.

Sometimes maintenance-publications refer to
roller and ball bearings as being either thrust
or radial bearings. The differencebetween the two
depends upon the angle of intersection between
the direction of the 1 d and the plane of rotation
of the bearing.' Figu e 6-5A shows a radial ball
bearing assembly. he load here is pressing
outward along the adius of the shaft. Now suppose
a strong thrust is exerted on the right end
of the shaft, tending to move it to the left.
You .can see that the radial bearing is not
designed to support this axial thrust. Even
putting a shoulder between the load and the inner
race wouldn't do. It would just pop the bearings
out'of their races. The answer is to arrange
the races differently, as in figure 6-5B. Here_
is a thrust bearing. With a shoulder under the
lower race, and another between the load and the
upper race, it will handle any, axial load up to
its design limit.
\ The horizontal kearings shown in figure 6-4A

are another example of a roller thrust bearing
assembly. The vertical roller bearings- in the
illustratiein are called radial bearings. Some-
times bearings are designed to support both thrust
and radial loads, the-SAE-I- term RADIO THRUST
bearings. For an example of such bearings see

_the tapered roller bearings in figure 6 -4B.

GEARS

A 'par is a toothed wheel that transmits
motion. When it is engaged with another gear

,or tooth device; it cans
.

1. Change the direction of rnotion,
2. Change the type of motion (e.g ;,linear_ to-

circular),
3. Increase or decrease speed,
4. Increase or decrease force.,

A .detailed study of gear types and functions
can. be found in Basic Machines, NAVPERS

..10624A. Qur coverage of gears here is ,limited`
to those types which have ordnance applications.
We wilt show-four types of gears and .how they
actually work in a- piece of %ordnance equipment.

,

Spur Gears

.84.120 A spur gear has teeth that-are parallel-to the
rolling contact. . axis of rotation of the gear, and to its axle or

178
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INNER RING
BALL RACE, -,

OUTER RING .
BALL RAC

LOAD

Figure 6=5. Ball bearingsA. Radial type. B. Thrust type.

shaft. An external spur gear has teeth on an
outer circumference. Because of their versatility
(the transmit motion, change direction of
mo n, etc.), spur gears are used in ordnance
e uipment more than any other type of gear..

Figure 6-6 shows a train of spur gears.
is a part of the hopper drive gearing usedon

5.21

by gears 1 and 3. It is also done by gears 2
and 6 during a feeding cycle from the left.
So let's make another cycle and see, in this .
case, how speed of motion. is .increased. Be-
fore we cycle from the left, let us,slide gear 3
out tif mesh with its driving gear and the center '
sprocket gear and, at the same time, move gear

e 3"/50 RF loaders. Its purpose is to turn. 6 into mesh withits driving gear 2 and the center
sprocket gear 5.e sprockets in suclua direction, anthat..suCh..!

When the new cycle starts, teal 1 'rotatestime,'as to cause the loader to- -ammunition_
alternately, first from one side and then the other. in the-g-ar-ifedirection as before.' .clockwise,Gear

In figure 6-6, gear 1 is the only gear driven 2 is meshed with gear 1' and. always moves
by an, external force an electric motor. It in a counterclockwise direction. Du-ring thi &cycle ,

Q is driven in one direction4only. Gears 3 'and 6 gear 2 imparts its motion to gear 6 and all .

are sliding gears, which, while they never become subsequent_ gear movements are in the opposite
.direction from those occurring during the right -

board
disconnected froth, the extreme out -'

board gears (4 and 7), alternately mesh and unmesh , hand cycle. Thus gears 5 and '7 will hip in
a counterclockwise direction- 9b° and then stop.

Sprocket movement is always 99°,.0ne quarter.
turn. If you count ,the teeth, in one qualter
section of the sliding ,gear, ybu yAir find that
there are 10:Sincethere Is no slippage in gears,
driving gear 2 had to rrioi,e 10- teeth past its
point of mesh with the slidifig gear: From the
illustration you can see that 10 teeth on the driving
gear' are' equal to about a ,(:)° segthent. Since
both gears moved through their segments during

with the center sprocket gear 5. In the illustra-
tion, gear 3 is meshed with gear 5, but gear 6.
is not. 0-

Here's what happens during a cycle, gear 1
rotates. in a clockwise direction (see arrow)
and drives gear 3 in the opposite (counter-
clockwise) ,direction. Gear 3 drives gears 4 and
5 which transmit their cloclwise motion to their
sprockets, pulling a round of ammunition from
the right. After . the sprockets move 90°, they
are stopped by other devices in the loader con - the same time, period, the smaller gear rotated
'trol unit.. one-third faster thail the .larger gear driving it.

You have just seen how motion lk transmitted We have just 'demonstrated how a speed
increase Is obtained by driving a small gee- vcith
a larger gear. A speed decrease is obtained by
doing just the opposite, usi a 'small gear to
drive a larger gear. Before eaving the subject

by gearing,. and how the dir on-of movement,
was, changed (reversed ot _once but twice.
How about the abilit rspur gears to increase
or decrease the speed of a motion? This is done

rter" .

.%-`

%-,

17,9
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of speed reduction abd increase, we must tell
you that any increase in speed is accomplished
at the expense of force. You already understand
this principle if you have ever driv en an old
automobile with a standard transmission. You

,know that to get such a car up an extremely steep
hill you probably had to shift to low. This gearing
arrangement reduced your speed but nave ,you
greater force. Once at the top of the hill,
you shifted to high which is a speed increasing
arrangement, of the transmissi9n gearing. You
could afford to sacrifice force, at that time, for
speed.

Worm Gear

Worm gearing is used, to obtain large speed
reductions between nonintersecting shafts making
an angle of 90° with each other. With a worm-and-
wheel gearing arrangement, the velocity ratio
is the ratio between the nuimer.. of teeth on the

gear (such as a spur Oar) and e number of
threads on the worm. Withoutgoingin formulas,
we can say that a 30-tooth gear (wheel), that
is meshed with a worm +gear with4only ore
thread will have a velocity of 1 to 30, i.e., the
worm must make 30 revolutions in order to make
the spur gear revolve once. A DOUBLE-
THREADED worm, will cause the spur gear to
make one revolution after only 15 turns, etc.

Figure 6-7 illustrates a double-threaded worm
and spur drive gear,. You may recognize these
gears as being part of th loader driAA Control
mechanism of a 3."/50 gun. The vildrm can
be driven by an electric drive motor or by a
hand-crank. The spur gear has 24 teeth and the
wofm is double-thretcled. (If you have trouble
trying to find two threads on the worm, just
think of the worm as having two positions by
which a nut could be started onto its end.)
With this gearing ratio the worm must turn

,r

Figure- 6 -6. Spur gears.
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Chapter 6BASIC MECHANISMS

through 12 revolutions to rotate the spur gear
one,turn. =

Worm gears are an excellent choice to drive
indicating devices such as those in fuze setters
and power drive indicator rvgulators. These
dials must accurately transmit gear movements
of fractions of degrees.

One more fact before moving on to the next
type of gear. Movement:of the spur gear cannot
be backed up through the worm. This is called
a non-reversing worm drive. This is why there
is always a worm in gun elevation gearing.

.You can elevate a heavy gun manually to a cer-
tain degree and it will stay there. Without the
worm, gravity would cause the ,heavy position
of the gun (breech or muzzle) to settle. Its
movements would b out through the gearing
and handwheels. s,,
Bevel Gears

Bevel gears' are' used to connect tv#6 intersect-
ing shafts. Figure 6 -8 shows a set of bevel

s-

DRiVE
SHAFT
KNOB

gears connecting a manual drive shaft to a train
worm ge6. Here the shafts are at right angles
to one another, and the teeth are cut at a 45°
angle. Bevel gears such as, these are called
MITEWGEMIS.

Any desired. ratio of speed or force can be
developed ,by bevel gears, just as with spur gears.
By driving a large gear with a smaller one,
you decrease speed but gain in force, and vice
versa.

Rack and Pinion Gear

The gears we have looked at so far transmit
rotation. Sometimes it is necessary to change
circular motion to straight line motion. One way
to do this is by the ust of a cam, all you will see
later. Another method uses a gear arrangement,
called a rack and pinion. (A pinion is a gear
with a small number of teeth designed to mesh
with a larger gear or rack). In °figure 6-9A
you can see that the pinion resembles a spur

CLUTCH DRIVING SHAFT GEAR
,216.1..._

SHAFT
COVER NUT

(HANOCRANK)

WORM SPUR/
DRIVE GEAR

Figure6-1. Worm gear.
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MANUAL DRIVE INPUT

BALL .

BEARING
WORMWREEL

Air

1071611,110.,

A.

Figure,6-78. Bevel gears.

BEVEL
GEARS -

./

.5.22-.13

tigure 6-9. Rack and pinionConverting rotary
mOtioq to linear motion. "4

. 1

gear. The rack has 'teeth similar to those, of
a spur gear but thsy:are arranged in a straight
line. In the example the rack and pinion are
located in a trunnion,. and are ed to transmit
gun' elevation to -the firing fit mechanism.
When the gun is elevated or de ressed, thepinion
is rotated. This causes the rack- to walk up'
(or down), postponing afplufiger over the race

5.22.4 of the 'siring cutout cam'. A- rack and pinion can
also be used to ,chartge straight line motion to

182
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circular motion'. To do thii; you-Simply connect
to the pinion whateveNyou want. rotated, and then
pull or push the tack.

An unusual rack and pinion setup is used in CAM PLATE

some power rammers. A diagram of such an
arrangement is shown in figure 6-9B. Here are
two racks and one pinion. One rack is fixed to
the stationary gun slide; -the other carries the
rammer shoe. The pinion is pulled back and
forth by a piston in the hydraulic section of the
rammer drive. With such a gearing design,
linear motfon of the hydraulic piston is changed
to rotary motion of the pinion, then back to
linear motion by the moving rack. Not only does

. it do all this, it doubles the lived' input. Here's
how:

Yoft can see pinion is 26. inches
from the dace of the gun chamber. The rammer
shoe is 52 inches 'from the chaMber. When
a cycle is started , the pinion is pulled to the
right. As it walks. along the fixed rack, the moving
rack is pulled along also. At the end -of 26
inches of pinion movement, the cycle ends.
The yammer Shoe has traveled -52 inpher and
has pushed the round of ammunition into the
chamber. On the retract: stroke the same actions
occur in reverse. When the pinion is pushed
back 10 teeth (26 inches), the upper rack will
vialk back 10 teeth also, but the combined move-
ments position the rammer shoe 52 inches from
the face of the chamber Once again.

This multiplying gear arrangement 'makes it
possible to get all of therammer inside the gun

hields_aL51!gun_mounts-2,

CAMS

A cam is an *regularly shaped device which
is used to transmit motion through a follower.
Some. cams are Stationary. When the follower is
Moved over the cam's specially.shaped surface,
it is moved UP or down. In other applications
the cam is built like' a wheel with a lopsided
edge. In this case, the follower -is usually a
shaft with a roller in contact vith the cap. When
the cam is .rotated, the shaft moves back and
forth following the cam's irregular contours.
Edge Cams

An edge oath is one which has the irregular'
surface machined a round its miter edge. Figure
6-10A shows how an 'edge cam is used to lower
the breechblock of a sliding wedge type
mechanism. . .

_ d

The cam plate is tecurecl to a nonrecoiling
part of the mount. The operating shaft crank

CAM PLATE
SPRING

'LUG OPERATING
SHAFT CRANK 0

.

84.125
Figure 6-10. Edge camsA. An, edge cam

rotating an operating shaft. B. An edge cam
positioning a 'hydraulic valve.

moves back and forth when the gun fires. In the
Illustration;. the gun i s returning td battery and
a lug on the operating shaft crank has just come
into contact with the cam. As the gun moves
farther into battery, didtlug is forced to ride
down the slope of the 'barn. This causes the
operating shaft tp rotate clockwise, pulling.the
breechblock down. .

Another application of the edt cam can be-seen
In figure 6-10B. Here rotary motion ls changed
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tr.straight line motion. As the cam is turned;
the, lever is forced tO follow the specially de-
signed contour around its edge. Through a plunger,
the hydraulic valve is moved up or down during

I the cam's rotation. This causes hydraulic pres-
sure in the valve block to be closed off on opened
according to plan.

FaceCams

.A face cam is one which has the irregular
surfaces machined into Its fabe (flat side). The
follower is forced to move back and forth (or
up and down) to maintain contact with the irregular
surfaces. .

Figure 6-11A shows a face cam used to in-
terrupt gunfire when the gun is pointed at some
.part of the ship's structure. The cam has high
and low areas cut into it. It is rotated by gearing
when the mount is trained. The cam pin (follower)
is positioned by a rack and pinioxiatzording to
%ie gun's elevation. When it is unsafe to fire;
the high part of the cam pushes the cam pin

_outward., Through linkage, this movement dis-
connects the foot treadle. from .the firing mech-
anism. In the case of electrical firer the .same
linkage movement causes a switch to open, break-
ing the firing circuit to the firing mechanism.

In figure 6-11B you see another kind of face
cam. Here the cam surface is an eccentti
groove cut in the face of a cam gear. A roller,
connected to one end of a follower shaft, rides
in 'the groove. As the cam turns, the follower
moves_ _back and _forth,__imparting_linear_moto o
to whatever device it is attached to.

Barrel (Drum) Cams

Barrel cams are cylindricarin shape. Usually
the camming surfaces are grooves spiralling.
around the inside or outside of the barrel. Figure
6-12 shows a barrel cam used in the 8" turret
synchronizing control device. As the barrel is
turned, the follower will move back and forth
along the length of the barrel..

Another example of the barrel type- cam is the
differential cam used in 6"/38 indicator reg-
ulators.

LEVERS AND LINKAGES

Levers are the simplest and perhaps the most
familiar of all machines. There are three classes
'of levers first, second, and third. They differ
primarily in the relative points where effort
is applied, where the resistance is overcome,
and where the fulcrtim is located. Of the three
classes of levers, the first class is used most
often in ordnance equiliment. So our discussion
here will be concerned only with that class.

In first class levers the effort and resistance
are on opposite sides of the fulcrum, and the
effort and resistance move inopposite directions.

What is the purpose of levers? It depends
on their application. One thing they all do

is transmit motion. Of more importance is their
ability to magnify the effort 'exerted. Look at
figutre 6-13 while we show how a first class
lever works.

.n____liete_youBee_part of the breech interlock
mechanism of a 3"/50 FiF gun. It is Made up of

.

V

ELEVATION
INPUT SHAFT FACE CAM

PIN
FOLLOWER

PIN

A

.47 .GEAR,
CAMCAM

FOLLOWER

Figure 6-11.Face cams.
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CONTROL -LEVER DIFFERENTIAL LEVER

84.127
Figure 6-12. Barrel cam.

levers, cams, and linkages which prevent loadft
cycles from starting -until certain condttions
exist. A round must have been fired, the bore
must be clear, and the gun 'completely back in
battery. The actions and components of this
mechanism are unimportant to this, discussion.
They are shinvn only to represent a resistance
whioh,must be overcome by some force before
they will act. During actual firing this force
come from recoil, counterrecoil,and empty case
extrabtion.. For the first cycle to start, however,-* .

the linkage mast be cleared by hand. Thts is the
job of the hand reset lever. This is a first
class 'lever, anti. it will multiply the force _you

CAM GUIDE

CAM LEVER ROD

INTERLOCK. FINGER
LEVER

INTERLOCK
FINGER

HAND
RESET LEVEF

exert on it to actuate the linkage and clear the'
mechanism. Here's how:

In the insert you see' a lever. Like the hand
reset lever, it has .3 badic parts a. force or
effort (E), which you Will apply at a distance.
*(L) froth the FULCRUM (F); and a resistance
(R), which acts at a distance (L) from the
If the resistance (R) at the -end of the fulcrum.
is 60 pounds, how much force' will you have to
apply overcome it?

Us the ft:a-hula shown under the lever in
-figure 6-13; assume that L = 6 inchesandit:.
2 inc es. Substitute these numbers into the
formula.'

..E _ S.Q.
2 E

6 ,

YOU need apply a force of
lilt 60.

only 20 pounds to

BRACKET

CAM LEVER
BORE CLEAR,t

LATCH LEVER

1

.
. 84.128'

Figure 6- 13..7 -A first class lever.
-

,

7")
The- formula above The lever (fig. 6-13) is

used to compute. mechanical advantage (MA).
Mechanical advantage is the,ratio-df thezesistance
to the applied effort t

X .

MA=

Substituting the gffort and 'resfstance from the
previous problem,-you will find that
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R _60TTo 3
Another method of finding mechanical ad,

vantage is by dividing the length of the effort
arm L by the length of the resistance arm 1.
In this case, s

2
3

*t

4.,
Linkage mechanisms contain levers, cranks;

and connecting links such as push rods, bars, and
slides, Linkages are used in erquipment which has
to be opened or closed; for instance, valves in
electric-h,ydraulic systems, gats, clutches, eta.
Figure 6-14 shows the linkage mechanism used to
open and unlatch the gates of a 3"/50 RF
loader.

The front ,gates must be opened before the
round of ammunition is started downward into
line with the gun chamber. The rear gate must
be unlatched, also because the first movement
of the °loading tray is rearward, then downward.
Movement of the linkage is started at the cam
in the upper left-hand part of the Illustration.
As the cam turns, a first class lever is moved
and sets the rest of the linkage in mOtion (follow
the arrows). The first output of the camroperated
lever is in-line motion, straight backwards.
Cranks transfer this motion to the front gates,
moving them outboard., Follow on to the rear of
the loader and you can see that a cam is moved
forward. This pulls -down -the left-end of a lever.
As the right end of the lever is moved upward,
it unlatches the rear gate.

The job, of opening and unlatching the gates
could be done with gears and shafts, bui it should
be obvidus to you that the linkage will do it
much more efficiently. 4

CHAINS AND SPROCKETS

. You already understand the pirinciple of the
chain and sprocket mechanism if you know how a
bicycle is powered. A chain is wrapped around
two sprockets ( some distance apart), and brought
back and connected to itself by a connecting link.
Since the chain engages matching teeth on the
sprockets, when one sprocket is Mimed, the other
must .turn. Thus rotary motion is transmitted

. with no dliSpage.
. speed reduction or speed increase (with a

, corresponding increase of decrease in force)
can be obtained with sprckets and chains inThe
same manner as with gearing. That Is, wr_a.

.

, small sprocket is used to dr e a larger one, the
result is a decrease in speed -but an inceas,
in force, and vice versa. The sproc
chain mechanisni is used in most ordn e ap-
plications to transmit motion. Motion thus trans-
mitted can cover relatively-large distances where
the use of gearing would be prohibitive due to-
inefficiency and weight.

Many types of hosts, for example, use the
chain and sprocket drive to more ammunition
between different deck levels. In fact, it is not
unusual to find dredger hoist chain drives which
span three or four decks.

A smaller version of the chain and sprocket
drive can be"Rt4figure 6-15. The chain here
is used to catkPifitifflf50 -round of ammunition
from the tray into the!en'i chaniber.-- The forward
sprocket is driven by a gear train (not'shown).
The after sprocket is driven by the chain. As
thearirrineves forward, it carries the driving
lug and shell carriage with it. This causes the
round to move forward. The carriage is unlatched
from the chain after a certain distance, and the
driving lug provides the final catapulting action,
After the round clears the tray, the tray starts
its upward movement. Gearing, now rotates the
forward sprocket carriage aft to plc; up the next
round.

CLUTCHES

A clutch is a form of coupling used to connect
shafts in equipment drives. There are two classes
of clutches the positive clutch and the friction
clutch.

Positive Clutch

When positive connection of one shaft with
another 'is needed, a papitii,e clutch is used.
This clutch is the ,simplest of all shaft oonnectors.
Because it does.not slip, this clutdh generates
no heat. The use of the, positive _type, clutch
is limited by the speed of the shafts to be
connected. If both shafts Can be'stbpped, or
made to move relatively sloiv, the positive
clutch can cause the shafts to -tie engaged.

Figure 6-16 shows a blach which ii' need
to select one of two power< sources to drive a
mechanism. There are three sets of jaws. The
jaw on the left has a fixed .connection ( by a
coupling ) to the prinlary source of power. The
jaw on the right is part of the sprocket driven
by an auxiliary poWer source.- Between theSe
two is a sliding jaw which °slides left and right
on a' spline on the drive shaft. This' center Jaw
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. GATE OPERATING CAM
.-

RIGHT FRONT GATE

Cr

REAR GATE LATCH

LEFT FRONT!GATE

J
Figure 6414. Gate perating linkage.

. .

has the only physical connection to the drive
shaft. It sis moved by the shifting levgr.When
shifted to the left, the sliding jaw engages the
jaw secured to the primary power source and
connects it to the driven mechanism through the
drive, shaft. When shifted to the right (as/shown),

187
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t.
it engages with the jaw. driven .by tfte chain, and
sprocket from the auxiliary source 9f power.

Square-jawed positive clutches are,Most often
found In places such as handwheel gearing, where
they are moved to select gear ratios,, or types,
of control inputs to the power drive.

1 ;1
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Figure 6-15.-7 Chain and sprockets.

FrictionYOlUtch

`Sometimes it is necessary to connect a shaft
which is rotating fairly fast with another 'which
is not rotating. This can be done with a friction
clutch. When an initially stationary shaft is to
be driven by a moving shaft, the friction surfaces
of the clutch (between the two shafts) will absorb
the slippage until the driven shaft is brought up
to speed. In this manner an electric drive motor
can be kept running cohtinuously, and power cEin

be tapped from its drive shaft. when desired.
Engaging the friction type clutch causes the motion
to be transmitted without serious shock to the
shafts.

Figure 6-16 shows the clutch placed between
an- electric motor and the mechanical drive
gearing of the 3"750 RF automatic loader. The
clutch is made up to f- several discs. The discs
ate of two types (shown in the insert) tm4 are
placed alternately on the shaft. The laige disc
has projections which fi.t into slots of a cup.

SHELL DRIVING LUG

84.130

The cup is part of the shaft\ from the electric
motor. As the electric motor running Con-
stantly, the attached discs are also rq..ating.
The smaller discs, on the right in the insert,
are keyed to the worth shaft.

When the crutch shipper sleeve is moved
slightly to the right, no cycle is possible. The
discs are not in immediate contact the larger
ones are rotating, the small ones are idle. When
a 'cycle is started, the clutch shipper sleeve is
slammed to the left, bringing the discs hard
against each other. Through friction, the large
discs transmit their rotation to the smaller
discs, and the worm turns. Motion then goes
through a train of gears to move the loader
tray. When the cycle is completed; other mech-
anisms cause the clutch shippe"r sleeve to move
right, disengaging the clutch.

SPRINGS

188

Springs are elastic bodies (metal in ordnance
applications) which can be twisted, pulled, or

r
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,s

CLUTCH SLIDING
JAW

PIPE 'PLUG

CLUTCH JAW

SHIFTING
LEVER

GREASE FITTING ,

BEARING COVER

GEAR AN SHAFT
(FROM ELEC IC MOTOR)

A-END

SPROCKET

SHIPPER YOKE

111_ CLUTCH SHIPPER SLEEVE

Figure

c

WORM
AND

SHAFT

SH FT
COVER.NU,T

(HANDCRANK)

84.122:5.22.9
-16. Clutehes Posith e-clutch (upper). Friction clutch (lbwer),

stretched by so e force. When the force is
released, they have the ability to return to_their
original shape. Because of this ability, springs
are often used to store. energy. Energy thus
stored' becomes a potential force in- mechanical
systems much as the dry cell batteries piovide.
in electrical circuits.

According to their design and applications,
springs can, do a variety of jobs. So hiany, in

fact, that it is not Practicable to list thew all ,

here. What we will do 4s class the springs ac-
cording to type, and show an example or two
of how they are used in ordnance gear.

Compression springs store energy: They are
designed so as always to press outward. Energy
stored in such springs is often used to cause,
Or complete, functioning cycles.
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.",

Figure 6-17 shows a familiar helical com-
pression type spring. Counterrecoil springs are
Used on -guns 3-inches and smaller to, absorb
some of the force of gun recoil, and when the
forCe is spent, they push the gun back into battery.
The spring in the illustration is used on a 3"/50
R.F and is under 3000 pounds initial _pressure
when installed. This force builds up much higher
when the gun is in full recoil..The energy of
the spring is used to force the gun back into
battery..

Helical , compression springs are also us ed:

1. To counterbalance_e heavy weights. Such
springs are called eq6ilibrator springs; they are
found on 5"/38 loading machines and 3"/50 RF
loaders. ,

2. To reduce shock or impact, Here the springs
are used in buffers which will gradually check the
motion of a moving weight.

3. To press on valves in valve plccks. They
will keep them from being free-moving until
acted upon by another force such as hydraulic
pressures, cams, or linkage.

4. To permit some freedcrrn of movement 15e-
tween components without disengaging them

'(sometimes called takeup springs) between two
collars of aligned shafts. The springs are strong
enough to allow one shaft to pull or push the other,
working as >one solid rod. If a malfunction
( further along the linkage train) should occur,
the other can complete its movement. The spring
will take up, preventing damage tothe mechanism.

An example of this spring action is found on
the round feed shaft of the 3"/50 RF hopper
drive gearing. In this usage any failure of the
shift-gears (figure 6-1) to mesh properly will
cause a takeup spring on the shaft to compress.
The shifting mechanism is permitted to compl te
its cycle undamaged.

Tension springs (fig. 6-17) are Just the opposite
of compression springs. That is, they alway
tend to pull inward. In its usual form, the
tension spring is wound helically like the com-
pression type. This is the type of spring used
to keep screen doors shut. In ordnance .ap-
plications, tt is used most often to keep a
component such as a lever bearing against another
component, a cam for instance. The lever main-
tains contact with the cam's irregular surface
as the cam rotates.

, .

Spiral' springs.(fig. 6-17) work like the main,
springs of clocks or witches. They store the
energy by being wound' (tightened) and trans
this energy by unwinding when released. An
example of the spiral spring is tile breech-
closing spring of the 40-mm gun. The outer end.
of the spring i5-stationary, The inner end connects
to the breechblock operating shaft. When the shaft
is camMed doymward, lowering the block, it turns
the spring and tightens it. When the breechblock
is released by the extractors, the springunwinds,
rotating the operating , shaft, and moving the
block upward to-a closed' position.

Torsion springs, (fig. 6-17) act in much the
same manner as spiral springs. Usually such
springs. are used to return a component td its
original pogition after being displaced. You find
these springs' on axis pinsof some hoist doors,
for example. The door is spring-loaded -tb a
closed position. Pushing a round through the
door forces it opera, and then the ,door springs

'shut automatically behind the round.
Torsion' springs are used in 40-mm loaders

to keep tension on the loading and stop Pawls.
In this arra ement, the pawls can he pAshed
aside when nmunition is loaded through them,
then spring outward again to prevent arv, backward
movement of the ammunition.

BUF FERS /-\
A buffer is used to cushion the collision of

moving components. Some buffers are simply
pieces of elastic material, such as rubber or
plastic, placed between the moving parts at their
point of impact. Also, compression springs can
be used as buffers, as you just learned. Another
type can he seen in figure 6-18.

Here is a hydraulic buffer using a piiton that
moves in a liquid-filled cylinder. When the
buffer is not being acted upon, the piston is kept
to the left by spring pressure. When the piston
is acted upon by some mechanism, it is forced
to the right, pushing fluid ahead of it out of' the
cylinder. During the first stage of buffingoithe
liquid can pass through throttling grooves to
the rear of the piston. As the piston continues
its movement, the throttling grooves cut off
liquid flow and the fluid is forced' up. through
a much narrower opening at the needle valve.
This slows piston movement even further, and the
mei-habism mov ing the piston decelerates smoothly
until it comes to rest.

The buffer shown in figure 6-18 is used to
buff the loader drive control mechanism of a 3"/50

, RF automatic loader. The same gun uses similar
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EXPANSION CHAMBER NEEDLE
VALVE

PISTON

, GEROOVE
PISTON RETURN

SPRING

84.132
Figure 6-18. Hydraulic buffer.

buffers to bring its loading tray to a smooth
stop as. it slams up and down approximately
50 times a minute. On a larger scale, hydratAic
.buffers are used to cushion the impact of fin
mdunts as they run into their train and elevation
positive stops.

Another use of the hydraulic buffer is to
absorb the kick of giinfire on guns 40-mm
wad larger. What about the large spring wrapped
around the. barrels of such guns as the 40-mm'
and 3"/50? It is true that these spring will
absorb some of the gun's recoil energy,,but their
main purpose (in this case) is to force the
gun back into battery after the hydraulic buffer
(brake) stops the gun's "rearward movement.

COUPLINGS

In a broad sense, the term "coupling" applies
to Any device that hold two parts together. For
our purposes, these two parts will normally be
shafts. In its most familiar application a coup-
ling will permit one shaft to transmit motion to
another although the shafts are misaligned,. The
misalignment may be intentional. That is, the
shafts may have been designed to meet at an angle.
In this case they transmit motion around a corner,
so to speak. The misalignment may sometimes be
unintentional or unavoidable because of wear,
slippage, etc. Figure 6-19 shows four types of
couplings which have wide ordnance applications.

The flexible coupling connects two shafts by
%means of a metal disc. This disc provides a

',small amount of-flexibility allowing slight axial
misalignthent between intersecting shafts. As
you would imagine, there is a limit to the amount

. of force this coupling can transmit due to the
relative weakness of the metal disc.

The adjustable flexible coupling joins two
shafti by means of the metal disc and-an ad-
justable element. EV loosening the clamping bolt

- and turning the worm, the right-hand shaft canbe
turned. This type of Coupling can be found on guns
of nearly all calibers, especially in gun telescope
and sightsetting gearing. These_ items must be
.finely adjusted and this type of coupling can do'
the job. .

The 'fixed (Oldhaiii) -coupling Is not as rigid
as its 'name implies. While it is not designed to
connect shafts which meet at an angle, it will
transmit motion and allow for some misalignment
between shafts which are, parallel but fail to
meet each other exactly, The drive shaft con-
nects. to the driven shaft through a coupling ring.'
The ring has a small amount of radial play, and
this allowt a small amount of misalignment of the
shafts as they rotate.

There are variations of the Oldham type coupl-
ing, but they operate .on the same principle.
They are widely used on the output shafts of
flanges- mounted electric drive motors such at the
'rammer motor' of the 5"/38 gun and loading
Machine.

The universal joint connects shafts whichveet
each other at an angle. The flexible shaft also
does this. The major advantage of the universal
joint Is its strength. It is used in gearing
and shafting which carry a heavier load.,In the
illustration you see it used with the manual drive
gea'rifig'of a 5"/38 powder hdist.

192

SUMMARY

In summary, let's review what you have learned
in this section.

A machine is a device that helps you do work.
As a Gunner's Mate, you will maintain and repair
many different machines.

Machines are made up pf smaller karts,
many of which can be classed as mechanisms.
We discussed nine types of basic mechanisms.
There are more, but these nine represent those
with the widest ordnance applications.

Some of thd mechanisals, such as gears and
levers, are designed to multiply the force of
your effort. This gives you a mechanical advantage
of more than one. When the mechanisms multiply
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Figure 6-19. Couplings and their applications.
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either the motion or the speed of the applied
force, you have a mechanical advantage of less
than one.

We found that pouplings are used to connect
shafts which are misaligned, or may become mis-
aligned. With an addition of an adjustable element
(worm and gear), a coupling will permit a
driven mechanism to be accurately positioned.

We saw how clutches permit shafts to be_
rapidly connected or disconnected.

Machines are, not 100 percent efficient. One
reason is friction. Friction is reduced by lu-

. bricatIon and bearings.

Knowledge of basic mechanisms will help you
understand how a ca Alex machine works. By
breaking the machine down into, parts, you can
follow its actions through step by step.

Remember the schematic of the 3-inch loader
(fig. 6-1), you were exposed to in the beginning
of this chapter? If you return to it, you can
see that a good many of the components in,the
schematic are basic mechanisms, which were,
covered (in one form or another) in this chapter.
And while no effort was made to explain the
loader's operation, you will find that most of its
actions are clearer to you now.---

`

,S
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CHAPTER 7

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ANA-LYSIS.

There are many electrical and electronic cir-,
cults used in otclnanceequipmnt. These circuits
perform, such jobs as automatic or local con-
trol, stabilization, amplification, and overload
protection. It is beyond the scope of-this book
to examine each type of circuit individually, but
fortunately there is shortcut. All electrical
circuits' use some type of basic electrical or
electronid devices; these devices, individually or
working together, can delay, interrupt, isolate, or
integrate electrical and electronic circuits, and
prevent damage to equipment. The purpose of this
chapter is to provide extensive information in the
fields of electricity and electronics as they are
related to ordnance equipment. Additional ref-
erences should be made to Basic Electricity,
INAVEDTRA 10086, and Basic Electronics, NAV-
EDTRA 10087. These publications are used by
many ratings and present a more comprehensive

-,view of the subject matter covered in this chapter.
We first. explain some of the more common

electrical devices used as part of a power drive
circuit, .we then construct a typical circuit and
explain the procedures and equipment used to
locate failures within the circuit.

The last section of this chapter is devoted to
some of the electrical and electronic control de-
vices, such as synchros and electron tubes, used
in or dnance bquipment. We also cover some of the
safety precautiOns required for trouble-shooting
electrical and electronic equipment.

1'

ELECTRICAL CIRCUITg

;1 complete circuit is an unbrokenPath throukh
which current fkows from the negative, terminal
of the source through the load, back to the
positive terminal, and through the source. All
circuits have a source of voltage, plus some type
of resistance (load) connected to the source.
.The resistance of the circuit load controlS the
current flowing through the circuit. '

A

The voltage source is the generator, battery,
or any other unit that siipplie('the electrical
energy. The patti is the .wire -0i1.-cfPnductor that
allows current flow from the sOurpe to the load,
and from the load back to the source. The load
is the equipment' that is Connected to the source
and may vary from a simple light to more compli-
cated equipment.

You learned from Basic Electricity that elec.;
tricity a combination of a force called voltage
and the movement of electrons known as current.
You also learned that volta0 is a pressure that
forces current to flow through a wire, and that
current has the ability to heat, a lamp filament
white hot and thus prod light. Figure 7-1
shows a practical indicating circuit of the type
used in power drives. IThe lamp, when lit,
indicates that the. electric motor to energized.
A.C./D.C. ELECTRICITY THEORY

As explained in Basic Electricity the differ-
enpe between a.c. and d.c. electricity is that
current always flows in the same direction in a
d.c. circuit and reverses its direction at reg-
Mai...intervals in an a.e. circuit.

The direction in which current 'flows in,a
circuit is indicated by plus (;t) and (-) signs.
You learned 4,em Basic Electricity that there are
two theories describing the threction of current
flow, ..conventional and electron, theory. In all
circuits used in ordnance equipment the electron
theory of current flow is, used, this theory states
that current eaves, the negati% (-)terminal,
flows through the circuit, and, tetqns to the
positive ( +) rmipal of the' killfate source
(fig. 7-1A).

Current fl.cAv 'in a circuit do'ettifil., the work
involved in the oPeration ofan'eleOlior elec-
tronic device,fwhether it is a sinipla;,lamp or a
\Compli6ated servo amplifier. In tinyApplication
of current flow a continuous path be pro-
vided between the two terminars a voltagejY'source.,
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84.3,32
Figure 7 -1. Practical indication circuit.

There are three general types of circuits. A
series circuit is one in which there is only one
path for current. to flqw. A parallel'circuit is
one in which 'there is more than one path for
current. flow and a series parallel circuit is a
combination of series and parallel circuits (all
are explained in Basic Llectrieity).

Elements In A Circuit

There are seci al (IL:1 iel:b designed tOproteet
an electrical circuit; fuses,

most
relays,

relays, and switches. The most common, of
course', is the fus6.'

FUSES. -.The simplest form of circuit- pro-
tective device is the fuse.-.1 fuse is a conducting
element that V. ill melt at a predeter ruined current
value, thus opening the circuit and protecting the
equipment against excessive current.

Early fuses were of the open type. These were
unsafe because the fusible element upon blOwing,
threw out molten, metal causing burns and fire's.
All fuses used by the Na .iy are of the enclosed
type. The. most common is the non-renewable
cartridge fuse shown4in figure 7-2A.

The fuse consists of the metal alloy fusible
element, a fiber body, filled with a nonflammable

zo

FLUNG COMPOUND

METAL ALLOY FUSE ELEMENT.
EXCESSIVE CURRENT WILL
CAUSE STRIP TO MELT.

A

84,193
, Figure 7-2. Circuit protectivedeviceS A. A

fuse (cartridge type). B. Overload relays.-

material, and ferrules closing the ends of the
, tube. Vvhen an abnormal amount of current(over-

load) flows through the fuse element, the element
burns up. As the metal strip vaporizes, the
filling compound acts to quench the arc.

The most common cause of fuse failiire is an
overloaded circuit. There are, however, other
causes. Failure to set the fuse into its cqntacts
properly .whep installing, and even tly condi-
tions of the surrounding air, can cause a fuse
to blow. FUSQS are rated according to the amount
of current that can safely be carried by the riletal
alloy fuse element; thi'S current is usually meas-
ured in amperes.

OVERLOAD RELASCS.,Pverload relays, like
fuses, act to protect circuits and equipment but

. in a different, way. They are designed to open a
circuit under short-circuited or overloaded con-.
ditions 1%, ithout injury_ to themselves.' In opening
the circuit, these protective devices act as relays.
Overload relays used in gun power control cir-
cuits, generally speaking, fall into one of two
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-

broad', classes.. They are either of, the thermal
overload type or the magnetic (dash pot) type.

The inductive thermal overload relay and reset
assembly (fig. '7-2B) is made up of a primary
currdnt coil, a heater element as a secondary
coil, a set of contacts operated by the-fieater,
.and a reset relay. When the circuit, is energized,
current passes through the ,primary coil . By
inductive action, this current is induced into the
heater element. lf an overload occurs, excessive
current in the Ifeater element' will cause it to
deflect. This rotates the lowerendof the assembly,
releasing ajatch which normally holds the contacts
closed. Opening the contacts opens the circuit.
The overload relay can be reset by a push-
button which will energize a reset 'relay coil.
When this coil is energized, it actuates a reset
push rod and pulls the contacts closed.

In lextrerne emergencies the contacts of the,
overload relay" can be kept closed by action of.
the reset circuit although an overload exists.
Operating power' drives by this method (holding
the RESET EMER RUN button down on the mount)
bypasses theeprotective functions. of the ,overlpad
relays and wiay result in damage to th'e equipment.
For this reason, hie cause of the overload should
be investigated and corrected before attempting
to resume normal poWer operation.

The magnetic Qyerload relay Serves the Same
purpose of protecting the equipment from damage
in the event of an electrical overload. This type
of relay consists of a coil, an iron plunger, and
contacts operated by the Plunger. When installed,
the coil is connected in series with.the
protected 1ircuit. Normal current .through the
coil will not cause the relay to operate. If an
overload occurs, the increased current will cause'
the flux of the relay, coil to become large enough
to lift the plunger up into the center of the coil,
This causes the contacts to open,anddiscon,nectd
the equipment from the circuit.

Relays.

According to their application, relays can
isolate, integrate, interrupt, or delay current
flow in a citcult. Because of their wide and
varied use, it is impossible to firmly type them.
They can rightfully be called switches, protective
devices, line contactors, etc., depending, upon
thei'rfunction.

File type studied here-is the power, control
relay (fig. 7-?). These are simple devices covt4
sisting of a coil, a plunger';' and con'ta'cts which
make or break the circuit, depending on the action

A

RELAY COIL DE-ENERGIZED

VOLTS FROM
REMOTE SOURCE

2 440 VOLTS

RELAY COIL ENERGIZED

84.194
Figure 7Tc.. -Control relays.

of the plunger. From the illustration you can
see tik a relatikely small, current 'through the
coil will control the passage of a much larger
current throutgh the contacts. In the deenergized
position, current flow is stopped at contacts 1'
and 2. Contact 3, however, is closed; and current
is allowgd to pass through the bottom circuit.
When the coil is energized, the plunger is lifted,
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contacts 1 and 2 close, completing tlteir circuits,
and contact 3 opens.

The time delay relay acts in much the same Way
except there is a delay between- energizing the
coil and lifting the plunger. It is particularly
useful in circuits where two large drive motors
are energized by a single start button. The idea
is to prevdnt both tinotors from starting at
the same time and resulting in large surges
of current flowing in thd circuits. By placing one
motor in the start circuit with a conventional
control relay and the other motor with a time delay

4 relay, initial starting currents are staggered.
The time delay relay used most often, in gtin

power drives is the bellows, slow make, fast
break type. Energizing the coil of the relay
causes the plunger to be attracted upward: Thee
plunger is attached to a metal bellows and its
upward movement is slowed. As the .belloivs is
compressed, the trapped air must escape past a
needle valve. By adjusting the needle valve, the
contacts of the relay can be made to open (or
close) after a' selected interval of time. De-
energizing the coil of the relay allows a spring
to return the pluqger rapidly to its deenergized
position.

Another type delay relay. is the fast make,
slow brake. When energizing the coil, the plunger
activates the contacts rapidly. Athendeenergizing
the coil, the plunger ietuins to the crecnergid ill determined by the individual apPlication..1 shaft
position sluo, ly by poi ting aii through a needle . with an operating handle extends thiough the center
valve. of the rotors. In the particular "J" type multiple

rotary switch action shown (2JR), there are eight
stationary' contacts (A through H) and a rotor
having two. movable contacts 180° apart. Each
movable contact bridges two adjacent stationary.
contacts. As shown, the rotor contacts segments
A-H and E-D. By moving the rotor clockwise one
position, segments A-B tand F-E are connected.

A

STOP,
START

RUN

12.70(84)
Figure 7-4. Switches A, Pushbutton type. B.

Multiple rotary switch. C. Microswitch.

Switches

.1 switch is used to complete, interrupt, or
change connections in a circuit under load con-
ditions.

The pushbutton switch is often used to start
and stop electric drive .motors. The button and
its contact is spring loaded to either 'a normally
open or closed position according to its use in
the circuit. A simple pushbutton diagram, is
shown in figure 7-4A. Pushing the START button
will complete the circuit. Pressing the normally,
close STOP button opens the circuit. The dotted
line indicatesa third circuit which is sometimes
present in power drive pushbutton stations. In
this case the START button, in addition to starting
the power drive, is alSO used to energize the
overload :relay reset coils. Such a pushbutton
station is labeled STArtM ER-RUN.

.1 type '`J" multipl rotary switch is shown in
figure 7-4B. This. switch contains a number of
rotors (the movable contacts) and a number of
pancake sectionS. (stationary contacts). The nuni-
ber of sections required in the switch is

A

The most common type of interlock switch
is the sensitive switch. There are.vOious kinds
of sensitive switches with different means of
actuation, These are small, short-travelling,
snap-action switches shown in figure 7-4C. Tla6
are manufactured as normally open, noinhally
closed, and double throw. The latter has no OFF,,
position. The Microswitch is frequently used ,
in referring to this type of switch. The term
MICRO is a trade name for the switches ,made
by the Micro Switch Division of Minneapolis
Honeywell Regulator Company. Many other com-
panies also nianfacture sensitise switches so
MICIRO is not the true nt i e of all sensitive
switches. The principal advantage of this 'switch
is its ability to be upeneki of closed by very small .
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movements of its push-button. Because of this
abilViy, it is tised extensively as a safety inter-
locki" These switches, for example, are used
thrdughout the 3"/"50 RF/loading circuit. They
are actuated by their individual linkages toassure
that the breechblock ist fully down, the bore is
clear, etc.4 before a loading dycle can be ini-
tiated. .

By changing the wiring connections, these
switches cant be made to be normally open or
normally closed. So you should be careful when
placing a. new sensitive switch in a...circuit or

ring an old one.

"MD A CIRCUIT
4.

, In this section ne build a complete circuit,
using most of the basic elements just discussed.;

;in flu* w ay, you can see how a circuit which looks
fairly complicated at first glance, actually is
made up of individual, one_-function, circuits.

'J'he smaller circuits are made up of just one
vo simple devices (and their associated
g) and do just_ one job. When properly con-

to.other one-function circuits; they can act
ally, to start or stop current flow in a

circ combine or divide these circuits, and act
as safe devices to prOtect equipment and per-

, sopel. _

The circuit we design here is a power control
cir6tat. 'Its job is to connect and liegulate a
ship's 440-volt supply to .a gun, power drive. In
figure 7-5A, you can pee that 440 volts is con-
nected directly to the train and elevation motors.
This is good as far, as it goes, but unless vie have
some way to interrupt this circuit, our motors
will run continuously ..as long as the ship's gen-
erators are lit off. This means 24 hours a day.

Look now at figure 7-5B. Xciu can'seethat a
line dontictor has been, placed in the line:between
the 4101y and the strain motor. Its contacts are
in the en position. 'Right above the relay, coil,
of the,,line. c,ontactor, you can see, a stePtiown
transformer, which, ilas tapped voltage from the
high', voltage Supply and has reduced it to 115
volts on its secondary windings. If you trace the
output' of this transformer, you see that it goes
down through a simple START button (spring
loaded to the:open position), back.up through the
relay, coil of they line contactdr RT1 and,,then
collnects to the transformer completing thd cir-
cuit. Now, when you IlOssthestartbutton, current.
flogs through the start circuit energizing relay
RT1. The relay's Magnetic flux pulls the plunger
up, and the four ,contacts close, applying 440
volts to the motor. The voltage is lost, hoWever,

if the start button is released; because releasing
the button breaks the start circuit to the coil
of relay RT1 and its contacts drop out, opening
the 440-volt circuits. Since it NV ould be a waste
of nianpower, to assign a member of the gun
crew to hold this buttbn down all the time, let's
,aad another c' uit to do the job for us.

-Notice th circuit 1 ,: . ;14.s oft, the 115-volt
start circuit. It go; i d. through the
lower (fourth) contact 'e will doll this
the RUN (rOlding) cirri::: cause it will permit
current to,,t19k through coil 11:1(1 when the START
baton is Feleased. HOw? Let's go back a minute.
When you pressed the START button, durrent
flowed not only through the circuit to relay coil
RT1,.btit also down through the RUN circuit to its
lowest contact. Of course, at this particular
instant it could go no further. When the, line
contactor RT1 lifted, however, it also closed its
lowest contact. This completes the circuit. More

- important, it provides an _alternate path for
Current to energize relay coil RT1. Now even
though the START button is lifted, current through
the run circuit will keep RT1 energized and its
contacts closed.

The'riext additions to our circuit are protec-
tive devices. Figure 7-5C Shows an overload
4rielay,,,ana its associated reset-emergency-run

nsitive switches. The overload relay is the
chit, and interlocks, which in this case are two

s
inductive thermal type. When an overload occurs,
the relay trips and opens the 440-volt circuit
to the amplidynes. They can be picked up again
(reset) by pushing the RESET EMER RUN button.
This button, when pushed, completes a circuit
to the coil of the relay, pulling its contacts
closed. In emergency, this procedure can be used
although an overload exists. Because it bypasses
the safety feature of the relay, however, this should,
only be dine in emergency, And then, only w
sparingly.

. Now for the sensitive switthinteriocks;These
switches are in the start circuit and will prevent
current .flow in this cifctiii unless they are

,closed. A practical application of these switches
,would be to ,connect them by linitige to train and
elevation centering pins. By arranging the link-
age and' the internal circuitry of the switch
a certain way, tikswiches act to open the 6-tart
Circuit when the centering pine are. In.. This
prevents_ starting the poWer drive and attempting
to train or elevate the gun while it is locked
into. its stowed position by the centering pins.

So far we have ignored the circuit to the
elevation motor because, with one exception, the
elevation circuit has the same components, and

.. .

4
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works the same way as the train circuit. Both
circuits are supplied, from the same 440-volt
supply; the start and run circuits and interlocks
are comnion to both train and elevation; and the
overload relays are identical in construction and
purpose. ,The only reaL difference between the
train and elevation circuits is tha,t the latter
has a time delay relay RK2 in it.

In figure 7-5D, you can see line cont,adtor RE1,
which acts to complete the 440-wilt-, ship's -supply
to the elevatiOn motor in the sang manner as RT1'
did for train. You can see, however, that for
the relay to be energized, the contact of the
time delay relay must be closed. .

The circuit works like this: .

When the SIMIT button iS,pressed, the coil of
RH and the coil of the time delay relay are both
energized. (We will consider that the run cir-
cuit completes the alternate path for both relays
and that the sTARI" button can be released).
Current passes to the train motor, whicibuildsup
to operating speed. The time delay relay; is
the bellows type, set at 8 seconds. Eight seconds
after the start button is pushed, the time delay
relay has pulled its plunger up into the coil.

.Its contact closes, conipleting the circuit through
coil RE1. When RE1 lifts, its contacts - close,
sending 440 volts to the elevation motor. The

, purpose of the time delay relay is to stagger
the large starting currents through the circuit
and prevent an overload. It allows the ',train
motor time to wind up before the elevatiOn motor
starts.

The remaining elenients in the circuit are the
circuit 'brea.ker; fuses and the STOP button.
In normal operation the circuit breaker is closed,
supplying our circuit with 440 Volts. It can be
opened by hand, securing the power, while repairs
are being made.
The fuses are in all three phase circuits.
Their purpose And action have already been shown.
The TUP button is spring loadeti to the closed
position. In most, eases this button will affect
both the start and run circuits. When you press
the button, both circuits are opened and the relays
drop out. .

Causes'Oftircuit Failures.
4111

The failure of a circuit to function properly
usually is caused by a break in the circuit
(open),, a grounded circuit -(this permits an
undesired path of current return to the'soalce),
or a. short circuit (a circuit that permits cu rent
to bypass a part of the cirduit),

Any of these faults affects the current and
voltage values and' auses the eircuit2to function
improperly..

-Open circuits may result from dirty or loose
connections, improperly installed wire, mechan-
ical damage, faulty installation or repair, and
_vibration. If connections are clean and tight,
no resistance is added to the circuit.

Short- circuits are low-resistance paths or
shortcuts that cause the current to bypass the
load. The current from the source passes through
the "short" instead of the load, causing the load
to function improperly. Most shorts are ac7.
cidental. They occur when vibration wears away
the insulation, when salt water gets into con-
nection boxes, when heat melts away insulation,'
and when carelessness brings two condUctors
together.
/ A grounded circuit is one in which One side
Of the path is connected to ground either intention-
ally or accidentally. An intentionally grounded
circuit uses a ground which is the ship's hull,
eqiiipment chassis, etc., a8 one side of the line
or one conductorIf the "hst side" conductor
of a grounded source touches ground accidentally,
it, short circuit results. Power circuits in the
Kiivy are not grounded and must be insillatedfrom
ground at all times. One side of this circuit
may be grounded accidentally, anti no harm will
result, but if both sides are grounded, a 'short
circuit is the .result. An ungrounded "circuit has
a safety feature. If anyone aceldentally,louches
one side of all ungrounded circuit, there will be
no path for current flow through his body to the
other side of the source. This is one 'reason
why power circuits in the Navy are insulated
from-ground.

Types of Circuit Checks,

** There are three basic circuit -checks' used to
locate, shorts, grounds, and open circuits within
electric and electronic equipment. 4

1. Voltage (volt) checks
2. Current (amperes) cheeks
3. Resistance (ohms) checks

.- Voltage checks reveal the amount of Wanda'
force present to move electrons in a circuit.

Current. checks ,show the ,actual amount of
electron flow thiOugh the circuit. rResistance circks ten thb resistance charac-
teristics of theircuit, that is, how much op-
position the circuit offers to the flow of electrons.
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.

With the proper use of testequipment, failures
, in electric and electronic circuits can bp detected

and isolated to specific components biusing one
\ of these three cheeks.

Since volts, amperes and ohms are units of.
electrical measure, (Ohms Law explained in Basic
Electricity), some measuring device must be used
to measure them. One device used for this purpose
is the multimeter.

CIRCUIT TESTING

A multimeter is a testing device which mea-
sures either a.c. or d.c. voltage, current (amps)
or resistance (ohms). A multimeter converts
electric energy into mechanical motion. The
mechanical motion positions a pointer' (calleda
needle) on a scale located on the face of the
meter. The scale indicates the number of the
units being measured.

Figure 7-6, shows the front view (face) of a
multimeter, which contains all the controls
necessary for operating the meter. There are
three major controls which function as follows.

A 10-posipion* rota& switch, located in the
lower left hand corner bf the mete;, is used both
as a function switch and a resistance range
selector, (C? in fig. 7-6): Five of these positions
set up ofimme er (resistance) checks. In any of
these positions the switch also acts as a range
selector.

The eight-position switchOin the lower right
hand corner selects ranges of current and voltage.

The zero-ohms control knob® is used to
adjust meter circuit sensitivity to compensate for
battery aging in the multimeter's OtPcuits. It
also is used to_ set, the pointer (needle) at full
scale deflection to the right, to indicate zero
ohms when the function switch is tet.. at any
resistance range °salon, and test leads are
shorted together, ®, and ®in fig. 7-6.

Six meter jac s are arranged in two rows
of three on the lace of a multimeter. Following
is a list of the jacks and their functions.

The common jack®upper left hand corner
accomodates the negative (black) test lead. This
jack and its associated test leads are used in
all circuit 'tests.

The tv ohms jack 8®, center jack upper left,
accomodates the p,bsitive (red), test lead for
measuring voltage and current values of 500 volts
and I ampere or less, as selected by the voltage
and current range selector switch. This positive
jack also Is used for measuring circuit continuity
or for measuring resistance of a circuit or
circuit component.

The 4.0 ampere jack° accorturiodares the
positive test lead for measuring current between 1
and 10 amperes.'

The 1000 VAC jaCk (:) , upper right hand
corner, accommodates the positive test lead'for
measuring a-c voltages between 500 and 1000
volts.

The 1000 VDC jack (i) accommodates the
positive 4 test ledd fcr measuring ,d =c voltages
between 500 to 1000 Notts..

The +5000 VDC multiplier jfteic Q.9 aCC01111M0
dates a special test lead with a built in re-
sistance and is used with the common jack to
measure d-c voltages between. 000 to 5000 volts.

The scale located at the t4 of the meter is
used to read the value of the quantity under test.
On this meter four separate scales are prOvid,ed,
one for resistance (ohms), onejor d.c. voltage
and current, and two for a.c. voltage. This type
of meter cannot measure Et.c.,durrent. Once the
meter is connected to the circuit unde.r test.the
value of the tested quantity is read on the appro-,4
priate scale. SwitchesOandOdetermine, which
scale is read. For example, if the meter is
set up for resistance tests, the ohms scale is
read ,and then multi lied by the value shown on the
setti9g of switch l . IL the .scale reads 22 and
switchOis in the 4X100 poSition, the tictual
value of resistance in the circuit under test
is 22 x 1100 = 2afirohms.

Switch @is used when voltage,and Current
checks, are, to be made. If current is to be
measured switch, 1 is placed in the AMPS, MA,
Jili position (11 o'clock position). The range of
current to be measured is selected by swilch®

_Assuming switch y is ih the 10 lIA,
position and switch is1,1111- the DC AMPS,
MA, A A 'position, d.c. current is read on the
d -c scale With full scale deflection (the pointer
is ,all the way to the right) being equal to 10MA.

Before taking up the use of the meter, we will
e:Tlgin in detail the meaning of graduations on the
dial. 9 .

The first time you look at the face of the meter,
you may think the meter is complicated and
difficult to read. As a matte': of fact, it is no
more difficult to read a meter than it is to tell
time on a clock. Of course, 0. meter may be
something new to you, and it will take some
practice to learn how to read it'quickly. How-
ever, Lt will not be long before you will be able
to read the meter scales at a glance.

Beginning with the bottom scale (2.5VAC only)
(fig. 7-6), you can see the scale is marked 0, .5,
1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5. Each graduation between
these numbers is equivalent to .1 volt. Only a.c.
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AA'
DC MA

AMPS Rx1

OUTPUT Rxi0

Q) acv_ RX100

DIRECT Rx100d
DCV

REVERSE RX10000

Figure 7-6. AN/PSAI-4A multirneter (front view).
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voltage under 2.5 volts can be measured on this
scale. To measure voltage on this scale, The
voltage check switch() is set on Ac V and the range
select' switch(Ris set on 2.5v/100pa. If,. for
example, after p acing the test leads on the points
to be tested, the needle on the dial pointed to the
third graduation to the right of 1.0, your reading
would be 1.3 volts. . o. ,

The AC scale, located just above the 2.5v scale,
his three scales from whicli'voltage Can be read
in the range from 0 volts to 500 volts. The bottom
set of readings are marked 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10.
On this scale, measurements can be read from 0 to
10 volt and 0 to 100 volts. The voltage *check
switch 1 is Set on ACV arid the range select
switch 2 is set on .10v/5NI1 to read direct on
the 0 to 10 volt scare. Each Increment between
the nunibers on the 0 to10 volt scale is equivalent
to .2 volt. If, for example, the needle on the dial
pointfd to the seventh graduation to the right of
4, the actual reading would be 5.4 volts.

To measure Voltage of less than 100 volts,
I, you read the same scale as the 0 to 10 volt,

however, you add p. zero to each reading. For"
example, 2 becomes 20, 4 becomes 40, etc. In
this case/the increments on the scale between
numbers .aTe eq4a.1 to 2 volts. SwitchTis set on

'ACV and switch 0 set on 100v 100MA. If
the dial needle pointed at three graduations to the
right of 4, the reading would be 46 volts.

The next set of numbers above the 1 to 10v
scale is marked from '0 to 50. On this scale,
measurements of less than 500 volts eagy be read.
To read voltages of less than 5 volts, a zero
is dropped from each mark. Example, 10 becomes
1, 20 becomes 2, etc. and the scale is read direct
with each increment between numbers beingequi-
valent to .1 volt. Switch()is set ACV and switch

Ois set on 5v/1MA for this reading. If the dial
needle pointed to eight graduations to the right
of 20, the reading 'Would be 2.8 volts. Remember,
we drop the zero on this scale..

To read voltages of less than 50, we set switch

9on ACV and sw itch Oon 50 v,"501NIA and read the
to 50 scale. We read the scale direct in that

each increment between nun.bers is equal to 1 volt.
Readings of less than 500 volts can be read

from the 0 to 50 volt scale.Inthis case, however,
we add a zero to each reading. The graduations
between nunibers is equal to 10 volts when read
on this scale. SwitchOis set on AC% and switch
2' is set on 590v/1000MA, 10 AMPS. IL for ex-
ample, the dial needle pointed at five graduations
to the right of 20, the reading would indicate 250
volts. Remember, we add a zero to each reading.

r
The scale just above the line on the AC scale

is. used to take readings of 0 to 25 volts and 0
to 250 volts. To take leadings of 0 to 25 volts,
switchOis set in the ACV position, switch(
is set on 25v,'10M.\. Lech gi actuation between the
nunibers equals ,,5 volt. Here again, we mustdrop
a zero to obtain the correct reading. Thus, if
the needle on the dial pointed to five graduations
to the right of the number 100 we would have a
reading of 12.5 voltS.

To take readings in the 0 to 250 volt range,
the scale is read direct with each graduation

®isseton A CV and sw itch is set on 20%/500 NIA:
between the numbeis

7,qual

to 5 volts. Sw itch

The numbers and graduations on the DC'seale
are identical to those on the AC scale so will
not be discussed. The difference in taking ieadengs
is the positioning of switchesOand0.

*Explanation of the ohms scale was covered
earlier and will not be repeated.

For voltage checks switeliCi.)is placed in one
of three positions; AC1, (a-c volts), DC1, DIRECT,
or DC1, REVERSE. The direct-ieverse feature
allow s either positive or negative d-e voltage to
be read without reversing the leads. If switch
is in the ACV position and switch Ofn the 100vi
100M position, the my..te-r is set to read a-c
voltage of less than 100 volts.

There are many types of niultinieters found
aboard ship and the one you use may not have
the same features as the AN/PSM-4A.'However,
the general operation will be the same. If possi-
ble, always consult the operating instructions
before using an unfamiliar meter. If you cannot
obtain the operating instructions, rid the face
of the meter carefully and you should be able
to determine how each control is to be used.

Using A Multimeter

Knowing how to use a meter is of little bap
if you cannot determine how a circuit shouldwork
under norilal conditions. The ,fact that ,any
electric motor should start when you push a start
button is not enough. You must be able

, what each individupl coi..punent within an electric
circuit should be doing and deteimine whether
it is doing it correctly.

Most of the eletrical schematicsfound in0Ps
identify by letteis Lurid numbers the components
of each electrical circuit. These letteris and
numbers differ with each grin system. To check
the eleetrical circuits of a weapon sy sten., a
thuiuugh knowledge of electrical cable desig-
nations and 1..oruponen and equipn.ent functionsis
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required. In figure 7-7A we have a typical start
circuit for an electric motor. This circuit Its
almost the same circuit as that shown in figure
7-5. The major differences between these two
circuits are the way they are illustrated and the
addition of indicating lights which help isolate
component failures and pinpoint circuit mal-
functions.

In mast new OPs the type of electrical sche-
matic shown in figure 7-7A is used and is called
a straight line schematic. This schematic, in
addition to showing an electrical circuit, usually
contains a legend list Which identifies each
circuit component and explains their purposes
(fig. 7-7B).

To show how indicating lights help us trouble
shoot circuit failures, we'll explain three dif-
ferent types of malfunctions that could happen to
a motor start circuit:

1. Blown fuse
2. Open or shorted transformer
3. Open control circuit

Where indicating lights point out circuit fail-
ures, some other type of test equipment must be
employed to locate specific components causing
failures. A multimeter is used for this purpose.

The Ifi4r.st steed, cen before operating any elec-
trical equipment 's to ensure that all circuits
to the electrical components are activated. First
we positin CB-1 to the ON position (fig. 7-7A):
This conn4cts the 440 VAC ship supply to our
electric motors and also supplies 115 VAC con-
trol voltage for the relay circuits.

CHECKING FOR A BLOWN With
CB-1 positioned at ON, the following indicating
lights should light: L-3, L-4, L-5, and L-6.
Figure 7-7A shows how these lights will light
and figure 7-7B tells why the lights should
light.

tl e now have activated the ci rcuits for the train
and elevation motors. To start the motors, we
must push start switch SM-1, this action should
start both motors, but when SCI -1 is.depressed
nothing happens, so we have a problem. With
this type circuit the firstthing to lookfor would be
the status of the indicating lights. For some
reason lights L-5 and L:6 are out. Why? What
are these lights telling us? Let's start with L-5.

We found from figure 7-713 that L-5 gives us
an indication that phase A of. the 440 VAC power
supply is available to our power supply circuit.
Because L-5 is out we have no phase A for our

motors and no power supply for our step down
transformer TPZ -1.

Let's look at. figiire 7-7A and trace phase A
of the 440 I, AC power supply. We can see that
each line of the 440 VAC power supply is
labeled either' Ao B, or C. By following the,line
marked A from our 440 VAC supply we come to
our first component, which is CB-1. From our
knowledge of circuit breakers we knob that when
we position them to ON all contacts of the CB
make contact and, since lights L-3 and L-4
are lit, we can assume that CB-1 is functioning
properly. The next 'component in the 'phase A
line is FZ-1. Refeience to figure 7-7B shows
us that FZ-1 is a fuse.

We can now assume that if we change fuse
FZ-1 and if our circuit breaker is functioning
properly, our circuit will he hack tonormal. But
where is FZ-1 located?, There are-all kinds of
panels and boxes within a system. Haw dowe find
the physical location of electrical components
and how do We fir d what type and rating of fuse
to use?

Again, let's check figure 7-713 and find FZ-1.
You can see beside FZ-1 (P1)in parenthesis.
This tells you that fuse FZ-1 is located in
Panel P1, (P = panel and 1 = panel no. 1).

The fuse rating (3 AVP) is found in figure
7-7A beside FZ-1. After locating fuse FZ-1
in panel P1 and noting its size and shape, you
have all the information you need to replace:
the fuse. . .

The main reason that we did not check the
contacts of CB-1 is that it is -always safer
to check and replace fuses within a system than
to work with a high voltage like 440 VAC. If
after replacing fuse F Z-1, indicating li s L-5
and L-& are still out, then a voltage check
be made of contactor CB-1. For out explanation
Wien we replaced fuse FZ-1, indicating light L-5
lit but L-6 is still out, so we still have a problem.

TRANSFORMEH NIALFCS.CTION. The only
indication necessary for the proper activation of
our orator controller circuit is indicating light
L-6. This gives us 0.n indication that we have
115. VAC control supply available to operate the
components of the control drain. By looking at
figure 7-7A we , see that the only components
between light L-6 and the two phase output from
thr,. .440 VAC power supply are fuses FZ-1.
and FZ-2.and transformer TPZ-1.

By checking lights L-4 and L-5, which are lit,
we know that CB-1 and fuses FZ-1 and FZ-2

- are functioning properly. Since this leaves TPZ -1,
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440 VAC
SHIPS SUPPLY

A

CB-1 ON- )- )- ---)OFF
0 0

FZ-1
0

FZ-2 FZ-3
3 3 pal, 3 A

AMPI=1
A

AMP AMPI=4

TPZ-1

H2 X2 PI I-I

0
Cu

Bx1 4 2 P2-3-I

115 VAC
CONTROL SUPPLY

115.V

HI XI P1 -1 -6 BXI-4.4 it P2-3-5

RT1-D
0

WS -101

WS -!02

E.TF

RKI
A

RKI
IF3K2A

RK2

igui e Motor sttrt circuit.

we must now assume that our problem lies with
the transformer,

From your stud}, of transformers (Basic
Electricity), you should remember that a trans-
former is 4 deViCe with no malang parts that
transfers energy ti cur JIM: irAut to another
by eleaftnnagnetit ,uiuc(ivu, the turigy alvAats
is tLansfet led tAitnAnit d tiwng rte It equene%,
but usually theft ale A-hanges tit toitage and
current. A sit put, ti atisfoirut eletAi lea!
energy at ont. %tillage and deloyers it at J higher

O

P\ 103M 3

RK2-B

RE1TD R

REI fRKI
.

'81.33.1

oltage. Conversely, a step-down transformer
receives energy at orie voltage and delivers it
at a lower voltage.

A simple transformer consists of twocolls
ery close together, electrically insulated from
each other. The coil to which the a-c voltage is
cpplie.d is called the "pr,imary." It generates

magnetic field whia cuts
"secondary,"

the ,turns
or the other coil, called the

The.,
and

generates a voltage in it. The., coils are not
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FUZE (FZ)a.

6
) CIRCUIT BREAKER (CB)

c

INDICATING LIGHT (L) ,

/
OVERLOAD RELAY (RK)
RELAY COIL (R)

'CB-1 SHIPS SUPPLY CIRCUIT BREAKER (P1)

FZ-1 PHASE(A)LINE FUZE 440 VAC (P1)

FZ -2 PHASE(B) LINE FUZE 440 VAC (P1)

FZ-3 PHASE(C)LINE FUZE 440 VAC (;L
L-1 TRAIN MOTOR ENERGIZED

L-2 ELEV. MOTOR-ENERGIZED

L 440 VAC PHASE(C)AVAILABLE (P1)

L-4 440 VAC PHASE (B) AVAILABLE (P1)

-

L-5 440 VAC PHASE(k)AVAILABLE (P1)

L-6 115 VAC CONTROL SUPPLY AVAILABLE
,4.

L-7 TRAIN MOTOR CONTACTOR ENERGIZED

L-8 TIME DELAY RELAY ENERGIZED

RELAY CONTACTS.
T NORMALLY OPEN (N.O.)

+:
RE-LAY CONTACTS
NORMALLY CLOSED (N.C.r

1° MANUAL.OPERATED SWITCH (SM).
to INTERLOCK-SWITCH (ST)

1 @ TRANSFORMER ( TPZ)

L-9 ELEV. MOTOR CONTACTOR

ENERGIZED

L-10 EM /RUN RELA ENERGIZED

RT 1 ;TRAIN MOTOR ONTROL RELAY (P2)

RE 1 ELEV. MOT614 CONTACTOR RE LAY (P2)

RK 1 -EM/RUN RESET RELAY (P2),
RK 2 TIME DELAY RELAY SEC DELAY

ON-ENERG. (P2)

SM1 MOTOR STAR"( SWITCH (N.O.) .

SM 2 MOTOR STOP SWITCH (N.C.)

SM 3 EM/RUN START SWITCH (P2)
a.

SIT TRAIN SECURING PIN INTERLOCK
pWITCH

STE ELEV. LOCKING PIN INTERLOCK
SWITCH

TPZ1 CONTROL SUPPLY TRANSFORMER(P1)
t

.Figure 7-713,7-Motor 'start circuit legend.
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physically connected to each other; they are how-
ever, magnetically coupled to each other. Thus,

transformer tr ansfers electrical pow ei from one
coil to another by means of an alternating
magnetic field.

Figure 7-7A shows that we have 'a 220 VAC
input; to the prim try of transformer TPZ-1
and a 115 VAC output from the 'secondary, this
makes TPZ-1 a step-down transformer.

Far safety reasons it is always best to
work with lower voltages wherever possible.
Bepatise the secondary of transformer TPZ-1
produces half the voltage'of the primary, we'll
Works with voltages from the secondary and not
the high voltage at the primary. The closest
points in which to take low voltage meter readings
from the secondary of TPZ-1 are points P1-1-1
and P1-1-6 (fig. 7-7A).

The designations P1-1-1 and P1-1-6 (fig.7-8A,
115 \AC control supply) simply mean panel No.1,
terminal board No. 1, and terminals No. 1 and
No. 6, respectiNely. Another type of designation,
BX1-4-3, also shown in figure 7-8A and used
latex in this chapter, means general component
box No. 1, terminal board No. 4, terminal No. 2.

These wire connections can be qed 'as test
points to determine the area of the motor start
circuit that has failed. Also shown in figure 7-8A
are wire designations WS-101 and WS-102. They
represent just two wires of the 115 VAC control
supply circuit. The purpose of any wire desig-
nation is to identify each wire of a unit or group
of an,entire system. In wire designatiOn WS-101,
WS means wire single conductor, and 101 means
wire num'.ier one of the power distribution group.
Each gun system OP contains a list of all cable
and wire designations which identifies by groups
each:wire and cable assigned within a.groupr
For example, any wire number from 100 through
199 could be assigned to a gun system power
distribution group, whereas wires num7ered 1000
through 1999 could be assigned to a gun's loading
systeTn.

Wire designation aids in installation, main-
tenance, and trouble shooting. Each wire is
identified regardless of its play sisal location. That
is, the wire carries the same designation through-
out the system. This makes for easy identification
as shown in figure 7 -8B.-

On mlny new gun systems wire designation
also identifies the terminal points each wire is

4,connected to. For example a wire could be
identifjed. by 1 S-102, (BM-4-3/112-3:5). Looking
at figure 7-8B, you see that wire RS -102 runs
from:rzonnection box 1- (BXI) terminal board
4 (TB-4) terminal 4, to panel 2 (P2) terminal

4

board $ (TB-3) terminal 5. This type of iden-
tification also helps when perform_ng authorized
changes to the equipment. By matching the wire
designatipp to the terminal points the wire is
connected to, you can ensure that the, wires
are connected to the proper terminals.

Also shov;rn in figure 7-8A are transformer
terminal markings H1, H2, Xl, and X2for TPZ-1.
Generally, the high voltage leads are marked H
and the low voltage leads marked X. These
markings are used when connecting a trans-
former into a circuit.

Checking Transformer Voltage Output

The simplest way to check the output of
TPZ-1 is to take a voltage reading at terminal
points P1-1-1 and P1-1-6 (fig. 7-8A). Set up a
multimeter for a-c voltage readings. Position
the eight position swi,tch Oin figure 7-6 at
500 V and switch(Dat ACV. The purpose of
setting switch° at 500 V is a safety precau-
tion taken which will prevent damage to the
meter if a high voltage is present across terminals
P1-1-1 and P1-1-6 due to component failure. ,
Since there is 220 VAC present at the primary
of TPZ-1, then there is also' a possibility of
having 220 on the secondary lof the transformer.

Caution: When taking any voltage readings,
always set the range switch Oat the highest
range as,a protection to the meter.

When taking voltage reading's, be sure not to
touch the metal parts of the test leads when the
leads are touching. the terminal test points.
The test leads can be applied to either test point
because polarity of the leads does not matter when.
taking a-c voltage readings.

Apply the test leads across the secondary
source of TPZ-1. If any voltage is present at
terminal points P1-1-1 and P1-1-6,the meter
pointer (needle) will deflect to the right. For
the purpose of explanation, there is no voltage
present at -these terminal points.

CHECKING FOR AN OPEN TRANSFORMER.
To check out the transformer, first position
CB-1 to the off position (fig. 7-7A). Attach
a warding tag to the opeTswitch stating that the
circuit was opened for repairs and shall not
be closed except by direct orders from theperson
who opened the switch. At P1 panel remove fuses
FZ-1, and FZ-2. These are safety precautions
which should be observed before discOnnecting
any wires. It is also a good idea to test a supposedly
deenergized circuit ,with a vo,eage tester before
com nencing work on a circuit even though you

208
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FZ -1 FZ-2 FZ-3

TPZ-1
P1-3-1 H2 X2 P1-1-1 BX1 -4 -2 P2-3-1

0115V

P1-3-6 HI X1 P1-1-6 BX1-4-4 'P2 -3 -5

P1 r

mmr www. rv m momm. awl

I,

I

ACV

B

25V

Figure 7-8. , Circuit abbreviations.

removed the fuses frOm the circuit, these4ests
' are taken at P1-3-1 and P1-3-6. AftLriensuring

tat. the circuit is deenergized, disconnect wires
X-1 and X-2 on transformer TPZ-1 from ter-
minals p171-1 and P1-1-6,(fig. 7-9).

Ciution: Never use a multimeter as an ohm-
eter on an energized circuit. Set up the malti-
meter to take resistance (ohms) readings, steps

84.84

. 4, 5, and 6 in figure 7-6. Apply the test leads
to the disconnected leads of. TPZ-1 as shown
in figure 7-9. If the transformer secondary,
leads are open, the meter reading would in-,
dicate maximum resistance and the pointer would
remain at the left side of the meter (fig. 7-9).
This indicates that there is no complete circuit
through the secondary of .TPZ-1, or an open
circuit.
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Figure 7-9. Checking transformer output:

REPLACING T1V,NSFORMEF .l TPZ -1. Be-
fore a new transformer can be connected into
a circuit, it 'is necessary to know which trans-
former leads are primary b.nd which are second-
ary. Most transformers have their terminal leads
marked by either numbers, letters, or, dolor
coded wires.

If transformer leads are pot marked, the
primary and secondary leads must be determioed.
Usually high and low voltage leads at t. brought
out on opposite sides of a transfoi iner casing
as shown in figUre 7-10. The process of checking
out which leads are primary and which, are
secondary is called phasing out . the windings
and is explained in Basic Electricity.

The first step to take when connecting TPZ-1
into the circuit would be to connect the high
voltage lead H1 to terminal.,P1-3-6 and H2 lead
to terminal P1-3-1 as shown in figure 7-8A.
.After the connections have been made, activate
the power distribution circuit Wr replacing fuses
FZ-1 and FZ-2 and then positioning CB-1 to ON.

Set up ,a maltimeter to take a-c voltage
readings, remembering to set the range switch
at its highest range setting. Apply the test
leads to the secondary leads .of X1 and X2
of TPZ-1: The meter reads 115 VAC, this gives
us an indication that the transformer is func-
tibning properly. We cap now connect the secon-
dary leads oil TPZ-1 into the circuit.

First we deencrgize the circuit and tag the
open switch of CB-1. We then ensure that the

i. ; d fry taking voltage readings

84:335

v

at the secondary of TPZ-1, the multimeter should
read zero. Since the circuit is safe to work on,
we can now connect the secondary 'leads X1
and X2 to terminals P1-1-1 and P1-1-6, (fig,
7-8A),

Make sure that 411 terminal connections are
tight and then energize the circuit by position-
ing CB-1 to ON if all goes well, indicating
light L-6 should light. If for some realori L-6
is still out, the next step, would be to check
the light bulb for L-6, to see if it is burned out.
The easiest way to do this would be to replace
it . with a new one. After replacing the bulb
and with L-6 still out, we can make one more
fast check and that would be .to try and start
our motors by pressing , start switch SNI-1.
If this does not help, our next step would be to
analyze the circuit by tracing out its components.

:Circuit Tepting

To trace the circuit shown in figure 7-7N,
we must first go Over the troubleshooting Steps
we have taken up to thjs point.

First we found' that by replacing blown fuse
re-1, we received all normal indications for
our 440 VAC supply circuit to the electric motors,
Second, when we replaced transformer.,
we had 115 VAC at the secondary of TPZ-1
but. we still did not have an indication of 115
VAC supply available at light, L-6. Both the fuse
.and transformer were causes of part of our
circuit' failure but replacing the light bulb at

,
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0
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g jsiisksiluite

Figure 7-10. Single-phase transformer for Shipboard use.
t

point to/point voltage measurements can be made
using a multimeter. First we ensure that our
circuit is energized. We can then ztart checking
&Jul ci mull by first lac atin6 the nealebt s.onileOtive
point from which our 115, .ontx of supply
enters our:relay circuits,. ,

We know that the. 115 N, AC supply stars at
the , secondary, bf rpz-i. Look at part /A of
figure 7-8. Start at the secondary 00- side of
TPZ-1 and locate the first points shown' on
wires WS -101 and. WS-102. We find that they
are P1-1-4 and P1-1-6, these are thelioints
ut which we will start our point to point voltage
tests.

M

1471.25;

AO*

L-6 did nothing to add to the solution of our
problem.

foolt at figure 7-8A, we see-that the only
components btiween TPZ -1 and light L-6 are
two wires 6-.101 .,tnd WS-1021 and the terminal
hoards to which they are esinnected:

We know that we must hate 115 \ AC at start
switch S:s11 in °Wei to energize' train motor
contactor relay RT-1. The contacts of RT-1
complete the run circuit to the train,mOto,r and
also complete the circuit to,our elevation motor
contactor relay RE-1 (fig. 7-7A).

Because %se hate no indication at L-6 that
we have.115 avaiia4le for, our relays, we
must assume that via pi ohleni lies sotuewhere
between ti ansfol f -1 aild light 1,-6.

.

POINT CO NAN,' mLAspiLAILN is. Look
at figure 7-813,, this illuttiation shows us how

it st SvJ locate panel P1 and the terminal
board and terminal points indicated on figure
7-813. We again set up our multimeter to take
voltage readings. We then apply the test leads
across terminals ,1 to 6 of TB- (fig. 778E).

211 .2.'1' '714
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Our Meter indicates 115 VAC at these points.
This is a normal indication; therefore, our cir-
cuit is complete to this point.

WARNING: Under nocircumstancesShouldany-
person reach 'within or enter anyenclosure for
the purpose of servicing, adjusting, or trouble-
shooting electric or electronic equipment with-
out the imnlediate presence or assistance of
another peikkon capable of retilleiing aid. Such
person musf be familiar with The methods of
artificial res iiration.
Next loo "af,figure 7-8A and locate thenext

two test points tfetween TPZ-1 and L-6. These are
W(1-4-2 and 33X1 -4 -4. We'. locate connection
box BX1 Att.' find terminal board' TB-4 and
terminals 2 and A (part B of figure 7-8). We
apply, our test leads across terminalS 2-and 4
and again our meter reads 115 VAC;.our circuit
is 'good up to these last two points.

Our next step is to locate the next test point,
P2-3-1 and P2-3-5 (part B of figure 7-8). We
apply our test leads across terminals 1 and 5,,
and this time our meter,reads zer volts. Since
we must have a complete oircnit for current
to 4Elow, the zero voltage feasting indicates to us
that we have an open circuit or a loose connection
between BX1 and panel P-2.

.
LOUSE CONNECTIONS.-- Troubles resulting

from loose or open connections caused by shock
or wear- become noticeable through faulty optra-
bon or complete failure of the equipment bbn-
cerned. Evidence of a loose connection coulttbe
a burned area around a terminal connection canted
by arcing..M any circuit casualties caused by lobse

germinal connections occur after Ordalts,
alts, or field changes are performed on 4t.g, c -
trical equipment. It always is agbod idea to cnick
all terminal connections after a yard period
or every time ordnance equipment has been wolted
on by either the ship's force-or yard persscOel.
By checking the Connections at TB-3 113;132
panel, we find that our problem lies at TB,S-1...,
The terminal' screw for the terminal lug ale

31,
urinal 1 is missing and wire WS-101 'was= off
the terminal connection causing an open circuit.
After 'replacing wire WS-161 and ensuring that
the terminal screw is secured properly; wAfind
that indicating light 14-6 is now lit.

To make certain that the circuit.cis worki
properly, all we have to do is depress sta
button SNI-1, this action starts troth the tr
and elevation motors (fig. 7-7) and our ciicuit
is back to normal.

n

4

WARNING: Exercise extreme care when work-
ing on electrical circuits. Always remove
power sources and remove fuses before re-
placing wires or circuit components.

CURRENT MEASUREMENTS

tinless an ammeter is already, an integral part
of a circuit, current measure ents are rarely

Xaken when troubleshooting or nance equipment.
If .current measurements are en the meter is
placed In series with the circuit under test.
One example of taking current readings would be
to check the outptit of a drive motor field control
Windings.. For a 3"/50 gun system, this- is done
by the following steps. (Refer to figure 7-11).

1. With the circuit breaker open, disconnect
,the lead at. terminal, FC14 (FC11) of the motor
field control. Set up a multimeter to take, direct-
current (d.c.) ammeter readings (2.0 amp scale).
.Connect the negative terminal of the meter to
,terminal 11 (14) of the field control and the
positive terminal of the meter to thediScOnnected
lead FC11 (FC14).

2. Close the circuit breaker, place the control
6elector switch in local-surface ,.position, and
press the start' button.

3. When the equipment is energized, check the
reading of the ammeter. ,It should read about-
1.4 amperes. If the meter reads higher or lower,
ark adjustment of the excitation voltage of the
motor field 'control windings would be necessary.

This kind of test usually is performed during'
a regular maintetialice action.

a
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MOTOR FIELD
CONTROL
TERMINAL BOARD

17. 4. -DISCONNECT

.1.: I

DISCONNECT

I .14
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DRIVE MOTOR
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DRIVE MOTOR

A

Figute 7-11.-2 Chepking motor field control.
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Ground Detection Indicator
. .

Another type of currtlit measuring device you.
should-be familiar vb4h is the ground detection
indicator; A ground detection, indicator: is ft
continuous monitoring system designedto detect
a first Vaunt). Because the power distribution_,
and control err-cliffs are pOwered by ungrounded ;
currents, the first ground will not- always.cause
a malfunction. However, if th% first ground is
,not discovered, and a second d^lops, the result
coulalbe an illogical and destructive sequence
of -gun mount operation. The reason for this

,,,action is that the two grounds act as an elec-
trical conductor tietween the grounded -compo-
nents. A ground detection indicator will produce
audio and visual indications if a gun system,
develops kshort 6,r gr9uncll'
. For example, if a ground were to occur in the

,5"/54 automatic loading system,and it waS not -

corrected, perhaps nothing would happen. Opera-
der.tionS might. be -normal. If- a second ground,

develops, however; and some safety interlocks are,
endrgizeg due to the grounded circuit, the:equip-
ment could be damaged and'personnel might
be injured.

vi The ,elimination of 'grounds and potential
_grounds is preventive maintenance and the respon-
sibility of gun crews.'

When the grotind detector Indicator indicates .
that'soine part of the gun system is grounded, the
Gunner's Mate must determine. the location and
cause of the ground. To .clO this, he uses his
multimeter. Ground' aetection indicators are
being installed on-all new gun and missile systems.

TRANSISTORS

A transistor is a solid state deviCe constructed
of semiconductor materials: Transistors are
capable of performing many- of the functions
of different types, of electronic and electrical
components such as electron tubes, interlock
relays, switches, control relays, and current
amplifiers.

In many' cases, transistors are more desirable
than tubes for ordnance equipment because they
are smaller, require no warmup power, ,.a.
operate at low voltages with comparatively
efficiency._

Semiconductors are the basic components of a
transistor. How these materials behave and the
electrical conductiori properties which gilie the
transistor its basic characteristicg are explained
in Basic Electronics, N'AVEDTRA 10087.

f

In some ways, an electrop tube and transistor
are similar' ( electron tubes are explained in,
Basic Electronics). Both have three elements as
illustrated in figure 7-12, and, the functions
of these Uementq can be compared. .

In thelblectrcin tube the three elements are:,

.1. The cathode which gives. off: oremits,
electrons.' :

2. The grid which controls the flow of elec-
trons. -

,
3. The plate which attracts, or -zollectsi

electrons.
. ,

In the tranststardirthel three elements are:.
1, The emitter which gives off,. or emits, .,

current carriers (electrons or holes). .

2. The base which controls flow'of current
carriers.- , , , :, ,

3. The colle,Ctoy which collects current car,
- ,1n- 'iers. - ,

., ... e . -
Transistors are classed, as PNP or isiiii:',,

according to the arrangement of invuriti s in
the crystill The collector of the PNP Iran Istor-

,---,---

CONTROL'

GRID

PLATE.

CATHODE

(A)' JRION ELECTRON TUBE

BASE

1.,

EM TTER
E-

(B) DEVICE AND SCHEMATIC gYMBOI., NPN

BASE

(C) DEVICE AND SCHEMATIC SYlv1BOLet`IP

1.280(8 A)
Figure 7-12. Element comparison of tubes nti

transistors. e'
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collects holes, whereas the collector of the NPN
. transistor collects electrons: The schematic

symbols for both types are similar but not
identical,. as illustrated. in figure 7-12. A heavy
straight line represents the base, and the two,
lines slanted toward the base represent emitter
and collector terminals. An arrow-head in the
-emitter line always ppints toward the N-type
material and against the direction of electron
flow (+ to -). Thus, if the arrow points. toward
the base line, the base in of N-type material.
Since the base 4s always of the opposite type of
material from emitter and collector, the tran-
sistor is.. of the PNP type. Similarly, if the
arrow points away from the base line (toward
emitter), the transistor is of the NPN t
other words, the arrow points toward the base
in PNP. transistors arid away .from the base
in NPN transistors*, (fig. 7-12).

Transistors are generally connected in one
of three basic circuits (fig. 7-13). These circuits
are the (1) grounded-emitte, (2) grounded-base,
and ! (3) grounded-cdllector. The circuits are
shown here merely to point out the three most
common transistor circuit arrangements.

. Notice that all three Of these circuits have a
common feature. The signal is alway applied
between the base and the emitter. B control-
ling this junction with forward or rev rse bias,'
we regulate current flow in the outp t circuit..

Transistors and semiconductor devices are
explained in detail in Basic Electronics.

Solid State Circuits

Figure 7-14 illustrates part of a solid state
switching circuit 'used in the "5"/54 MK 9 gun
system. Two types of transistors are used.
The NPN transistors serve as switching elements;
the one PNP transistor functions'Nas the output
transistor for that circuit. Since 4 transistor,
like a sim7le switch, is characterized by klow
resistance to current flow when it is closed

,.. and a high resistance when- it is opened, they can
IA used as switches in a solid state electridal
circuit. Transistors used as switches are operated
in one of two conditions.: The transistor is cut
off (nonconducting) to open a circuit or the
transistor is saturated (conducting heavily) to
close a circuit. Under these conditions, it acts
as a simple on-off toggle switch. The transistors
illustrated An figure 7-14 are saturated or cut off
by properlyl. biasing them for the desired condition

R . .

of operation. \

In the -following discussion of the functions
of a solid state .pircuit only two transistors will

, ,
. .

1,

4

0

INPUT
SIGNAL

es

INPUT
SIGNAL

es

GROUNDED EMITTER

INPUT
SIGNAL

eS

GROUNDED BASE

e OUTPUT

GROUNDED COLLECTOR

Figure%7-13. Bidic
72,36

be use It must be remembered that, for that
circuit t unction properly, all of the transistor
switches in the circuit must conduct at:the same
time to provide a single ,pat1for current flow.
The two large circles shown in figure 7-14
show two transistors and 7one relay, These
elements have been put into a simple circuit
that will help you follow cu /tent flow during our_
discussion. Part. A of figure 7-in show's the
electrical and electronic el,ements that are circled
in figure 7-14, with the exception Off, switch
SM-1.' The switch has been acided_to illustrate
how this circuit works. For the purpose of
explanation %%4-1 is cOsignated as the train, start
pushbutton The pyroose of the circuits in fig-
Lire 7-14 and figure 7 -15 is to energize a
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t
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7:/Wr-r0-
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Figure 7-15. Basic solid state circuit.

. . .

contactor for the train motor. This is the electric
drive motor for the CAB hydraulic system used
in the training_ mechanism of the 5 "/54 MK 9
gun system.

The control relay shown in figure 7-15 is
part of- the circuit to the train motor and, when
energized, will complete the circuit that energizes
KPT1 (figure 7-14) which is the train contactor
to the train motor BPT1. The purpose of part
B of figure 7-15 is to show how a transistor
resembles a switch. When these switches are
closed, current will flow and the relay in that
circuit will energize. By using both, parts of
figure 7-15 you should be, able to understand more

--easily how current in this type circuit flows from
the negative side to the positive side of the 24v
d.c. input. Current flow is designated by the
directicmof the arrows.

4,

84.338

When the train' start pushbtitton' (SM-1) is
depressed, a positive bias voltage will be present
at the base of transistor Ql. This -voltage for-,
ward biases the transistor in .the bate circuit
causing bias current to flow in the base circuit,
and placing a positive voltage on the base of Qi.
This bias voltage fires (closes the switch)' tran-
sistor Q1. Cigrrent from the 24v d-c supply will
flow (solid arrow) from the negative side (wire
WS-1) through Ql to the voltage tlivider resistors
(R-2 and R-3) and back to the positive side of
the 24v d-c supply (wire WS-2). The resiVors
are used to provide the proper bias volts* to
fire transistor Q 2. When current flows through
the voltage divider resistors R-2 and R -3, a neg-
ative Voltage is developed between the base of
Q and its emitter:* This forward bias causes
Q2 to conduct..
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S

Transistor Q2 in this circuit is the output
transistor and is used to perfofTn the work;
that is, to energize the relay Ain the circuit.
When Q2 is properly biased, current inthe second
part of the circuit flows (dotted line) from the
negative side of the 24v d.c. supply '(wire WS-1)
through the relay and resistor R-4 and through Q2
to the positive side of the 24v d.c. supply (wire

-WS-2); There are two basic circuits that makeup
tiffs type of solid state system. Transistor. Q1

acts as an interlock for the output transistor Q2.
This part of the circuit prevents starting the
train motor until all the safety interlocks have
been met. The circuit from transistor Q2 serves
as the relay supply that energizes the control
relay to the train contactor KPT1.

Notice in figure 7-14 there are several other
transistors in series with the transistors used
as Ql in figure 7-15. For current to flow
through Q1 to develop a forward bias for Q2,
all the transistors in series with Q1 must be

'forward biased.

Servicing Notes

Semiconductors, like electron tubes, are avail-
able in a large variety of types, each with its
own unique characteristics. The characteristics
of each of these devices usually tirepresented in
specification sheets, or they m .y be included in
tube or transistor manuals. Tke_epecifications
include' (1) a general descriptioir;of the device,
(2) the kind of semiconductor materials used,
(3) some common applications of the device,
(4) absolute maximum ratings, (5) collectorpower
dissipation, (6) Alpha or Beta of the device,which
are sometimes called the current transfer ratio,
(7) the leakage current from collector t
when no emitter current flows (caliea co leCtor

base

current cutoff), and (8) additional information
for engineering `design purposes.he techni3Oian
should know the semiconductor-specifications
before attempting a test to determine the quality
of the device. =

A standardized system of ntimbers and letters
is used for designating diodes---and transistors.

1. The first number indicates the number of
junctions. Thus, 1 designates a diode (1 junc-
tion), 2 designates a trarrfttor triode (whichmay
be considered as made up of two diodes, the
emitter-base and base-collector diodes), 3.des-
ignates a semiconductor tetrode (a four-element
transistor with 3, junctions).

2. The letter N following the first number
Indicates a semiconductor.

3. The 2- or 3-digit number following the
letter N has no particular significance, except that
it indicates the order of registration. When
this number is followed by a letter, it indicates
a later, improved version.

Thus, a, semiconductor designated as type
2N345A signifies that it is a 2-Junction (3-element)
transistor of semiconductor material, and that it
is an improved version of type 345.

The arrangement and coding of transistor leads
are shown in figure 7-16, A through E.

Figure 7-16A shows a transistor in an oval
case. The collector lead is identified by a wide
space between it and the base lead which, in
turn, is followed by the emitter lead.

The transistor at B is contained in a round
case with the three leads in line and equally
spaced. The collector lead is marked on the case
by means of 'a color dot, usually red. The other
two leads are the base find emitter (2 and 3,
respectively).

In figure 7-16C, the collector lead is marked
by a red line on the case. The base and emitter
leads follow clockwise around the device in that
order.

The leads on the transistor shown at D
are located at

the
points Of a quad t. When

viewed from e bottom in a ockwise direction,
i

citithe first lead following the space is the
emitter (1), followed by the base (2) and the col-
lector (3).

.

Figure 7-16E shows a conventional `power
transistor. Here, the collector is' connected to the
mounting base, the mounting bolt forming the
coOctor for the collector. The trA=e lead is
identified by its green sleeving. Connecting one
of the '-transistor - eleinents (the, collector in
this case) to the moring base provides additional
cooling. .

Although generally more rugged than the elk-
tron tube, the transistor is affected by electrical
shock, heat, humidity, and excessive radiation.

Transistors may be damaged beyond repair by
applying the incorrect polarity to the collector
circuit or excessive voltage to the input circuit.
Careless soldering techniques that overheat the
transistor can also severely damage the device.

One of the most frequent causes, of damage
to a transistor is the electrostatic discharge from
the human body when the device is handled. Such
damage may be avoided by discharging the body
to the chassia,containing the transistor before the
repair procedure begins. ,
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Figure 7-16. Transistor lead identification and transistor testing.

Small-sized tools should be used when servic-
ing transistors and their associated circuit com-
ponents. Small cutting pliers and needle-nose
pliers are mare useful than the conventional sizes.
Narrow-olaae screwdrivers are mare useful than
the larger types. A sharp-pointed thin metal probe
is helpful in cleaning solder from small openings
or areas. Soldering is performed more satis-
lactorily with a small low-,voltage soldering iron
or pencil (35 to 40 watts) having a narrow point
or wedge;

The following precautions should be taken when
it becomes necessary to replace a transistor which

1.288(84A)

" is soldered in the circuit. Before removing the
old transistor, note the orientatioi of the collec-
tor, base, and emitter leads. Cut the. leads of
the new transistor to the proper length, using
sharp cutters to prevent undue stress on the leads
entering the transistor. Then, with the tran-
sistor properly positioned, solder the leads to
the connections, using the proper solder and
soldering iron and a heat-sink.
TROUBLESHOOTING TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT'S

To find a bad transistor in a circuit, use the
same methods for 'locating any other defective
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component. The first step in checking lot trouble
in transistor circuits is a thorough inspection
of the equipment. Loose connections, broken
leads, corroded terminal connections and other
common type circuit problems should be corrected

.pefore checking for a bad transistor. Because
the transistor is one of the most reliable com-1

hiefnents of a circuit, it should be the last to be
suspected for causing circuit failures. If a
transistor is suspected of causing trouble, how-
ever, the easy way to correct the problem is to
'replace the transistor.

If the new transistor restores the circuit to
proper operation, the transistor that was replaced
is the cause of the trouble.

CAUTION: Never remove or replace a tran-
sistorwhile the power source is connected to

``'lie circuit. Failure to observe this caution may
result in damage to the transistor from a surge.
(rise) in current sv ithin the circuit.

Because some types of transistors are plug-in
types, the atme caution should always be ob-
served. It is easy to forget to secure power
sources when working with plug-in type tran-
sistors.

If the ue transistor is damaged when placed
into a circuit; the, circuit must be checked foi
defects that caused the-damage. However, if the
transistor itself is suspected, it can he iemoved
from the equipment for testing. III equipment
employing sockets for the transistor it is only
necessary to remove the transistor from the
socket (plug-in type). If the transistor is soldered,
extreme care must be taken to prevent damage
to the transistor from heat of the soldering
iron when unsoldering the transistor.

Resistance Tests

check an be made of a transistor by means
of a multimeter. There are two general reasons
for testing a transistors First, you want to
know whether a known transistor is good, or
second, you may have an unmarked transistor
and want to know its type (NPN or PNP). Con-
nections for these tests are shown in figure 7-16r
through I.

Connect the f)sitive ohmmeter lead to the
tine of a transistor' (F in figure 7-16). If a
high resistance reading (50,000 ohms or higher)
is obtained between the base and emitter and the
base and collector, the transistor is a PNP
type. If a low reading (500 ohms or less) is
obtained, the transistor is an NPN type, (G
in fig. 7-16). If the negative ohmmeter lead is
connected to the base Of the transistor as shown

in H Ind I .of figure 7-16, the result would be ,

reversed. If the collect resistance readings are/
not obtained from the ohmmeter test, the trap-
sistor should be replaced.

Short Circuit Tests

To make a test to determine wnether shorts
or decreased resistance between elements have
occurred, the resistance ratios from emitter to
base and. collector to b-As( should be 500 to 1
Or more. The direction of the ratio depends on
whether the transistor is an NPN or PNP type.
The resistance from collector to emitter should

-be nearly the same when me asured in either direc-
tion. Wheu making this test, ohmmeter 'readings
should be taken in both directions (reverse the
test leads).
Test Equipment Specifications

A multimeter which passes a current of more
than 1 milliampere through a transistor cannot
be. used safely when testing transistors. Many
transistois dit designed toOperate in low-voltage
circuits.. Multimeter AVPSM-4 uses -t battery
power supply of 1.5v d.c. and 22.5v (Lt.. When
using this meter, make. sure that the voltage
used never exceeds -the voltage ratings of the
transistor under test. If there is any doubt at
all, use another meter to measure the voltage
aeioss the ohmmeter leads on each resistance
range. This measurement must be made with
a voltmeter having J. high resistance such as
a N'TVM. For further information on transistor
troubleshooting, refer to Basic Electronics.

LOGIC DIAGRAMS

In this section of the chapter we will discuss
logic diagrams. We will not attempt to cover all
phases of the subject but will intro Se you tp
the symbols used in logic diagram and give
a brief explanation of how the symb'Ols are used.
Logic diagrams use functional symbols instead
Of words to repiesent circuit functions or se -.
quentiallevents in circuit operation.

You might wonder, as a GM, why you should
know how to mid logic diagrams. The answer
to this is quite simple. As a GM 3 you are re-
quired to know the jfunction of electrical and
electronic circuit components. As a GM 2 you
are required to know symbols commonly used
in electronic diagrams. So it behooves every
GM to understa the meaning of symbols used
in schematic dia rams and drawings.
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In this age of advanced electronic devices,
more and more manufacturers are using logic
diagrams to show circuit operation. This means
that increasing numbers of publication's are re-
sorting to the use of logic diagrams. So careful
study of the information presented here will give
you a head start.

The skill in using logic diagrams depends,
to a degree, on our ability to classify components
as two-state devices. Examples of this are: a
light, is either on or off, a pushbutton switch is
depressed or not depressed, a relay is energized
or not energized.

Classification of some devices as two-state
may be rather difficult. Consider as an example
a three-position selector switch. When referring'
to one position of the switch, we can say it is
either in that .position or not in that position. If
the switch is not in the position indicated, we
can not determine with assurance what position
the switch is in, however, we are able to describe
the switch position as a two-state device.

There are many pairs of conditions that might
be used to describe two-state operations. Some
of these ard:

High Low
Energized Not energized
Actuated Not actuated
Closed Open
Running Stopped
On. Off

LOGIC SYMBOLS

Vie will now cover some of the sn.itools used
in logic diagrams.

The first logic symbol shown in figure 7-17
is AND, which is described as "any device with
two or more inputs and a single output, the output

mrof VI/inch is ON only en all inputs are ON
sand fts OFF when any one f the inputs is OFF".

The electrical circuit shown in figure 7-18
represthits an AND circuit. If it is assumed that
the switches are inputs (the inputs are ON when
the switches are closed and OF F when the switches
are open) anti that the output is the light, the
output is ON when the light is glowing and OFF .
when the light is out.

The light circuit qualifies as an AND circuit
because switch SU and switch SI2 must be closed
(ON) before the light will glow (0.N) and because,
if one switch opens (OFF), the light will go out
(OFF). You can see from figure 7-18 that this is
a basic series circuit.

I

INPUTS
) OUTPUT

Figure 7-27. Logic Symbol AND.

Figure 7-18. AND circuit.

84.399

84.400

The second logic symbol' shown in figure 7-19
is OR, which is described as "any device with two
or more inputs and -a single output, the output
of which is ON when at least one input is ON and is
OFF only when no inputs are ON."

The electric circuit shown in figure 7-20
represents an OR circuit. This circuit qualifies
as an OR circuit because the light will glow
(ON) if either switch SI1. or switch S12 is closed
(ON), and ttie light is out (OFF) only if both
switches are open (OFF). Figure 7-20-is a basic
parallel circuit.

Figure 7-21 shows a typical logic circuit which
uses inverted and buffered switch outputs to
trigger a solenoid driver. The solenoid driver,
in turn, control's a solenoid which initiates a
gun loading cycle. The circuit uses negative
logic; that is, a low (ground) potential is the
activating condition for the individual logic
functions.

The circuit consists of AND gates, OR gates
and interconnecting wiring. The ciroled numbers
in figure 7-21 identify the gates. These identifying
numbers normally are not shown onlogic circuits
but are shown here to assist in identifying the
gates. The numbers within the gates identify
the printed circuit board in EP2 panel on which
the circuit is located. The numbers on the input
and output _lines of the gates identify the ter-
minal in that connects to that point.

-Inputs to the logic gates are identified' by
both alphanumeric nomenclature and a brief
description of what the input means. The input

SIM 3-1 "HOIST DOWN" to gate 3. comes from
point 1 of the inverter buffer associated with
SIH 3.: When the hoist is down,. the switch is
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INPUTS
OUTPUT

84.401
Figure 7-19. Logic Symbol OR.

activated and the fiigh switch output through the
inverter buffer produces a low logic input at
point 1. (The inverted and buffered:tsignals are
applied to logic circuitry which produces the de-
sired output only when all required conditions
are present).

The description accompanYing logic inputs to
gates which end in a 2 or 1 denotes the condition
of the equipment that is providing the logic input.
For example, SIC 2-2 is NO POWDER CASE
IN CRADLE (logic symbol 1 fig. 7-21). The
description ending in 1 indicates the opposite
POWDER CASE IN CRADLE.

Figure 7-21 can be classed as a typical gun
loading logic circuit. It must be remembered,
however, that no two circuits are identical in
arrangement. The arrangement and inputs re-
quired for various circuits are detprmined by
the output function of the component involved;

You will .notice in figure 7,-21, that all gates
on the left are AND gates. Using gate0as an
example, when inputs 6'7 and 68 and 807and 81
are low, the output at 82 is low4acuttivating).
When any of the inputs is. high, 82 will
be high (deactivating). The following table is a
truth table of input and output conditions of gate()

7
Table 7 -1. -TRUTH TABLE of 4-AND GATE

CONDITIONS

. Inputs Output

67 68 80 81 82.

HIGH HIGH HIGH IrGH HIGH

KW HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH

La LOW . HIGH HIGH HIGH

LOW LOW LOW HIGH HIGH,

LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW

r0sI2.

84.402
Figure 7-20. OR circuit.

It can be seen from figure 7-21 that the output
of three AND gates (G, , and ®) is fed to
two 9R gates. Referring to gate 0 as an example,
when 53 or 37 or 48 is low, output 36 is low. If
one Qr more of the, inputs to gate is low, the
output 36 will be lbw. The output rom
must be low to activate the next logic gate, the
circuit is complete when at least one inputis low.
Having inputs 37 and 48 wired together in this
case does not affect operation of this OR gate.
The Tollowing table is a truth table of 3-OR gate
conditions.

Table 7 -2. -TRUTH TABLE of 3-OR GATE
CONDITIONS

Inputs Output

53 37 48 36

-HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH

LOW HIGH HIGH LOW

HIGH LOW HIGH LOW

:HIGH HIGH LOW LOW

MOW LOW LOW LOW

-o

Comparing tables 7-1 and 7 -2 you can see
in an AND gate that, if any one input is HIGH, the
output will be HIGH. By contrast, if any input
tb any OR gate is LOW, the output will be LOW.

LOGIC CIRCUIT OPERATION . A

There are two groups of gates in gun
loadinig logic system: mode selection gates and
common gates. Mode selection gates are active
when all conditions required for operation in
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Figure 7- 21. Typical lOgic

a specific mode are itresent (example, -step-
load). C9mmon gates are activated by inputs which
are required to initiate a cycle in any mode of

-operation;
Thus mode selection gates 0 and ()enlist

be acti eto vitiate a cycle in step - exercise;
gates , 0 , d ® in auto-load; and
gates , and (8) is step-load. A tint ue
feature of the circuit in figure 7-21 is gate
The inputs-to gate 0 , which can be used w th
either step-load or auto-load, allow raising a
powder case to the breech even though the breech
contains a projectile. These conditions, which
would exist only in the event of a misfire, allow

L

OCCWOWEREROIZED

SIC& 1
ELEVATION MANE
RELEASED

WEI 1
ELEVATION STROKE
ON NEUTRAL

2

55

39

46

51

B

-84.403

clearing the gun with another powder case after
the misfired case has been ejected.

In addition to the appropriate mode select o
gates, all common gates (gates 0 through
must be active to iniiiate a cycle. However,
when a circuit contains an Olt gate, only one
input to t4e OR gate need be active. For example,
in gate U , either the empty case tray must be
up or the empty case tray must be raising and

When all conditions for an AND gate are active

low. Tracing the auto-load circuit, gate is
(low), the gate,changes its output from high to

active when the cradle contains a powder case and.

';%4,47222
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the breech contains neither a powder case nor a
projectile. The low output from gate 3 is
applied.to the gate input. Since gate 6 is
an OR gate, it requires, only a single input to
activate it and apply a low to gate 0 :date

requires an additional input from gate()
w ich is active when the gun mount is in auto-
load mode (or in step-exercise mode with the
CRADLE RAISE pushbutton depressed). When
gate ® output becomes low, gate (2) is activated.
The remaining input conditions to gates
through are required regardless of them e
of operation. ,

Gate @ , the final logic gate in this circuit,
summarizes all logic inputs. This single output
is nverted (changed from low to high) in gate

to trigger the solenoid driver. (The only
purpos of gate 13 is to change the output of
gate 2 from a row to a high, it has no other
function . In addition to triggering the solenoid
driver, the gate @ output performs two.other
functions:

1. It feeds back to gate I I to forma hOlding
is suffi-

rdless of at
through

and through
deactivates the circuit at the end of a cyc
(Wien one of the inputs to gates (3 through
0 becomes high, the-gate output becomes

high deactivating the circuit).
2. It applies a low signal- to TIME CYCLE

SELECTOR SWITCH in the back of EP2 panel.
When correctly positioned, this switch and an
associated timer automatically measure the
elapsed time of logic circuit output. (This cor-
responds to the length of time required to complete
a component cycle.) 0,

circuit. This low input to gate
cient to hold the circuit, r
happens to the inputs of_gate
until p input toogate

e

'SYNCHRO CIRCUITS

A synchro resembles an electric motor and
like an electric motor is a basic electrical mech-
anism. Chapter 13 of this rate training manual
explains servo-systems related to gun fire control
systems. For you to fully understand these
systems, you must the background in-
formation about synchros.

United States Navy Synchros, Description
and Operation .Aandbook, MIL-HDBK-225 (AS),
and Synchro, Servo and Gyro Fundamentals,
NAEDTRA 10105, explain the types, principles,
and functions of all synchro.. You are urged

to read those publications before taking up
synchros in this section.

Synchro is the name given to a wide variety
of position- sensing devices used to convert me- ..,

chanical signals to electrical signals or to convert
electrical signals to mechamcal sig141s. The
name synchro comes from the word synchronize,
which means to happen or take place at the
same time." All synchros are self-synchronous;
hence, the name is most descriptive of their
basic action:

.

PURPOSE OF SYNCHROS

The purpose of synchros is the precise and
rapid transmission of. data among equipments
and stations. The change in course, speed, and
range of targets and the changes in a ship's
position 'related to a target's position must be
acted upon in a minimum of time. Speed and
accuracy of data transmission are most impor-
tant. Without the position-sensing device knal,vn
as the synchro, the offensive and defensive
capability of the Fleet would be greatly limited.
Navy ships rely on synchros- for rapid data
transmission within weapon systems in such
equipments as computers, fuze setters, sight
setters, guns, turrets, rocket/missile launcherse
and radar power drives. In many cases, the data
is presented as visual information and acted
upon by operating personnel, such as a sight
setter in gun mount.

ADVANTAGES OF SYNCHROS

The flexibility of synchros over mechanical
° mechanisms such as gearing and shafting gives

them marked advantages, for example:

. .1. The controlling unit, can be a long distance
fxom the controlled unit.

2. Any obstacle in the path can easily be
bypassed by leading connecting wires around ,
it.

3. The synchro system uses very little elec-
trical power and eliminates the, necessity of
mechanical linkages between widely separated
units.

Besides the advantages of using synchros, aver
mechanical mechanisms, there are other ad-
vantages. They:

1. Provide continuous, accurate and visual
reproduction of . important or need-to-know in-
formation between widely. separated stations.

223
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2. Have good reliability, requiring sminimum
maintenance.

3. Are small in size, providihg a significant
saving in space and weight.

4. Have a wide adaptability without sacrificing
precision.

Synchro systems are important in the field
of ordnance in the control of naval weapons
because of their accuracy and speed. Experience
with naval weapons control and operation of
ordnance readily prove the importance of the
synchro mechanism. A point to remember is that
naval weapons controlled from remote stations
must use synchro systems for their control. A
well-placed shot can save, many lives, and the
accuracy of a weapon depends upon the correct
operation of the synchro system.

4
-

Classification of Synchros

Synchros work in teams. Two or more synithros
interconnected electrically form a synchro cir-
cuit. Basically, synchros can be divided into
three classifications:

1. Transmitters
2. Receivers
3. Differentials

The synchro transmitter is located at the
controlling station and its output is an electrical
order signal. These synchros were originally
called "synchro generators," but are now func-
tionally cla'ssified into the following two types:

1. Torque transmitter (TX)
2. Control transmitter (CX)

Torque and control transmitters are mechan-
ically identical. However, the types of systems
in which they are used 'differ. Torque trans-
mitters are used in systems that require a
'mechanical output (dials, etc.), while control
transmitters are used in systems that .require
an electrical output.

The synchro receiver is located at the station
being controlled and its output can be either
electrical or mechanical, depending on the type
of synchro used. These synchios are ,function-
ally classified into the following types:

1. Torque receiver (TR)
2. Control transformer (CT)

Torque receivers are used where the rotors
must perform a mechanical function, such as

positioning a dial or valve. The main difference
between torque receivers and torque transmitters
is in their rotorls. Rotors of torque receivers
have damper while rotors of torque transmitters
do not. Torque receivers were originally known
as "synchro motors."

Control transformers are ustd where an,
electrical signal output is required. It is safe
to say that all power drives controlled by ampli-
fiers also have control transformers.

The synchro differential is used to add or .
subtract two signals, and to_transmit the result
either to another synchro or as a. mechanical
output. In either case, the differential can always
be identified by its rotor (R) leads. All other
synchros have only two rotor leads while the
differential has three. Functionally, diff'reptials
are classified as follows:

1. Torque differential transmitter (TDX)
2. Control differential transmitter (CDX)
3. Torque differential receiver (TDR)

0

MECHANICAL, PAMPER. A mechanical de-
vice known as an inertia damper is used to prevent
oscillation or spinning when thesynchro receiv-
er's rotor turns in response to a sudden,change
of a received ,signal. The most common type of
inertia damper consists of a heavybrass flywheel
which is free to rotate around a bushing attached
to the rotor shaft. A tension spring on the
bushing rubs against the flywheel so that:they
turn together during normal operation. If the
rotor shaft tends to change its speed or direc-
tion of rotation suddenly, the inertia of the damper
opposes the changing conditions; and the resulting
friction between the spring Ind the flywheel damps
the tendency to oscillate. Because of the inertia
damper, receiver and transmitter synchros are
not completely interchangeable; a receiver may
be used as a transmitter, but a transmitter
is not suitable for use as a receiver.

Synchro Symbols . ' .

A synchro consists of a rotor (R) and a
stator (S). The letters R and S are used to identify
rotor and stator connections both on the syriOhro
and in wiring diagArns and schematics. Synchros
are represented by the Symbols shown in figure
7-22. The symbols shown in parts (A) and (B)
are used when it is necessary to show only the
external connections to a synchro, while those
shown in parts (C), (D), and (E) are used when
it. is important to see the positional relationship
between rotor and stator. The small arrows on

224
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TRANSM1TTERS,RECEIVERS
CONTROL TRANSFORMERS

S2

RI

tA)

ln

S3
TRANSMITTERS
AND RECEIVgRS

(C)

OIFFEREJ4T1ALS

(B)

S2

R2

Figure 7-22.Schematic Symbols for synclYros.
.

the rotors in parts (C), (D), Eind (E) indicate
angular' displacement of the rotor; in this illustra-
tion the displacement is zero.

Synchro Terms

Some standard synchro terms that you will
use are 'defined as follows:

1. Rotor positiop; Amount of rotor offset from
zero position, measured in degrees, minutes, or,
seconds:

2. Electrical zero:, Standard position used as
'the electrical reference point from which all
angular displacements are measured (not neces-
sarily the zero position of the dial). .`

3. Angular position: Counterclockwise (viewed
from the shaft extension end) angular rotor
displacement from electrical zero position.

4. Direction of rotation: Clockwise or counter-
clockwise rotor rotation, determined when facing
the shaft extension end of the synchro.

aFreisimius
(E)

1.119:120(72)

5. Increasing reading: Reading transmitted to
a synchro when numerical value of the information
transmitted increases.

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF SI/NCI-MOS
. -

Sy,nchros are electromagnetic devices; there- .
fore, a review of magnetism will be necessary
to understand synchro principles.

A bar magnet illudtrates magnetic field and
pole relationship of the synchro. The lines of
force flow from south pole to north pole inside
the magnet, as shown in figure 7-23.

Two bar magnets, shown in figure 7-23, illus-
trate the actions of like and unlike poles in
bar magnets.

Three bar magnets, spaced 120° apart, and a
removalale bar magnet free to pivot within the
ring of mounted magnets show basic synchro
principles. (See figure 7-24). If the ring of three
magnets is fixed, the single pivoted magnet moves
so that its south pole is in line with the north.

225 ?;r4.71
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Figure Repulsion and attraction.

pole .of magnet A 1. Since its north pole is at-
tracted, equally by the south poles of magnets
2 and 3, it will remain between the two. The piv-
oted magnet, therefore, aligns itself with magnet
A 1. The three magnetic fields combine to form
one resultant magnetic field. If the three magnet
are now rotated 120' and held in that position,
the resultant magnetic field is also rotated through
120°. The pivoted bar magnet will turn in the
same direction so that it remains aligned with
the resultant magnetic field of the three magnets.
This illustrates the action of a synchro receiver.

Three d.c. electromagnets could be used in
place of the three permanent magnets mounted
on the ring, and the effect on the magnet pivoted
in the center would be the same. By feeding the
proper amount of current in, the proper bar magnet

permanent. magnet pivoted in the center coup
can be made to rotate in either direction.

also be replaced by an electromagnet.
Because synchros operate on atc. voltages, the

magnet (R1 f Et2) pivoted in the center is energized
by an a.c. source; tie fixed magnets (S1, S2, S )
are also energized by the a.c. source throu
another set of coils. The arrangement is shown
in figure 7-25.

The pivoted electromagnet will react in the
same manner as the bar magnet did when d.c.
voltage was applied. The pivoted electromagnet
will assume a position that depends upon the
magnetic field established by the stator coils.

If 115 volts a.c., is applied to the rotor, at
a given instant the flux takes the directiofissh,pwn

147.121(84A) '

by the arrows in figure /-26. Both flux loops
cut the S2 winding, but only one cuts the S1 and
S3 windings. If a voltmetei could be placed
directly across the 52 winding, it would indicate
52 volts; across the Si and S3 windings it would
indicate 26 volts.

The coils of the stator are Y- connected (shown
upside down in these Illustrations). The stem of
the A, is one coil and the branches ofithe Y are
two other coils. They have a common, connection,
but no lead is brought-out:from this point.--

SYNCHRO SYSTEM

Torque synchro transmitters and receivers
are used often in ordnance equipment to trantmit
information electrically from one point to another.
The synchro transmitter sends out the signal and*".,.
the syRchro receiver receives it,

These synchros are connecced'in such a way
that any amount of rotation of the transmitter rotor
causes the rotor of the receiver to turn the same
amount. The receiver either indicates the valtie
of the signal by turning a dial, as shown in
figure 7-27, or positions a flight mechanibal
Toad, such as the valves ,shown in figure 7-28.

If it is desired that a director control a
gun by use of a torque synchro system, the trans-
mitter rotor will be geared to the director so that,
when the director is moved, the rotor of the
transmitter is also moved. Arf electridal signal,
representing the amount of rotation of the trans-
mitter rotor, is transmitted over wires to a
synchr0 receiver located at the gun. This signal

226
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4

12.163.2
Figure 7-25.--Mnchro primary magnetic field.

'FREE TURNING
MAGNET

ROTOR
SUPPLY

I SV

RING OF,THREE
'..,MAGNETS

TURN UNIT

7

A. ROTOR FLUX FIELD

84.339
Figure 7-24:-- PAroted bar magnet.

causes the rotor of the synchro receiver to turn,
or attempt to turn, the same amount that the
transmitter rostor has turned. If the synchro
receiver is connecter( to a power drive through
a servo-system, as shown in figure 7429, it will
control the drive and ,theYeby'cause the gun to
turn the same amount asthe director.

In synchro transmission, any movement of the
rotor in the torqtie synchro transmitter produces
a corresponding movement of the rotor in the
torque synchro- receiver. -The position of the
rotor of a aynchro receiver alWays conforms to
the position of the rotor in a synchro transmitter.

227
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Figure 7-27. Simple torque synchro systein.
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84.341
Figure 7-28. Torque receivers in a 5"/38 power

drive. .
If reversing the direction of rotation of a

receiver= becomes necessary, it is done by
interchanging stator leads S1 and S3, S2 represents
electrical zero. ,Changing the S2 lead would
introduce an error of 1200.

ELECTRICAL ZERO

if synchros are to work together properly
in a system, it is essential that they be correctly

Ala

1IRQUE TRANSMITTER

84.342
Figure 7-29. Basic synchro system.

connected and aligned in respect to each other
and to the other devices, such as directors and
guns, with which they are used. Needless to say,
the best of ordniuice equipment would beineffective
if the synchros in the data transmission circuitp.
were misaligned electrically or mechanically.
Since synchros are the heart of the transmission
syPtems, it only stands to reason that they must
be properly connected and aligned before any
satisfactory shooting can be expected.

. Electrical zero is .,the yefrence point for
alignment of all synchro units. The mechanical
reference point for the units connected to the
*ohms depends upon the pakicular application
of the synchro system. Aft a GM, an board ship, -
your primary concern with mechanical reference
point will be the centerline of the ship for gun
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train and the standard reference plane for gun
elevation. Remember, that whatever the system,
the electrical and mechanical reference points
must be aligned with each other.

A typical example of proper alignment is a
TX-TR synchro team coupled to a gun director,
so adjuged that the gun position can be read on
the TR dial. The gun director is at zero when
the gun points directly toward the ship's bow
(fig 7-30). A TX is coupled mechanically to
the 'director, and a TR is connected electrically
to fhe TX. If this system were set up without
paying any attention to the position of the TX
rotor, it would indicate the gun position accurately
if the TR dial was set on zero when the gun
director read Zero. If the same synchros re-.
mained in the same system, it would not be .
necessary to position them more accurately.
Sometimes THs and TXs become defective and
must be replaced. If another TX were put into
this system without checking the TR dial, its
rotor probably would be positioned differently
from that of the original TX. The TR would follow
the new 'TX, and the TR dial would read in-
correctly.. To oversome this difficulty, a zero

4 degree point is needed which is standard for all
synchros. In the preceding example of the gun
director, the system first should have been aligned
so that all synchro rotors were at electrical
zero, and all dials read zero when the gun
director was or zero degrees. Then, any synchro

could be replaced, without introducing error into
the system, by installing the new synchro with
UP rotor on electrical zero when the gun director
was on zero degrees. The electrical zero provides
a standard way of aligning synchro units when they
are connected' together in a synchro system.

There are two ways in which this alignment can
be accomplished. The most afficUlt way is to
have .two men, one at the transmitter and one at
the receiver or control transformer, adjust the
synchros while talking over sound powered tele-
phones or Some other communication device. The
better way is to align all the synchros to elec-
trical zero. Units may be zeroed individually,
and only one man is required to do the work.
Another advantage of using electrical zero is that
trouble in the system always shows up in the same
way. For example, in./a properly zeroed TX-TR
system, a short circuit Opom S2 to S3 causes
'all receiver dials to stop at 60 or 240 degrees.

In summary, zeroing a synchro means ad-
justing it mechanically . so that it will work
properly in a Sy stem in v. hich all otiver synchros
are zeroed. This' mechanical adjustment is ac-
complished normally by physically turning the
synchro rotor or stator. Navy Handbook MIL-
HDBK-225 (AS) describes standard mounting
hardware and gives simple methods for phys-
ically adjusting synchros to electrical zero.'

WHEN DIRECTOR IS ON ZERO DEGREES...
SYNCHROS MUST BE AT ELECTRICAL ZERO

Figure 7-30. - System, zero..
12.163(84A)
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ELECTRICAL ZERO CONDITIONS

FOr any given rotor position there is a
definite set of stator voltages. One such rotor-
position-stator-voltage condition can be estab-
lished as an arbitrary reference point for all
synchros which are electrically identical. Spe-
cific definitions for electrical zero are given
here.

Trans9iitters And Receivers

A synchro transmitter, CX or TX, is zeroed
if electrical zero voltages exist when the unit
whose position the CX or TX transmits is set
to its mechanical reference point. A -synchro
receiver, T11, is zeroed if, when electrical zero
voltages exist, the device actuated by the receiver
assumes its mechanical reference position. In
a- receiver or,other unit having a rotatable stator,
the zero position is the same, with the added
provision \that the unit to which the stator is
geared is set to its reference position. In the
electrical zero position, the axes of the rotor
coil and the S2 coil are at' zero displacement,
and the voltage measured between terminals S1
and S3 will be minimum. The voltages from S2
to Si and from S2 to S3 are in phase with ex-
citation voltage across R1 to R2. The actual
teiminalvoltages should be as follows:

115 -volt Synchros 26-Volt synchros

--R1 to R2 115 volts Ill to R2 26 volts
S2 to S1 78 volts S2 to S1 10.2 volts
S2 to S3 78 volts S2 to S3 10.'2 volts
S1 to S3 zero volts S1 to S3 zero volts

'Differential

_ A -differential is zeroed if the unit can be
inserted into a system 'without introducing a
change in the system.. In the electrical zero
position the axes.of coils R2 and S2 are at zero
displacement. Terminal voltages are as follows:

115-VOlt Synchros 26-Volt Synchros

R1 tp R3 zero volts
S1 to -S3 zero volts
R3 to R2 78 volts
S3 to S2 78volts
R2 to R1 78 volt's
S2 to Si 78 volts

iillts,R3 zero volts
S1 to S3 zero volts
R3 to R2 10,2 volts.
S3 to S2 10.2 volts
112 to R1 10.2 volts
S2 to Si 1Q.2 volts

Control Transformers

A synchro control transforther is zeroed if its
rotors voltage is minimum when electrical zero
voltages are applied to its stator. Turning the
CT's shaft slightly counterclockwise will produce
a voltage between R1 and R2 which i inphase
with the voltage between R1 and R2 f the CX
or' TX supplying excitation to, the T stator.
Electrical zero voltages, for stator only, are the
same as for transmitters and receivers.,
ZEROING PROCEDURES

The procedure usedfor zeroing depends upon
the facilities and tools available and how the
synchros are connected in'the systentt The pro-
cedures described in the following paragraphs
show how synchros may be zeroed by use of only
a voltmeter and neon lamps; two lamps and a
. headset, synchro testers, or other synchros
-in the system. When zeroing differentials and
control transformers, it is -helpful to have a
source of 78 volts (10.2 volts_for 26-volt units).

Regardless of the methodused, there are two
major steps in each zeroing "Procedure: first,
the coarse (or approximate) setting, and second,
the fine setting. Many units are marked in such
a manner that the coarse setting may be ap-
proximated physically. On standard units, an
arrow is stamped on the franie and a line is
marked on the shaft extension, figure 7-31.
Zerbing A Transmitter (CX or TX)
Using A Voltmeter

The most accurate results can be obtained by
using electronic or precision voltmeter having
0-to 250-volt ranges. On the 0- 'to 5-volt range.
the meter should be able to measure voltages
as low as 0.1 volt. To zer& a transmitter,
proceed as follows:

1. Set the unit, whose position the CX or TX
transmits, "'accurately in its _zero reference
position.'

2. Remove all otl*r connections from the
transmitter's stator leads; set the voltmeter to
its 0- to 250-volt scale; and connect as shown
in figure 7-32A.

3. Turn the rotor or, stator until the meter
reads about 37 volts (15 volts for 26-volt units).
This is the approximate zero setting.

4. Connect meter as shown in figure 7 -32B,
using 0- to 5- volt scale. .

5. Adjust rotor or stator for null, minimum
reading. .
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ARROW STAMPED
ON FRAME

MARK ON SHAFT
EXTENSION

84.343
Figure 7-31.-7- Coarse electrical zero markings.

Zeroing a Tdrque TransrnMer;Using A
Receiver Or Synchro Teste ,E;

A

This method is lesss ertairi. than those pre-
viodsly rdescebed be*se?_ltis based on the
assumption that the otliet,Synchro used is ac-

.cufate, which may -9,::0.;=..noi:_ be 'true. Synchro
Tebter MK 2 all modS;ilestitra&l in Navy Handbook
MIL-HDBK-22.5 (AS), is nal-sufficiently-accurate
to be relied oil without question, and is for use
on 115 voltt, 60 Hz only. A receive should
also be checked to be sure it is at electrical
zero when its- ;dial reads zero or the reference
value.

1. Connect the receiver or synchro tester to
the transmitter.as shown in figure 7-33.

2. Set the unit Those position the TX trans-
mits accurately iris zero or reference position,
Turn the transmitter until the receiver or synchro
tester dial reads 0 degree. The transmitter is
now at approximate zero setting.

3. Momentarily short S1 to S3. If the receiver
or synchro tester dial moves when S1 is shorted
to S3, the transmitter is not zeroed; shift it
slightly and try again. When the TX is acutz.,tely
zeroed, clamp it and reconnect for normal
use. If the receiver dial does not read zero
or the reference- value, it is necessary to zero
the receiver.. r.

0.250 VOLT RANGE

X

B SHE SETTING

53.26. .

Figure 7-32. Zeroing a TX or CX using a volt-
meter.

Zeroing A Torque Receiver (TR)
With A Free Rotor

To zero a torque receiver with a fee
proceed as follows:

1. Disconnect stator leads and ote normal
connections for use when reconnects g.

2. Set voltmeter on 0- to 250-volt scale and
connect as shown in figure 7-34A.

3. Temporarily connect jumper between S1
and S3 as shown by dotted line,in figure 7-34A.
Rotor will turn to 0° or 180 degrees. If meter
reads about 40 volts (15 volts for 26-volt syn-

.chros), rotor is at V; proceed with step 4.
If meter reads about190 volts (38 volts for 26-volt
units), rotor is at 181:1*; with jUrnper disconnected
between S1 and S3, turn rotor to approximate zero
setting'. Reconnect 'jumper; now synchro should
go to 0°; if meter reads 40 volts (15 volts for
26-volt synchros), proceed with step 4.

4. Connect meter as shown in figure 7-34B,
. using 0--to 5-volt range.
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Figure 7-33. Zeroing a TX by using a TR.

5. Adjust rotor or stator for minimum volt-
meter reading.

6. Adjust mechanical response (dial, etc.)
while the meter reading indicates zero or.mini-
mum voltage.

If a voltmeter is not available, two 115-volt
neon lamps connected in series may be substituted
for determining coarse setting. The neon lamps
glow when the synchro is in the 180-degree
position. Two 115-volt filament lamps of 6-watt
rating or less (two small 24-volt lamps for 26-
volt systeni) may also be used; lamps' minimum
brightness occurs with the rotor at 0°, and
maximum brightness ocCurs with rotor at .180
degrees.

Zeroing A Synchro Receiver
By Electrical Lock

If lead connections can be easily removed,
remove all stator connections and reconnect as
shown in figure '7-35. The shaft will definitely
turn to 0 degree. Set the dial at its zero or
reference position while the receiver is connected
this way. If a source of 78 volts (10.2 volts
for 26-volt units) is not available, 115 volts
(15 volts for 26-volt units) may be connected
to '111 and R2 providing it is not left connected
in this manner for more than 1 or 2 nfinutes.
Operation on higher than rated voltage causes
the synchro to overheat. ,

Zeroing A Differential Trarfsmitter
Using A Voltmeter

A differential transmitter may be most ac-'
curately zeroed by using an a-c voltmeter having
0- to 250 volt and 0- to ..5 -volt ranges. The
procedure is as follows:.

1. Set the unit, whose position the CDXorTDX
transmits; accurately in its t ero or reference
position.

53.28

2. Remove all other connections from the
differential leads, set the voltmeter on its 0-
to 250-volt scale, and 'Connect as shown in figure
7-36A.

3. Unclamp the differential and turn it until
the meter reads minimum. The differential is now
on approximate electrical zero. Reconnect as
shown in figure 7-36B.

4. Set the voltmeter on the 0- to 5-volt scale,
and turn the differential transmitter until a null
reading is obtained. ,Clamp the differential in
this position, and reconnect all leads for normal
operatiOn.

232
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53.30
Figure 7-35..- Zeroing torque receiver by elec-

trical lock.

78V
(OR 10.2 V)

A MUSE sErnme

B RPM sErntia

1.121(53) A
Figure 7-36. Zeroing a differential transmitter

using a vo(tmeter.

Zeroing A Torque Differential Transmitter Using
A Receiver And A Torque Transmitter

The transmitter and receiver used may be
part of the system in which the differential is
used or separate units, such as Synchyo Tester
MK 2 all mods.

1. Check to see if the differential needs to
be zeroed. First make sure the tra matter and
receiver are correctly zeroed and the ansmitter
is held on 0° during adjustment. onnect as
shown in figure 7-37. If the receiver shaft
moves when jumper A is connected from Si
to S3, the transmitter is not 0°; 'recheck.

2. Set the unit, whose position the TDX
transmits accurately in its zero or reference
position. Unclamp the differential and turn it
until' the receiver dial reads 0 degrees. The
differential is now approximately on electrical
zero.

3. Connect jumper B (fig. 7-37) momentarily
between receiver terminals 51 and S3, and dif-
ferential terminals R1 and R3. If the receivey

jshaft, moves when jumper B. is connected the
differential is not on 0°; rotate the differential
slightly and try again. When the differential
is zeroed, clamp it in position and remove
jumpers.

Zeroing A Torque Differential Receiver Whose
Rotor Is Free To.Turn

When a TDRIs rotor is not free to turn, it
is necessary to use one of the methods described
previously for a torque or control differential

"transmitter, but when the rotor is free to turn,
they may be connected_ as shown in figure 7-38.
Procedure is as follows:

1. Disconnect all other leads from differential.
Tag all leads so normal connections can be
easily made after zeroing.

2. Connect as shown in figure 7-38A. The
rotor will turn to either 0° or 180° when a
jumper, shown by the dotted line, is connected. If
the- meter reads about 28 volts (6 volts for 26 -volt
syncliros), the differential is on approximate
electrical zero; proceed with step 3. If meter
reads about 156 volts "(20 volts for 26-volt units),
synchro is on 180°; disconnect the jumper, turn
rotor to 180°, and reconnect jumper for approxi-
mate zero setting.

3. Change the connections to agree with those
shoWn in figure 7-38R.

4. Rotate the synchro until the meter reading
is 'minimum.

If a voltmeter is not available, two 115-volt
neon lamps connected in series may be -substi-
tuted, for'115-volt units only, in this procedure.
The lamps do not light when the synchro assumes
the electrical zero position, but do light when
the synchro is dn180 degrees.

Zeroing A Differential Receiver
Using Two Zeroed Tr smatters

When a differen receiver is installed and
cannot bk easi disconnected, the folly
procedureNay be used:
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115 OR 26Y
r'N

Figure 7-37. Zeroing a TDX using a TX and TR.

1. Be sure that both transmitters are zeroed
and set in their zero or reference positions.

2. Connect temporary juinpers as shown in
figure 7-39.

3. With the jumpers connected, unclamwthe
differential and adjust so that the dial on TDR
reads zero or reference value. After zeroing,
clamp the differential and remove jumpers.

If the differential receiver moves when the
jumpers are connected, the transmitter on that
side is not set to 0° and should be rechecked.

Zeroing A Control Transformer
Using An A.C. Voltmeter

Using a voltmeter with 0- to 250- and 0-
to 5-volt scale, control transformers may be
zeroed as follows:

1. Remove connections from control trans-
former and reconnect, as shown in figure 7-40A.

2. Turn the rotor or stator to obtainminimum
voltage reading.,

3. Reconnect meter as shown in figure 7-40B,
and adjust rotor or stator for minimum reading.

4. Clamp the control transformer in position
and reconnect all leads for normal use.

The described zeroing methods apply to all
standard synchros and prestandard Navy syn-
chros.

Before testing a new installation and before
hunting trouble in an existing system, first be
certain all units are zeroed. Also, be sure the
device's mechanical position corregponding to
electrical zero position is known before trying
to zero the synchros. The mechanical reference
Josition corresponding to electrical zero varies;
.herefore, it is suggested that the instruction
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1.121(53)B
Figure 7-38. Zeroink TDR with free rotor.

books and other pertinent information be care-
fully read before attempting to zero a particular
synch& system.

Troubles in synchro systems which have been
in operation for some time are usually of two
types.-

1. The interconnecting synchro wiring often
passes through switches. At these points, open
circuits, shorts, and grounds may occur. Ms
are expected to trace down these troubles th'a

r-
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Figure 7-39. Zeroing a TDR using two zeroed TXs.

A .COURSE SETTING

0 - 5
VOLT

RANGE

B FINE SETTING

53.36
Figure 7-40. Zeroing a CT using a voltmeter.

meter. An open circuit can be found by checking
for continuity between two points. Similarly ,
a ground can be found by checking resistance
between the suspected point and ground. A reading
of zero ohms means that the point in question
is grounded.

2; The synchros themselves may become
defective due to open and short circuits in the

windings, bad bearings, worn slip rings, or dirty
brushes. The recommended remedy for this type
of trouble is to replace the synchro and return
the glci one to the supgy department if they
require it for turn-in.

53.35

Troubles in new and modified synchro systems
are most often caused by improper wiring or
misalignment, due to synchros not being zeroed.
GMs are responsible for finding and correcting

, these- troubles. Improper wiring cap be checked
with an ohmmeter by making_ a- point-to-point
continuity 'and resistance check. Misalignment
of a synchro system can be corrected by re-
aligning the entire system. -

Aside from zeroing and troubleshooting" the
interconnecting wiring, the two Important points
to remember about -synchro maintenance are:

I.' If the synchro works, do not tamper with it.
2. If the synchro is defective, return it to

the supply department if they-require it for turn-kin,
and replace it with.another one.

When trouble occurs in an installation con-
taining many synchro systems, it may be very
difficult to isolate this trouble to One particular
system. Since it is vital that the maintenance
man locate the point of trouble and fix it in as
short a time as possible, indicators to aid him
in locating the trouble quickly are included in
the equipment. These indicators are usually
signal lights mounted in a central control board
and connected to the various synchro systems.
When trouble occurs in a synchro system, the
corresponding indicator light flashes. The main-
tenance man can then identify the defective sy stem
by reading the name or number adjacent to the
light.

Maintenance And Troubleshooting
Synchro Systems

One of the duties aboard ship will by to keep
the synchro systems that .are used in ordnance
eqUipment in good working order. This means
that Ms must be Runnier with the do's and
don of' synchro maintenance and repair.
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The following is a list of actions that should
not be talon.

'
J. Do not attempt to zero a synchro system

that is already accurately zeroed because of a
desire fqir practice. Quite often this results
iri misalignments.

2. Do not attempt to take a synchrg apart,
.even if defective. A synchro is a piece of
precision 'equipment which requires special equip-
ment and techniques for disassembly. If the
synchro is faulty, returai it to the supply depart-
ment rf they require it for turn-in, and .draw
a replacette nt.'

3. Never attempt to lubricate a synchro. A
synchro, unlike an electric motor, does not
require periodic lubrication.

Signal lights indicate either overload con-
ditions or blown fuses. An overload indicator
Is-aetuated by excess current Slowing in the stator
windings. 'In one form of indicator, a neon lamp
is connected te,lhe stator leads by means of two
transformers, (fig. 7 -41). The primary, con-
sisting or a few turns of ;heavy wire, is in
series with two of the stator leads; and the
secondary consisting of many turns of fine
wire, is in series -with the lamp. The turn ratio
is such that ,when excess current flows through
the stator windings, the neon lamp lights. For
example, when the ,difference in rotor positions
exceeds approxiMately 18°, the lamp lights, in-
dicating that the load on the receiver shaft Is
excessive.

Fuse Indicators are panel lights that glow
When a fuse in the rotor circuit blows. If ex-
cessive current flows in the rotor windings due

;

to a short circuit or excessive mechanical
overload, one 'of the fuses will- blow and the neon
lamp across that fuse will light, (fig. 7-42).
Another type of blown fuse indicator uses a small
transformer with two identical, primaries and a
secondary. With both fuses s.losed, equal currents
flow through the primaries which induce mutually
cancelling voltage in the secondary. If a fuse
blows, the, induced voltage from one primary is
present in the secondary and the lamp lights.

Sjrnchro maintenance and troubleshooting is
a very complex undertaking in modern ordnance
equipment, and skilled personnel with ordnance
rates work jointly to maintain the synchro systems
in high degree of readiness. Navy Handbook
MIL-HDRK-225 (AS), is devoted to synchro trou-
bles and should be used during analysis of sy nchro
system casualties. The tables contained in' this
publication are useful tools for learning the many
problems that may exist in synchro systems.

If the casualty exists in they transmitter,
all receivers will be affected. If the casualty
exists in a receiver, only that receiver will be
affected, except in the case of shorted stator
leads, when all synchros will be affected.
_ A list of synchro casualties, and effects on
a typical synchro system follows:

1. SI and S3 shorted- Rotor locks on 0°
or 180°. -

2. Si and S2 shorted Rotor locks on 120° or
300°.

3. S2 and S3.shorted Rotor locks on 240° or
060°.

4. 51, S2, and S3 shorted Rotor spins.
5. R1 or R2 shorted = Rotor aligns as 090° or

270° from the signal, fuse blows.
6. R1 or R2 open Rotor aligns at 0°.or 1809,

proper rotation, poor torque.

NEON LAMP

Figure 7-41.Overload *stator current indicator.

2.36
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7. Si open Rotor oscillates over Si or 180°
from Sl.

8. S2 open Rotor oscillates over S2 or 180°
from S2. C'

9. S3 open Rotor oscillates over S3 or 180°
from S3.

10. R1 and R2 reversed R "aligns 180°
from signal; proper rotat good torque.

11. a and 52 reversed Rotor aligns at 120°
from signal, reversed rotation, good torque.

12. S2 and S3 reversedRotor aligns- at 240°
from signal, reversed rotator!, good torque.

13. 51 and S3 reversed Rotor° aligns at 0°,
reversed rotation, good torque.

Synchro units require careful handling at all
tunes. Never force a synchro into place, never
drill holes into its ftame, never use pliers on
the threaded shaft, and never use force to mount
a gear or dial on the shaft.

ELECTRON TUBE CIRCUITS

Electron tubes are of many types and desig-
nations andperform many factions. They are used
in ordnance equipment to control power drive
circuits, and fuse setting circuits. Basic Elec-
tronics explains in detail the principles and
characteristics -of the electron tube and should
be studied before reading this section, we merely
present a quick review of electron tubes.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRON TUBES

The parts of an electron tube which directly
control current flow are called "elements".
The heated element which gives up electrons is

.

. called the "cathode". The "plate" of the tube
when it has a positive potential attracts electrons.
The "grid", mounted between the cathode and the
plate, is the third element. The voltage applied
'to the grid controls the flow of electrons through
the tube.

The cathode is heated by. a filament of
resistance wire called a "heater", It is not
considered to be an element since it does not
directly control the amount of current flow from
cathode to plate.

Four of the most common electron tubes are
shown in figure 7-43. The names of. the four
basic types are taken from the names of Greek
numbers and give the number of elements in
each tube. For example, the word "penta" means
five, and a pentode has five elements: a cathode,
a plate, and three grids.

The pentode is used here to describe one
method of troubleshooting tube circuits.

As a general rule, electron tubes do not have
as long a life expectancy as resistors, capacitors,
and other electronic circuit components.

To provide for easy removal and replacement,
the base of the tube is constructed in the form
of a plug that can be inserted into a socket.
The socket is mounted on the chassis that sup-
ports the electronic circuit. The electrical con-
nection between the tube elements and the circuit
is completed through the tube base terminals,
which are called "pins". A typical rectifier
tube showing the tube base and pin arrange-
ment ;is illustrated in figure 7 -44.. Minature
tubes: differ in that the pins are mounted in
and protrUde-through the glass envelope.

Each type of tube base has some kind of guide,
key, pin arrangement, or (in case of the min-
iature tube) a missing pin to prevent the tube

,Fligure 7-42, Overload rotor current indicators.
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froth being improperly plugged into, the socket.
Bottom views ,of typical tube bases are shown in
figure 7-45. Of the I'M types illustrated, the
octal, the 7-pin miniature, and the 9-pin min-
iature are by far the most common.

,For ease in circuit tracing, electron tube pins
are all assigned numbers: The pins are numbered
in a clockwise direction when viewed from the
bottom of either the tube base or socket. On
tubes with a key or guide, such as the octal, pin
# 1 is always the first pin in a clockwise direction
from the key or keyway. Miniature tubes (both
7-pin and 9-pih) have a missing pin (wide space)
that is used as the reference point. Pin # 1 on
these tubes is the first pin in a clockwise direc- .
tion from thd wide space between pins. The 4-pin
and 6-pin tubes are read clockwise with second
large pin identified as pin 1 (the large pins are
always used for filaments).

TESTING' ELECTRON TUBES

4.140(84A).
Figure 7-44. .Nssembled diode vacuum tube.,

Electron 'tubes cause more than 50 percent of
all electronic equipment failures. The condition
of a tube can be determined by ,substituting a tube
known to be good for the questionable one or by
testing the tube with a tube tester. Tube tester
TV-3B/U, shown in figure 7-46; is a portable
tester designed to test and measure the mutual
conductance of electron tubes of the receiving
type, and many of the smaUe$ types.

Ow
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Chapter 7 ELECTRICAL AND EISECTRONIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

A multimeter section is incorporated in the test
set which permits measurement of a.c. and d.c.
volts, d.c. milliamperes, and resistance and ca-
pacitance in a number of ranges: Rectifier and
diode tubes can also be checked for emission.
Two other tube tests conducted with this meter
are the short test, (fdr shorts between tube ele-
ments) and the gas test. For short tests, a neon
lamp glows if there is a short between tube
elements. Basic Electronics explains the opera-
tion of TV-38/U.

Keep in mind' that a tube- testing device only
compares the characteristic of a given tube with
values established as standards for a particular
type of tube. Substituting a good tube in the
equipment, and observing the performance of the
equipment, provides the most reliable evidence
Concerning the condition of the tube in question.

4.141(84A)
figure 7-45.1- Base types and numbering systems. If a circuit is not restored to normal when a

tube is replaced, the control circuit for that tube
must be tested for faulty components. This can
be done by taking voltage or continuity tests to
pinpoint the casualty. We explain just one method;
taking voltage readings.

Figure 7-46. Tube tester TV-3B/I.J.
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Figure 7-47. Schematic di gram of an electron tube circuit.

TROUBLESHOOTING TUBE pIRCLITS ,

USING VOLTAGE TESTS

'oltage tests .are taken to measure d.c. ele9-
trode voltag These measured voltages ails
compared to standard electrode voltages Tistecitn
OPs and ODs. Any significant difference betweet
the measured, voltage indicates a casualty. The
OPs and ODs give test points, meter specifiCk
tions, staZodard voltage readings, and the probable

240
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causes for non-standard voltage readings. The
voltage test charts are good, .anty thOy are ac-1
curate. Considerable time is recidired, however, to
make all the voltage tests in sziven circuit'
You can locate a casually much faster by lOcalizing
the trouble to one stke, "inc, then using voltage
tests, to pinpoineriv,oasualty.

There are two-,things to remember whenever
you make voltagt tests. First, acceptlia reason-
able difference between the *asked voltage and
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Figure 7-48. Pinpointing by voltige tests.

-

the standard voltage. This reasonable difference
alloys for any meter error or any error de to
the tolerance of the parts being testedt Second,
follow the meter specifications in the test chart.

As an example , suppose that we .use a volt -
ohm- mjlliammeter (VOM) (fig. 7-6) to test the
pentocff V-5shown in figure 7-47. V4e take voltage
tests for possible casualties.

Notice the pin numbers at each electrode in
the ,68J7 '(V -5y tube shown In figure 7-47. These

,,pin nurhbers tell you WbRee to connect the meter
test lead's listed on the voltage test charts. Each
eledtrode is listed.by a pin number.

First measure -the 'voltage0from the plate of
tube V-5. Connect the common lead of the VONT
to the chassis Othe equipment under test; touch
the other lead to pin 8. If the voltage output
is too high, move the test prod to point 5 and
read the voltage from R-23. If the R-23 voltage
alt3o is too high, resistor R-23 iftesponsible for,
the high reading at pin 8. Probably R-.3 has
increased in value due to aging. You have pin-
pointed the casualty; replace.. R-23. Figure 7-4&
shars just the first Stage of the amplifier
circuit shown in figure 7-47.

On the other hand, If the R-23 vollAge measures'
too low, the tube is responsible. Probably. the

84.347
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cathode emission has decreased due _to aging;
. replace tube V-5. . ..

There are other casurilties that'could be
responsible for a high reading at pin 8. An open
R-26 or a leaky C-6 would decrease the screen .

grid voltage. The deCreased screen voltage would
decrease the current (I) cuing the- voltage
reading at point 8 to be high. A lossdiresist-
ance in R -25 could also cause a high %oltage
reading at 0'18,

To test for a leaky capacitor C-6, measure the
screen did voltage at test point 6 idth,tube V-5
removed. If C-6 is OK, the V011 will read less
than a st ndard voltage...ei

(for an open R-26, measure the screen
grid ol,tage at point.6 with tube V-5 in place. ,

If R-26$ is OK, ,the voltage at test pOint 6 will
be standard, but if R -26 is open, the VOM will '
read zero.

sNow, assume the voltage .reading at test
point 8 is too low. You measure the I/R drop
across R-23 at test point 5: If the voltage at
R-23 is too high, you know.that too much current
(I) Js flowing through. t d.c. plate circuit.
;Too much current could caused_ by. a loss pf.
bias. Since you haVe checked R-23 treacly, the
loss of bias must be in the grid circuit. With a

241.
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signal %put to tube V-5, measure the d.c.loltage
between pointi 4tand 5. It should be equal to the
R-23 voltage between point .5 and ground. If
the grid circuit is open, the bias between points
4 and 5 reads zero probably due. to an open
in the signal input,circuit.

An increase hi the resistance of R-25 and
11-36 can alsO cause a low reading at point 8.
If any one_of the three capacitors C-4, C-7,
or C-18 is le aiZrorshoxsted ,--,the volt age at-point
8 will decrease.

Here's a quick test for all three capacitors.
Remove tube V-5 and take a reading between
point 8 and ground. If the reading is less than
300 VDC, -one of the capacitors is a casualty.

Pinpointing by voltage tests can save time,
but you must be able to reason out casualties.
Always refer to troubleshooting charts and stand-
ard voltage charts listed in OPs and ODs related
to your equipment.

. This chapter does not cover all types of
electric and electronic components used with
ordnance equipment. Chapter 8 of this rate tritin-
ing Manual explains the type's,of power drives
used in gun mounts, turret, rocket and missile.
Munchers. These power drives use both a.c.
and d.c. motors as well as amplidyne generators.
Before beginning chapter 8 the reader should
study two basic training courses related to the

7"It ubject matter covered in chapter 8, Basic
Electricity and Basic Llectronics provide a broad
baekground' which should enable the Gunner's
Mate to understand the electrical and electronic
components used with power drive equipment.

SAFETY

Some common Safety features of electrical or
electronics equipment are, interlock switches,
bleeder resistors, Current-limiting resistors,
insulating controls, and powerline.safety devices
(such as fuses). keep in mind that these -features
cannot always be relied upon to function. Don't
des elap, a false sense 6fstcurity just because an
equipment has safety features. The following
list of safety precautions will help present elec-
tric shock or burnS when working on or near,
electrical or electronic equipment.

w, 14' DO not block high voltage protectise cutout
on doors or covers to keep the circuit energi,ed
with the coser off. it ik intended that work be

-perfor meal vn such electrical equipment while the
Ci rekitit is deene'rgizecl.

2. Always ground the provided ground lead
located at the plug of portable tools such as
electric drills to protect yourself from shock in
case a grPund occurs within the tool.

3* Always be sure that, all condensors (capaci-
-tor are fully discharged before commencing
work on a deenergized high voltage circuit. Use
an insulated shorting bar for this purpose.

4., Tag the switclfOPEN (open the switch and
place a -tag on it stating "This circuit was
ordered open for repairs and shall not be closed
except by direct, order of .") at the
switchboard supplying power to the circuit on
which you wish to work. When possible, remove
the fuses protecting the circuit and place them
in your tool box for safekeeping until the job is
complete.

5. Always remove fuses with fuse pullers, and
never remove fuses until after opening the switch
Connecting the circuit to the source,of supply.
Never replace a fuse with one LARGER than the
circuit is designed to take.

6. Observe utmost caution when inspecting
behind an open-back switchboard in an energized,
state.

7. Never use an incandescent test lamp unless
its volisigt rating is greater than the highest
voltage which may be tested.

8. Always test a supposedly deenergized cir-
cuit w ith a voltage tester before com mencing work
on the circuit.

9. Never work on an electric circuit or network
without first thoroughly acquainting yourself with
its arrangement and with its points of power feed.

Electric shock may cause instantdeath or may
cause unconsciousness, cessation of breathing,
and burns. If a 60-Hz alternating current is
passed through ,a person from hand to hand or
head to foot,. the effects when current is gradually
increased from zero are as follows:

1. At about 1 milliampere,(0.001 ampere) the
shock Can be felt.

2, At alJout 10 milliamperes (0.010 ampere) the
shock as sesere enough to paralyze muscles so
that a person is unaqle,.to relelse the conductor.

3. At about 100 Milliamperes (0.100 ampere)
the shock is 'fatal if it lasts for one second
or more.

It is important to remember that current is
the shock factor rather thanthe amlunt of voltage,

You should clearly undergtand that the resist-
ance of the human body is not great enough to
prevent fatal shock from a voltage of as low as
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115v. In many cases, voltages less than 115v
are fatal. When 'the skin is' dry, it hp a high
resistance. The resistance may be high enough
`to protect a person from fatal shockeven if one.
hand tottches a high' voltage while another part
of the body iouches the chassis or another ground.

Contact resistance decreases when the Skin is
moist and body resistance may drop to as low
as 300 ohms. With this low resistance, ,it can
be seen that a very low voltage could supply enough
current to cause death.

or*

J

Are

Under no circumstance' should any person
reach into any equipment or -perform any work
in lethal voltage areas without the presence of
at least on person capable of giving aid in the event
of an accident.

A worthwhile publication on electrical safeti,.
in NAVSHIPS 250-660-78; "How to keep ELEC-
TRICITY from killing you". The pamphlet graphi-
cally point§ out the dangers of electric shock,
and how to avoid it. It further points out the
pitfalls when working with electricity, and how to
avoid them.
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CHAPTER 8
ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC POWER

DRIVE FUNDAMENTALS

ORDNANCE HYDRAULICS

Maintaining the hydraulic systems in peak
°per atmg condition is a major part of your work
as a GINIG. The more you understand how hydraulic
systems work, the better able you will be to
keep tlieni working. It is not theintar of thid.
chapter to cover all phases of hydraulics, but
to present information on the application of
hydraulics to ordnance equipment. We will, how-
ever, explain the hydraulic theory of operation
of many pumps, valves, and other hydraulic
mechanisms used with naval guns. For the
fundamental concept in the field of hydraulics,
it is recommended that you read chapters 2, 4,
8, and 13 of Fluid Power, NAVPERS 16193-B.

In the Navy, hydraulic equipment and appli-
cations of hydraulic principles surround you
everywhere. As a Gunner's ate these are of
primary importance to you. In most gun mounts
hydraulic equipment is used in power ramrriers,
training and elevating gear, ammunition hoists,
and many other types of ammunition handling
equipment. Although these applications differ
widely in purpose, they all .depend on the same
hydr aul.ii, principles. Xou'll find too that, although
some. of these mechanisms may be fairly com-
plex, when taken as 'a whole, even a complex
one is in reality a system composed of a number
of relatively simple mechanical componetits. Once
you graSp their basic principles and see how
these simple components work together; you will
be able to understand the workings of an entire
system. 'In this section of the chapter we explain
some hydraulic as well as electrical functions
of power, drives. If you understand this section'
on hydraulicS, you will be better equipped to
understand how power drives work and also will
be able to maintain and repair. hydraulic equip-
ment.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF LIQUIDS

The term "hydraulics" stems frofn the Greek
word for water. In earlier times, hydraulics was

a study of the behavior of water in motion. Today,
however, the meaning of hydraulics. has been
broadened to cover the physical properties of all
fluids and especially the oils which are used so
extensively in our hydraulic systems.

Hydraulic principles have been ,employed for
many years to serve mankind, mainly as a means
of power to operate machinery. During more
modern times, hydraulic applications have been
broadened and, during the course of each day,
may be seen performing functions such as raising
barber chairs, providing power for car brakes,
door stops, and for the more complex ordnance
systems.

Blaise Pascal, a French scientist, laid the
foundation for modern hydraulics. During his
experiments with fluids, he discovered thatpres-
sure, when applied to a liquid in a container,
is transmitted equally in all directions of the
containing surfaces.

This law is used constantly in our hydraulic
applications and must be thoroughly understood
by each of us who are concerned with hydraulic
principles.

The properties of liquids.are very important
in hydraulic applications. They must be thoroughly
understood to know the behavior of liquids.

Shapelessness
Shapelessness is a valuable property of a

liquid when it is used in a hydraulic system.
This property permits the liquid to be led
through a pipe or tube and to be moved by a
pressure pump, piston, or by gravity.

Incompressibility is another property which
is very valuable in hydraulic application. This
permits work to bd accomplished either directly
Or remotely with less loss of motion than can be
obtained from a purely mechanical system.,

. -
Density

The term "density" means weight per unit
of volume. For our purposes, weight will normally
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be expressed in pounds per cubic foot or cubic
inches. For example, fresh water weighs 62.4
.pounds per cubic foot, but oil, being less dense,
Weighs 50 pounds per cubic foot. Using water as
a standard, the specific gravity of a liquid is
the number of times a-Volume of that liquid is
as heavy as an equal volume of water. For
example, if a Certain type of oil has a specific
gravity of 0.75, it is only three-fourths as heavy
as an equal volume of water. Specific gravity of
liquid is found by taking the weight of a certain
volume of liquid and dividing it by the weight of
an equal volume of water.

Liquid Head

At any level, the pressure due to a liquid's
weight depends upon the vertical height of liquid
from that level to the surface' of, the liquid.'
The vertical distance between two horizontal
levelt of a liquid' is known as the head of the
liquid. If the surface in a supply tank is, for
example, 144 feet above a spigot connected to it,
the water head is 144 feet. Such a water head
produces a preSsure of 62.4 pounds per square
inch; because a water column of one inch cross-
sectional area has-a volume of one cubic foot if it
is 144 feet high.

ADVANTAGES bF HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

Hydraulic systems have numerous advax)tages.
Of considerable importance is the fact that
commonly used hydraulic systems are economical
to operate. Hydraulics eliminate the need for
complicated 'systems of gears, cams, and levers.
Motion can be transmitted Without the normal lost
motion found in mechanical parts. The use of
fluids such as oil_reduces the gear on equipment,
and it is not subject to breakage as are mechanical
parts. Also, parts of the iiystem can be located
at different points with 'little loss of force.
Small forces can controlimuch larger forces,
partially because of the ease in transmitting this
force. Finally, the system, if properly used,
provides uniform and flexible control, despite
variations of the load.

Hydraulic systems also have disadvantages.
When used as train and elevation power drives,
these systems Jriust be located on the rotating
structure of the gun mount, whereas most of the
amplidyne power drive equipment is located off
the mount. Hydraulic systems also require 'hy-
draulic tubing to interconnect components of the
system. Tile tubing and other hydraulic com-
ponents tend to 'clutter up the equipment space,

causing bottlenecks during upkeep and repair.
Another disadvantage of hydraulic systems is
fluid leakage, which is almost impossible to
prevent and which creates upkeep problems.

Hydraulic systems also affect the scope of
training necessary for equipment maintenance.
For example, personnel who maintain amplidyne
power drives need training in electricity, elec-
tronics, and mechanics. Personnel whb maintain
hydraulic systems not only require training in
electricity, mechanics, and hydraulics, but also
may require as much training in, electronics as
those who maintain amplidyne power drives.

FORCES IN HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

A knowledge of basic hydraulic formulas is
essential to understanding the principles of hy-
drbulidWThe badic fdrellas and lavig'perIgning
to hydraulics are covered in Flidd Power, NAV-
EDTRA 16193-B, so will not be discussed here.
It is recommended.- that you read the applicable
chapters; in Fluid Power to help /nu better
understand the principles of hydraiffics before
proceeding with this chapter.

Vacuum

The term vacuum and atmospheric pressure
are used quite frequently in hydraulics. Vacuum
is a space entirely without matter. Since it is
difficult to form a perfect vacuum, a partial
vacuum is ased in hydraulics to prime pumps.
This is done by causing an unbalanced atmospheric
pressure.

Atr....csaeric Pressure
=

Atmospheric pressure is the weight of the
air where we live and is 14.7 psi at sea level.
Theoretically, by using a combination of partial
vacuum, and atmospheric pressure, water can be
lifted 34 feet at sea level, but the practical
limit is approximately 28 feet. Since oilis lighter
than water, the theoretical distance that it can be
lifted is 37 feet, although in actual practice 28
feet is the usual limit.

LIQUIDS IN MOTION

A always has two energies.
present. pressure energy, which overcomesfric-
tion, and velocity energy, which completes v,pris.

,because of its. on work andmotion. For example,
consider a dam that. holds LUCA a body of water. If
a wheel is placed at an outlet and then connected
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to a generator shaft, the liquid will rush out,
turn the wheel, and cause the generator to
generate electricity.

Volume. of 'flow is. the quantity of liquid that
will pass- a- certain point in a given time. While
volume of ;flow can be stated in cubic feet per
minute or gallons per minute, it is usually
expressed as gpm (gallons per minute).

Velocitli of flow is the rate of speed at whi.ch
a liquid is moving past a particular point, usually
stated in feet per second (fps). As an area or
cross section of pipe decreases, the velocity of
flow increases. When velocity increases, pres-
sure decreases as illustrated in figure 8-1.

At entrance A, the pressure is 100 psi, but in
the Venturi, V, the, pressure drops to approxi-
mately_ 50 psi. After the liquid passes through point

the, iiiikmete.ra9f tie pi2e4gradoll/ retugs
its normal size, and the guage at B again reads
100 psit

A ttirbulent flow usually results when the
velocity of flow becomes too great or the passage
becomes restricted. Turbulencteas,the effect of

.

eddies and whirlpools. Care is n to minimize
turbulence in hydraulic systems by using mod-
erate pipe bends and valves designed to offer as
little resistance to flow as possible. To get a
smooth or uniform flow in hydraulic systems,
small, streamlined pipes, low velocity of flow,
and moderate bends are used.

Some of the factors that govern fluid flow are

r. gravity, atmospheric pressure, applied force,
inertia, and friction.

Gravity is the force exerted by the earth on
all objects, tending to pull them to the center
of the earth.

Inertia is a term for that property of matter
by which it will remain at rest or in uniform
motion in a straight line unless acted upon by
some external force.

Atmospheric pressure, which acts on liquids
either at rest or in motion, acts whenever any
part of the hydraulic system is exposed to the
open air. This pressure occurs because 'air has

100 PSI 100 PSI

PRESSURE PRESSURE PRESSURE
AUGE GAUGE GAUGE

A

Figure 8-1. Pipe venturi.
4.7.4
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weight, aid since oil is a fluid, this pressure is
exerted equally in all directions as the molecules
move freely.

FRICTION

A force that opposes the motion of one body
over another is friction. It is due to the irreg-
ularities in the contacting surfaces and to the
deformation of the contact surfaces that is caused
by pressure. Friction makes the work input to
a hydraulic sy stern slightly greater than the useful
work accomplished by it. Hydraulic equipment
is designed to keep friction at the lowest level
by maintaining a desirable velocity of flow within
the system, having clean, smooth pipes, laying
pipes along the most direct route while avoiding
sharp.; peiph,12110, u Ongivalyes .nd gums ithat
interrupt the flow as little as pOsthble:The -system
is so designed that variations from .normal
operation can be easily ietected and remedied.

When liquid flow in a pipe is suddenly halted
by a closing valve, the inertia of the liquid
causes a sudden high pressure. The immediate
effect is something like a hammer blow which
results in clanking sounds. This high pre ssure can
cause vibrations that are transmitted throughout
the system at approximately one mile per second,
alternately stretching and compressing the pipe;

The appropriate method to be used in the
elimination of water hammer in a particular
system is prescribed in pertinent publications.
Methods and procedures found in these publi-
cations must be strictly followed.

PROPERTIES OF HYDRAULIC FLUID

In addition to the qualities of incompress-
ibility and fluidity, the following properties are
necessary to meet the particular requirements
of modern hydraulic systems.

A high degree of chemical stability is nec-
essary in a Quid that is subjected to prolonged
periods of use at high temperatures. Fluids may
break down if exposed to air, water, salt, or
other impurities, especially if they are subjected
to heat or kept in constant motion.

An ideal oil would be free from acid and be
noncorrosive so that the metals used in the
system would not be'adversely affected. .

if the oil is contaminated by impurities (acids,
sludges, or gums),. carbon deposits will form and
will cause vAves and pistons to stick.

Straight m neral oils douotremaincompletely
noncorrosive under severe operating conditions.
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Certain chemical additives or inhibitors are
often dissolved in an oil to improve its chemiCal
and physical behavior. These additives result
in 'a fluid with improved characteristics for a
limited time. Such oil however, often is .sub-
ject to more rapid deterlotation than would have
been -the vase if the additive was not used.
Additives are necessary in a fluid required to
withstand the severe conditions' encountered
aboard ship.

Pour Point

A. Pour point of liquid is the temperature at
which an oil will congeal or solidify and cease to
pour. The pour point of a hydraulic fluid used
should be at least 30° F. lower than the minimum
temperature to be endounteret, when using the
system., A low pour pointAis normally desired.
As the pour point is neared by a hydraulic fluid,
the viscosity of the fluid tends to increase, re-
sulting in sluggish operation of the hydraulic
system.

Flash Point

Flash point is the temperature of an oil at
which the fumes or vapors that are given off Will
ignite or flash. Minimum flash point occurs when
the Vapors will flash, while the maximum flash
point is reached when they burn steadily. Hy-
draulic fluids mast withstand the high operating
temperatures that are encountered during long
periods of operation.

Viscosity and Viscometers

Viscosity of a liquid is the resistance to flow.
This is an ,inherent chnraeteristie due to its
physical properties. Fluids which offer high
resistance to flow are said to have a high
viscosity, whereas those that flow more easily
under the same temperature conditions have low
viscosity. Viscosity increases with a ease
in temperature.

A desirable fluid for cold weather operations
would be one with a low, flat viscosisty. An oil
has a flat viscosity if a wide variation in
temperature produces only'. minimum change in
resistance to flow.

A viscometer is used to determine the viscos-
ity of a fluid. The viscosity hide:, is a numerical
indication of the degree of change in .viscosity
caused by a change temperature.

The lower the viscosity .index, the greater
the variations in viscosity with changes in tem-
perature. These variations may range from above
100° F. to below 0° F. For example, oil with a
viscosity index of 12 show s less change in viscosity
with changes in temperature than does oil with
a viscosity index of 10.

HYDRLIC MECHANISMS

Hydraulic systems have a numbe-r of favOrable
characteristics. They are smooth and flexible in
operation. They can efficiently transmit force
in any direction or around corners without the
need for gears, cams, or levers.. They can
provide a mechanical advantage in either linear
orir2tary movriezits.ii , , .04 ',I 4

A basic 'hydraulic system consists of a rd-
servoir, a motor-driven pump, a valve group, a
hydraulic cylinder (or motor), a series of lines,
manifolds and associated components.

The reservoir is a container to hold the
necessary supply of hydraulic fluid for operation
of the .system. When the system is in operation,
hydraulic fluid leaves and returhs through the
reservoir outlet and inlet lines.

The pump is the heart, of the hydraulic system.
A pump draws hydraulic fluid Vom the reservoir,
circulates it through the sy Sferri and returns it
to the reservoir.

, valve is a control that governs the quantity,
pressure, or direction of fluid flow. A typical
hydraulic system uses several types of valves.

A hydraulic cylinder converts hydraulic energy
supplied by the pump into linear mechanical
motion; a hydraulic, motor converts hydraulic:
energy into rotary mechanical motion.

The various lines and manifolds connect the
components of hydraulic system for distribution
of the hydraulic fluid, .

ORIFICES

An orifice is a constriction in a fluid passage
limiting and regulating the flow rate. Because
of their inherent damping effect, orifices also
are used to minimize pulsations of ,shock waves
in the hydraulic system.

The most common type of orifice is:sinioly a
small hole joining two fluid passages. Often an
orifice is drilled through a threaded plug that
is screwed into an opening between the fluid
passages. Thus, by _inserting plugs with different
sized orifices, the flow on be changed. .
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Another frequently used orifice is the spiral'
orifice. This type has a spiral groove around the
circumference of a rod-like plug arid the plug
is snugly fitted into the bore of a fluid passage.
Since the flow of hydraulic fluid niust follow the
spiral groove, the groove's dimension (including
effective length and contour) determines the flow
rate.

VALVES

Valves may be operated in a number of ways
manually, -mechanically, electrically, pneumat
ically, or hydraulically. Some valves can be
operated in more than one way.

Check Valves

-" theekL valves ffigs08-2), coma used
throughout a ihy dr aulic system, allow fluid to

OPEN

CLOSED

OPEN

CLOSED

Figure 8r2.Check valve.

flow in one direction only. Basically a check
valve consists of a spring-loaded plunger and a
valve seat. The Spring is relatively weak and
merely helps seat the plunger (close the valve)
when flow ceases. The hydraulic fluid, moving
in the direction of the arrow (fig. 8-2), lifts
the plunger (opens the valve) permitting unre-
stricted passage of the fluid. The fluid cannot
flow in the reverse direction because it would
close the valve (check the flow). A check valve
is sometimes called a directional valve.

Relief Valves

Relief valves ,protect hydraulic systems
against excessive pressure. If an abnormally
high pressure develops, these valves open to,
bypass fluid. before the pressures buildup-Acik
endanger the system. A simple relief valve
(fig 8-3), consists of a spring-loaded plunger or
ball and a valve seat. When the pressure within
the system reaches a predetermined value, the
spring compresses and the valve bypasses fluid
usually back to the tank. The bypass pressure
setting of the valve may be changed by varying
the 'spring tension by means of the adjustment
screw.

Compound Relief Vtive

A compound relief valve commonly used in
ordnance equipment is the Northern duple x (Di xie) .

This valve limits maximum pressure buildup
between the A-end and B-end. The valve may be
installed in the transmission lines between the
valve plates (fig. 8-27) or between the trans-
mission ports in the valve _Plate (fig. 8-26).

ADJUSTMENT
SCREW --s-

33.54.1 33.54.2
Figure 8 -3. Relief valve.
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The theory of operation of this valve is based
on a differential in area. As shown in figure
8-4, thiST valve employs a pilot valve, main valve,
and a double-ball check valve. The double-ball
check valve allows this pilot valve to be used
with alternating transmission lines. The area
at the bottom of the main valve is one half the
size of the area on the top of the main valve.
Drilled passages within the main valve allow
fluid to pass through the pilot valve. to the top
of the main valve. The movement of the pilot
valve limits the pressure on top of the main
valve and is adjusted for one-half of the desired
pressure in the transmission line.

When the pressure in the system exceeds
the desired pressure, the excess pressure is
transmitted to the top of the main valve and
beftw- the-pilat Valve.' Thisadtion caases'the
pilot valve to move up, compressing its spring
and allowing .the oil to move from above the main
valve to the bottom of the pilot valve. Now the
main valve can move up and dump the excess
volume into the return line.

When pressure drops below the desired value,
the pilot valve spring forces the pilot valve
down moving the volume of oil back to the top of

;
ADJUSTMENT SCREW

LOT VALVE SPRING

MAIN VALVE SPRING

VALVE 800Y

MAIN VALVE

LEAK NE- TO REUSERVOIR

PILOT VALVE

geolve

84.20
FigUre 8-4.Northern, duplex relief valve.

the main valve. The area differential on Ab'ex,,s of
the main valve ,causes it to return to its seal.

Because the cover on,.top of the valve housing
must be removed to turn the adjusting screw on
the pilot valve, this valve is adjusted by the
trial-and-error method. Remember 'that the pilot
valve spring is adjusted to a value of one-half
the required pressure in the transmission lines.
Since the setting on this valve is determined by
trial and error, it may be helpful to know that
one complete turn of jile--adjusting screw in either
direction will decrease or increase the pressure
approximately 132 psi.

Figure 8-4 illustrates how the component parts
of the relief valve are situated to provide a
smooth relief action and to protect the hydraulic
szsiem from excessive pressure.

Directional Valves

The valves previously described limit either
the pressure or the flow of hydraulic fluid. A
directional valve, as the name inplies, directs
the flow of fluid.

A directipnal valve may be operated. hy-
draulically (by force differentials set upon oppo-
site sides of its movable part) or by manual,
electrical, or mechanical means. Sometimes Iwo
or more methods are used. Thelwo most common
types of directional valves are the rotary and the
spool type. Rotary valves are frequently used to
direct the flow of hydraulic fluid to other valves

.(fig.
By rotating the core of a rotary valve, hy-

draulic fluid can be discharged through either of
two parts. The rotary valve shown in figure 8-6
is an open center type with two cross passages.

,one is indicated by the dotted line in figure 8-5.
Spool-type valves have many uses in .a hy-

draulic system. Figure 8-5 and 8-6 show a simple
spool-type, four-way valve, but many valves of
this type -have more complex designs. Spool
valves with additional lands and a spring, or even
two spools in' the same valve sleeve, are not
uncommon. The spool Valve shown in figure-8-5
is hydraulically operated. When hydranlic pres-
sure is ported to one end of the spool, hydraulic
fluid at the opposite end drains into the tank.

With hydraulic fluid ported to 'the left end of
the spool, the resultant pressure differential
causes the spool to shift to the right. With the
spool shifted to the right, pressure fluid from
the pump passes out through port A, while dis-
charge fluid passes out through port B to tank.
If the rotary valve is positioned to direct the
hydraulic fluid against the right end of the spooit
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ROTARY VALVE SPOOL VALVE

FROM
PUMP

A

Figure 8-5.Directional valves.

ROTARY VALVE SPOOL VALVE

FROM
PUMP

A
4
1 B

84.21

84.22
Figure 8-6.-7 Spool valve reversed.

the spool shifts to the left (fig. 8-6). Now pres-
sure fluid passes out through port B while port
A acts as the return to the reservoir. By
changing the flow direction in this manner, the
movements of associated hydraulic components
can be reversed:

Pilbt Valves
0

Pilot valves govern the actions of other valves,
but the term !'pilot valve" does not designate a
valve design or type. This term simply desig-
nates the specific use of a valve; For example,
a' compound relief valve incorporates a pilot
valve to control opening and closing actions.
Similarly, a rotary valve serves as a*pilot
valve to control the position of a .tpool-type
directional valve. Valves that serve as pilot
valves vary, riot only in type and design but also
in method of operation. Electrically operated
pilot valves, called solenoid valves, are fre-
quently used to position other valves. Solenoid
operated valves are also used for other purposes,
such as chimp valves. The solenoid valve in
figure. 8-7- 4 relatively small, yet it has suf-
ficient capacity to shift a larger, hydraulically
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SOLENOID 3 INTERLOCK

SWITCH

ROCKER ARM

NEUTRAL RETURN
SPRING

SOLENOID SHAFT

INTERLOCK
SWITCH

COUNTERWEIGHT ARH

DETENT

SOLENOID e

SOLENOID 2

SOLENOID VALVE
(USED AS A

PILOT VALVE)

VALVE BLOCK.

DIRECTIONAL VALVE. POSITIONED
BY SOLEN010 VALVE

Figure 8-7. Solenoid valve assembly.
84.23
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opeiated valve. The larger valve, in turn, sup
plies presSure fluid associated working com-
ponents. Two solenoids- operate the solenoid
valve plunger. The valve plunger is connected
to a counterweight- arm that is splined to the
solenoid shaft. A rocker arm, linked to the
core rods of both solenoids, is also splined
to the solenoid shaft. When solenoid No. 1 is
energized, the valve plunger shifts up.; when
solenoid No. 2 is energized, the valve plunger
shifts down. As shown in figure 8-7, some
solenoid. valve assemblies have -a third
solenoid. In these' applications, a detent holds
the valve plunger* in the shifted position, and the
third solenoid is used to release the detent,
thereupon, the valve plunger spring returns to the
natural. position.

HYDRAULIC .PUMPS

A pump is a mechanism that uses an ex-
ternal- source of power to apply force to a fluid.

All pumps in open hydraulic systems take ad-
vantage of the fact that the earth's atmosphere,
a gaseous fluid, exerts a static pressure whose
existence 'becomes noticeable whenever a partial
vacuum is created.

Anybody who drinks through a straw ismaking
use of this phenomenon. By sucking on the straw,
he creates a partial vacuum Atmospheric pres-
sure, acting on the liquid in the tumbler, forces
enough of it up the straw .to the partial vacuum.

Ih a common hand pump, figure 8-8, the
lever -type pump handle is joined to a piston rod
with a simple upw ard-opening check valve (num-
bered 1) in the piston. The downstroke of 'the
piston. applies pressure to the, water in the
pump, opening. valve 1 and closing another check
valve (numbered 2)- -at the base of the pump..

On the up stroke. of the piston, pressure is
reduced, and a partial 'vacuum is created in the
area between the two valves. Valve 1 closes.
Atmospheric pressdre in the well forces water

VALVE

VALVE 2

Figure 8-8.Ho a simple hand.pump operates.
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up -the pipe. The upward thrust of the water
opens valve 2 but is not strong enough to open
valve 1 as long as the piston continues to rise.

egcess ,water thus drawn into the pump
flows from tjkspout. -

There i , a great., difference in structure,
though not in fundamental operating principle,
between the simple hand pump in figure 8-8
and the Waterbury constant-speed, axial-piston,
variable-delivery pump that consitutes the A-end
of a gun's electric-hydraulic train or elevation
power drive. The summary belowwillprepare the
way for the description of the A-end.

Types of Action

Pumps that are designed to perform work
operations are installed as integral parts of
closed hydraulic systems in which fluid from a
reservoir is repeatedly circulated by pump action.

Pumps used in ordnance hydraulic equipment
are divided into two main classes, the recipro-
cating and the rotary type.

RECIPROCATING PUMPS. The reciproca-
ting pump (so called because its parts must
reciprocate, of ve back and forth, to function)
was the earli type to be used in. hydraulic
systems. Mo=p` eciprocating pumps consist
fualamentallAg a piston that moves back and
forth' in a. cylinder fitted with a check valve.
The valves open and close ports to a source of
liquid and to a work area. Figure 8-9 shows an
elementary reciprocating pump. By pushing the
piston to the right, the hydraulic pressure in the
cylinder is increased. Thiel action closes the
inlet port and opens the .outlet port permitting
the fluid to flow to the work area. Figure 8-9A
shows how this. is done; when the, piston is
moved to the right, hydraulic pressure acts on
both of the- check valves, the check valve in the
outlet port is pushed up, thus, allowing hydratilic
fluid to Pass around the check valve and into the
work area), At the same time, the check valve
in the inlet port is Fished' down blocking the

.port from the reservoir. When the piston is
-moved to left (part B of fig. 8-9),1the pressure
n'the cylinder drops and the outletcheck valve
closes the pOrt to the cylinder. This action holds
hydraulic. fluid in .the wor1C area. The `inlet check
valve now- opens, permitting the flind in the
.reservoir to fill the cylinder. By positionhit the
valve back and ?forth, left to right, a pumping

motion is created. This type pump canbeffound
_in the .Ford power drive. On 5"48 twin mounts
and .ftnctions,,as a sump pump ,and oscillator.

'A 01,

ririmmulamoggioniNsw

TO WORK

OUTLET-PORT

OPENS

CLOSES

INLET-PORT

CLOSES

OUTLET-PORT

INLET -PORT

OPENS

FROM
RESERVOIR

84.24
Figure 8-9. Elementary reciprocating pump.

,
ROTARY PUMPS. Rotary pumps have oper-

ating parts that revolve 'to exert force on fluids.
Figure 8-10 shows a simple gear-type rotary

'pump. They are used for marry purposes in
ordnance hydraulic equipment. They are found
in the rammer assembly in the 5u/38 ,gun mount-
and also are used as auxiliary pumps to supply
servo and supercharge pressures in a hydraulic
transmission,

The rotary pump did not come, into general
use until the electric motor became common.
Electric motors are ideally 'adapted to drive
rotary pumps since it is necebsaryonly tocouple
two rotating shafts. All the puinps you encounter

, iri Crdnanbe hydraulic mechanisms are powered
by eleCtric motors. Rotary pumps come in all
sorts of shapes and sizes, and with- all sorts of
designs. We will ,study only two types commonly
used in ordnance hydraulic syStems. First we
explain the rotary gear punt') and then we take
up the rotary vane type pur9p.

A rotary gear pump. essentially consists of a
pair' of meshing gears in a close-fitting hotising
fittfd with intake and outlet apenings for cou-
plingto, tube or pipe. The drive shaft of the power
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DRIVING GEAR

1. THRUST tending to distort and displace
the gears. This back thrust, in turn, causes
increased wear. (See fig. 8 -11).

2. SLIP, or leakage within the pump itself;
with consequent loss in efficiency. (See fig.
8 -11.) It's because of slip that pump efficiency
goes down somewhat with increased output pres-
sures.

To overcome the effects of this back pressure,
HOUSING Northern nitralloy pumps are ruggedly Con-

jiitriacted of hardened metals. In this way they
can withstand the rigors of their normal loads
and maintain the very close clearances required
to minimize slip.

Basically, the Northern nitralloy series 1-000
gear pump consists of a housing of five hardened
alloy steel sections (showri in part A of fig.
8-12), accurately machined 'and ground, and
bolted together by four long bolts running through
all the sections. The center block, or CYLINDER
PLATE, forms the housing for the gears. (See
part B of fig. 8-12). On each side of the cylinckr
plate are mounted the BEARING PLATES which,
house the bearings on which the gear shafts
rotate. Completing the normal assembly of this
pump are two END PLATES. The one that re-
ceives the drive shaft contains the 'packing.

. -
You'll generally find Northern pumps of this

type in ramrners (particularly in 5-inch mounts)
and hoists. In these applications, the plain end
plates illuStrated in figure 8-12 are replaced
by plates that incorporate mounting brackets
or valve blocks necessary for the mechanism in.
which the pump is employed. Becauie of itsr 84.25 sectional constructional feature, the pump is very

Figure 8-10. Elementary gear pump.

DRIVEN GEAR

source is coupled to one of the gears which, in
turn, drives the other (See part A of fig. 8-10).
In operation, liquid passes from the inlet side,
between the gear teeth and the housing,. to the
outlet ..side, as shown in part B of figure 8-10.
Because of the close contact ipetWeen the two
gears, no l to,liquid can leak back the inlet side
between the meshing teeth.

In 'Considering the discharge of any pump,
it's important to remember from Pascal's Law
that liquids transmit pressure in all directions.
Because of this, any pressure in the discharge
line ,is ,eierted not only forward in the line but
also back toward thee gears. This back pressure
causes:
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Figure 8-11.Back thrust and" slip.
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versatile and relatively easy to assemble and
disassemble. A

Three types of gears may be, used in/the
Northern nitralloy series 4Q00 pump:. SIJR,
HELICAL, and HERRINGBOE. ..Figure -13
snows these types. The spur type has one s-
advantage: at high speeds and pressures ,s me
liquid is carried between the meshing teeth,
forcing the gears apart. For this reason,
gear pumpspumps are generally.used only at low speeds
and pressures. The hecal (with slanting(th)

147.113

and herringbone (double helical with teetn meeting
in herringbone ..pittern) types do net have this
drawback because' the teeth mesh gradually;
forcing the trapped liquid out one side (in helical
,gears) or both sides (in herringbone).

y

A couple of hUndred years ago, Sir Isaac
,Newton, the famous British mathematician, form-
ulated three' Laws of Motion to explain the
behaVior of:rnatter: The second of these three

. laws states:
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Figure 8 -13, Three types of gears maybe used

in the Northern nitralloy.series 4000 pump.

"A body at rest tends to remain at rest, and
a body in motion tends to continue in motion, with
the same velocity and in the same direction.",
or in other' words; once you set something in
motion, it tries to keep going straight along at
the same speed.

Now, suppose we try a little experiment. Take
a Shallow basin, and fill it about half full of
water. With your hand; whirl the water around.
You'll notice that the water banks up around the
sides of the basin, leaving the center low, or
even waterless. And, ifyou whirl the water hard
enough, it will spldsh over the side.

According to the Newtonian Law that we've
just stated, the water tends to move in a straight
line when it's pushed. HoweVer, the sides' of the
basin hold it in, forcing it to follow a circular;
path. Because the water tends to, gestTaight,
it exerts force outward, so that if you push it
hard enough itowill mount the sides of the basin
and spill over. This outward-tending fo,rce is
what we call CENTRIFUGAL. (Latin for C ENTER-

EEING) force.° The greater the rate of rotation,
the greater this force becomes.

In a centrifugal pump, y§u have Ostiad- of
yOur hand, a set of paddles or blades (the IMPEL-
LER) which whirl the water around* For reasons

/ *

of design, which we won't go into here, the
impeller blades are curved. Instead of the basin,,_
you have a completely enclosecl-casing Of speeial
shape,, the VOLUTE. The pump's_outlet is at the
outside edge ofthe casing. The inlet is through the
Center, or EYE; -

When the, pump. 'operates, liquid enters the
pump through the eye and is whirledaround in the
pump Chamber by the rotation' of the impeller. _

'Centrifugal force 'drives the liquid directly:
outward from the center, setting tip a greater
pressure at the .outer edge Of the- chamber than at
the eve. ,,Af the .same time the liquid- is alSo
pushed around and around in the pump by the

'ttirning of the.blades,eand is given lore and more
'velocity at it Moves farther out from the eye.
As the liquid, fin4lly escapes into the discharge,
it slows down and, in effect,, -its velocity is#/
converted into liquid,pressure or head: , _The rotary pumps -we have studied up to tins
point have all ,depended for their operation on-
the meshing of two, gears or lobes. Even the
internal-gear pumps work on this principle with'
the two. gears one- inside the other. The Vicker
balanced-vane pump is different. It has: only one
rotating part, rather thin two, and no gears at
all.

, ,

You'll find rotary-vane pumps rather widely ...
used in ordnance hydraulic systems, fron-t5-inch
Vickers rammers and ammunition hoists to 16-
inch projectile rings, elevating power drives, and
powder hoists.

The basic construction of the Vi.cirs
balanced-vane pump is very simple indeed (fig.
8-14). Matinted on the drive ,shaft is the ROTOR,
a cylindrical black of steel with 12 evelnly spaced
slOta accurately machined init. Snug1 fitted into
these slots are 12 vanes, which are blades of

chardened steel. Though the vanes are not loose
ealugh to rattle around, they are free to move in
and out of the, slots. The, vanes have a beveled
edge and a square-cut edge, and they are assem-
bled jn the rotor with the beveled edge trailing.

Sdrroundiqg the rotor is the hardened and
ground RING, which is elliptical or oNlal in
shape. The ring, in turn, is enclosed b the
pump's outer ca or HOUSING.

The sides of the pump are enclosed 11 two
VALVE PLATE BUSHINGS, in whose sIdef are
cut the intake and discharge ports.

Now a/ the rotor revolves at the pump's
normal operating speed (1,200 rpm), what
happens?

As you can guess, centrifugalforce comes into;
the picture and the vanes in the rotor immediately 4

try to fly out. Of course, the vanerCr.n't actually
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.Figure 8-714.-.Vickers balanced-vane pumplcut-

away and exploded views).
.

get far, because they're confined by the elliptical
ring. But, tinder the thrust.of Centrifugid force,
they push .hard against the inside surface of the
ring, and can form an oil-tight seal. As the
rotor turns, the vanes remain in contact and follow
the contour of the ring, sliding out of aim into
the rotor.

The ring's Contour a chits Ithe vanes at the
top andt bottoin to exte further than at the _sides,
where they ilre held, all the way in. Thus, the
vanes divide the space between rotor, and ring
into 1 tle skates or chambers that change in size
as rot*- turns. Figure 8-15 shows how the
cham rs expand as the rotor turns from A to
B, the contract as they approach C, and so on
around the ring.

In the vane pump, as in the gear pumps
we've studied, the ordnance hydiaulic,6 designer
must take into account not only the flow ,of fluid
through the pump but also the pressure relation-
ships. An analysis will show that when the pump,
as we have so far described Itils in operation,
there is a heavy thrust on the discharge side and
a lesser, but still contiderable, thrust on the
inlet side. Since these thrusts are unbalanced,
they can strain bearings and distort the pump

2

' I

4

84.29
Figure 8 -15. Now the chambers expand and con-

tract in the balanced-gear vane pump.

housing. The thing to do with unbalanced pressure
or thrusts is to balance them.

This balancing is done in the vane pump not
by using balancing lines, but by- putting the,
WHOLE pump to work, instead 'of only the upper
half that you see in figure 8-.16A.

Therefore, since the pump chambers expand
and contract twice during each rotation, the pump
has two intake and two discharge ports cut into
the valve-plate bushings that cover each of its
sides. The discharge and intake ports are paired,
and the 4assages connecting the ports to their
proper lines are arranged as in figure 8 -16B.

In the actual 'pump these passages are not
separate tubes, as the figure shows them, but are
cut into the pump housing.

The discharge ports are equal in area and
1.inde; equal fluid pressure. The intake ports are'

0 similarly equal in area and fluid pressure.
logi,cally follbws, then, that the discharge sections,
on opposite sides of the pump' exert equal balanced
thrusts, as do the intake sections (though the
thrust at eaCh,intake is much smaller). We have,
as a result, all the thrusth balancing out,regard-
Jess of pressures in the Intake and discharge lines
(fig. 8-17).

When you closely examine the valve plate
bushings, you will notice two grooves or paSsages
leading from each discharge port to tiny holes
That pierce the bushing (fig. 8-18A).

56
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4 4,

84.30
Figure 8- 16. Balanced -vane pump:, -

intake and discharge.

00

j
Tracing the flow of oil through these ho es,

you find that it goes to a shallow annular (
sha2e'U) recess or depression around the ro r,
thence to the pinhead-shaped openings at

-bottom,of..each vane slot (fig. 8-18).

(In Actuality, the valve-plate bushing closely
fits against the ring; in the figure It has been
separated fromilie ring to show the path of flow.)

Slice the varies, though close fitting, mist
.moire in and out of their groove twice during each
revolution of the motor (and it rotates at approxi-
mately 1,200 rpm at Normal speed.), one purpose of
this arrangement should be obvious. It's a forced
self-Ifbr.ibation system. It has another purpose
too: The 401 output pressafe of the pump is
exerted at the base of every vane, helping
centrifugal force to hold it outward against the
ring. Pumps can be _grouped according to whether
they discharge liquid in volume separated by a
period of no discharge (positive displacement),

84.31 84.32 .

,Figure 8-17.Balancing- of forces in Vickers .
Figure 8 -18. Balanced -vane,-18. Balanced -vane, pump. Forced

balanced-vane pump. self-lubricalion system. '
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or. in a continuous flow (non- positive displace-
ment). In addition, pumps can be classified
according to whether or not the quantity of liquid

. discharged by the pump can be varied without
changing the speed of rotation of the source of
power (variable or constant delivery).

POSITIVE AND NON-POSITIVE DISPLACE-
MENT. A positive displacement pump is one in
which a definite volume of liquid is delivered for
each cycle of .pump operation, regardless of the
resistance offered, provided the capacity of the
power unit driving the pump is not exceeded. A
non-positive displacement pump is one in which
a volume of liquid delivered for each cycle is
dependent upon the resistance . offered to flow.
This type of pump= produces a force on the liquid
that is constant for each particular speed of the
pump. Resistance in the discharge line produces
a forces in the opposite, direction. When these
forces are equal, the liquid ie.. in a state of
equilibrium and does not flow.

If the Outlet of a positive displIcement pump
is completely cVsed, either the unit driving the
pump will be stalled or something will break.
If the sane thing is 0011e to a non positive
displacement pump, the discharge pressure will
rise to a maximum for that type of pump operating
at that speed. Nothing more will happen except
that the pump will churn the liquid and produce
heat.

Positive displacement pumps deliver liquid in
separate .volumes, with no delivery in between,
although a pump haVing many chambers may
have an overlapping delivery which minimizes this
effect. Non-positive displacement pumps deliver
a practically continuous even flow for any given
set of conditions of speed and resistance.

For every back and forth motion of the piston
in the pump shown in figure 8-9, a complete
cylinder of liquid will be delivered to the outlet
Mule the piston is moving to the right on the
discharge stroke. Nothing at all will be delivered
while the laistoli is maVing to the left, on its
suction stroke. the . cutlet were completely
blocked, as by a shut-off valve, it would be

. impossible to move the piston to the rightbecause
of the virtual fncompressibility .,of the liquid
filling the Chamber. If' sufficient force were

. applied to the. piston,.the pressure in the chamber
would rise until finally something would break.

Obiribusly this single chamber pump would
give a badly pulsating delivery.th the rotitypump
shown in figure 8-10, where each of the spaces
between the teeth of the gears is apump chamber,
delivery will overlap so that a more nearly

constant flow will be obtained. Another method of
reducing the pulsation is, to provide an air
chamber near the pump outlet to damp the
pulsations, but there ds always some pulsatory
effect with positive displacement ptunps.'13u1-

* sations ifre objectionable because they, cause
jerky rdovernents in driven mechanisms and set
up vibrations in the whole system.

For the centrifugal pump, the liquid is not
broken up Into i.01ated volumes to be delivered
one by one, but a pressure differential is created
in the solid stream by the rotary and sweeping
action of the impeller so that a smooth continuous
flow results.

Reciprocating and rotary pumps of necessity
are positive displacement pumps while jet,
centrifugal, propeller, and mixed flow pumps of
necessity are non-positive displacement pumps.

Types of Discharge
, .

All pumps Will deliver liquids at different
volume rates if run at different speeds. It is
not practical to vary the speed with ordinary
positive displacement pumps although the se pumps
can be especially constructed to deliver different
volumes of liquid while being run at the same
speed. They can be constructed, that is, to give
constant or variable delivery for each cycle so
that volumes of delivery can be obtained,withait
changing tpe operating speed of the pump.

This is managed With reciprocating pumps by
altering the length of the work stroke of, the
piston. Thus in figure 8-9, each discharge stroke
of the piston might displace 200 cubic inches Of
liquid, but the distance the piston travels might
be shortened to give a stroke which would did-
place only 180 cubic inches. This would cut the
volume of ,delivery 10 percent without altering
ChB speed.

Gear type rotary pumps are not normally con-
structed to give variable delivery at constant _
speeds.

Centrifugal pumps deliver different volumes of
liquid while running at a constant speed since
the volume of discharge varies with the head
against which the liquid must be discharged...

CAB HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION

A hydraulic transmission is a c.6mbination`of
a hydraulic pump (A-end) and a hydraulic motor
(B-end). The term CAB unit means Combination A
and B ends, It is a variable-speed, bi-directional
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.

hydraulic transmission. In operation, a constant-
speed electric motor drives the A-end, the A-end
supplies hydraulic fluid to the B-end, and the
B-end converts fluid flow ink? rotary moveme0.

The (A-end) unit is a variable-_displacement,
reversible-delivery purrip."Speed and direction of
the B-end's rotation depends upon the volurhe d
direction of the hydraulic fluiupplied by
Arend unit. By regulating the output of the A-mid,
smooth and controlled acceleration of the B-end's
output shift is possible in either a clockwise:6r
counterclockwise direction.

The following components
CAB hydraulic transnii6sions:

are basic to ii.11

1. A constant-speed electric motor that drips
the A-end pump and the auxiliary dual gear pump.

2. An A-end axial-piston pump with a variable
tilt plate to supply hydraulic fluid to the Bend.

3. A B-end hydraulic mbtor that converts the
flow of hydraulic fluid into rotary motion:

4. A valve plate to connect the A-end to the
B-end.

5. A safety relief valve to regulate pressures
between the A and B-ends, and to port replenish-
ing fluid for that lost through slippage.

6. An auxiliary du gear pump to supply
"super-charge" and " rvo" fluid pressures.

Beginning with the A-end t, each of the above
listed components will be discussed, with the
exception of the electric motor.

A-END COMPONENTS

they.are moving inward. This pumping action is
made possible by a universal joint. To explain

p how the joint works, we shall begin by construct-
ing step gy step the Williarlis universal joint and
then explain the principles of the Bendix-Vieiss
universal.

Williams Universal Joint

. Let us install a rocket arm on a horizontal
shaft (part A fig. 8-19). The arm is joined to
the shaft by a pin in such a way that it can be
swung back and forth. Next we place a ring
around the shaft and pin it to the rocker arm so
that the ring can turn from left to right as shown
in iikure 8-19, Part B. «e can now get two
roMy motions in different planes at the same
time, and in varying proportions as may be
desired. The rocker arm can swing back and forth
in one arc, and the ring can simultaneously move
froth left fo right in another arc, in a plane at
right angles to the plane in which the rocker arm
moves.

D

The A-end id a reciPliting pump which has
nine pistons, a cylinder barrel, a rotating socket
plate, a valve plate, and a. universal joint. The
A-end axial piston pump has a variable delivery
output, whereas a conventional axial piston pump
has a constantzdeilvery output (the A-end pump
has an adjustable tilt plate; the4egular axial-
delivery pump has a fixed tilt plate). In an A-end
milt the connecting rods that operate the axial
pistons are attached to a socket ring, and the
socket ring (driven by an electric motor) turns
within the non-rotating tilt plate. The tilt plateis by two stroking pistons.

In axial piston pumps, a cylinder block with
its. pistons is rotated on a shaft in such a way
that the pistons are driven back and forth in
their cylinders in a-- direction parallel to the
shaft. This is called axial- Motion.
forced into. the cylinders -by pressige-diffelliriCe
while- the pistons are moving ;blitwa.rd, and is
driven out of the cylinders by the pistons while

259
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Figure 8 -19. Basic universal joint..
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Now let us add a tilting plate to our assembly
(part C). For the time being let the tilting
plate stand at a slant to the axis of the shalt.
In this position the rocker arm is slanted back
at the same angle as the tilting plate, so that it
lies parallel to it. The ring is also parallel
to the tilting plate and in contact with it. Its
position in relation to the rocker arn, is unchanged
from that shown in part B.

Now let us keep the shaft horizontal and rotate
it in a clockwise direction through a, quarter of
a -turn, to the position shown in part D. The
rocker arm is still in thmea.me plane as the
tilting plate, and is now` peindicular to the as of
the shaft. The ring has turned on the rocker arm
pins so that .it has-changed its position in re-
lation to the rocker arm, but it remains parallel
to, and in contact with, the tilting plate.

. Now let us rotate the shaft another quarter
turn, as shown in part E. The partsare now in the
position shown in part C, but with the ends of
the rocker arm reversed. The ring still bears
against the tilting plate.

If we continue to rotate the shaft, the rocker
arm and the ring will turn about their pivots,
with each changing its relation to the other, and
with the ring always bearing against the plate.
This will be even if we change, within limits,
the angle of the plate..

--Now let us go a step farther and place a wheel
upright on the shaft, as shown in part F of figure
8-19. The wheel is fixed to the shaft so that
it rotates with the shaft. Let us also add two
rods A and B, loosely connected to the tilting ring,
and running through two holes standing opposite
to each other in the fixed wheel. As the shaft is
rotated, the fixed wheel runs perpendicular to the
shaft at all times. The tilting ring rotates with the
shaft and, always remains tilted since it stays in
contact with the tilting plate. We closee from the
diagram that the distance along shaft A, from the
tilting ring to the .fixed wheel, is greater than the
distance along shaft B. As we rotate the assembly,
hoWever, the distance along shaft A decreases as
its point -of attachment to the tilting ring comes
closer to the fixed -wheel, while the distance along
shaft B increases: These changes continue until,
after a. half revolution, the initial position of the

' two rods are reversed. After another half revolu-
lion; the two rods will again be in their original
positions.

From this we can see that the rods afe mov
in and out through the holes in the fixed vyheel
as the assembly rotates. This is the way the". axial
piston pump works. To get'.a ptunpingadtion, it
is only necessary to-place pistons at She ends of

the rods, beyond the fixed wheel, and insert them
in cylinders. The rods must be connected to the
pistons and tc, the wheel by ball and socket
joints. As the assembly rotates, each piston moves
back and forth in its cylinder. Intake and discharge
pipes can be arranged so that, liquid enters the
cylinders while the spaces between the piston
heads and the bases of the cylinders are increas-
ing, and leaves them during the other half of each
revolution, when the piston heads are moving in
the other direction.

Reference to part F of figure 8-19 will make it
clear that the distance the, pistons move back and
.forth in their cylinders depends on the tilt given
to the tilting box. With no tilt at all, no pumping
action would occur since the pistons would not
move back and forth at all. The distances A and
B in part F would be equal and would remain equal
as the assembly rotates.. If the angle of tilt
Liven to the tilting box were reversed, making
distance A less than distance B, the pumping action
would be reversed. What had been the discharge
would now become the intake, and vice versa. By
adding a mechanism to control the angle at which
the tilting box stands, any variation in delivery
can be obtained from a maximum in one direction
through zero delivery to a rr.aximum in the opposite
direction although the drive shaft continues to
rotate at a constant speed.

Bendix-Weissipiiversal

The Bendix -W issuniversal joint is.usedwith
many of the axial piston pumps in today's ordnance
equipment. This joint is based upon ageometrical
principle which n. Est be understood to grasp
hov, the .jOint works. Figure 8-20 shows a drive
shaft and a driven shalt standing at e ,
to each other. Let us suppose that A e drive

. shaft rotates the driven shaft throu a pair of
fingers set around a ball X. This 'all carries
the load of rotation in such a way that angle .\
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is equal to angle B. As the drive shaft rotates
in the direction shown, X will move in the same
direction in a circular path, always keeping
angle A equal to angle B. After a complete
revolution of the shaft, it will have returned to the
original position. Since angle A has been kept
equal to angle B, the driven shaft will rotate at
exactly the speed of the drive shaft.

An arrangement which accomplishes, this re-
sult is used in the Bendix -Weiss universal joint.
The force of rotation is carried by apair of balls
which move back and forth in specially shaped
runways or races as the drive shaft rotates.
The races are given such a shape that the balls
always remain in a'.singleplane as they move back
and forth in their 'races. Angle- A will always
equal angle B as the drive shaft rotates, just as
in figure 8-20, ancI, the units connected by the
joint will therefor rotate at the same speed.

Four carbide b Is, free to shift along four
races (one in ea h quadrant, figures 8-21 and
8-22), Carry the rotational forces. The faces
for these ball r ces are machined into the jaw
for the socket r ng and the hub for the universal

The four alls always shift together in a
common plan (figure 8-23). Moreover, as the
socket ring s 'fts in angle or direction, the balls
automaticall assume a new plane for accurate
transmissio of rotational niovenients. In opera-
tion, one hair of balls carries the clockwise
torque; e other pair carries the counterclock-
wise que.

hough the hub of the universal joint is
ke d to the drive shaft, it is not rigidly attached.

s shown in figure 8-24, four rectangular pro-
jections of the hub engage cutouts in the drive
shaft for a positive transmission of torque,,and
the twg pilot key s for each slot provide a snug
fit, yet4allow slight flexing movements..

84.36
Figure 8-22.Bendix-Weiss universal joint

assembly.

Cylinder Barrel

The cylinder barrel (fig. 8-e5) is also driven
by,the A-end drive shaft, and accordingly rotates
at the same velocity as the socket Bing. The
barrel has nine cylinder bores for the axial
pistons of the .1-end, and the head of each bore
has a slot-shaped port. As the cylinder barrel
rotates, fluid passes through these ports as they
align with the two crescent-shaped ports in the
stationary valve plate.

The cy finder barrel is loosely keyed to a drive
sleeve to permit full contact between the mating
faces of the barrel and, the valve plate. Two
key s 150 degrees apart around the circumference
of the drive shaft, serve as lock guides for the
cylinder barrel.

Figure 8-21. Exploded view of Bendix-Weiss universal 'joint.
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SHALL TILT

(
LARGE TILT

84.37
Figure 8-23.Universal joint balls remain in common plane regardless of tilt plate angle.

,DRIVE SHAFT

UNIVERSAL JOINT Plitt"

UNIVERSAL JOINT ft,.?

Figure 8-4.-= Exploded view, of drive shaft and hub.

A ,4;onipression spring, located between a
spring retainer and tjie barrel, assures proper
contact between the barrel and the valve plate when
the unit is not in operation, br'whenever the unit
is started. During normal Operation, unbalanced
internaLforces (as a result of the pumping
action) hold the barrel in contact with the valve
'plate.

A bearing, mounted in the center of the valve
plate face, supports and holds the drive shaft in
proper alignment.

The non-rotating tilt plate, a bowl-shaped
steel casting (figure 8-25), provides the means
for changing the angle of the socket ring without
interfering with its rotational movements. (The
socket ring nests witlun the tilt plate, and both
parts move in unison).

thrust bearing and a radial bearing ring
permit free rotation of the socket ring within the
tilt plate. The thrust, bearing is sandwiched
between. the socket ring and the tilt plate; the

84.38

radial bearing ring encircles the circumference of
the socket ring and rides against the inner wall
of the tilt plate (fig. 8-25).

The (ace of the -rotating socket ring has nine
hemispherically shaped sockets to support and
retain the ball-end connecting rods of the axial

The tilt plate turns on two trunnions that are
integral parts of the bowl casting (fig. 8-25).
These trunnions ride on bearings within the A-
end housingt,

'=,1Resides 'tie trunnions, there are two other
tilt plate pOjeetions. the A-end response shaft
(fastened tcii'the trunnion), and the two ears with
hemispherical sockets to accomodate the stroking
pistons. (As previously explained, he action of
these stoking pistons establishes the position
of the tilt plate.)',
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TRUNNION

I
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_
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'ClaiROCII PORTS

DRIVE SLEEVE

SONG RETAINER

Figure 8 -25. Principal A-end components.

by the A-end will be explained later in this'
chapter when we will discuss the operation of a
hydraulic transmission.

In some turret hydraulic systems the special
K type installation is used for the train power
drives and employs one A-end and two B-ends
which drive a single training gear. in larger
turret systems, the two B-ends drive two, pinions
of the train drive assembly. -

It makes no difference how the A-end unit is
connected to the B-end motor; the theory of
operations of a. hydraulic .transmission is iden-
tical.

The A-end pump is used in connection with a
hydr,aulic motor or a B-end. The A-end delivers
liquid to the B-end which is used as a motor to
perform some work operation by means of the
liquid delivered to it by the pump. The only
difference between the pump (A-end) and the
motor. (B-endyflis that the tilting ,box of the
motor is perinanently set at an angle which
amounts to 200 in most ordnance set-ups.

The hydraUlic motor (B-end) can be directly
connected hydraulically to the pump so that
both the pump and the motor use the same valve
plate and are located in the same 'housing (type
Cf installation), (fig. 8-26), or the motor can be
set up at a distance from the pump.with the two
mechanisms connected liy piping (type K instal-,
lation) (fig. 8-27). How the B-end controlled

84.39,'

Valve Plate

The ialfillate links he A -end, pump to the
B-end motor. Although the valve plates for
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A.END
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Figure 8-26. Type "C" installation cab unit.

CYLINDER BARREL

ROTATING
SOCKET PLATE

SAFETY

RELIEF
VALVE

STATIONARY CONNECTING

VALVE PLATE RODS

CYLINDER
BARREL

STROKING
PISTONS

MAIN
RELIEF
VALVE

84.40

OUTPUT
SHAFT .

ELECTRIC
MOTOR

ROTATING
VARIABLE
TILT PLATE

SOCKET RING

FIXED
TILT PLATE

DRIVE AXIAL
LINES' PISTONS

STATIONARY
VALVE PLATE

A-END

Figure 8 -27.0,-.Type "K" Installation.
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Chapter 8 ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC POWER DRIVE FUNDAMENTALS

different CAB units may vary in external appear-
ance, they are basically similar in functional
characteristics.

A CAB valve plate has two accurately machined
---itirraees called the valve plate faces. During

CAB operation, the A-end cylinder barrel rotates
against one of the faces, and the B-end cylinder
barrel rotates against the other. (Fig. 8-26).

Two crescent-shaped openings and two inter-
housing passages (fig. 8-28) extend through the
valve plate, from face to face. The crescent-
shaped openings port fluid between the A-end and
n-ends, while the inter-housing passages allow
the free exchange of circulating fluid between the
A- and B-end components. (This exchange of fluid
through the inter-housing passages does not
directly influence operation of the A-end pump
or the B-end motor, but it does dissipate heat
generated within the CAB unit).

Safety.Relief Valve,

The safety relief valve limits maximum pres-
sure buildups between the A-end and B-end, ports
supercharge fluid to compensate for slippage, and
serves as a bypass valve whenever the braking
mPchaniSm is 4. A compound relief valve is

FACE CRESCENT-SHAPED OIL SEAL
FLUID PASSAGES GROOVES

BOLT

BORES

DOWTL PIN
BORES

A-END TO B-END
HOUSING PASSAGES

SHALLOW.BEARING
BORE FOR SHAFT TIP

1 ,

Figure 8-28. Fape of typical
84.42

valve plate.

used as. the safety valve for hydraulic trans-
missions and uses a pilot valve to control the
main relief valve. Both the compound relief and
the pilot valve were explained earlier in this
chapter and will not be discussed here. Safety
relief valves are cometimes called main relief
valVes when used with the type "C" installation
and are connected to the valve plate (fig. 8-26).
In the type "K" installation the safety relief
valve is connected to the drive lines between the
two valve plates (fig. 8-27).

AUXILIARY GEAR PUMPS

A small auxiliary gear pump, driven by the,
same electric motor that drives the A-end pump
(fig. 8-29), supplies the necessary hydraulic
pressure for the control mechanisms. This pump
has two sets of gears. One set produces about
400 to 500 psi servo pressure; the other set
delivers 'about 100 psi supercharge pressure.
Servo pressure is used to operate the control
components of the CAB. unit. Supercharge pres-
sure replenishes fluid losses from slippage and
leakage and maintains the low pressure ,line
at approximately 100 psi.

In our discussion so far We learned that a
CAB hydraulic transmission converts a constant-
speed mechanical input _ into a mechapical,
variable-speed, bi-directional output, and that,
the mechanical input to the A-end is the rotating
shaft of a constant-speed electric motor. This
shaft drives the A-end. 'the A-end pumps hy-
draulic fluid to the B-end and the B-end trans-
forms flow of the hydraulic fluid into rotary
mechanical motions. The position of the Arend
lilt plate controls the Volume and direction of
fluid pumped to the B-end which, in turn, controls
the output of the B-end.

The servo control mechanism, that positions
the two stroking .pistoni of the A-end tilt plate
are discussed later in this chapter.

In the following discussions on the operation
of the A and 'B-ends the schematics used do not
picture the actual CAB components. For illus-
trative purposes, only two 'axially, operating
pistons are shown for each of the A and B -ends,
actual units have nine. Figure 8-26 schematically
illustrates the relation of the A-end to other
CAB components.

CAB OPERATIONS

With Se- tilt plate positioned at an angle,
the rotating drive shaft of the electric motor
forces the axial pistons of the, A-end pump to.
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SERVO PUMP GEARS

SUPERCHARGE
PUMP GEARS,..---':

DRIVE 'SHAH MOTOR
SHAFT

%%MI;SUPERCHARGE PRESSURE

SERVO PRESSURE

Figure.8-29.-- Dual gear pump of typical cab unit.

move- back and forth in their cylinders. The
- two-'stroking pistons, shown between the electric
motor and the tilt plate, establish the angle
(position) of the tilt plate, and the angi of the
tilt plate determines:

1. The volume of lhid supplied to
end:- (The volume of fluid varies . directly., with
the3ength of axial piston stroke, and the length
of. piston stroke varies directly with the angle

-4 the tilt-plate).
2. The direction of fluid flow.

Figures 87.30, 8-31, and 8-32, show how the
angle of the tilt plate affects A-end 'operation
while . the drive shaft of the electric motor
niitintains a constant speed and direction of
rotation.

-.,Comparing figure 8-30 with figure 8-31, note
Pie greater angle of the tilt plate in figure 8-31
produces a correspondingly greater length of
axial piston:stroke to disCharge a larger volume
of fluid.

X

RELIEF VALVE ,

84.43

LENGTH OF
PISTON
(STROKE

..
T KT PLATE
ANGLE

84.44
Figure 8-30.-7-Tilt plate positioned for

short stroke.

Now, comparing figure 8-31 with figure 8-32,
note how reversing. the angle of the tilt plate
changes the direction of fluid flow in the con-
necting lines.

,

Figure 8-33 shows the'tilt plate in thermeutral
pogition .(perpendicular to the drive shaft). With
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OwER

DRIVE
LINE

-LENGTH OF,
PISTON STROKE

TILT PLATE
ANGLE

LOWER

STROKING

PISTON

84.45
Figure 8-31. Tillspllate positioned for

long stroke.

UPPER DRIVE
LINE

UPPER STROKING
PISTON

sm.: A1111.1111...

MMEP.* II-NOR if
...

--LENGTH OF
PISTON 111 TILT PLATE
STROKE ANGLE

. 84,46
Figure 8 -32. Tilt plate positioned at

reverse angle,

DRIVE, STATIONARY SHAFT FROM
LINE TO VALVE PLATE MOTOR
B =END

CYLINDER TI LT STROKING
PISTONS BARREL PLATE PISTONS

DRIVE
LINE TO ZERO PISTON
B -END STROKE

NEUT12AL
TILT PLATE

POSITION

84.47 .

the tilt plate gin this position, the pistons do
not move back and forth in their cylinders when
the drive shaft rotates the tilt plate socket ring
and the cylinder barrel, and the A-end does not
bump fluid t9 the B-end.

NOTE: The two stroking pistons move only
when changing the speed or d.rection of B-end
rotation.

The B-end hydraulic motor is similar to the
A-end hydraulic pump, but has a fixed-position
tilt plate and operates in a reverse manner to
convert hydraulic pressure into rotary motion.

Figure 8-34, 8-35, and 8-36 illustrate B-end
operation. When hydraulic pressure from the
A-end is applied. to the top of the piston- as
shown in figure 8 -34 (for clarity, (illustration
shows a single piston actual unit has nine),
the resultant thrust of the ball-end 3onnecting
rod against the inclined socket ring causes it to
rotate. Since .a universal joint connects the

PISTON

CYLINDER
BARREL

CONNECTING
ROD

SHAFT

F I XED

TILT PLATE
ROTATING

SOCKET, PLATE

84.48.Figure 8-33. Tilt plate at neutral position. Figure 8- 34. Movement of B-end components.
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LOW PRESSURE
FLUID ti ,

HIGH PRESSURE
FLUID

t CYLINDER
BARREL

PISTONS

LOW PRESSURE C
FLUID

PISTONS

CYLINDER
BARREL -

SHAFT
CONNECTING

RODS ._

SHAFT

FIXED ROTAT I NG

TILT PLATE SOCKET RING ,..

Figure 82.35.-LB-end operation.
84.49

socket ring to the B =ead output shaft, both the
outp.at shaft and, the cylinder_ barrel rotate, with
the socket ling.

To obtain continuous rotation, hydraulic fluid
must be applied to the piston for the thrust
stroke and drained on the return: stroke. Thil
action is, carried out jazi rotating the cylinder

, -

FIXED-
TI LT PLATE

ROTATING
SOCKET RING

Figure 8-36,..B-end alteration (reverse
direction).

barrel against a stationary valve plate having two
crescent - shaped ports. One port supplies fluid to
the pistOn on the thrust stroke; the other receives
displa.ded fluid from the piston on 'the return
stroke.

i FigUre 845 shows how aB-endoperatesby the
flow of hydraulic fluid pumped from an A-end:

)s the piston passes unde1;the high-pressure port
edshaded area), it is forced downwpxd, andthis

ction causes the unit to rotate. When the cylinder
. arrel rotates, the cylinder bore moved past the
Nand separating the two crescent-shaped ports, .

.

---,WOO
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and empties into the low-preskire port (yellow-
Shaded area) as the piston moves on the upstroke.
This discharge:port for the B-end motor connects
to the intake port for the A-end pump. Thus,
hydraulic fluid birculateifrom the .'. -end to the
B-end, and then returns from the B-end to the
A-end.

By reversing the angle of the'A-end tilt _plates
the flow direction changes, and the B-end rotates
in the opposite clirettiOn (fig. 8-36).
" With the A-end tilt plate positioned for the
maximum piston stroke, the A- andB-endpistons
Inctve equal distances, and theoretically, the A-,
tinder -ends rotate at the same speed.

With .the k-end tilt plate positioned to pro-
duce an A-end piston stroke that is only half
that of the fixed-stroke B-end pistons, the fluid

1,0' at of tWo A-end cylinders is needed to fill
j otte B-end 'cylinder. Accordingly, the B-end
rotates' at half the speed of the A -end. (As
previously explained, when the A-end tilt, is
positioned perpendicular to the drive shaft, the
4-end pistons cannot move axially, and the B-enci

t does not rotate)ri. - -

SO' far in the chapter' we have discussed the
components that make up a hydraulic system: We
also discussed 'the general operation of various
hydraulic units,' but did not delve too deeply into
,hriy, these, units are tcontrolled. The remainder
or' this chapter will be deVoted to 'powerdrive
fundamentals which include requirements for the
control of power drives. '

used in gun weapon systems. One type consists
essentially of a receiver-regulator an a pump-
motor combination. , The receiver-regulator
controls the pump-motor combination, and this
in turn controls the movement of the gun. The
pump-motor combination (A-B end) is known as
an electric-hydraulic power drive. ..

The second type, the all-electric powerurille
employs both a.c. and d.c. motors and an amplidyne
'generator. The output of the power amplifier
(amplidyne generator) controls a d.c. drive motor
which, in turn, controls mount movement. Since
the amplidyne generator is capable of multiplying
its input signal as uch as 10,000 times., this type
power drive is know, s an amplidyne power drive.

The /Ivy usesiy r drives of various.designs
and complexIti . Large electrie,hydraulic power

se to control the movement of heavycirives ar
turrets. Smaller power drives control dual --
purpose Inoants, and ,can be either electric-
hydraulic or all electric. Regardless of the type
power drive employed in a gun weap ,pn system, it
has several primary purposes and must' function
as servomechanisms (servo). The primary par-
poses of a power drive servosystem are to-

1. First, and mostimportant, position orp
the turret or mount in response to train an
elevation order signals.

2. Compare the order signal and the existing
conditions: standing still, moving left, or right,

, and obtaining a difference or error signal, This
;is done_ by-the-er ror tietectoriT

3. Amplify a 'weak .error signal to a point
POWER dFLIVE.FUNDAMENTALS where work dan be done with it. Thiseis the job

There are Om prinCipal problems in posidon-
ing a gun for firlWg. One is to get an accurate
gun order signal; this is salved by tht gun
director-computqr combination: The other pro-
blem' is to 'transmit gun order signals promptly
to the gun in such a manner that the position
and movements of the gun will, be synchfonized
with thO signals -from the director. The latter
problem is complicated by the movements of the
gun 'falling behind or over runningogun order
signals.' This istlae mainly to' inertia of the gun,-
but also in part due to .the lag In transmitting
signals. Inertia tends to keep the guin
Gun order' signals are always changing, not only
because, of changes in the relative position of,
target and ship, but
pitbh of the ship.

The problem of tran
to"mount movement is
the gun. There are

o because of the roll and

formihg gun lords r.signal s
lved by the power drive of
types of power drives..

Of the amplifier. . ,

4. Provide a means to send a report back to
the error detector to satisfy or e_null out th
error signal./This is called responsev

.
.

Since power drives use response- (feedback),
they are _classified as servomechanisms. Servb-
mechanisms, (or, serv'osystems) cause mechanical,
action to take place automatically in response to.
synehro signals. -

SERVO ECHANISMS

Servomechanismst galled servos for shOrt,
are used extensively in ships{ weapon systems.
`yneliros are used in servqsystems to control r?

the, position and movement of computing, indi-
eating, and transmitting devices. The. power
driv in turrets, gun monad, directors, and
roe launchers use some type of servosystem.
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Servos are part of a 'broad amass, of control
-systems that olieoele on the principle of feedback.
The input signal to 'a servo is applied to an error
detector, not directly to the amplifier. The input
is an order -signal which indicates the desired
action of the servo. The other signal to the error
detector is a feedback signal which represents
the output of the servo. The feedback signal is the
reaction of the servo to the error signal, which
is the input to the amplifier. The error signal
is the difference between the input signal and the
feedback signal. If there is a difference (error)
between the. input and the output, .corrective
action automatically takes place to reduce the RECEIVER REGULATOR
error toward zero.

The feedback signal forms ez.closedloop within The p. se, of a receiver regale
the servo. In other words,. there is a complete
path through the servo to.tte load and back to the

control ,t ositions of turrets, gun
and Acket- launchers in train and elevation by

error detector. The output affects the input, converting gun order signals into equivalent
and thus provides automatic followup control. power drive control action. There are many

There is no standard definition of a servo.
In this chapter, we 'will call a servo an elec-

different types 'and de-signs .of receiver 'regu-
fators, but all types can be divided into two

trical, electronic, mechanical, or hydraulic sys- di
tern which uses feedback. All servos 'have the

ktions: indicating section and Control equip-
sement section. All turrets and gun mounts have

following characteristics. two or more receivers as part of their ser
A servo is a,control device whope basic job-is

re-only in their design. The trill.; to position a load. The IOad may be k turret, systems

gun mount, computing device, dr hydraulic valve. and differ only
act independently of each o

ff
bias a parallax input to com-

The load is attached in some manner to the output
ceiver regulator

'of the servo. Consider a gun mount. Its poMtion
pensate. for horizontal parallax, which is the

. angle _formed in .the _horizontal_ plane at the
is controlled in accordance with train and eleva- *get by the intersection of the line of sight from
tion orders which are inputs to the servo.

g- 'o
ordnance- stations, the director and the

A seilTO-isErpOyirer ite-input mount. Parallax is explained in detail in chaPter
servo is usually a very small signal. It is too

gun mountsservo control systems are known as
power control, stroke control, orelectronic servo
control systems. In turrets, servo control sys-
tems are called automatic servo system, power
servo control system, andservo control system.
No matter what a servo co4t,ol system is
called or what type of output it employs to
control a sgrvome9hanism, the basic require-
ments _are common'. Seeituse of this, we can
divide servomechanism into three groups, as
in figure 8:-37, and explain the functions of
devices that make up each group.

weak' to move the load by itself, so some sort of 12'
,

pOwer amplification must take place within the
The elevation receiver regulator employs a

T
servo,. Again, take as an example a servo used roller path compensator which corrects the gun

order for any tilt in the gun roller
to position a gun mount. the input tcrthe servo path plane. Train

path
information is sent

is sometimes so small it can be' measured with to the roller path, compensator through 'the
a millianurieter. To develop enough power' to
move th6 great weight'of a gun mount, requires train response assembly which indicates the

degree of mount train from the highest point of
currents in the an-Tel-age ta:ige. Therefore most
servos you will work with have one or more

inclination. Roller path tilt and how it affects
gun fire control also is explained in chapter 12.

amplifying-, stages. The .amplifier may be elec.;
trIcal,, electronic, hydraulic, or two or more of INDICATING SECTION

'these. in.combihation. . . .

. , Mt indicating equipment 'of each receiver-
SERVO CONTROL REQUIREMENTS regulator consists.of the vitual signaling devices*

used to show gun 'positions, gun order, and
:Servo control systems for a turret, gun correction readings. FigLire 8-38A and 8-38B

mount, and rocket launcher all have the same show the Jocations. of .thele `-clevicye on the
basic requirement, and are made up of specific fate of the indicating_kuipment for levaiion-
components which depend ° each other to par- 'and train, respective W. The face of the

. form the functions of a servomechanism. There . eating equipment on eVcIiinstrument is illumi-
are many differee °sales fOr ser"I nated by four double contact, 6- to 8-volt bulbs,
systems used in ordnance, equipment. In Most- set in two light

270 Pc.f 07.
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ORDER RECEIVER ERROR ERROR=i611100
SIGNAL REGULATOR

10.11100
SIGNAL AMPLIFIER

SIGNAL MOTOR

ZERO-READER
DIAL -

41`

',RESPONSE

Figure 8-37.-- Power drive servosysteni.

SELECTOR
SHAFT

OUT PUT.

FOLLOW-THE-
POINTER DIALS

STARSHELL
SIGNAL INDICATOR

ELEVATION
-ANGLE DIALS

Figure 8-38A. Elevation indicator- regulator dial...
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Components

The components of the indicating equipment
of the indicator-regulator are

Gun position. indicator.
Gun order--indi-c-a-to-F:,
Parallax correction indicator (train only).
Roller path inclination indicator (elevation).
Star shell signal indicator.

44-

Gun Position Indicators

Gun position is giyen in the respective in-
struments by two mechanicalby driven dials,
marked ELEVATION MINUTES and TRAIN
ANGLE. Bgth of these dials' are calibrated to
show angle of elevation or mount train against
a fiked pointer at then left sides,

thy, elevation* indicItor-regulator, there
are tw2 concentric gun-position dials, an outer

.ROLLER PATH
COMPENSATOR COVER NO.

ROLLER PATH INCLINATION DIAL

COVER NO. 3

COVERNO. 5
ACCESS TO'

A-23

, .;
Figure 8:3813; Roller path inclination dial.
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.
(ring) dial and an inner ( dial, that shoVi
gun position in elevatio elative to a horizontal
reference plane. Th outer (ring) _dial, is, a
'coarse reader, 'mar d from zero to 71.00 min-
utes in the Mk 34 instrument, and to 9000
minutes in the Mk 42.

The rind dial is graduated in increments
of 100 minutes and numbered every 500 minutes.
To facilitate reading, the, last zero is omitted
from each number. The inner dial (fine reader)
perimeter.is marked from 00 to IOQ sic times.
Graduations on the dial are marked in 5 minute
intervals .and numbered every 20 minutes from
00 through 80. . ,

On the train indicator-regulator, the position
dials indicate mount position in train (without
parallax correction. The train ring dial is a
coarse reader, numbered every 10 degrees from
zero to 360 degrees, the final zero being omitted
from the markings. The . inner dial is a fine
reader, marked in 5-minute intervals from zero
to 10 degrees, and numbered every 20 minutes.

The disc dials are positioned by corrected-
response shaft inputs from their' elevating or
training gear drives. The ring dials receive
this sanie input through a worm reduction.

c'

Gun Order Indicators

The -gun fdel. Indicators of each indicator-
regulator consist of follow-the-pointer dials and
zero-reader dials (figs. 8-38 and 8-39). The
zero readerris a single disc dial which is read
against a fixed index on the instrument panel
(mask). The, foj.loW-the-pointer indicator has an
inner disc dial and an outer ling dial.

Gun Orders are received electrically from the
gun director systerp and are inciicattiti by rotation
of the disc dials; the inner follow-the-pointer
dial befng driven by a fine indicating synchro
-motor, and the .zero-reader dial by a coarse
indicating synchro` motor.

Cbrrected mechanical response, derived from
actual gun 'and mount movements in eleraticin and
train, turns the stator of the coarse indicating
(zero,-xeader),synchro and the follow-the-p
ring dial.

When corrected mechanical response is equal
to gun order, the index onthe zero-reader (coarse)
dial is aligned with'a fixed indek, and the index
on the follow-the-pointer ring dial is aligned
with the zero graduation on the disc (fine) dial.

273

Elevation Gun-Order Indicators

The gun-order dial (zero reader) graduations
for elevation indicator-regulators are shown in
figure 8-38. The zero reader coarse dial is
marked in 100 minute increments from 1800
through 2200 and numbered 18, 20, and 22
respectively. The follow-the-pointer (fine) ditil
is graduated in 5-minute intervals and numbered

'from zero to 60 in 20 minute increments on each
size of zero. The . follow-the-pointer ring dial
is marked only with an index arrow.

Train Gun-Order Indicators

The gun-order dial graduations for train
indicator-regulators Mk 46 are shown in figure
8-39. In 'both the Mk 38 and Mk 46 instruments,
the zero- reader (coarse) dial is graduated at
five-degree intervals from 350 degrees through
zero to 10 degrees ;' and is marked with the
numerals 35, 0, and 1 at each 10-degree gradu-
ation. One revolution of the dial represents 36-0
degrees error (difference between order and
mount positioh) in train. On Mk 42 instruments,
the follow-thevointer (fine) disc dial is gradu-
ated in IQ-minute steps to 1 degree on each side
of zero, being marked with the numerals- 1°,
0, 1°. One revolution of this dial indicates a
change in sign411. of 10 degrees. Betiveen 1° right
and_1!_left, is----not numbered. The
follow- the - pointer ring dial is marked only with
an index arrow, each revolution of the dial
being equivalent to a. change in signal of 10
degrees. On IA 38 instruments, the follow-the-
pointer disc dial is graduated at five- minute
intervals from 0 to 5 degrees On each side of
zero, the 5-degree graduation being common for
both right and left scales. The graduations are
numbered every 20 Minutes up to 2 digrees,and
at 3, 4, and 5 degrees thereafter. As in 'bile
Mk 46 instrument, the ring dial has only an
index arrow.

Roller Path Inclination'Indicator

The roller path indicator shows bearing from
the' high point pg. 8 -38B). This dial is actuated
by train response so that its circular scale
indicated mount train. This scale is graduated
in 5- degree steps and numbered from zero to
360 degrees. A pin in a slot at the center of the
dial indicates inclination of the roller path. '
The linear scale is graduated in 2-minute steps,-
and numbered from-zero to 60 minutes.
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SELECTOR-Snit:If
_

-STAELCSIGNAL
INDICATOR

ZERO- READER
DIAL .

CIARALagi
DIALS-, :

'
#

figure Train indicator-regulator dial.

NOTE: All train indicator-regulator dials ro-
tate in. the same direction as the mounts are
turning (when their rotation is caused by actual
mount train). .40.11 elevation indicator-regulator
dials move in an upward direction past the index
arrows (when their rotation is caused by actual
gun elevation).

Parallax Correctio/

In the train in
allax correction

,:icator

sating, system only, a par-r
gral rotates the parallax
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syndhro rotor and its zero-reader or disc dial
(fig: 8-39). Motuft'parallax response' rotates the
parallax synchro gator and -the parallax ring
dial. When guri train pOsition is corrected for
Parallax, the pirallax zero-reader dial is aligned
with the fixed, index .a.i'row. The, value of the
parallax correction-is then 'given by the readilig
on The ring dial at the fixed index. The ring aia
is gradulkted in 10-minute`steps, from zero to 12
degrees on each side of zero, every degree being
numbered. The zero point on the inner dial is
also marked.

gl A.
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Search Spreads

The zero-reader parallax dial has graduation&
in most installations to facilitate the firing of
illuminating projectile search spreads. When

'firing search spreads of illuminating projectiles,
use is made of the parallax zero.;keader dial and
the parallax knob (fig. 8-39). ',the parallax lobbs (fig. 8-39).

The outer gradUations on the disc dial are
used as a guide in offsetting the mount from the
transmitted train order so'as to produce a diver-
gene of train angle between adjacent mounts.
Starting from the zero graduation, there, are
six griddations in each di '.:ction, every second
one being marked 1 de ee, 2 degree
degrees, respectively. the zero gradu
markedwith,an arrow and the numeral 0.
of the graduations on the .dials is diffe
each mount, however, because of the
in parallax gearing in the train in
regulators.

On dials for mounts located aft of a reference
point, STBD is engraved to the left of the zero
graduation, and PORT is engraved to the right of
the zero. For mounts forward of the reference
point, this arran 'ilea is reversed. ""rpe en-
gravings (S 4 6nT), and the correcling
gra. , are coloied green and

red, respectively. The arc of spread of mounts
on a ship can be...varied from 1.5 to 9 degrees
by using the graduations to obtain divergence of
train angle between adjacent mounts (fig. 8-40).
To obtain a 2.5-deg ee divergence between adja-
cent mounts, the 2. degree marks on the dials
arp matched with the axed indexes by means of

, anil 3
ton is
pacing
lit for

nce
ator-

and
and number

4Star Shell Signal Indicators

The star shell signal indicator on each in-
"strument condists of two double- contact, 6- to
8-volt ramps, housed in a lightwell and located
under a red 'glass in the top corner of the
indicator-regulator (figs. 8438 and 8-39). (Ele-
vation Indicator-Regulators Mk 34 and Train
Indicator-Regulators Mk 38 have a blue glassy
on t4 star shell signal indicator). The lamps are
lighted whenever the mount is, ordered to fire-

projectiles,., and hence does not
follow the same director signals as the balance
of the battery.

CORRECTIVE. DEVICES

A parallax corrector is located in the aft _1'
section of each receiver regulator. This
mechanical-electrical assembly contains other

5 DEGREES 5,0EGREgS
STAR SHELL STAR 5I;IELL

SPREAD SPREAD

2.5 DEGREES .. 24 DEGREES

.A....*REFERENeE
POINT

Figure 8-4047-7-Mount positionfor 5-

2751*

ee star shell spread.

"e

84.51
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auxiliary Components in addition to dials which
show the amounts of the corrections'added to the
order as well as the position of the gun.

The function of the parallax corrector mech-
anism is to receive the unit parallax signal
transmitted, select an appropriate portion of
this signal as determined by thmoant position,
and to modify the B-enkresponse to the gun order
synchros by this correction.

The train regulator has two external mach-
anical_inputs tb the corrector:_ gun train re sponse

.- and star Shell spread. The staff shell spread is
applied manually to the correction gear train
through the hand crank andia spring-released
clutch.

. The elevation parallax corrector has two
external mechanical inputs. One is gun elevation
response and .the other is gun train response.
The train "B" end response input drives a roller
path tilt corrector. The tilt corrector in turn
adds a mechanical signal to the corrector.

Parallax Correction

_
Parallax correction components are pro-vided

in both.the train andelevation receiver regulators.
Without lier-ttl/ax correction, the gun'would be
pointed parallel to the line of sight of the director
and, because of the horizontal distance between
the director and the mount, the gun would not be
pointed Ettthe target. The amount of parallax
correction needed depends upon many factors such
as the distance to the target, the bearing of the
target, and the horizontal distance between the
director -or reference point and the gun.

The use of parallax conrector mechanisms
r can be varied in many ways, and actual method of

use is generally determined when the ship crass
characteristics are determined. Generally,'cor-
rection for .train parallax, correcting for
horizontal. distance between mount positions and
reference director, is always made. Floivever,
several variations in the use ofeleva:tionparallax
mechanisms are service:

1. The elevation parallax corrector corrects
for a vertical distance between the average height
of all mounts and the reference point.

2. The elevation parallax corrector corrects
for the elevIttion angle component resulting from

1, the train parallax angle.

Regardless of the method used, the parallax
mechanisms operate the same, o y the magnitude
of signal being changed.

Figures 8-41 and 8-42 austrate the parallax
correction problem.

The electrical signals sent to the receiver
regulators by the computer to correct for parallax
are called unit parallax. Unit parallax is the

. parallax correction aingle for a gun with a hori-
zontal displacement/ of, 300 feet fore.or aft 'of
the reference pointy If a gun is mounted at any
other distance f rpm the' reference point, the
parallax correctioh angle will be a proportionate
part of unit parallax based on the ratio -of the
distance of -the gun Trom the reference point to
the standard unit parallax distance of 300 feet.
Guns aft of the reference point will have the
correction- signs reversed when compared with
forward guns. Since unit parallax must be changed
to give a signal which corresponds with the fore
and aft position ,of the gun, a set of gears is
mounted in the parallax corrector. These parallax
change gears, as they are called, introduce the
ratio that is required to convert unitparallaxinto
the proper parallax correction. A diagram of the
change gears is shown in figure 8-43.

Gears A, B, and C ,maybe changed to agree
with_ the position of the mount on which they are
being used.

The method of adding parallax correction to
the brevation orders is similar to the method used
in adding-parallax correction to the train orders.
For this reason, the-procedure used in addingthe
signal to the train order will be explained with
the differences for elevation noted.

Unit parallax signald are received electrically
at the parallax corrector' on the stators of 1- and
36-speed synchro control transformers. A synchro
changeover device in the parallax corrector
amplifier changes the signal to the proper synchro
in . accordansce with the magnitude of the input
signal.

The rotors of these synchros are geared to the
parallax motor. Any difference between the input
signEj and the rotor response positionibroduces a'
signal voltage in the. rotor, winding. This signal

amplified by the paralla% amplifier. A servo-
motor receives this amplified signal -and drives
the receiver synchro rotors into synchronism with
the incoming signal. As the rotors near their
point of synohionism the changeover from the
1-speed 'receiver to the 38- speed receiver is
accomplished, by a synchro changeover circuit In
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PARALLAX
CORRECTION

PARALLAX
ANGLE

TARGET

PA RANg....0
ANGLE

/
/

/

/ PARALLAX/ CORRECTION

"Figure 8-41. garallax correction to gun order.

the parallax amplifier. When the rotor is syn-
chronized with the stator signal, the rotor output
signal is zero, indicating that the required parallax
correction has been added to the train order.

The parallax motor drives the unit parallax
dial, the parallax limit top ,mechanism, the
parallax change gears, and"' other gears which
drive the correction output shaft. The correction
output shaft adds the parallax correction to-the
gear train of the train order response stnal.

In the elevation parallax corrector, the cor-.s,
reetion signal is added., to- differential gearing
and combined with the roller path tilt correction,
and the algebraic sum of these inputs is used to

..correct the elevation order response.

Roller Path Compensator

Due to mount placement aboard shii,p. gun may
not be installed horizontal (parallel) with the

. gun director, and the resultant tilt affects the
elevation angle of the, gun. A roller path corn-
pensator (figs. 8-44 and 8-45) in the elevation
receiver-regulator corrects for tilt errors by

'modifying' the position, iriput signal to the synchros.

84.52

.
The correction is made by tu,rainglan adjusting
screw on the compensator to align the horizontal
planes of the gun director and the gun mount.
This adjustment is made.upon instillation of the
mount aboard ship and, once adjusted, should
remain fixed.

The train respOnse assembly gearing applies
train pthition information_ (fig. .8.-45) to the
roller path compensator.; An eccentt.ic translates ,
rotary, motion of the , train position input to
linear motion of a rack gear. This motion of the
rack gear is transmitted to the elevation synchros'"
to .correct for the degree of roller path tilt.

Train respone enters the elevation receiver-
regulator through a flexible cable connected to
the train response 'assembly. A' worm drives a 2

. worm getr that is coupled to. the train response.
input gear. The input gear drives a large gear
(fig. 8-44). -As the large gear turns, a gear
support in the slot Ili the gear turns. The
centering block, which -is pinned to one.end of
the gear suppoit, pushes the guide rails and
moves the compenAator, carriage up and downs The
rack gear, which is pinned to the compensator
carriage, moves up and dowrewith it.
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Figure 8-42.Correction to gun elevation for parallax.

15X TRAIN.
30X ELEVATION '

INPUT GEAR

-,84.54

Figure 8-43.Parallax ebange gears.

Rack -gear movement, transmitted to the
synchros, mechanically repositions the synchro
rotors. Since rack -movement is proportional to
roller path lilt, the elevation' order signal is
changed to compensate for the amount of tilt.
As an example, assume that the roller path has
'a 1-degree dpward tilt at the 10-degree train po si-
tion. When the gun is ordered to train'10 degrees
and elevate 50 degrees, the gun will actually
eleyate 49 degreesii. e roller path Compensator
in this example or ers the synchro to elevate 1

84.53

,

degree less than the ordered position to corn-.
pensate for the tilt.*An adjusting -screw in the
center of the large gear determines,the amount
of carriage and rack movement.

CONTROL-SECTION

The control equipment of each receiver-
regulator receives gun orders (electrically) in
automatic control and (mechanically or ele6-

trically) in "local control, and gun response
(mechanically). In addition,, the control equipment
Of the train unit receives parallax (electrically)
while the elevation unit receives roller path tilt
(mechanically). The equipment combines these
inputs t6 produce 'a., variable flow of liquid to or
from the regulator valve block and the- main
pisto% and cylinder. S.s a result of these actions,
the :1 -end tilting box is positioned 'to control
movement of the guns in elevation and in train.'

In the study of the, theory of hydraulic Opera-
tion in a receiver regulator, the following fact
should be remembeied: --;

.1. The INCREASING order is the signal w.hich

causes right train 'and elevation.
2, The DECREASING order kse the signal

'which causes left train and depression.
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Fiture 8-44.L- Roller path compensator..

ERROR DETECTION

The inirPote Of the eridi." detector is to
domp.are a command (order) signal- from- the
fire control system (FCS) with mount position
and, if there 'is- a difference, to -send an error
eignitl to a , power drive servo control unit. In
ow" dismission of error detection we explain
two methods that are used in ordnance equipment.

An error signal originates when an FCS
generates an order signal. Thg order signal is

'applied to the stators of Eiv, 1-speed (IX) afld
36-speed (36X) synchro control transformers

1CT) or to the stators of a IX and 36X torque
synchro receiver (TR); this signal represents
the ordered position of themount.

First we- will explain the operation of a
z,,nechanleal, effror detector which is a coMbina-
ti on mechanical electricttl arrangement consisting

. ;.
a :7

S.

Xs,

- 279

TRAIN RESPONSE
INPUT GEAR

84.55

of a differential c ssembly (mechanical)
directly .connected to its order input. device, a
simple synchro receiver (electrical).

Mechanical Error Detector

1The - major components of the niechaniCal
error detector are shown in figure 8-46. Re-
sponse, mount position, is geared to the differ-
ential cam; when the mount turns, the differ-
ential cam rotates. The order signal is isliosluced
to the , differential. cam by means of ttorque
synchro receiver.

For the present, we will consider the synchro
stators-as being fixed. The rotor, however, is
free to turn. The only - -restriction is in the,
differential carp' assembly. All of ,these devices
are located in the _receiver regulator -at the
bount.
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Figure 8-45. Roller path compensator internal view.

_ You know from your study-of torque synchro
receivers that the rotor, of our-error-detecting
synchro acts as a slave to its mate in the fire
control system. They act together to transmit
position data. If the rotor of the FC trans-
mitter .were to be turned clockwise 45°, the
receiver's rotor would turn clockwise '45°. Thus
the output of our synchro receiver is mechanical
rotation of its rotorin the direction and in
proportion to the amount of the order signal.

,
The differential cam assembly' (fig. 8-47)

compares gun. order with gun position. It con -
sists- of a 2-pronged fork attached through, the

relief cam assembly. to the rotor of the fine
control synchro, a 3-fingered cam follower; and
the differential cam. The differential cam is a
hollow cylinder with three grooves curving up
and around its inside surface. The fingers of the
followers slide in these grooves, and the prongs
bf the fork extend down through slots in the
follower. A shaft .eictends downward from the
follower and is secured to the fine pilot valve.

When either the fork or the cam is rotated,
the follower will move either up or, down inside
the cam, depending upon the direction of rotation.
Thus. reception of a 'signal by the fine control
synchro cause the rotation of the fork -and

f-4280 4
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FROM FIRE CONTROL

SYSTEM TORQUE
SYNCHRO
RECEIVER
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MOUNT RESPONSE
(POSITION)

CAM FOLLOWER

/ERROR SIGNAL
of TO THE REGULATING

PORTION OF HYDRAULIC
POWER DRIVE

FINE PILOT VALVE

84483'
Figure 8-46.--A mechanical error detector.

follower. When the follower moves up or down,
the attached fine pilot valve is also moved.

Mount movement (response) is geared to the
differential cam in which the follower moves.
As the mount moves to' follow a signal, the
response moves the (differential cam, displacing
the follower and the fine pilot valve in a direction
opposite to that produced by ,the signal. This
action returns the fine pilot valve to neutral when
the gun order has been satisfied.

RELIEF CAM ASSEMBLIES: The Purpose;
of theee assemblies is to permit the fine and
coarse Control synChros to follow the gun order
signals when the pilot` valves have reached their
limits of travel.

The cams (31 and 2 in figure 8-48) are made
. so that their contac surfaces rise uniformly,

from a low point. he roller, attached to the
idriven mechanism, in normal operation is held

in this low point by its spring. Any sudden change
in the position of the camdue to a i:ever5a1 of
gun order at high speed, for exa.mple will
momentarily cause the ,rollbr to leave the low
point. The spring will return the roller to Up

_low point of the cam Wily rapidly; but.in the
interim, the movement of; the synchro will be
prevented from reacting too violently on the
hydraulic end of the'control system.

I

53.52
Figure 8-47. Differential cam assembly.

,

To sum up this section, we can say the order
signal and response are compared at the' dif-
ferential cam assembly. Any difference between
the two constitutes an error signal which causes *
movement of the fine pilot valve. We will show
later how this movement is amplified and acted
upon. Befoi-e that, however, let's return to the
other type of error detector; the control trans-
former,

Electrical Ertor Detector
4

The control transfOrmer (CT) is shoivn in
figure 8-49. Vhile it is a synchro; silEilar in
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Figure 8-48.Indicator regulator fp ceiver;assemly.
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84.184
Figure 8-49.,- The control transformer A. The

CT as an error deteptoi. B. Actions of the CT
'I as mount moves in response.

:
several ways to the one used with the differen-T
tial cam assembly; there are some impottant
differences. The first is that there is no direet
supply of voltage to its rotor windings.' Any
flow of Current.. in the rotor must be induced
from the stator fields. Secondly, you can see
frcim the! illustration that Nunt* response is
Connected to the CTEs rotor. The rotor will
move only when the mount mows. It also differs.
in its type of out&ut, which is electrical rather
than mechb.niCal.

, Before going further into our discussion of
the, CT as an error detector, look at figure
8-49B while we point out Some additional Infor-

v mation. , The large arrow. in each of the 3
illustrations represents the order signal, It is
actually 'a resultant (comhination) o of the flux
fields of the S stator ihnclings. Considering the
3 stator windings as one, the field has a definite
angular position. When the rotor of a correspond-
ing transmit* (in. the fire control system) is
moved, the voltagts it the CT stator field voltages
rotate their resultant field, represented by the
large arrow,. The direction and amount of rotation
is proportional to- the error signal. This being
a 1-speed CT, if the signal calls for the mount
to move clockwise 48% the 'resultant stator field
moves clockwise = 45; One 'more bit of
information voltage is-induced from the stator
field's into the rotor by cutting lines of flux,
tblit is, by transfdrmer a-scion. Any time the rotor
is .900 from tle large arrow, no lines pf flux will
be cut, and a certain voltage will be induced into

'the rotor.
Now4look at figure 8-49B, (1). Here mount

position and order signal agree. The CT rotor is
90° from ,the large arrow. No error no'lines 'of
flux Cut-7-no induced voltageno output to the
power drive.

In figure 8-49B (2) an order is suddenly
received for the mount to go to 045°. As the
mount at this instant is still at 000; the CT's,
rotor has not moved. the large arro4 (resultant
of tip, 3, stator fields) now induces an amount of
voltage into the rotor proportional to the error.
The output of the rotor is. a voltage, the error
-signal. This 'signal is sent on to an electronic
servo control unit servoamplifier.

The output -of the servoamplifier controlsthe
electrohydraulic servo valve which will position
the mount into agreement with the order signal.

In figure- 8-49B (3), the mount lias been driven
to 045°. Response, moving with the mount, has

_rotated the rotor back to its/ original position
in relation to the large arrow (90c). At this
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point the order has been carried out. No error
exists and there_is no further output from the
rotor.

T E AMPLIFIER

We have shown how error signals are pro-/ duced. In both cases, however, the signals are
relatively weak. The output of the simple synchro
differential cam assembly can be measured in
ounces. The electrical, output of the control
transformer at best will be only a fraction of the
115-volt supply of the transmitter.

We will now show one way in which each type
of signal can be amplified. We will start with the
explanation with the error produced by the dif-
ferential- cam assembly. We will show how the
simple up and down motion of the fine pilot Valve
is converted to a hydraulic signal and then
amplified.

HYDRAULIC AMPLIFICATION. In figure
8 -50 you see a stroke piston held in balance by
two diffeient fluid pressures. The balance is
maintained by the 500 psi working on a piston
face area TWICE that of the 1000 psi. The 1000
psi is held constant. The 500 psi is actually a
variable; it can be reduced below that pressure
or built up aboye it. Controlling this pressure
is the job of the main control valve.

The main control valve is positioned in
figure 8-50 so that the high pressure control
HPC (1000 psi) port and PX (ekhittiit) (0 psi)
are opened to the center chamber of the valve
by small but equal amounts. The pressure formed
in the chamber is one half IIPC, or 500 psi.

If the valve is moved slightly to the left,
PX will tend to close off and HPC will be opened
slightly. Intermediate high pressure (IHP) in
the center chamber will then rise toward 1000
psi. This causes the balance at the stroke piston
to be upset, and it will move to ,the right with
consklerable force.

'Moving the main control valve to the right
causes the same actions, but in reverse. HPC
will tend 'to close off while PX wilitopen. Nov,
IHP will drop and the 1000 psi at the stroke
piston will cause the piston to move left.

One word of explanation before we bring the .

synchro receiver and the fine pilot valie back
into the picture. The main control valve is moved
not so much by changing pressures in. its end...
chambers as by allowing fluid to flow into and out
of the chambers. That is, by changing the fluid
volume in the chambers.

Let us assume that aright train order signal is
received by the sy nchro receiver. Movement of the
rotor, and differential cam opepation, will pull the
pilot valve upward. The fluid in the upper chamber
of the amplifier piston can now flow through the
lower land chamber of the fine pilot to exhaust.
This will cause the amplifier piston to move up-
ward, and the fluid in the right-hand chamber of
the main control valve can flow into the lower
chamber of the amplifier valve.

The Main control valve will now mow to the
right, IHP will drop below 500 psi, and the stroke
piston will move left. As you will see later in this
chapter, movement of the stroke piston will Cause
tilt to be put on the A-end tilting box, and the hy-
draulic pump will pause the mount to train right.

All of the actions mentioned above would occur
if the signal had called for left train, but in the op-
posite directions. In the case of left train, the fine
pilot valve would move downward. The upper
chamber of the amplifier piston would be Connected
to high pressure and the piston would be forced
downward. (These. actions are not shown in the

Inquid leaving the bottom of the am-
plifier piston causes the main control valve to
shift left. IHP becomes greater than 500 psi, and
the balance at the stroke piston is upset. The stroke
piston moves right, shifting the tilt box in the
A-end in a direction that will result in left train.

Wt have shown how a few ounces of synchro
torque can set in motion, and control hydraulic
pressures of hundreds of potuids.

ELECTROHYDRAULIC SERVO VALVE

The electrohydraulic servo valve converts the
electric output of the servoamplifier into a pro-.
portional hydraulic signal. Figure 8-51 illustrates
the physical relationships of servo valve com-
ponents which consist basically of a force motor
and hydraulic amplifier. Output lines from the
servo Valve lead to. stroking pistons in the CAB
unit. The stroking pistons determine the position
of the A-end tilt plate which conot'ols the 'CAB
units' output velocity.

The force motor of the servo valve converts
the electrical input, supplied by the servoampli-
fier, to a flow rate. The electrical signal applied
to the force 'motor .coils generates a torque
that causes the armature to move and bend on the
flexure tube. The flapper attached to the armature
novel with it, toward one nozzleand away from the
other. Differential pressures caused by flapper
movement between, the nozzles move the plunger
of the four-way valve. Plunger position regulates
hydraulic fluid output to the stroking pistons.

284 .
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NOZZLES
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- PLUNGER--

OVERRIDE'
001cr-

Figure 8-5I.Servo alve.

When the plunger moves fr'om center, the feed-
back spring applies a torque to the armature.
This torque, which is proportional to plunger
displacement, opposes the torque, developed by
the force motor. As the order is complied with,
and as response causes the signal to decrease,
the flapper returns to neutral and the feedback
spring return plunger to neutral.

With no signal applied to the force motor coils
(fig. 8-52), the armature, flexure tube, flapper,
and feedback ,spring are at neutral. PA control
pressure is ported through the two fixed orifices,
UOT5 and UOT6, to UVT1. The downstream sides
of these orifices lead to pressure chambers CI

84.57.

and C2 and to nozzles N3. and N2. The flapper
regulates flow from the nozzles to the mixing
chamber which ports to tank. With the flapper
centered (neutral), flow through both nozzles is
equal, UVTI is at neutral, and output pressures
to the stroking pistons are equal.

When a positive (increasing order) signal is
applied to the force motor coils, the force motor
shifts the armature and flapper to the right (fig.
8-53). This shift decreases flow through N1

sure differential between CI and C2. Be cruse
and increases flow ,through N2, creating a

be
CI pressure is greater, UVT1 shifts to the
right, stroking piston B is ported to tank, and

286
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shifts the, armature- and flapper to the left (fig.
8-54) and the action of UVT1 is reversed. Now,
fluid flow decreases through N2, increasing the
pressure in C2, and UVT1 -shifts left; stroking
piston A _is, ported to tank, and stroking piston
B receive& PA. Pressure at stroking piston B
is now greater than at stroking piston A, causing
the tilt plate to move in the opposite direction.

ELECTRIC SERVO CONTROL UNIT

The electronic servo control unit (zervoampli-
fier). converts the small a.c. error signal from
the synchro to a d.c. signal large enough, and of
proper polarity,, to activate a torque generator.
The electronic servo control 'unit consists of a
Power supply and two amplifiers, one each for
train and elevation control.

Power Supply

84.58 The power supply chassis contains tubes,.
transformers, inductors, relays, and a filter
network to regulate and supply cl.c. plate voltage
for the servoamplifiers.- The transformers in
the power supply also furnis'h the '6.3 filial-lent
voltages for the tubes ib the amplifier.

The 11,5-V., 60-hertz voltage from gtip's
N2 AR :TURF supply enters the power supply chassis on the

primary of transformer T2 (fig. 8-55), and
travels through time delay relays and fuse circuits

Figure 8r52.--t Servo valve (no input signal).

SE.

FORCE
MOTOR
CO IIS

POSITIVE INPUT

FkAP PER

TO TANK
PA

A

C2 FORCE
MOTOR

,COILS

NEGATIVE INPUT

N2 ARMATURE

FLAPPER

TO STROKING PISTONS UVT I

84.59
FigUrre 8-53. Servo valve (positive input signal).

r 1

4'

strakine piston A receives PA.' Pressure at
strokinepItton-A is now greater than the pres-
sure at stroking piston B, causing the tilt plate
to moveif,

When a, negative (decreasing order) signal is
applied: the force motor coils, the 'force motor
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Figure 8-55. Power supply.

to the primary
ensure that the
heated before
rectifier tubes.

Most seryoamplifiers have four sections; the
synchro changeover unit, the a.c. amplifier, the
demodulator, and the d.c. amplifier. Figure 8-56
shows how these sections function in a power
drive servo-control system. The reader should
refer to this illustration throughout the discussion
on the functi 'bns of the four sections of a servo-
amplifier.

SYNCHRO CHANGEOVER UNIT

A. C. Amplifier

The a.c. 'amplifier, receives a 1X 05 '36X
synchro error signal from the synchro changeover
unit, amplifies the signal and converts it into a
push-pull output for use in the demodulator. The
a.c. amplifier contains two vacuum tubes, a
transformer, and associated circuits. One vacuum
tube functions as a voltage amplifier, while the
other tube is a cathode follower power (current)
amplifier. The transformer acts as a coupling
device for the next stage (demodulator),The actions
of vacuurb tubes were explained in chapter 7.

Demodulator

84.61

of transformer Ti. These relays
cathodes of the vacuum tubes are
high voltage is applied to the

The synchro changeover unit passes either
the 36X or 1X' synchro signal to the a.c. ampli-
fier unit. The 1X synchro signal is passed to,the
amplifier whenever the mount is more than 2°30'
out of correspondence with its controlling
director, the 36X signal is passedto the amplifier
when the error is less than 2°30'. How a synchro
change Ztrer unit functions ip explained further on.

The demodulator converts the a.c. error
signal into a pulsating d.c. error signal, the
amplitude of which is varied in accordance with
the strength of the a.c. signal,The demodulator also
discriminates between sn increasing error(right
train ,or. elevation) signal by having the output
polarity 'change when the order sigrial changes.
If the output across the demodulator load is
polarized for an increasing order signal, the
polarity across thetiload will reverse when a
decreasing order signal is applied. Rectification
(changing a.c. to d.c.) will be explained shortly.

D, C. Amplifier

The, d.c. amplifier is the last stage of ampli-
fication before the signal reaches the barque
generator. The torque generator controls either
an electrohydraulic servo valve- or a rotary type
valve located in the receiver regulators. These
valves control the hydraulic output to the A-end
of the hydraulic transmission power drive. A
filter network in the output circuits to the torque
generator prevents sudden changes in current
from reaching the torque generator field windings.
The d.c. amplifier receives two additional inputs.

%

1: A dither signal from the 6.3V filament
supply is induced, via a transformer, to the grid
of a vacuum tube. This dither action maintains
vibration, of tire hydraulic system to prevent
valves in the system from sticking.,

2. Another signal is received from the B-end
tachometer, which is geared to the B9end of the
hydraulic transmission. It generates a voltage
proportional to the speed of rotation of the
B-end. This B-end velocity feedback reduces the
B-end error when the gun is following roll signals.
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Figure, 8-56. Electronic servo control unit functions.

There are many more functions of a servo
amplifier which cannot be discussed in his text
due to the amount of material that lias to be
covered. System OPs explain in detail the opera-
tion of all elements of a servoamplifier: The
purpose of this text is to explain the theory and
application of a servoamplifier used in ordnance
equipment. We have purposely by-passed sonic
actions of servoamplifiers which are necessary
for proper power drive operation.

In the next section of this chapter we discuss
some of the servoamplifier refinements nec-
essary for power drive operation, such as the
action of the synchro changeover unit and how
the a.c. error signal is converted to a d.c. error,
signal (rectification).

RECTIFICATION

Rectification is the name given to the process
of changing alternating current to direct current.
Our electrical ,error, signals left the control
transformer as alternating current, but the elec-
tron tube amplifier (for gun power drives) operates

289
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on direct current. Therefore, the signal must be
rectified. This is done in the, first stage of
the amplifier. The device used is a 2-element
electron tube, a diode (fig. 8-57). The filament

used only to heat thecathOde.. It is not,
considered as an element of the tube.

When the cathode is heated', ft gives off
electrons which form a space charge around it.
Like the electrons in it, the space charge Is
negative. If a positively charged plate is near the
space charge, electrons will be attracted and`
current will flow. The number of elections that
flow to the plate depends on' the relation of
the plate voltage to the cathode voltage.Inno case
can the current flow from the plate to the cathode,
because the plate is not heated and therefore will
not emit electrons. The diode tube, then, acts
to pass current in one direction only.

Our error signal from the control transformer
is alternating current. A simple diode like the
one just discussed will pass only on half of each
cycle. Its output swill be in only one direction
(which is what we want), but it will be pulsating.
Thig output of our diode is called half-wave

y.
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Figure 8-57. Changing the a.c. error signal

to d.c.half-wave rectification.

rectification. It is not good enough for gun power
drive amplifiers.

The answer, full-wave rectification, is fairly
simple. In figure 8-58 you see that the trans-
former secondary is divided into two halves by
a tap at the center of its winding. A diode
rectifier tube is placed in series with each half of
the secondary and the load. Effpctively, you
have two half-wave rectifiers working on the error
signal voltage.

On the first half cycle (fig. 8-58A), the a-c
voltage causes the upper diode plate to go posi-
tive; current flows, and a pulse of voltage is sent
across the load. On this half cycle the lower. &ode
plate is negative with respect to its cathode and
will not conduct. On the second half cycle (fig.
8-58B), the upper diode plate becomes negative
and will not conduct; the plateof the lower diode,
however, is now positive -so that current will flow
through it and the load. Since both pulses of
current through the load are in the same direction,
a d.c. ripple voltage appears across the load as in
figure 8-58C. In an actual circuit you will find an
assortment of coils and capacitors which will then
filter out the ripple, and result will be straight
line direct current.

We have shown how full-wave 'rectification is
accomplished by .using two separp..te diode tubes.
The more common way of diode rectification,
however, is shown in figure 8-59. At first glance
there may be little comparisonwith this circuit
and the one just described. A c1:6ser look, hov.ever,
will reveal that the only difference is that the

AC
ERROR
SIGNAL

AC
ERROR
SIGNAL

AC.
ERROR
SIGNAL

84.189
Figure 8-58. Basic reAfiei two diode tubes.
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ERROR
SIGNAL

al to

at tO

at
tO TO THE

to

tO

AMPLIFIER

84.190
Figure 8 -59. A more typical rectification

cirouit a duodiode tube.
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two diode tubes have been put into one envelope,
or glass housing. The two plates share a common
cathode. The center tap from the transforfner
secondary is grounded, as is one end of the load
resistor. The flow of current between the two is
indicated by arrows.

Like the basic full-wave rectifier,' the duo-
' diode is connected to opposite ends of the trans-

former winding so that there is always a 180°
phase difference between the two plates. During
one-half of the a:e. input cycle, one plate will
draw electrons from the cathode. During the other
half cycle, the other plate draws the electrons.
Since the load resistor is connected between the
cathode and the transformer secondary windings,
current flow through the load resistors is in the
same direction for both half cycles.

DUAL SYNCHRO SYSTEMS,

From an earlier section. of this chapter you
learned that synchro receivers play an important
part in the power drive pictdre as error detectors.
The control transformer type serves this purpose
by itself. The other receiver, a torque synchro,
works with the differential cam assembly. In
each example of error detection (figs. 8-46 and
8-49,) only one synchro receiver is shown. One
important fact was intentionally left' out of the
discussion. There are actually TWO, receivers
at the gun mount, and they have two mates (trans-
mitters) in the fire control system. One trans -
mitter and one receiver are called the coarse
system. The other pair is the fine system. The
difference between the two receivers is in the
ratio df the gearing connecting them to mount
responses. A commonly used coarse synchro ratio
is 1 to 1. This means that for every one revolution.
the gun mount makes, it drives the synchro through

'one revolution., The ratio of response-to-fine
synchro is much higher, in most cases 36 to 1.
This means that for every 1 degree of mount
movement the fine synchro will be rotated 36 de-
grees. Ten degrees of mount movement will
cause. the .synchro to be moved 360 ° one full
turn.

The use of the fine system provides the power
drive with accuracy. The purpose of the coarse
system is to prevent the fine system from
attempting to cancel out the error signal at
multiples of 10 degrees from the true synchroni-
zation point. And in the case of the control trans-
former/ a false point of correspondence can be set
up not only at 10° multiples btit at 5° as well.

The control transformer, you recall, had no
error voltage when its rotor was 90° from the
resultant stator field (order). Electrically speak-
ing then, the 36-speed CT has TWQ angular
positions (with respeCt to the stator signal) at
which the rotor will have a zero voltage output.
These positions are at right angles to the stator
signal. A 90° OR 270°-displacement of the rotor
with respect to the stator signal will result in
zero voltage at the rotor. Let us assume that an
order signal tells. the mount to train 5 degrees.
Now the CT was initially setwithits rotor winding
at 90° to the stator signal. The 5° train signal
would, in effect, be the same as rotating the 36-
speed rotor through 180°; or to the 270° position
of the CT and a zero voltage output. We have
already seen how 10° of mount movement rotates
the rotor through one 'revolution, therefore 5°
of mount train should cause. a 180° movement of
the rotor. The 5° order, as far as the fine CT
is concerned, is a zero error output. Theoreti-
cally, the mot nt would not move.

This won't do. A 5° train signal has been
ordered and there seems to-be no error voltage.
We will see how' this is compensated for by using
the coarse CT and a synchro switching circuit.
Actually we have been belaboring a point in the
preceding discussion of the CT. Even without a
coarse CT, the fine CT would probably cause the
mount to drive to correspondence. This is because
it is practically impossible to get an absolute
zero voltage from a synchro.

Synchro Changeover

For the first example of how a power drive
chooses between coarse and fine control, look at
figure 8-60A, Here are our old friends the fine
pilot valve and 'differential cam assembly plus two
new faces, the coarse synchro and pilot valve.
Although the illustration shows both synchros
receiving the order signal, we will disregard the
coarse system for ,the present. From our earlier
discussion you know that, when there is a dif-
ference between inount.position (response) and the
order signal, the fine pilot valve Will be moved.
Let us assume that there is a 90° error, calling
for right train, and that this causes the fine pilot
valve to be pulled upward. As the mount trains
right, response to the differential cam and the
fine synchro stator starts to cancel out the error
by moving the fine pilot valve back toward its
neutral position. As the response gear ratio to
the fine system is 36 to 1, it will take only 10°
of mount movement to entirely cancel out the
error signal (still, disregarding coarse control).
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Figure 8-60. Two methods by which power drives

This would cause the power drive output to cease
and the mount to come to a standstill while still
80° from true synchronization. Now let's return to
the coarse system.

When the order signal was received at the fine
synchro, the coarse synchro received the same
signal. As the fine pilot valve was pulled upward,
the coarse pilot valve was pulled to the left:
This causes the upper chamber of the fine pilot
valve to be opened to exhaust through the coarse
pilot valve. You can see, however, that any flow
out from Ander the fine pilot valve is blocked.
Through design, the coarse synchro will not
move to the right to open the lower chEirriber of the
fine pilot valve until the mount is within 3° of
synchronization. At thht time the fine synchro
anti pilot valve take over and drive the' mount
the remaining 3 degrees. There are relief cam
asSerriblies (not shown) which permit the fine and
coarse synchro rotors to follow order signals
when the pilot valves reach their limit of travel.

Another method by which a power drive
chooses either the ,fine or coarse error signal
is shown in figure 8 -'60B, In this e2tample, the
error signals are coming from 1-speed and
36-speed. control transfOrni-3r error det ctors.
You will remember that the outputof CTsi elec-
tricalooltage, proPortionid to the aniount of e ror.
Both signals share a common lead, andniust ass
through the contacts,of a relay. At thispartic ar,
instance thp fine signal is being sent to t e
amplifier through the common lead and the close

B

84.191
choose between coarse and fine cOntrol

_contact :3-4. If thq coil of the relay is energtzed,
however, the contacts will be lifted. This will
open the fine error signal circuit at 3-4, and
will complete the coarse signal circuit through
1-2. The problem, then, is to energize the relay
coil when the 1-speed error. signal reaches a

:predetermined level. This level will correspond
to about 3° of mount displacement from .the
order signal.

The 1-speed error signal is applied to the
primary of a transformer. The secondary of this .
transformer controls the voltage at grid 6. With
no error signal the tube is conducting near
saturation. This is due to circuit design. Now,
when the 1-speed CT detects an, error, it trans-
mits a signal through the transformer to grid 6.
The positive half cycle of the error signal on
grid 6 will cause no appreciable increase in
plate conduction since the tube is already con-
ducting heavily. Thee negative half cycle; however,
will cause conduction of the tube to clecrease."
This means that the average ,conduction of the
tube .through one full cycle of the error signal'
will be decreased.

When conduction of the tube decreases, its
plate voltage increases. This voltage change
(positive) is sent to grid 7 of -tube B, a conven-
tional amplifier. The positive voltage on its grid
increases the current flow through the relay coil.

If the 1-speed error signal is large enough,
the relay will lift. CloSing contacts 1:-2 connects
the coarse error signal to the amplifier, at the

92
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.

W

same time disconnecting-the fine error signal.
The mount will follow the coarse error signal
ultil the signal' becomes so small that the relay
is de-energized, This happens when thd mount is
Very neap synchronization.°At thii time the mount
will continue to follow the error signal in fine
control.

.Preventing Over swings
-4

Oyerswinge are those\mall back and° forth
movements of ,a mount as ft comes into corre-
spondence with an order signal. They are
especially noticeable when the mount isshifted
into automatic qontrol while still some distance
from its ordered position. Usually there, re only
one or two overswings before settling down.
Devices in the .power drive keep these annoying
movements to a minimum, but cannot entirely
eliminate them. This is 'due to the large inertia
of heavy mounts and an inherent lag in all power

.drive regulating equipment.
There are several methods of preventing large

overswings. Becaus-. of their differences, no
one method can be chosen to illustrate them all.
In tiis section of .GMG 3&2 we Will present briefly
the theory behind three separate methods:

Method No. 1 is used with the error-detecting
devices shown in figure 8-60A. Using only these
devices, the power drive would drive atfull speed'
toward synchreniation under control of the
coarse pilot valve. No reduction in speed is
possible until the fine system takes over, which
would occur when the error has been reduced to
about 1.5°. At this paint the hydraulic vplves in
the receiver regulator would begin to futon to
slow the mount. No appreciable slowdown would
occur, however, until the amplifier valve ,is
nearly at its neutral position. This means, the
,error is not in the vicinity of 30 minutes. It
wouldbe impossible to change the motion cif the
gun from that of Maximum speed to that of the
signal in the small amount of angle left. This
situation will cause the gun to overrun the point
of correspondence.

To minimize these overruns, a synchrbnizing
control , device is added to the system. The,
function -of this device is to serve notice to did
power drive that synchronization is about fo be
reached. It will give this notice at some
appreciable ,time and, distance before the actual
synchronrzaition occurs. Acting on this advance
notice, the. power driVe will operate to slow the
gun down as it approaches correspondence.

The synChronizing control device tSCIii'is a
sthall but complex hydraulic assembly consisting

of a hydraulic motor, several valves, an inter-
mittent diive, and shafting. The output of the
SCD. drives the stators of the coarse and fine
synchrOk. Let us aSsume that the gun power drive
is shifted to automatic, arid,that there is a large
difference between gun position and gun order,.

On a 90° error signal when the selector
lever is plated in autftatiC, the mount will
start driving toward the point of synchronization.
Mount response and the .syncitrd`control time
output are added together at tie differential to
cancel out the coarse er,ror voltage at a ratio
of 2-1. As the mount reaches the false point of
synchronization (45) the coarse pilot valve mores
to its center position and the fine pilot valve
moves to its center or neutral position. At this
time, the mount will momentarily come to a
stop. All valves, except in the (SCD), are at
their neutral position and all electrical error
signals _rue at zero. At this false point of
synchronization, the (SCD) will reverse and it
will drive back to its neutral position. The SCD
output at this time going to differential D-2
side gear and mount responseon the other side
gear will cause the outPut. of the differential to
be zero. With no output of differential D-2, the
coarse pilot valve will remain on neutral during
the last 45° of mount travel. ,The output of the
SCD will go to the stator of the fine synchro
and with no electrical error present, the stator
and rotor will be driven together as the mount
travels the last 45°. The mount will drive into
synchronization at an ever decreasing speed. This
decreasing speed is being caused by the offset
centering valve moving back to its original
neutral position. When the offset centering valve
gets to a, point where P3 and P4 are open equally
to PX, the SCD motor will detent and the motor
will stop. The entire operation from the false
point to true point of synchronization will be in
fine control at an ever decreasing speed, thereby,
eliminating overtravel.

The type of synchrohizing control device just
discussed is found in hydraulic power drives
chiefly those used with the 5"/38 twin mounts,
and turrets. The SCDs used in turret power
drives are driven by small electric motors
rather than hydraulic ones, however.

Method No. 2 is used with hydraulic drives;
but is applicable only to the power drives on the
5"/54 Mk 42 guns. While this power. drive uses
control transformers as error detectors, there
is a large difference between these and the CTs
shown in figure 8-49.

A dx usually has only one response B-end
response to its rotor. With the CTs output
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contr oiling a power drive, mount rihnement drives
the CT rotor.in such a direction as to reduce the
signal. When the mount arrives at its ordered
position, response will have driven the rotor
to its electrical zero position. There i5 no output,
and the mount stops.

. In figure 8-61.1, however, you see a different
setup. Here 'there are two responses to the CT.v
l'he stator is geared to B-end output (mount
response) and the rotor is geared to the rotary
piston. Tne purpose of having two resvon.3.:s is
to citis-,; the A-end tilt box to Mart removing
tilt before the mount arrives at its ordered
position. The following is a brief discussion of
how this is accomplished.

.1s in a conventional CT, the error signal is
produced by rotating a resultant of the three
CT stator field voltages. The error voltages
induced into the rotor windings are sent to an
amplifier and on te a torque generator'. Rotation
of the generator moves a rotary valve. This
switches hydraulic circuits to the rotary piston,
causing it to bin in a direction equivalent to
the desired movement of the mount (train or
elevation). Rotary piston movement sets the
hydraulic regulating devices in motion, causing
tilt to be put on the :1 -end pump, This,,you will
recall, causes the mount to move.

Even while this is happening, however, the
moment the rotary piston moves, it turns the i otor
of the CT in such, a dit.ection as to cancel out a
portion of the (Ingmar eiror. Now as the mount
moves toward its ordered position, B-end
response moves the CT Stators, also in a direction
to cancel mit the error. When the stators overtake
sand pass the rotor, a phase shift occurs in the
signal voltage. The result of the phase shift is an
output from the rotor in an opposite direction
from the first error signal. In other words, if
the first signal Called for..!,right train and tilt
is put on the A-end, the electrical phase shift
will cause the error Signal to call fonin effect,
left train. Hydraulic., actions reverse in the
regulator, and tilt begiiks to be removed from the
A-end. Thepetically the .1 -end tilt box should
reach neutral when the mount. arrives at its'
ordered position. .1s you can see, these actions
will prevent any prolonged overswings of the
mbunt: Figure 8 -61B. shows in four steps the
action described above.

,

Method No. 3 is used to iluprove the synchro-.
nization of an electrically driven ,(amplidyne)
mount to an older signal. This drive uses the
conventional CT to dev,...,..i. the electrical error
lis gnal, and the electron tube amplifier to increase

the signal, The method of reducing overswings
for this drive, then, must be electrical. T e
problem is this:

So that the power drive will accurately
speedily act on error signals, however small, t
must be made very sensitive. This, can be do e
by increasing the amplifier gain. This is tec
nician's talk for adjustments to a stage in t e
amplifier whereby the signal strength is increase
or the reaction of a stage to the signal is in
creased. .1 gain might be adjusted too tig t
(high) and become unstable. This will result i
overswings.

To smooth out the power drive operation, th
gain must be damped. In amplidyne drives thi
is most often accomplished by introducin
voltages -in opposition to the signal voltage
But damping, like gain, can be overdone. A
overdamped power drive will take a long time
synchronize. On the other hand, an under-dampe
power drive will hunt around, about the point o
synchronization, due to the small amount o
restraint placed on the error signal. Somewhere
between the two extremes a balance must
obtained, so that the power drive will be accurate
and smooth, and have a short synchronization
time.

The 3"/50 RF gun power drives are prevented
from hunting, by feeding several stabilizing volt-
ages into the amplifier. These will modify the
effect of the error signal: Two of these voltages,
and their source, can be seen in figure 8-62.
. One of the voltages, is the speed voltage
originating at the stabilizing tachometer gen-
erator.. The other` voltage is taken from the
field windings of both the amplidyne generator
and the mount drive motor. As this voltage\ is
proportional to the amount of currentdrawn by the
drive motor, it is called the "current" voltage. A
fraction of each of these voltages is takenifrom
a potentiometer. The sum of these fractions is
.sent to the amplifier, where it acts in opposition
to the signal voltage, to reduce overswings.

The current voltage, being proportional to
the amount of current drawn by the drive motor,
is strongest when the drive motor is reversing
its direction of movement and drawing heavy
current. The stabilizini tachometer generator
is geared to the mount's drive motor. The
electrical output of this generator is proportional
to mount's speed. If the mount is swinging back
and forth through its correspondence point, it
will have its greatest speed es pit passes cor-
respondence. Speed voltage will be greatest at
this time.
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Figure 87.62.2-Two synchronizing circuits of

an amplidyne drive.

Now to return to the big picture. , When a
mount, moving to the left, overtravels its cor-
respondence point, response knan 'ately causes
the error detector to reverse it signal; that is,
it now calls for right train. The signal is opposed
at the amplifier by the current voltage from the
drive motor which is now attempting to reverse
its motion and draxing heavy current -This will
cause the speed of travel to be reduced as the
mount backswings toward correspondence, modi-
fying it. _So, by ,action of both synchronizing
voltages each overswing is shorter than the
one before.

THE MOTOR
F.

Motors are the power drive components which
accept the. amplified error signal and do the
phygical work of moving- the mount into corre-
spondence with the order, signal. They are motbrs.
in function only and bear no physical resemblance
to the usual concept of a motor found 'in an
automobile. We can say that a motor is a drive
that causes, sets up, ,.or imparts motion a
source of mechanical power or energy.

There are two types of motor units used as
part of a power drive "servo-,System. The first
type to be discussed is the hydraulic A/B-end
combination , used on 5" guns and turrets. The
second is a d-c drive motor used with the

. amplidyne generator-motor combination power
drive used extensively on 3"/50 RF mounts.
The fundamentals of both type motors were ex-
plained earlier in this chapter and in chapter 7.

.

p

PELECTRIC-HYDrtAU/IC,
POWER DRIVE

The previoui topics of 'this chapter dealt with
the functions of the separate units for control of
a power drive servo. In this section, thebe
functions are combined to give an overall view
of a hydraulic control as it occurs.

An order signal originates' at an FCS, and
represents the position to which the fire control
director will position the gun. The order signal,
4s applied to synchros in the receiver - regulator`..

A synchro, receivesthe order signal, compares
it with actual gun position, and generates en
error signal (figs. 8-46 and 8-49). The error
signal is amplified either hydraulically (fig.
8-50) or electrically (fig. 8-56), and applied to
the hydraulic unit'stroking pistons either directly
from .a hydraulic amplifier (fig. 8-50) or an
electro- hydraulic servo valve (fig. 8-51). Stroking
piston motion controlS the-hydraulic transmission
which rotates a drive pinion that positions the
mount in train, and elevation (fig. 8-63). The
stroke piston is the connection between the
amplified error signal and the A-end tilt box.
Figure 8 -64 shows two types of stroke piston
control. Part.A illustrates just one stroke piston;
this type. of control is usually used with the
hydraulic amplifier .shown in figure 8-50.

Part B phows two stroke pistons (the face of
piston A it twice the size of piston B). Both
of these systems function on the principle of
differential in working area. The type shown in
part B works in conjunction with the servo valve
shown in figure 8 -52.

Earlier in thiS chapter we explained the
function, of the major elements of a hydraulic
power dr4pe (CAB unit). We will review these
elements before explaining how the A-encl tilt
bOx (plate) is positioned by the stroke pistons.
The A-end (pump) isdriven by a constant-speed
electric motor. The output is made variable by
action of the. tilting box. The stroke piston which
moves the tilt box is connected to the hydraulic
amplified error sigfial by transmission fluid
lines (fig. 3-63). The B-end (motor) is dOven by
the fluid output of the A-end. The speed of the
B-end is dependent 'upon the amount of tilt of
the A-lend; more tilt, more speed. The direction
of rotation of the B-end is determined by which-
ever fluid line is high pressure and which is
return. The output of the B-end is mechanical
rotation, it is directly-connected to the mount
train or elevation gearing (fig. 8-63).
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Figure 8-63. Train or elevation hydraulic"servosystiem.

Stroke Piston Operation

In figure 8-64A the stroke piston is being
acted upon by two hydraulic pressures. The
1000 psi side is held constant and works on-a
certain size 'Piston face area. The left side of
the stroke piston is acted upon by a force made
variable by our error signal. This force works
on twice the stroke piston face area as that of
the constant 1000 psi. In this case, 500 psi would
balance it, and the stroking Piston would remain
motionless. Raising the pressure on the left side
of the stroke piston above 500 psi moves the
piston to the right and puts .tilt on the A-end
which causes left train and depression. Reducing
the pressure below 500 psi shifts the stroke

.piston -to the left, reversing the direction of A-end

84.63
40'

tilt Causing right train and elevation. The hy-
draulic arnplifiet (fig. 8-50) controlO the action
of a single-stroke piston. ,

In figure 8 -64B you see practically the same
actions. Here are two stroke pistons whose piston
faces are of different sizes (the face of piston

is twice the size of piston B). The pistons..
are kept in balance by the game method shown
in part A of *figure 8-64, the main difference
being the Eur.:nuit of pressure us951.,to control the
stroke pistons. When an increasing order signal
s applied to the servo valve (fig. 8-53) a pres-

sure diffe.rential is created which causes stroking
piston A' (fig. 8-64B) to mode and will-cause the,

, mount to train right, or the gun Will elevate.
When a decreasing order signal is applied to th*
servo valve (fig. 8-54), thd tilt box will move in
the opposite direction and the mount will, train'
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Figure 8-64. Putting tilt

left or the gun will depress. In the next section
we explain the devices which, in the' all-electric/
type powbr drive, receive the order stile
.from an amplifier, amplify it still. further; and 65
use it to power the drive motor on a gun mount.

AMPLIDYNE GENERATOR
POWER DRIVE

An amplidyne power drive (fig. 8-65) consists
basically of ,four units:

I. Receiver-regulator;
2. Amplifier;
3. Amplidyne motor/generator; and
4. D-C drive motor.

As explained early in this chapter, a power
drive acts as a servosystem which uses feedback
(response), In ithe amplidyne power drive, this
type of feedback system is sometimes called

followup system.
In the ampliclyne lollowup system, .ea-uh

receiver-regulator acts as a clearing-house for
information. Gun laying is completely automatic
(requires no assistance from personnel on the
Mount).-

The synchro control transformer located in
the receiver-regulator receives the order signal
which electrically indicates the, -required load
position. The actual pOsition is determined by
means of the rotor of the synchro control trans-

, former which is rotated by the response shaft.
The'shaft in turn is geared to the load.,

400 PSI
(CONSTANT)

TILT E3

B X

VARIABLE PRESSURE
200 PSI WHEN
SYSTEM IS AT
NEUTRAL

B

83.83
on the A-end tilt box.

The actual load position is compared by the
synchro unit (error detector) with the position
order signal. The angular difference between
the two- positions constitutes the error signal.
The error'output of the error detector is trans-
mitter to the amplifier <fig. 8-66), The error
signal indicates the extent and direction of the
error.

The amplifier amplifies the error Aral and
coaverts it from a.c. to d.c, to energize -the
field windings of the amplidyne,generator.

/ The amplidyneh_rnotor/generator set is basi-
cally-a* large, poor amplifier._ Its power output
depends on the strength of its control field
control. The strength of the control field current
depends on the extent of the error signaffeceived
from, the amplifier. Therefdre mere power is
applied to -the d.c. ,drive motor for u larger
signal than for a smaller one.'

The amplidyne generator, shown schematically
4 in figure 8-67, is a power amplifier on a large

scales Any generator is capable of amplifying
power,. -but not enough to thove a load the size of-
a gun mount. The amplidyne generator is capable
of multiplying the input to ifs control windings
(our order signal from the electron tube ampli-
fier) as much as 10,000 times. The output of
the amplidyne generator is applied to the drive
motor on the. mount and turns it in the proper
dii.ection to reduce the original error.

from the illifstration you can see that the
control fields of the generator (FI-F2, F3-F4)
are fed from two tubes (V213 and V214). These
tubes are the third stage of the electron tube
amplifier. In the second stag of the amplifier
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4.

GUN ORDER SIGNALS
FROM DIRECTOR

COMBINES GUN ORDER
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POSITION)

CONTROLLED
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is
I

A. C. POWER
INPUT

ELEVATION CONTROL CURRENT
(AMPLIFIED ERROR SIGNAL)

AMPUFIES TRAIN AND'
ELEVATION ERROR SIGNALS, TRAIN ERROR SIGNAL '

. Figure 8 -65. Train or elevation amplidyne servosystem,

*,.(not, discussed), an elevation signal causes the
control grid voltage of V213 to become more
negative and that of V214 to become more positive.
This will result in heavy current for the F1-F2
field and light current for F344. A depression
signal has the opposite effect.

84.64

In one field of the generator the windings go
around the pole in. one direction, Ind in the other
field they go in the opposite directior.. .ks long
as the two currents are equal, their coml)ined
magnetizing effect is zero. If the Fl-F2 field

,receives more current, a field polarity will be
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figure 8-66. Amplidyne followup, system.

set up. and current will flow as indiCatedby the
arrows. And naturally, if F3-F4 receives more
current, the field polarity will be reversed, and
likewise the direction of current flow.

The output of the generator is taken from the
load brushes. It is proportiong to the error
signal on the control windings, but greatly am-
plified. 1 rout the generator, the output goes as
orders to the d.c. drive motor on the mount.
. the d.c. drive motors, located on the ,mount,
train and elevate the gun by means of its gearing
(fig. o-f65). The direct current to -operate the
drive motor is _supplied by the amplidyne gen-
erator . I he r otation direction of the motor depends'
on the polarity of the output of the amplidyne
generator. The direct%h of this output, in turn,

C'

depends on the direction of the error signal.
Consequently the motor moves the load in the
proper direction to reduce the error.

As long as there is an order signal present,
there also is an error signal. Viithout an error
signal, no pbwer would be supplied to the drive
motor to move the mount. Because of the ihmense
amplification capability of the amplidyne(as Much
as 10,000 times the input), the necessary power, to

. drive the Motor can be provided even when the
error is extremely ,small. .

So far,in this chapter we have discuised power
drives that use response. Response is that part
of a power drive servo that tells the error
detector that the order signal has been carried
out, or we can say that response is the vement
effected by servo operation, or a si al based
on it. This signal is fed back to the err r-sensing
device at the system input, also -call d "feed-
back". Feedback is that signal from he servo
output, fed hack to input to regulate ..ervo action.

Before going into a technical studybf response,
let us examine a bituation that eXplains response
(feedback) that might occur during' your daily
routine aboard ship.

The situation goes like this: The leading chief
of a gun battery (GMGC Lightfoot) receives orders
from the fire control officer for GMG 3 Lightning
to report to director one for a training period.
The chief locates Gunner' Mate Lightning and
orders him to report to rector one, he also
instructs Lightning to no y him (the chief) by
telephone, as soon as he- has carriedout the order.

If you examine this exchange of orders, you
may find this example is not so far out,after all.

F4

1141111
114111/111

AMPLIFIER

Figure b-67. Current contro

AMPLIDYNE
GENERATOR

DC DRIVE
MOTOR

and amplificatiOn through the amplidyne generator.
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The chief, in receiving an order for Lightning
and locating him, acted as an error detector,
the error being that Lightning was not at director
one. The error was canceled by Lightning's
arrival at the director. Response was the tele-
phone call to, the chief made by Lightning when he
arrive tl at the director.

RESPONSE

Of course, the situation described above is
not a technical example of response. A better
description is found earlier in this chapter where

1 response was shown to be one of two inputs to,
the error detector. Response told the error
detector. what The existing conditions of the mount
were whether the mount was standing still.or
whether it was moving, and if so, in what
direction. "._ ..

. Generally speaking,.the devices usedto trans-
mit response fall into two categories mechanical
and electrical. Response produced electrically
is usually given the name feedback, and is most
extensively used to cancel out speederror signals
produced locally at the gun n.ount. Signals thus
produced are not covered in this chapter, so we
will not explore electric response.

Mechanical response is transmitted by a
system of shafts and gearings. It may be taken
directly from the B-end motor of a hydraulic
power drive, or from the d.c. drive motor of the
arnplidyne system.

Return to figure 8-46 and you will see response
connected to the differential can. assembly .Here,
you remember, an order signal, caused the forkto
rotate, and nave the fine pilot valve in a certain
direction, let's say upward. As the mount moved
in accordanoe with the ordered signal, response
was fed back to the differential can" rotating it.
Through design, response rotates the cam in
such a way_as to turn the-fork (and move the fine
pilot valve) back toward its neutral position.
%%hen the mobsit arrives, at its ordered position,
the fine pilot valve will be returned to neutral.
This Cancels any further error signal into T e
hydraulic regulating components of the pos
drive, and the mount comes to a halt.

Another. example cif response is shown in
figure 8-49A. Heie it is geared to the rotor of
the control transforn.ar. In this case, when
the mount arrives at its order position the
CT rotor has been turned so that it is 90°
from the order signal. The _error' has been
satisfied, and there is no further output from

. the rotor windings. The control windings of the
, amplidyne generator balance once again, and
the drive Motor at the mount stops.

I

SAFETY

Today's naval ordnance and the science of
gunnery have bbcome So bulky and complicated
that safety has beconi.: a major subject. Alrj-o-
matic functions of gun, rocket, and missile
system power drives make repair and adjustn6nts
a hazard unless the Gunner's Mate's emphasiS
is placed on safety around machinery.

Most of the safety warnings and- precautions
that you come across in the course of your, work
are the result of accidents which caused death
or injury due to carelessness. Safety around
ordnance machinery is based on common sense
which prevents accidents. Safety means to keep
alert; know what you are doing at all times. When
working around ordnance machinery, develop
good safety habits.

When listing safety Precautions, it is .dif-
ficult to hoiTer every possible situation that
may arise and. which, if impi-OpIrlY handled,

o may produce serious' results. However, if a
thorough understanding of the basic ideas behind
safety precautions can be developed, unsafe
conditions can be recognized and corrected and
further, action can be taken instinctively when
the occurs.

Sal s the responsibility of everyone. Safety
precautions, rules, and regulations should be
made the subject of frequent instructions. In
this way, safety will become an integral part of
each individual's working habits.

The key to safety, when performing main-
tenance, testing or operating ordnance equipment,
is the awareness of danger and the knowledge
of how to avoid it.

. Listed below are a few of the safety pre-
cautions concerned with the maintenance and
operation of hydraulic equipment. Additional
safety precautions may be found in the pertinent
technical manuals and OPs for the equipment.

If clothing becorris drenched with hydraulic
fluid, immediately change into dry clothing be-
cause hydraulic fluid is injurious to health when
ih prolonged contact with skin. It is also a
fire . hazard. _ Immediately wipe up all spilled
fluid.

Shut ?sown system b6fore undertaking any
repair. Release fluid pressure before discon-
necting any pressure line. Release gaseous ni-
trogen .and hydraulic fluid pressure before
disconnecting an accumulator.

If work must. be performed in an area where
the tictivation of the gun system will cause
personal danger in a power-on condition, station
a safety man at each central station, establish
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phone communication 1.40 ith the safety and
use extreme caution:

When working in a power-off condition, do
not start' gun system until communications have
been established between the safety observer
and the mount supervisors.

Do not allow unqualified or unauthorized
personnel to opei ate the control panels. Ti tunees,
or other persons unkrgoing instruction shall
operate only under the strict personal supei -
vision of a qualified and responsible operatoi.

Whenever any motion of a power drive unit
is capable of inflicting injury to personnel or
material, not continuously visible to the person
controlling such motion, the officer or petty
officer aiitholizing the unit to be moved by power
shall ensure a safety watch. The safety watch
shall be omitted in general quarters, but must
be maintained in areas where such injury is
"possible,,both inside and outside the unit being
moved. There shall be telephone or other effective
voice communication established and maintained
between the station controlling the unit and the
safety watch.

Safety practices in maintenance and repair of
ordnance gear involve not only the gear .itself,
but the tools with which you perform the repair
and maintenance work.

Never lay hand tools on top of unning mat.hin-
ery where vibration can cause the tools to fall
into )(posed working areas.

void pe;forming maintenance opeiations
ound running machinery, hydraulic system.,

which are under, full pressure, or energized
electrical, equipnrmt unless it is absolutely nec-
essary.

4.

Safety precautions mast be taken when per-.
forming ", maintenance, testing; and operating
ordnance hydraulic or pneumatic equipment.High
pressure liquid and air can cause major injuries
to your face, hands, and other parts of the body
by ,jets of-air or liquids escaping from valves
or pipe connections which are highly pressurized.

When working with high pressure systems,
al...t3,s bleed off air and hydraulic pressures
before working on hny ordnance equipment. A

All hydraulic leaks should be reported in\-
n.cdiately and corrected at the first opportunity.
A small leak in a high-pressure system,appeassoux_
as a fine spray or mist which, iii some fluids,
could be ignited by a spark, thereby causing an
explosion.

Hydraulic systems, operate under hydraulic
pressures ranglot from approximately 100 psi
to 2000 psi. If ``the above, safety rules are not
observed, these preisures could present hazards
to personnel.

When working around rotating machinery,
remember the following safety precautions:

1. Never wear loose clothing. . .

2. Never remove a guard or cover from run-
ning machinery.

3. -Neves operate nic!chanieal or powered
equipment unless you are thoroughly familiar
with its control and functions.

4. 1.3esure all personnel are clear of moyik
parts before starting or operating power e4p-
meat

5. Never try to deal iammed machinery
without first cutting off all power to the equip- 4
ment.
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CHAPTER 9.

GUN MOUNTS

This chapter is dev.40p.ximarily to those sig-
nificant features of -inliodern gun mounts that are
responsible for making them the effective weapons
they are today. Each feature will be discussed in
a simplified form, with enough detail regarding its
application to facilitate the readers understanding
of operating principles when he encounters them in
actual gun mounts aboard ship. This chapter ex-
plains how the major assemblies and sub-
assemblies, dike up a gun mount.

A gun mount is defined as thesupporting struc-

barrel is only a part. A gun is essentially a
tube closed at one end, from which the projectile
is fired and given its initial direction. A modern
gun barrel is a thick-walled, metal tube which
houses a propellant charge and projectile in its
breech end. 'When the gun is loaded and then
fired:: it issues the projectile from its muzzle
end.

The features of a gun barrel are shown in
figure 9-1 for both case and bag guns.

ture assembly and operating device for one or sev- ' At the rear or breech end of the gun barrel
eral guns. The mounts-may be openor enclosed in is a ,iireech housing, which houses the breech-
a shield. Each mount is assembled as unit by block or plug; this can be opened for loading and .
the manufacturer, then hoisted onboard ship and closed for firing by a b'reech mechanism. The
bolted in place. /1 -, purpose of the breechblock or plug is to seal off

Modern guns mounts have been effectively Or block the after end of the gun chamber.
veloped to meet the' threat of all types of t-t 1,. The chamber is the thickest part of a gun
gets and comprise an entire system of gun sup- barrel. The gas pressure caused by the burning
porting parts which enable them to rapidly load, propellant is at its maximum within .the chamber,
position, and fire their projectiles with such speed therefore, this section has -to withstand the W-
ant accuracy that they have become the backbohe itial WO pressure of the propellant's exceedingly
of the United States Navy's support forces in all high burning rate. The purpose of the chamber is
wars since the early 1900's. _

to house the propelling charge when the gun is

.. GUN MOUNT COMPONENTS . ready tb fire.

Depending upon size and function of gun The bore is that.part of a gurk barrel which
mounts, their subassemblies will Vary, but the provides a path for the projectilelto travel and

basic components are common to all gun mounts is *. rifled to provide projectile spin for greater
40mm and larger. We can break down their main accuracy.
assemblies into the following components. Rifling is that part of the bore's inner sur-

face, made up of spiral grooves, that impart
1.. Barrel,
2. Housing,
3. Slide,
4. Carriage,
5. Stand,
6. Breech assem131y, and
7. Gas ejection system.

BARREL

The term "gun" actually designates only the
gun tube, or barrel, but is commonly used to
refer to the entire mount assembly of which the

rotation to the projectile. It also seals off
the 'forward end of the chamber at the origin of
rifling and prevents the burningpropellant gases
from escaping out throtigh the muzzle. end. The
origin, of rifling. is just forward of the chamber
and is approximately the same location as the
forcing cone.

The forcing cone, (fig. 9-2), is where the, TO-
'toting band of the projectile is forced tnto the
rifling when° the projectile is loaded. Since
rifling serves an important function, we will qc-s
plain it in more detail.
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Figure 9-1. Gun barrels: A. Cross section, of modern NAVY bag gun.
B. Cross section of 3"/50 (case ammunition, fixed).

.

Rifling

Early Navy guns were capable of hurling a
projecille_a considerable distance but their fire
was so inaccurate at long ranges that the gun's
capability for a target hit was reasonably certain
only at point-blank ranges of 80 to 100 yards.
Early experiments with ordnance showed that,
ballistically, a round ball.was the, least efficient
shape for -use as a projectile. To improve range
and accuracy, larger, round shot were used with
the understanding that wind and air resistance
would be less in massive round shot than lighter
,ones, thus increasing .both range and accuracy.
Sinop the 'smooth-bore cannons were capable of
firing only round shot, it was difficult to make
a projectile more massive. This was due in part
to the size of the cannon having to be increased
as the round shot's size was increased. A mas-
siveknannon would have to be used to withstand
the_powd4 pressures if the size of shot were In-
creased too much. This would make the cannon un-
wieldy and near impossible to handle. To increase
the weight of shot, they were elongated rather than
round. Experiments proved, hqwever, that unless
the projectile could be made to spin around its
long axis, O. would tumble erractically end-over-
end and would be harder to control than the
smaller spherical, round ball shot. This type of
projectilea has the ballistics of a Wick.

134.135

Accuracy and longer range§ of modern guni
have 'been improved by adding rifling,, and by
elongating gun projectiles. If yoli have ever
watched a football gam3, you hive seen how the

shape of the fgothall cuts dawn both wind and air
resistance due to its pointed ends. The player
who throws the football invroves his accuracy by
making the ball spin; that is what rifling does to
a projectile.

Rifling is. a set of spiral or helical grooves,
machined into the bore of the gun, (figs. 9-3 and
9-4). In most types of larger guns, the rifling
is cut into a liner;.fig. 9-3 shows the rifling cut
into the liner of an 8-inch turret of recent
design. The purpose of using a liner is to pre-
vent replacing the entire gun barrel when the
rifling is worn down to 'Et point that it affects
the initial velocity of the projectile. Each round
fired through the gun causes erosion (wear in
the gun bore). The major result of wear of
the rifling is the_ loss of pressure applied by
the .14rning propellant as it forces the projec-
tile trough the bore. You learned earlier that
the projectile's rotating band prevents the pro-
pellant gases from escaping out through the
muzzle end of the barrel. Since each projectile is
forced into the gun's rifling at the origin of
rifling, this is the .area of the barrel that re-
ceLves the most wear. When the erosion becomes
too great, the gun liner has to be replaced. The
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.FORCING ROTATING BAND
CONE (GROOVES CUT BY RIFLING)

84.235(118A)
Figure 9-2.-- Cross section of gun chamber.

fire control technicians can com7ensate for
erosion by making initial velocity correction to
their computersf but only up to a certain point,
after which a new barrel or liner-must be in-

New. liners '(fig. 9-3) are forced into the
gun tube and keyed into place. The liner can be
jacked out of the gun 'tube by means of lacking
lugs, which serve to anchor a jack when re-
placing a liner (fig. 9-3). The type of rifling
shown in figure 9-4 is machined into the gun bore
and, when worn, the entire gun -barrel mist be
replaced.

In figure 9-5 you can see how the spiral
grooves engage the copper rotating band secured
to the body of the projectile and twist it as it
moves through the barrel. By the time the pro-
jectilehas left the muzzle (fig, 9-6), it is spin-
ning at g.great speed. In some guns it rotates
about 40,000 revolutions per minute.

In figure 9-4 the rifling is shown viewed from
the muzzle end of a barrel. The raised portions
of the rifling, _between the grooves, are called
lands (fig. 9-7). In nearly all naval guns the
rifling has a uniform right-hadd. twist. The pro-
jectile is turned clockwise, as viewed from aft
(fig. 9-6) as it travels through the gun i3ore. You
can also see how the rotating band is depply
engraved by the rifling as the projectile leaves
the gun barrel. The rifling of modern guns is
chrome plated for longer service life.

The bore diameter or caliber of a rifled gun
is measured from the WI:0'a one land (the high.
surface between grooves) to that on the opposite
side of the bore (figs. 9-4 and 9-7).-The diam-
eter of a gun's bore is also used fo express the
length of the gun's bore. For example,4the term'
16 inch 50 means that the diameter of the bore is

84.13'6
Figure 9-3. Muzzle ,end of an 1-inch gun,

showing liner with rifling, matching refer-
ence marks, and jack lugs:

C t.I R
MEASUREMENT

LAN

V

84.143.1
Figure 9-4. Rifled bore (viewed head-on).
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,Figure 9-5.--The rifling engraves the rotating

band.
4.

16 inches and the length of the gun's bore is 50
calibers long; the actual length of the gun bafrel
bore is (16 -*x 50) or 800 inches.

Exterior Sections

The other features of a gun barrel are olassi-
'" fled as the exterior sections, as shown 'in figure

9-1. Starting at the muzzle end we have 'the bell,
which is the thick parr of the muzzle. It dis-
courages any tendency for the metal to split.
Many gunS do not have this featiire, but have lugs
as shown in figure 9-z.3. The next section is the
neck, which is the thinnest part,of the gun barrel
(fig. 9-1)?

Next, we have the gun chase, which is the outer
section between the slide cylinder and the muzzle
bell. The slide cylinder is that part of the
gun barrel which moves within. the slide during
recoil. The rear cylinder surrounds the chamber
in some type guns. The yoke is the chief support
of recoiling parts. A gun hotising is equivalent
to the yoke and houses the breech mechanism on
case guns (fig. 9-1).

HOUSING

The housing. moves in recoil and counterrecoil
on the bearing. surfaces inathe.slide.The barrel
is locked° into thehousing (fig. 9-8) by a bayonet
Joint and a lqcking key. The housing has' the
breechblock guideways for sliding wedge type
breechblocks to work in. The housing also con -
talis half of the recoil system. In the 5"/38,

.

.\
two recoil cylinders are machined into the hous-
ing. These cylinders ride back and forth over
stationary pistons, buffing the rearward 'neve-
,ment of the gun when it fires. In the 3"/50 RF
the hdusing is attached to the piston and moved
it forward and aft in a stationary cylinder to buff
recoil:

The housing .(and barrel) are IN BATTERY
when they are in "their full forward position.
In most cases a mark fs painted on the housing
to line up with a similar mark on the slide when
the gun is in battery.' This is a safety feature;"
it is checked by some' member 9f the gun cres,v,
to prevent firing when the gun is not in its full
forward position.

SLIDE

The slide doesn't slide, but is fitted with
bearing surfaces which support and guide the
sliding (recoiling) barrel and housing. The gun
is elevated and depressed by elevation gearing
(fig. 9-9B). . This_ gearing is 'connected to the
slide by a,pinion which meshes with an elevating
arc. The eevating arc is a segment of a large
external spur gear, and is solidly,bolted to the
,slide.

The slide comes in many shapes and sizes; but
it can always be recognized'because the trunnions:.
are a part ,of it, and it carries the recoiling
parts of the gun. Figure 9-9 shows some fea-
tures of the. slide.

'CARRIAGE ASSEMBLY

The carriage genOally consists of two main
parts; the base ring, 'and the gun carriage itself.
The base ring, a large rectangular weldment with
a circular deep section ring at the bottom, rides
on the horizontal roller bearings in the stand.
Horizontal bearings (fig. 9-10) suppoit the weight
Of the carriage, and will take up any thrust
during firing. Vertical bearings are used to carry
any radial load caused by the roll and pitch 0
the ship, and the horizontal thrust ot firi

Holding-down -clips (fig. 9-11) , are bo ted to
the base ring and hook under the training circle.

.There Is enough clearance to permit the mount to
train freely. But the clips will prevent the
mount from bucking upward duringfiring, or while .

in heavy seas.
The carriage, which carries the gunproper, is

bplted to the base ring. Basically the carriage
consists of a pair of massive brackets ;(called
cheeks) firmly braced together. The carriage
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ROTATING
BAND

Figure 9-6.-t Rotational velocity is, imparted by rifling.

cheeks are machined and fitted to hold the trun-
nion bearings. The 'trunnions (machined onto the
slide) . work in these bearings, Making it possible
to elevate and \depress the gun (fig. 9-12).

STAND

The stand (fig. 9-13) is that part of the gun
mount which is firmly secured to the ship's deck.
It carries the weight of the entire mount. Bolted
to the stand is the training circle, a large
internal spur gear. A large pinion gear in the,
train gearing meshes with the trainincr circle.

DIAMETER OF BORE (TOP OF LANDS) CALIBER

GROOVE LAND

I5PTH OF
GROOVE

Figure 97
84.143.4

Details of gun rifling.

84.143.3

\Vhen this pinion is rotated (by either a power
drive or handwheels), the pinion walks around
the training circle, turning the mount.

To reduce friction qetw6n the trainable por-
tion of the gun mount and the stand, several sets
of bearings are used. As you remember from your
study of bearings, with rolling contact (chapter 6), ,

these bearings requirCtixo rotter.paths (raa,es).
The gun mount stand contains the stationary r aLes;
the carriage proN4des the moVintones.

LOCKING KEY

GUN BARREL

BAYONET JOINT

SLIDE CYLINDER BREECH.HOUSING

84.140
Figure.9-8. The barrel is fastened in the

housing with a bayonet joint and locking key.
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84.138
rigs e 9-10. Vertic-al (radial) andhorizontal

roller bearings- carry the loads and thrust.

GAS EJECTION FUNCTIONS

o. llieN gas ejection system' is 'used to expel
71k,- , , residual gases from the gun bore after firing,

. thereby lessening the danger of a flareback.
84.153 When a gin fires, not all of the propellant may be.

Figure 9-9. The slide. A..Ma.in features. B. Com?letely burned; there is often an inflammable
PrinCiple of elevating mechanism.

In figure 9-14 the main assemblies are. illus-
trated to reveal what might be called the skeleton
of a gun mount. They arestrippedaway from each

lw other to show how the main assemblies of a gun
mount fit together to form a complete major unit.

BREECH MECHANISMS

The breech mechanism used with gun mounts is
classified as a vertical, sliding wedge breech
block. Guns whose propelling charges' are con-
tained in metal cases use this type of breech
mechanism, which functions not only to seal off
the after end of the gun chamber but also to ex-:
tract the fired metal case from the gun chamber
during the guns counterrecoil cycle. Sliding
wedge breech blocks can be operated either mech-
anically or hydraulically and differ cinly'in their
design. they -all serve the same purpose, The 84.139
operation of breech ktiechansm A i11 be diScussed Figure 9-11. Holding-down clips permit rota-
in another chapter. , . tion but prevent separation.

.
. ... ,
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.vb

, 0 - i .
Figure 9 -12.' The carriage. A. Upper and lower, carriage. 11-..Trunnion

--bearings. .
,

. 4 0

gray sinolco left ac: a rus:Su.:.... These gases are"
unsafelareathe and are likely to be e1thee com-
bUstible ,or actually bu-ging. They are so.me-
fimes eapaole of spontaneous coni'.1istion When
mixed With in an" encl'osed t5L' gas
ejectign system will force .thesepoionous gases
out the muzzle end jpf the gun by a blast oaf airs

L

Itt a Linurity.

4.

PINION

0'

All enclosed gun mqunts and tureets have some
type of gas ejection system. ,

. . . .

GAS EJE CATION SYSTEM
.., . j--mentally the gas 'ejector is a systein' ofFun

piping that, connects several ports or nozzles ip
. and 'around the breech. Air for the system is,

supplied from the ship's cbmpressed air supply.0

In the gas ejector illustrated. in figure 9:45,
the nozzles are. located right behind,the breech-
block, so that the blast igdirectedup the gun bore.'

. The air valves of all gas ejectorsystems open':
automatically, during the firing cycle./The method
for closing them varies according to the gun.
The 5"/54 Mk 42 closes, automatically between
each' round. The 5"/38 system shuts off as
the -projectileman rams a new charge into the'.
breech. Gas ejection air is shut off by band in
turret guns.

Gas ejector systems operate at-55 to 200 psi,
depending ,upbn the particular installation. The

STAND
air comes from the ship's air compregsor (lowor
medium pressure). Sometimes a ship's high
pressure system (over 1000 psi) is connected
through ieductrs to gas ejection piping for emer-
gency use.

Let's, trace the gas ejector system a little
further back. Air is fed to the air valve by an
expansion, joint, which consists of two pipeg'fit-

84.152 - ting one Within the other and equipped with pack-
ing so that the air cannot leak out. The inner
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TRUNNION BEARINGS
GUN CARRIAGE
(FiRI&Y ATTACHED TO
PLATFORM AND BASE RI

STAND

(FIRIA.Y SE
TO DECK)

CURED

Figure 0-14. Main _assemblies of
pifrpose gun.'

84.137
5"/38, dual-

pipe can- move with respect to the outer as the gun
moves in recoil and- counterrecoil. Thus air can
go through the system even while counterrecoil is
taking place.

Naturally, the gas_ ejection system must op-
erate effectively at all angles of elevation and
train. To make this possible, the air is led in
through swivel joints, v iiuh permit one section
of pipe to rotate with respect to the, other with
out permitting air leakage. If the air line comes
up from the' ship's supply, through the center
or ba-se df the mount; -a swivel joint .there will
permit movement in train. At -the trunnion,
about which the gun moves in elevation and de-
presses; is another swivel joint ,whichperniits
free passage of air in the line to the gun breech
and allows free movement of the gun.

On older mounts` and turrets you'll often find
flexible hose connections for hooking ,up to a
standby air line in an emergency.

One more thing about gac ejectois. They are
intended to help pi ev,ent. flarebacks but, espe-

-310
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8.4.146
Figure 9-15.Gas ejection system (5"/38).

cially in bag' guns, they are not automatic in-
surance against either foul bores or flarebacks.
After firing a, shot,ievery bore is a foul bore.
All the gas ejector can dq is remove dangerous
gases faster than they would dissipate of them-
selves: ,

CLASSIFICATION OF MOUNTS

There are many ways to classify gun mounts.
Depending upon whether or not they have shields
to protect the gun and crew from the weather- and
splinters, mounts, are called either open or en-
closed. Depending upon how many guns (barrels) a
mount has, it can be single, twin, or quad, and so
on. For the purpose of this text however, gun
mounts will be classed as to: Battery, Callber,
and Function;
BY BATTERY

For some time Navy gun mounts were classed
by batteries ,using the terms main, secondary,
and antiaircraft.' There is riot firm law laid down
for dividing zub mounts into these classes. That
is, a gun such as a 5"/38 would likely be part
of the antiaircraft battery on a cruiser, but on
a destroyer it would be considered part of the
ship's main battery. The claspificatign of gun
mounts according to this plan varies from one

P 11
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_r
type ship to another, and is V matter of local
option. Geneially speaking, the main battery would
be the ship's priinary fighting weapons with
consideration given to the punch that the weapon5
deliver, and their range. Secondary batteries
would be the ship's second string of ordnance.
Usually these guns are of 'Shorter range than the
main battery, but have a better rate of fire. The
.antiaircraft batteries will b6 made up solely of
guns designed to IA' fired against aircraft.

A system. which eliminates much of this over -
l9pping (.i classification is now being used in
several official publications. Gun, mounts tinder

_this system divide guns into the following three
classifications.

I.JRPACE BATTERY. These weapons are
designed to be used' against 'surface or shore
targets only.

DUAL PURPOSE BATTERY. The se weapons
are designed to be used against ,both surface
(or shore) and ?3.ircraft 'targets. Also, the fire
control system with which they are normally
associated is equipped to handle both surface and
AA -problemsfor exampjevb" guns.

MACHIN EGUN BATTERY. rxuns belonging to
this classification are primarily- antiaircraft
weaponli. In emergency, of course, they could'
be used against any target, but their associated
fire _control equipment can cdmpute accurately
for AA targets only.
BY CALIBER.

Guns are often classified by the caliber of
their bore. The named of the classes are major;
intermediate, and minor.

Maior calibei guns are those of 8-inch and
larger.

Interniediate caliber guns are those under 8-
inches and above 3-inches in caliber. At present
this class .includes all 5-inch guns 'and the
6-inch guns in turrets.

Minor caliber guns are those 3-inchandbelow
(not including small arms).

BY FUNCTION

Guns are classed as to function (type of fire)
as:

Single fire, where the breech mechanism is
always opened and closed by hand.

Semiautomatic, which use the force of explo-
sion to open the breech, eject the cartridge case,
and cock the firing mechanisru. Loading, however,
requires a member of the gun crew to place
a round in the breech or tray. The 5"/38 and'

6"/47 case guns are examples of semiautomatic
guns.

Autonfatic, which use the force of the explo-
sion to 'perform all loading and reloading opera-
tions. 49-mm's are automatic guns.

Rapid fire (RF), 'which use power-operated
equipment to autpmatically load rounds into the
breech as long as the electrical loading circuits
are closed. 3"/50, 5"/54 ,MK 45 and Mk 42,
and 8"155 case guns are examples of rapid fire'
dins.
FEATURES OF GUN MOUNTS

There are several distinctive features that are
found in all modern gun mounts which will vary
according to the gun mount's functions. These
varying features apply to the types and charac--
teristics of their sub-systems. We have discussed
the gun mount's main assemblieS. We will now
show t'he difference between the gun mounts most
likely to be found aboard combat ships in today's
Navy. Though gun mounts differ in varyingforms,-
they all have the following modern charac-,
teristics:

1. Electrical firing;
2. Ammunition feed systems, power

rammers, power hoists;
3. Hydraulically controlled recoil and

counterreeoil systems;
4. Training and elenting'power drives;
5. Remote control; and
6. Sighting equipinent.
The gun mounts to be discussed are the:

3"150 RF, 5"/38 DP, and 5"/54 RF.
8"/50 RF GUN MOUNT .

The 3"/50 rapid-fire guns are semiautomatic
,guns with automatic power-driven loaders,
installed in open or dncIoseci twin or single
mounts. They are primarily intended for Air
defense, but can be used against surface targets.
They, were planned during World War II when a
need developed far a rapid-fire gun with
larger explosive projectile that could stop suicide
planes or dive 13ombers. The 3"/50' mount was
not completed in time to be used in combat in
Won'. : I, but it has since proved itself
very effecti and, since World War II, has
virtually di- ,..ced its predecessors-40mm twin
and quad e : e mounts on combat vessels. It
is generally used with relative-rate fire control
systems.

The 3"/50 rapid-fire mounts now operational
in the fleet are the outwardly identical twin Mk
27 and Mods and Mk 33 and mods, and the single
Mk 34. All use the same gun and similar loading
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mechanism's (except .that in the twin mount the
1ssemblies are of opposite hand). The two marks

twin are .similar in nearly all details except
the slide (fig. 9 -16)..

Two mods of the Mk 33 are enclosed twin
mounts with aluminum shield. The other mods are
twins witkmodifications for installation of a fire
control radar antenna, or for substitution of
aluminum platforms instead of steel. The Mk
34 mount is an open single, similar in controls
and equipment to the twin, with a right-hand
slide and loader assembly.
CONSTRUCTION

The barrel of the 3"/50 gun is a One-piece,
rifled, chambered tube,. w ith breech end locked to
the housing by a bayonet type joint. The housing
contains the vertical sliding-wedge breech mech-
anism. The slide supports the recoiling parts
(gun barrel and housing) on bearings. Recoil and
counterrecoil movement are controlled by a hy-
draulic recoil cylinder and a large counterrecoil
spring surrounding the barrel.

The slide, gun, and housing are supported by
the carriage. The slide trunnions rest in roller
bearings at the top of the carriage.The eleat-
mg arc on the slide meshes with the elevating
pinion of,the mount elevation power drive system.
The stand is a deck-flange, base-ring design
which includes the training,circle and the sta-
tionary roller path. In train, the mount is drivek
by a power motor which rotates the training pinioit
AUTOMATIC LOADER

,In.many features of design, the 3"/50 rapid-
fire grin differs markedly from other gun mounts.
The main distinguishing feature is the auto-.
matic loader.

The loader is an independent, electric power-
driven machine mounted on the after part of the
slide, It mechanically loads each gun at the.
rate of 45 rounds per minute as long as ammuni-
tion is served, as shown in figure 9-17, and
the firing circuit is closed:

The major loader components that will be
discussed are the

1. Loader drive unit,
2. Hopper,
3. Transfer tray and shell carriage,
4. Control system,
5. Left side plate, and
6. Right side,plate. 072
The loader drive unit consists` of a

3-horsepower motor and various chain and gear
drives.

Most of the latter are located in the main housing,
which is a large, square, boXlike structure
mounted on top of the gun slide. The drive motor
is flange-mounted, to the forward face of this
housing. The drive m3tor`drives the gearing and
chains which, in turn, cause all '!e mechanical
parts of the loader to function at the proper
time and in the proper sequence.

The hopper, into which the ammunition is
manually fed by the two shellmen, is 1pcated
directly abaft the main housing and is secured to
the left and right side Plates..

The heart of the hopper is the hopper feed
mechanism which consists of right, cent , and
left shaft-and-sprocket units and right an left
round-aligning attaChments. The aligning a tach-
ments ensure that the ammunition is correctly
loaded by the shellmen.

The, right and left sprockets ,revolve inter-
mittently in one direction to move ammunition to
the center. The center sprocket revolves in al-
ternate directions to accept rounds from right
and left sprockets, (The sequence of sprocket
rotation was explained in detail in chapter 6).
After five rounds have been loaded, the first
round will be indexed (loaded into the transfer,
tray for catapulting) by the center sprocket,
(See figure'9-18).

The' transfer tray and shell carriage unit is
,the loader component that moves each round of
ammunition from its index position down into line
with the gun bore, and catapults it into the breech
chamber. (See figure 9-19). The tray is a recr
tangular box structure with 2 sprockets, 1 in
each end of the tray, about whicli the endless
ramming chain is looped. .. .

The tray is supported and positioned by four
arms pivoted in the right and left side plates.
The two Left tray arms, hence the Whole tray
assembly, are driven by the transfer -tray drive
gears mounted in the left side plate. Drive for
the rammer chain comes from concentric shaft-
ing through the left forward tray arm to the for -
ward chain sprocket, .

Secured to the rammer chain on the upper part
of the tray is the shell carriage, a small L-Efhapeci
casting,' to support, transport, and release the
round on the tray during the ramming cycle.
The cycle of operation of the transfer tray
assembly begins when an.indexed round from the

.hopper seats in the shell carriage, The four
; arms then begin to rotate' about their pivots,

translating the tray forward.
When the tray is almost in line with the breech

opening,.it begind to, swing forward toward the
breech. At this point the rammer chain begins
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i.

k

110.58.1
-Figure 9-18. 3"/50 rapid-fire gun. Sprockets

drawing ammunition into the freed mech-
anism of the automatic loader-

moving the shell carriage and round rapidly for-
ward.- 4. . ..

When the tray is at its forv,ardmost point, the
carriage is all the way forward, relative to the
tray, and is releasing the round, Which travels
on into the breech as shown in figure 9-20. The
tray then reveises its direction and moves aft and
up to pick up another round. During this time the
ramming chain moves aft to repositinnt)lc shell
carriage on the tray.

The right and left side plates of the loader are
imilar steel forgings roughly 4 feet long and 2
et deep secured to the right and left sides of

he gun slide respectively. They support all the
oader subassemblies except the drive gear. In

addition, each includes many loader operating and
control device's and elements of the breech mech-
anism. .

The loader control System synchronies and
Interlocks the components of the loader with the
breech mechanism and with each other. It consists
of electrical circuits, solenoids,' selector switch-
es, automatic switches, firing keys, electrical
interlocks, and other items. The mount captain's
'control panel (described in the next section)
IS a ccrnhination control and indicator station
for the loader control system.

4

MOUNT CONTROL STATIONS

The mount's amplidyne electric power drives
may be controlled in automatic from a director
or in local at the mount. There is no manual con-
trol as such, only an auxiliary handcrank for
securing or servicing the mount. These mounts
feature a unique local control arrangement in
that there are two types of local control, local
.AA and local surface. Each has a sepatate con-
trol station. Local surface is the right gun-
laying station. When the gun-laying drive selec-
tion is local AA, the left gun layers controls
the mount in both train and elevation, and fires
the gun. The left gun layer's controls consist
of a ring sight, a one-man gunllaying Control
unit with gun firing key in right hand grip, a
fire cutout indicator, and a gun-laying emergency
step control. There is no sight-setting pro-
vision at this station.

The right gnn layer is responsible for start-'
ing the elevation and train drive, selecting me
control station, laying and firing the guns when
the drive selection is local surface, and observ-
ing cox respondence between gun position and gun
order signals. The right gun layer's controls
consist of a telescope and open sight, a one-man
gun-laying control panel, and a train cable-twist

--indicator (fig. 9-21).'" The gun-laying -control.
Panel, for a twin mount, contains a control-station
selector switch, gun-firing cutout lights, power-
on lights, correspondence- indicator meters to in-
dicate correspondence between gun and mountpo-
sition and the order signal, Kd power start and
stop buttons.

Lsed in conjunction with the local surface
station, but requiring an additional operator, is
the sightsette.r station (fig. 9-22). It is located
directly behind the right gun layer. The sight-
setter operator receives sight-setting orders via
telephone from the director or other fire con-
trol station and sets them into the sightsetter's
unit by handwheel operation. This action offsets
the right gun layer's sight the required amount.
The sightSe ter is used only with local surface
gun hng.

Th.'Ermoun captain's. station on a twin mount is
located betwen the guns. It is to the left of
the gun on a singe mount. The mount captain is
the supervising gunner and crew captain. His
operations are dfrected via telephone by the con-.
trol offictr. He controls and directs the per-
formance of both guns by his use of t mount
captain's co,o16. In emergency he s the
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TRANSFER TRAY

Figure 9-19. 3"/50 rapid -fire gun. Tray of automatic loader swinging .
down into alignment with open breech. .

firing of either or both guhs. His panel of
switches allows him to select the control station,
switch to single or automatic fire, and select the
gun or guns to fire.

Other elements of his control panel are master
pushbuttons for stopping either one or both of the
loaders, power-drive emergency stop buttons, and

..

.

110.68,2A

various illuminating indicators to indicate the
occurence and location of malfunctions. The gun
captains firing key must be closed before the
loaders, will function. The key has a latch to
hold it in closed position when control of fire is

.0 to be at either left or right control station or
at the director.
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a

Figure 9 -20. 3"/50 rapid-fire gun. Shell calTiagecatapultingeartridge
into open breech.
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, 110.69.2
Figure-9-21. 3"/) rapid-fire gun m; int. Sur-

face controlman's station.

AM%11VITION

' The'3"/50 gun fires fixed ammunition. A com-
plete ibund is 34.74 inches long and weighs 24
pounds: (the projectile, with fuze,' weighs 13
pounds)-. Since neither the mound installation
nor the associated fire control system includes
provision for fuze setting, only VT-fuzed pro-
jectiles are used in AA fire., Base-fuzed and
point-detonating fuzed projectiles for ,surface
fire are also available,

PERSONNEL '

The. personnel arrangement" of a 3"/50 rapid-
flre twin mount is ,shown in figure ,9-23. The
normal' crew is composed of 11 men, as follows:
a mount captain, 2 control- station men, 4 shell-
men, and 4 shell passers. (One control-station
man controls the mount in local surface, the other
in local. AA). An additional crest. menibei-,.et
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sightsetter, is required in local surface control.
The shellmen transfer ammunition from the gun
carriage racks to the right and left sides of the
hopper of each gun. The shell passers keep the
-_arriage racks, called magazines, supplied with
ammunition from a ready-service locker or hand-
passing scuttles leading up from the handling
rooms. The handling rooms are supplied by
dredger hoist from the ship's magazines. The
number of passers may vary, depending upon the
arrangement of ready-service lockers and pass-
ing scuttles.

5' (38 DP GUN MOUNT'
The 5"/38 gun is one of the most widely used

naval ueapong in the fleet. It is not a new de-
sign, but its reliability and the essential sound-
ness of its design have continued its usefulness\
into a day when it is far outranged by newer wea-
pons. Many of its design features persist in the
very newest gun designs in the fleet, buton the
whole it can be considered the prototype of the
"conventional .S. naval gun." It is the weapon
characteristical4 used with linear-rate fire con-
trot systems. '

The 5 "/38, gin appears in the following general
types of mounts:..

'1. Enclosed twin mount with amnunition-
handling roonkbeneath the mount. This type of
mount is a standard installation on many cruisers
and destro}ers, and som4 aircraft carriers (fig.

'9724). .

2. Enclosed single mount with ammunition-
handling room beneath the mount. This is tlie
old standard destroyer type mount. It is now
found on many minecraft and auxiliaries (repair
ships; destroyer tenders, etc,).

3. Open single mount with , ammunition-
handling room beneath the mount. This mount is
used on auxiliary ships.

.4. Open single mount without ammunition
hoists or handling room. Because mounts of this
type can be. installed without extensive recOn
struction, if* is lised on convected merchant
vessels and some missile cruisers.

Another mount similar in design to the 5"/38
is the 5"/54 (MK+39), which is used on *Alidwa3t
class aircraft carriers. It has a longer barrel
and an 'amplidyne all-electric power 'drive incon-
trast to the electric-hydraulic power drive used
in all 5"/38 mounts. Do not confuse this mount
With the automatic - loading 5"/54 (MK 42) which
is covered later in this Chapter.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF 5"/38 MOUNTS
The. 5"/38 caliber gun is a semiautomatic,

dual purpose, base-ring-mounted gun which uses
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Figure 9-22. 3"/50 rapid-fire mount. Sight 'setter's controls and
surface controlman's sight.

separated ammunition. Its principal features
are-

1. Vertical sliding-wedge breech mechanism.
2. Hydraulic recoil and hydropneumatic

counterrecoil systems.
3. Power-operated rammer.
4. Power-operated elevating and training

gear.
5. Moveable-prism telescopes:
6. Power-operated fuze-setting projectile

hoist. ,
7. Power-operated powder hoist on all twin

mounts and some singles.

The 5 "/38 mount uses separated ammunition
consisting of a 54-pound projectile (weight varies
somewhat with type of projectile) and case assem-
bly weighing about 28 pounds, which includes a 15-
pound powder charge. Ballistic performance ob-
tained with a 15-pound service charge (full
charge) is as follows: initial velocity, 2,600 feet
per second; maximum horizontal range, 18,000
yards; maximum vertical range, 37,300 feet.
The gun is capable of sustained firing at a rate

84.67

well in excess of any which can be attained by
the loading crew. An experienced crew can load
about 15 rounds per minute for long periods,
and may attain a short-period rate of 22 rounds
per minute.

The gun has a radially expanded, steel mono-
bloc barrel. The rifling has. a uniform twist of I
turn in 30 calibers. The bore is chromium plated
from the forward portion of the powder chamber to
the muzzle. The barrel is connected to the
housing by a. bayonet type joint.

The housing (fig. 9-25) is a rectangularblock-
shaped forging, with forward portion machined to
receive the -barrel. In the center is a vertical
well for the breechblock; and to its rear is a
trough-like ammunition-loading tray. The housing
contains twin interconnected recoil, cylinders
(groove type) and ,a single counterrecoil cylinder.
The housing supports and locks the gun in the
slide, and moves on the slide guides during recoil
and counterrecoil.

The slide is a large box-shaped welcknent, open
at top and bottom, within which thehousing moves
stn recoil and counterrecoil. The housing is
supported and guided by two guide rails bolted to
the inner side plates. The ,elevating arc and the
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Figure 9-23. 3"/50 rapid-fire twin mount. Crew stations.
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,-_,,FIGIGT11pPER ENDS

PROJECTILE
HOISTS

(LOWER END)

OWEN HANDLING ROOM

BULKHEAD

Figure 9-24. 5"/38 twin mount.

rammer are secured to the slide. Other mount
structure detail:: resemble those described
earlier in this chapter.
Other Characteristics of 5"/3$ Mounts

All enclosed mounts are housed in a shield of
armor plate. The shield is. a boxlike structure
that provides weather, blast, and splinter pro-
tection for crew, (fig. 9-24).

Operating personnel enter or leave the mount
through doors on both" sides near the after end.
Other doors and access cover plates provide for
inspection and ,repair. A roof hatch may be
located near the after end of the gun mount.
Where- necessary, this hatch has a blast hood.

POWDER HOISTS
(LOWER END)

LOWER--AMMUNMON HOISTS
--(DREDGER HOISTS)

110.53.1

Sight hoods on the side shield plates (twin mounts
only) protect the three sight telescopes.. ven-
tilation system supplies air to the mount and
hapciling room.

Lights in the gun and handling room are
energized by the ship's general illumination
circuit, which also includes outlets for, battle
lanterns, window-wiper motors on each sight
telescope, and. the battle illumination system,
which energizes small lamps at all instruments
and controls.

Gun elevation, gun train,. fuze setting, and
sight setting synehro signals are supplied to the
indicator-regulators in the mount fire control.
c)rcuits from the computer.

321
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Communication facilities in 5"/38 mounts may
include ..(1) a voice tube between gun room and
upper handling room, (2) an automatic telephone
in the ship's general communication system,
(3) a sound-powered battle phone circuit between
mount and fire control stations, (4) an auxiliary
sound-powered phone circuit with call bell be-
tween mount and lower ammanition-handling
room, and. (5) a loudspeaker connected to the
director and plotting room.

RECOIL; AND CQUNTERRECOIL

When a round is fired, the burning propellant
develops a gas pressure in the gun chamber of

/ sufficient size to hurl a major caliber projectile
several miles. As the pressure in the chamber is
exerted, equally in all directions,_ there is _the

BARREL,''

'HOUSING

same tremendous force tending to move the gun
barrel assembly tq the rear.

If the gun mount were held rigidly, without re-
coil, it would be impraCtical to build a'carriage
strong enough to withstand these firing stresses
without _breaking or overturning. The problem
could be solved, as it was with the Revolutionary
War type' cannon, by mounting the carriage on
wheels and letting the entire mount be thrown
across the deck at each discharge. This seriously
-affected rate of fire, of course, because each
time it was necessary to haul the entire mount
back into. position and point it before firing
again.

The problem, then, was to bring carriage
stresses down to a reasonable value and to ob-
tain carriage stability. A German inventor solved
this problem in 1888, and by 1897, the French
had put it to use in their artillery. The resultant

BREECkBLOtK-

DIFFERENTIAL CYLINDER

OP_ ERATING- iMAINTAINSSEAL IN COUNTERRECOIL

SPRING, COUNTERRECOIL CYLINDER) CYLINDER.

RECOIL
CYLINDERS

4.

Figure 9-25. 5-inch housing and gun (removed from glide).
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;increase in the "French 75's" rate of fire amount-
ed to a revolution in orlinance and, by the end
of World War I, all natifflis were forced to adopt
the new recoil syst'em.

Basically, the modern recoil system is a sort
of cushion put between the gun and carriage,
allowing the gun tube to be driven rearward,
through a, limited, controlled distance, while the
carriage remains stationary. After absorbing the
recoil over a convenient distance, a COUNTER-.
RECOIL system returns the gun to battery.

The major compOnents of both systems are:

1. The recoil system or brake stops recoil.

2. Counterrecoil mechanismused primari-
ly to return the gun to battery and hold it
there_ until fired again. Also %assists re-
coil system in stopping the gun'in recoil.

3. Counterrecoll buffer- seduces shock on
the gun mount assembly as the gun re-
turns to battery at the end of counterrecoil.

.

t
The recoil brake is shown in a simplified'

schematic in figure 9-26. There are many vari-
ations of the recoil brake, but the stylized ver-
sion in the illustration will do to explain the
basic principles of all recoil systems, 40mm and
larger. Here you see a hydraulic mechanism
known sometimes as a dashpo It has a piston
and a cylinder. The eyr r contains liquid
Which can Move from oiTe side of the cylinder
tothe other, but its rate of movement is throttled
by grooves in the walls of the cylinder. The
depth of the grooves is variable, bei deepest
toward the center, and narrowini the ends.

When the gun is fired, the for of recoil
pushes the housing (and the recoil cylinder) to
the rear, exerting pressure on the liquid in the
forward end of the cylinder. TJie cylinder moves
aft but is subject to the braking action.of the
hydraulic fluid as it is forced through the throttl-
ing grooves, .

At the beginning of recoil the grooves are
comparatively deep. There iselittle, resfttance
to recoil. As the housing moves aft, the grooves
become shallower, throttling down the fluid flow.
The ,grooves taper down until they disappear at
about the end of the dedigned length Of recoil.
&" In effect, the recoil brake converts the sudden

destrUctlye farce of recoil to a powerful but con-
trollable thrust over a considerable distance.
Counterrecoil systems aredesigned primarily to
return the recoiling parts to their 'in-battery
position after the force of recoil is spent .3

*,-,

A

' COUNTERRECOIL COUNTERRECOIL
CYLINDER P UNGER

RECOIL
PISTON
(FIXED)

RECOIL CYLINDER
ANP.THROTTLING

GROOVES

COUNTERRECOIL
BUFFER,

84.147
Figure 9-26.-- Conventional recoil and counter:.

recoil system (siinplified).

There are tWo basic types. Guns smaller than °
5-inch use springs. The spring is wrapped around
the gun barrel, one end resting against the
stationary slide. A collar on the recoiling barrel
holds the other enkofthe spring.

The spring is installed under a high initial
pressure, enough to hold the gun in battery,at all
angles of elevation. When the gun fires and
restoils, the spring is compressed. When the
recoil hid:Ise, assisted by the counterrecoil
tem, brings the acarwaid moving gun to a stoly';
the spring uses its stored up energy to push the
gun back into battery.

The other type of counter recoil system .(used
on guns 5-inch and larger) is the hydropneumatic

t of the mechanism is
nto buttery, and the

type. The pneumatic (at
used to push the grin
hydro (liquid) part of the ecliamt-in is used to
keep the air from leaking out of the system.

The entire mechanism works 14.e. this.
In figure 9-27 you see a sciwniatic of the

counterrecoil cylinder trid differential cylitait
assemblies. The piston is stik.latig part way into
an air-charged cylinder of the housing. As the
housing recoils, the air pressure in the .cylinder
is compressed and becomes greater than normal.
This is because the amount. of space in the
Cylinder is decreased, being taken up by more of
the piston. When the recoil brake stops the rear-
ward movement of the gun, the air in the counter -
recoil system. expands, pughing thegun bq.ck into
battery. ..

To seal the air in the cylinder, packing& are
installed around the counter recoil plunges. By
themselves, however, the packings cannot effec-
tively prevent leakage. A small differential
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cylinder (fig. 9-27) acts to tighten.the packing
even more. ""-.'

The piston its fiee floating, being acted upon
by air pressure tapped from the counterrecoil air
cylinder and opposed by the thrust Of the noncom-
pressibie oil. The oil side .is connected to the 0
center o the chevron packings of the counterrecoil
air. plunger.'

Part of the area of the oil side of the dif-
ferential pistOn head is-ccupied bythe end of the
pigion rod and cannot ieceive the thrust of the
trapped oil, whereas the entire area .of the air
side of this had receives the thrust of the trap-
ped air:" Therefore, at all times, the pressure
in terms of poundS per square inch (psi) on the oil
side will be gieater than the corresponditigpres-
sure, in psi, on the air side.

This means, that whenever recoil action raises
the air presstire, the unit pressure of the oil
(and of _course this includes oil at the packing
gland) rises proportionally higher. This causes
the p s to inflate and preventsleakage of the
air. lso means that if there is any real.-
age, i I be in an oil leak,,not an air leak.

As th gun is forced back into battery, liquid
in the recoil cylinder is. forced through the throt-
tling grooves as the piston moves *aft (relative to,
the cylinder). Even with this partial buffing
effect, the counterrecoiling tun has considerable
mass, and the shock at the end of counterrecoil
is quite appreciable. The counterrecoil buffers,
alio shown in figure 9-26, are designed to reduce
this shock,

The buffer is part of the recoiling housing.
When the gun- is in battery (as illustrated), the
buffer is in a mating hole drilled into the recoil
piston. When the gun recoils, the buffer is
drawn real Ward.In counterrecoil the buffer moves
forward, entering the hole in the recoil piston.
This partially traps fluid in the piston which
can only escape through narrow passages. This
action buffs the final few inches of counterrecoil.

Differential 'Piston
.

In figure 9-2 you see a differential piston
rod as it actually lookS extending 'through the
packing gland nut. The piston is housed in the
differential' cylinder located underneath the
breech housing. The position of the piston rod in-
dicates the extent of the oil ,supply within the
cylinder. When the piston rod is extended as
shown in figure 9-28A, the supply of oil in the
cylinder is low In this case, oil should be
added until the end of the piston rod is flush with
the gland nut at the end of,the cylinder, through
Which the rod, passes (fig. 9-28B). This position.

w././
(U )33

CHEVRON
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COMPRESSED AIR..
DIRECTION +
OF THRUST
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COUNTER R ECOIL

CYLINDER row
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%

DIFFEREN,TIAL CYLINDER

PLUKER

OIL UNDER
PRESSURE

84.148
Figure 9-27. Function of differential piston in

hydropneumatic counterrecoil system.

of the piston rod indicates that the correct
amount of oil is being maintained within the cyl-
inder. If the recoil and counterrecoil systems
are properly Maintained, the gun will recoil and
return to battery in leSS"than I second. Since
the speed in both recoil and counterrecoil is so
important to a gun's high rate of fire (how fast
the gun can be returned to battery so that the
next round can be l'Oaded), a thoroughunderstand-
ing of how these systems work is essential if
you are to keep the guns punching, and punching
fast, against the enemy.

. RAMMER AND AMMUNITION
HANDLING CYCLE

The ramme is a semiautomatic electric-
hydraulic unit on the upper rear part of the slide.
A 7-1/2-hp electric motor drives a pump whose
output is controlled by valves to operate theram-
mer piston. The piston in the cylinderis mechan-
ically linked to a rubber-faced rammer spade
Which moves forward along the loading tray, and
to the rear in an elevated path along the slide.
The cycle of operation is a follows:

1. Two crewmen (the projectileman and pow-
derman) take the projectile and powder case out
of their hoists and deposit them in the loading
tray in the slide.

2. The rammerman depresses a"control han-
dle (fig. 9-29A). The rammer piston forces the
rammer spade forward (arrow/ 1 to ram the
round into the Chamber.

824.
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3. When the breechatock closes and the gun
fires and recoils, (arrow 2 in fig. 9-29B), the
'rammer spade is automatically retracted (arrow
3) along an upper path in the slide. This lifts,
the spade go that it will not obstruct the ex-
tracted cartridge case's path (arrow 4, fig.
9-29C) to the rear. A crewman throws the fired
case out of the mount in single 'mounts, and in
twin mounts when gun elevation exceeds about 30
degrees. Except for these considerations case
ejection is automatic. .

4. The gun captain prepares for the next
round by lowering the rammer spade to ram
position.

Hoists

Figure 9-24' shows a conventional type ammu-
nition transport installation for a twin 5"/38
mount. In this arrangement, powder cartridges
are manually loaded into dredger ha:sts which
lift them to the upper handling room; here they

t. 4

84,68
Figure 9-28. Differential piston rod. .

are manually removed from their tanks and trans-
ferred, to .a.powder hoist which lifts them to the
gun house. In the gun house a crewman manually
transfers them from powder hoist to gun slide.
Projectiles typically are handled similarly, ex-
cept that they are not stowed in tanks.

The powder and projectile hoists between the
handling room And the gun house function quite
differently. The powder hoist (dredger hoists
are similar in principle) consists.fundamentally
of an articulated endless chain.with supports or
flights secured to it at regular intervals (fig.
9-30A). Powder cases are loaded by pushing them
into the ..hoist in the path of the 'flights; when
the hoist. starts, the chain is driven upward until
the next vacant flight is in loading position.
When the next unit is loaded, the hoist gees up
one more flight, and so on. The Hoist is driven
by a rotary hydraulic motor whose functioning
is controlled by valves.

Endless-chain hoists generally can be oper-
ated in reverse to lower ammunition aboard. In
either mode of operation, the hoist moves one
flight at a time, intermittently in the same
-direction. Only one side of the chain is used.

The projectile hoist, in contrast, has an end-
less Chain in which both sides of the chain are
used (fig. 9-30B). There are 2 flights, arranged
so that when one is at the top of the hoist on
one side, the other is at the bottom of the hoist
on the other. The chain runs first in one direction,
then the other, and the flights always move from
all the way at the top to all the way at the
bottom (or vice versa), as in the oldtime well
with 2 oaken buckets, one of which descended while
the other went up. The projectile is loaded into
one side, and automatically, the hoist starts if
the top is empty. As the loaded flight ascends,
the empty comes down. The cycle reverses for
the next projectile.

In addition tO hoisting projectiles (it is never
ueed for lowering them), the 5-inch projectile
hoist, also sets the projectile fuze (when a pro-
jectile with time fuze is loaded). As you can
see in figure 9-31, the projectile hoist has three
chains. The center one is the hoist chain. It

driven by a hydraulic motor through shafting
that rotates a sprocket at the top of the hoist.
Each of the other two chains is part of the fuze-
setting linkage. They are, positioned by the fuze
setter indicator-regulator which is controlled by
a servomechanism in the fire control computer.
Each projectile flight has a small sprocket wheel
which 'engages one of the fuze-setting chains. As
the projectile flight,is.hoisted by the hoist chain,
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Figure 9-29.- 5"/38 mount. Loading and ex=.

% traction operations.

the small spwcket wheel "walks" up the fuze-
setting chain. This rotates the inner,sockerand
the spring loaded pawls inside the flight (fig.
9-32A). A mechanic's' time-fuzed projectile is
manually loaded nose down in the projectile flight
in such a way that the fixed lug of the projectile
fuze (fig. 9 -32B) is placed into the V slot located
on the outer socket of the flight (fig.-9-32A).

,As the projectile is hoisted, the time ring lug

LIFT B'
.014d STAGE
AT A TIME

LIFT BY
..FULL LENGTH-
`OF HOIST

TO HYDRAULIC
MOTOR

CARTRIDGE CASE

I

I HOIST CHAIN
REVERSES
EACH TIME

A

TO HYDRAULIC
MOTOR

84.150
Figure 9-30.- Principles of -5"/38 hoists. A.

' Powder hoist. B. Projectile hoist. (fuze set-
ter not. shown).

on the fuze is rotated by the inner socket ring
(fig. 9-32A). This adjusts the fuze to the de-
sired time setting. So long as the projectile
remains 'in the hoist, the time fuze .setting is
continuously' adjusted by the fuze-setting chain v.-

and ring. The time lapse from the instant the
projectile is removed from the hoist (after which
its fuze adjustment ceases) 'until it 'is fired is
called dead time, which is estimated and included
in the fire control computation.

This discussion of ammunition hoists has con-
centrated on twin mounts, which are the most
elaborately equipped. Some single 5-inch mounts
are equipped with one powder hoist and one pro-
jectile hoist per ,mount, Other single 5"/38
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mounts may haye only a projectile hoist, plus
(instead of a powder hoist) a deck scuttle through
which powder cases are pushed by band. Some
auxiliaries are still equipped with .oen Mounts
with similar arrangements, or with no hoists at
all, but this is not the normal condition aboard
combat vessels in the active fleet.

Checking Fuze Settings

The mechanical time fuze shown on figure
9-32B has a fixed index (scribe mark) which is
used for setting or checking the fuze setting.
By-matching this index with a number located on
the time ring index, you can -check the setting.=
the fuze with the reading on the fuze-setting
indicator-regulator dials (fig. 9 -33). Theyshould

, correspond if the fuzes are being prciperly set. In
figure 9-33 you can see that both readings are.the
same and read 20 seconds; in figure 9-32B the
reading of the fuze is 4P seconds. Mbgt mechanical
time fuzes can be set from 0 to 45 seconds. The
time ring lug on the fuze (fig. 9-32B) is also
used to set the fuze manually if the fuzesetting
mechanism is down; it is also used to set the
fuze on safe by matching the letter S on the time
ring index with the .ed index. A special fdze
getting wrench is used for this purpose.

5"/54 GUN MOUNT MK 42
MODS 3, 4, 7, AND 8

With the coming of jet aircraft, it has been
'necessary to develop a reliable AA gun with in-
creased tracking and firing rates. The '5"/54
Gun Mount Mk 42 has proven to be a reliable and
'efficient Weapoit against high speed aircraft.

The 5-inch Mount Mk 42 (fig. 9-34) is a shield?
ed dualrpurpose, single -gun mount with an-auto-
matic firing rate of approximately 40 rounds per
minute. The gun is trained and elevated (laid)
by separate electrically controlled, hydraulically
operated power drives. Ammunition is served by
al automatic, dual-hOist gun loading systenrwhich
is hydraulically operated and electrically con-
trolled,

The gun mount consists of the following main
components:

1. Gun assembly;
2. Slide assembly;
3. Gun loading system: and
4. Gun 'laying system.

The gun mount also contains the following
auxiliitry systems:

1. Sprinkling systems;
2. Electrical system; and
3. Heating, lighting, communication, and ven-

tilation systems.

Basically, the gun and slide assemblies are
standard, except that the breechblock and extrac-
tors are hydraulicallyoperated. The 5"/54 gun is
unique, in that roller bearings support the gun
housing during recoil and counterrecoil.

RECOIL AND COUNTERRECOIL SYSTEMS

The gun recoil and counterrecoil systems are
conventional, except that the location of the re-
coil pistons is changed, and the counterrecoil
system differs in that two air chambers are used.
The counterrecoil system also is so arranged that
the differential and air chamber cylinder are
mounted to the slide, and the piston rods bear
against the after edge of the gun's main housing. t

GUN LOADING SYSTEM

The gun loading system (fig. 9-35) extends 'up-
ward through the shfp, from the ammunition hand-
ling room (near the magazine) to the mount gun
room. This loading system consists of a dual
set of units which automatically serve rounds of
separated' ammunition to the gun from both sides
of the slide.

The 1°11°Ni/1-fig is a brief description of how
ammunition_ moves from the ammunition handling
room up through the loading system, utilizing the
following units of equipment:

1: Loaders Rounds of separated ammunition
are manually loaded into the loaders (drums that
automatically feed the lower hoist).

2. Lower Hoists The rounds are automati-
cally fed from the lower hoists, which raise each
round to the carriers (on Mods 3 and 4) or to the
transfer station (on Mods 7 and 8) which posi-
tions the round into the carrier.

3. Carriers Theerounds of ammunition are
transferred from 'the stationary lower hoists to the
rotatable upper hoists, located on the rotating
structure of the gun mount, by the carriers..

4. Upper, hoists The rounds 'are alternately
raised frDm the carriers to, the cradles by the
upper hoists.

5. Cradles The rounds are transferred from
the upper hoists to the transfer trays, located
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Figure 9-32: Fuze-setting mechanism, 5"/38 caliber gun. A. Projec-
.tile flight. B. Fuze:

on each side of slide, by the cradles which /
alternately swing upward.

6. Transfer trays The rounds areheldXn the
transfer trays while the projectile fuzes are set
(on mechanical time-fuzed projectiles only). The

84.69
Figure 9- 33. ..tacking fuze settings.

D-LUG

84.151

transfer trays then lower the rounds to, the ram-
ming position, in line with gun chamber.

7. Remmers Rounds are rammed into the
gun chamber by the rammer spade which ex-
tends through the transfer trays.

After gun fires and 'breech is opened, the
extractor catapults empty powder case rearward
into the empty case tray. This tray then lowers
the expended case into the empty case ejector
which ejects case from mount.

To facilitate understanding, gun loading sys-
tems in this manual are divided into three groups:

Lower gun loading system.
2. Upper gun loading system.
3. Intermediate section (ammunition carrier).

The lower gun loading system includes the
loader drums and lower hoists (fig. 9-35), three
hydraulic power units, and the control equipment
necessary for their operation. This portion of
the gun mount "assembly is also referred to as
stationary, or nenrotating gun mount components
(fig. 9-36).
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Figure 9-34.Right front view, 5-inch shield Mk 61 Mod I.

The upper gun loading system consistsof upper
ammunition hoists, transfer trays, r_ ammer,
empty case tray, empty case ejector, and fuze
setters (fig. 9-35). All upper gun loading system

`components are part of the rotating gun mount
assembly and move with the mount when t gun
trains (fig, 9-36).

The intermediate Section (carrier) transfers
rounds of ammunitior from fixed lower hoists to
the rotatable upper hoists. In so doing, the
carrier acts as an independent transferring mech-
anism between the stationary gun mount assem-
blies (lower gun loading system) and the rotatable
gun mount assemblies (upper gunloading system).
Physically the carrier is part of the carriage
and receives its hydraulic power from the upper
gun loading system supply.

DESIGN DIFFERENCES

All mods of the mount have the same basic
desi 111 -'The only major difference in the mount

I rations is the design of the lower arrimuni-

7,-/

tion hoists and the ammunition carrier. In the
Mods 3-4 mounts, the lower hoists andcarrier are
completely different from those installed in the
Mods 7-8 mounts. The difference is olearly
illustrated in figures 9-36 and 9-37.

Lower Hoists and Carrier
in Mods 3-4 Mounts

In the Mods 3-4 mounts Ifig. 9 -36), the lower
hoists are straight and terminate directly under
the tubes of the ammunition carrier. Thesehoists
are cycled by control units that are operated by
hydraulic pressure from an accumulator system.
The hoist cycles are initiated by solenoid actions
in the control units.

In this hoist design, the rounds contained by.
the hoists move directly upward from the tops of
the hoist tubes into the carrier tubes. When the
carrier is loaded, it rotates to the upper hoists
where the carrier ejectors trader the rounds
from the carrier tubes to the upper hoists tibeq.
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Lover Hoists and Carrier
in Mods 7-8 Mounts

In the Mods 7--8 mounts (fig. 9-37), some of
the lower hoists are curved and some are straight,
but each hoist has two ammunition handling tubes,
(one for hoisting, one for strikedown, the strike-
down tubes are still in place but have been deacti-
vated) and is operated by an electrically driven
hydraulic power transmission which is stroked by
a hydraulic servomechanism installed in a
solenoid - operated control unit.

I-
LEFT FUZE SETTER

LEFT TRANSFER TRAY

RAMMER

BREECHBLOCK

In this design, the hoist-tubes are capped by
. transfer .tubes which are located alongside, the

carrier tubes. The transfer tubes are unite of
the lowei hoists and are operated by hydraulic
presStire from an accumulator system.

When the hoists are cycled, the rounds in the
hoist tubes are elevated into the transfer tubes.
From there they are ejected laterally into the
opposing carrier tubes. The transfer tube ejec- ,

tors then retract so that they will be in position
to receive another pair of rounds from the lower
hoists, and the carrier tube ejectors close
over the rounds in the carrier tubes. The carrier

LEFT CRADLE

RIGHT FUZE SETTER

EMPTY CASE TRAY

RIGHT TRANSFER TRAY

EMPTY CASE EJECTOR

LEFT UPPER HOIST

CARRIER

C LOVER HOIST

RIGHT CRADLE

RIGHT
UPPER
HOIST

A LOADER B LOADER

Figure- 9-35. Ammunition handlers load
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MOUNT SHIELD
(HOUSES UPPER GUN

LOOM SYSTEM,
WHICH IS THE SAME

IN ALL MOUNTS)-

11.

BATHER DECK

UPPER HOIST TUBES

LOWER HOIST
CONTROL UNIT

e
ft-14%.

CARRIER ROC
PLATFORM

LOWER HOIST TUBES

AMMUNITION CARRIER TUBES

LOWER HOIST CONTROL UNIT

CENTER COLUMN

AMMUNITION CARRIER

ROTATING STRUCTURE 9F MOUNT
(CONTAINS UPPER GUN
LOADING SYSTEM)

AMMUNITION CARRIER (TRANSFERS
AMMUNITION FROM STATIONARY
LOWER HOISTS TO UPPER HOISTS

ON ROTATING STRUCTURE
OF MOUNT)

: j., LOWER STATIONARY AMMUNITION
HOISTS AND LOADERS (S.INCH
AMMUNITION HOIST, MARK 3
AND MOOS)

AMMUNITION LOADERS

AMMUNITION HANDLING
ROOM PLATFORM

Figure 9- 36. Typical arrangement of lower hoists and ea-rier Mods
3-4 mounts.
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thea rotates to the upper hoists where the earner
ejectors transfer the rounds from the carrier
tubes to the upper hoist tubes.

Thecurved lower hoists are installed in
mounts where the handling rooms are not located
directly below the carrier rooms. This condition
exists in' all, of the mounts in the CVA-class
vessels and in the mount in the DLG-class ves-
sels.

The curve in the hoists of the forward DLG
mount is very slight. In the CVA mounts, however,'
all of the hoists curve through two 90-degree
angles and consist of vertical, curved, and hori-
zontal tube sections.

Minor Differences in Mount Design

Because of the variation in the vertical dis-
tance between the handling room and carrier room
in, different mount installations, the height of
the lower hoisjs differs from mount to mount.

All mods of the mount have maximum gun
elevation angles of 85 degrees and, with the ex-
ception of the CVA mounts, have 720 degrees of
training freedom (360 degrees in either direction
from the stowed position_of the mount).

Maximum angles of gun depression vary in dif-
ferent mounts from 7.5 degrees to 15 degrees,
as determined by structural characteristics of the
vessel.

GUN LAYING SYSTEM

The mount itself can be operated in either re-
mote or local control. No provision is made for
hand-powered operation. Manually operated hand
cranks are connected to the tvining and elevating
gears. This mode of operation is only used for
maintenance, stowing purposes, and for use in
connection with certain mount and gun alignment
procedures- involved in the installation of the
train and elevation receiver-regulators.

The training and elevating gear assemblies are
electrically controlled, hydraulically operated
power drives that accurately position the ,mount
and gun in response to electrical gun train andd
gun elevation orders. These orders can be applied
to the train and elevation receiver-regulators
from remote fire control stations or from the
one-man control, unit operated by the local control
man in the mount,

The training gear assembly consists of a train=
ing gear, a power drive, and a receiver-regulator.
The receiver-regulator converts the electrical
gun train order signals into ,hydraulic control
inputs to the power drive, which is an electrically

driven, hydraulic power transmission. The 'output
shaft of the po w. drive turns the training
pinion, which drive the mount in train.

The elevating gear assembly consistof an ele-
vating gear, a power drive, a receiver-regulator,
and a firing cutout. The receiver-regulator con-
verts gun elevation order signals
into h them, aulic control signals and applies
vertst
to the power drive, the drive turns the elevating
pinion, and the pinion elevates or depresses the
gun:

Both the training and the elevating gear assem-
blies are equipped with limit stop mechanisms.
In the train receiver-regulator, the stop mech-
ansim decelerates' and stops the train drive as
the mount approaches and reaches its limits of
operation in either direction of train. -The limit
stop mechanism in the elevation receiver-
regulator brakes the gun to a stop as it reaches its
limits of travel in elevation or depression.

The _firing cutout is connected by 'response
gearing to the training and elevating pinion drive
shafts, and operates switches in the firing cir-
cuit to prevent firing when the gun is pointed into
a danger sector.

PERSONNEL

The gun loading system; and gun laying systems,
are separately controlled, and either system can
be independently operated. Responsibility for
control of the gun loading system is primarily
delegated to the gun captain and the loader control
man, while control of the gun laying.system is the
responsibility of the mount captain and the local
control man. Duties of the carrier control man
are divided between the two systems. The duties
of-a. gun crew for the 5"/54 are described below
(less ammunition handlers). Figure 9-38 illus-
trates the positions of the gun room crew and the
control panels under their control.

MOUNT CAPTAIN The mount captain is the
senior man in the mount and is stationed at control
panel P3 in the left rear of the gunhouse. He
is in charge of the entire mount crew and receives
all mount operation orders from ship fire control
station via the JP telephone circuit. The mount
captain communicates with the local control man
over the JP telephone circuit and transmits mount
activation, operation, and deactivation orders to
the gun captain and mount crew (exceptlocal con-
trol man) over the X17J telephone circuit.

The mount captain's duties and responsibilities
extend to the operation of train and elevation
securing pins, controlling the method of mount
operation, controlling operation of the train and
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MOUNT SHIELD
(HOUSES UPPER GUN

LOADING SYSTEM
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IN ALL MOUNTS)

WEATHER DECK

LOWER HOIST
TRANSFER tJUBES

UPPER HOIST TUBES

CENTER COLUMN

AMMUNITION CARRIER TUBES

TRANSFER TUBE CONTROL UNIT

CARRIER ROOM
PLATFORM

AMMUNITION CARRIER

LOWER HOIST
CONTROL, UNIT

FLUID SUPPLY TANK

ELECTRIC MOTOR

LOWER HOIST
CONTROL UNIT

LOWER HOIST
POWER DRIVE

LOWER HOISTS,

STRIKEDOWN
TUBES

(DEACTIVATED)

r-i = ROTATING STRUCTURE OF

MOUNT (CONTAINS UPPER
GUN LOADING SYSTEM)

. AMMUNITION CARRIER (TRANSFERS
AMMUNITION FROM STATIONARY
LOWER HOISTS TO UPPER HOISTS
ON ROTATING STRUCTURE OF
MOUNT)

STATIONARY LOWER AMMUNITION
HOISTS ApD LOADERS, (5INCH
AMMUNITION tiO)ST MARK 4
AND MODS)

HOIST TUBES

AMMUNITION
LOADERS

AMMUNITION'
HANDLING ROOM
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Figure 9- 37. Typidal arrangement of lower hoists and carrier in
Mods 7-8 mounts.
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elevation motors through switches on the P3
Control panel, and operating the heating, ventilat-
ing, and lighting systems in the gunhouse through
controls on the control panel P8.

In addition, the mount captain supervises
indoctrination, training, and performance of the
mount crew, and is responsible for the observance
of all mount safety precautions. He also opens
and closes the breechblock in misfire procedures,
operates the breech sprinkling system, and he may
operate the ,sightsetting transmitters in the P3
control panel in accordance with telephoned in-
structions.

LEFT LOCAL CONTROL MAN The local
control man is stationed at the left local control
station as shown in figure 9-38. He operates the
left one man control unit, left telescope, control
panel P6, and auxiliary control panel P9. When
ordered by the mount captain, he synchronizes
the mount in train and elevation.

The left local control man also serves as a
safety observer except when 'actively engaged in
local control or local f.i.q.ng, operates the sight-
setting transmitters in the P6 control panel when
ordered to set sigh $ by the mount captain and,
on command, monita's. the firing key during local
firing.

GUN CAPTAINThe gun captain is stationed
at .the control panel P4 in the right rear corner
of the gunhouse (fig. 9-38): He is in charge of
the gun loading crew, and is directly responsible
to the mount captain. A

The gun captain has, perhaps, more varied
duties and responsibilities than anyone in the
gun crew. He receives all gun loading ordeis
from the mount eaptaih, transmits gun loading
system activation, operation, and deactivation,
orders to the gun loading crew, releases or
secures the safety link, controls the method of
gun loading system (whether the gun is loaded
from both sides through duaLhoist sy stem, or from
one side through single ho%t arrangement, and
whether or not fuzes are to be set) through
switches on control panel P4, and directs the gun
loading crew in required equipinent checks be-
fore starting power operation of the gun loading
system.

He controls operation of the loader, lower
hoist, upper gun loading motors, and gun loading
system in manual or power. operattian through
switches on the control panel P4.

The gun captain checks the movement of
ammunition through the gun loading system by
means of indicating lights on control panel P4,
checks gun loading units on the slide for proper
operation and safe performance at all times,

ind Ftops opt.fati xi of the gun loading system
in the event of malfumtion or casualty.

In addition, he organizes and supervises the
proCedures used to clear a gun in case of mis-
fire, removes the misfired case from the breech
and loads the clearing charge, operates the star
shell spread knob on the train receiver-regulatori'
inserting spread values into gun train order on
instructions received from the mount captain, and
opelates tie sprinkling station A in the gun7
house (and station C in mounts Mods 3-4).

CARRIER ROOM CONTROL MAN The car-
rier room control man is stationed inthe carrier
room between the control panels P1 and P2.
He controls the mount power supply system from
the PI and P2 panels. Lights on the Pl panel
indicate when power is available to the system,
and when motors are running on the gun mount.
The P2 panel houses amplifiers for the fuze
seters, parallax systems,' and train and eleva-
on power drives. On the face of this panel are

sw itches and light arrangements that function as
a means of communication between gun captain
and the carrier room control man. He also
operates C- and D-lower ammunition hoigts

hen in local operation, and shifts the carrier
upper hoist to one-side operation when

diieted by the gun captain.
LOADER CONTROL MAN The loader con-

trol man is in charge of the.handling room crew
and ammunition handling room equipment. He
controls the loader drums by means of switches
on the P5 panel (located between the A and B
loader drums) when the loaders are being
operated in the manual powei mode. This panel
enables the loader control man, with permission
from the gun captain, to operate the loader
drums in manual power operation. Normally,
manual power operation (manual switch-
controlled power cycles) is used during loadings
unloading, exercising, or testing of the loader
drums. The loader room control man also
corrects malfunctions and casualties when
directed by the gun captain, supervises Indoctri-
nation, training, and performance of handling
room crew, and operates sprinkling station D in
the handling room.
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One Side Operation

The gun captain can select for one-side auto-
matic power operation of the loading systemwhen
a casualty occurs to some units of the loading
system. The procedures necessary for one-side'
operation vary with which unit of the loading sys-
tem is inoperative. Depending upon the nature of
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. Figure 9 -38. Gun room stations and control panels.

the casualty the gun captain can deactivate one
side of the gun loading system or instruct the
carrier room control man to mechanically deac-

. tivate the malfunctioning unit. One side opera.
tion (using one hoist) will reduce the gun rate of
fire to.20 rounds per minute. .

One advantage of the. gun loading gystem
employed with :the 5"/54 gun mount is that once
the loader drums are loaded, the ammunition
handling crew need not be on station for automatic
gun firing operation. This enables a ship's weapon
system to function during a condition of readiness

with a minimum amount of personnel. The ammu-
nition handling crew which consists of four powder
men and four projectile men can be utilized for
other duties in the event of personnel cagualties.

84..75

The ammunition handling crew are needed only to
replenish the 40 rounds of ammunition loaded
into the loader drums after a firing mission,
or they can be left at their station if more
than 40 rounds are to be used.

5"/54 MK 42 MOD 9

This mount is designed for the main gun
battery of DE 1052 class ships and is used as a
tactical weapon against surface, shore, and air
targets. The major ,changes between the 5"/54
Mod 9 and the mods 3, 4, 7,and 8 are in the
train and elevation receiver-regulators, the fuze
setters, and the electrical control system. The
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objective of this type mount design is to increase
reliabilitY_ and improve maintainability where
poisible and to incorporate features which would
reduce the weight of the mount without degrading
performance.

The desigrn.changes to the receiver-itgulators
greatly improVe reliability- and maintainability,
and reduce equipyient weight by eliminating the
large and complex valve block required in the
present design of the Mods 3, 4, 7, and 8. These
design changes employ', an electrohydraulic servo
valve contl'ol system, which is easily inte4change-
able between train and elevation systems. These
interchangeable features are accomplished by
the use of solid state amplifiers,, and evolye
directly from the general concept in design of
some type of missile launching systems.

-FUZE SETTER CHANGES

The fuze setters are substantially lighter in
weight than those used in the Mods 3, 4, 7, and 8
mounts. They contain fewer movingparts, employ
solid state amplifiers, and operate with greater
accuracy. The reductions in weight which result
from the redesign of the fuze setter and its asso-
ciated amplifiers are as follows: the new fuze
setter unit weighs 36 pounds, where the old unit
weighed 317 pounds; the weight of the fuze setting
ampfffiers has changed from j15 pounds to 17

cOiNITROL SYSTEM CHANGES°

The electrical control system of the gun mount
,has been completely redesigned. The mount cap-
tain's P-3 panel and the gun captlin's P-4 panel

locked in the carrier room, contains allcontrols
previously eifibodied in the P-..3 and P -4 panels
(fig. 9-39). The, number of on-mount personnel has
'also been reduced, due to two features of gun
mount design being changed or eliminated wit=
the gun house. Tie right hand local control sta -.
tion has been eliminated, and, the mount captain
station has been changed from the gunhousVs the

and designated SMX14 _ and SMX17. The crew
members that control mount operations consist
9f a mount captain, an assistant mount captair/

.tiONIC operator), a gun captain, and loadel safety
observer.

Mount Captain

The mount captain supervises the entire mount
crew and is responsible to the ship's weapons
officer. He is stationed at the EP2 panel located
in the carrier_roorn and controls the Method of
mount operation through selector switches on the
FP2 panel. He also controls power distribution to
the gun mount components by positioning switches
on the EP1 panel. The EP1 panel located ip the
carrier- room (fig. 9 -39) is the main distribution.

'point for electrical r to gun mount. The
panel conta.ips powe tritutiOn lines, circuit

breakers, ciintactors; overload relays, manual
switches, and indicating lampS which contrcl,and
monitor power distributioh. The EP2 panel is the
principal operational control point for gun Mount
operation. It contains selector switches, push-
button switches, indicating lights, train and eleva-
tion control and sight setting dials, and a firing
safety switch. The mount captain uses the EP2
panel to select the mode of operation desired to
.either fire, check out; or exercise gun mount
components..., There are three modes of operation
which are used forigun mount activation:. ,

AUTO-LOAD MODE is the sequential elec-
trical, hydraulic, and mechanical operatign of
system components. When auto-load is selected,
the mount moves rounds from the loaders to the
gun without furtlier manual switching.

hav been eliminated., One control paritl (EP-2) .'

PERSONNEL
..

The Elfg, Mount Control Sy stem Mk 114 Mod
0Js the Mount electrical network which enables
the gun crew to control and monitor the operation
of the guryno.unt. It contists of one power panel,
foilr control panels, and two separately mounted
rotary 'switches., The panels are designated EP1
through EP5; the switches are safety' switches

STEP-L AD MODE Is the-sequential opera-
tion of system components initiated by individual
manual switching actions at the EP2 panel. This
individual switching moves ammunttion through
the gun lOaaing system and is used asian auxiliary
mode of operation if auto-load circuitry is
inope;ative. Step-load is also 'use to check out
individual gun loading comPoells from the
loader drum to the empty-case-ejectOr.

N

STEP-EXERCISE MODE = Is used to check the
operation of individual ,components without roue
of ammvition within the systein. The gun loadn,
components operate much as they do in step-
load and require manual selection to. imitate each
individual cycle. In this mode of operation the
entire loading systeratan be checked without
the use of, ammunition, eliminating the Job of
carrying rounds of ammunition from gun mount
components back down to the magazine.
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OMC UNIT

EP5 41.

EP4
'45

E

SMX17

. EP2

gun loa operations by safety switch 8MX17
in the even a casualty. He operates EP3 panel
and supervises manual loading of illuminating
projectiles and the unloading of the transfer tray
after firing. ,The EP3 panel, locate& in the gun
house, contains switches which control the heat- .
ing,Ighting, ventilating ana 'antt-icing systems of
the gun mount. The gun captain's safety switch
SMX17, located on the cradle guide arc support
(fig. 9-39), is a manual safety switch with four

--_positions. Figure 9-40 shows the switch positions.
The handle of SMX17 can be removed while in
the Safe Emergency Stop position, preventing

P3 operation of the upper gun system.

EP1

SMX14

84,76
Figure 9-39. Gun mount coltrol panels.

Assistant, Mount Captain

The assistant mount captain serves as safety,
observer and is stationed, in the OMC station
(fig. 9-3 He controls the mount in local tracking
control, operates switches on the EP4 panel and
can relieve the mount captain under prolonged
standby conditions. The EP4 panel is located on
the .right side of the. OMC, station and contains
'indicating dials, lights, and/manual switches
operated" by the assistant mount captain: This

- panel selects the sight setting source :when in
local control and contains elevation and train
position indicating dials.

Gun Captain.
The gun captain is aationedon.the right side

of the gun house. He observes the operation of
equipment tlie gun house and reports any

functions to the mount captain. 'He can stop the

Loader Safety Observer

The loaded: safety observer is stationed at
safety switch SMX14, located in the ammunition,
handling room (fig. 9-39). He is in charge of
the handling room crew and receives loading in-
structions from the mount captain through tele-
phone circuits. The loader safety switch SMX14
is positioned to stop (fig. 9-40) by the loader
safety observer in the event of unsafe or improper
operation of the lower gun loading system.
LOAD TO FIRE SEQU.E/sICE

Gun loading systems employed. in the 5"/54
,Mk 42 gun mounts differ in that the Mods 7
and 8 gun mounts use transfer tubes to eject
rounds of ammunition from the lower hoists into
the. ammunition carriers (fig. 9-37). The Mods
3; 4, land 9 gun mounts have no transfer tubes
but raise the rounds of ammunition from the
lower hoists directly into the carriers. Since the
subject of this section is the 5"/54 .Mod 9,
the gun loading systeiii used with this mount
(fig. 9-35) will be used to explain how ammuni-
tion is transferied from the lower handling room
to the gun chamber.

Load To Fire Cycle

ffe
...Each phase of gun loading consists of several

actions that prepare, position, or move the ammui
nition to the next phase of operation. When a
round passes through a phase of operation, that
phase can perform its function on the next round
while the preceding round is advancing to the
following stage. How far each phase of operation
can advance is determined by interlocks and
the physical status of the next related phase of
the gun loading operation.
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From Loader to Carrier

The sequence begins the filling of, the
loader drums. Ammunithinhandlers place pro-
jectiles and powder cases into cayitiee of each
loader drum (fig. 9 -35).

The _loaders align the projectiles and powder
cases Of` rounds 1 and 2 with the lift pawls of the
lower ammunition hoist (fig. 9-41A). The lower

hoist lift pawls raise rounds 1 and 2 out of the
loader drums (fii..9-41B). The first raise cycle
of the lower hoist is completed when rounds 1 and
2 are at the first flight level in the lower hoist
tubes. The loader drums index rounds 3 and 4
to the hoist position (fig. 9-41C). The lower
hoists raise rounds 1 -and 2 to the ammunition
carrier tubes and rounds 3 and 4 out of the loader

.. drums toward the first flight lever (fig.'9-411)).

Fie& 'furter To Upper Hoist

-At the end of the second raise cy'cle, the lower
hoists position rounds 1 and 2 in the carrier tubes,
and rounds 3 and 4 advance to the first flight level
in the lower hoist tubes. The loader drums index
the next set of rounds over the lower hoist pawls
(fig. 9 -42A). The carrier begins moving ,rounds 1
and 2 from the lower hoists toward the upper
hoist (fig., 9-42B), and the upper hoist prepares
to -receive rounds 1 and 2 from the carrier. Note
the reversed positions of the upper hoist lift,
pawls; The left pawl is down and the right pawl
is up. Upper hoist operation alternately raises,
rounds (fig. 9-42C)-. The carrier rotates along-
side the upper hoists, and the carrier ejector
mechanism. ejects. the rounds into the upper
hoist tubes (fig; 9-42D). ;

From Upper Hoist To Cradle

° When the upper hoist shutters close and the
carrier mechanism retracts, the. left upper hoist
pawl begins raising round 1 into the left cradle
as the right upper hoist pawl lowers to the start-
of-hoist position below round 2. The carrier be-
gins rotating' to the lower hoist to pick up rounds
3 and 4 (fig. 9-43A).- The left upper hoist raise
movement ends when round 1 -is positioned in the
left cradle, the right upper hoist ,pawl is down
and ,ready to raise round 2, the carrier is latched
to.the lower holt:it; and rounds 3 and 4 are being
hoisted into the carrier tubes (fig. 9-43B). When
rounds S and 4 move' into the carrier tubes, the
right upper 'heist pawl begins raising round 2
into the right cradle. The left ,upprz hoist pawl
lowers to the start-of-hoist position, and the
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cradle swings up from the left upper hoist to the
slide (alongside the left transfer tray (fig. 9-
43C). The left cradle latches to the slide as the
lower hoists position rounds 3 and 4 in the carrier
.tubes. Round 2 continues moving up into the right
cradle (fig. 9 -43D).

From Transfer Tray To Ram Position'
I.

The left cradle ejects round 1 into the left
transfer tray, where it is held in position for
fuze setting. Round 2 is being raised into the
right cradle, as the carrier begins moving rounds
3 anti 4 from the lower hoists to the upper hoists
(fig. '9%44A). The left fuze setter extends to set
the fuze of round 1. The left cradle swings down
from the slide to the left upper hoist. The right
cradle begins raising round 2 the slide. The
carrier arrives at the upper hoists with rounds 3
and 4 (fig. 9-44B). The fuze is now .W on.round
1, and the left cradle latches itself to the left
uppet hoist. Round 2 in the right cradle continues
raising to the slide. The left upper hoist pawl
begins lowering to the start-of-hoist position. The
carrier begins rotating to the lower hoist to index
over the next set of rounds (fig. 9-44C). The
left fuze setter retracts, and the left transfer
tray starts lowering round 1 into the ramming po-
sition. The rigl4t cradle latches ..to the slide,
and the left upper hoist pawl continues raising
round 3 to the left cradle while the right hoist
pawl continues lowering (fig. 9-44D).

From Ram Position To Gun Firing

When round 1 is in the ram position, the left
transfer tray releases the round and the rammer
spade rams the round in:., tne gun chamber. At the
same time round 3 continues up into the left cradle
(fig. 9-45A). The breechblock raises to close the
breech and raises the rammer spade to the latched
position for the rammer retract stroke. The left
(empty) transfer- tray raises, and the empty case
tray positions itself behind the breech. The ftize
is set on round 2, and the left cradle rises round
3; the right cradle lowers to the upper hoist (fig.
9 -45B). Round 1 Tires and the recoil action initi-
ates rammer spade retraction. The breechblock
opens, and the empty case of round 1 is extracted
into the empty case tray as recoil ends and
counterrecoil begins.

The right fuze setter retracts from round 2,
and the left cradle latches to the slide (fig. 9-
45C). As the gun moves back into battery, the.
right transfer tray lowers round 2 into ramming

. .

position. The empty case tray lowers into align-
ment with the empty case ejector (fig. 9 -45C).

Round 2 is rammed into the gun chamber and
the case of round 1 is ejected into the ejector
tube. The gun fires round 2, and the empty
case of round 2 is extracted into the empty case
tray and lowers the empty case to the case
ejector. As the rounds are fired, each. empty
case in the ejector tube pushes the case ahead
of it further into the tube where it is held by a
spring loaded pawl. The empty cases, are ejected
out through the forward section of the gun
mount by means of a tube located below the gun
barrel.

Round Selection.
In the Mod 9 gun system, a round select push-

button located on the EP2 panel is used to select
either one-type or twortype.,,operation.The loader
can be_loaded with two typps of ammunition. For
example, the A loader drum can be loaded with AA
common, and the B loader with VT fuzed projec-
tiles. The selection of two-type operation ensure's
that only one side of the gun loading system is
used. The other side remains loaded with another
type ammunition held in readiness for a switch
to that type ammunition. In two-type operation
the mount fires approximately 24 rounds per
minute.

5"/54 MK 42 MOD 10

The 5"/54 Mod 10 gun mount is not an all new
mount but is actually a modified Mod 7 and 8 mount
and is designed to be used as the main battery on
DEs, DDs, DDGs, DLGs, and a DLG(N). Function-
ally the Mod 10 is similar to the Mod. 9 in that both
Mods utilize solid state gun mount control systems
and electric-hydraulic power drives to control
mount operation.

Structurally, however, there are some differ-
ences. The shield on Mod 9 mounts is constructed
of laminated fiberglass while the shield on the
Mod-10 is steel.

LoNVer hoists on the two Mods are different.
The Mod 9 gun mount lower hoists transfer ammu-
nition from the hoists dixectly into the carrier.
The Mod 10 gun mount lower hoists raise rounds
Of ammunition from the loaders to a transfer
station in the carrier room. The transfer station
ejectors eject the rounds Into the carrier.

In view of the similarity_ between the Mod 9
and Mod 10 gun mounts, and, having previously
discussed t1-4... Mod 9, no further discussion will
be presented on the Mod 10.

.240'
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Figure 9-41. From loader to carrier.
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Figure 9-42. Fromearrfer to upper hoist.
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FigUre .9-43:'Froni upper hoist to'cradle.
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5"/54 MK 45 MOD 0

The Mk 45 gun mount (fig. 9-46) is a fall,
automated, single barrel weapon that stows, a..ii! ,
and fire 5"/54. ammunition. light v. .glit g...
mount, the Mk 45 provides sul Lice escort seE:clt,
with a weapon for firing ;v-pound
at surface craft, low-altitude aircraft, ...nd shore
targets-

The mouhti offers outstanding reliability and
maintainability, is served by a minimum or
personnel, and is operated, monitored, and exer-
cised remotely; personnel do not enter the gun
house except for maintenance. Two safety keys
located on the EPI panel disable all &tin loading
circuits and one safety key located on the Ei'2
panel disables the gun laying circuits before
the crew enters the gunhouse. One mount operator
performs mount switching functions as directed
for complgte gun 'mount operation. The :Iunda-
tion handlers load projectiles and powder .-a5-es
into :the lower hoist (on mounts with a Wei'
hoist). In mounts that do not'haVe a lower hoi,t,
thkammtmition. is loaded into the upper loauirg
station. The mount loader drum holds 20 rounds
in ready service. The lower hoist replenishes
the loader drum during sustained firing without
interrupting the fire mission. For mounts w ithout
a lower hoist this is done. vi the upper loading
station. The load and fire cycl can Ix interrupted
if a special-purpose type of mmunition, such
as star shell, is to be us , or if misfire
clearing is needed.

The m?unt esign emphasizes crew safety.
The crew need of enter the gunhouse to extract
misfires. Misfi es can be automatically and
rapidly extracted, a clearing charge loaded, and
the gun cleared and returned to service without
personnel entering the gunhouse. .1/2. round can
also be unloaded from the cradle .automatically
before the ram cycle is started. The EP2 oper-
ator initiates an Auto-Unload cycle which lowers
the round to the upper hoist unload doors and
the ammunition handlers manually remove the
round from the upper hoist.

GUN MOUNT COMPONENTS
ot

Th inount has two structural component
groups; (fig. 9-46) stationary and rotating. The
stationary group of components include two over -
ating panels EPI. and EP2 (the mount control sys-
tem), lower hoist (if required), loader drum,
fuze setter, upper hoist, and lower accumulator
system.

346

The stationary group of the gurploading system
components is in the loader room (fig. 9-46)

the ammunition handing room (for mounts
1,..-quo ing a lower hoist) a compartment one or
-lore decks below the louder loom. The stationary

navoilents stow, select, and transfer ammtkni-
t-on (powder and projectile) to the rotating struc-
tire ..rho' e deck. If the projectile of a selected

iund has a mechanical time fuze .(MT), a fuze
setter (mounted to the loader drum) sets The
vize before the round moves to the upper hoist.
1 he panels, power distribution panel EPI and
control panel EP2, provide the means for one
alai. to initiate and monitor operation of the
gun mount.

The rotating group of components include the
gun laying (train and elevation) systems, carriage,
cradle, slide, gun barrel, upper accumulator
system, and shield. These, components rotate
together on a stand secured to the weather deck.
The stand forms a bearing, a roller path, for
the rotating structure.
CON1 ROL SYSTEM

the gun mount control system consists of two
control panels: EPI power panel and ,EP2 control
panel. The power panel(EP1) receives power from
the ship's supply and distributes it within the
mount and other panels.

The control panel (E1 2) perritits selecting the
various modes of mount operation. A test board,
in the EP2 panel, is used for local control of
the gun laying system and fuze setter.

The gun. laying system positions the gun in
both train and elevation, and consists of separate
train and e le $, Ation power drive assemblies. These
assemblies are electrically controlled and hy-
draulicaliy operated in response to orders from
either a remote fire control system, or the on
mount local control system. A firing cutout
system opens the firing circuit whenever the
gun is positioned to a non-firing zone.

Unlike older gun mounts, the firing cutout
cams are located in the train and elevation
receiver-regulators.

The mount local control system permits
total system exercise and test. One man can ac-
tivate and exercise the mount and verify mount
operation ability in less than 5 minutes.

A troubleshooting status board located within
the EP2 panel is used in conjunction with indicating
lights and dials, to pin point the cause of mount
stoppage. Standardized parts arc used exten-
sively, and many of the amplifiers and logic
circuit cards are physically and functionally \
interchangeable.

4 r-
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SHIELD
IGUNHOUSE1

GUN LOADING SYSTEM
COMPONENTS

GUN
BARREL

GUN LAYING SYSTEM
COMPONENTS

141
66

ta
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41

EPI Ein

LOADER
DRUM

OPERATOR
PANELS

LOWER
HOIST

AMMUNITION
HANDLING .

LOADER
1:194H

LOWER
ACCUMULATOR

SYSTEM

Figure 9-46. 5-inch 54-Caliber Gun Mount Mk 45 Mod 0: General
arrangement..

LOAD AND FIRE OPERATION

Before a load-and-fire operation begins, the
loader drum may be loaded with the selected type
of amm tion. To load the loader drum (fig.
9-47), munition handlers manually insert pow-
der c es and projectiles into the lower hoist.
The lower hoist automatically raises the rounds
to the upper luuding station, where an ejector
transfers them into empty cells of the loader
drum. -

84.405

With a load-and-fire order in effect, the loader
drum indexes until it positions a round of animtmi-
tion in the transfer station at the upper hoist
(fig. 9 -48). At the transfer station, a position-
ing mechanism aligns the round with the fuze
setter mounted-overhead. If the projectile has an,
MT fuze, the fuze setter extends, sets the fuze,
and retracts. An ejector then transfers the round
into the upper hoist (fig.. 9-49).

With the first round ejected into the hoist and
the hoist raising, the loader drum indexes clock-
wise to bring the next loaded cell-to the transfer

347
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GUN BARREL. EMPTY CASE tJECTOR TUBE

RECOIL CYLINDER (NCR

REEcHBLOCK

;
't(_

EMPTY CASETRAY
ON EJECT pOSITION)

CRADLF.OPERATING
PISTON

,JECTOR PAWLE
impTy CASE.

RAMMER PAWL
CRADLE SLIDE

FUZE SETTER

LoADICR
DRUM ---- I

I

UPPER LOADING STATION

CELL (20)

PAWL

(INTERMEDIA
POSITIONr

LOWER LOADINGSTATION

STRIFULDoWN
UNLOADING
STATION --

....

UPPER HOIST

CouNTERRECoIL
CYLINDER

TRANSFER STATION

UPPER HOIST PAWL

LOWER HOIST

PROJECTILE

PAWL

POWDER CASE

Figure 9-47. Loading loader drum.

13tation (fig. 9-50). The fuze Bette; extends
and sets the fuze on this projectile while the
upper hoist pawl raises the first round into the
cradle, which at this time, is at hoist position.

The cradle pawl holds the roUnd while thehoist
pawl begins to lower for the second round (fig.
9-51). When the hoist pawl is Clear of the cradle,
the cradle unlatches and pivots upward ( raises)
to align the round with; the breech bore.

As the c-radle 'raises, a pawl moveit.the round
farther into the cradle and the rammer pawl ex-
tends into position behind the round for ramming.

-

4.406

When,,the cradle latches to the slide, the rammer
moves. the round into the breech. -The breech-
block . partially lowers to hold the round. in the
breech 'while the rammer retract ,(fig. 9-52)

cradle unlatches and pivots downward (lowers)
to align with the tipper hoist. Free from inter-.
ference, the breechblock closes (fig. 9-63) and
the empty' case tray lowers.

As soon as the empty oase tray latches to the
guns, the gun fires.'.

The tiring ,ef the powder case causes_the gun
, to recoil .

"
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1*

ROUND POSITIONED IN TRANSFER STATIQTrFOR
FUZE SETTING

FUZE SETTER EXTENDS

[: FUZE 1S SET

Figure 9-48.--yuze set on round 1.
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FUZE SETTER RETRACTS

ROUND EJECTED INTO UPPER HOIST STATION

TRANSFER STATION EJECTORS RETRACT

Figure 9-49. Ejectors transfer round 1 to upper hoist station.
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4,5g
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UPPER HOIST RAISES ROUND TO CRADLE
se

LOADER DRUM INDEXES ONE

LOADER DRUM IbIDErX EUSTON RETRACTS

4
4*

NEXT. ROUND PoSITIO FOR FUZE SETTVIG

FIgure 9-50. Hoist raises round 1 to cladle.
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7

-UPPER HOIST-LOWERS TO HOIST STATION

CRADLE RAISES TO SLIDE

ROUND POSITIONED IN CRADLE, WHEN CRADLE
LATCHES TO SLIDE, ROUND IS RAMMED INTO
BREECH

FUZE SETTER EXTENDS OVER ROUND oIN TRANSFER
STATION

A

FUZE IS SET ON ROUND IrlaTRANSFER STATION'

Figure 9-51. Cradle raises roundplto slide; Fuze set on round 2.
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4

b

BREECHBLOCK LOWERS PARTIALLY AFTER RAM CYCLE TO HOLD
ROUND IN BREECH UNTIL RAMMER AND CRADLE ARE CLEAR OF
BREECH

RAMMER RETRACTS

EMPTY CASE EJECTOR RETRACTS AFTER PREVIOUS EJECT CYCLE

FUZE SETTER RETRACTS AFTER SeTTINO FUZE

NEXT ROUND EJECTED INTO UPPER HOIST

-.

TRANSFER pTATION EJECTORS RETRACT

,Ig
84.411

, Figure 9-52. Rammer loads round ,1..into breech; Ejectors transfer
round 2 to upper hoist station.
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11,

%CRADLE LONERS TO UPPER HOIST

'BREECHBLOCK CLOSES BREECH
P.

EMPTY CASE TRAY LOWERS

84.412
Figure 9-53. Breech closes on ,round 1; Cradle lowers to -upper hoist.
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GUN FIRES AND RECOILS

'UPPER HOIST BEGINS TO RAISE NEXT ROUND

'LOADER DRUM BEGINS TO tripcx 4

7-44b1.1
Figure 9 -54. --Gun flies round 1; Hoist raises round 2 0 cradle.
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At the end of recoil, counterrecoil pistons re-
turn the gun to battery (fig. 9-55) position.
While the gun counterrecoils, the breech opens
(breechblock raises) and the extractors pull the
spent powder case from the breech into the wait-
ing empty case tray. The empty case tray raises
into alignment with the empty case tube (fig.
9-56), the gas ejector expels the gases,the empty
case ejector door opens, and a pawl ejects the
powdencase from the shield.

When the pawl of the upper hoist returns to
its down position, an ejector transfers the second
round into the upper hoist. The loader drum the'n
indexes the next cell (third round) clockwise to
the transfer station. This movement positions the
empty cell of the first round at the upper

------..r loading station and places the empty cell of the
second round between the transfer station and the

upper loading station. After the upper hoist raises
the second round into the cradle, the positioning
mechamsm in the loader drum aligns the third
round with the fuze setter, which extends and sets
the fuze. At this time, an ejector transfers
another round from the lower hoist into the
empty cell at the loading station. This indexing
and transferring of rounds continues in the same
manner.

The cell between the loading station .and the
transfer station always remains available for
loading a special round (alternate load opera-
tion). If Weapons Control, orders a special round,
the loader drum indexes one cell clockwisV and
the loading station ejectors eject the round into
thy empty cell of the loader. The loader drum
then indexes counterclockwise two cells to posi-
tion the special round at the transfer station.

356
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GUN COUNTERRECOIES
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EMPTY CASE EXTRACTED INTO EMPTY CA= TRAY

UPPER 401ST CONTINUES;TOltAIBE TO CRADLE
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Figure 9-55.Extractors re t dye empty das0 of roundl;
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EMPTY CASE TRAY RAISES TO EJECT POSITION

EMPTY CASE EJECTOR EJECTS EMPTY 'ASE

TIPPER HOIST LOWERS TO HOIST STATION

CRADLE RAISES NEXT ROUND TO SLIDE

ROUND POSITIONED IN CRADLE. WHEN
CRADLE LATCHES TO SLIDE, ROUND IS
RAMMED INTO BREECH

NEXT ROUND POSITIONED AT TRANSFER STATION

EjFUZE SETTER EXTENDS AND FUZE IS SET

AFTER INDEXING, LOADER DRUM INDEX PISTON RETRACTS

E3ROUND EJECTED INTO EMPTY LOADERCELL

LOADING STATION EJECTORS RETRACT

El LOWER HOIST RAISES AND PISTON RETRACTS.

(0) CREW CONTINUES TO MANUALLY LOAD LQWER HOIST

Figure 9-56. Empty case tray raises round 1 case for ejection; Cradle
raises. round 2 to slide.
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,CHAPTER 10

BREECH MECHANISMS

Prom the iireoecling chapter you learned
that the primary purpose of a breech mechanism
is to seal off the rear end of a gun tube. Cur-
rently all guns in U.S. Navy gun .mounts use

wedge breechblocks. Some of these
:414:11chblocks must be opened manually when
or' ; red to load the gun for firing, others are
opened hydraulically through a piston arrange-
tnentconnected to the breechblock.

Regardless of their method of operation,
all breech mechanisms must meet the following
requirements:

1. Be capable of rapid opening and closing.
2. Have a means to keep the propellant gases

in the gun chamber.
3. Incorporate the essential parts of afiring

mechanistn.
In our discussion of breech mechanisms we

break down the above listed requirements in
a way that will enable you to explain both
the hydraulic and mechanical operating cycle of
the various breech mechanisms, and describe
the function and operation of their gas check
systems. We explain the purpose and operation
of the firing cutout systems, and the function of
firing mechanisms. We also explain how to test
firing circuits and firing cutout systems.

SLIDING WEDGE BREECHBLOCK

Sliding-wedge breechblocks are used in all
case type guns that employ either fixed or
separaled ammunition. This type breechblock
is a heavy steel forging that is sturdy enough
to withstand the high gas pressures built up
in the gun chambers of the guns they are used
on. The largest gun employed by the Navy to
use the sliding-wedge breechblock is,the 8tt /55RF
gun.

In figure 10-1 you see (in simplified form) the
elements of a sliding wedge breech mechahism
as it looks from the side, with the breechblock

or plug in the lowered (open) position. The
dotted outline represents, the lareecliblock in its
raised (closed) position. If you look carefully,
you'll notice that the grooves in which the plug
slides up and down are not exactly vertical;
they're slanted slightly forward from bottom to
top. You can see that, in its open position, the plug
is noticeably aft of its closed position. In,other
words, in rising to the closed position, the breech-
block moves forward as well as upward.

The effect of the. breechblock' s forward move-
ment as it closes is to wedge the cartridge
case into the gun chamber (hence the name
sliding-wedge breech mechanism). Wedging the
cartridge case in the chamber prevents it foam
moving rearward, thereby assisting in improving
the gas seal.

Guns using case ammunition use the expan-
sion type gas-check system. The major part of
this system is the cartridge case. To understand
this system, look at figure 10 -2. The cartridge

Cagta1D4 cast

84.145-
Figure 111-1. Principle of the sliding wedge

breechblock.
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5

CARTRIDGE
CASE

=

BURNING
PROPELLANT

BREECHBLOCK
( CLOSED )

84.156
Figure 10-2, Sealing the breech by expansion.

case seals off the chamber and the space between
the' housing and the breech plug, and prevents
gases from escaping to the rear. When the pro-
pellant is ignited, the poirder gases expand the
cartridge case against the wall of chamber and
the breechblock. The gas can only escape for-
ward, driving the projectile out the bore.

After the gun- has fired and the projectile
has left the muzzle,` we still have to remove the
cartridge case from the chamber. Getting the
oase out of the chamber is a job for the extrac-
tors.

Extractor operation is shown in figure 10-30
Only one extractor is shown; there is another
on the opposite side. The extractors have lips
which fit in front of the rim on the cartridge
case. When the breechblock is up, the tops, of
the extractors are forward, and the' bottoms
(which have a lug riding in a breechblock cam-
way) are aft. When the breechblock drops, the
bottom of the extractor is caromed forward.
This causes the top- of the extractor to move
aft, flipping the cartridgb case out of the gun-
chamber:

The main purpose of all' extractors is to'
exatractlife empty case. They ti "diffar in design,
howeVer, from one type of gun to another.
',you. will study three types of -, extractors in

-the remainder of this-cbaptert

BREECH 90ERATING MECHANISM (5"j38)

Figure 10-4 shows the basic cOmponents- of
the breech, operaling mechanism as you avould
see them if the slide ,and ho'using were blear

,-glassy instead of steel. The breechblock is closed.

4

EXTRACTOR

CASE BREECH
'H01151146

B EECHBLOCK

B4.157
Figure 10- 3. Schematic of case extraction.

7
Under the breechblock and linked to it is the
operating shaft, which.is coupled to the operating
spring. ,

The right end of the operating shaft is linked
'to the hand operating lever on the right side of

the slide. At the left end of the operating shaft
are the operating shaft crank and the operating
shaft cam plate. .

NOTE: We are looking at a single mount here.
The left-hand gun of a twin mount-is set up
similarly but most parts are of opposite hand.

A crank arm on the operating shaftis linked
to the breechblock by two bearing blocks (not
visible in fig. 10-4) that slide in ways in the
breechblock. When the arm rotates, the breech-
block moves up or down (depending on direction
of rotation) in the breechway.,,The shaft rotates
to lower the block either when the hand operating
lever on its right is operated while the gun is
in battery, or when the crank on its left end is-
cammed by-an operating shaft cam plate as the
housing returns. to battery after firing. In either
case this rotation compresses the operating
spring, which is linked to the operating shaft
by a ehain-The- extractors lockhe block down
until the cartridge case being rammed into the
chamber pulls ,them forward (or they may be
unlocked manually by a- -special tool). In either
case, sprint thrust' pulls the block up, and it
is locked closed by the salvo latch (figs. 10-5
anti 10-10);

All these movements can be traced out in
figure' 10r5. The operating spring pulls (arrow
No.1), the shaft turns. (2), the breechblock rises
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OPERATING
SHAFT
CAM PLATE

OPERATING
SHAFT

OPERATING
SPRING

BREECH
BLOCK

HAND
OPERATING
LEVER

Figure 10-4.Breech operating mechanism (5"/88).

(3),- and the extractors are cammed) by the inner
lug srot, in the block (4). All these movements,
naturally, reverse when the shaft is turned (either
automatically or by the hand operating lever)
in the opposite direction. The cam plate has been
omitted froni figure 10-5 for clarity.

Now let's follow the functioning cycle of the
mechanism. As we watch it go through its paces,
we'll look first at the breechblock and extractors.

FUNCTIONING OF BREECHBLOCK AND
EXTRACTORS (541/38 BREECH MECHANISM)

Let's begin with breech open. The breech-
blocks is locked down and the operating shaft
crank is under the cam plate. Figure 10-6 shows
this condition.

For the moment, disregard the rammer spade
and cartridge case in the figure, but notice how
the extractors (only one is shown) lOcit.the,

36
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breechblock down. The breechblock is constantly
under the upward thrust of the breech operating,
spring' (working through .pe operating shaft).
Each extractor has at its bottom two cylindrical
lugs. , The outer lug (fig. ''.1.0-6A) is under the
constant forward thrust of a spring-loadedplunger
(not shown). As the extractor .works back and
forth, this outer lug oscillates in a small arc in
a. kidney-shaped slot in the housing, sketched in

fig. 10-6C. The inner lug (dotted circle) engiges
a long .bamming slot in the breechblock., At the
top of the slot is a small flat-topped -pallet of

ardened metal. When the breechblock is in
open (down) position, its upward thrust forces
the pallets against the inner lugs of the
extractors. Both because the pallet tops are flat,
and because of the plunger spring's forward
thrust on the' outer lugs, theOnner lug of each
extractor remains seated on its pallet, locking
the breechblock down so long as the extractors
are otherwise undisturbed.

1
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SALVO LATCH

OPERATING SPRING

Figure 10-5. 7Motions of breech
components (5"/38).

84.159
mechanism

Now let's put the rammer spade' and powder
case back into the picture. The rammer pushes
the case forward. The powder' case rim pulls
the extractors forward. This disengages the ex-
tractor inner lugs from the pallets. The breech-
block unlocks and begins to rise. igure 10-6B
shows the breechblock up about h way, pus
the rammer spade up, and,the extr etorsro
forward.

In figure 10-6C the breechblockhas closed and
locked, and the gun is ready to fire.The extractor
lip is fully forward, nested in its cavity in the .

housing. The rammer .spade is pushed all the
way up. .

Between figures 10-6C and 10-6D the gun
has fired. The housing and gun barrel have
moved aft intrecoil, and have almost completed
their forward (counterrecoil) movement to
battery. The breechbIock automatically begins to
move downward, and the inner lug slot pushes
the extractor inner lug forward. As a result,
the extractor lip begins to rock backward, pull-
ing the cartridge case rim with it. Arrows show
how the various parts move. The extractors flip ,
the cartridge case to the rear. When the block.
is fully down, the extractor inner lugs lock against

the pallets, holding the block open, as it was
at the start of the cycle.
FUNGTIONING OF CAM PLATE AND
SHAFT CRANK (5"/38 BREECH MECHANISM)

Now let's follow the other parts of the breech
mechanism during this cycle. We've already seen
that the breechblock is lifted automatically when-
ever the extractors; upper ends are pushed
forward. The breech operating spring does this
by rotating the operating shaft. The block is low-
ered by action of the operating shaft cam plate:*
This is a spring-loaded flat, plate hinged to the

.inner surface of the left side of the slide. Figure
10-7 shows the housing Moving forward in coun-
terrecoil. The breechblock is up, as shown
the erect position of the operating shaft crank.'
When the crank lug contacts the cam plate, the
lug follows the outer cammed surface of the plate
and forces the crank to rotate. This moves
breechblock down, operating the extractors, and
,causing them to lock the breechblock open.

In recoil movement, the crank lug merely
pushes the cam plate back against its sprin
as it g9es by, and the crank does not turn

Note that the cam plate functions only
open the breech during counterrecoil. It does
not hold the breech open; the extractors do that
A clearance cut, in the inner side of the *cam plate
allows the crank to turn when the breechblock
rises' while the housing is in battery.

Hand Operation
There are 'times when you operate the 5"/38

breech echanism by hand. You do that when
something goes rong if the operating springor
chain sh d Peak, for instance. And there are

ions for hand operation too --when
you open tberech for the first round to be fired,
and for inspection, cleaning, or bore-sighting.
You use the hand operating -lever which will
raise or lower the plug when the gun is in
battery. Pulling the lever to the rear opens the
plug.

CAUTION': After you've opened the breech
manually, return the -lever_ to breech closed
(stowed) position where it is locked in place by
the lever latch. If the lever is left to the rear,
the rising breechblock will make it slam forward,
and this can be rough an any part of your ahatomy
that may be in its path.

To see its working parts, look at figure
10-8 which shows the hand operating linkage
as it is mounted on the right side of the slide
and, in particular, shows in detail the sliding
latch, the lever that'sets the sliding latch, the
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LUG

SPRING

SLIDE

HOUSING

TURNING.
OF CRANK

CRANK

84.161

Figure 10-7. 5"/38 nreech' illehanism. Cam plate and operating shaft crank action during recoil.

operating Shalt crank on the operating shaft,
and the hand operating crank which is part of
the latch bell crank.

Wheil you pull the hand lever back (to lower
the breechblock), the link moves down and to the
right (arrow ,N) and turns the latch crank said the
hand operating crank (arrow B). The crank,
in turn, pushes the operating shaft crank in the
same direction (arrow C), thus lowering theblock.
Once the block is down, the extractors lock it
open.

When you return the' hand operating lever' to
the stowed position, the hand - operating crank
doesn't 'engage anything the linkage moves in
"free wheeling." .

The hand operating lever is adequate for rou-
tine opening of the breech for the initial round,

boresighting, inspection, etc. However, there are

times when the breech must be not only opened
but closed by hand. That's an emergencymeasure
which might be caused by failure of the operating
spring, for example. To do this, you set a slid-
ing latch a small metal block in the hand
operating crank at the right end of the operating
shaft. Figure I0-9A shows the latch and the lever
used for operating it, with the latch disengaged.
Arrow I shows how the operating shaft moves
in breech opening. Figure 10-9B shows the sliding
latch engaged, and arrow. 2 shows how the hand
operating linkage and the operating shaft turn
when the breechblock is raised by the hand lever.

THE SALVO LATCH

Once in a while. when a gun is fired, the
propelling charge for one reason or another fails

364
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Figure 10-9. 5"/38 breech mechanism. Func-

tion of sliding latch in hand operating mech-. ,anism.

to burn. If, it is a complete dud, you have a 'MIS-
FIRE. If itlires aftir a lapse of a few seconds or
minutes, you have a HANGFIRE.

ik Misfire .is a nuisance, but a hangfire is
a killer. The worst bf it 'is that the first few
seconds after firing the gun, nobody can tell
the difference between them. If it is a misfire,
your have to remove the defectiVe propelling
charge and load another. But if it's a hang-fire,
it might explode while your're removing it.

There is a way out of this dilemma. You
WAIT. After a period of time, asp specified
in OP' 1501,- it is considered safe to open the
breech and remove the propelling charge.

'The procedure is fairly well cut and dried for
single guns, or for guns firing' individually.
But when two 'or three guns are firing in salvo,
and one guri fails to fire, it might, go unnoticed.
Suppose that does happen. The gun crew, thinking
the gun has fired, falls to and opens the hreech.
Triside,'. a hangfird ' is in progress. Before' the
breech can 'be closed again ...; but Why spell it
out? It has happened, and at least'once a whole
turret crew was wiped out.

That's where the salvo latch comes in. The
salvo latch device which prevents the .tin-
intentional opening of the breeeh, after the gun
is . loaded, but before it has been fired.' The
salvo latch can pened,'Cif courde, but always
with the full realizafton_cf the potential danger
never as a routine.

The design used on 5"/38 breech mechanisms
is a'utomatisally opeqed cammingaction when
the housing itooils.

Th9 salVg 'latch fik;10-10) is a spring-
loaded*assenply. moun ted under the operating.

shft in the housing. As shown in figure 10-10A
its catcWirogages a shaft locking lug in tlre operat-
ing shaft crank when the breech is closed, and,
prevents the crank's rotation. But as the housing
moves in recoil (white arrow in fig. 10-10A and
B), the salvo latch lug is forced downward by
a cam in the slide, and the catch (which is also
spring-loaded) springs in under the crank lug so
that it cannot engage the lug. The breech 'it(
now free to open in counter-recoil; or it can be,
opened, by the hand operating lever if the operat-
ing, shaft cam plate is retracted for single fire.-

To open by hand, pull the salvo latch down,
until its catch snaps in under the operating
crank shaft lug. The breechblock can then be .
lowered. But it shouldn't be necessary to yemipd
you NEVER to disengage the salvo,..4140 as a
routine between rounds,* except for .11idrcribed
misfire. 'procedure. For drill plirkses only,
the latch may be locked open so that is won't
function... Otherwise, it may be disengaged man-
ually only when the breech is opened for load-
ing the first round, for hispIction, or for mainte-
nance.

BREECH OPERAtING
MECHANISM' (3"/t0. RF) . .

... .

k ,
4

The breech me anism used on 3"/50 Re\
mounts resembles 'n many ways - the 511,38.'
mechanism just,di sc se d.. It le-a eliding wedge -
type breech. A salvo latchlockillhe breech closed,
unlocking it on recoil. '1Zhe

\
lt,breechblock is lower- \

ed in counterrecoil b a cam ,plate. Breech
lowering action causes empty case extraction. .

The hand operating mechanisni.is-even simpler
than that of the 5"/38, as here *operates .only
to lower the breechblock. Because of these
similaiities, we will not go through these actions
again. There are however, differences between
the two mechanisrus. ,

The. major difference between, the 5"/38
breech mechanism and the 3'4/50 RE is that
the latter is synchronized (and sequenced) with
an electrically driven automatic loader. For
obvious safety reasons, this means that for the
breech mechanism to do its-job properly, the

'automatic loader must be tperatirt correctly,'
and vice versa. .

We will not discuss all the mechanical and
ele4trical connections between loader and breech, -
but will show you the principal parts and discuss
-their relationship. .

Features of a 3 "/50 RF "breech' operating_ 4
mechanism, not found on the 5"/38 an4earlier
3"/50, SF mounts, are: ..,-77.

_ _- t _ .-
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Figure 10-10. 5"/38 breech mechanism, salvo latch functioning.
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.1. A breech holddown MegattiSm. This device
latches the. breechblock down until a round is
rammed into the chamber. This permits the ex-
tractors to be "free wheeling" during loading
and be more eff,icient in their primary job of
empty case extraction.

2. A breech interlock mechanism. This device
consists of a set of mechanical and electrical
interlocks which prevent loading cycles from
happening until safety conditions are met. .

Breech Holddown Mechanism
The older slow fire 3"/50, like the. 5"/38,

uses the inner lugs of the extractors to hold the
breechblock down until a round of ammunition
being loaded, rocks them off the breechblock
pallets. When loading by hand or

the

the 5"/38
power rammer, the resistance offered by the
extractors is negligible. In the 3"/50 RF, how-
ever, the round of ammunition is not rammed all
the .way _into the chamber.. It ip Catapulted by s,
ramming _chain only solar, and momentum carries
it the rest of the way.

This means that any resistance (such as that
offered by extractors) to the round after be
turned loose by the. ramming chain would serio
ly affect its forward motion, So, torelleve
tractors of their secondary job lding
the breechblock down) and to make the gun truly
rapid fire, the holddown device is used. In figure
10-11 you can see what this! _device looks like
in the gun and how it is unlocked:

Let's follow the actions of the holddowtr4by
going through a complete breech mechanism cycle.

In figure 10.11A the breechblock is in its.
FULL DOWN position. The operating shaft(under
spring pressure) is kept from rotating by the
holddown lever. In this position the breechblock
pallets are about an inch below the inner lugg
of the extractors.

In figure 10-11B a round is being catapulted
into the . gun. chamber. The loader's right front
tray arm is swinging downward.

In figure 10-11C yoti see a pin on the tray
n pushing downward on the rear of the hold-

down latch lever...This causes the front end
of .the latch lever to rise. The holddown leVer,
which has been locked by a notch in the latch
lever, is released. While the holddown aver is
tmlocki)d, it has not yet been moved to release
thee., operating shaft crank. For .this action look
at figure 10 -12.'

In figure 10-12, a round of ammunition has
swept across the top of the breechblock, engaging
the lips of the extractors and, carrying them
,forward., This rocks the extractors, thrusting

their bottoms to the rear. The right extractor
thrusts its push rod rearward (fig.10-12A andB).

. The transfer lever is rotated and, through its
push rod, pushes the holddown lever off the operat-
ing- shaft crank lug. The operating shaft is re-
leased and the operating spring rotates it, start-
ing the breechblock upward. ,

As the cartridge case was loaded, it caromed
the shell lock upward. As the cartridge case
seats itself, the shell lock drops down holding the
case in the chamber untee. breechblock can
close behind it. i

Before going on with the cycle (firingOreech
lowering, and case extraction), let's have a closer
look" at the extractor during the breech closing.
movements. The xtractor camraing grooves here,
are not fixed a4 in the 5"/38 breechblock. In
stead the grooves are made variable as to width
by a latch and pawl arrangement. The top of the
groove is wide when the breechblock is down
waiting for a round to he loaded (fig. 10-12A).
This gives free movement to the eStra'Otors, the.

,only- restriction to their movement being the
relatively slight resistance of the holddOwn lever.
Now as. the breechblock, rises (fig. 10-12C),
inner lugs on the extractors force the lower
ends of the extractor latches to the rear. This
moves the upper ends of the latches forward until
they are. engaged by small pawls which lock
them in the position (fig. 10-12D). The 'camming

_grooves are n.arrowand conventional in shaper
When the breechblock lowers, the latches provide
fixed CamMing surfices to the extractors inner
lugs, rotating them and extracting the empty case.

Breech opening starts after the gun has fired,
recoiled, and then started to counter coil. As
with the 5"/38, a breech .opening a contacts

a lug on the operating shaft, rotating i d start-
ing the breech lowering action. (see fig. 10-13A).

While the breechblock is dropping,,extragtion
commences.. The latChes are locked forward by
their pawls As the extractor's
inner .lugs are c ed forward by the latches'
caroming surfaces, the extractors rock clockwise,
flipping the 'ampty case to the rear.

As the block. lowers, the 'latches, of course,,
move down with it. As the ,pawls pass over the
extractor's inner lugs, they are pushed upward ,
releasing the latches (fig. 10-13C). With
the latches released,. we are assured that the
caroming action lust described .won't function
in reverse as the block starts to rise ,in the ..
next loading cycle. 4

When the gun has fully returned to battery,
the operating shaft rotates slightly as in figure
10-13D. The bree6hblock comes up until the
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operating shaft crank lug engages the roller on
the holddown lever, as it was when the cycle
started.

Hand Operation

Opening the breech is simply a mattes' of
unlocking the salvo latch and pulling the hand
operating lever to the rear. Be sure to pull
the operating lever down as far as it will go.
If the breechblock isn't hauled down far enough
before you release it, the block"may be engaged
by the extractors (the inner lugs of the extractors
bearing against ,the pallets of the breechblock),
instead of 'engaging the holddown lever with the

. operating shaft. The automatic loader is inter-
locked with a breechblock down switch to prevent
cycling unless- the breechblock is all the way down.
If this switch did'not function properly however,
a round would be catapulted into "stiff-regged"
extractors, and may come rebounding out your
empty case chute, base first, across the@feck,

Routine closing of the breech on an mpty
chamber is done like this:

1. Raul down on the hand operating lever all
the way.

2. Pull. down , on the holddown latch lever
tripping handle. This takes the place of right
Font tray arm action in unlocking the hOlddown
lever.

*

3. Trip the ;extractors by pushing them for-
ward with a breech closing tool.

4, Ease up on the,hand operating lever, per-
mitting the block to rise, slowly.Release the lever
a c uple of inches from its stowed position,
allo ing the breech closing spring to snap the plug
to s ftikl UP position.

THE BREECH INTERLOCK MECHANISM '

The breech interlock 'mechanism is one of
several devices on the 3"/50 RF whose actions
affect the opeiition of the automatic loader.
Since it is located at, and depends upon the
piper actions .of, the breech mechanism, it is
worth a brief study here,

The purpose of the , breech interlock
4nechanigm.is to prevent the start of a loading
cycle until:

a

. 1. The breechblock is down.
2. The empty case is out of the chamber, and,
3. The gun is oat of battery by not more

than- 3/32 inch.

0

r

The reasons for not cycling a new round into
the breech while the breech is up or until the
empty case has been extracted are obvious.
It would be hard on ammunition, to say the.letist.
As for the third condition, cycling the loader
while the ,gun is out of battery would cause the
tray to be slammed down on the breech hciusing.

In figure 10-14 you see, the arrangement of

the breech interlock mechanism as used on
3-inch loaders MK 2 Mods4, 6, 8, 9, and 10.
Other mods of MK 2 loaders have slightly different
arrangements, but the,pne illustrated is the most
common, and has the basic componentsand actions
of all breech interlock mechanisms.

First, a little background. AlthoF h the loader
motor runs continuously, a cycle cannot' start
until the motor's output Is roan ted to the
loader drive unit by engaging a clutch. Uzider
normal conditions the clutch is engaged when the
firing key is closed. But when any of the three
unsafe conditions (mentioned earlier)4 4exist, the

. breech interlock mechanism moves to physically
block any engagement of the clutch;

":The2, three main parts p1 the breech interlock
meet:a:item are the bore clettr latchle vex the cam

-lever, and the breechblock-itself.
The latch lever is pivoted- pear its center.

At the top, it is connected,to linkage which will
block the engagement of the loader drive clutch,
At its lower end the latch lever protrudis into
the face of the chamber, When' a round is in the
cha.mbr, the latch lever is. rammed to the left,
miming linkage to, stop.a cycle, as already dis-
cussed. .

Notice that the bOre clear, latch lever also
has a small pin protruding from its lower arm,
,This pih rides-in ti.camming groove machined into
the face of th.; breechblock. When the block is
down", the latch leyer is free to Move dyer in
the face of the chamber. If all other conditiO
are satisfactory, a cycle can be Started. When
the breechblock is up, hcv,vever, it cams the latch),
lever clockwise, causing the interlock linkage to
move up, blocking,a new cycle.

Pxeventing a cycle from starting while the gun
is out of battery is, the job of the cam.leven.
The lever 'is, attached to a nonreooiling member
of the slide- A cam, mounted` on the recoiling,
housing forces the cam lever countereleckwis*,
whenever the gun is more than a fraction of an inch
out of battery. In such a .case,the cam ,,lever
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moves the linkage to blOck the start of any neol
cycle.

The breechArft/iledock mechanising is de signed
. to-clear 'itself (gturn to its normal position after

a round has been fired) by the recoil and dotinte?-
recoil movements of the gun. For the initial load-

. .jiit cycle hdwever (after the breech has. been'

dropped manually), the mechanism is cleared
by a hand reset lever.

BREECH OPERATING SYSTEM
FOR 5"/54 MK 42 MOUNTS

The devices and their actions used on 5"/54
MK 42 mounts for breechblock operation, and case
extraction represent the latest development in gun
breech design in, the fleet today: The breechblock,
extractors, and firing mechanism are essentially
one large, inter.ocked system, operated as a unit
electrically, mechanically, and hydraulically.

Figure 10-15,shows how the major pa.rts of tike
breech .operating system are arranged at the
breech 9nd of the gun. The' extractors are not
shown but we will study them later. The breech-
block is in a raised position) driven there by a

,hydraulically operated piston 'through the clevis
link, a three-cornered pivot link, and a con,.
nector link. The firing mechanism permits both
electrical and percussion firing. It is cocked by the
sear 'holding the percussion Mil* spring com-
pressed. The firing pin itself is protruding through
the face at breechblock Iv/Rh the contact spring
holding it there) ready for electrical firing. When
the breechblock is ldwered; the cocking.bar will
be shoved upward, retracting the firing pin,

g

, UPTt POWDER GALE
EXTRACTOR MECHANISM

GUN HOUSING

s:sititainocx
,, 'OPERATING

MECHANISM ,
IFACEET

a _

initancock - IIIIIICIIILOCK .' .--,:i$
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f.411 84.169'.
Figure 5 "/54 Mk 42. 'breechblock op-
- orating system.
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Breech Raising And Lowering Cycle

Action ddring the breech operating cycles can
be seen in figure 10-16. These are simplified
schematics in which, for a clearer understanding,
some valves and linkages have purposely been left
out of the picture. A complete rundown on this
breech's 'operation can be found in OP 1764, Vol.
4, chapter 22.

In figure 10-16A the breechblock is in a. down
position: The breechblock operating piston has
1500 psi working on both faces ofitspiston, keep-
ing it stationary. The 1500 psi comesfromselec-
tor valve VW3 in the control valve block.

'No

As a round is rammed into the chamber, a
yoke on the rammer spade sirikesfhe upper end of
a pivoted levei, causing it to rotate counter-
tlockwise. (See figure 10-16B). As the lever
rotates, if pulls the -control ,valve, VW2,
in the main valve block upward.A spring-loaded
plunger engages a detent groove in VW2's valve

' stem, keeping the control valve in the uR, position
during the following action.

In figure 10-16B you can see that VW2 has
been lifted far enough to cut off all flow of 1500
psi timough the main, valve block. Sixty psi,
however, is opened to the right-hand chamber of
the -breechblock operating piston. The lefthand
side of the breechblock operating piston, PW1, is

* still being acted upon by 1500 psi from the control
valve block. The forces which have been bolding
PW1 balaneed are now ..pnequal, and the breech-
block operating pietim is f;%ced to the right.

.Through the operating If , the breechblock..Li:

is pushed up behind the round of ammunition.
All other conditions being safely met, the .gun
fires.

,

As the gun moves aft fit recoil, a roller on
the selector valve is cammed down by a sloping
surface fixed to the nonrecoiling slide (fig.
10-16C). This _action . reverses the' hydraulic
cirmlita. of the breechblock operating system.

A Preechbl lowering cycle (fig, 10 -16C)
commences whe a the selector valve VW3 moves
downward. High . ressure (1500 si) now enters
the system thro the uppe>nd chamber Of
VW3, on throtigh , and in the right-hand
side of the breechblock aperating piston PW1.
At the same time, the left-hand side of PW1 has
been ported to low pressure through the lower
land chamber of the selector valve VW3. The
strongest pressure is now acting ort the right-
hand side of PW1, and it moves left. This causes

the operating linkage to Move (as indicated by
the arrows), and the breechblock lowers.

Empty Case Extraction
6

Empty case extraction begins during the last
fraction of an inch of recoil movement, and
coincides with the 'end of the breechblock lower
stroke. In figure 10-17 you can see some of the
extraction devices and actions.

As the 'breechblock reaches its DOWN position,
it contacts an extractor control valve VW1.
(Before this contact was made, VW1 was SLIP,
preventing high pressure oil from reachinge
top 6f the extractor operating piston PW2).
As the breechblock pushes the extractor control
valve downward, high pressure oil is ported

,through its center land chamber to the top of PW2.
Following the actions indicated by the arrows,
you can see that the extractor linkage pulls the
to of the &tractors forward, flipping the bottom's
aft. This-extracts the empty case.

The extractors retract during the final move-
ment of the gun back into battery. When the cam
surface of the slide perniits the' selector valve
VW3 (fig. 10-.46) to rise, the hydraulic circuits
are reversed once again. High pressure- to the
extractor control valve is cut off and PW2"
(under spring ,pressure) jumpp upward. This
causes the extractors to retract.

FIRING SYSTEM

The fir mechanism is that part of the
firing systi house in the breechblock. The
5"/54 fixOn&mechanism is similar in design and'
function 'to its counterpart in the 5"/,38 gun,
and is designed to ignite the primer electrically
or by' percussion.

The normal 'method of filing (usingtoMbina-
tion primers) is electrical,* the firing mechanism
acting as thifi final leg of an electrical cjrcuit -
which leads from the ship's generator to the
prinier. Percussion firing in this 'case is the,
standby (or, term:Aimee emergendy) method.

A TYPICAL SYSTEM

For the purpose of this discussion we have tre=
lectecl the 5"/38 system because of itssimplicity
and the vast number of these sySteins in the fleet.
This system was designed for tothelectric and
percussion fire. The components which make up
this type of firing system must operate .to stop

.1,R1
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84.171
Figure 10-17. Extractor action (5"/54 Mk 42).

the 'firing of the guns both electrical and mecha-
nical through a firing stop mechanism. .

The 5",/38 firing system, comprises the,:

1. Electrical system,
2. Firing mechanism proper,
3. Percussion firing.linkage, and
4. Firing stop mechanism.

Electrical System
1

Figure 10-18- .shows in schematic form th
electrical wiring systetn for a typical 5"/.3
mount. Normally, the ;system. works on a.c..from
the ship's .115-volt supply. The remote firing
key identified in the figure may be a key operated
by a crewman in the director, a manually-operated
key in. plot, or an automatic switch in the stable
element in plot. Figure 10-18 is.a simplified
schematic that doesn't show all details.

.
,

A local-firing circuit comes from the mount's
firing and lighting circuit. Selection of either

4

the remote or local firing circuit is made by the
mount captain at the MK 15 control panel.

From the control panel the circuit goes next
to a step-down transformer where the 115-volts
is reduced to 20-volts. Next in line is a snap
switch operated. by the pointer.The purpose of this
switch is to permit the selection of either
the circuit from the transformer (MOTOR GEN
position) or, in an emergency, a 6-volt battery
located in the mount's upper handling room.
If the need arises, the pointer can secure the
circuit at this point by placing the switch in
the OFF position. ''..

From the snap switch the circuit goes through
the pointer's firing key, -firing, stop switch (fir-
ing cut out mechanism), the firingpin, primer, and
on to ground through the gun mount structure.
Since all switches in the 20, volt secondary circuit
are in series, all must be closed before current
can reach the primer; the pointer therefore must
keep his key closed even when firing is frOm, a
remote station.

The firing stop switch, like pointer's
key, is always in the circuit and will prevent
firing if not closed. Later_ in this chapter we
describe in fiirther detail-the firing stop mecha-
nism of which this switch is a part.

The firing stop switch is an electrical inter-
lock that prevents firing when the. gun is not
pointed in a safe difection. In 3"/50 RF mounts,

/ in the more complicated electrohydraulically
operated gun mechanisms like the 5"/54 MK 42,
and 8-inch rapid-fire turrets, this princilet
electrical interlocking to permitfiringonly der
certain circumstances is elaborately applied.

These are the components of the system, and
you will learn more about them later in the
chapter. Now, let's look at the firing mechanism
itself.

FIRING MECHANISM

Often you" see the term "firing mechanism.'
applied to the whole combination of electrical
and mechanical" elements that in this chapter
we've been calling a "firing system''. But, strictly
speaking, the term "firing mechanism" should be
applied only 'to the independent assembly in the
breechblock that comprises the firing pin and the
other subassemblies and parts associated withft.
-Sometimes this mechanism is called the ,"firing
lock". This is an assembly mused for firing bag
guns. It is similar in purpose but different iri

377.
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`Figure 10-18. Electrical firing system. 5"/38 (simplified schematic).

function and construction from the firing
mechanism found in the breechblock of a 5"/38
gun assembly, or in the breechblock of any other
sliding we breech gun.

The 5"/38 firing mechanism is a cylindrical
ssembly with the firing pin protruding at one end
NI. cocking handle and firing terminal at the

othe igure 10-10 show s two views an exterior
and a .1k way. The firing pin and terminal are
electric: l y insulated from the other parts by two
fiber insulating washers (labeled in fig. 10-19)
and the'fiber firing pin slepve.1

When the firing mechanism is mounted in its
place, only the cylindricAl mechanism load is
firmly locked to the mounting. The other parts
can slide back and forth, as follows;

1. The firing pin with its casing, sleeve,
washers, firing to urinal, and cocking handle can
move as a unit, and is under the continuous for-
ward thrust of the contact spring.

2, The firing plunger, cocking sleeve,. and
cocking sleeve Jug can move as a unit and are
under the' powerful thrust of the firing spring:

84.172

When the firing spring is fully compressed, the
firing mechanism is cocked. It can be cocked by
hand, when mounted or when clamped in a vise,
by pulling back firmly on the cocking handle.
To lock it in the cocked position, twist the firing
mechanism safety latch downward. You mustcock
and lock the firing mechanism in this way when
removing it or installing it in the breechblock..
In normal operation, the firing mechanisrri, is
cocked and locked. by the automatic functioning
of the retracting lever and the sear, as discussed
later in thissection.

Notice that both the contact spring and the fir-
ing spring bear against the mechanism lock to
exert their forward thrust on the firing pin and
firing plunger assemblies.

The firing mechanism fits into a bore, through
the central part of the breechblock from the front
face (through which, the firing pin protrudes)
to the rear. Figure 10-20 shows the rear fate-
of the breechblock as a phantom so that we
can see the mechanisms within. The sear is a
spring-loaded rod in a transverse .hole opening
into one of the .grooves in the left sit of the,r

378.
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Figure 10-19. Firing mechanism (5'138). Exterior and cutaway.

breechbloCk. It normally engages the cocking
sleeve lug. The sear is cut away, however, so
that when it is pushed in (to the right,,against its
spring), the.lug is free to move forward.

Also engaging,the sear is the sear safety latch,
ancither spring-loaded rod in -a diagonal hole
drilled in the breechblock. When the breechblock
is closed, the , lower 'end of the latch rides .op
the operating shaft central arm of the breech
Mechanism.

, Where Iatch crosses the sear, it is
partly_ cut away, and a ridge (the. safety latch
tongue) in the cutaway portion can engage an
annular groove that rings the sear. When the
breechblock closes, the opertiting shaft central

ti

arm _carps the safety latch up so that to tongue
is disengaged, and the sear can move to the right.

Now let's look Into the breech mechanism's
functiohing in electric and percussion fire, de-
scribing the other mechanisms involved as we
go along.

ELECTRICAL FIRE.In electrical fire, the
firing mechanism's function is to 'Make good
electrical contact with the primk,t,baSe when the
breech is closed. Thb elaborate sYgtem including
the firing spring, firing pltingeri3sear, safety
latch, and so on, described. 11".14W paragraphs
earlier, plays. no part in electric firing. In the
firing mechanism the parts essential to electrical

379
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Figure 10-21. Functioning of 5"/38 firing .mechanism in electrical fire. A. Firing mechanism

parts. 13;Retracting lever.

.

fire are the firing.pin proper, the contact spring,
and, the firing terminal (fig. 10-21A).

The firing Gable is connected to the terminal
and moves up and down with the breechblock. The
firink current travels through the firing terminal
and pin. The coitactspring holds the point of
the firing pin firmly against the primer to
ensure good electrical contact. To do this,, the
tip of the firing pin must protrude from the face
of the breechblock (fig. 10-21A).

Z.

,However,, when the breechblock is in any
podition other than completely closed, a protrud-
ing firing pin tip is a hazard it can short the
firing circuit, foul a cartridge case, or be bent
out of 'alignment and jam. Hence the firing p
lip must be retracted whenever the breechbl
is not fully closed. The component that does
is.,the retracting lever (fig. 10-21B)..

The retracting lever rocks on a pivot in the
breechblock. It is linked to the central arm so

381
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that when the breech is open, its business end
pushes the firing piri backward; when the breech-
block rises to closed position, the lever rocks the
other way so that the contact 'spring can push
the firing pin forward again (fig. 10-21B).

When the breech is open, the retracting levet
also cocks the firing spring. Remember this for
the discussion on percussion firing t.vhich follow s.

PERCUSSION FIRE. In percussion firing,
the primer's shockosensitive base must receive
a substantial mechanical impact. As you remeni-
ber, this, is done in small-arms weapons and ma-
chine guns' by using a firing pin. When the firing
control or trigger is operated, the firing pin
is driven forward by a strdng spring, by camming
action, or by the inertia of the forward-moving
bolt, ,and the shot is fired when the pin collides
with the primer.

In -the `5"/38 firing mechanism the -fir rng
pin maintains a lirm contact -with the primer
so long as the breechblock is closed. The impact
necessary to set off the prilber is developed else-
where in the firing mechanism; the firing pin
merely transmits the blow much as a drift or
nail set transmits the blow Of a hammer.

:To see just how this is done, let us now trace
the operation of the percussion firing systeni
on a 5"/38 mount, starting with the foot-firing
treadle operated by the pointer, and continuing
through its linkage to the firing mechanism in the
breechblock.

Structurally, the , linkage, from 'the firing
,treadle to _the slide is part of the carriage.
The arrows 6 figure 10-22 show how each part of
the linkage moves when the pointer steps on
the treadle.. The treadle tilts down, swinging the
rectangular connection lever assembly aft, and
so rotating the firing rod. (The encircled area
in the figure encloses a clutch connection, and-

' is part of the firing ,stop mechanism to be
discuSsed later). A firing rod lever at- the top
of the firing rod pushes the outer push rod, which
runs 41board through the center of the trunnion.

In turn, the outer push rod rotates the lower
portion of the pivoted trip plate mounted on the
inner surface of the slide. Inward movement of
the trip plate is transmitted to the inner push
rod in the housing. The inner push rod finalizes
the entire purpose of this linkage, which is to
push the sear to the right.

You can depress the foot-firing treadle at any-
time, but note two important safety features of
this linkage:

1. The trip plate can push the inner push rod
only the.gun is completely in batte

2: Tire inner pct %i rod can push the sear on
when the breechblock is fully closed.

In shoat, the whole linkage described does but
one thing it pushes the sear to the fight. The
sear, in tut n, releases the mechanism that causes
the firing pin to set off the cartridge primer.
Let's now look more closely at how this is done.

The - tett acting lever pulls back the firing pin
when the.bteech'opens, compressing the contact
spring._ it also compresses the firing spring.
When the breech closes, the retracting lever per-
mits the firing in to move forw ard again under the
thrust bf the contact spring. But the firing spring.
remains c on.pressed because the sear engages the
cocking lug,. and does not let the firing plunger
assembly move forward. (See position 4-It.
10- 23A).

When the firing treadle goes down, the sear re-
leases the cocking lug, and the powerful firing
spring drives the firing plunger solidly against'
the thrust bushing and the firing pin.(position II).

To see hol the sear controls movement of the
cocking lug, Study figure 10-23B. The lug bears
against the *shoulder'of the sear. When the sear is
pushed to tight (arrow) by the firing linkage, the.
lug can pass through the cutaw ay section. When the
fit ing, hiechanisii. is cocked again, the sear spring
pushes the sear back to the left.

Figure 10-24 shows what the safety latch does.
It functions to prevent sear movement when the
breech is not fully closed. When the breechblock
is even slightly below breech-closed position, the
latch is pushed down by the spring. (arrow 4)-4
until its tongue engages the annular groove in the
sear, thus locking it. Only when the breechblock is
fully closed and the central arrn has risen to the
top of its movement (arrow 2) is the safetylatch
pushed upward (arrow 3) by a flat spot on the
operating shaft central arm. This,disengages the
tongue, permitting the sear to move when thefoot-
firing treadle is depressed.

FIRING STOP MECHANISMS

A long-range, heavy weapon like a turret
gun or dual purpose gun can don number of things
that a small weapon like a rifle or a caliber
.50 machine gun cannot. It can strike a target
with a much greater destructive force. Unfor-
tunately, it also can direct .destructive fire on
the vessel aboard which it is mounted.

The reason for this is that in heavy weapons
the gun bore axis can diverge considerably from
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Figure 10-22. 5"/38 firing system. Percussia firing linkage.

the line of sight to the target. EsPecially' in
enclosed mounts where field of_view is consider-
ably restricted, a line of sight that looksperfect-
ly clear through the sight telescope may have
the gun bore axis right in line with the ship's
superstructure, an adjacent mount, a stack, a
mast,, or a rada,r antenna. The fire control
director,. radar and all, cannot prevent this, nor
can the computer nor the on-mount sights. In
anything .bigger than a light machine gun in-
stallation, firing into your ship must be prevented
automatically.

This prevention can be done in several ways.
One is to limit_rnechanically how far the gun can
be depressed, This is done on many 20-mm
mounts, the tepression limit is determined by a
,circular cam surrounding-the stand and the gun
cannot be depressed to fire .into the ship..knother
is to build into the n.ount power drive provisions
for elevating the guns above obstacles on the ship

I 383
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when the mount is trained inboard. But by far
the most common way is to equip the mount
with a firing stop mechanism, a device whichper-
mits the gun to be trained through an unsafe
firing zone but interrupts the firing system both
mechanically and electrically. Then when the
mount is trained once again in a safe direction,
the device automatically restores the firing
system to normal operation.

In all gun mounts from 40-mm to 5-inch the
firing stop mechanisms are similar in principle,
though you will find differences in the linkage
connecting the firing stop mechanism to the
remainder of the firing system. In rapid fire
3'/50 mounts the firing stop mechanism inter-
rupts only the electric filing circuit, and has
effect on percussion fire. (Note; Currently 3"750
guns use electric firing only) . In 40-mm and 5-inch
mounts the firing stop me chanksm can prevent both
electrical and percussion fird.

a
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84.177
Figure 10-23. 5"/38 firing system. A. n ing mechanism functioning. B. Sear functioning.
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V

ELEMENTS OF TYPICAL' FIRING
STOP MECHANIK(5'138)

Tile main Components of the firing stop mech-
aniem are shown in figure 10-25A. The heart of it
is the firing stop cam plate (fig. 10-25B).

The firing stop profile cam plate (fig.10-2513)
is contoured to correspond to the dhip's firing
and nonfiring zones. Crossing the cam is the
*elevation input shaft, whiCh moves toward the
center of the chin-plate when the gun ele,vates
and outward from the center when it depresses.

.Housed in the lower end of the elevation input
shaft is the firing stop plAnger which is held
in contact with the, cam plate by a spring loaded
plunger lever.

Each position of the firing stop plunger on the
cam plate corresponds to a specific position of
gun train or elevation.,

The firing stop cam plate is so cut that the
low places correspond to positions in which the gun
may safely be fired; the. high places to gun
positions in the nonfiring zone in which theship's
structure would be damaged if the gun could fire.
The ability of the gun to fire is controlled by the
position of the plunger. When-it's in the low area,
the gun can -fire; when it rises to the high area,
it brea)cs an electrical contact in the firingcircuit
and disengages a clutch in the foot-firing linkage;
preventing both electrical and percussion fire
(fig. 10-26B). .Just where fire is permitted and
where it is prevented depends ,onthow the firing
cutout cam is mit.

Figure 10-26 shows a 5,'138 mount firing stop
mechanism. In view B, the mount has trained to a
dangerous position. The plunger has risen and,
through the linkage, broken electrical contact and
disengaged the clutch to the foot-firing treadle.
Differences among 40 -mm, 3-inch, and 5-inch
mechanisms lie in details of linkage connections.
to the firing system and to elevation and train
gear, and in electrical details. Otherwise all are
similar.

NONPpINTING ZONES

Nonpointing zones are zones into which the gun
cannot train or elevate. They protect the gun
against physical obstructions to the train and
elevation movements and prevent firing into the
ship's structure. When the gun approached anon-
pointing zone, special .eircuits within the train

84.179
Figure 10-25. Prinetpre of the firing stop

mechanism. A. Main 'components. B. Firing
stop cam plate.

train arouna the affected zone. When'the gun has
plissed the zone, normal operation 'resumes.
and elevation systems cause the gun to elevate and

Figure 10-27 shows a simplified arrangement
of nonpointing zones aboard ship. ,Thip type of
cutout system is used with the 5"154 MK 9 gun
inounti.,Nonpointing zones can be arranged with
one, two or three levels. The automatic pointing
cutout mechanism is located within the train and
elevation receiver regulators.
AUTOMATIC OPERATION
The Automatic pointing-cutout system actuates
the train and elevation limit-stop mechanisms to
override gun laying orders. 'The limit-stop mech-
anism prevents the gun from driving beyond its
designated limits. The limit-stop mechanisms dO

not interfere with- normal gun' laying movements
within the mount limits.
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, 84.180
Figure 10-26. Firing stop mechanism for

5"138 -mount. A. Exterior. B. Funbtioning
of interrupt fire.

Tile pointing-cutout system receives position
and position-pluerlead signals from the tram and
elevation systems. When position-plus-lead sig-
nals indicate that the gun has moved awa.y from a
nonpointing zone, the gun orders resume control of
the mount.

Figure 10-28 sho S he path taken by the gun as
the pointing cutout s tern combines the train and

387

ZONE 1

ZONE 2

ZONE 3

84.100
Figure 10-27. Typical nonpointing zone

arrangement.

elevation signals to detour thetun overt the non-
pointing zones. Numbers on the illustrated route
indicate the sequence of events producing the
detour.

At point 1, the mount train position-plus-lead
switches fox the zone open and activate the eleva-
tion automatic pointing cutout system. After a
short transition period, the gun barrel begins to
elevate.

At point 2, the train' limit-stop cam is stopped
by the limit-stop 'Aston shown iii fig. 10-29.
After a short transition period, the mount train
power drive begins 'to decelerate.

(Note: ,Because the gun barrel already is point-
ing below the nonpointing zone, the train automatic
pointing-cutout system has already been acti-
vated). .

At point 3, gun train movements stops and gun
elevation movement continues until it reaches a
iloint above the zone.

At point 4, a position 'switch in the elevation
receiver-regulator close.s,' deactivating the train
pointing cutout system andpermitting the mount,to
resume-training.

At point 5, the elevation power drive is stopped
and the train power drive continues driving.

At point 6, the mount synchronizes with the rer
mote elevation order and continues tracking the
target.

*
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84.101
Figure' 10-28. Pointing-cutout operation.

At poiht 7, the train- receiver - regulator po-
sition switches close, deactivating the elevation
pointing cutout system. This action has no effect
'upon mount operation unless the target's position
is below the nonpointing zone. Deactivating the
elevation pointing cutout system frees the gun so
that it can depress and synchronize with gun order
signals.

FIRING CUTOUT

The firing cutout (fig. 10-30) interrupts the
firing circuit whenever the line-of-fire of the gun
nears ship structure. (Normally, the pointing-
cutout prevents this occurrence). Response shafts
from the CAB unit B-ends send i.ndications of gun
position to the firing cutout mechanism. Whenever
the responses indicate that the gun is entering an
established danger zone, the firing cutout switch,
opens the firing cutout circuit. Train and eleva-*
tion response inputs operate the firing cutout
mechanism. The ,firing cutout mechanism (fig.
10-31) consists of a firing cutout cam, a cam
follower;, a' rocker arm switch actuator, and a
firing cutout switch.

Trait) Response Input
-

The train input rotates the firing cutout cam
through appropriate. gearing. The cam rotatest

CORRESPONDS' TO
NONPOINTING
ZONE 1 ".

CORRESPONDS

TO' NONPO I NT I NG

ZONE 2

LIMIT-STOP

PISTON

CORRESPONDS TO
NONPOINTING ZONE 3

84.10,2
Figure 10-29..--Limit-stop cam.* '4

.

the same speed as the mount so that, as the 'mount
rotates 360 degrees, the cam makes one complete
revolution. .

Elevation Response Inp

The elevation input rotates a worm gear which
moves the cam follower back and forth on a guide
shaft. A cam follower pin, with a ball bearing
on each end, rides in a hole drilled through the
cam follower (fig. 10-31). As the Cam follower
moves along-side the cam, one end of the follower
pin rolls along the surface of the cam, and the
other end rolls along the bottom of the rocker
arm. The follower pin moves at the relative rate
of the gun. Alt the gun moves between its eleva-
tion limits, the follower pin moves from one end
of the cam to the other. , .

.

Rocker Arm And Firing Cutout Switch

The rocker arm pivots on a horizontal in
parallel to the firing cutout cam. A spring pn-the
top of the rocker holds the follower, pin -firmly
against the can and the bottom of the rocker arm.
A firing cutout switch is actuated wheneVer the
cam foll6wer pin pushes the bottom of the
rocker to the left.
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Figure 10-30. Firing cutout mechanism and response gearing.

Firing Cutout Cam

A 'firing. cutout, cam is designed and cut for
each mbunt during shipboard installation. An
outline of the firing cutout zones forms raised
areas on the cap surface. Assume, for example,
that the firingilaktout zones appear as shownsin
figure 10-31, and 10-32. The cam is alined to the
train and elevation input's so that the follower pin
rolls up on a raised area whenever the gun starts
to enter a cutout zone. When the follower pin
rolls up on a raised area, the pin and the rocker
arm are shifted left (fig. 10-31). The switch
actuator opens the firing cutout switch to interrupt
the firing oirciiit (fig. 10-33). When the follower
pin moves off a raised area on the cam, the cutout
switch cldses and completes the firing circuit.

The firing cutout ,switch operates three indi-
cating lampp. Wien the switch is closed, a
FIRING ZONE CLEAR indicating lamp lights on
the EP2 panel. When the switch is open, the
FIRING ZONE CLEAR indication goes out, ,a
FIRING ZONE NOT CLEAR indicator lights on
the EP2 panel, and a DANGER SECTOR indicator
lights on the EP4 panel. z

,

TESTING FIRING SYSTEMS

Testing the firing stop cams shown in figure
10-26 is done in the following manner:

1.' Connect a voltmeter or testapletween
the rear of an installed firing mechanism and
ground.

2. Complete the firing circuit as for actual
firing. Close the pointer's key if you are test-
ing for Local fire, and both the pointer's key and
the master key if testing by remote fire.

3. Train and elevate the mount around the ,

ship's silhouette, bringing the gun barrels in and
.out of the nonfiring area.

4. When in the safe firing area, the test lamp
or Voltmeter should register the presence of the
20-volt firing current. Check to see that the
firing linkage movement is reaching the pointer's
foot pedal. (This tests for proper action, of the
percussion firing linkage).

5. When trained, into the ship's superstruc-
ture, the test lam} ,I or voltmeter should show the
absence of ,a 20-volt firing current. The percus-
sion firing linkage should be disengaged from the

. pointer s foot pedal.
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SWITCH ACTUATOR ,FIRING CUTOUT SWITCH

ROCKER ARM SPRING

ROCKER ARM PIVOT

ROCKER ARM

SAFE-/r-FIRE ZONE
(LOW AREA) - ,

NONFIRING ZONE
(RAISED AREA)

CAM FOLLOWER PIN .

I

CAM FOLLOWER
GUJOE
SHAFT

LEVATION
RESPONSE'

INPUT

CAM DRIVE GEAR

V

TRAIN RESPONSE INPUT

* 7 84.104
Figure 10-31. Firing cutout cam.

Once* installed and tested, firing stop cams are
fairly trouble-free devices. Other than the
occasional check just described, there is very
little else you can do with. them. This is not the
end of your maintenance however. Regularly (the
frequency depends upon the particular mount) the
firing system as a whole must be tested. In
large part this deals with the electrical firing
circuit.

In testing the electrical firing system, you
check:

I. CONTINUITY that is, does the electrical
firing impulse get through to the firing pin?

,.
2. INSULATIONthat is, does the electrical

firing impulse leak throiigh the insulation so that
it either is weak or completely fails.to reach the
firing pin?

Continuity and insulation are tested without
loading the gun.

The continuity .test is done with a small test
lamp having two insulated leads With metal tips.
Hold one tip against the terminal of the firing pin
and the other against an unpainted dry spot on the
slide or housing. (This is called GROUNDING the
lead). When the firing key is closed, the lamp
should glow. (See fig. 10-34A).

This test is conducted using mot' only, the
pointer's key, but all remote fi,ring keys as
That is, the keys at the director and in plot:

The insulation test involves the use of a
megger an electrical measuring instrument that
indicates the resistance of insulation.-To make
this test, attach one lead of the instrument to the
firing terminal and ground the other. (See fig.
10 -34B). Then turn the handcrank of the megger.
The needle on the instrument should indicate
at least one megohm. If the reading is lower,
inspect the insulation of the wiring in the firing
circuit. Most commonly, when there is insulation
failure, it takes place in the firing lead, and that
is where you should look, first for bare Wires,
frayed insulation, and so on. Always inspect the
firing lead, regardless of test results, to be
sure that it isn't kinked, doesn't foul some part
of the gun, and hasn't any oil or -grease on it.

All the tests mentioned so far have ended at
the firing mechanism. The final test is to Put a
primer in a test case, ram it. home (by hand),
then kick it out using the foot pedal. Next, put

t another primer in the test" case, and this time
use the firing circuit and firing key to set it
off electrically. 14the primer in either cast fails
to go off, exarnihe the firing mechanism. The
Usual electrical casualty is that the irinepin
prop4r is grounding to the breechblock rough the
firing ine hanism. Make sure the to ing pin
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RA1660 AREA
CORRESPONDING
TO THE SON OF

THE SH,IP

4,
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,POSITION

FIRING
CIRCUIT

4.1
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TO AN OUTLINE

OF, SHIPS

stRuCTuRE

,
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MdXIMUM
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.
MAXIMUM
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MOUNT 'TRAINING CIRCLE-

Figure 10-32. Cam surface schematic diagram.

SWITCH ACTUATOR

I

EIRIND :7
SWITCH

84.105

+24VDC -2VDC

ir

EP2

0 0
FIRING ZONE FIRING ZONE

CLEAR' . NOT CLEAR

INVERTER

CIRCUIT

EP4

0
'DANGER SECTOR

84.106
Figure 10-33.Tiring cutout functional diagram.
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Figure 10-34. Fixing
(5"/38). A. Testing
with test lamp, B.
insulatiOn with megger. .

44.

..4.1.1.111fr

insulation, is clean and dry, ttiat_the forward arid-
after insulatingiWaShers are in place, !kid that
there is no accumulatiop -of grerise on the firing-
mechanism or in its bore in the breechblock.

Qne filial word of caution. You should-iirst
remove your tompions before testing the firing
circuit with primers. There is sufficient force
in an exploding liner to blow your tompions out
of the muzzle an over the side.

PREPARATION FOR`i'IRING

All gun systems requirepratiring andpost fir-
ing checks as well as routine periodic maintenance
one/tests. Prefiring checks for the breech mech-

. aniS.rriss and associated systems are most impor-
tant to ensure proper operation and safety during
firing.The procedures depend upon doctrine for '
the Mount:or turret concerned;Soine weapon sy-

- stems .use as guides approved check-off lists;
others use appropriate system publications of
maintenance requirement cards. Some, of the
items we have discussed in this chapter apply'
to all -gun systems:

1. Testing firing circuits.

2. Checking breechblock operations.

3. Checking operating lever of breechniecha-
nism to ensure proper operation of the
salvo latch.

4., Testing firing stop and cutout systems.

SAFETY
84.181.

circuit electrical tests
firing circuit continuity
Testing firing circuit

Proper niainterrance and operation of die' .
breech mechanism and associated systems are
of par amount importance in maintaining safe g-CAn
conditions.
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ROCKET LAUNCHERS AND PROJECTORS

The history -'of rocket- development covers a.
span of eight centuries. Both rdcketil. and guns
were developed within the same time period but
guns attained supremacy because of their greater

,- accuracy.
.

The intense ,development .of rockets during
World War II stemmed from a need for greater
firepower that did not require heavy and tele-
borate substructures to sustain weight and coun-
teract recoil.. This need was particularly acute
in area bombardment of beachheads and in
increased coverage patterns in antisubmarine
warfare where accuracy could be, sacrificed.

MO of the early rocket systems developed
were an antisubmarine ahead-thrown rocket pro-
jector called a hedgehog and a barrage launcher
designed for indtallatio4 on medium size landing
craft. 4s, the need for new weapon systems,
increased and fire control systems and rockets,
became more dependable, new ideas developed,
which adapted the rocket and missile to 'replace
gun'ammunitionand depth charges in some types
of warfare.

In this chanter we discuss shipboard rocket
launchers ands projectors.

To advance to Gunner's Mire`k 2 you must
be able to operate, maintain, repair, and adjust
power driven rocket lanuchers and projectors and
their associated equipment. You will also have the
responsibilities of launcher captain and must be
able to supervise crews in the.safe and proper
procedures for loading, handling, and stowing
rocket ammunition.

Thp discussion here, because it is limited to
but one chapter, otnit8 many details. You are
responsible for keeping up -to -date on the equip-
ment with which ypu work :Necessary information
is supplied in ordnance ()Ps ,and ODs related to
that system installed aboard your ship.

,

This chapter is divided, into four, parts and
includes:

1.' Antisubmarine defense
2. Point defense
3. Decoy launching system
4. Safety

/ ANTISUBMARINE DEFENSE'

The Navy's wartime mission is to maintain
command of the sea so that we can use it and at.
the same time deny its use,to the .enemy. The
guided missile adds nevi method of attack by
enemy naval vessels which- can operate hundreds
of miles from our shores and still have the
capability of launching guided missiles with-
nuclear warheads against our cities. It is no
longer enough to prevent submarine attacks on our
own or allied shipping and naval vessels, im-
pbrtant' as it is, it now becomeb necessary
to protect our own cities against missile carrying
submarines wherever,they may, be.

Against this threat, unprecendented in the
history of warfare, it is the Navy's- primary,
responsibility to maintain 'constant vigilance and
to be continuously prepared to prevent and counter
enemy attacks. "Antisubmarine warefare (ASV
now has an adddd dimension. The new requirement.
calls Tor finding and keeping under surveillance
all enemy submarines before they can reach.
a position within missile launching range of our
coasts. Because of this submarine threat, our Navy
forces have to Ile kept at sea for; long periods.
It should be understood that you as an active
duty. Gunner's Mate stand a very good chake
of being called upon to participate in,antisubmarine
defense...,

Most of what has beet% developed by ,way of
detecting, locating, and attacking enemy sub-
mar.ines by our surface forces cannotbe revealed
in this text due to security reasons. In this
section were primarily concerned with the types
of equipment used toid.auncli weapons. against
submarines.
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PROJECTOR MIK 15 MOD 0

The Mk 15 Mod 0 prOjector, (nicknamed
"hedgehogt") is used on older type DEs. It can
fire 24 charges in rapid sequence so that they
strike the water in a circular pattern about 200
feet in diameter.

The 65-1b,projector charges contain their own
propelling charge. The. hollow cylindrical tail
of the charge fits over a rod or spigot on the
projector. When the charge's electric primer is
ignited by a firing 'current through the firing

,pin in the spigot, it sets off the,propellinecharge.
The gas produced by the burning propellant, as
it expands, exerts a downward thrust on the spigot
and an upward thrust on the projector charge.
Since the spigot, is supportTd by the ship, only
the projector charge can yield to this thrust,
which it does, thereby being hurled into a highly
arched trajectory and into the water. The charge's
fuze arms after about 15 feet of travel in the
water.

Figure 11-1A shows the forward side of the
. projector with the spigots; figure 11-2 shows

the process of ,loads the spigot's, and you
can see how the chares fit over, the spigots.

General Data

Weight of complete assembly;
fully loaded_ (lb) 18,985

Diameter of salvo pattern (ft) 200

Range (mean distance of
pattern (yds)

Time of flight (sec)
Type of fire

Construction and Main Components
a

,

As figure 11-1 shows, the projector is a
rectangular carriage assembly on whosd sloping
front side are tour transverse cradles, each
bearing six spigots. The cradles can swing in
limited arcs of elevation in trunnion bearingy.
All the cradles are cross- connected so thattthey
are moVed in unison by the elevating gpar.
The elevating and training controllers, the firing
panel, and parts of the pOwe-drive mounts on
the rear of the carriage. Tie carriage as a
Whole.).,rotates in train on a stand bolted to the
deck. -The lower base ring of the carriage,
and the stand, as /Well as the elevation and train
electrohydraldic power drives, are adaptattond
of the corresponding elements in the '40-riun
quad mount.,

We will now take Up each major component
of the projector.

PROJECTOR STAND. The stand is a large-
circular unit attached to the ship's structure.
by hold-down bolts. It supports all other projector
components and holds the carriage down. Other
parts includt the bearings in which the car age
turns, and a fixed ring ,gear which meshed With
a training -gear pinion tb turn the carriage in the
stand. Associated with Pie stand are two train
stop blocks bo to the deck inside the stand.
One block is installed when 360° of train' is
required; two are used for 331° or less of train.

PROJECTOR CARRIAGE: The projector
_carriage consists of two large main structural

188 units, the lower base ring and upper base ring,
andinctudes the protector crag -frame assembly,
elevating and training gear and their power
drives, firing' cutout mechanism, train stop and
buffer, firing panel,, and electrical instalIatign.

The cradles are four large parallel I-beam
units, transversely pivoted in the frame, and
crRss-connected so that they move as a single.
,uriit. Each cradle mounts six fixed spigot sockets.
Each socket holes a 14.5-incli;steel rod or spigot

360* on which the projector charge is loaded. To-
gether the 24 spigots make up an upward and
outward thrusting " hedgehog" arrangement,

+30
. which aligns the 24 charges so that when they

are fired they produce a circular pattern at the
point of impact, as shown in figure 1S-3.

The main element of the elevating gear is
an enclosed worm-and-worm wheel mechanism at
the left side of the cradle frame, which can
tilt' the cradles through a total arc of 60°.

8

Ripple

Interval between firing pairs
of rounds (sec) 0.2

Total number of charges per
loading

Maximum arc of train (a)

Elevating limits C) frofri-
mead position

.

24

*This a1plies when a: single train stop
is installed. Maximum train possible when .two
stops, are installed is 331°.

Reference publication for Mk 15 mounts is OP
1745.
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(STAND I

TRAIN
CONTROLLER

TRAIN STOP I
BUFFER

CENTERING

CRADLE FRAME

TNAIN
POWER
DRIVE

B TRAIN
TRANSMITTER.'

, 3.136(110A)
Figure 11-1. Projector Mir.-15 Mod O. A. Front view: B. Left rear view.
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- The training' pinion,-Which engages the ring gear
in the stand, is driven by a similar arrange-
/ment., Both can bye actuated either b' tie hydrau-
lic Eower , drive or manually. Train is limited
by the. carriage training stop buffer, and assembly
of two , hydraulic cylinders and pistons which
engage the train Stops on the. deck inside the
stand. op

. The carriage firing cutout 'mechanism, a.
circular cam and follower device that actuates
a switch in the firing system, is operated by the
train worm drive through. a .takeoff drive shaft.
The firing cutout, like those used with gun
mounts, prevents the projector from firing
charges into own ship's structure.

POWER DRIVEANDCONTROLS. Elevation
Power Drive Mk 5 Mod 20 is an electrogydraulic
type almosbidentical to that used on '40-ram quad
mounts. It combines' an electric motor driven
hydraulic transmission: with an electrohydraulic
type receiver-regulator. The train power drive

t

*I*

is a Eimikar electroliydraulfc assembly Train
Power Drives Mk 6 Mod 14, also derived from
40-mm quad mount equipment.

The train and elevation power drive electric
circuits ,are similar. Both include on-mount
440-v electric controllers and motors, and
115-v a.c. receiver-regulator synchro upits. The
power circuits include interlock svaches and
master pushbutton stations, in addition to the
motors and controllers. The 115-v system in- '
cludes a receiver synchro-control transformer,
a lag meter, an amplifier, a starting switch,
and a hydraulic transmission stroke-control mo-
tor for each Of the two power drives. The system
works like the 40-mm systems with which you
are already familiar.

Firing Circuits

Firing a salvo of charges from an Mk 1i5
projector is different from firing a gun mount,
and we give It special attention. The firing

Figuid 11-2.4-Loading the Mk 15 hedgehog mount. .

ifte 4.4
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circuit '(schematically shown in fig.i11-4k) is
a remotely operated' system that fires°,thg
projecttir charges in..pairs at uniform intervals
of 0.2 °second. ComponentS. of the system are
Firihg /Panel Mk 27,, Mod 0 (fig. 11-4B), 24
spigot firing P.ins, a firing cutout switch, .and a
20-wire connectioh box. The system is divided
into two parts; (1) a firing-currenthsuprrly circuit
that indludes a ripple switch through which the
firing current passes to the spigot firing ping, .

4' 0 and (2) .a remotely operated solenoid that act-
uatesz' firing ke3/ to start the firing current
throdgh the ripple switch. The spring-operated,
rotary' ripple switch_ is mounted in the firing
panel' and must be manually wound up ptior0 to each firing cycle:Included in this circuit
is a transfer switch that has three positions,
S (Safe), R (Ready' to fire), and T (Test). The
firing-key actuating solenoid, on the back of the
firing' panel, is energized remotely from the
plotting room. The solenoid armature is linIced_
through a rocker arm to the firing key, whier
fits on a square shaft through the center of
the transfer-switch dial. When the solenoid is

:energized, the armature is pulled up and the
firing key down to fire position.

The firing panel (fig. 11-4B), which is the
main firing control on the projector, provides for
proper diStrilmtion_of the firing current and for
testing the firing pins in each spigot. It houses
the solenoid, ripple switch, A.C.-D.C. switch,
tra.-isfei- switch, calibration rheostat, and test
Indicator.Z

The circuit- of each pair of spigot firing pins
is connected to a separate contact in the .ripple
switch, which has twelve live contacts labeled
"1" through "12" consecutiveLy, and two dead
points labeled "C" and (fig. 11-4' . The
numbers indicate which pair of spigots is, on-
nected into the firing circuit. Letter F is the re
to-fire position; C is the dead position after
firing is complete. The switch is meehanicallyk

the transfer switch to liermitinterlo d with
firing 1y when thnatter is fit ready position.
Placift the ripple-t witch in F position winds
up a spring. A pawl and ratchet device holds
it cocked. When the solenoid trips the A.C.-
D.C. switch, the ratchet releases, and the ripple
switch rotates counterclockwise to C position,
closing all twelve contactb in succession.

The A.C. -D.C. switch connects the firing-pin
circuit to either the 20-v a.c. or 6-v d.c. supply,
depending Aa firing key ,position. The key, may

53.196 be inserted either (1) with handle to the right
Pattern of fire (for' a.c. firing) or (2) with handle to the left

(for d.c.. firing). (This can be dote only with

0 0 0 0 0 0
a 0

Figure 11-3. Projector Mk 15,
of a salvo.
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the tett switch at SAFE). The solenoid pulls
the key handle down to start firingoction. This
action rotates the A.C. -D.C. sl.taa jah to connect

-the ..firing. current, while a .. the switch
shaft releases the ripple switch ratchet pawl. The
solenoid is energized through a separate 115-v
a.c. circuit by a remote firing key.

The transfer switch is in the firing circuit
between the A.C.-D.C. switch and the firing
cutout switch. At S position, the firing, circuit
is broken, and the firing key maj be inserted
into the A.C.-p.c. switch. With the switch at R,
tht,.circuit is completed. The T position, used

,JPItiii-testing with the A.C. -D.C. switch at D.C.,
has the calibration rheostat and test indicator
in the circuit.

The test indicator and rheostat, which are used
in testing the continuity of the firing circuit,
are respectively a common type of Commercial
milliameter and a vaziaole resistor. The safety
plug, through which both a.c. and d.c. firing
currents must pass, is a safety device that must
be kept OUT of its sodket except %Von firing
or testing is actually going on.

Operation and Crew Stations

secend'e, and the final positioli of the ripple switch
operielhe.iiring circuit sc-M-itra.the mount cannot
be fired again until the switch is reset manually.

The only method of firing this weapon is from
the plotting room There are, however, two
methods of elevation and train; automatic control
and hand drive. Normally, tid projector is
trained and elevated in automa control by the
power drives, which are controlled remotely by
signals from a plotting room director or from
a manually controlled train indicator-regttlator
near the mount. Hand drive is a manual method
of elevating the cradles and training the carriage,

.for lubrication and service maintenance only.
The on-mount crew for the' Mk 15 projector

includes a mount captain, two first loaders, two
second loaders, and two or More ammunition
passers (as required).

The mount captain's duties are essentially the
same as those of the crew leader in any other
form of gunnery. He supervises preparations
for operating, loading, and reloading. He sees
that all safety precautions are observed. He checks
the condition of the mount and ammunition before
firing; and, when satisfied that the projector is
correctly loaded, he personally performs the
firing - preparation action, selecting- the firing

To ensure safe handling of the atnnunition current supply, winding the ripple switch, and
and safe operation of the equipment, person- setting the train and elevation switches for power
nel sh Id be thoroughly familiar with OP 2082. operation. He must then report "411 clear and
Opera on of the Mk 15 projector includes four,.. ready, r firing" to the plotti* room.
k d= of activities preparation, loading, aiming* 'When the firing circuit has been closed,

firing. Normally, aiming and firing require the mount captain reports to the plottiiig room
on the successful launching or misfire of all
24 charges. In the event of misfire he, must,
after taking the necessary precautions, reset
the ripple switch to repeat firing. After this,
he must again reportpo the plotting room. He
also supervises circus testing probedures before
and after reloading the projector. At the Send
Of firrng.operations he supervides securing the
mount.

Each first loader receives a projector charge
from a second loader, lowers It gently onto a
spigot,, then rotates it a full turn to ensure
good electrical contact between firing pin and
cartridge primer. Each first loader, when ordered
by the mount captain, removes the fuze caps
and, eafety pins from the 12 charges that he
has loaded. This is done if preparation for
aiming and firing is imminent.

Each of the two second loaders has different
duties in preparing the mount for operation and
in loading.

The second loader at the right of the mount
secures the carriage in train during loading, and

no personnel at the mo.mt, but up to nine men are
needed for preparingand loading.

Preparation, which means getting the stowed
projector ready foz loading, includes removing
protective canvas Cover's from the now it and
spigots; withdrawing traincentering pin and cradle
stowing device; inspecting, cleaning, and lub-
ricating before starting; closing power supply
switches, starting and exiircising the poWer
drives; and testing. control, firing, and trans mitts)
circuits. Loading requires placing 24 explosive
charges on the projector spigots. Aiming is
normally remote-controlled from the plotting
roOm.

Final preparations for firing include selecting
the firing circuit supply, winding the ripple switch,
and, finally, after the crew is clears installing
the on-mount and off-mount safety plugs and
closing the portable firing cutout key. Closing the
remote' firing key in plot operates a solenoid
which releases the ripple switch, and the 24
spigot pins are energized in pairs at intervals of
0.2 second. All charges are fired within 2.2.
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transfers projector charges from an ammunition
passer to the first loader on his side. When both
first loaders are clear, after loading, he releases
the train centering pin. The second loader at,.
the left- of the mount locks the cradles during
loading, and passes projector charges to the
first loader on his side. After loading is com-
pleted and both first loaders are clear, he unlocks
the cradle's.

The ammunition passers break out the charges
from the ready - service lockers, inspect them,
and pads them to the second loaders. In addition,
one ammunition passer acts as startingcontrolman
to operate bath the train and elevation con-
trollers, closing the disconnect switches when
ordered by the mount captain.

If cradles or the carriage must be manually
driven to stow them in preparation for loading,
ammunition passers opdate the handcranks.

Maintenance

The projector, because of its exposed
and lack of shielding, requires careful routine
upkeep, especially lubrication. Follow the lub-
rication charts carefully, particularly for items
which must be lubricated daily, weekly, and beTore
or after firing. But avoid excessive lubrication,
which fan damage electrical parts, and cause
puddles' on the deck that make for hazardous
footing. Don't lubricate' fire control gear; that's
for the )'T to deal with.

Be sure to open drain plugs periodidally to
avoid accumulations of moisture and contaminated
lubrica4ts.

Periodically check mechanical and electrical
Parts as called for bi the OP. Check and exercise
the power drives; they are similar to the drives
you are. already acquainted with in 40-mm mounts,
and have similar requirements. ,

Fire. control transmission checks should be
performed as required by the ASW or weapons
officer:

Misfire-Procedure

, In the event of a misfire, the misfiring charge
will remain- on its spigot after the others have
departed. If this hapiltns, hold the firing key
down, operate the ripple switch clockwise through
its fulls rotation, then release it. If the charge,
still doesn't fire, treat it as a hangfire. Keep
all personnel at a safe distance, aid, if possible,
delay further operation for at least 30 minutes
after the last attempt to fire while the projector
is kept, trained on a safe bearing. Then remove

t.

the safety plug from the firing panel. After this
iiterval, remove the defective round and dispose of
it as recommended by bomb disposal personnel.

Other projectors, a few of which may still be
found in the fleet, are the Mk 10 and Mk 11.

Like the Mk 15, the Mk 10 and Mk 11 projectors
fire charges from 24 spigots, and these land in a
roughly circular, pattern. The spigots are mounted
on four I-beam cradles which areparallel to the
length ,of the mount instead of traverse to it.
The base frames on the Mk [0 and Mk 11 pro-
jectors do not train; instead they are Secured
to the deck, A certan amount' of "train" is
possible by tilting the trunnion- mounted cradles;
they are joined at the after end by a connecting
bar linked to a liandriven roll correction gear
assembly. Naturally, the pattern is distorted when
the cradles are tilted; the pattern flattens and
approaches a straight line at full tilt. Therefore
the ship as a whole is aimed Eto lamas practi-
cable, and the tilting is used to make minor
corrections.

The on -mount accessories .used"with the Mk 10
and Mk 11 projeotois are a firing panel and a
gun train indicator. An off-mount target des-
ignationtransmitter controls cradle tilt.

In general, the mount operations for the Mk 10
and Mk 11 projectors resemble those for the
Mk 15, so far as loading and firing are concerned
although there are some. differences in fire
control.

POINT DEFENSE

The basic point defense surface missile system
(BPDSMS) has been developed to improve the self-
defencse capability of ships without missile
defenses. The BPDSMS provides a tactical weapon
for all- weather defense against air and surface
targets. This system comprises two major sub-
systems; Fire Cdntrol System Mk 115 Mod 0
and Guided Missile Launching System (GMLS)
Mit"t5 Mod 0. The subsystems function together
to detect and track a target, and to fire and guide
the Sparrow Missile to target intercept. The GMLS
can be operated in three modes; local, remote,
and remote-assigned. In local mode, the launcher
is controlled from the launcher control panel
for missile loading, checkout, and maintenance.
In remote mode, the launcEer.is in a service-
ready condition, with the launcher positioned at
zero cable twist awaiting assignment to the fire
control system, In remote assigned mode, the
launcher responds to orders from the fire ccfntrol
system to aim and launch Sparrow missiles.
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Chapter 11 ROCKET LAUNCHERS AND PROJECTORS

This system is operated and maintained by per-
sonnel in the Gunner's Mate G rating. As gunner's
mates we are primarily concerned with the
launcher assembly and not the fire control system.
In this section we explain the functions of the
components making up the GMLS Mk 25.

GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHING SYSTEM MK 25

The GMLS Mk 25 (fig. 11-5) provides ready
service stowage facilities for a maximum of eight
Sparrow missiles, means for pre-launch and
firing signals to a selected missile, and a.
launching, platform for the missiles. The GMLS
also is used for crew training and system.check.
The GMLS consists of the following major com-
ponents:

1. Guided missile launcher Mk 128 Mod 0
2. Launcher control panel Mk 288 Med 1
3. IZplay power supply Mk 143 Mod 0
4. Control panel Mk 65 Mod 3
5. Amplifier Mk 40 Mod 4
6. Train and elevation amplidyne motor gen-

erator Mk 6 Mod 1
7. Firing power supply. Mk 143 Mod 0
8_ Launcher area safety- switch
9. Sparrow missile

Launcher Mk 128 Mod 0

The 'guided missile launcher (fig. 11-6) con-
sists of launcher guide, a carriage, and stand. The
guide contains eight missile cells, each with a rail
that supports and guides the missile during
loading, storage, and launching (fig. 11-5). Two
..doors at the front of each cell open mechanically
for missile launching and provide access to the
cell for maintenance. The carriage (fig. 11-7)
supports the launcher guide and all components
that rotate in train. Components of the carriage
provide buffer action when the launcher trains
and elevates into positive limit stop. These com-
ponents lock the launcher in train and elevation
when, stowed, and interrupt the firing circuitwhe.n
the guides are pointed at the ships structure.
The train and elevation power-drives are also
mounted on the carriage. The stand ,(fig. 11-8)
is a cylindrical flanged steel casting. The inside
flange supports .the lower thrust separator. The
top flange is the attaching surface forthetraining
circle gear. Nine equally spdced lubrication
fittings for the trust and radial roller separator
assemblies are located on the stand. Two thrust

roller sep rator assemblies (fig. 11-8) are
mounted in concentric and parallel arrangement
on the low base ring. 'The assemblies consist
of an upper and lower roller path, a separator,
and cylindrical rollers. The upper separator
assembly serves as a holddown and the lower
separator assembly supports the weight of the
launcher. The radial roller separator assembly
(fig: 11-8) is similar in construction to a thrust
separator except that the pliers- are installed
vertically. The radial roller eparator is mounted
between the stand and the lower outside edge
of the lower base ring. This separator absorbs
radial (horizontal) loads and maintains concentric

alignment of the stand.

Launcher Control Panel (LCP)

The LCP Mk 288 Mod 1 (fig.11-9) is a console
type assembly that houses controls, indicators,
fuses, and electronid equipment for operating the
GML. The LCP contains switchingcircuits for the
60 Hz power circuits, 400 Hz missile warmup
circuits, and the 28V. d.c. missile sequencing
and firing circuits. All of these circuits except
the firing circuit are controlled at either the
LCP or the -fire control panel (FCP), with the
missile firing circuits controlled only from the
FCP. The' LCP provides controls and indicators
for loading, servicing, and testing the launcher.
The LCP consists of a launcher operation control
panel assembly and a local director door as-
sembly.

The launcher operators control panel assembly
contains indicator lights and switches for oper-
ating the launcher in local control. Indicator
lights, show launcher ready status and,safe firing
zone status. 'meters.. measure missile elapsed
time (warmup), and launcher running time.

The local director door assembly contains the
train and elevation handwheels for local control
of the launcher and a rectangular display window
for viewing the,indicatirig dials for cable twist
and coarse and fine train and elevation control
signals. A safe normal switch is also located on
this assembly and is used to deenergize the
missile firing power supply when in local or
remote operation mode.

Relay Power Supply

Relay power supply (fig. 11-5) supplies 28V.
d.c. for the fissile system relays and indi-
cators.
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1 ,,. .

step-down transformer for the115V. a.c. rower
drive control circuit.

,Control `Panel

The control panel, Mk' 65 Mod 3 (fig. 11-5),
receives. ship 440V. a.c. 3-phase electrical power
and distributes it to the power drive circuits.
This panel contains timing' relays that control
the sequenve of motor generator starting and
houses the power drive main circuit breaker.
The panel also houses plate and filament trans-
fonrners for amplifier Mk 40 Mod 4 and a

*44

Amplifier

The amplifipr Mk 40 Mod 4 (fig. 11-5) contains'
the elevation 'and train amplifier assemblies, a
power supply assembly, a cable 'twist control
assembly, motor field control assembly, heat
exchanger, and terminal board panel, The train
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and elation amplifiers supply controlling volt-
ages to the motor generators. ')'fie power supply
furnishes direct current power to the amplifier
assemblies and the motor field control assembly.
When the launcher is in remote naCide operation,
the cable twist, control assembly ensures that
the launcher Cannot be stowed with 360 degrees
of cable twist. The motor field control assembly
supplies the rectified field current for drive
motor field excitation. The heat exchanger cir-
culates air for cooling the amplifiercomponents.

Motor Generator

The GMLS employs two motor generator
(amplidynes) Mk 6 Mod 1 as shown in figure
11-5.. One is--used_for- train, and the other is
used for elevation. The motor generator is a
motor driven generator amplifier that provides
a high-powered, precisely-controlled output to
drive motor. The output is regulated by a low -

power input frOm the amplifier.

local the LCP car be unmanned after the pre-
operation procedures have been completed.

Before electrically activating the laukher,
preoperation procedures must be performed at the
launcher. These procedures include releasing
mechanical locks, securing the launcher against
inadvertant movement, and Closing interlock
switches to permit .electrical activation of 'tke
launching system.

The GMLS is activated from either' the F.CS
(in remote or remote assigned mode) eft the
LCP in local control mode. As stated eakiffhe
three modes of operation' are local, remote,
and remote assigned.

LOCAL MODE, The local mode of opera-
tion is used for loading; testing, and performing
maintenance on the launcher. When operating

local mode, the LCP controls and indicates
the sequence of operation from turn-on through
shutdown. Although the missile .control circuits
are' routed through' the LCP, the panel does not
contain any switches or controls for the missile
electric circuits.Firing Power Supply

Firing power supply Mk 144 Mod 0 (fig. 11-5)
provides 28V. d.c. to fire" the missile, auxiliary
power supply and rocket motor squibs.

F.

Safety Switch (SMX-4)

The launcher area safety switch (fig. 11-5)
prevents moment, of the launcher by the poWer
drives when connected and the safety switch is
not depressed. This switch is the observer's
safety device; used when personnel are per-
forming maintenance or tests on the launcher.

Sparrow Missile

The Sparrow missile is a supersonic surface-
to-surface or surface-to-air boost guided missile'
that employs semi-active homing -guidance. The
missile is propelled by a solid propellant rocket
'Motor and carries a high explobive warhead.

dgeation

Operation o f the Mk 25 GMLS inclu s th ee
modes. of control for loading, testingd firing
to Sparrow missile. Normal aiming and firing 4:
controlled by the FCS when in remote-assign
node and is the only. mode in which a missile
can be launched. The procedures for activating
all 'modes .of operation are similar except for
local control mode. In any other mode except

REMOTE MODE. The remote mode of opera-
tion usually is used in conjunction with, but before,
operation in remote assigned mode. Operation
in remote mode allows the latincher to .remain
static (in the stowed or zero came twist positiog
while the FCS is searching for a target or while
tracking a target that is out of missile range.

REMOTE ASSIGNED MODE. The remote
assigned mode is. the only mode in. which a
Sparrow missile oan be launched. Except for the
preoperation 'procedures perfOrnried ak the LCP,
the 'missile systems activation and operation is

° controlled 'entirely- froM the fire' control panel.

Fire Control Panel (FCP)
.

The FCP is part of the FCS and contains
all the 'necessary circuits for controlling and
monitoring ltie status of the FCS and the GMLS,
including each missile in the missile system.
The panel operator makes mi sell° system and fire
control decisions, initiates the missile firing
sequence and fires the missile. The'FCP receives
target data signals (range, altitude, bearing
and speed) from the missile direCtor and provides
the operator with 'a visual indication of target's
status. .

fire switch located on the FCP controls
the firing of all missiles and, when depressed,
generates 'the motor fire trigger signal that
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ignites the missile's auxiliary power supply
"(APS). When the missile's power supply reaches

pre-set value, a time delay interlock is com-
pleted. This "interlock completes the 28V. d.c.
firing signal circuit to the rocket motor squibs.

The missile is held on the rail by a fire-thru-
latch until rocket motor thrust increases to
approximately 1450 pounds. The restraint of the
fire-thru-latch is then overcome by the rocket
thrust and the missile is released. As the missile
leaves the rail a missile away switch is closed
which pPrrnits 'a sequencing the firing order to the
net missile to be fired.

USE cti CHAFF CLOUD DECOYS

The primary application of theRocket,Launch-
ing System Mk 28 is to position decoys providing
alternate, targcts for antiship missiles. It is
used in conjunction with other electronic equip-
ment that impacts the missile guidance systems.
The nature of the decoy is determined by the
guidance system of the threat.

In addition, the system can be used when
ships engaged in shore bombardment are required
to approach enemy shorelines where they may be
detected by radar and come under attach by air
or by shore gun or missile batteries. Under such

'circumstances decoy targets sometimes are used
to'confuse the enemy.

Decoy targets that resent false images to
enemy radars were first used in World War II
when Army Air Force units dropped strids of
aluminum foil called "chaff" or "window" from
their planes. Attempts to use projectiles carry-

z. ing chaff heads have been made but have nut
proved to be Ruceessful due to the limited
capacity of the projectile. To oppose the effective-
ness of enemy _missile guidance syStems and
radars, Rocket Launcher System Mk 28 was
developed to position chaff clouds and to have
the capability of placing other types of decoys
n Optimum position.

- -
. Chaff cloud decoys are designed to divert

enemy, radar attention by creating a false target
and to proyide an alternate tatgettozadar-guided
anti-ships micclles. A head containing chaff is
attached to a rocket motor to form a surface-to-air
rocket. When a variable timer is set and the
proper launch angles are selected, the chaff head
can be deliveted to a pre-determined point
in space. When the fuze activates, the chaff-conl-
taining head is opened by an explosive charge,
releasing millions of aluminum dipoles. The
dipoles spread rapidly to form a cloud of chaff

that to enemy radar will appear as a target.
Several chaff rockets can be fired to produce
multiple false targets, or replenish old ones.

The earlier model of the launching system waA.
the Mk 28 Mod 0 which utilized one four cell
pod. LET developments, have produced the Mk.
28 Mod 1- and Mod 5 rocket launching systems.

The Mk 28 Mod 1 and Mod, 5 system is a
deck-mounted rocket-launching weapon designed
to use rockets fitted with chaff filled heads. The
Mk 28 Mod 1 system consists of two rocket
launcher mounts Mk 36 Mod 1, and associated
equipment. The Mk 28 Mod 5 sxsterri consists
of three rocket launcher mounts Mk 36 Mod.1,
and associated equipment.

The Rocket Launching System Mk 28 Mods
-1 and 5 is an improved, updated-rockerlaunching
system involving redesign of the present Mk
28 Mod 0 system. The Mk 28 Mod U system
consists of electrically driven launcher mounts
controlled by - remote and local control panels.
The Mk 28 Mods 1 and 5 systems utilize redesigned
electro-hydraulic driven launcher mounts, and
redesigned control panels which are operationally
and functionally improved over the Mk 28 Mod 0
system. The Mods 1 and 5 systems operate
either locally, remotely, or in automatic mode
in which they are directed in train, elevation,
launcher selection, and cell (tube) selecti6n by
shipboard computers such as Naval Tactical Data
System (NTDS) or Data Correlation and Transfer
System (DATACORTS).

Components of the Mods 1 and k are the same
except for the number of launcher mounts and
pods. The Mod 1 has two rocket launcher mounts
and four pods. The Mod 5 has three rocket launcher
mounts and,s15: pods.

RACKET LAUNCHER MOUNT
MK 36 MOD I,

, Essentially the launcher mount (fig. 11-10)
consists of three structural subassemblies; the
stand, carriage, and beam, and other assemblies r
which are attached to the structural members.
The location and relationship of these subassern; .

blies are shown in figure 11-11. The mount
supports two rocket launcher p4VE4 Mk 44 Mod.0
and 1, and provides the means to train and elevate
them. The launcher is equipped with one 3-1/2
HP, 4440 V, 69 Hz motor. The m,otor drives a'
variable displacement hydrauli. pump which can
supply 5 allons per minute (G16,1v) at a maximum
pressur of 1500 psi. Fluid from the pump
operates a hydraulic motor to rotate the launcher
pods in train, and a piston in a cylinder/or
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operation of the launcher pods in elevation.
The train position shaft angle encoder is connected
to a binaty coded decimal (BCD) readout at the
rerliote control panel where the train angle of
thS launcher is displayed. T1' le elevation position
shaft angle encoder measures the elevation of

. the launcher pods relative to the deck plane
and transmits this reading to tire remote control
panel BCD readout.'The electrical limit switches
that prevent firing of rockets are cam operated,
and interrupt current to the elevation and train
drive hydraulic control valves when preset limits
are reached. The hydraulic control valves auto-
matically act to stop the launcher movement in
elevation and train approximately 26 before the
mechamcal stops are reached. The mechanical
stops prevent accidental inboard training andback
up the electrical limit switches..

Stand Assembly

The stand is bolted to the deck and forms
the base of the mount. The train drive mechanism
and train position shaft angle encoder are mounted
on the stands A precision bearing burface at the
top of the stand supports the carriage and permits
u to rotate. A mechanical safety device is used
to lock .the carriage to the stand to prevent
accidental training of the carriage during loading,

FORWARD

unloading, or other war
clutch release lever on th
disconnects the power dri
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Figure 11-10.Rocket Launcher Mount Mk 36,Mod 1.,
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Chapter 11 ROCKET LAUNCHERS AND PROJECTORS

Beam Assembly

The team assembly is mounted qn the carriage
by means of two trunnions. The top of,the beam

. is fitted with guides, rubber mounting pads, Aid
two handwheel-operated bolts for the purpose of
mounting the launcher pods. The elevation shaft
angle encoder located in the elevation trans-
mitter is driven by the right trunnion of the beam

. assembly. The team assembly is provided with
attaching hardware for attachment of the second
launcher pod (piggyback) to the beam.

Rocket Launcher Pod

Each launcher mount contains a r ket
launcher pod ,arrangement (two pods, one atop

.,4.,:-f-(the other). Each pod is capable of individ ally
firing four 5-inch Zuni chaff rockets before h ring
to. reload. A safety firing switch located in the
pod maintains a ground on the firing circuit when
secured by a safety pin. This pin must be removed
to enable the firing circuits. Each pod has a
cell-loaded sensing attachment (bore clear as-
sembly) which slips on the front end of the pod.
The fairing then slips over the attachment. The
attachment contains a switch for each cell which
is activated by the presence of a locket in the cell.

REMOTE CONTROL PANEL
(RCP) MK 324 MODS 0 and 1

The Rem bte Control Panel (fig.14. -12) provides
for complete control and firing of launcher
mounts and for transferring control to the local
control panel (LCP) or the computer. The RCP
contains thumbwheel controls for selecting the
launcher, train and elevation posvittTiz and the cell
desired for firing, indicators shu the response

to the orders, push-,bilttori indicators for .initi-
ating the fire sequence, POVv ER ON switches
for system and launcher enable, and an ENTER
switch which must be pressed when certainorders
are initiated. The RCP is primarily used to
,control the launchers when the computer is
inoperative.

The RCP Mk 324 Mod 0 provides train and
elevation selection, rocket selection and firing
control for bOttc launcher mounts of the Rocket
Launching System Mk 28 Mod 1. Normally, control
of the launching system will:pp,tvim the RCP with
the system fri the AUTO'linode` of Operation.
1,0 the AUTO mode of operation, the ship's
NTDS or DATACORTS computef automatically
trains and elevates the . launcher (s) to the
positions determined bythe NTbS ar DATACORTS

and...ielects rockets for firing. The RCP dan
also be used to control' and fire the launcher (s)
from the remote pokition when NTDS or DATA-
CORTS is inoperative. The RCP also provides
the means of transferring control of the system
to the local control panels located near the
launcher mounts.

The RCP Mk 324 Mod 0 controls the selection
and firing for two rocket launcher mounts and
consists of the elements shown in figure 11-12.
The RCP Mr 324 Mod 1 is not shown, but differs
from the Mod 0 orilyln)the additional READY
TO FIRE/FIRE, ALARM, and .LAUNC9ER 43
switches on the panel.

- -
LOCAL CONTROL PANEL (LCP)
MK 323 MOD 0

The LCP (fig. 11-13 contains the necessary
controls and indicators to perform functipns
similar to those of the RCP with the excepticm
that launcher selection cannot be made at the LCP.
The LCP contains a key-operated FIRING CIR-
CUIT SAFE-ARM switch and a key-operated
POWER DRIVE SAFE-ENABLE switch. The
FIRING CIRCUIT SAFE-ARM switch must be in the
ARM position to fire the rockets and the POWER
DRIVE SAFE - ENABLE switch must be in the
ENABLE position to train and/or elevate the
launcher mount, regardless of the mode of opera-
tion selected. The. LCPs are used to control
the' launchers when the computer and/or the
RCP is inoperative. The Le2_18 also used during
loading, unloading, testing, and maintenance
operations.

OPERATION

The procedures for loading chaff rockets in
the rocket launcher pods of the Rocket Launching
System Mk 29 Mods 1 and5, alongwith) many other
functional details, are too extensive to outline
at this time. For the detailed procedures refer
to NAVORD OP 4003,- Rocket Launching Sys_ tem.
Mk 28 Mods 1 and 5.

Preparation To Operate

Before operating launcher mounts, ensure the
following are accomplished:

1. Remove frangible (breakable) fairings from
each end of launcher pods. (Should tactical
conditions necezeitate, the rockets may be fired

rthrough the irings).
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2. Ensure that train mechanism clutch is
positioned to ENGAGE.

3. Ensure that removable train positive stop
'on stand is fastened securely in place.

4. Ehsure that trap stow lock is positioned
to UNLOCK. .

5. Ensure that elevation manual operate over-
ride valves are closed.

Warning: Ensure that launcher areas are clear
of all personnel, tools, test equipment and
collapsible life rails before operating rocket
launcher. Acoustic and blast hazards exist
during firing.

Modes of Operation

The Rocket Launching System Mk 28 Mods
1 and 5 empld any of three modes of operation:

Auto, Remote, or Local.- The remote control
panel operator no 'ally selects the mode of
operation for the rcket launching system. In
the event of a casualty to the RCP the LCP
operator can select the AUTO mode of operation
from the LCP, or operate the launcher mount
in the LOCAL mode from the LCP, in the event
of casualty to the computer.

Auto Mode (Primary)

The AUTO (automatic) mode is the normal
mode of operation for the rocket launching
system. In this mode, the NTDS/DATACORTS
computer selects the lahncher and the cell to be
fired, verifies that the selected cellAs loaded,
and positions the launcher in train and elevation.'
At the appropriate time, and after receipt of
launcher ready to fire, the computer recommends

r
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Figure 11-12. Remote Control 'anel Mk 324 Mod G.
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IOU wr.
6 6

Figure 11 -13. Local Control pariel Mk 323 Mod 0.

firing. Firing is normally accomplished from
the RCP.

Reniote Mode (Secondary)

The remote mode (of -operation is intended
to be used _ when a casualty occurs to the NTDS/
DATACORTS system. The .RCP operator can
manually select the launcher mount and the cell
to be fired, train and elevate the launcher mount
to the desired position, arm the launcher mount;
and fire the rocket. Indicators inform the operator
Of rocket launching systitti stIttits.

a.

Local Mode

The rocket launching system can be placed
in the local mode of operation when either the
RCP operator assigns the launcher mount to

84.419

LOCAL, or the RCP is disabled and the LCL
OPR (local operate) switch on the LCP`is placed
in the LCL OPR position.

Note.: When the RCP is disabled` LCP
opeiator can also select the AUTO mode
of operation, if the computer is not also
disabled.

All functions performed by the RCP operatbf
Can be-performed by the LCP operator for the
launcher mount associated with that LCP.

LOCAL MODE (LOCAL OPERATE). If the
RCP suffers a casualty; and the rocket launching
system is in tle REMOTE mode, rocketselection
and firing may be accomplished from the LCP.
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LOC4AL MODE (AUTO CONTROL).If the
rocket launching system is in the AUTO mode
of operation and the RCP suffers a casualty,
operation may be accomplished from the LCP.

DECOY (CHOF) ROCKET

The -chaff rocket (fig. 11-14) consists of a
chaff head and Zuni roclset motor. The rocket,
is approximately 110 inches long, 5 inches in
diameter, and weighs 95 pounds. The motor
is shipped in individual wooden or metal con-
tainers.' (Motors are not shipped in Robket
Launcher Pod Mk 44 Mod 0). The chaff heads,
with electromagnetic barriers and warning decals
included; are shipped in individual wooden boxes.

Ready grvice Lockers.

Decoy rockets are stowed in ready service
lockers as shown in figure 11-15. Two men are.
required: to stow all-up rounds 'in the ready
service lockers.

In loading the ready 'service locker, remember
that alrockets are loaded with the fins to the
right 'side of the locker. (Right side when facing
front of- the locker; the front considered to be
the side farthest from the lobker lid hinge).
The locker holds three rows- of five all-up
rounds (lig. 11-15). The rockets are loaded and
strapped-7 into chocks in the locker. In loading
rockets 'in chocks, always load from the rear
of the Icicker to the front. After loading and
securinrrockets in the lower chocks, the center
chocks are placed in position and the center row
of rockets are loaded and secured. The top
chocks Ore then positioned to receive the top
row of rockets.' After 'loading the ready service
locker, klie lid is closed and secured by 12
latches aid a lock.

SAFETY

Safety is always a primary consideratioh:in
dealing With ordnance equipment - particularly

lwith liveanimunition. Rocket launchers, large or
small, require a considerable amount of care, both
in opefation and in maintenance. We'll give some
of the important safety pre-cautions associated
with systems covered in this chapter. For further'
infc,rrnation on safety precautions check the proper
OPs

- .

r
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MK 76 MOD 1
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MK 16 MOD 2
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Figure 11-14 Chaff RoCket..
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84.421
Figure 11-15. Ready Ser., ice Locker with 15

All-up Rounds Stowed.

ASW WEAPONS

Safety precautions pertaining to the earlier
type projectors are pretty much the same as those
for the Mk 15, except that those relating to
power drives and training gear do not apply to
the earlier models.

1. Don't work on the ammunition, especially
fuzes, except under the direct supervision of
qualified personnel. Set qilestionable rounds aside.
For information on ammunition, see Op 2215,
OP 4; and OP 5.

2. Leave fuze caps and safety pins on the
ammunition until just before firing, and don't
discard them when they are removed. Replace
them if firing is no longer imminent.

3. Never leave the projector loaded while
the vessel is in port.

4. Always keep the cradle locking device and,
the train centering pin locked except when actually
using the projector. Keep them locked during
loading. Release them for any train or elevation
movement.

5. Do not tilt the cradles unless at. least
half of, the spigots on each cradle are lOaded.

C

Dever tilt cradles while personnel are inside the
cradle frame.
L 6. Maintain a safety watch whenever the mount
is to be trained, except ,at general quarters.

7. Never shift the elevating gear or the train,
ing gear to hand drive while the mount is moving.
And "always verify that the mount-and the signal
are synchronized before shifting to power drive.

8. Live 440-v leads are exposed whenever,
controller, motor terminal boxes, and some
equipment covers are open. Disconnect all power
supply switches if electrical equipment is being
worked on. Tag switches when men are working
on the equipment. Never leave a power switch
ON when leaving a control point to investigate
power failure.

9. Always open the 440-v power drive supply
at each controller whenever personnel mount the
projector to load or do any maintenance work.

10. Always keep the safety plug and the firing,
key out of their receptacles except when actually
firing or testing. Always remove the safety plug
and firing, key before circuit testing a loaded
projector. Remove the plug also before shifting
the test switch from its test position to S (safe).

11. Remove charges from spigots before testing
any of the electrical circuits exceptwhen making
the routine circuit test prior to firing. (For
details on performing tests, see the OP on the
equipment).

12. Keep all personnel away from the blast area
when either the safety plug or the firing key is
inserted into its receptacle while charges are on
the spigots. And always keep the firing panel and
safety plug dry.

13. Whenever firing circuit or panel wiring is
serviced or replaced, check it by performing all
tests for the unloaded projector.
GUIDED MISSILE LAUNCHING
SYSTEM Mk 25

The illiovring general safety precaution are re-
commended precautions that personnel must
understand and apply during operation and main-
tenance of Guided Missile Launching System Mk
25 Mod O.

This launching system employs electrip01
power that may, in some circumstances, be as
'high, as approximately 750 volts. All 'electrical
power must be Considered potentially dangerous,
either by causing burns or by electrical shock.
Do not replace components with electrical power
turned on.' Under certain conditions dangerous
electrical potentials may exist even though elec-
trical power is turned off due to charges retained
by capacitors.
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Do not perform maintenance procedures on the
GMLS unless accompanied by someone' capable:
of rendering aid. Accidental contact with -high
voltage could result in uric unsLiuusncsb. er-
pnt movement of the launcher during maintenance
can also result in serious or fatal injury to
personnel.

Personnel working with or near high voltages
should be familiar with modern methods of
resuscitation.

Have observer ensure that launcher area is
clear of personnel before closing launcher area
safety switch (SNIX4). Launcher runaway in train
or elevation could result in injury or death
to personnel.

The launcher guide is nose heavy when empty
and breech heavy when loaded with missiles.
Always engage and hold elevation hand crank
before disengaging elevation powe -off brake to
avoid possible personnel hazard.

Improper handling of the missile can result
in damage to the. missiles and create hazaids
to personnel. All personnel must be with
approved missile handling techniques.

Verify that the missile igniter safe-arm
lever adjacent to .aft_missile pigs is in SAFE.
Accidental ignition of the missile rocket motor
could result in serious or fatal injury to personnel.

,Use extreme care when straightening wave-
elide clips to avoid flexing walls of motor
combustion chamber. Flexing of walls may cause
weakening of.ynotor housing.

When moving launcher into elevation, de-
pression, or train limit stops, turn handwheel
slowly to prevent equipment damage.

Ensure that the resetting tool latches upon
completion of a stroke. Pressure must be main-.
tained on the handle until the stroke is complete
and the latch has operated, or until it is deter mined
that it is impossible to complete a full stroke.
If unable to complete a full stroke, allow handle
to return to forward position under' control.

If installed, ensure that phase-C antenna on
underside of missile enters opening in aft chock
of loader. Ensure that missile motor safe-arm
mechanism fits forward of, and does not strike;
aft chock of loader. Ensure that missile radome
does not strike loader cross brace when missile
is placed on loader.

Movement 0.nd tilt of the loader rnust be
coordinated to ensure that missile does not hit
either guide rail or guide track cover.

ROCKET LAUNCHING SYSTEM
Mk 28 Mods 1 and 5

=-
Personnel assigned to operate or maintainthe

Rocket Launching System Mk 28 Mods 1 ,and 5
shall be familiar with naval safety precautimis
for ammunition handling and launcher operation.
In addition, these personnel shall receive a
thorough indoctrination in the safety precautions
applicable to the launcher.

Whenever any motion of a power-driven unit
is capable of inflicting injury on personnel
or material not continuously visible to the person
controlling such motion, the officer or petty
officer who authorizes the unit to be 'moved'
by power Shall, except at general quarters, ensure
that a safety watch is kept in areas where such
injury is possible. Also, the officer shall ensure
'there is telephone or-other effective voice commu
nication between the station controlling the unit
and the safety watch. Under these conditions, the
controllin$ station shall obtain anall-clear report
from each safety watch before starting the unit.
Each safety watch shall keep his assigned area
clear and, if unable fo do so, shall immediately
report his unit fouled, and the controlling station
shall promptly stop the unit until the area is
again reported clear.

Use safety devices provided for the launcher
as designated. Keep the, safety devices operative
and in good order at all times. Inspect all
safety devices frequently.

If safety devices are rendered temporarily
inoperative on approval of competent authority,
use signs or other appropriate Means to warn
personnel. Do not secure inoperative safety
devices. Do not alter safety devices except by
direction of NAVORDSYSCOM or other competent
authority. Do not allow unqualified or unauthorized
personnel to operate the control panels. Trainees
or other persons undergoing instruction shall
open ate panels only under the strict supervision
of a qualified and responsible operator.

Keep the covers of switches, circuit breakers,
and other electrical equipment securely closed
while powder or other explosives are in the
vicinity. Do not close circuit breakers that have
opened due to an overload. Always have otte
person available who" is familiar with first aid
procedures for electrical shock.

Program with extreme care all work to be
performed iigethal voltage areas, Do 'not work
on live circuits unless it is absolutely necessary.
Under certain, conditions, dangerous potential may
exist in electronic circuits after the power is
shut off. When such potentials are suspected,

zi,V2416
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Chapter II ROCKET LAUNCHERS AND PROJECTORS

discharge the appropriate components befole
'touching them.

Before working on any launcher equipment,
remove and retain the keys of POWER DRIVE
SAFE-ENAHUE switch ,and FIRING CIRCUIT
SAFE-ARM switch on Local Control Panel.

If clothing becomes drenched with hydraulic
fluid, change into dry clothing immediately.
When in prolonged contact with the skin, hydraulic
fluid can injure health,

All safety precautions normally followed in
stowing and* handling rocket components shall

.,be observed. These include the following:

They are alsb used for missile stage separation
in multistage rockets and for reliable .high speed
ope'ration 'of switches and valves within a weapon.

Electromagnetic radiation is a term used to
describe .the energy radiated by radio and radar
transmitting equipment. The energy is more
commonly referred to' as radio waves, radio-fre-
quency energy, or RF energy.

Whenever current flows in an electrical cir-
cuit, such as a -transmitting antenna, magnetib
and electric energy fields are set up in the region
around ,the antenna and radiated into space.

If a conductor is located in the path of
radiated waves of energy, a ,voltage could be
induced into the conductor, causing a small
amount of current to flow. RF energy emitted
from a two -way automobile radio has been known
to set off an electric blasting cap. This is the
reason for the signs, along highways warning
motorists to turn-off their radios when blasting
is being Conducted. Radiation hazard signs are
also posted aboard ships warning personnel of
radiation, hazards,and the distance in which the
radiation could effect the health df personnel'.
The commanding officer's policy for prevention
of hazardous conditions to weapons and personnel
requires coordination 'between the appropriate

Electromagnetic Radiation departments of the ship responsible for RF energy
transmitting and the personnel responsible for

lhp Z1_1141 rocket motor requires careful ordnance handling as well as the medical de-
handling to avoid . damaging the long thin pro- partment.
pellant grain and to prevent accidental ignition RF energy may. enter a weapon as a wave of

radiation through a hole or crack in a weapon's
skin, or it may be conducted into the weapon
by firing leads or other wires that penetrate
the weapon enclosure.

The precise probabilities of EED activation
are relatively unpredictable, wing dependent upon
'variatIcs of.frequency, field strength; geometrie

1. Observe all stow age conditions specified for
smokeless powder and high explosives.

2. Do not smoke within 200 feet of exposed
rocket ammunition.

3. Keep at least 25 feet away from the rocket
launching areas. Do not stand or walk near the
front and rear of loaded rocket launchers.

4: Do not tamper with, or attempt to repair,
any parts of the round, . If the round is damaged
or defective, remove the chaff head from the
motor and mark the defective part for return
to the issuing activity for disposition.

of the rocket motor ,from static or hazardous
eleotromagnetic radiation. When loading or un-
loading ZUNI launcher pods, any communication
antenna radiating niore than .5 watts of power
within 10 feet, of the launcher should be silenced.
The Hazards of Electromagnetic Radiation Of
Ordnance (HERO) is most pronounced during
weapon assembly diAassembly loading, unloading, orientation, environment, and metallic or per-
and testing. The effects of electromagnetic ra- sonnel contacts with the ordnance,,items.
diation on a weapon are reduction of the weapons Several shipboard incidents invOlving ordnance
reliability, propellant ignition,and, in some cases, ,items have been attributed to initiation of their
the possibility. of warhead detonation. Any weapon, EEDs by electromagnetic radiation from the ship's
that contains electro-eirplosive devices called transmitting equipment.
EEDs is subject to electromagnetic radiation.
EED devices require a small voltage for actuation,
these devices are used in -some types of VT-
projectile fuzes and are now used for initiation
of booster rocket igniters and warhead detonators.

' When working on any weapon system com-
ponent, practice safety While learning and while
maintaining the weapons equipment. Read all
the safety precautions carefully, and be aware
of dangerous situations. Take time to be SAFE.
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CHAPTER 12

THE FIRE CtpNTROL PROBLEM

This is a good time to answer the question
that has probably occured to you: "Why am I,
a. Gunner's Mate, concerned with fire control?"
There are two important answers to this.

sOne is that the field covered by the rating
primarily concerned with fire control has been
expanding so rapidly, especially since the becond
World War, that some parts of it have become
the . responsibilities of other ratings. That's why,
for example, the Sonar Technician now operates
and maintains some of the gear that used to be
identified with the Fire Controlman. Similarly,
the Gunner's Mate is responsible for a good deal
that used to be in the Fire Controlman's
bailiwick power drives, indicator-regulatorp,
some aspects of battery alignment, and the like.
The empire of the. Fire Controlman (now the
Fue Control Technician) has changed too it
includes electronics, radar equipment, and other
subject matter not originally identified with it.
So that now you, as a .Gunner's Mate, are
expected to learn more about fire control and
about hydraUlics and electricity not because
you're being remolddd into a Fire Control Tech-
nician but because these, among others, are now
the Gunner's Mate's business.

The second answer has to do with the fact
that a Gunner's Mate must bvable to qualify as
a mount captairi. This means you must be pro-
ficient* enough' in fire control techniques and
basic knowledge to supervise your mount's func-
tioning in local control..

There's a third answer too, and it has to do
with your own future. Ysti may want to earn a
Gunner's warrant rank eventually. To qualify,
you'll have to know your fire control.

By the time in your career as a Gunner's
Mate,. you know that the term "fire control"
as it's applied in gunnery has nothing to do
with how you use the fire extinguisher on the.
bulkhead. But what .DOES It mean, exactly?
Naval Ordnance and Gunnery, NAVEDTRA 10783 -
C, defines fire control as "The practical appli-
cation of exterior ballistics, and the methods and

418

devices used to control guns and other
weapons . . ." 'Another way to put it, in terms
of weapons, missiles, and targets, would be to
say that fire control is the process of con-
tinuously determining the exact instantanious
relationship between ,a wJapon andits target, and
then using that information to causelhe weapon's
projectile or missile to strike or inflict maxi-
mum damage on that target.

Fire control is the technique of delivering
effective fire on a selected target. It includes
the material, personnel, methods, communica-
tions, and organization necessary to harass,
damage, or destroy the enemy. Within the Navy,
however, the terrh has been customarily re-
stricted to the control of gunfire, while more
specific terms such' as torpedo fire control and
rocket fire control are used for other weapons.

The fundamental problem of gun fire control
is to direct the gun in such a way that the pro-
jectile will hit the designated target. If the
target is stationary and close enough, the problem
is not difficult. Complications are introduced by
increasing the range, by shooting from a moving
platform such as a ship, by shooting at moving
targets, and by shooting many guns with centra-
lize4 control at the same target. The increase in
range increases the .time of flight of the projectile,
allowing gr4vity to exert its influence over a
longer period of the and to cause the projectile
to fall more and more below the projected axis
of the bore of the gun. The increase in time of
flight also permits greater accumulation of errors
caused by motion of own ship and target or by
ballistic factors such as winch, and drift. AS
battle range and target speed increase, require-
ments for greater accuracy of measurements
and for more exacting computation increases.

..
EARLY FIRE CONTROL

es

The development of fire control as a science
and ss an art has been pretty much the product
of the last century and a half. Prior to 1800,
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there was no need for elaboi ate fire control,
cause the guns themselves were inaccurate

xcept at short ranges. Battle ranges of the
period were pistol shot (about 50 yards) and
half pistol shot (about 20 yards).

Sighting consisted chiefly of setting the guns
in azimuth, and of leveling them, by eye-Some-
times allow ante for the our vature of the ti ajectur y
was made by "sighting by the line of metal".
This was done by aligning the top of the bieeeh
and the top of the muzzle with the point of aim,
causing. the gun to be elevated, by the amount of
the taper of vthe gun from, breech to muzzle.

Little attempt was made AP' iegulate initial
velocity.- Powder charges were estimated, and
the projectile Wall was variable: One shot or
several shots were used for a charge, and at
close quarters guns, were frequently. loaded to
the muzzle with grape-shot.

Nautical gunners became aw are of the probleni
of deck tilt for obvious reasons. One early device
for correcting the roll of the ship was a roAnd
shot suspended from a spar. The gunner watched
this imprbvised pendulum swing with the roll of
the ship andjustbeforeitwasparallelto the mast,
he applied his slow match to the Witch hole Zif the
piece. Another yractiee depending upon the roll
of the ship was that of firing at the crest of the
roll to increase the rangeKvi

-MOD ERN FIRE CONTROL .

Today, 'fire control instruments used in con-
junction with guns are limited in range and
accuracy only by the inherent accuracy possible
with projec Iles fired front guns. And the whol
scope (yr control itself, as a ttehnique fo
destruction o that guns will do the maximum
damage to the enemy, haS been broadened.
Where fire control once meant only control of
gunfire, it now applies to eontrol of guided
missiles, roekets, and weapons directed against
underwater targets. In this chapter we will cover
the gun fire control pioblem as it relates to
you as a Gunnerrs Mate.

;

general term, interior .tiallistics. txterior bal-
listics pertains to the projectile after it leaves
the gun. Obviously I.V. is the one value common
to both interior and exterior ballistics.

Gun design is essentially a compromise, The
gunner wants maximum I.V. for great range and
114, trajectory; the designer 'matt consider the
strength of4Iiis gun, and desires minimum wear ,

and erosion. Interior ballistics includes the study
of (1) the combustion of, the powder, (2) the
pressure developed.within the gun, (3) the varia-
tions in pressures and velocities with change's
in any of the "conditions of°18ading,'" and (4)
erosign of the bore.

EXTERIOR BALLISTICS

1. MOMENTUM. As you remember from
Newton's laws of motion, any material object
has inertia an if Moving, tends to continue
its motion at cqnstant velocity (i.e., at constant
speed in a straight, line). The important values
in determining the momentum of a projectile
are its I.V. (initial velocity) and its mass.
I.V. is measured in feet per second (usually
abbreviated fs) as the projectile leaves the gun
muzzle. Mass is conventionally measured in
pounds (a convenient 'Measure, if not strictly,.
correct scientifically). If no other factor's af-
fected its motion, any gun projectile would have .
a straight ?line_ -Isajectory. Note also that all
naval guns (exce-Prafew special purpose devices)
are designed to Make the projectile spin at
speed on its long axis. This makes the long =re
of the projectile tend to maintain a fixed altitude'
in space while in flight,

2. GRAVITY. On the earth's surface (and
this effect varies only slightly in different local-
ities and at different altitudes up -to several'

edt to' the
earth's gravitational attra puf m
toward the earth's center. Any unsupporte jest
therefore tends to fall at a constant acceleration

about 32 feet per second. Gun projectiles are
unsupported (except socket assisted projeotiles
(RAP)) once- they leave the gun's muzzle; unlike
rockets, they are not supported by propellant
thrust. They therefore fall with the same accek-
eration as if they had be opped, not Ared.

The idea may be novel e student, but the'
fact is that a projectile fired from a horizontally
aimed gun will strike the surface of the sea at the
same instant as a similar projectile that has
merely been dropped from the same height above
the water. It of course true that the fired
projectile will hit the water some distance away

BALLISTICS

Ballistics is the science; of the motion of
projectiles. It is divided into two branches,
interior and exterior ballistics, Interior bal-
listics is that branch of the science which
relates to the motion of the projectile while in
the gun. The initial velocity (I.V.) of the pro-
jectile is ,a result of'the forces involved in the

419

miles) all material objet

(part A fig. 12-1).
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4ELEVAT1ON
FOR MAXIMUM

RANGE

RANGE

Figure 12-1.Projectile trajectory as affected by gravity.
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Under the influence of momentum and gravity
(but of no other factors) the trajectory of a pro-
jectile will be one of, a family of symmetrical
curves called parabolas. For, a given I.V. and
projectile mass, the projectile travels farthest
from the gun if the gun barrel is elevated to
make a 45° angle with the horizontal (part B,
fig. 12-1).

3, AIR RESISTANCE. As figure 12-2 (based
on an Instantaneous wind-tuimel photograph)
shows, a projectile traveling at a speed of up to
3,000 feet per second creates a considerable
disturbance in the , air. At such speeds, -air
at sea-level density is far from insubstantial,
and its resistance significantly slows the pro-
jectile throughout its flight. Air resistance affects
,the trajectories of all projectiles, but its effects,
which depend on air density, are much greater on
less massive ones.

The trajectory as affected by momentum,
gravity, and air resistance is still more or less
arabolie, but is not symmetrical; the projectile

is traveling slower as it approaches the end
of the trajectory, and (fig. 12-3), it falls at a
larger angle with the horizontal (tending toward
991,

4. WIND. Wind is air movement. Movement
of the air with respect to the earth is called
true wind. Air movement, caused by the motion
of a ship is called relative wind for that ship.
Apparent wind is the vectorial sum of these two
-winds, and it is the quantity read ffom the ship's
anemometer. Wind speed is measured in knots,
and wind direction in degrees from the reference
(true north, or ship's bowf clockwise to the
direction from which the wind is blowing. By

84.199
Figure 12-2.-- Portrait Of a projectile in flight.
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Figure 12-3. Comparison of vacuum and

air trajectories.
. .

vectorial analysis, apparent wind Cali be resolved
into relatiie wind and true wind. True wind is the
wind input to fire-control computers. True north
is the reference for true wind, thus true wind
is independent of ship's movement; however, both
relative wind and appare& nd depend on own
ship's course and speed.

In fire control computers, true wind is re-
solved into two components with respect to the
line of fire. One, called range wind, lies in the
line of fire and may either accelerate or de-
celerate a projectile. Cross wind is the other
component; it blows at right angles to the line
of fire moving the projectile to the left or right
of its planned trajectory. These components and
their effects are automatically computed, and
automatic corrections' are made to the gun's
position in train and elevation.

A ship's anemometer measures surface wind,
but ,a projectile's trajectory passes through
various altitudes. These altitudes, primarily
because of air density and temperature, have
different wind velocities than those on the earth2,S.
surface. A ship's meteorologist can tract the
flight of a balloon and measure the velocitie's and
directions of tropospheric winds. (The41
troposphere being that portion of the atmosphere
which extends outward about 7 to 10 miles from
the earth's surface). Or, periodic wind reports
are often received by radio from a shore stations
which has better wind measuring facilities. Most
ships do not have a meteorologist on board,;_
they have to depend on reports from other ships
or stations. *

When all winds are taken into account, they-
are combined mathematically into one wind di-

rection and speed which would have the same total
effect. This is the ballistic windthatis introduced
into the fire control OomputatiOne.

5. DRIFT. Drift (fig. 12-4) is a deflection tf
the trajectory to the right, and is caused by the
interaction of gravity, air resistance, and the
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Figure 12-4.Clockwise projectile spin causes drift to the right.

projectile's clockwise. spin. (Counterclockwise
spin would deflect the trajectory to the left, but
all naval guns, except the 45 caliber pistol,
have clockwise rifling). Drift is directly pro-
portional.to range. It is independent of wind.

INTERIOR BALLISTICS

Propelling charges are designed to burn in
the chamber of the gun in such away that they
develop maximum projectile velocity without ex-

, cessive heat, pressure, or erosion. Ideally, the
most efficient propellant for a gun is so balanced
that the charge is entirely consumed immediately
before the projectile leaves the muzzle.

To approach this ideal, propellant burning
rate mat be controlled so that the propellant
is suited to the specific' gun in which it is to be

-1` used. The dominant factor in determining 'burning
rate of a given propellant .composition is the
surface area per unit weight of propellant. The

- greater the area per unit weight, the faiter the
burning rate. (Other but less significant factors
include the percentage of nitration, moisture
content, content of volatiles, and 'the stabilizer
used).

As you know; gun" propellant compositions
are manufactured as homogeneous cylindrical
grains of uniform diameter, length, and number
of perforations (fig. 124),,with larger grains for
larger caliber guns; For 'a given muzzle velocity,

, - t.

(!'

84.200

larger caliber guns require a slower burning
propellant than smaller caliber guns, since the
distance is proportionately longer, and thepowder
must burn for a longer time. Other things being
equal, larger grains have smaller area per unit
weight,, hence slower burning rate.

Propellant powder grains `for guns 40-mm
and larger have 7 perforations. Since burning
rate climbs rapidly in smaller size powder
grains, there is only one perforation, or none
at all, in grains for calibers smaller than 40-mm.

A propellant's potential is the total work that
`the gases of combustion could perform while
expanding from the solid state to the space they
would occupy wlien fully expandest to atmospheric
pressure and when cooled to a specified
temperature.

422
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In the average conventional gun, some 60
percent of the potential disappears in muzzle
loss; 30 percent is transmitted to the projectile,
and all other losses such as heating the pro-
jectile and gun, causing the gun to recoil,and
so forth amount to about 10 percent.

Strength Vst. Pressure Relationships

Figure 12-6 illustrates a basic principle of
gun design. The figure may be taken as typical
of the strength-pressure relationship in modern
guns. Note that the high breech strength is
carried well forward of the point of maximum
pressure. The gun strength at every point must
exceed the powder pressure at that point by an
amount that will provide a suitable margin of
safety.

The 'curve as it appeared in figure 12-6
shows pressure beginning at a value well above
zero. This- indicates the pressure build-up that
occurs after the propelling charge begins to buim
but before the projectile begins to move. (The
x:-axis in the figure represents projectile move-
ment in the bore, not time or bore length). The
projectile begin: move only after the propellant
gas reaches the initial forcing pressure required
to initiate movement of the projectile in spite
of projectile inertia the engagement of the
rotating band in the

Note that the gun ngthcurve'is represented
as a straight horizontal line above the area

GUN STRENGTH
MIRY!

MAXIMUM PRESSURE

INITIAL FORCING
. PRESSURE

1

PROJECTILE TRAVEL 10.-

110.57
Figure 12- 6. Typical gun strength and

pressure curve.
I

between the point of initial forcing pressure and
the point ofpaximum pressure. It does not vary
in parallel th pressure curve. The reason is
that the same pressure that the, expanding gases (4.
exert against the base of the pr6jectile is exerted
equally against all interior means of the gun,
behind the projectile. Hence the breech part of
the barrel must be designed for the maximum
stress to be imposed.

After the projectile passes the point of maxi-
mum pressure, it continues to be accelerated by
gas presSure until it leaves the muzzle. The
total area under the curve, up to the point where
the projectile leaves the gun, is a rough measure
of initial velocity, and the pressure remaining
at the muzzle is an indication of the muzzle loss. .
A high muzzle pressure increases muzzle flash.

Changes in Conditions of Loading

The term "conditions of loading" means the
powder used, the weight of charge, the density of
loading, the volume and form othe powder cham-
ber, and the weight of the projectile.

a. Powder used and weight of charge. Powders
are termed quick and slow in reference to their
rate of combustion in a particular gun. Foxy in-
stance, a small-grain powder is quicker than a
largef grain. of the same shape since all the
grains would be consumed in a shorter time.
Not only will the larger grain increase the time
required for burning the charge, but it will also
case maximum pressure to be lower and to be
reached later in the travel of the projectile. The
gun pressure' curves Mown in figure 12-7 compare..`
slow powders and quick powders where the -same
weight of charge' was used.

Within limits; the muzzle velocity for a par-
ticular 'gun may be increased without causing
excessive pressure by increasing the size of
the charge and at the same time using a powder
that burns more slowly. See figure 12-8.

b. Density of loading. Density of loading is
the ratio of the weight of the charge of powder
to that ,of the volume of water which, at standard
temperature, would fin the powder chamber. It
is a measure of the amount of space in which the
gases. of combustion may expand before.the pre- .
jectile .begins to move.

' A high density of loading leaves, but little'
space for initial expansion; consequently pressure
builds up rapidly. The maximum pressure behind
the projectile is reached early in the projectile's
movement through the bore. With lower density
of loading, more, expansion of the gases may take
place, before, the projectile starts to mon: The
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PROJECTILE TRAVEL 11.

x,bag, or unstacked bag. Since the specific gravity
of smokeless powder is about 1.6, the following
relationship holds: ,' -71

Density of loading = 1.6v,

where -

v = the proportion of the total chamber
volume which is filled by the charge.

Hence it is apparent that a loading density of
0.4 would require .a charge filling 25 percent of
the chaMber volume, and a loading den,sity of
0.7 would require a charge filling 45 percent
of the chamber volume, 2:-

fIn the following example we find the charge
illing percent of The chamber volume for a

loading density of 0.4.110.58 -

Figure 12-7. Typical gun pressure Curves show- .

ing varia4n due to quickness of powder, same
weight of charge.

PROJECTILE TRAVEL RA"

.., 110.59
Figure 12-8. Typical gun pressure curves show-

ingmethods of obtaining increased muzzle ve-
locity in a "gun without increp.sing maximum
pressure.

go

maximum pressure is achieved later, and this
maximum is lower than that with high density of
loading. (Compare the curves in figure 12-9).
Other factors remaining equal, increased density
of loading increases maximum pressure, muzzle
velocity, and muzzle loss. --,

The densities of loading at present vary be-
tween 0.4 and 0.7, depending on the caliber of the
-gun and on whether the charge is. case, stacked

D = 1.6v

0.4 = (1.6)v

0.4
,--"irl= ----' 71..6

v = 25
When e density of loading drops markedly

Belo e above figures, irregularities of muzzle
velocity may be expected. The pressure builds
up irregularly instead of smoothly, and the high
point may be reached at the wrong time.

I

HIGHER.PENSIYY
OF LOADING

a

LOWER OENSITY
OF LOADING

PROJECTILE TRAVEL

- !---' 110.60
FigureFigure 12-9. Typical gun pressure curves
showing variations due to density of loading.
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A practical example of the importance of
loading_ density would be a projectile lodged
part way down the bore of the gun, greatly

_ increasing the effective chamber volume. Be-
sides greatly lowering density, and causing ores-
sure beyond.-the area of maximum barrel
thickness._ A normal powder charge used to
dislodge a projectile so positioned might cause
the gun to ,burst, or at least bulge, immediately
behind the projectile.,

Very high density of loading, on the other
hand, may cause detonation of the propelling
charge,.again resulting in a burst gun.'

c. Volun,ie and form of powder chamber. The
designers' of the gun, having established first the
desiredxinizle velocity, then the limiting ma5a-
mum pressure allowable in the_gum(determined
from study of,, gun construction), can /proceed

.to determine the volume and form of the powder
chamber and the weight of the 'charge. In a
particular gun, the volume and form oithe powder
chamber, change only because of erosion at the
origin of .rifling and improper seating of the
projectile, .causing irregular muzzle velocity.

Projectiles differing in weightfor example,
high - capacity, and armor-piercing types can be
fired from a giveii gun.High-capacit projeCtiles,
being lighter, will have a slightly hi her muzzle
velocity.

Erosion

Erosion is the deterioration and wearing awgy
of the bore surface caused by firing projectiles
through it. Erosion is not merely the direct
effect of friction which, causes the bore surface
to wear away as the projeotile.passes through.
The exact-mechanics of erosion are not known
with precision; but the following are recognized
as the principal causes: .

1, The bore surface beyoni,s intensely hLated
in firing, and the rush of hot gases, across this
hot metal has a scouring effect.

2. The hot powder gases react with the metal,
changing the carbon content on the surface of the
bore. Since this surface is designed with an
tiptirnum carbon content, any Lh..44-ige rebuilt, in
a weajVing of the metal.

3. The alternation of intense heat and rapid
Cooling affects thtemper of the metal.

4. The propellant gases are forced into and
out,: of the -pores in the metal surface as they
open and Close during tie expansion and con-
traction whio'h accompanies such drastic tem-
perature:Changes:

5. Heat cracks may develop.
6. Gases escaping around the projectile act

as high-velocity jets, scouring the bore and
causing damage, especially where there are heat
cracks.

EFFECTS. Erosion is always greatest at
the origin of rifling (fig. 12-10), and the tops of
the lands wear away faster than do the bottom
of the grooves.,

Erosion gt the origin of rifling, in gunrusing
separate loading ammunition, tends to permit
the projectile to seen farther and farther toward
the muzzle. This reduces the density of loading
and therefore the I.V. In guns ''using,,fixed am-
munition, this effect does not applyibut, in all
guns, erosion at the origin of rifling permits gas
to escape around the projectile and this in turn
increases erosion.

As the lands wear, not only_ does more gas
escape around the projectile but the rifling
engraves the band less deeply, reducingmate-
rially both the initial forcing pressure4nd the
resistance of the projectile to the gas pressure.
The effect is a material drop in muzzle velocity.

CONTROL OF EROSION -. All erosion fac-
tors are related to (1) the temperature of the
expanding gases and (2) the duration of their
confinement in the bore, Hence larger guns, with
their slower powders and longer barrels, suffer
more erosion per round fired than smaller
guns. On the other hand, smaller guns have a
higher firing rate, which permits less cooling
time between rounds.

Chromium plating of gun bores has reduced
erosion effects; the use of molybdenum will
probably make fox even better erosion resistance

ORIGIN OF RIFLING
CHA1ABER PROJECTILE

J.

FORCING" ROTATING

CARTRIDGE CASE CONE BAND

DEPTH
(OF

RIFLING

84.235(110A)
Figure 12-16. Erosion areas in a gun chamber

and bore.
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in the future. Some smaller guns are tooled by
water jackcts around the barrels, and there have
been experiments on introducing a coolant between
the tubes and the liners of larger guns. Also
reducing the heat of explosion will aid in erosion
control.

There is much more to interior ballistics than
has been taken up in this section, but you have
read enough here to grasp the general nature of
this branch of gunnery. Here are repeated the
main points of the discussion, by way of summary:

1. Using the same weight of charge, a slow
powder produces a smaller maximum pressure
than a fast powder, and attains this maximum

pcsure later in the travel of the projectile.
Increasing the weight of a charge of powder

of a given grain size increases the maximum
pressure attained and causes this maximum to
occur earlier in the travel of the projectile.

3. Because of muzzle loss and irregularity
of velocity, slow powders are less efficient than
fast powders.

4. The muzzle velocity of a given gun may be
increased within limits by usinglarger charges of
slower propellants.

FIRE CONTROL PROBLEM

TARGET POSITION .,

In the fire control problem, target position
at any instant is measured in terms of target
bearing (a horizontal angle measured froth a
vertical reference plane), target elevation (a

...vertical angl measured from a horizontal ref-
erence plane), and range_ (a linear distance
measured along the line of sight (LOS) to the
target (fig. 12-11).

As you noted at several points in connection
with the discussion of exterior ballistics, the
effect of the factors listed in the preceding
article depends on, among other things, range.
Another way of putting it is to say that they
depend on time of flighti.e., the time lapse
between the projectile's deparixtre from the gun

Figure 12- 11. Relative target bearing, slant range, and target elevation.
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muzzle and its impact or explosion. Duringithis
time the factors that determine the projectile's
trajectory have their effect; obviously, the longer
the time of flight, the greater their effect. Other
things being equal, at any specified I.V., time
of flight is proportional to range. This is one
reason that it is important to know the range to
Target (generally measured in yards) as accurately
as possible. Range to an air target, as measured
along the LOS, is called slant range to distin-
guish it from range measured on the surface.

There are two kinds of target bearings.
Relative target bearing is the angle, measured
clockwise in degrees and minutes, between a
vertical plane through the centerline of own ship
and the line of sight to target. (This is illustrated
in fig. 12-11). True target bearing is measured
similarly, but from a vertical plane contaimng
a line to true north. Figure 12-12 shows the
distinction and relationship between true and
relative bearings, and demonstrates that -true
bearing is the algebraic sum of own ship course
and relative bearihg.

For the -location of an air target with respect
to own ship, one more value is neededtarget
elevation (generally measured in minutes of arc
from the surface horizontal plane).

If now we were to assume that the target and
own ship were stationary with respect to each
other, it would be necessary to correct only for
exterior ballistic factors and the gun would be

110.61
Figure 12-12. Relationship between true bearing

.relative bearing, and own ship course.

laid for a hit on the target. However, such a
',situation is rare. Target movement with respect
to own ship is a part of every practical fire
control problem, and it becomes increasingly
important as ranges decrease and target veloci-
ties increase. (You can expect some air targets
to be moving at over 600 knots). In fact, at very
close ranges (in the neighborhood of 2,000 yards
or less) the ballistic factors are completely
overshadowed in importance by corrections for
target velocity, and many of the ballistic factors
are not even considered in fire control systems
designed for close-range work. This is true
because at short ranges:

(a) iime of flight is short.
(b) angular velocities (i.e., changes in target

bearing and target elevation) increase as target
range decreases, even when target speed as
measured in knots remains the same.

(cj time available for arriving at solutions
to the fire control problem is so short that there
-is time only for essential steps in solution.

Sight Angle and Superelevation

The _angle by which a gun is elevated above
the line of sight to a surface target so that the
projectile's trajectory will pass through the
target is called SIGHT ANGLE. (See fig. 12-13).
The angle is measured in minutes between the
axis of the gun bore and the line of sight. As
range increases, so does the amount of sight
angle necessary.

With an air target the principle of sight
angle still applies. Look at,figure 12-14, where
you see sight angle in more detail. You can see
it is still the angle by which the gun must be
elevated above the line of sight to get a hit.
Your line of sight itself is elevated here to meet
the target. aght angle is shown to be made up
of two' smaller angled. One is lead. This cor-
responds to the target's splative motion during
the projectile's time .ot4;Might, The other seg-
ment, is SUPERELEVATION. Superelevation is
the angle by which the gun must be further
elevated to compensate for the projectile's curve
downward due to gravity.

Like sight angle as a whole, superelevation
increases with longer ranges.-(See fig. 12- 1'5A).
But as target elevation increases, superelevation,
decreases. See figure 12 -15B.

If you think about it, this is common sense.
Consider an extreme casea target directly
above you.

.427
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Figure 12-13. Sight angle.
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Figure 12 -14. Target elevation and superelevatiou.

Neglecting all other factors but gravity, it is
obvious that a gun fired at such a target would
have to be aimed directly ,alon,g,the line of sight,

Gravity would still pull downward at the
projectile, but its pull would, be directly in line
with the trajectory, which would therefore be

6

4,
straight. Hence no superelevation needs. to be
introduced. As the line of sight is moved away
from the straight-up direction, the downward
force of gravity is exerted at an increasing angle
to the axis of the gun bore, and therefore has
more effect on the shape of the trajectory. This
is 5xactly, what view B of figure 12-15 shoWs.
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LARGE
SUPERELEVATION s%-tI"Gc-

0'4`"

A

50)0
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SlAL
SUPERELEVATION

B

84.202
Figure 12-15. Effect on superelevation of: A.
Increased range, B. Increased target elevation.

t Deflection

The axis of the gun bore is not only offset
from the line of sight vertically, but horizontally
as well. This horizontal angle between the LOS
and the gun bore is known as SIGHT DEFLEC-
TION. You can see in figure 12-16 that it is
made up of three values, two of which you have
already studied.'You know that because a pro-
jectile drifts to the right, the gun must be offset
to the left., Wind is another value in sight
deflecticin. Wind blowing across your line of fire
calls for another small offset (to the left in
the illustratibn).

The third, and .majOr, value in the sight
deflection angle is the lead angle. Lead angle
is proportional to the relative motion of the
target across your line of sight during the
projectile's...time of flight.

Unlike sight angle, target elevation, super-
elevatioh, and target bearing, deflection is meas-
ured in mils. One mil is an angle whose target
is less than .001 or the unit of angular measure-
ment of. the angle subtended by one yard at a
-distance of 1000 yards.

The mil has a very useful property. If a
distant object appears to you to be exactly one
mil wide, then its real width is exactly 1/1000th
of the range. (See fig. 12-17A) For example,
suppose you see a buoy 1,000 yards distant. You
'Sight at it through a telescope in whose reticle
(a glass plate in the telescope optiCal system)
are lines one mil apart. With the scope, you see
that the buoy is just one mil, or 1/1000th of
the range, wide. And since you know that
1/1000th of the range is one yard, that's how
wide the buoy is. Figure 12-17B shows other
examples of the milts usefulness in estimating
lateral distances at-known ranges.

BALLISTIC VARIABLES. In the following
list of ballistic variables, we indicate the effect
on sight angle and sight deflection when increasing
the variable.

Variable How compensated as
variable increases

Projectile momentum,

(a) Mass (weight) .Increase sight angle.
(b) I. V.1 .Decrease sight angle.

Gravity (itself ascon- .Increase sight angle
. stantr but its effect is with increased time
a.function of time of of flight.
flight).
Air resistance
Wind

Drift
Earth's rotation and
curvature.

.Increase sight angle.
'Depends on wind di-
rection. If wind tend's
to increase range, re-
duce sight angle (and
vice versa); add de-
flection and sight an-i
gle as needed for

. cross winds.
....Add left deflection.

Varies with range,
latitude of gun, gun
bearing. Both sight
angle and deflection
may be affected.

1In practice, as the
creases, hence sight angle
compensate. -,,
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Figure 12-16.Sight deflection.
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INHERENT CORRECTIONS

The miscellaneous factors that we here
lump under the label INHERENT CORRECTIONS,
include correction for:

1. Motion of the gun platform (i.e., the ship's
rolling and pitching motions as it floats. on the
water).

2. Parallaxcaused by distance between fire
control system elements located at different
points aboard ship.

3. Divergence of gun mount roller paths from
the deck reference plane.

These -factors are called "inherent" because
they are unavoidable in any system designed,
within the limitations of contemporary techniques,
to function when installed over most of the length
of a warship that spends its liitime on the
surface of the sea..

Gun Platform Motion

As you remember, the essence of fire cOntrol
is to position the gun barrel so that the projectile's
trajectory will culminate in its collision with the

4 YARDS target. We may (as we did earlier in this chapter)
3 YARDS assume for purposes of analysis that the deck on

2 YARDS '4 / which the gun mount stands is stable, but in
practice it is not generally possible to Make this
assumption. Nor is it practicable tb stabilize
the deck itself. Instead, either of two alternative
correction methods is used. One requires that the
gun be continuously repositioned by its power

A
.drive so that it maintains the desired attitude
regardless of the ship's roll and pitch. The
other (much less frequent) is to control the
firing circuit so thAt as the ship rolls and
pitches the firing circuit is energized only
during those instants when the gun happens to be
in the position, required fot hitting the target.

Two kinds of correction are required for e
affects of ship's roll and pitch. One is corr

0
YARDS

1000
YARDS

2000
YARDS

3000
YARDS

4000
YARDS

tioNin level and crosslevel (fit. 12-18). Level
angle is the angle that the dick plane, which
pitches and rolls with the ship, makes with
the horizontal, as measured in a vertical con-.
tanining the, LOS. Crosslevel angle is measured
at right angles" to level angle). Crosslevel
causes trunnion tilt. As the gun mount tilts with

4 the ship's motion, the gun no longer elevates in
a plane perpendicular with the horizontal. This

55.145 introduces errors, both because the gun doesn't
Figure 12-17. The mil. A. What it is. B. How elevate to the proper angle, andbecauseele,vation

to utile it. in' a plane not perpendicular to the horizontal_
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12.46
Figure 12 28;.-- Level -and crosslevel.

causes it to shift in train. Thus, if the right
trunnion is at a chosen instant lower than the
left, elevating the gun by x number of minutes
with respect to the horizontal-will require more
than x minutes . of elevation in its tilted plane
and, in addition,` the barrel after elevation will,
be displaced to the right of the plane it was
beforestilevation. Figure 12-19 shows the correc-

, tibns required to compensate for trunnion tilt.

Parallax

Because a gun is displaced from its controlling
director, the gun can train ouron the same bear-

, i as the director and still not be trained on the
t&get, unless a parallax .correction is made.
Parallax is the angle formed by the lines of sight
of the director and the gun. It is measured in
both the horizontal and vertical planes. It is
different, course for every gun, and individual
corrections must be made at eaph gun. Figure
12-20 illustrates the most common difference,
horizontal parallax, and the corrections that must
be Made to- compensate for it.

Roller Path Tilt

Ideally, the roller path of each gun mount
should be parallel to that of the director used as
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Figure 12- 19. Corrections for trunnion tilt.

12.48
Figure 12- 20. L.O.S. of gun and director.

the reference. Although the tilt of the gun mount
with respect to the reference is in modern naval
construction always small (rarely over a degree,
and usually much less), it must be corrected.
Some tilt is unavoidable because a ship's hull
is supported ,much differently in dry dock than
it is when afloat. Individual corrections are re.;,
quired for each gun mount. The correction is
made in elevation, but its magnitude depends
on the angle to which the mount is trained.
Figure 12-2 shows in exaggerated form the
effect of roller path tilt.

Each of the three gun turrets in the diagram
is nominally at zero elevation, and should be
parallel to the horizontal plane of the deck.
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12.47
Figure 12-21. Effect of roller path in mallow

(much exaggerated).

But only No. 1 is really at zero. If these were
16" turrets and No. 2 was 'tilted 1 minute
when the ship is afloat,, it would produce an
error of 120Q yards in range. To compensate
for roller 'path tilt, a device is installed in each
gun mount or turret which automatically causes
the gun to elevate or depress enough to com-
pensate for the tilt of the roller path at every,
point to which it is trained. The device is known
as a roller path compensator, and the setting
differs from one mount to another. The exact
tilt of the roller path is measured with respebt
to some reference' plane (usually the battery
director roller path). The magnitude, of the
roller path tilt correction, and the mount train
angle at which the Maximum. correction is to
be applied, are both inserted into the compen-
sator unit. Through a gdar shaft .mechanism,
the compensator unit's output is mechanically
combined with the output of the vertical parallax
correction unit. This algebraic sum is applied
to the girt elevation order in a tnechanical
differential. CheCking and resetting the compen-
sator is part of battery alignment procedure,
which will be explained in a later chapter.

Solving the Problem

As you remember frcom the beginning of this
section, the fire control ,problem consists es-
sentially of three groups of variables. In a
given fire control system, some individual Vari-
ables may either be taken into account
or neglected depending chiefly on target velocity
(with respect to own ship) and range, and on

- desired accuracy and speed of solution. The
main steps in solving the fire control problem
are:

1. MEASUREMENT of each of the variables
to be taken into account,

2. COMPUTATION of what gun position,must
be in relation to an LOS from own ship to target
so that the projectile will hit the target, and
transmission -of this information to the gun
mounts, (This computation and transmission} may
Also include projectile fuze setting of required).

3. POSITIONING THE GUNS in :accordance
with this information and energizing firing cir-
cuits as required.

4. OBSERVATION .of effects of firing and
correction of fire control information.

Now consider each of the steps in somewhat
*more detail.

Measuring Variables

Ideally, each variable in the fire control pro-,
blew should be observed and accurately measured,
then entered in the computing system. As a prac-
tical matter, some may be estimated and
"cranked in" (i.e., put into the system manually),
and some may be considered as having a fixed
relationship to another variable (for example, the
effect of gravity has such a relationship to time
of flight), so that they don't have to be measured.
(We have already noted that in all but the most
refined systems some variables are omitted
entirely because they are not considered essential
to a solution of practical accuracy).

1. Ballistic variables are measured and
entered into the fire control system computer
as I.V.

2. Gravity has a fixed relationship to the time
of flight, which in turn has a known` relatio
to range. Its effect is therefore "built into e
computer as a specially shaped cam (in electro-
mechanical computers) or electrical network (in
electronic computers),

3. Air resistance is in,mott medium and long
range systems determined by fire control per-
sonnel who plot observed air temperature and
barometric pressure on a nomogram and then
determine the required correction. ('Air density,
correction nomograms are printed in range
tables. A range table for each gun and ,for each
projectile .type fired by the gun presents a
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tabulation for each 100-yard increment of range,
such characteristics of the trajectory as angle of
elevations time of flight, angle of fall, and
striking velocity).-

The correction is pinto the. computer as
part of I.V.

4 . Wind is factor in medium andlonger range
systems; it is generally neglected in simple
relative-rate systems designed for use at short
ranges. In long and medium range systems
ballistic wind is a required input to the cornRuter.

5. Drift is treated like gravity.
6. Earth's k.otation and curvature are-figured

from range tables and their effects are cranked
into the system as direct incremehts to sight angle
and deflection. The computer does not solve for
these. In any case, these values are used only
against surface targets at extreme ranges.,

Target position and relative motia of tar
and own ship .are important factors in all pin
fire control systems, but for high-speed targets .
kt shorter ranges they dominate the,fire control
problem.

Target position is fixed by three coordinates
bearing, elevation, and range. All three can be
measured optically in a linear rate system. The
first two are established when the sighttelescope
in the director are on target. Angular values-of
director train (an angle nearly equal to relative
target bearing) and director elevation (an angle
measured with respect to the deck plane,
vertically to the LOS) are sent to the fire control
system computer by data transmitters (synchros). ,
A linear value of range is measured at the range-
finder gild .also sent by synchro to the computer.

Parallax _correction is important ,Qrily in more
elaborate systems, in which some of the gun
mounts being, Controlled are located at some
distance from the. director. In the case of the
oomputer Mk, 1A a specl-a7section of the computer
develops parllax correction for ;a base length
(Lel, the distance between director and gun
mount) of 100 yards.- this 4-called the unit
parallax correc9Rn. For this or any other base
length, thd daft the. target the greater the

. angular correction needefl for par allax. However,
the base length assumed for the unit, parallax
correction is not likely to be correct for any
one gun mount since bviousl t. the parallax
correction ought to be greater ,for mounts further
from the director than 100 yards, and less for

. mounts that are closer. Consequently, there ism
in each gun mount a set of change gears which*"
converts the unit correction to the correction
required, based on the ratio betweervehe assumed

base length and the actual base length. Parallax
is also computed to compensate for vertical
distance between mounts and director but, since
all mounts are more or less equally far below
the directors, the ,computed correction is fed
equally to all.

Roller path tilt correction is usually per-
formed mechanically by a device built into9..ach
gun mount. In this case the Computer in tile fire
control system has nothing to do with this
correction which is different for each mount.

,

N A, VAL GUNFIRE SUPPORT

In World War II, naval task forces frequently
cared out bombardments of enemy installations
on-.. shore. After the ineffective results noted
dutring..the Tarawa operation in November 1943;
shore bombardment techniques were gradually
improved and refined through gucressive landings
at Roi-Namur, Eniwetok, Saipan, Guam, Peleliu,
the Philippines, LINO., Jima, and Okinawa. Later,
the Korean war gave 'frequent opportunity for the
application of the techniques learned in World
War II in particular, the use of. naval gunfire
to support, troops `landing on defended enemy
territory.

Opposed amphibious landing is one of the most
hazardous types of military operation. Until,
World. War II, many military authorities believed
that such an operation was too hazardous to be
attempted. In part, this belief was based on the
Allied failure in the amphibiotis, Dardanelles
(Gallipoli) campaign during World War I. Analysts
ascribe the failure at least partially to inadequate
naval preparation before the campaign.

To be successful, naval gunfire support for
amphibious operations must be carefully planiled
in advance, and must be executed with skill and
dispatch. It is vitally important in the period
after theitroops have landed bur bale adequate
artillery can be brought into action. Its full
exploitatitop. can be achieved only if ground, naval,
and 40 personnel understand the organization,
basic techniques, capabilities, and limitations of
naval 4g6nfire support, and follow the standard
procedure which has been agreed upon by the
joint services.
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PURPOSE

Naval gunfire is delivered from ship's bat-
teries , not only in support of troop
operations, but also to support related naval and.
air operations, such as mine zNarfira:activities,
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air-sea rescue operations, reconnaissance and
del:frond& operations, demonstrations, feints,
raids, flak suppression during air strikes, and
interdiction of coastal roads, railroads, air-
fields, and troop; assembly areas. All these
activities rest on the same basic principles as
the naval gunfire support of amphibious
operations.

The basic task of naval gunfire support units
in an amphibious operation is to support the
seizure of the objective by destroying or neutral-
izing:

1. Shore installations that oppose the approach
of Ships and aircraft to the objective.

2. Defenses that may oppose the landing.
3. Defenses that may oppose the postlanding

advance of the troops.

These .tasks are carried out in the preparation
of the objective for the landing, the support of
the landing, and in postlanding support.

This section takes up the fundamentals of
naval gunfire against shore targets, both in
support of troop operations and for other pur-
poses.

GlikSSIFICAT!ON OF GUNFIRE

Naval gunfire against land targets may be
-classified in kvarious ways. The classifications

interrel; terms 'fro/A several types of
classification must be used' for a full description.
These classifications are based on:

1: Effect sought:"
a. DESTRUCTION. Deliberate and accurate

fire, usually delivered at short range, for the
purpose of destroying a target, usually a material
object.-

b. NEUTRALIZATION, Rapid, fairly ac-
curate rate fire delivered for the purpose of
hampering, interrupting, or preventing enemy
fire, movement, or action. Destruction of weapons
and personnel is secondary. Tile effect of neutral-
igation is comparatively temporary; such fire
may have to be repeated. ire

c. HARASSING FIRE. Sporadic fire
delivered during otherwise quiet periods to pre-
vent, enemy rest, recuperation, or movement,
and in general to lower enemy moral and combat
'efficiency.

de INTERDICTION FIRE. Fire designed to
..prevent or curtail the use by the enemy of an

area, bridge, defile, airfields route of communica-
tion, etc.

e. ILLUMINATING FIRE. Gunfire employ-
ing illuminating projectiles (star shells) to illumi-
nate the enemy, to detect his movement, to aid,
our own observation, or to facilitate own troop
movements.

2. Tactical use: **

a. CLOSE SUPPORTING FIRE. Gunfire de-
livered on enemy targets which, because of their
proximity, present an immediate and serious
threat to the supported unit. (Close supporting fire
ma be

(see 4.d following) or 600 yards when
as close to friendly troops as 300 yards

.enfi
the target axis is not parallel to the 'line of fire.

b. DEEP SUPPORTING FIRE. Gunfire de-
livered on objectives not in theimmediate vicinity
of friendly forces, to neutralize or destroy enemy
reserves and weapons, and interfere with enemy
command, supply, communications, and observa-
tion.

c. PREPARATION FIRE. A heavy volume
of prearranged neutralization fire, delivered just
prior to a landing or a ground attack by friendly
forces on enemy positions.

d. COUNTERBATTERY FIRE. Gunfire de-
livered against active enemy guns andfire control
stations for the purpose of silencing the guns.

e. PREARRANGED OR SCHEDULED FIRE.
Gunfire formally planned and executed against
targets of known location. Such fire is usually
planned well in advance and is executed at a
predetermined time.

f. CALL FIRE. Gunfire delivered at the
request of troop units ashore, or of some spotting
agency. Call-fire missions must not be inter-
rupted without permission of the unit requesting
the fire, except in case of emergency.

g. OPPORTUNITY FIRE. Gunfire delivered
without formal planning or .troop request on
newly discoyered targets, or upon transitory
tarpts. Targets of opportunity may present .

themselves to the firing ship at any time, but
fire must be delivered only with due regard for \
safety of friendly troops. Ships deliVering fire
on targets. of opportunity close to own troops
xequire approval of the troop echelon concerned
before opening fire. Shins executing ,deep support
missions must ass*la themselves ttat the tar-
get of opportunity is within their assigned sector
of responsibility.

h. RECONNAISSANCE FIRE. Gunfire is
delivered in areas where camouflaged poSitions
are suspected or , in vital areas where natural,
cover prevents observation and/or :gathering of
photo intelligence.
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i. FLAK SUPPRESSION FIR ,E. Gunfire is
used to suppress AA fire immediately prior to
and during an air attack on enemy positions.

j. DEFENSIVE FIRE. Is deliveredby direct
and general support ships to protect against
counterattack.

It. ISOLATION FIRE. Is generally &sched-
uled fire used to destroy or interdict road or
rail routes and other lines of approach or com-
munication. -It is used to prevent, reduce or

. disrupt the movement of enemy forces, supplies
and communications to a landing, beach or other
specific objective area, and to assist in isolating
that area for as long as necesaary:-_,

1. PROTECTIVE FIRE. Is delivered by
support ships during the period of reorganization
after the capturt.,of a pOsition.

m. SCREENING FIRE. Uses smoke pro-
jectiles delivered to Obscure the,enemy's vision
of own artd friendly units and their deployment,
movement or nianeuvers.

3. Technique of delivery:
a. DIRECT FIRE. Gunfire delivered on a

target itself as a point of aim for laying the

OWN
SHIP

LINE

,OF
FIRE;

'
guns or director. Direct fire is usually uiedbn
targets which can be seen (by' optics or radar)
from firing ship.

b. INDIRECT FIRE,. Gunfire delivered on
a target which is not itself used as a point of
aim for laying the guns or director. Indirect
fire is always used on targets not visible from
the ship. This fire is spotted by air spotters
or shore fire control party spotters assigned for
this specific purpoke.

4. Type of fire:
a. AREA FIRE. Gunfire delivered in a

prescribed area. Area fire is generally neutra-
lization fire.

b. PRECISION FIRE. Gunfire used for
registration (to obtai corrections for increasing
the accuracy of subsequent fire) and for attack
and destruction of point targets.

c. DEFILADE FIRE (reverse-slope fire).
Gunfire delivered on targets located behind some
terrain feature, such as a hill or ridge, which
masks the target (fig. 12-22, part B).

d. ENFILADE FIRE. Gunfire delivered on a
target in such a manner that the range pattern of

I

ENFILADED TARGET
(FOR EXAMPLE, TRENCHES)

-
TRAJECTORIES

OWN= SHIP

Figure 12 -22. Types of target.
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the fall of shot daicides with the long axis of
the target (fig. 12'22, part A).

_

COMMUNICATIOS.

Tha subject "cif external communications in
shore ,i)ombardm9nt is a complex one in which
the weapons liaison officer (WLO) plays a major
role. It is obvioudihat this section can do scarcely
more than acquaint the student with one corner
of this ramified specialty,, and even this corner
cannot be thoroughly explored here only sur-
veyed rapidly with attention to a few essentials.
Two- or three-day Shore bombardment schools
safe available within the fleet which instruct a
ship's,flteamP in the specifics of shore bombard-
ment OmmunicatiOzi4 and Procedure.

Fi e .12-23 illiistrated schematically the
communication net.,(1.e., the participating stations)
for a single ship, in support of a .battalion of
troopai ashore. The WLO aboard a ship (typically
a batallion would, be supported by a destroyer)
is located in CIC, where he is connected by
battle telephone With plot and the main battery.
direct4r (the officer usually wears the phones
himself) and by radio with the other stations
in the, net. Most often the radio contact is by
Voice radio-telephone (R/T) rather than by
continuous -wave jSW1 code transmission. The

$

RADIO CONNECTION

PHONE .CONNECTION

NAVAL GLINFIRe
LIAISON OFFICER

NET CONTROL STA. -

(ASHORE )

AIR SPOTTER

( ALOFT)

CIC
GUIVER1
LIAISON "*---1
OFFICER

PLOT

F RE SUPPORT SHIP (AFLOAT)

a

110.93
Pigure 12 -23. Shore fire control spotting

net. 4chematic.

I

.

officer's voice does not go on the air; 'he
communicates through a radio-telephone operator
(not _shown in the figure in CIC) who functions
as his talker and also logs the spots and other
information received as he gets it.

The radiotelephone transmissions are usually
frequetcy-modulated (FM) in the very-
high-frequency (VHF) band (e.g., 20 to 60 mega-
hertz) or ,ultra-high-frequency (UHF) band (e.g.,
200 to 300 MHz), though other bands may be
used. The-shore fire control party uses aportable
battery-powered transceiver which can be carried
on the back of one man. With a low power output,
which is all that is possible in such estripinent,
the range is only a few Miles, but this is all
that is necessary.

The air spotter usually is in a relatively
low-speed spotting fixed-wing aircraft (often a
light civilian-type one or two-place plane) or
in a helicopter. The. spotter and .his shore fire

-control party are in a forward position where
they can observe the target area. The naval
gunfire liaison offiCer is usually in a location
further from the target area.

Most of the communication takes place be-
tween the spotters and the ship. The naval
gunfire liaison officer sets up the net but in
general does not participate directly in its
functioning unless components in the net are
changed, or unles it is necessary to control
it for other reasons.

In general; so far as shipboard communica-
tion operations in shore bombardment are con-
cerned, if communications are carried on through
CIC, CIC follows these procedures: a'

LocatOs on the chart the target assigned
by the shore .fire control party.

2. FurnisheS bearing, range, and elevation tO
control and plot.

3. Checks the computed solution with CIC's
plotted solution. ,

4. Relays spots received from the shore fire
control party to control and plot.

5. Plots forward lines continuously and ac-
curately.
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OPERATIONS

Naval gunfire has many capabilities, advan-
tageous for' troop support in landings, which
conventional land artillery does not possess;
These include:

1. AVAILABILITY. Gunfire support ships are
continuously available before, during, and after
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the landing, as long as the zone of action ashore is*
Within the range of the ship-1s guns.

2. MOBILITY. Within the limitations of navi-
gation, ships can move rapidly from one area
to another as the situation ashore develops. At
the same time, the most favorable ranges and
lilies of fire can be fully exploited, and enemy
counterfire can be evaded.

3. HIGH RATE OF FIRE. Power loading mech-
anical ammunition supply makes it possible to
deliver a large volume of fire in a' short time.
This c,haxacteiistic is of great value in neutral-
ization missions, where it is necessary to satu-
rate the target area with a large volume of fire.

4. HIGH MUZZLE VELOCITY AND FLAT
TRAJECTORY. Naval guns, particularly those of
heavy caliber, have great penetration and de-
structive power, especially against installations
presenting vertioal surfaces.

5. 5 SMALL DEFLECTION PATT ERN. The corn-
, .11

paratively small dispersion' of detectiOn of nave*
guns Makes them valuable for close support
of troops when the line of fire can be made
parallel.to the troops' front line (enfilade fire,
(fig, -22, part A).

Selection of Weapons

/Selection of the guns or weapons to be used in
aval gunfire support is determined by the nature

and size of the target to be engaged, and by the
proximity of friendly troops to the target. The
5-inch gun is normally used for close supporting
fire; its rapid rate of fire and relatively small
pattern size make it an excellent weapon for
neutralization and destruction cf targets im-
mediately in front of advanbing troops. Destroyers
are usually assigned close supporting fire d ties
because' their maneuverability permits the to
shift positions easily and quickly and to
positions close inshore for direct fire on teeEgets

in coastal areas.'
Eight-inch guts, with their great ace racy at

long range, are normally reserved f r deep
supporting fire. The lethal bursting radii of
projectiles from these guns limit their employ-
ment in close support. Moreover, ships mounting
these guns (cruisers) are hampered Hi reeponcling
quickly to fire commands because they are less
maneuverable than destroyers, and their fire
control organization is more complex. The larger
ships also have additional duties. Destructive
power, of large-caliber projectiles makes them
particularly effective against heavy installations
ashore.

Six-inch guns are suitable for either cloie or
deep gupport, but the light cruisers mounting
these :tins are better adapted for deep support
use since their maneuverability is restricted.

Three-inch and 5-inch guns of DEs and APDs
are suitable for har assing fire missions of the sort
often expected against areas remote from our own
troops such as towns, harbors, and coastal air
strips. The use of these ships for -this purpose
provides a necessary feature of suppOrt, and
releases ships with more accurate fire control
equipment for use where precision fire is re-
quired.

Three-inch guns are effective for area neu-
tralization where heavier guns are not required.
The guns are particularly effective against shore-
line targets, especially enemy personnel in caves.
When such fire is controlled by the dual-purpose
gun directors, it is accurate and effective at
short ranges; when not so controlled, arger
safety" margins with' respect to own tro must
be allowed.

Selection of Projectiles and Fuzes

Selection of the projectile type to be used in
support of troops depends upon the type of target
and the effect sought on that target. Because in
shoie bombardment a battery is likely to be
shifted frequently and rapidly from one target
to another (quite likely of different type, re-
quiring a change in ammunition), ammunition,
handling personnel should be prepared to change
projectiles and fuze's on very little notice.

High-capacity (HC) projectiles are especially
for use in shore bombardment. They have great
explosive contejit (at the expense of penetrative
ability) and pr duce a heavy blasting and frag-
mentation effect. HC is therefore suitable for
neutralization or for destruction of relatively
light installations.

Antiaircraft common (AAC) projectiles are
similar to HC projectiles in explosive and pene-
trative qualities. Their effective bursting radius
of 35 to 50 yards fits them for close-support
neutralization fire.

Armor-piercing (AP) and common (COM)
projectiles are designed to penetrate armor plate
before detonating. Their use in shore bombard-
ment is limited to fire on fixed enemy defenses
such as concrete pillboxes and block-houses which
cannot be reduced by HC projectiles.

White-phosphorus (WP) projectiles have been
found very useful for screening, incendiary, and
antipersonnel effect. They may also be used as
"identifying or marker shot" to identify salvos,
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to permit spotting when the impact burst i5
invisible due to foliage, or to give a prearranged'
signal to the troops supported.

Illuminating (ILLUM) projectiles are t ed to
provide illumination only.

Fuzes used with HC, AAC, and P pro-:
jectiles may be selected to meet iliffetent ob-
jectives. Mechanical time fuzes may be used to
provide air bursts for maximum effect against
persorfnel and light equipment.. They should be
set to burst 25 to 50 feet directly above the
target. Proximity fuzes, which require no advance
setting, accomplish the same purpose with greater
accuracy and less difficult fire control, as they
compensate automatically for variations in ground
elevation. Point-detonating fuzes also require no
advance setting but produce a lower and more
concentrated burst, often desirable for demoli-
tion. Base - detonating' fuzes are, of course, re-
quired against armored or other heavy structures.

it 1. I: A t. .1t
Target Intelligence

Before undertaking any bombardment of land
targets, a. thorough familiarity with the terrain
and hydriDgraphic features of the objective, and
with the location of profitable targets; must be'
acquired. The study of available charts, maps,
aerial photographs, radar PPI simulations, mo-
saics, and other pertinent information will be
necessary for rapid, effective troop support.
Normally _these charts, maps, photographs, and
target information are furnished e ach fire-support
ship prior to the operation. Tfie systematic de-
struction of defense requires the continuous
assembly and evaluation of targets known before-
hand, and of those discovered in the course of
the operatioh. Damage assessment must be based
upon visual observation and ptoto analysis. A
common error is over-optimism .as to the ef-
fectiveness of naval fire against land targets.

Effective support of troops by. naval gunfire
depends on certain operating principles and
techniques of delivery *hat might be called
tricks of the trade, or recommended operating
practice. This article briefly discusses a num-
ber of these principles and recommended tech-
niques.

PREREQUISITES TO EFFECTIVE SUPPORT
FIRE. Prerequisite to effective support are
proper alignment of the fire control system and
gun battery, rapid and reliable internal and
external communications, and well-trained ship
Control, fire control, and gun control personnel.

For optimum effectiveness, personnel aboard
a firing ship should be thoroughly familiar with

C

C

the land areas the ship is assigned to cover.
This can be achieved through repeated firing,
observation, and analysis. Consquently, it is
best to avoid shifting ships to,different areas
of responsibility once their personnel have be-
come acquainted with the , areas originally
assigned.

COUNTERBATTERY FIRE. The first duty of
naval gunfire in all phases of support is im-
mediate and effective silencing of heavy enemy
weapons which open fire on our forces. Hence
a counterbattery plan anticipating all contigencies
must be in constant readiness, and fire-support
ships must be ready and alert at all times for
the delivery of this fire. If the source of enemy
fire is not known, heavy counterbattery fire on
suspectea sources is delivered until the enemy
battery is located. The whereabouts of friendly
forces must .be kept in mind during such an
attilok. 13 fii '. a i

USE OF ILLUMINATING PROJECTILES (star
shells). Illtnination of land areas by naval star
shells is effective in preventing enemy counter-
attacks, infiltration, and the movement of enemy
troops at night. Its morale-boosting effect on our
own troops generally results in requests for,
exorbitant star-shells expenditures to produce,
unnecessary illumination of the land area throlIgh-
out the night. Except during actual enemy counter-,
attacks, star shelth fired at a reduced rate and.
at irregular intervals normally discourage enemy
movement. Maximum benefit from the limited
supply of star shells available requires judicious
control and eoordiAstion by troop units to avoid
silhouetting own, forhes ashore and afloat. Whqn
delivering illumination fire, the line of fire must
be so adjusted with relation to our fronthnes that
friendly troops are not endangered by star shell
bodies. Searchlight illumination for troop support
is generally unsuccessful; it almost invariably
draws enemy fire on the ship employing it.

Close cooperation between ships and the troop
units assigned for support is essential, fpr
infOrmation between supporting, ships and troop
units can ensure intelligent and effective fire
support. Of particular importance is the salty
requirement that all fire-support ships mainlan
an up-to-date plot of own-troop front-line posi-
tions as periodically announced by landing force
elements. This not duly prevents endangering awn
troops, but permits selection of the most suitable
line, of fire with respect to troop lines, and
safeguards friendly aircraft operating in the area.
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SPOTTING

As the, study of exterior ballistics has indi-
.cated, nbt all the factors which affect the flight
of a _projectile can be precisely evaluated in
advance of firing. Even with the best fire control
equipment available, experienced gun crews,
and efficient fire control, personnel, the opening
shots may (not hit the target. It is therefore
necessary to apply corrections (or spots) to the
initial firing data to bring the shots on the
target., The corrections are applied to gun-laying
data for subsequent rounds fired. This technique
is called spotting.

DEFINITIONS

The: terms defined below relate to gunfire
and spotting:

SLOW FIRE: Firing deliberately delayed to
alrow f' application of BpotO, or to con*rife
-,Efnutivnition;

FIRE: Firing -is NOT delayed to apply
cormictions.

its SALVO: One or more shots fired simultane-
pisly by the same battery at the same target.

SLOW SALVO FIRE: Guns are loaded on
-command and fired together at a fairly slow rate.

RAPID SALVO FIRE; Guns are loaded on
command -and fired together at a RAPID rate.
(Both slow and rapid salvo fire are used 'to
establish a hitting range to a stu;face or land
target).

RAPID CONTINUOUS FIRE: The fastestfiring
method for 5-inch guns. The pointer's firing

-key s locked in the closed position. Rate of
fire pends only on the loading speed.

APID PARTIAL SALVO FIRE: For a turret
ch and .abovey, synonymous with rapid con-

uous fire for a 5-inch gun. (troth of these
types of fire will most often be used after the
hitting range has begii established or, in the
case of the 5-inch gun, against aircraft).-

MPI: Mean Point of Impact. Is the geometric
center of the points of impact of the various shots
of a- salvo. Excludes wild shots (fig. 12-24).

PATTERN: Area covered by paints of
impact of the shots (except wild stras). The pattern
in range is the distance measured parallel to the
ling of fire between the point of impact closest to
the battery and the one farthest' away, excluding
wild shots. The pattern in deflection is the distance,
measured at right angles to the line of fire,
between the point of impact farthest to the, right
and the one farthest to the left, excluding
wild shots.

(6-

53.119
Figure 12 -24. Salvo pattern.

DISPERSION: Distance of the point of impact
of that shot from the MPI. Dispersion inlinge
is measured parallel to the line of fire, and in
deflection at right angles to the line of fire,
in a horizontal plane. Dispersion in range is
positive when the shot falls beyond the MPI.
Dispersion in deflection is positive when the -1%ot
falls to the right of the MPI. The algebraic sum
of the dispersions in range (or deflection) of the
several shots of a salvo must equal zero. (See
definition of MPI).

APPARENT MEAN DISPERSION: In range (or
deflection) the arithmetical average of the dis-
person in range (or deflection) of the several
shots of the salvo. Excludes wild shots.

TRUE MEAN DISPERSION: Ariththetical
mean of the dispersions in range (or deflection)
of an infinite number of shots, all assumed to have
been fired under conditions as nearly the same as
possible and excluding wild shots.

HITTING SPACE: In range, the area behind the
target in which a shot through the targef will land
(fig. 12-25).

DANGER SPACE: Distance in front of the tar-
get, measured parallel to the line of fire, that
the target could be moved toward the firing
point, so that a shot striking the base of the
target in its original position would strike the
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92.57
Figure 12-25.Hitting space and danger space

in range.

top of the target in its new position (fig. 12-25).
At most ranges, danger space is virtually equal
to hitting space.

STRADDLE: Obtained when some of the shots
fall` *short. 'and kofne 113eytild (or- right Mt -left)
of the target. Wild shot's are notconsidered.The
target in view A of figure 12-24 has been
straddled.

ERROR OF MPI: Distance from the target
(fig. 12-24) or other reference point, such as the
center of the hitting space, measured (in a
horizontal plane) parallel to the line of fire for
range and at right angles to the line of fire
for deflection.

TIN SPOTTER

The primary function of the spotter is the
correction of range and deflection errors of
the MPI so as to bring the shots on the target.
Prompt and accurate correction of initial errors
may be the deciding factor in a navalengagement.
He Wises these corrections on his own observa-
tions combined with those of the fire control
radar operator. As a rule, in good visibility the
spotter will estimate the necessary deflection
correction, and range corrections will be obtained
from the radar.

If radar fails, optical spotting must substitute.
In the initial discussion of the spotter's problems,
it will be assumed thaj. radar, is not available.

ALLOWING FOR SPLASHES: With a high-
speed surface target, the spotter should bear in
mind that thb apparent MPI in deflection should
be held abaft the point of aim to allow for target
travel while the splashes are forming. Do not
assume that full splashes form instantaneous')
at the impact of a salvo: The time lag is only
a few seconds at most, but is sufficient to allow
considerable movement of a fast target.

Spotter Qualifications

A good spotter should have the following
qualifications:

1. An even, calm temperament, not excitable
under stress.

2. Sound judgment.
3. DeOisiveness.
4. Alertness.
.5. Normal eyesight, hearing, and speech.

10,

41
Visual Estimate of Target
Course and steed

Besides his primary function of correcting
the fall of shot, there are other functions which
the spotter must perform before and during
firing. In general these are:
LJ E i... , I a a.t. 10a.

1. Describe the enemy forces(generalbearing
line, number of ships, deployment, etc.

2. If he is also acting as the control officer,
he estimates the values of range, target angle,
and target speed, and keeps plot informed of
all changes to these values.

3. Keep control informed of the tactical situa-
tion.

There are other duties which the spotter may
be required to perform. Their exact nature will
vary with different types of ships. The spotter's-
detailed dutieg and spotting procedures are pre-
scribed in the ship's Weapons Department Organi-
zation Manual, and in fleet doctrinal publications...
(NWIPs, etc.)

To arrive at a solution of, the fire control
problem, the computer must have target course
and speed. Often the spotter can, by observation
through binoculars, get this data.

To determine target course, the must
be able to estimateAccurately target angle (i.e.,
relative bearing drown .ship as seen from
the target).

To estimate target angle, the spotter must
know the structural details of all likely targets.
Silhouettes of all probable targets are furnished
each ship. The spotter should study the details
of these visual aids, not only for the purpose of
recognizing the enemy, but also for estimating
target angle. In estimating target angle, the
spotter should make use of prominent_ objects
such as bridges, breaks in the .dOck, stacks,
masts, and other. features. By olisoniing, the
opening and closing of the apparent distance
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between such details the spotter can estimate
the angle the, enemy ship makes with the line
of sight.

Target speed can at least be only roughly
estimated. Here again, knowledge of enemy ships
is valuable, particularly ,in regard to maximum
speeds. Target's speed may be estimated as
about 1 or 2 knots less than the maximum speed
of the slowest ship in the formation.

To make the best speed estimates, you must
have extensive training and experience'. The aids
used by a spotter in a direct estimation of target
speed are smoke from the stacks, bow wave, and
stern wake.

METHODS OF SPOTTING

As in other operational communications, there
is a prescribed terminology and message
sequence for spotting. The examples b2low show
the general practice at the present time.

SURFAC'E FIRE. For ,surface fire, only range
and deflection are spotted, The correction nec-
essary to bring the MPI on the target is given
in the following terminology- sequence.

1. Deflection correctionRIGHT or LEFT,
in mils.

2. Range correction ADD or DROP, in yards.

Where no correction is necessary, the desig-
nation NO CHANGE is used. Typical examples
of spot transmissions by telephone are RIGHT
10, ADD 1,000 or DROP 500.

AA fire. For air targets, corrections to bring
the burst on the target are needed in three
dimensions. Even well-trained personnel find it
almost impossible to estimate errors rapidly
in three dimensions. AA spotting is therefore
generally limited to correcting for obvious sys-
tem errors.

The proper terminology for spotting in AA
fire is as follows:

1. Deflection
in mils.

2. Range
in yards.

correctionRIGHT or LEFT,

correction ADD or DROP,

Deflection and evaluation spots normally are
made .by the control officer. Range spots will be
made by the rangefinder or radar operator.

NAVAL GUNFIRE SUPPORT. In shore
bombardment, as in AA fire, spots in three dimen-
sions may be necessary. The terms are the same
as in the preceding paragraph, but the units are

not the same. When naval guns are used to support
landing operations, joint forces are involved. The
Navy," Army, and Air Force have a standardized
spotting terminology for 'joint operations which
differ from the above, in that all corrections for
indirect fire area spotted in yards. At the com-
puter, deflection and elevation sprits must be
converted to angular units before being applied
to the computer.

There are three methods of visual spotting:

1. .Direct.
2. Bracket-and-halving.
3. Ladder.

The method used depends on the type of battery
firing, type ,of target, visibility, and range.

...--.Direct Method

Spotting by the direct method is, as its name
implies, the spotting of salvos (splashes) direct

---to the target. This is the most desirable pro-
cedure, but its use is limited to shorter ranges
and conditions of good visibility. For reasonably
accurate visual spotting at a range of 15,000
yards, a spotting height of 120 feet is required.
The splash must be relatively close to- the
target, and the rangekeeper set-up fairly
accurate.

A thoughtful analysis of the problem with
reference to the spotting diagram in figure
12-26 reveals that the greatest limitation of the
direct method in visual spotting is in range.
Deflection spots can be made with equal ac-
curacy at any visible distance. If, then, air
observation is available, and the plane spots
ih range with the ship spotting in deflection,
the direct method can be used by the battery at
any range at which a portion of the splash is
visible to the shipboard spotter. Air spotters
cannot spot accurately in deflection unless they
have a line of sight ,containing the firing ship
anti the target.

/ Spotting the fall of shot at very `short rp.riges
differs' from other spotting problems in that
range errors are not difficult to judge. However,
in determining deflection errors at shorf ranges,
consideration must be given to the travel of the
target and the spotter's position relative to the
line of projectile flight. For example, with the
firing ship and target on opposite courses, target
to starboard, a shot fired with correct deflection
but long in range will appear to the spotter to
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Figure-n-26. Practice diagram for range spotting.

be in error to the left of the target. Special
short-range splash diagrams aid the spotter in
this type of firing.

Bracket - and - Halving Method

(Bracketand-:halving is used at long ranges
, whfin no air or radar spot is available. At
great distances it is difficult to tell if a splash
is short of or over a target, unless the two are
in line. lf the splash and target are not in line,
the first spot is made in deflection only. When
target and splashes are in line in deflection, a
range spot is made in such adirection and amount
as to "cross" the. target definitely. The direction
of the next spat is reversed, and the size of the
spot is cut in half. This "halving" is continued
until a straddle is obtained, at which time it

gA.

00
co

92.58

may be appropriate to shift to rapid partial salvo
or to rapid continuous fire. The spot should
not be reduced below pattern size. \

Ladder Method

When rafiging is difficult' and visibility poor
because of fog, smoke, or darkness, the ladder .
technique is valuable. Ladders are not par-
ticularly adaptable to fest-moving targets. There
are many variations of'this technique, but the
basic procedure is:

1. Fire is deliberately opened short.
2. Suceeding salvos are fired to approach

the target in, steps not less than pattern size.
3. As soon as the target is crossed, the

Steps are reversed and halved until the target.
has again been crossed.
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After the target is straddled,. a rocking
ladder may be used with slow timed fire, or

. with rapid partial4saivo or continuous fire.- In
a rocking ladder the pattern it shifted back and
forth across the target by small arbitrary suc-
cessive spots, such as. ,100. 0, -100, ,
introduced at the computer. Its effect is to
increase the pattern size, which may be valuable
when tiring against a target capable of rapid
maneuvefting. The rocking ladder can be used in
conjunction with air or radar spotting, to long
as the spotter is kept informed that this tech-
nique is being used.

When the rocking ladder method is used, the
computer operator in gun plot automatically
Introduces the arbitrary spots into the computer.
The spotters job at this time is to observe the
effects of the arbitrary spots and report any
changes in target course and speed.

SPOT ii&RAMIDING
.

. -
Spot-pyramiding is the application of a, new

spot before the effect of a previous spot has had
time to become apparent. It can occur only in
rapid fires.- when the interval between shots or
salvos is less than the time of flight. plus the
spotting interval. In that case, when a salvo
lands, there are one or more other salvos in
the air. Suppose the spotter makes a spot on
the salvo .which has just landed: This' spot is
applied and a new salvo is fired.. Then one or
more of the salvos which ,were already in the
air lands, and the spotter, forgetting that his
previous spot has not had time to show its effect,
spots again. This. spot, is applied to the next
salvo fired with the result that this salvo is
overcorrected and will probably miss, as will
subsequent salvos until the spotter sees his
mistake and spots back again,

The tie of flight clock signal helps to. avoid
pyramiding. A button on a,roechanical time clock
is pressein the plotting room, when the salvo
on which a spot is applied AS fired. The clock
has been preset to ring ust before the time of
flight of the .projectile ends. Before the salvo
lands, the mechanism Sounds a buzzer. This
information is then relayed to the spotter via
sound-powered phones.

Because spot pyramiding is common and has
a disastrous effect on ac..ucate control of fire,
the mean used to prevent it must be carefully
and correctly operatedi For examples if the
time-of-flight oicchanisci operator forgets to
press the button for a spotted salvo, and the

spotter wait& for the signal, he may continue
to wait after becomes apparent that his pre-

,

vious spot was incorrect.
When modern fire control systems are being

used to solve, the fire control problem, the rate
control process is used to make constant cor-
rections to the solution. If spots are applied at
the same time as rate control corrections, the
effect is the same as pyramiding of spots.
1.:rider normal circumstances, AA fire is rate
controlled. Hence spotting of air bursts is rare.

SPOTTING WITH RADAR

Radar spotting has proved to be both accurate
and reliable within the range of surface batteries.
Radar piovides a means of spotting which is
independent of conditions of visibility, so that
blind spotting' is Possible with blind firing.

Shell. splashes appear on the scope as fluc-
uating echoes Which last for several seconds, de-
pending on the-.size of the projectile and the range.
The large column of water thrown up by the.
projectile produces the ,echo. Salvos produCe
larger or multiple echoes- on the scope.

If the projectile stays within the vertical
-limits of the radar beam, its flight to the point
of impact can be followed on the scope on main
sweep. The projectile produces a small, weak,
Moving_ echo, which begins at the edge of the
scope and moves out in range toward the target.
At the Point of impact the echo stops and grows
larger as the splash builds up. Echoes from
direct hits or near misses will not be lcist in the
target -ec)io, while salvias straddle the
target rnay envelop the target echo in the midst
of the splash echoes on the scope, thereby making
it impossible to distinguish individual splashes.
Range errord.cap usually be estimated bYradar
with. greater accuracy than by optical spotting,
but deflection spotting with radar is difficult,
especially when the error 113 small. Near misses
sometimes merge with and are indistinguishable
from the target pip. Consequently, repeated
salvos can land with a 2-mil to 5-rnilermr which
is not separlitely distinguishable but may not
be hits. Target practice is used to determine the
minimum deflection error that can be detected
on a particular radar. When radar is the only
means available for deflectiontpotting, deflection
"rocking' ladder" should be used. The order': of
preference in spotting 5tirface fire is usually:
RANGE radar, air, and visual; DEFLECTION
visual, radar, and air.
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In night action, or, action under reduced visi-
bility, radar normally spots for both range and
deflection.

Secondary methods are used by the director
and itY fire control plot when gun orders cannot
be received at tit: gun mount due to fire control
equipment failur earlier linear-rate systems,
the director can be driven manually in event of
power drive failure. Range, bearing, and eleva-
tion data can be sent to plot by telephone if
syncliro transmission fails, as can firing orders
to the mount if the firing circuit fails.In the event
of stable element failure, some older fire control
systems can be stabilized manually by a crewman
who keeps a telescope LOS aligned. with., the
horizon. If synchro transmission fails with any
Computer inputs or outputs, data can be introduced
manually or read from dials and telepb,oned from
plot, but neither stable element nor computer can
function without the proper tsupply. When any
failure prevents data from reaching the gun
mount, secondary methods must be used at the
gun mount.

LOCAL CONTROL

So far in discus -' fire control, we have
'concentrated on the mary methods of battery
operation. These. the ones most commonly
used, and the on ch permit employment of
the ship's armame with the greatest efficiency.
But battle damage, personnel losses, and ac-
cidents can disable any system to the extent
that some secondary operating methods are

. essential if the system is to ,keep 'operating at
all, even cnot at full efficiency, Aboard ship
you will not only employ such methods in battle
operations, but aao in training for such.en-ler-
.gencies.

All 3-inch gun mounts and larger are eqUipped
with ,adjustable sights. With these, it is
possible to offset the gun bore axis from the
LOS to the aesire'd sight angle and deflection.
Thist function istperformed by a crewman called

.the sightsetter, Who mans the.sight;-setting indi-
cator. In mounts 5-inch and larger, this
unit o-ontns hand-cranks and' earing fokphys-
ically -moving the sight' Aptical 'units (or Moving
optical parts within the sights), sand two sets of
dial4 (fig. 12-27A 'and 1). One set, driven Ily.the
sight gearifig, diffplays present sight angte..atid
deflection. The others are synchro7drive to
display sight angle and. deflection ordered by the
computer, (3"/50 mounts do not have the synchro
driven dials). Eirini'in automatic operation the

ft P

N

sightsetter mans hiS station and cranks the sight
gearing to keep the sight indicator dials marched

.up with the computer-controlled dials so thiit the
LOS of the gun sights remains on get
although the gun bore axis is offset in acco ce
with the sight angle and deflection comp ants
of gun order. In 3"/50 and 5"/38 mo , an
extra range dial coupled to the sight angle -Orank
reads directly in yards of range to a suface
target.

In all types of secondary (local) con 'lei the
gun must be laid by gun-laying personnehgn the
mount. In older types like 40-mm and%"738
mounts the pointer on the left side of the'mount
elevates and depresses the gun while the tritiner
(on the right) trains the mount. Each gun:layer
has a gun sight. They may either control the
mount power drive or position the mount by their
own muscular effort (manual operation).

In 3"/50 RF mounts, and autornaticalry)oaded
5"/54 mounts, there is no provision for ciiimplete
manual operation. The mount can be oped in
local, but only if the power drive is funs' oning.
Manual operation. is limited only to maintonance
and sto'wing,movements. In the 3"/50 gun ounts,
either of the gun layers can take over c plete
local control of gun positioning wherea n the
5"/54 Mk 42 gun mounts, this is accom ed by
one man control unit operator.

In local control, gun layers must wor ith the
sightsetter. Here is the basic procedure.

1. The gun layers position the 'noun that
their lines of sight are on target, and t con-
tinue positioning it to keep on target.

2. Most mounts have synchro-driv
(as in fig. 12-27, part B) which indiCate
sight angle and deflection. The sightsette
in sight angle and deflection until the ou
(positioned by his handcranks) match
(synchro-driven) dials. This action si
ously repogitions prisms in the sight
systems, causing the telescope lines of
shift off target.

dials
uted

ranks
dials
inner
tane-
tical °-

ght to
.

3. The gun layers drive the n'ount keep
on target. This automatically offsets the, bore
axis by the angles that t h e sightsetter ha anked

rst

Figure 1-27, Part 4, shows. the h crank
arianken-lent, Part B showstin more de ow the
dials look when matched. The fixed ind show.s
the angular values, actually cranked in. « = used
when there is no synchro transmissio under
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DE LEOTION
DIAL

DEFLECTION
'IMPUT

HANDWHEEL ,

OUTER DIALS
(TO HANDCRANKS )

FIXED
INDEX

INNER DIALS;
(TO FIRE-CONTROL

COMPUTER),

TO DEFLECTION HANDCRANK

VATIOIONPU1,
..11rIANDYISEL--=:

tSIGHTANGLEJ:,

FIXED
INDEX

TO SIGHT ANGLE HANDCRANK

84.211.2
Figure 12-27. A. Sight-setting component arrangement. B. Sight angle and deflection dials.
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these conditions, the information is either trans-
mitted by phone or comes from the mount captain,
based on his estimate' of range, ballistic cor-;
rections, and lead.

On mounts 5-inch and larger, the sights are
carriage mounted. The sights therefore trainwits
.the carriage, but the carriage doesn't elevate.
p make the sights elevate -with the gun, they
Must be driven by a mechanical linkage from the
elevating gear. Thus the sight angle prisms in
the optical systems must be positioned by the
algebraic sum of two inputsgun elevation and
sight angle. This is the function of a mechanical
differential in the sight angle gear train.

Mounts smaller than 5-inch have slide-
mounted sights that elevate and train with the
gun barrel. The differential is not needed. Nor
do mounts smaller than 5-inch have synchro re-
ceivers for sight angle and deflection. When
necessary, computed sight values are transmitted
by ,phone ,

rtbreathlOcal control operations, all firing
is controlled at the gun or mount. Guns are
loaded and fired on command of the gun or mount
captain. Pointer, trainer, and. sightsetter are
responsible for correct gun laying, but pointing
and training are done by means of the sight tele-
scopes. When the pointer and trainer ale on
target, the pointer closes his firing key to fire
the gun. The gun captain also is the spotter.

Following are brief discussions of the duties
of gun crew members.

1. The POINTER operates a handwheel that
elevates and depresses, or points, the gun. He
looks through a telescope (pointer's sight), with
horizontal and vertical crosshairs, which move's
as the gun moves. This telescope is also capable
of independent movement, over which the pointer
has no control.

Because of this, when the pointer has the
crosshairs of his scope on target, he may be
looking at the target, 'but his gun is elevated
above it. The angle between hid ,line of sight
and a line through the gun boie is the sight
angle.

The pointer does not set the sight angle.
It is his business to keep the horizontal cross-
hair on the target. When the gun is in local
control, he fires when the two wires that intersect
are at the point Of aim..

2. The TRAINER operates a hindwheel that
turns (trains) the gun from side to side. He 'also
has a telescope (trainer's sight) with crosshairs.
.Like the pointer, the trainer has no control over
his telescope, except, of course, that as he trains

the gun mount, th.: Lope trains with it. It is
the trainer's bu-ii.e,! to keep his vertical cross-
hair on target.

3. The SIGHTATTER is the man who is'
responsible for moving the poink 's and trainer's
sights with respect tk., the gun. H! has a handctank
for sight angle, and another for deflection ankle
(fig. 12-27A). Zeroing is done by hander
Sight angle is zei oc,I by 'turning the elevation
input handwheel until 91_ Eight angle. di-al reads
.2000 minutes (fig. 1.2-27). Defle.Aion is zeroed
by turning the (.1,..f1LLIron input handwik.1..1 until
the deflection dial i tirl- 500
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As stated before, deflection spots are made in
mils; they are applied by means of, the deflection
input handwheel. Range F.pots ar e made in yards
by fireans of the elevation input handwheel, which
also moves the i ange dial (graduated in yards).
(See figs.12 -27 and 12-2s3),

The correct phrat-;eOlogy for range is Add
(Drop) ads.All spots are given
to the sightsetter b, the mount captain. When thes
spots are Li anked ti s regulator,
the word is passed to the mount captain using the.
phraseology "Deflection Set, llarrge Set".

As we already .1-..now spots in deflection -are
made in mils. Since this is important to the

RANtt
DIAL

. 84.84
Nom; 12-2. The range dial.
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spotter, let us cover this subject once again. A
mil is an angular measurement which will correct
deflections of 1' yard for each 1000- yards of'"
range. (See fig. 12-17). Thus, i rriii will move
the fall., of shot r yard at 1000 yards range, 2
yards at 2000 yards, 3 yards at 3000 yards, and
so on. How the mil is used when spotting shall
be covered later in thi/ chapter when we show
an-example of how the spotter solves the problems
related to spotting.

To estimate the range to a surface target,
you must have a reference point whose range10you kno n day time the horizon is the logical
thing to Se for reference. If the range to the
target, can not be obtained from the battery
officer, CIC, gun plot or from various lcibkout's,
then you must use the horizon for your reference.
For example, if your eye level is 30 ft. above the
water line, the ettorizon would be approximately
12,750 yds. 'away. If height of eye is 25 ft., the
rknge would be approximately 11,550 yds., see
figure 12-29, The key to estimating ranges is
the appearance of the Mail) deck of the target

'in' relation; to the horizon. If the target is on
the horizon, the range will be 12,750 yds. if yOur
eye level is 30 ft. above the water line. (It
must be understood that all ranges are appimdma-
tions). As the target moves toward 'your ship,
mole" water can be seen between the target and
the.horizon. If, the amount of water is the same
between your ship and, the target and from the
target to the horiZon, file ,target will be halfway
between your ship andathe holizon or half the
range` to the horizon about 6,350 yds. This method
Will be much better than haphazard guesses and
should put your opening salvo close enough to
the target so you will be able to make spot
corrections. The first step ate'. firing your,
first round is to spot the fall of shot in deflection
so that the next round Will be moved closer to
the center of the targeSe. Once this is done you can

HEIGHT OF
EYE IN
FEET

'3 APPROXIMATE
DISTANCE TO HORIZON

IN
YARDS

20 10,300
25 - 11,550
30 -12,750 v,
35 -- 13,750
40 . .44,750

4

4

then use the target for .estimating range spot/,
the distance between the fall of shot and the
target..

The DIRECT M ETHOD of spotting, Will be used
to explain the principles of spotting. Using this
method you make corrections to bring your
'spla.shes directly onto the target. This method
works reasonably well. at close range with good
'visibility.

SPOTTERS PROBLEM

In the following exarriple you arse the mount
captain. ofou have received orders to engage ari
enemy destroyer on a bearing of 2,70 degrees
relative. Your job is to put that destroyer out of
action before 'he can damage your ship. The type
of ammuNtion selected is A.P. projectiles. Before
you take the destroyer under fire,, you check to
see that you have the following equipment set up
properly. The fuze setter-- should be set on safe-
and the sightsetter's dials set to 500 mils for
deflection and 2,000 minutes for sight angle, (zero
setting for local spotting) when you make sure that
the ammunition hoists are loaded with the correct
type of ammunition, you and ypur crew are now
ready to take the destroyerAnder fire.

First you must estivate the range to the
target. Using the horizon as a reference, you
estimate his range at 3,500 yards, for example.
For your first salvo leave the deflection dial at
500 mils or zero. Pass on to your sightsetter
the following orders: "Ditlection zero, range
3,500 . sightsetter sets these estimates into
'the sightsetter's regulator and notifies the mount
captain of the. fact by the follo1ving words "Deflec-
tion Set, Range Set". On your commandfche gun
is loaded. The pointer and trainer elevate :Ind train
the mount, to bring their respective crosswires
on the target. When on target, the pointer fires.
(See fig. 12-30). If, 'for example, the fall of shot
appears to be about 400 yards beyond and15 yards

WHAT PROPORTION OF FREEBOARD IS
ABOVE THENORIZON?

S

HORIZON ,

HORIZON

HOW MUCH SPACE BETWE
DECKLINE AND HORIZON?

EN

-
Figure 12-29.Estimating ranges.
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MOUNT
CAPTAIN

d4(S130ITER)
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DEFLECTION .500.
RANGE '500 FIRE

st

ON
TARGET

LEFT 5
OROP'400 FIRE

ON
TARGET

NO CHANGE,
ADD 200 FIRE

ON
TARGET

ti

POINTER TRAINER POINTER , TRAINER POINTER

DIRECT METHOD OF SPOTTING

Figure-12-30:r- Direct method of spotting.
.%,

to the right of the target, pass on to the sightsetter,
"Left 5, Drop 00'1. Five mils deflection will move
the splash 15 yards at 3,000 yards range.

The gun is loaded again. You receive "Set"
from .the sightsetter; The pointer and trainer
position ..their crosswires back on the center of
the target, and when on target, the pointer fires.
You observe this fall of shot (fig. 12-30) to be

- directly. in line but short of the target. you
estimate that the splabh is 200 yards short. Your
order to the sightsetter is "No Change; Add 200 ".
As this correction is entered into the optical
system, the gun is loaded. When you receive
"Set".from the sightsetter atiti "ON target" from
the pointer and trainer, the pointer again fires.
If you see that your spotting has resulted in a hit,
you der No Change, Np..Change" and "Rapid,
contin s'Plire".- This type fire is maintained
until the get is destroyed or until cease fire
orders are received from the director officer.

SAFETY

On 1' October 1951, one 5-inch 38-call:lit gun
aboard a. destroyer fired into another mount. As
a result, 6 men were killed and 15 wounded.

In the Investigation that followed, the
commanding -officer andthe weapons.officer stated
that they were unaware that such an accident was
possible. If they had knofism that one gun could fire
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into the barrel of another, they would have as
prescribed by the general safety precaution
issued additional precautions intended to prevent
,such an accident. As it Was, no warnings or pre-
cautiOns dealing with this hazard had beenposted:

The mount captain had not complied adequately
with safety requirements, for he did not use his
sight port to observe the line of fife to ensure
the% it was safe. The -gun of mount- two, the
mount hit, was trained and elevated to a "ready"
position. In this position, the gun barrel could
be in the line of fire of mount one. Mount two'
was not-.firing; it was' not to fife until after
mount one had completed its firing. FOr safety,
therefore, mount two should have been held
!'ready" at its normally secured position at
zero degrees train. If it had been held "ready",
no accident would have occurred.

tie cut-out caxn is designed to prevent firing
w into fixed objects of the ship's structure. These--

include turrets, mounts, latuichers, torpedo tubes,
and cranes in. their stowed positionsonly. Feer-'
sonnel' must see that, such items do not endanger
the line of fire. In this case, any one of several
responsible individuals the commanding officer,,
the mount captain, or safety observer could
have prevented the accident. No mechanical defect
existed. The failure was human.

At the time of this casualty, the precaution
read:
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S
When using direCtor train. while firing .at

gunnery exercises, an observer from the firing
ship for each gun or turret shall cause the firing
circuit to be broken whenever the gun or turret
is trained. dangerously near any object other
than the designated target.

The precaution has since been revised to its
present form, to remove ; any doubt as to its
meaning; The change was made partly as a result
of this case.

Ships will cease the firing of any gun whose
line of fire is endangering any objects other
than the designated target. These objects include

4.

friendly ships ,and aircraft and own ship's
structure together vith the mounts and launchers
and theiX barrels, fixed or moving. This stipu-
lation -applies to objects in the vicinity of the
firing point, throughout the trajectory, and in

irthe vicirkly`of the target. Turrets, mountsguns,
and launchers which are not firing, while others
are firing, shall _be trained, and eleVaied if
manned, or secured if unmanned, in a manner
that will provide the greatest 'amount of safetye
from the firing. This position of greatest amount'
of safety of the unmanned mounttwill generally
be that position which, the firing cutout mech-
anism cams of the firing mounts were cut
to clear's.
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CHAPTER 13

FIRE CONTROL INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUES

A ship's weapon system is defined as: the
combination of a weapon (or weapons) and the
equipment used to bring the destructive power
of the weapon against the energy. It includes
units to detect, locate, and identify the target;
deliver or start deliver of a, weapon to the
target; control delivery unit or weapon; and
destroy the target. Weapons systems are made
up of a combination of fire control systems
that could include either gun, 'missile, or under-
water fire control.

In this chapterwe explain the equipment that
makes up a gun Tire control system (for ex-
ample, fil)tdar, directors; computers, and stable
element For a ship's weapon system to in-
flict maximum damage on, a target,, information
received( at the gun mount or turret must be
continuoiis and accurate. In a gun fire_ control
servosyslte, synchrOs are used- to transmit
and receive remote gun orders from a control-
ling director to the mount or turret under its
control.

Some }gun firb control directors use a sight
mechaniSm that helps compute the necessary
gun coriections to ensure a target kill. Since
gun sigh s play an important role in gun laying
both at he director and gun stations, the con-
structioni and fUnctions of some of these sights
will be eicp, lained. .?

The fuze-setter located In the gun mount
or turret plays , important part in afire
control System. The relationship of the fuze
setter tc, the fire control system also is dis-
cussed. .1Ve begin this chapter explaining the
purpose ad functions of gun sight mechanisms.

GUNSIGHTS

The p mary purpose of any sight on a gun
or directcfr is to establish a line of sight from
the observerr to the target. When the tat'et is
distant, the sight- may in addition provide an
enlarged Ammage of -the :target to improve sc-

. <
curacy.

'ftcr,

Optical instruments used In naval gun fire
control systems present a magnified image of the
target to the observer's eye. At the same time,
the observer sees an image of a reticle or
reference mark, located inside the lnstrunient
itself. By accurately superimposing the reticle
image on the target image, the observer can
establish an accurate line of sight to the target.

Gun sights can be grouped into three general
types.

1. Simple sights without optical system
2. Telescopic sights wiSfixed optical com-

ponents
3. Sights with movable optical components

SIGHTS WITHOUT OPTICS

An example of sights without 'optics is the
peep sight geed on.infantry small-arms weapons,
or the ring sight (figure 13-1) installed for
emergency use on some antiaircraft gun mountsThe

observer looks through the eyepiece. When
he has the target in line with the center of the
front sight, the line of sight to target is parallel
with the gun bore. To provide for ballistic and
other firastOntrol corrections, the observer
must offset the line of sight so that it diverges
from the gun bore by a certain angle. He can
judge the amount of offset in this simple sight
by using the concentric rings and spokes of the
sight instead of the sight's center to align the
line of sight to target. Use of this type of sight
is restricted to targets at short ranges in
emergencies when other method13 are not avail-
able. Effective' use of the sight to direct gunfire
reqUires considerable training, and at best it fp
is not as accurate as other systems.

'SIGHTS WITH FIXED OPTICS

For longer ranges the eye needs optical
aid, which means a telescope. Figure 13-2

450
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EYEPIECE AND
REAR PEEPSIGHT

FRONT RINGSIGHT

Figure 13-1.= Open ring-sight.
84.206

shows several types now in use in naval arm-
ament. The optical system of the straight tele-
scope (A in figure 13-2) is quite similar to
that of a conventionatt terrestrial telescope,
except that it includes a reticlea glassplate
on which is etched a pattern of two lines at
right 'angles, one vertical aid one horizontal.
When the target appears...to' be located at the
intersectim of the two lines (which are called
CROSSHAlftS or CROSSWIREs, although theylre
usually made of neither wire not hair) the
telescope is on the line of sight to the target.

SIGHTS WITH, MOVEABLE OPTICS

In enclosed mounts where some arrangement
must be made for the line of sight to get through
The mount shield, and in mounts where (fig.13-2C)
construction doesn't permit ideation of telescopes
where the pointer aSid trainer can use the straight
type conveniently at all elevations, you find pris-
matic telescopes. A prism can reflect light or
"bend" the line of sight (fig. 13-3) as required
without losing accuracy. Figure 13-2B illustrates
a telescope with two prisms, for use where armor,,,.
prevents installation of a straight telescopic;:`

Sights may be installed on a, gun,s11V so that
they train with the mount and elevate or depress

with the gun. Such slide-Mounted sights are
found on gun mounts smaller than 5-indh. But in
mounts 5-inch and larger, the sights are carriage-
mounted; they train with the gun, but as part of
the mount structure they cannot elevate and
depress with it (fig. 13-4). A way to solve this
problem is to move some of the optical parts of
the sight-to shift the line of sightpAflection and
elevation, without moving stru tural parts. in
5-inch mounts, this is done by moving prisms
(fig. 13-2C). The shafts to the prisms are opera-
ted by the gun elevating geaf andhandcrank at the
sightsetter's indicator regulator.

SIGHTS AND RANGES

As you know, the caliber of a naval gun is
related to the range ats which it is designed to
be most useful. The big ones are used against
targets a dozen miles or more away; the light
Machine gun batteries come into their own when
the target gets within some 2500yards, or closer.
And so on.

You know also that, by and large, the bigger
guns are used against bigger, slower targets.
Sinking a surface target (and if it's a warship it cam-
withstand a lot of pounding) requires the heavy
punch of heavy guns. But in bringing down an,air
target, speed is the thing. A light gun can be
brought into action more speedily than a heavy
one, and can shift more readilyivA -,1 -WiTarget's
evasive maneuWis. x "=-r

The sights (and other fire contiol gear) used
with ship's armament must lo,e, designed in view
of these requirements-

Specific : "fife control equipment for
heavy,,,ar.441nent is designed primarily for high
accuracy because that's the main requirement
at long ranges. To_ obtain such accuracy, the
equipment must haVe powerful optical units or
long-range radar.

Optical Rangefinders

In dual-purpose battery directors (like the
Mk 37 or Mk 68) and in main battery directors,
a rangefinder located on the director can be
used for determining ranges to a sunace or
;land target when radar is not used. .The rangefinder is a long metal it

eyep,leces:Ait its center and a window netlerither
`Inside the tube are lenses, p,risrns, reticles,

`andand other optical parts, plus precision
mechanisms for moving some of them. Range-
finders are shown in figures 13-5 and 13-6,
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/
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I

C. MOVABLE PRISM TELESCOPE

Figure 13-2. Three types of gunsighielescopes./.// 5.77,1*
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84.208
Figure, 13-3. - Using a prism to lifend the line

of sight in a telescope.

A recent development in the field of range-
finders is the use of a laser beam for
determining ranges. Some of these devices are
currently in use in the fleet. The operation of the
laser beam rangefinding device is classified, so
will not be explained in this text.

In this course we cannot go too deeply into
the complexities of fire control rangefinders,..
but you should know something about them.'

Every two-eyed human has stereoscopic
vision. To see how it works, try this little
exercise:

Hold an arm straight out horizontally. Raise
your index finger. Now move the fitiger slowly
toward your nose, keeping both eyes on it. By
the time the finger reaches your nose, the "lines
of sight" from your eyes to your finger converge
sharply (fig. 13-5A). -

Next, look at some object 200 yards away.
Now the lines of sight for the two -eyes are
prEiEtically parallel.

Obviously, then, the closer the object, the
greater the convergence; the farther away, the
more nearly parallel the lines of sight become.

Measuring the convergence of the lines of
sight actually provides a means of measuring '
range. But the distance between your two .exles
is small, and it's difficult to get the swiveling
your eyeballs to register on a dial where it would

be easy to measure. So the optical system of a
rangefinder in effect separates the rangefinder
operator's eyes (fig. 13-5B) by a distance equal
to that between the rangefinder's end windows.
When the optical parts in the instrument are moved
to get its lines of sight to converge on the target,
the amount of movement registers on a dial
calibrated in yards of range. The *rangefinder
also magnifies, like a telescope - but with a
super 3-D effect.

In the stereoscopic rangefinder, the reticle
pattern is composed of ranging marks (fig. 13-
6A) apparently floating in space at various
distances. In operating the rangefinder, the ob-
server turns a knob, until the large diamond at
the center of the pattern seems to be superimposed
upon, and at the same distance as, the target
(fig. 13-6B). Then the range can be read directly
of a dial in the rangefinder. (The smaller
diamonds in the pattern, which seem to float in,
space at different ranges, are used in spotting).

Fire control equipment for machine gun
batteries is designed primarily to provide rapid
solutions to the fire control problem. The optical
systems need not give powerful magnification but,
because of the rapid movement of nearby air
targets across the line of sight, they must
give wide-angle vision. The radar must be
suited to close ranges.

Sights For Larger Guns

In larger and longer range weapons, a rapid
solution lo the fire control problem is still
nece'ssary (a slow solution is never an advantage,
more time allows a more exact solution).,Ap-
proximations that aren't a major disadvantage
with lead-Computing sights, however, cause
serious inaccuracies at longer ranges. Because
accuracy is the primary requirement, a more
exact FC system is necessary. Computing eights,
therefore, are not used; the sights provided
merely function to, precisely offset the axis of
the ..bore from the line of sight. Under normal
conditioni, target location (elevation, bearing,
and range) is determined, by a remotely located'
station. The fire control problem itself is solved
elsewhere, and the gun is positioned in elevation
and train by power-driven units under the control
of signals transmitted from the point where
the Tire control problem is solved.

Well, then, why have sights in gun mounts
at all?
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TRAINER'S TELESCOPE

SIGHT.SETTR'S
INDICATOR

CHECKER'S
TELESCOPE

POINTER'S
TELESCOPE

DEFLECTION CROSS SHAFT SIGHT ANGLE CROSS SHAFT

Figure 13-4.Carr

There are two main reasons. One is that
the gun mount may not always be controlled in
the manner deScribed above because of real or
simulated casualty. Another is- that watching
the target through the sights permits a check
on the accuracy and performance of the remote-
control system.

Figure 13-7 shows how the sights and sight
setting equipment are used in ohe method of
local control. -

The pointer and trainer are using their hand-
wheels . to keep the target centered in their
telescopes. The fire control system computes
sight angle and deflection which are transmitted,
electrically,. to the dials at the sight setter's
regulator. As he cranks in this information (by
manually matching his dials) gearing moves the
prisms in the telesoopes. The pointer andtrainer

iage-mounted sights.

DIFFERENTIAL 'HOUSING

84.209-

see this movement as a shift in target position.
As they turn their hanciwheels to get back on
target, the axis of the gun bore is offset from
the line of sight by the computed sight angle
and deflection.

Another; form of local control which utilizes
the telescopes within the gun moimtwas explained
in chapter 12 under local control spotting.

Sight angle and deflection are also sent to
the sight setter's regulator even'when the Mount
is in full automatic control. In this case, by
keeping his dials matched, the sight setter re-
turns the optics from the line of lire back to
the target. This enables the check sight observer
to see the target area through his telescope. He
functions as a safety observer, and-can act to
stop fire in the event that the gun's fire repre-
sents a hazard to friendly forces.
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B

55.289
Figure 13-5. Principle of the optical

rangefinder.

. SO far in this chapter we have discussed
some of the fire control instruments that employ
optics. In the next section we explain some of
the equipment that make up a gun fire coat
system. We first explain centralized fire contAil,
hOw it started, and why it, is necessary.

2 CENTRALIZED FIRE CONTROL

The guns on the Navy's big ships have no
monopoly on fire control. The operator of any
weapon that throws a missile, whether ashore,
afloat, or aloft, uses some kind of fire control
technique. But in the Navy, some aspects of
fire control have always been under centralized
control rather than under the control of the
gun crew. Eve k a ,hundred and ,fifty years' ago,
when our Navy Ias new and gunnery was prim-
itive and limited to very short ranges, ships

mounting sizable batteries ordinarily fired thein
in salvo, at the order of some officer standing
at a point of vantagein the rigging, for example.
And as time has passed and ordnance equipment
and fire control techniques have improved, the
trend to centralized control has continued so
that ,now not only firing but also the positioning
of weapons is controlled from a central point.
Yet, this trend has not eliminated control of
firing and gun-laying at the- mount (local control),
although this procedure is now only a secondary
method. What advantage is there in centralized
control of a warship's guns? What's wrong with
,letting each gun crew lay and fire its gun
independently in local control?

There are several disadvantages to -local
control. The smoke of -their own firing, to say
nothing of spray and mist and their position
close to the surface of the water, make it
difficult for the pointer and trainer of the gun
mount to see the target. Each gun crew has to
make its own estimates of range, drift, wind,
target course and speed, and so on. Some may
do this well, but not necessarily all. Some may
even fail to identify the enemy, and select the
wrong target. Besides, if a number .other
weapons are also firing at their target, ow can.
gun crews know if their own shots hitsi or '
if they're close, or how much or in which
direction to apply correction?

Compare this with centralized control, wlaCh
eliminates all or most of these troubles. The
central control point is high in the ship's struc-
ture, and has the maximum visibility, Its equip-
ment for identifying and determining the location
and movement of the enemy Is more efficient
and specialized than what you could install in
a gun mount, and it is manned by experts in
the, proper techniques. The of each battery
or mount or turret can be Titd all at once in
SALVO, so that the splashes of the projectiles
as they hit surface of the water form a
pattern (fig. 3-8). If the target ip not in the
pattern, the guns can be shifted fdr more ac-
curate laying. In the gun crew, you can (19 most
of these things too and in local control you
MUST know how to do thembut centralized
control makes it possible to do them far more -

,effidiently as you will see.

Let's now examine more closely the tech-
niques and equipment used in centralized fire
control. Because it's simpler, let's begin with
remote control of firing.
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Figure 13-7. Functioning of sighting equipment on a typical gun mount (3-inches or larger). -

GUNFIRE BY REMOTE CONTROL

In the antique kind of "fire control," an
officer gave a firing signal, but each gun was
fired by a member of its own crew. Even with
today's advanced remote control techniques (ex-
cept in the 5"/54 Mk 45 mount), a mount or
turret crew member (norrnally the pointer) still
has a part to play. If fire is remotely controlled,
he closes a firing key which is in the firing
circuit. The actual firing imputse originates
elsewhere-, but it cannot reach his mount or gun
unless he Closes his key. If firing is in local
Control, his firing key actually does control
fire. So bear in mind, as we discuss remote
control- firing, that there is always some crew
member at the mount or turret who must keep
his part of the firing circuit' closed in order
for the guns to fire. t

457

But let's get back to how remote control of
fire developed. In the old days, on small ships
with relatively few guns,. gunners often could
hear their officer shout, "Fire." or at least see
him give the signal with his .cutlass; but some-
times they could not.. On bigger ships, where
the command to fire in salvo was relayed down
the line, exact synchronization of salvos was
impossible.

.When effective ranges were relatively short,
inaccurate fire was relatively easy to correct,
and this failure of all guns to fire in exact
synchronism was not serious. But as ranges
increased and-fire control instruments became
more . precise, ragged salvos made it hard to
determine how well the splash pattern approached
the target, bedause they were net all visible at
the same time. What was needed was a signal
that could be transmitted to the whole battery
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Figure 1378.Pattern of a salvo about a target.

at once, so that the whole battery could fire
simultaneously. The human voice and the waving
cutlass were no longer_enough.

Electricity provided the answer. First it was
buzzer fire. With a buzzer at each gun mount,
closing a circuit at a central point caused all
the buzzers to sou at once, and all guns could
.be fired by a singl

Yet this was . AS ybu
know, most guns o old days were ired by
igniting a powder train which led into- the pro-
pelling charge in the breech. A little later,
firing was done by a percussion mechanism tO
-ignite the powder train. Either way, there was
some delay and variation in the actual instant
of firing. Besides, there were the delay and
variation in reaction time of individual Members
of the gun crews. Buzzers impioved matters,
but these difficulties persisted. That is why,
though the buzzer type salvo signal is still
used, it's a secondary method.

The primary method of firing by remote
control is to close a circuit which itself sets
off the propelling charge. This is master key
fire. In master key fire, when the guns in a
mount are ready to fire, the mount pointer closes

53,119.1

hi firing key. When the firi -keys in all
mo is are closed and the pro roment ar-

-- r es, the master key is closed d all guns
Mire at once.

GUN LAYING BY REMOTE. CON

Remote control of gunfire,
is, is not the final word in cent
of armament. For maximum eff
laying must be remotely cont
steps in the process are as folio

guable as it
zed control

tiveness, gun
''d too: The

1. Determination of target on and move-
ment.

2. Transmission of this int ation to -a
computer, whicth works out how, a pins must
be layed for hits on the target.

3. Transmission of gun la. information
(Palled gun orders) to the gun mots.

4. Control of the gun mountstii lay the guns
in accordance with the gun orders from the
computer. "J--5. Correction of gun positiorron the basia
observed effects of fire, (spotting "
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TYPES. ND METHOD'' (11-' GT,s'.'1 IRE

The flung iLipulsse can ,:,,t to the. guns in
the mount or the battei,, in d iik.1.4,iiri t,i knfferent
ways. tike can 1k:cognize several. u.ethu.r.:-. or fire,
or ways in which the firing signal or impulse
gets to the guns. In pointer lire, it's done by
the pointer at the gun itself, generally by closing
a key that sends an electric current' into the
gunfiring cii -tat (eleetrical firing), or by step-
ping on a pedal that operates a filing pin in
the gun (percussion firing),

.

Master key bring is handled from a control
station at son,e Llistance from the gun 'fired,
either by suiiit.budy opei Ming a IL..) ,or button,
or autumaticall,), by a iiiuditulisni that closes
the firint, circuit Vilit_.tive:i the ship, as it rolls
and pitches, reaches a certain angle.

We also recognize several types of fire. (the
Nay in which the firing of one or a number of
guns is arranged).

A salvo is the firing of one or more-guns
simultaneously on the same ziblial, at the same
target. Salvos are normally fired at regular
intervals, spaced so as to pet nit reloading and
(where necessary), IL:laying the guns. Salvos
niay °be fired by entire butteries, u, by individual

-mounts Or turrets. -

To cunoOLVo alaniuration, reduce the intervals
tween salvos, or speed up the process of spot-

ing, partial salvos 01 split sabres may be fired.
The split salvo is tiling fewer than the full

umber of guns in a mount or Three
arrets niay participate in a split s vo, for
xaniple, if uidy one gun in each turret fires. In
he pattial salvo, all the guns in a turret or
ount fire at once, but not all the turrets or
ounts in the battery participate (for example,
hen No. 1, turret of a 3- turret battery fires all
f its gulls, al,ilu the rest of the battery remains
ilent)-. ,.

ISatteries do not ahvays have to file in salvo.
ri continuous tire, each tun in action fires
ndi vi dually v. hen ready, I e ga I diesb uf whether
ther guns are ready.

There are other types ut gun hie such as
low fire, rapid fire etc. These methods were
xplained in chapter 12.

N I I RE CONTROL S\ 5-[

The techniques used to solve the gun fire
ntrol problem.by a specific fire control system
specialized within certain limit:, diaatcd by

e 'primary( Use of that system. There are three
oad classes of 'gun fire, control systems:

1. Surface systems, used against either sur-
face targets (ships) or shore targets.

2. Dual-purpose systems, used against either
surface targets, shore based targets or AA tar-

.gets (aircraft).
3. Antiaircraft (AA) system, used against AA

targets only.

A surface gun fire control system, which is
designed primarily for surface fire or shore'
bombardment, could be used against aircraft that
are within the elevation limits of the turret guns,
but such action requires corrections or inter-
connections with a dual-purpose fire control
system to obtain additional target elevation cor-
rections which are not necessary for the system's
normal operation. ( 1.

TYPES OF FIRE CONTROL

A ship's weapon system can be operated in
several different ways by employing specific
fire control equipment for each type of gunfire
necessary to damage or destroy an enemy target.
This flexibility permits gunfire to be maintained
in the event of a casualty and also makes it
'possible for one battery to fire simultaneously
at different types of targets;

The different types of fire control are dis-
tinguished by the source affiklitransmission route
of the gun orders and are classified as to type
by the system they employ. For each type of
fire control the ship's weapon doctrine specifies
the fire control instruments to be employed. Types
of control are listed as follows:.

1. Primary fire control prescrib4s the utili-
zation of the principal system. This is the system
provided to control before damage occurs to this
system.

2. SecOndary fire control prescribes theutili-
zation of an alternate system to give greater
flexibility of control. .

3. Auxiliary fire control prescribes the utili-
zation of a system provided solely to substitute
for a primary system in case of damage..

4. Local fire control provides for the control
of a single gun' mount or turret from a local
station in or adjacent to the mount or turret.

."

In primary, .secondary, and auxiliary fire con-
trol, mounts and turrets can be ,operated in the
automatic mode of _oPeration whereas in local
control all gun laying must be accomplished
individually.
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In any fire control system, detecting a target
is the start f the fire control problem. In the
next section we discuss fire control techniques
and introduce. various fire control equipment
and explain their functions. The first step is
detection. .

SEARCH_ RADAR AND IFF

Aboard ship, radar equipment has two general
applications,-for search and for fire tontroL.
Search radar displays are centere. n
Although we are primarily poncernacitt eth file
control radar, you must understand the target
detection and acquisition process inorder toknow
something about &arch radar. The three types
most commonly used in surface ships are air
search, height-finding search, and surface search.

An air search radar's primary function is
warning of the presence of aircraft at extreme
ranges. It is called a two-coordinate radar since
it measUresonly range and bearing.

Height-finding radars are three-coordinate
radars. They are capable of discriMinating
between targets that are close together, and they
are capable of measuring range, bearing, and
altitude. The altitude quantity is converted in the
weapon direction system to an angle of elevation
for use in directing fire control directors to the
,target. Three-coordinate radars eliminate the
need for large sector seirching in elevation by the
fire control directors, thereby decreasing their
target acquisition time.

Surface search radars measure the range and
bearltg of surface contacts to assist in navigating
tl ship or to send shrface target information to
the weapon direction system. They are also
effective in detecting low flying aircraft since
their radar energy is concentrated at low angles
of elevation. In search radar units, any target
smaller than a geographical feature has no
discernible shape. On a radarscope the target
presentation is in the form of a blip, not a true
picture. This is especially true of aircraft targets.
When aircraft come within search radar range,
there is nothing' in the blips to indicate whether
they are friendly or enemy. To deal with this
problem we have a, system called Identification 't
Friend or Foe (IFF). The IFF equipment aboard
ship functions in conjunction whima search radar,
but the IFF system also includes equipment
aboard the aircraft. The radar beani from the
interrogating ship "triggers" automatically the
IFF equipment on the friendly target. The latter
then transmits a coded signal which shows up on ".

the interrogating 'ship. The interrogating ship and
the target must carry matching IFF equipment.,,
For security, we use coded signals:

FIRE CONTROL DIRECTOR'

Remote control of gun laying begins, at we
have seen, with locating the target and determining
the rate and direction 'of its movement. In the
preceding chapter you learned that targetposition
is determined in terms of range, target bearing*:
and (for air targets) target elevation. Similarly,
target movement is determined in terms of the
rate of change of these three kinds of information.

In the modern fire control system the function
of determining target location and movement is
performed by a director. For the moment, you
won't be too far off base if you think of a director
as a "gun sight without gun" whose position in
train and elevation with respect to the ship can
be accurately determined. When it's on the target,
it establishes the line of sight to the target.
The director also is fittedwith transmitters which
can convey signals corresponding to its position
to the other pareal of the fire control system.

Those are the essentials of the director. All
directors have them. The gun fire control direc-
tor is designed to control turrets used against
surface targets and dual purpose guns used
aghinst either air or surface targets.It's primary
function is to determine target position in terms
of:

1. Director Train (B' r). The angle between
the fore-and-aft axis and the vertical plane
containing the line of sight, measured in the
deck plane, clockwise from the bow.

2. Director Elevation (E . The eleVation of
the director's line of sig above the reference
plane, measured in the v ticalplane containing
the line of sight.

3. Present Range (R). The distance of
target from own ship, measured in the line of
sight.

Briefly, the director's secondary function is
to be the control station for the entire fire
control system. Normally, all units operate by
remote control from the director. As long
the problem is being solved correctly, only the
gun-loading crews have work to do. When changes
in the problem setup are necessary, the director
crew can accomplish them by remote control.
To control the entire sistern, the director is
equipPed. to:
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a. Spot service projectile fire-
b. Spot illuminatingprojectile (star-shell) fire
c. -Correct computer calculations.-

NOTE: The fire control symbols used in this
chapter are meaningful symbols in-the
fire control world. Refer to OP 1700,
Standard Fire Codtrol Symbols for an.
explanation of the symbols 'used in
fire control.

Director Radar

The4iirector radar is the eye of the gun fire
control system. It can searchfcir, detect, acquire,
and track a target. It receives target designatiOn
data from the weapon direction equipment and
usts glts informalion to acquire and track a
de§iffittect target. Tlie radar set tracks the target
to solve the gun fire control problem. Director
radar can operate as a search radar if circum-
stances require.. Weapons direction equipment
receive their information from search radar.
Search radar displays lore centered in combat
information center (CIC). Y

STABLE ELEMENT.
lfi chapter 12 we clisbuss&I the effects of roll

and -pitch on the fire control problem. Let us
briefly review the subject before- going op- to
discuss the instrument that 'compensates for roll
and pitch.

Look at figure 12-18, you see a ship upoff the

sea; it pitches and rolls in a corriplermotion with

the surface movement of the water. If you
consider these movements as relateii to the line
of sight of a directoil you can divide them into
two components, _level and crosslevel. Level
is that -line in the same direction as the. line
of sight, crosslevel is that line at _right angles
tomr across the line of sight. .

In all (our previous discussions, we generally
have neglected these continuous changes in level
and crosslevel. At.short ranges and with fast-
moving targets like aircraft,, they areiroplatively
unimportant, which is why they can be neglected.
But in the Mk 37 system and others that deal with
longer ranges, they must be taken.into.accopt.

It's impossible to stop the movements of the
sea. .not practical to stabilize a warship's
hull . so that it won't pitch and 'roll. But we can
get, the fire control system . to deal with the
problem by adding level and- crosslevel mover
ments -as corrections to the solution of the prott-
lem. First, the exact4mount of these changes

O

with respect to the horizontal mkt be determined.:
Tiro ways' have been used to` termine. them.

One is to sight -on the horizon. A fine of
sight to the horizon is *resied very ,slightly
below a true horizontal :plane: The amount of
depression 'depends on the heighl of the'obseiver
above the water, and is knowiirwith great ere-
cision, so the correction 'needd to put the line
of sight into a horizontal plane is easy to add.
In the Mk34. director there is aSpecial telescope
for sighting on the horizon for the crosslevel
correction.

But sighting on the horizoit is a secondary
method for determining* a horizontal plane. The.
primary one is to a gyroscopic device=
the stable element. ( ain-,battery fire control'
systems use* a stable vertical, which is similar
in principle but different in detail): In the stable
elefaient, the gyro remains erect to define the
vertical (and hence the horizontal) plane, and the
level and crosslevel anglei are "picked off"
from it by electromagnet' units. Of course, the
level and crosslevel angWs are measured with
respect .to a line of sight on a specific bearing,
so target bearing is an input to the stable element,
and its outputs are level and crosslevel.

, Director optics and radar antenna are
stabilized both in level (L) and crosslevel (Zd).
Crosslevel stabilization is done by a servo-
contFolled crosslevel, synchro ,signal, received
directly from the stable element (fig. 13-9).
A crosslevel drive rotates the telescope, the-

=whole , rangefinder, and the radar antenna about
the line of sight by Zd. 'Thus, the telescope
crosshairs,, the rangefinder, and We radar an-
tenna are kept horizontal so that director ele-
vation is measured in the vertical plane,

There are two general methods .of using the
level and crosslevel angle values. Withthe synchro
system,. these values can be used to' keep the'
guns rayed continuously to land shots pn target
(for, continuous fire). The ship. may roll, pitch,
yaw, and weave around but the guns will remain
fixed in their attitude, except to allow for-move-

tment of the target, and can be fired at any time.
Or, when roll and pitch are extremely heavy,

making it difficult, especially for the larger guns .

ato stay on target, 'certain selected-value of level
or cros 1 is cranked into the stable element.
The are fired automatically by the stable
element or the, leveler ih th6 director when, as'
the ship, rolleor pitches, the actual gun eleytitiOn
momentarily agrees- with the selected value /37,

(selected level fire or selectedcrossleVel fire);

most gun. fire control syistems these.
table element is a vita] "adjunct -of 'the

, coin
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'igure 13-9. Crossleval stabilization.

two, its rely on niek,hanik,a1 tenneaions only
(fig. 3-10).Most other units of a fire control
by stet are linked by e1eL.ti ik,alti aiisn,ission lines
or syn ros:
THE COMPUTER

.1k,tually, we cannot 'say much about the
woill.ings of a eomputer, it is beyond the scope of

course. -Think of it,,as a big box (fig. 13-10)
, with dials and cranks with a series of small,

mechanical adding, machines inside. Some'com-..
puters operate from electronic components; the
type shown in figure 13-10 is classified as an
electromeChanical computer -and is used in the
Mk 37 fire control- system. From certain input

.information the computer ceniputes a continuous
solution to the fire control problem, and fulictions
to:

IF/

MECHANICAL
CONNECT ON

COMPUTER

BLE ELEMENT

53.105 .

Figure 13-10. Mk 37 fire control systern:,
Stable element and computer.

1. Control positioning of turrets and
purpose,guns and transmit fuze settings an gun
sight information for either surface or fire.

2. Aid the director crew in keeping the LOS
on target. .

3. Permits the star shell computer, an ,inde-
Aendentaccessory:, pakt of a Cittar-parpose battery-
I% be set Continuously for illtlininatidn 9f 'a .

surface target while firing other mounts at the
target.

'rah star shell computer, it is possible to
direct one mount for maximum effectiveness in
firing illuminating projectiles (star t hells). -Star
shells must be aimed, and time fuzed' to burst

. above and beyond a surface target' as shown in
figure 13-11. This type of illumination silhouettes
the target so that the director control officer can
identify it' and Spot destructive fire. This computer
makes such fife possible by controlling some
mounts for illumination purposes and others

'uncle* control of the main computer for destruc-
tive fire. . 1

DATAFLOW
'V'

To help you visualkze.the system in operatiorf,
-look at figure 3.3-12,hich Shows ydu the flow
of all daWand positioning orders.
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Figure 13-11. Star shell shoot.
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41
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DIRECTOR
TRAIN
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STABLE gLEMENT

. GUN DIRECTOR
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GUN MOUNT
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GUN ORDERS', SIGHT SETTING; .Air
imrs.., wir lam me um we
FUZE SETTING; a PARALVAX,

I I
11
I I
11
11

COMPUTER

if
. Figure 13-12. Data flow in Mk 37 system.

The computer is' at 0.6 heart of the system.
From the director, target elevation, target bear-
ing, and ,rang and spotting data (corrections
based on gjoservation of gunfire) go; into the
computer. The electromagnetic log and gyro-
compass supply own ship course and speed. Some
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factory, like target course and speed; may be
telephoned from the director and cranked into
the cOmputer by its crew. Other factors cranked
in are wind . data and initial velocity (I.V.). At
the right of the computer you see its output to
the gun "mount: gun orders (elevation and train);
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fuze setting, sight setting, and unit director
train into the stable element, which determines
level and crosslevel angle, sending these values
back to the computer.

Nye also the line from computer to director,
labeled GENERATED RATES. These rates include
generated elevation, generated train, and gen-
erated range. "Generated" means that the corn--

puter has worked these values out, as against
"observed" values, whiCiCide what the director
crew actually read off their dials. What is meant
here is simply that the computer, riving corked
out a solution to the fire control problem, sends
it aloft to drive the director. If the solution is
correct, the director tracks the target on its
own, and its crew does not have to crank it unless
it goes off target.

Corrections for drift, air density, and some
other factors are normally made by cams inside
the computer,, and therefore do not show in the
diagram. -

That in a nutshell, gives you the essentials
of a modeuedual-purpose fire control system.

TRANSMITTING INFORMATI N
ELECTRICALLY -

Thanks to the synchro;
f

t arismission system
units of a gun fire contrO system need not
be close together. Informat o is passed from one
unit to another by means o nchros and servo-
systems. In chapters 7 8 you learned the
principles of synchros and vosystems and how
they fit into the ordnance Id. Accuracy of a
ship's weapon system de s upon the correct
operation of a synchroSystem. Since most units
of a gun fire control systemiere widely separated,
the synchro becomes the controlling unit as well'
as the controlled unit. The word synchro (synchro-
nous) means happening at the _same time, the only
delay from the remote controlling station and the
weapon under,,Ontrol is the, time it 'takes an
electrical signal to travel frpm one station to
another.

A point to remember is that Navy weapons
controlled from remote stAtions must use
synchrosystems for their control. We remember
from chapter 7 that the most irnOrtant advantage
of synchros over mechanical 4/paring is their
flexibility. wires connecting one Stration to another
can easily lead around an Obsttic.e In its path
without resorting to mechanical ltnitages
or shafts.

Each unit of a gUn fire control system uses
some type of servosystem for their- control. To
explain the operation of any one fire control unit
servosystem is beyond the scope of this chapter.

FUZE SETTERS

As you know, many projectiles are fitted with
time fuzes These must, before they are fired,
be set tq explode at the right time. This is done
by the fine setter., which is a part of all fire
control s tams designed for batteries 5-inch
and larger.

The fuze- setting is transmitted by synchro to
the fuze setter Nat the gun mount. This may be
located at any of several places. For example,
some mounts and turrets have a fuze setter
in the projectile hoist. It may be in the gun
slide. Or it may be a separate unit containing
three fuze-setting pots, mounted on the gun
carriage behind the pointer. All ,types are.con-,
trolled by fuze-setting indicator-regulators (fig.
13-13). -I

Each fuze-setting indicator-regulator can pro-
vide automatic or manual fuze setting. Mariukl
control is governed either by matching dials, or
by positioning them at the required setting. The
instrument is normally set by remote control
from the computer.

The selector sets up the indicator-regulator
either for automatic or manual control, T
handcrank is linked to the fuze-setting mechanis
only when the selector is set for manual, Y
then crank to match the dials, or to position
them as required.

The zero reader dials and the follow-the-
pointer dials are coarse and fine readingrespep-
tively. The innder dial of each group is attached
to its corresponding synchro shaft, land bears
a single index mark. Each ring-dial graduation
represents one second on the zero - reader and .02
second in the follow-the-pointer dial.

MOUNTS AND TURRETS

The computer solves the fire controlproblem
/and computes continuous information for the gun

mount or turret in the form of gun orders. These
orders are sent to indicator receiver re gulatiors at
each gun mount or turret to provide corrects
information so that the weapon can be positioned
,to hit the target fOr "surface action and to explode
..at a predicted ,position for AA target. The order
signals are received by the gun station's position

ee V
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ZERO-READER
DIALS

Figure 13-13. Fuze-set

synchros, which in turn control the power drive
servosystem. Pqwer drive fundamentals were
explained in chapter 8. .

, COMPONENT LOCATION q*''

-of 'the components of a gun fire
e shown4n. figure 13.-14. Most of

The loca
control system
the destroyers d. auxiliaries have just one guzi
fire control system, howqver, some of them have
two sytems, and smaller.auxiliaries have none.
Larger ships such as battleships, carriers,
cruisers have two or more systems.

ting indicator-regulator.

Directors are installed high in the ship's
structure, while stable elements and computers
are installed below decks in protected plotting
rooms. elements are connected by a syncliro

..

C

4.192

transmission system, and-are tied into thisIrans-
nassion system at one or more switchboards lo-
,cated in the plotting rooms.

Normally, each director init multiple installa-
tion controls a designated group of guns and s,
connected to a designated computer. 'However,
switching arrangements permit any director to
Control any cr all gunS and to connect to any
Computer.

The flexibility of a' ship's weapon system
also depends upon, successful communications '-

tween widely separated units,of agun fire control
s stem. In spite of casualties to both-men and
equipthent some type of communications ust
be maintahled. Communications can be trans d
in ,many different ways. Voice and other au le
communications are the primary methods, but
visible signals can be employed if other methods
fail;

,
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--k'igure-D-14.MkT7sysr
'COMMUNICATIONS

C

As you already, knIQW from yoti -r study ofBisic.-

Military Requirements, a ship's battle corwuni-,
cation, sy stem 4s bu).1t around the sound-powered \
telephone - a phone powered by-the sound of-the
user's voice.

Sound-powered., telephones ar part of the
interior communication (1Gisy to ...Lisa included
in the IC circuits are dynCh s aid relays that
position dials and other -a'A s that transmit
orders or otherwise control is of the weapons

relays have, beensystems. Because-synchros an
discussed earlier, however we -say rib more about
them here. Therefore in this section we will
disCuss the organization anduseinwbapon control
of_ the ship's I:Auld-powered_ telephone .systein.

Battle!' (sound-powered) telephones are,, set
up as. groups (circuits) of _connected. stations,
rather than as individual -stations. When you
plug in, you are automatically connected with
all the, other manned stations on your circuit.
Circuita are in turn organized into' systems.

-
- 466.,

The three
are the pri
rffentary,

P
communicate

4.216'

stems of battle telephone circuits
ary, the auxiliary, and the supple-

,
circuits are ,the main channels of

for controlling armament and
vering the ship. Primary circuit symbols ,

consist of a number, two letters,, and another
number for' example, 2JQ3. Let's briefly taki
up the elements of the symbols. The firstnumber, ,
indicates the battery, as follows:

1 --Surface battery circuits
21)uak-purpose bpry circuits.
3*-11eavy machine gun circuits

The letter indicates the function of the circuit;

JBSpotters,
JC-,..ContrUff
JK'- Fuze setters .

JNIllumingOn control
JPGroup ntrol
JQSight setters

-4Viitange,control.
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The last number in the symbol indicates the
corresponding group, mount, or turret number.
Circuit 2JQ3, for example, is the sight setters'
circuit for group 3 in the dual-purpose battery.

All primary circuits for the ship's armament
can be interconnected on switchboards in the
plotting rooms, as well as by other control
Switches. (By and large, the other sound-powefed,
phone circuits have no switchboards, though some
interconnecting can be done by control switches
at .various stations), These facilities are impor-
tant for tying circuits .together, for transferring
control from one point to another, for providing
emergency .colnmunications, and for isolating cir-
cuits or inditridual stations (in case of casualty,
for example). You're not concerned with how
the switchboards. are-operated" that's up to the
crew at the switchbdard."

The' auxiliary battle telephone system is a
standby which parallels the No ne important

-primary circuits and is intended for use in
case of easualty.to them. It has, no switchboards.
Each auxiliary circuit is designated by the
letter X, followed by the sym 1 of the circuit
for which it is a substitute, us, the surface
battery control auxiliary ci uit is given the
symbol X1JC. Since the au liary circuit 'is not
continuously manned, like the primary, it is
generally equipped with handsets rather than
headsets. .

Supplementary-circuits- are those not impor-
tant enough to be in the primary system. They

. are identified by X '(numbers) J. In turrets,the
first digit corresponds. to the number o ,the,
turretfor example, turret 2 would have circuit
nemiSered x2015, X202J, and so on.

In grunts and turrets, supplementary circuitk
are mostly concerned with the ammunition kipply
system. Thus, in enclosed twin mounts, X17J

I connects the top and bottom of.the'lower ammuni-
tion hoist.. Turrets have more supplementary
circuits. The Salem class 8-inch turret, ,for
examPlb; has nine, one of 'them caimecting the
turret officer with gun positioning amt sight-
setting stations, and withthe safety Watch; others
interconnecting the ammunition supply system
with the gun captains-and turret officer.

Supplementary battle telephone circuits have
no switchboards, but at gun captains' and mount
captains' stations are' sw.itcheg that can inter-.

connect different supplementary circuits, or tie
them hi with primary control circuits.

NOTE: '
_

, 1. The crewman assigned to a phone station
is the one primarily responsible for seeing that.

,

4 -

his phones are at the station and. in working
order. It's up te him to see thht defective phones,
are turned in' to 1. C, electrician's shop, for
repair.

2. When on the jolt as gug or mount captain,
the entire gun or mount is your responsibility.
A lot depends, on how your men handle their
.phones, how they talk into them, and how well
theg maintain circuit discipline. And) in turn,
their _efficiency at the phones 'is influenced by
the example you set for- them. The thest way
to keep, them on the ball is to stay on the 12all.

yourself.

ANNOUNCING SYSTEMS

The shipboard. announeing syMeni isanetwork
of public address systems made up of MC
circuits. They are electrically powered, with
transmitters Imicrophones) and reprOducors4
(loudspeakers) spotted throughout the ship. The,
major system for the ship as a whole is the
1MC. _This general announcing system is used
by the 00D.`to pass orders and ' information,
and to transmit the general alarm and chemical
attack signals.

Those announcing systems of special intC:reS t

to Sron as a Gunner's Mate are the 17 MC on _
duall-ptirpose enclosed mounts, and the 11 MC"-.
131.1Glin turrets. The 17 MC provides the -'tik
37 difector' officers aniplifiect voice communi-
cations to t eir 5=anch mountS. New construction,
and modernize'd vessels do not 'I've the 1711C,
and the System will gradually disppear from Iht
fleet. The turret MO systems_ re controlled biy
the turret officer in each tur t. The systems
transmit' the turret officers' orders to stra-
tegically'-placed,loudsp$aliers:

Both mount and tur 't announcing systems.
can be tied inwith the era. announcing system

/1MC. Three-inch and fsmallet mounts are not.
served by MC sy tent other than the 1:111C.-

AUDIBLE--SIGNAL S "TEMS1.

Besides these once co tviniunication systems,
rnotIftn naval sh s are equipped With secreral
systems of audit 'signals'.t

:..-
. ..

.

1. United States Nav$ Safety Rektilatkiens re-
quire that before aiiy tfirret or enclosed; mount
is moved in train, a warning . signal must be
sounded on the train'w rning signalcireu4.(TW),,
except...during GQ. ,Th .TW eircuit ikindependent
of all other 'IC circuits. Lt consists of either a
pushbutton control switch, or a manual Switch,
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wiring, power supply, and bells outside the
turret or mount.

2. The call signal system (circuitE) parallels
supplementary battle telephone circuits and voice
tunes. It consists of interconnected power-supply
units or magnetos, selector switches, andbuzzers
or bells,

3.. The order to cease fire is normally given
by sounding a claxon. Cease-lire signal circuits
are:

Main battery 1U
Dual-purposebattery
Heavy. machine gip battery . . 4U
Light machine gun battery . . . 5U
Rocket battery 4' 911

Sector control . . 45U

The (45U) circuit is a combination of 413
and 5U, but the armament is divided into groups
by sectors rather than by sizes' -of weapon.
Thus all AA fire from both heavy and light
machine guns in any osector can be controlled,
by one station. This circuit can also be inter-
connected with the headsets of the gun crews,
so that they hear the cease-tire in their phones

-,as well as on reproducers at the mounts. Dual-
purpose mounts hear it through the 17MC system.

_ 4. The salve signal is a loud buzz. Ix
secondary - battery mounts it is transmitted by
the 17MC system. In turrets, salvo signal buzzers
are installed on the gun deck level.

5. The intratUrret emergency alarm is an
Independent circuit used to warn of danger or
serious castall y in the turret. It consists of a
number of small electric sirens that can be
put into operation from any of several stations
in the turret. The turret ,officer'sbooth has a
switch for silencing the sirens.

FIRE.CONTROL SYSTEM 111K68

Gun Fire Control 'System Mk 6§ is an elaborate,
sophisticated,. and -complex system designed to
control 5"/54 and 3"./50 guns, and to be entirely
automatic during the acquisition, traCkingt and

_firing Phase of an engagement. Variations from
full automatic are possible to meet certain
tactical situations and emergencies. These modes
of operation will.be discussed later. Also various
modes are developed to meet these tactical

. situations. This may cause.kome variance in the
systerrr described here, and in the one itiwhich
eyou are assigned. For this reason, system OPs

A t

1

should always be consulted for maintenance
problems.

Basically, GFCS Mk 68 performs the s
functions as GFCS Mk 37 except that it
stersonic target speed capabilitieg. At,Pirst
glance it appears much more complicated, as
there are over 500 dials, handcranks, indicator
lights, and similar operating control. Most.of
these, however, are for checks and teat purposes
and for placing the system in standby position.
In actuality' it is designed to operate very simply,t

and with fewer personner than the Mk 37. Testing
and maintenance have also beensimplified through
pingTin module design, built-in testers, and test
panels. Figure 13-15 shows' a typical Mk 68,
system layout aboard a DLG.

From the standby. condition, if there is an
accurate target designation (TD), it is only nee-%
essary to-press the TD button on the .director
officer's control panel to start operation: The
direotor- then slews to the designated target
position. As the director comes "On Target",
the radar automatic tracker takes over andkeeps .

the director on target and starts the computer.
Indicators at the director officer's control panel
and at the radar console light to show that the
computer has started. Firing can commence as
soon as a solution is reached (depending on which
time-constant change gears'are ling used), and
either the'director officer, tracker, or alot firing
key is closed. The director officer selects the
mode of operation and at any time can require
control from any other-station. Modes of operation

' are:

1. Auto-trapk
.2; Console
3.. Director officer's control
41 Tracker's control
5. Handwheel
6, LOcal control (indireotlire)

6

.

Auto track is the preferred mtdp.

SYSTEMS COMPONENTS

Sy stems components and primaryya flow are
shown figure 13-16. These compo nts will be
discussed separately as to their functio$ in the
system.As you can imagine, a detailed functional

4description cannot be given in this text. Coverage
will have to be limited too. block diagraingescrip- ,
gal 'of system function and operation. Symbols
used to describe fire control functions Will be
those found in the system OPs, which may differ
from those.tised in other systems.

1
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GUN
DIRECTOR

5 1NCH/54 CALIBER
GUN MOUNT

RADAR SET COMPUTER STABLE ELEMENT

TRANSMITTER- CONTROL PANEL
RECEIVER STABLE

SLIP RING
ELEMENT

ASSEMBLY

RATE
TRANSMITTER

Figure13-15.- A rran

CTOR MK 68

, The gun director (fig.,13-17ris an amplidyne-
Controlled, power-driven, three-axis , unit
positioned in train, elevation, and cross-level in
response to various order signals. The director
as a unit is positioned in train and stabilized in
cross-level. Only the rangifihder, telescope,
binocular mount, and radar antenna are positioned
in elevation. The three stations of the director
operating personnel are enclosed within a blast-
resistant shield.

The director is equipped with a telesesipe and
a rangefinder. for optical. tracking, and-is designed

.for various other Methods of control for tracking
in range, bearing, andelevation, This provides

**the flexibility required= for 'effective_ director
-operation under varied Conditions; " ""

The director ndl'maiiy tracks a target-under
automatic radar control. Alternate -methods of
control include power operation tly. Means of
handwheel or one-man Control units, and computer-
control with regenerative aiding.

The 'director is provided with heatingi ,anti-
thing, and defrosting eqUipment 'so that it' can
be operated effectively under widely varying
climatic Conditions. '

RADAR SET
HIGH VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLY

RADAR
EQUIPMENT

ROOM

MAIN BATTERY
PLOTTING ROOM

gement of GFCS Mk. 68. v

'TRAIN MOVEMENT. -The ,telescope, open
sight, rangefinder, and radar antenna-mount are
fastened to the shield and move with it in train.
The entire director is rotated about an .axis
perpendicular to the deck plane to move the-

director line of sight in train. The.-electrical
connections between the stationargy shill structure
and ,the rotating directoi are made through a
slipring assembly in such a manner that` train
movement V unlimited in either direction. This
feature elinUnates the necessity for- train limit
stops and electrical limits: .

. .

ELEVATION ,MOVEMENT. --The telesdope,
open sight, rangefinde , and radar antenna are ..
mounted so that the , lines of sight may be
elevated with respectto e shield. The elevation
taxes of these components are all parallel ski
the lines of sight of each component are 'perpen-
dicular to its' elevation axfs. For, practical;.
purposes, all of the elevation planes are parallel.
The lines of sight and the radar beam are hll
moved. through the same elevation so that ,

remain parallel.s. f --: . -10 .-
The director elevation gearing can move the .:.

lines of sight and the radar beam from a: depres7
sion angle- of 25,degree to an elevation angle
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GUNNER'S .MITE G 3 & 2

DESIG-
NATION

DATA,

BALLISTIC
DATA

I

I RATE
I TRANS

11-11

STABLE
((EVENT

11

GUN DIRECTOR AND
RADAR EQUIPMENT

DATA
ON

STABILx-
ZATION

AIDS

I-PRESENT
POSITION

GUN FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM
MK 68 MODS 4 AND 6

DESIG-

DATA
NATION

STABILIZATION DATA

RADAR
CONTROL

COMPUTER

.

RANGE
DATA

4=3
GUN POSITION EV FUSE DATA

CONVERTED GUN
POSITION 8 FUSE

ORDERS

DYNAMIC
TESTER

3750 CAL MOUNT

5754 CAL MOUNT

\--4 STAR SHELL GUN ORDERS

e

.1 figure 1} -16. -- Gunfire control system Mk 68 data flow.

111

of_95 degrees. Lint stops and electrical limits
41 the poi drive 'protect the drive nick.han'isms
Lori, thin age that ould result'if these limits

,wei e exceeded.

The telescope is constructed so that the
instrun-lent body does not move in elevation.
Elevation of the telescope line et sight is ef-
fected by rotating an objective mirror mounted
on heal ings inside the telescope body.,

the open sight contains a binocular and peep
sight at the end of the 'sight arm. The line Of
sight is oioved in elevation by rotating the open
sight aliffut an axis ,parallel to the telescope
elevation axis.

The iiingefinder of sight is moved, in
i t-Aging the c little rangefiridei about

its longitudinal .ka independent, elevation
liteellifilisi, .Ii efinder di ive .permits

clevition tai he offset from director
e11vtition whci, it 15 lit.:Lc:,sai), to adjust the ietiele
pottery with the taiget. ,

166:122

The radar' antenna is supported ;above the
shield by a radar antenna mount. The radar
'beam is moved in elevation kly rotating the entire
antenna about an axis parallel to the eOvation
axes of the optical equipment.

:1 level angle is.tgeonletrically added .to the
elevation of the Lines of sight Arid radar team to
cancel the effect on 'elevation of roll and pitch
of the "ship; The level angle is generated by a
stable elementfielow decks and is automatically
transmitted to the director. .

CROSS-LEVEL MOVEMENT. The director
shield is mounted on trunnions so that the entire
shield Can 'be rotated in cross-level to keep the
elevation planes of the lines of sight and radar
beam in a vertic'kl position regardless of the
rolling and pitching of the ship. The axis of the
crossregoej trunnions is parallel.to the deck plane.

The director crosslevel gearing can move the
shield through an angle of 34 degrees each side
of the zero position. Limit stops and electrical

470
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limits in the power, drive and buffers on the
director' pedestals protect the crosslevel drive
and shield from damage that would result if
these limits of movement were exceeded. "

Primary control of firing is at Cbntiol Panel
Mk 110 Mod 1. A two-section, three-position
selector .,switch controls firing and cease firing
circuits. 'When this switch is ip theb NORMAL
position, the gun firing circuit may be compleWd
at one of two positions in the director:shield:
the director officer's firing key.br the tracker's
One-map control. When the selector switch is.
in the CHECK position, both gun firing and cease
firing circuits are' open. 'Opening these circuits
results in a check fire tone signal being sent to

RADAk REFLECTOR

REAR A
HATCH

gun positions, which indicates that'. firine is
temporarily suspended. When the selector switch
is,in the CEASE position, the cease firing circuit
is completed, sending a tone signal to the gun
positions indicating that firing is indefinitely
suspended. All firing circuits from slirector to
gun potitijns are completed throuthe fire
control switchboard.

The director is equipped with two one-man
control %mils. Each unit may be used for slewing
th director or fog. one-man tracking in both
train and elevation. The one-man control unit
is rotated- about a vertical axis to control the
director train rate and the handgrips are rotated
about a horizontal axis to control the elevation

to,/

RADAR ANTENNA
MOUNT

ti

DIRECTOR
OFFICER'S

HATCH COVER

+
RANGEFINDER

TELESCOPE

OPEN SIGHT

+SHIELD

.;TELESCOPE POR
. CLOSURE COVER.

FORWARD-
PEDESTAL

BASE RING

_re

O

.1

. CARRIAGE

.-. - -. .

. -

gtg:0..1--4-3.7- (tin 'director mis 68-Mods 2 and 3. front ,new..

I ,
. . 1
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' rate. The/ rates generated are
the amount of rotation. .

proportional to System Mk .68 Mod 8. The computer functions in
, three different modes bf operation. In NORMAL

3"/50 mode it operates with Computer Mk 47
4 134 DAR MK §i

,Radir Mk 53 is a parts of Gun Fire Control
Syttem Mk 68 and is similar to radix Mk 35
used with GFCS Mk 56, in that it affords control
of_ t1;ie entire GFCS from the radar co = e. Be-.
sides, automatic tracking signals fro, the radar
error circuits, range, bearing, : d elevation
handwheels and slew controls are p ovided oh the
radar console for manual search, acquisition,
and tracking in the console mode of .operation,
and for modifying TDS signals in TDS mode.

In the 13 tornatio ja-aclung mode (normal mode),
the three 04jton is controlled by the angle
tracking 1 .the video signal is applied to the
angle error detecting s tem which, determines
the tracking error and generates bearing and
elevation error signals: These error signals are
applied' to Amplifier Mk`6, which supplies
power to the director ainplidynes.

COMPUTER.MK 47

Computer Mk 47 is housed in two aluminum
sections boltediogether to,fdrin a single cabinet.
The computer 1$ entirely' transistorized and all
operating controlt, switches, and indicating dials
are conveniently' located on -the front of the
computer.

Computer Mk 47 computes gun orders and
'fuze setting orders for -8"/54,-caliber guns, and
data for use in the star shelf computer and in
the converter from information furnished by
the remainder o the system. Its operation is
entirely automatic duiinklacquisition and tracking
except . manu 'rate control or local control
is employe

The co cuter utilizes target present position
data to 'determine a line of fire that vall'hit the.

, predicted target position at V end nd of time of
flight; Gun and fuze-spttin;-orders based on this

. -deterniined line of fire are 'then .coputed and
,transmitted to thp 5" gun mounts.

Automatic control rdvicled in the three
primary modes of computer ration"; Surface,
A -A-SOi3ic,. and AASupersonic. For surfabe
largetsi the computer can also -operated' by
kcal- contrdt, by manual rate co trol,t-or_ by,
the optical range mode. *-

'COMPUTER MK llg

".. Computer '116-Mod 4 is desi i ed fOrrt tee
witb,Colnputer. MI(.47:, Mod 9 In ,Ckun 1'i e Control_

to derive gun orders for 3"/50 caliber grins, and
transmits these gun orders directly to the 3-inch
gun mounts, In STAR -SHELL 5"/54 mode, it
operates with Computer Mk 47 in Surface mode
to deriye 5"/54 caliber gun orders and fuze-

, getting orders for star-shell fire, and transmits
these orders directly to%e 5-inch gun mounts.

The primary function of computer Mk 116
is to produce gun orders for the 3"/50 caliber
battery. It contains a prediction and ballistic
section to determine target position at the end of
time of flight, and a deck tilt section to convert
and transmit gun orders in the proper doOrdinates.

CONVERTER MK 20

Convetter Mk 20,is used with Computer Mk
47 (when it's not supplied with Computer Mk
116) to convert 5"/54 caliber gun orders to gun
orders for 3"/50 caliber mounts, The converter
is installed in the plotting room adjacent to
Computer Mk 47, -All power and information
necessary to perform the conversion computa-
tions are receiVed from Computer Mk 47.There-
fore, Cdriverter Mk 20 will operate only when
Computer Mk 47 it on and transmitting gun orders.
Operation of the converter is automatic except
for setting in the value of initial velocity for
the 3V/50 caMer guns being controlled and
applying spots during' surface fire..

STAR-MELD COMPUTER MK I.

In systems not supplied with Computer Mk 116,
Star-Shell Computer Mk 1 it used to compute
star-shell gun ordeirs aVd fuze setting orders
for 5"/54 caliber gun mounts. It can be operated
in two 'modes; controlled fire or search: For
controlled fire Triode, employed whelk a specific
target is to be illuminated, Computer Mk 47..
must be operating. In search mode the star-shell
computer can be operated independently of
Computer_mk 47. , .

STABLE ELEMENT MK 16 ,

_ '_The primary function of Stable Element Mk
16 and associated equipment is basically the

114" -1
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Chapter 13 FIRE CONTROL INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUES

same asthat of Stable Eleinent Alk 6. That is,
to provide k stabilized reference plane inde-
pendent of sliip's movement. The Construction
and operation, however, are quite different.

The stable element contains the sensitive
element, gimbals, pendulums, pickoff coils, and
servo mechanisms that' maintain the gyro at a
true vertical and generate syjchro signal outputs
set level and crosslevel. These signals are used
ili Computer 47 deck, tilt corrector section to
compute position angle and true target bearing.

SAFETY .

The after main battery director of a cruiser
was training during a director check. The sight-
setter left his assigned station without
permission. Suddenly a scream was heard. The
sightsetter" was found with his body jammed
between the irregular projections of the director
and the director shield, a space of from 5 to
8 inches. The sightsetter died from extreme
multiple-injuries to his respiratory system.

This case demonstrates the always present
danger existing in the close confines around
mounts, turrets, directors, etc. on Navy ships.

During a practice ,run of a destroyer a member
of the gun crew of a 5-inch 38-caliber mount
was seated on the right .gun captain's platform.
The right gun was not to be tired. The man's
left leg was placed beneath the right gun slide.
At command, the mount elevated and the breech
of the right gun descended and crushed the
man's leg. It had to be amputated.

Thu should acquaint yourself thoroughly with
the safety regulations provided in OP 3347, and
with those regulations posted aboard ship, before
operating fire control equipment. You will be

ro

taught how to apply many of these preoauti
while yoU are learning to opetate fire control
instruments. The following list of general pre-:
cautions will assist you:

1. Always inspect all training and elevating
areas to make certainthat all persons are clear,
and that the areas are free of obstructionsbefore
operating directors, turrets, guns; or missile
launchers.'

2. Always use warning bells provided before
training or elevating gun mounts;. turrets, or
latinchkr during routine work and practices
(except during GQ).

3. Befoie leaving directors", turrets, guns, or
launchers always train andelevate them to their
securing positions; place all controls in the
inoperative position, and cleenergize all power
supplied to them.

4. Whenever possible, have the regular
operators posted a.ttlieir stations before operating
a director, turret, or a gun from a dummy
director.

5. Slew directors and guns only when it is
necessary during practices.

6. All_ telephone stations should be manned
when operating ,systems automatically or
remotely:

7. Notify all operators and persons concerned
before shifting a system to automatic control
from local control.

8. Never operate directors, turrets, or guns
in automatic without having the regular operators
posted at their stations.

Q. Do not hesitate to stop; any person from
operating fire control equipment if he may
cause a casualty to himself, the equipment, or
to any other person.
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CHAPTER 14 .

sMAiNTENANCE

Maintenance means everything you do to
"keep 'em firing". It means knowing your equip-. ment and keeping it in shape to do its job. In
this chapter we shall take up maintenance in
terms of the specific work that you will be ex-
pected to do with guns, mounts, and rocket launch-

, ers, Yousir job is to have every gun ready to
operate at all times and to keep,orzery weapon
in the fight during action.

In time of war preventive maintenance sa es
more than time and repairs. You probably re-
member the poem that tells how, for want of a
missing horseshoe. nail, battle was lost. The
horse's shoc_s should have been inspected, and the
missing nail replaced just a matter of preven-
tive maintenance. Of course, we don't use horse-
shoe nails alaciard modern warships, but you see
the analogy. Maintenapce cqn mean the differ-
ence between victory and defeat, both ashore and
afloat. If anything goes wrong with the fighting
equipment of a ship, it is out of action until
repairs can be made, and then it might be too
late. You have been around enough to know that
a ship's fighting equipment is very complicated,
with many parts dependent on other part's. A
great deal of money, and inventive ingenuity have
gone into that equipment. But if it is not in
working order when needed, it is worthless.

PREVENTIVE AND EMERGENCY
MAINTENANCE

There are two main classes of _maintenance
work. The most important, which accounts for
most of the maintenance work you do, is routine
maintenance. That includes regular lubrication,
record maintenance, and advance planning. The
purpose of routine maintenance is not so much
to repair troubles and malfunctions as they arise;
but to prevent them before they appear. Thiskind
of maintenance is therefore often called prevenn
tive maintenance. It is based on the well' -known
principle that an ounce of prevention in the form

of adequate routine maintenance is Woith a pound
of cure in the form of repair, replacement, and

"overhaul.
. Preventive madenance isnit-diat:0104.py ex-
° citing, There's no glamour in prili*un.

NBut taking a little trouble and time to do the
preentive routine maintenance now will save a lot
of trouble and time later by heading off break-
downs and time-consuming repair jobs.

In yOur preventive maintenance work you have
a job very much like that of a coach who is.
assigned to keeping a team of highly trained
athletes in top fighting form. For both men and
machines, it's daily attention to the details that is:important. for machines, ese details are things
like inspection, lubricat' n, and tightening and
adjusting of parts. To let any of those things
go means trouble, just as there's trouble for an
athlete who breaks training.
'N In addition to ethe daily or weekly maintenance

chores, machines need regular overhual. This
may be called corrective maintenance, to correct

.existing or potential deficiencies. You can see that
this is really alsd preventive maintenance, its
main object being the prevention of breakdowns. _

In spite of the best preventive maintenance,
sometimes your, equipment will malfunction or
break down altogether. Then it will need emer-
gency maintenance the urgent repair and Over- ,,
haul work required to get it into working order
in a hurry. Effective routine maintenance will
keep this kind of work to a minimum, but there
are timesIn battle, especially when you must
expect casualties and breakdowns, and must be
prepared to deal with them.

A Gunner's Mate's emergency-maintenance
job resembles a doctor's with the differencp. ,

that the Gunner's. Mate is expected to get his
"patient" back into action a lot faster. To do that,
the Gunner's Mate, like the doctor, must do
two things:.

.

1. Find out what the trouble is, and where)
it is. The doctor Calls this diagnosis;.we call it

474
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trouble-shooting. Sometimes the .casualty or mal-
function is obviou's; sometimes it!s hidden. You
locate and Identify it-first, and then:- ,

2. Fix.. it. This may,,mean anything from a
simple adjustment to a full-blown overhaul job,
involving disassembly, replacement, repair, re-
assembly, realignment, and.rdadjustment.

The more you know'about how your equip-
ment worts, the better you will beat- trouble-
shooting and repair. Experience is a great teach-
er,, but you Quilt wait until your, gun breaks down
in battle to find out how to repair it. Study of the
troubleshooting methods and repair techniques,
will give you the background of knowledge you need
to combine with practice to make you an efficient
repairman for your guns. .

'MAINTENANCE BY SHIP' FORCE,
TENDER, AND NAVY YARD

1,
Most of the maintenance work on armament

aboard ship is done by the strikers and Gunner's
Mates themselves as part of the. ship's -routine.
This is called ship'sforce maintenancei, -*

The ship's forbe,- lAwever, hasn't the facilities
or the skill to perform certain -less frequent but
equally necessary maintenance operations. Ex-
amples, of this type of operation are repair of
gunsight boresight telescopes, and calibration .
of pressure. gages. Work of this kind is done
aboard repair ships and tenders which have the.-
equipment and skilled personnel (Optidalmenand
Instrumentmen, for instance) that are required
for this type repair work. -

Lastly, thereare some jobs, like majorovef-
..haul of hydraulic systems, or repair or replace-
ment of roller paths' in heavy AA mounts, that
are customarily done in naval shipyards. Such
work may be done by yard workers, by the 4jiip's
force, . or ..by both. Maintenance work done,-in-
Yards .

ratheethan afloat is termed Nairy. Yard- .
maintenance.

Routine overhauls are scheduled far'aheadof
time at a specified Navy Yard for each ship. Th
get th:post out of the overhaul work, records of . Purpose and Use
mishaps, signs of defects, or poor opiration of -

gunnery equipment must be kept so thakeach of The Navy uses Maintenance Requirement

the items can be taken care of during the overhauY. Cards (Mlie) in the Planned Maintenance Sub-

, .

Made aboard these ships when possible, though
some may be accomplished by ship's force but
supervised aid verified by the Naval Ordnance
SySterns Support Offices (NOSS0) .(PAC4LANT).
Ordlats requiring special team efforts 'will be
accomplished under the direction, of NOSSO and
supported, as required, by the Tn-Service En-

- gineering Agent and/or ,contractor representa-
tives. Ordalts 'usually state by whom the work
is to be done. Changes of a minor natufe are
authorized by NAVORD Instructidns (NAVOBD:-

INST). -
The ,upkeep period iS time assigned to a ship,

r

while moored or anchored, when the ship's force
and other forces -afloat can 'work to perform up.:
keep duties without interruptions..

Special assistance in maintenance, especially'
for new equfpment, may obtainedfrom contract
service engineers who are specifically trained for
specific equipment, or from mobile ordnance
service units which consist of military; personnel

have been trained to handle certain equip-
me t and can be assigned to instruct others In its
use and care.

GENERAL MAINTENANiC- .

,,Back home, you inay have keL your did
jalopy ;rtinning by puttering with it in all your
spare time, and learning from your mistakes.
you have seen enoughsf gun mounts and turrets.
with their complex and powerful but sensitive
machinery to know that rpoperd weapons reqnire
special skill to maintain. Mistakes are fa)* too
costly (in men and money) to take a chance. You -
can't just_turh loose an eager beaver with a screw-. - ,

driver and Wave it to his ingenuity to 'do a
maintenance job.

Soke: maintenance jobs must be done more
6ften than others. For example, on .you 5"/n
moiltityv check the differential piston every daf
to be sure there is enough fluid in the counter=
recoil "system, but ypu bleed and refill the
counterrecoil system once a month.

'

Recbrds of all work done by the ship's force "InRst
also be kept: Keeping the records is part of your
job; the weapons dffiter must have this informa-
tion to plan the overhaul work.

Work by tenders and repair ships also is
scheduled, so it must be planned for ahead of
time. Authorized Alterations (Ordalts) are- also

syderii to :make sure that routine maintenance
jobS,,are done at the required regular interva,ls
(we,pklY; daily, monthly, etc.) and that no steps
aret.(orgotten.-

u will obtain the MRCs from the Gunner's
Mate under whom you work. You will use the MRCs
aria guide when actually doing the work. These

, '
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MRCs Specify all the routine maintenance jobs that
are required for a given mount or turret, leaving
as little as possible to the Imagination. Tile
individual maintenance items for tasks are classi-
fied by frequedcy hoW often they are tb be done.

Daily maintenance is concerned mostly with
lubrication, inspection, and checking. Oh a .5-
inch mount this Would begin with the gun itself,
and work down through the ?timit......ner,elevatingand
training gear, hoist, and hand ing rooms. To do
the lubricating, "you must have the lubrication
chart, (there may be. several) for that piece of

,equipment. A sample lubricAtion chart is
in figure 14-1.

In the weekly; Monthly, quarterly, 'lemiannual,
and annual routines, there is usually more work
involved in each item bleeding'and refilling the
counterrecoil Mechanism, flushing and relubri-
cating as required, cleaning filters, etc.,

The pre-firing check is scheduled to take
place before the battery goes into action, sp,that
all mounts will be fully checked and prepared for
firing. In wartime, when the guns must be kept
always ready to engage the enemy, the before
firing routine is merged with the daily routine.

Finally, there is the post-firing routine, which
takes place at the end of every day of firing:
and correspOnds more or less to the simijar
routine that you learned about in connection
with Small arms,

Iii practice, 01.1'11 find that the maintenance
jobs are cumulative that is, when you do the
monthly items, for example, you will, do the
weekly and daily items; quarterly items automa-
tically include the' daily, weekly, and monthly

INSPECTION AND TESTING
EQUIPMENT

You have already learned'a good deal abotit
hispectien and testing ordnance material in ear-
lie chapters of this manual inspecting smoke-
less 'powder and other ammunition, sprinkler
systems, small arms, etc. Inspection and test-
ing are inseparable froam'aintenance. The higher
you rise lin your Tilting, tlie more. responsi-
bility you will have for Inspection and testing.
There are the operatio4a1 tests, in which you
put the, equipment throligYits paces to be sure it
has been put together right and is in working order.
Other tests require speciAl testing e4uipment, and
you shmild be able to use nonelectrical testing
equipment such as bqre erosion gages and bore- "
sighting 'equipment, as well as electrical testing
equipment (meggers, test lamps, etc.).

Tools and Their Uses,/lAVEDTRA 10085-B,
covers various measuring tools and gages used
by Gunner's Mates G. In other chapters of this
manual you have read about, more specialied
tools, such as.:,th. e head-gpdce gage, pressure
gages (air and hydraulic), boresighting and tram-
ming equipment.,Row much testing you will do with
this special equipment depends mostly on the
individual situation; your chief may be doing most

- of,it.
Record keeping --always goes along with in

spection and testinYou remember that you must
reco17:1--your daily inspection of the ammuni-
tion magazines.

, Maintenance of the recoil and counterrecoil
systems usually Is done .by. your chief, but
you should be able to read the air pressure as
shown on an air pressure gage. (See pasic
Machines,NAVEDTRA10624-A, if you need a -re-
view on pressure gages).

Checking of lost motion in gun sights will
be done in connection with -boresighting, with a
leading Gunner's Mate in charge of the crewmen
at the different stations.. Each man at his station

.sets the croSshairs of his sight as directed. When
you are ready to learn more about the how's
and why's of this operation, you can read about
it in the more 'advanced texts.

s.

LUBRICATION 411.-

If you grew up in a pity, perhaps the only con-
nection you had with lubricittioh was taking the
family car to the garage or the gas station for.,
greasing. and oil change. But is you grew up on
a farm or had wear that you had to keep in run'
ning condition yourself, you are well aware of thef
need for regular lubrication of all moving metal'
parts. If your car ever burned. out,a bearing;
you've had a lesson that you are likely to rememi
ber. And since you have been in the Navy, youtvi
hearth a great deal about 'the importance q.
lubrication. We won't let you forget it.

LUBRICANTS
.

Lubricants are of two general classesoils
and greases. Oils are fluids; greases are semi- ".
solids, at ordinary temperatures. Both have sev-
eral qualities that determine their suitability for
a particular lubrication job. One of the most im-
portant_is v1 cosity.

Viscosity "is the measure of the internal fric-
tion, or resistance to flow, of a liquid or semi-
solid. It varies with the, temperature' as well as

(
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TARGET
SYMBOLS

AT ASS EMBLY

4 RESPONSE GEAR ADJUSTING COUPLING
(COAT WORM TEETH) '
WEEKLY OR. 30 HOURS OPER-

' AT1ON (miN1MUm)

SHIFTING LER

2 HANDWHEEL HOUSING
'(CHECK LEVEL AND REPLENISH)

3 H,-.1NDWHE DLES
r.

5, INBOARD.0 ASSEMBLY
(I FILL Pl. d, 1 DRklN PLUG)
t

6 TRAIN ORDER AND RESPONSE HOUSING
(3 FITTI68S, I LEVEL PLUG) ,

8 TRAIN 0,2ER GEAR IQUSING
( lyliTTI b-,3 LEVEL PLUGS )

4

9 ',ITEM IATIE RESPONSE GEAR HOUSING
( IF1TriNGVLEVEL PLUG)

..

IQ TRAIN INPIWRONT HOUSING
(FILL tHRU COVER, 1 LEVEL PLUG)

1,
gg

I Ii TRAIN REAR HOUSING
( FILL THR OVER, I LEVEL PLUG)

12 WORM AND WORMWHEEL HOUSING
(2 FIIIPLUGS, 2, DRAIN PLUGS)

MONTHLY OR 120 HOURS OPER-
,

' TION (MINIMUM)
7 PILLOA ErtOCK ASSEMBLY

V.%

-

,

Figure 14-1. LubrVation

- 0

GENERA!: LUBRICATION INSTRUCTIONS -
REFER TO O.D. 3000

APPLIOATION- EXERCISE PARTS WHILE
LUBRICATING

REPORTS.- SHIPS EXPERIENCING ANY DIFFI-
CULTY WITH OPERATION OF THE EQUIP-
MENT DUE TO LUBRICATIONIN ACCORD-
ANCE WITH THIS CHART SHOULD SUBMIT A
DETAILED REPORT TO THE BUREAU OF ORD-
NANCE WITH COPY TO THE NAVAL GUN
FACTORY. "

CHECK-OFF LISTS.; REDUCED SIZE PHOTO-
PRINT 'COPIES OF THESE.CHARTS MAY BE
OBTAINED FROM THE NAVAL GUN FACTORY
FOR USE AS PERIODIC CHECK-OFF LISTS.

REFERENCE CHARTS. -
FOR LUBRICATION OF PLAN ABOVE AND
PLAN BELOW SHELF PLATE SEE DR. NO.'
509299.
FOR LUBRICATION OF RIGHT SIDE ABOVE

SHELF PLATE SEE DRI NO. 509301.
e

.
A INDICATES WORM bEAR LUBRICANT

( 0.S. 14 00)

0 INDICATES LIGHT MINERAL OIL (NAVY
SYMBOL 3050 OR 2135)*

.
.

0 INDICATES BEARING GREASE
(14-010 (ORD))

ELUBRICANTS ARE SHOWN IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE

61N.TRAINING GEAR MK.3 MOD.1
(47 CAL DOUBLE PURPOSE TWIN)

LEFT-SIDE ABOVE SHELF PL4T.E '
(LOOKING OUTBOARD)

LUBRICATION CHART
1509300

C

SYMBOL
SPECIFICATIONS

4

fo

84.278
chart, showing lubricatiot symbols, schedules of lubrication, and other

instructions.
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with the nature of the subAanc.e. Petroleum jelly
(yaseline) can hardly Le 1-aid to flow,4troom tech-
Aratere, but it can be melted to a` rather thin
liquid. On the other hand, many kinds of oil flow
readily at ordinary temperatures, but become
much thicker when they're cold.

Viscosity is expressed in terms of S.S.U.
UNITS. (S.S.U. means "Seconds, Saybolt Univer-
sal" and represents the number' of seconds it
takes a! given quantity of the lubricant at a spec-
ified temperature to pa. s through the 8aybolt
Universal Viscosimeter or 'iscometer). The
higher the S.S.U. number of a lubricant at a
given temperature,. the more viscous the-liquid.
The Navy uses the S.S.U. measurement, rather
that the S.A.E. (Society of Automotive Engineers)
Grades used to designate lubricants in the auto-
motive industry.

The viscosity index (V.I.) is .an indication of
the variation of viscosity of the lubricant with
variation in temperature: The higher the index,
the less the viscosity vaki QS With the temperature;
thus a high index is a desirable quality. You
want a lubricant that won't solidify and gum up in
cold weather, nor liquify and leak away in'hot
weather. -

Viscosity index can be improved up to a point
by putting chemical additives int, the oil. (Addi-
tives are put in by the manufacturer. Don'ttry
to brew up your own special oil by adding anything
to it).

The flash pant of a lubricant is the tempera-
ture at which it gives off flammable vapors. The
?ire point (always higher than the flash. point).
is the temperature at which it will take fire if
ignited. The pour point (of an oil) is the lowest
temperature at which it will pour or flow.

Oiliness is the characteristic of an oil which
prevents Scuffing and wear. You might think this
depended on viscosity, but a compliCated relation-
shill, of many factors is involved. Certain sub-
stances have been found which increase the oili-
ness of a lubricant.

'Chemical stability concerns ff lubricant's
ability to "take it". Certain oils and greases tend-
to'deteriorate under influence of high tempera-
tures, exposure to ail of water, or 4ntioduction
of impurities. A lubricant frith good chemical
stability will resist such deterioration. You can
,often detect deterioration by change in color,
fOrrnation of vanish or gum deposits, or consist-
ency (of grease), haidening (of grease), or by
other telltale signs. Change, in viscosity can be
more accurately measured by viscometer, but
serious-change is for the expert to detect.

. .
These signs of l_e_1 t lltUlAti011 uitau that the hibri
eating and cox tosiou-bi qualities
substances are d, nil it uF eful to
know the signs of LILA% itiuti .14 inis And gi eaSes
well enough to le, il.t ti1t , aiipear,

Lpricant pi t'SCI tt t

all protect metal og .1
certain extent. (
the pain function of .; .

sionk.resisting
lic fluids can be 1P1,.1
called inhibitors, In I !It i .

to the substance by int;
livery to the Navy.

t :Mite flUlt145,
t lt:..t.St to a

ic 1,1 )11 Is 1/4:ourse,
The COrt
autth)drau-

, i,, iwng chemicals.
d, added

yt 161 ,

-4- Other qual itit Jr 21., t I ,,f- lubricants
are: dropping point, :atoll, neutralization
timber, work faCtoi, ity change, and .ini-
line. point. Chemists in 'cation work need to
understand the meaning u ut ttillif; we list them
only to impress you with the fact that just any
oil will NOT do.

Functions of Lubrit ants

Now that we hu,t sqine of the quali-
ties Of lubricants, y ,JU t,t. 111. w they apply
to the jobs that him feint lisiAt t.. Lfo. Lubricants
are used for three purposes to reduce friction,
to prevent wear, and as a proteeti.vi cover against
corrosion.

As a protective cos e r against wear and rear,
the use is equally obvious when you consider the
matter friction. Lubricants, form ,a.layr or film
between the metal surfaces., wineli actually keeps-
the metals from touching. 'l her moving parts
"ride" on the lubricant. In the instance of two
metals surfaces sliding across each other where
space cannot be r.ovide.: for ball bearings, the
.lubricants themselves serve zts. "liquid
bearings "., In all mechanical devices, lubrication
is necessary to Lountei..Lt fl lawn as much as
possibld. Only the, p.ret,encre_ of u thin film of
lubricant to salt-rate ntt,il sulfacts keeps mo-
dern machinery going. If thn film disappears,
you have hot-boxes, imipietl-out and frozen bear-
ings, scoredeylintiti pael.ings, and
a hoist of other ti,a,!at t,tt ,k if t of timin
being excessiva. wc,ti . .11 ... ti 4 , t tt,)athh:s ale
the result of (hi eet I itt 1.4i to- ,natal (. Wad( t. with-
out adequate lubliLailL. 1.,,bitLunts do not move
naval guns and equiplati,t but tki.y keep then'
movable.
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... Types and Properties of Lubricants ... .

. , ', :-

Lubricants-tor naval ordnance systems are se-
.-, elected on the baSis of necessary or desired char-

. . . acteristics including:
T

.

,

... .

1. 1Viaximorn reductiOn of friction ,between
bea,ring' surfaces: -i2. Corrosion inhibiting properties. .

3. StaAlitylover a .wide temperature range.
4. Ability tb vtqthstand high pressures.
5. Low volatili4f, at operating,iemperatures.
6. ,Resistance td oxidation; t)
7. Resistance to emulsification
8. Resistance to environmentalAontaminafion

by th partiCular applications]
14'tAlr'''' ,,,,

Because proper lubrication is anabsolute nec-
essity, selecting high quality lubrOants,. those.,
having the right viscbsitya.nd othet properties
for ach job, is of vital-importance; For many
app ations liquid lubricants such 0. petroleum
or ynthetic oils are suitable,_parti4larly if the
lubricant can be retained; as in aiif:oil bath or
gear box, or in a forced feed syste! . In condi-
tions where oil' cannot readily be x etained or
additional protection against' corro4 is needed,
greases are used. In applications wheir the opera-
ting temperature is too high for 1? tisfactory
lubrication by oils or.greases, grail e, molyb-
denum disulfide, or bonded dry fil ade from°
these materials may be used. t

Special lubricants which are requ for spe-
cific naval 'ordnance operational uirements
must be approved before they are u, on naval
ordnance equipment. Specification0 and -stock
numbers for special lubricants, app ved lubri-
cants, and oils . are listed on tabl 4 in Lubri-i
cation of Ordnance Equipment, OD 00 (latest
revision).

Specifications

When the Navy buys oils ands ubricating
greases, they must specify what th want. To
make sure that the supplier knows- actly what
is wanted, a detailed description Of e items to
be purchased is forwarded to the su lier in the
form of specifications or specs. The specs are
printed by the Department of DefenS and relate
standardized specifications which.; ndentify by
name, numbers, and letters lubrican%preserva-
tives, hydraulic fluids and many `;'other , items
used in operation and maintenance: of ordnance
equipment. An example of an item may have
used in MIL-C-372, cleaning comp?und, solvent,

for the bore. of shall arms and automatic aif-
craft weapons. Most materials used for military'
eqUipment by the various armed services are
now purchased under federal or military speci-
fications. .

MILITARY SYMBOL OILS

Military symbol(MS) oils are ps.lroleurri-base
oils covered by certain military Specifications.
They contain no corrosion inhibitors Some of
these oils ,are used in ordnance systems for oil
bath,. oil can, or forced-feed lubrication where,
the equipment is enclosed or otherwise protected
from a corrosive environment. The symbol used tr
designate these oils is a four digit number in
which the first digit indicates the series or type
and the last three digits indicate the approximate
saybolt viscosity.

The following illustrates how to ti anslate t
symbol system of oil MS 3050.

MS ',3050 indicates a general purpose oil
(series 3) having a viscosity of apprWmately 050
at 210° F.

Viscdsities are measured at 130°. F for all
series 2, series 8, and series 9 oils. All other
series are measured at 210° F.

The following series of MS oils are approved
for use in naval ordnance equipment:

Series Type

1. Lubricating Oil, Aircraft Engine
2. Lubricating Oil, General. Purposes
3. Lubricating Oil, Cylinder, Mineral

GREASES

Lubricating greases are a mixture of soaps
commonly,. calefum soap or sodium soap and
lubricating oils.' The oil may he a mineral oil
(petroleum bate) or a synthetic oii.

The purpose of the soap is to make the oil
"stay put" at the _2 oint of application. The soap
traps the oil withih its mass, but the actual
lubrication is done largely by the oil in the grease.
The _heat of friction "squeezes'" the sponge,
melting the ,grease, and releasing the oil to
perform the lubrication.

Greases are classified according to the kind
of soap used in malting 'them. Each kind'of soap
has specific properties:

Calcium (lime) soap grease 'will nOt absorb
moisture or emulsify (separate into its original
ingredients). Consequently, it is specified for
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general ,lubricating purposes where bearings are
exposed. ,However, calcium-soap grease has a low
melting point, anol is not suitable for hot-running
bearings.

Sodiuin-soap. grease ,emulsifies in the pre-
sence of moisture but has a.- higher melting point.
It should be protected from moisture. It is used
fol. ball and roller bearings.

Other .kinds of soap baSes used in greases
are aluminum soap and lithiurri soap, with others
added to the list as found by experimentation and
tests at laboratories. ,

Graphite grease, as the name implies, contains
graphite. The graphite acts as a mild abrasive to
smooth roughened wearing surfaces; as a filler
to smooth' over any pits in the surfaces, and as a
friction reducer. However,because of its abrasive
action, graphite grease should not be used in bear-
ings that are in first-class condition except
under high temperatures at which ordinary
greases would be destroyed. Technically,, since
graphite grease contains no soap, it is classed
as a lubricant oil, but it looks and is applied,
like other grease. Molybdenum disulphide, Spec.
MIL-M-7866, can be used instead of the graphite
grease.

Gear lubricants are a mixture of high-
viscosity oils and just enough sodium soapo eause
"jellying". 6-ear ,lubrIcan..3 are" 'hatable fmr
high gear-tooth preSStrr-e- and moderate speeds
where the design of the case is such that ordinary
oil cannot be retained.

As with oils, the viscosity of greases varies
with temperature. If temperature changes make
it necessary to change oil, check your lubrication
chart to find out whether you have to change the
grease too.

ALTERNATES AND SUBSTITUTE'S

If the lubricant prescribed in the OP for a
piece of equipment is not available, you may find
it necessary to use either an alternate 01. a sub-
stitute lubricant.

A substitute lubricant is one that will fill the
need for a limited time, but does not have all the
essential properties of the prescribecilubricant.
As- soon as the prescribed lubricalit becomes
available,. allof the substitute must be rernovel
from the equipment, which must then be completely
relubricated with the prescribed material.

An alternate lubricant is one whose character-
istics closely resemble those of the prescribed
lubricant so" that its removal is not necessary
when the prescribed material is available.

I ,

e

Alternates and substitutes for prescribed lub-
ricants (as well as for cleaning mater ials, hydrau-
lic oils, and preservatives) are listed in OD 3000,
lubrication of Ordnance Equipment.

If none of the-listed lubricants is available
and you must choose a substitute, keep in mind
that the substitute should be as neai AS possible
to the specified lubricant in lubricating and rust-
preventive qualities, viscosity, and ability to with-
stand the temperature ranges of the equipment.

In.brief, whet.; the prescribed stuff is notto be
had use an alternate if you can, substitute if you
must.

Breechblock Lubricant

Lubricant MIL-L-16785 is a specified mixture
of Castor 911, spec JJ-C-86, and MS 21.35 oil used
to prevent galling of the bearing surfaces of
either sliding or interrupted-Screw type breech-
blocks. The lubricant is applied by brushing or
swabbing, after which the excess is removed.
During continuous firing operations, the lubricant
should be applied frequently.

LUBRICATION INSTRUCTIONS. .. -
AND CHARTS .

:;'

Imbrication instructions are issued, for all
naval ordnance equipment requiring lubrication.
Such instructions may be issued as lubrication
charts, maintenance requirement cards, instruc-
tions, ordnance publications, or combinations of
these. It is the policy of the Naval Ordnance
Systems Command, whenever practicable, to pre-
pare lubrication clyirts with complete lubrication
instructions for all equipment. These charts are
prepared on drawing' forms with drawing numbers
dssigned, (fig. 14-1).

Lubrication charts generally indicate the ap-
proved lubricants and related materials, points
and required frequency of application, and the
'target symbol of the specific lubricant and re-
lated material. The charts also contain addition-
al information' relating to lubrication, draining,
filling, cleaning, and other maintenance functions.

L U BgICATING TARGE:r SYMBOL

Lubrica to to be used are identified by-target,
symbols' at ea8h,,point reiiiiiring lubrication , (fig.,-
14-1). These symbols signify the type of oil or
grtease to be used OD 3000 (latest revision)
identifies the 'symbols and reflects the current
changes of each symbol. The target symbuls shown
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on figure 14 -1 are numbered and indicated diffe,
ent points to be lubricated. The numbers refer-
ence the nameg of the parts and how-many places
on each part require lubrication.

On many old ordnance lubrication charts the
lubricants. listed are identified by superseded,
cancelled, or replaced specifications, such as_
14G10 (ORD) shown on figure 14-1. As stated
earlier, all lubricants are now under military
specifications and carry a MIL number. To cross
reference these numbers, refer to the target
symbols -shown in OD 3000, make sure thht you
have the latest OD. For example, the bearing
grease indicated in figure 14-1 by the superseded
numbers 14G10 (ORD), also is indicated in OD
3000 by the intervening number MIL=G-16908
(BUORD), and now carries the current specifi-
cation MIL-G-7711.

LUBRICATING TOOLS

. Some lubricants are applied by smearing them
on the surfaces to be lubricated, but you'll most
often use a tool (grease gun, oiler, or grease
pump) especially, designed to put lubricant
the equipment through a lubrication fitting.

Grease Guns

into

'Grease is applied by a grease gun or pump
-thriingh a nozzle that is designed to match the
fitting. .

Although ordnance plants and repair shops
have electrically or pneumatically powered equip-
ment, you probably will have, to depend on your
own right arm for power to operate lubricating
equipment. In this section we shall therefore

take up only the hand- powered lubricating' equip-
In you are likely to ago.

There are various types of grease guns in
-use in the fleef. One type uses a Rreage loaded
cartridge refill that can be inserted in the grease
gun by removing the eap. This type gun is quick
and simple to load without a mess. However,
they are a bit more expensive to refill than the
other types. Another style being used is loaded
by removing a cap. that comes off with the handle
andStem, and filling the body with grease, using
a paddle or spatula. As you might expect,, this
method of loading can be messy, and it also
exposes the lubricant to dirt and moisture. A
faster and cleaner kind of gun {fig. 14-2A)
is loaded by removing the cap nut from the end

--of the hollow handle and forcing grease in

VI

through the handle with a 'hand gun loader (fig.
1:1-3A), or a bucket-type lubricant pump' (fig.
14-313). f

The hand gun -loader is, a 25-pound container
equipped .with a hand-operated pump and fitting
that mates with the opening in the handle of the
grease gun. The bucketrtype lubricant pump
makes use of a loader adapter and loader valve
when it id, used for loading a grease gun. One
pound of lubricant is delivered with every seven
full strokes of the pump. The loader will deliver
lubricant, only when The gun is placed on the
loader valve. You can see hovi,much legs messy
the loader is than the paddle, and how it pro-
tects the lubricant against contamination. Be-
sides you don't have to run back to the store-

.room to refill your gun. .

Different nozzles can be attached to the grease
guns'' for different types of fittings. The lubri-
cant pump also has various couplers andadlpters
that attach, to The hose, so that the pump can be
used on different fittings.

,Grease guns can be used for oil, if the pchnt to
be lubricated has the proper fitting, or an oil
gun (fig. 14-2E) may be used.

A lever -type grease gun (fig. 14-2t and D)
is being introduced; it giVes more positive lubri-
cation than the t erk grease gun.

When you need tdf apply large quantities of-
.

grease as, for example, in a 3"/50 roller path
a grease gun is too small. The bucket -type hand-
operated lubricant pump (figs 14 -3B) holds the

' same arnonnt of grease .as me hand gun loaner;
and is fitted with a pump operated with a lever. ,
It has a 10,-foot hose with a hydraulic T-handle
adapter and a sp°Adapter for workiiig in cramped
spacese" With this pump yoU can build up a
lubricant pressure of. 3,500 psi, and deliver a,
pound of 1Ubricantevery 20 full: strokes.

The hand-operated lubricant pump can handle
any type of lubricant generally recfuired on naval
ordnance equipment except greases of calcium-,
*soap type. \ -

If you can arrange it, use several grease
guns one for each type of lubricant you will
need. Then you can save time by taking care` of
all the fittings requiring a specific type of
cant before going on to apply the next type. For
example., if you're working a a 5"/54 mount,take
care of all- the fittings around the tun house,
that require MIL-G-7m beforg Working on those
that take MIL-L-18486. After you've finished
with the gun, rammer, hoist upper end, andso gn,
repeat the sequence of application down. in the
handling room.

4$1
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HYDRAULIC; COUPLING. '

I

9.

A GREASE GUN' WITH COUPLING FOR HYDRAUCS
(ZERK) FITTING

a. PUSH-TYPE :HAND 'GUN

CAP NUT

9

LEVER - OPERATED GREASE GOP./ I
-1 .

1

i

U1041 AND OIL GUN
WITH NOZZLES

ONE -HAND LEVER GUN
WITHkHYDRAULIC COUPLER

Figtire 14.4. Hand:-operated grease" guns.
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Ai

a

9 .

HAND GUN LOADER 4

1D-FT HOSE WITH
HYDRAULIC COUPLER

BUCKET TYPELUBRICANT PUMP
0
o '

83.121
I iguxe .H.1,ndaoperated grease. pumps. A. Hand gun roader. B. Bucket-type lubricant pump.

If the number of grease guns on the mount is
kt may be worthwhile to pool the grease

guns (rum sodcial mountsIf en that is im-.
possible and you are obliged to use one gun for
more than one lubricant, be sure the gun is as
enip.ty as you onn make it before adding a differ-
ent lubricant. Mixing lubiii;ants is not good pfac-tice., , -

FITTINGS

ocjeape fittings are of several types hydrau-
tre (unofficially called the Zerk fitting, after its
inuentor), button-head, pin-type, and flush (fig.
14-4).

I he hydraulic fitting protrudes from the sur-
face into which it is screwed, and has a specially
shaped rounded end that the mating nozzle can
grip. A spr log-loaded ball acts as a check valve.
The nozzle will not slip off then fitting during
lubrication, but can be,easily disengaged by a

quick forward-backward movement: Push -type
(Zerk) hydraulic fittings are being replaced by
commercial button-head and pin-type fittings
which proyide more positive connection with the
grease gun. Figure 14-4, part A, shows a cross-
section view of a straight hydraulic fitting, and
part C shows hydraulic fittings made for differ -.
ent angles. They are made to fit most any
angle with diffetent theaAs and body ,lengtlis.

The' oil cup with ball valve (fig. 14-4F) is
the most popular type tor oil fittings.

When using a gun equipped with nozzle for
hydraulic-type fittings (fig. 14-2A, C), just place
the nozzle on the fitting and push forward on
the handle. This slips the nozzle onto the fitting
and at the same time builds up hydraulic pressure
in the gun, forcing the grease out of the nozzle,.
Then 'relax the presstrre. A spring forces the,
handle back, ready for the next stroke. Three
strokes are, usually enough. Only one hand is
needed to work this type gun. The grip acti n of
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^STRAIGHT
HYDRAULIC

FLUSH TYPE
WITH FLUSH TYPE GREASE

GUN NOZZLE INSERTED

HYDRAULIC FITTINGS
FOR DIFFERENT ANGLES

E

PIN-HEAD TYPE'

BUTTON-HEAD
TYPE

OIL CUP
(BALL VALVE)

1, First, consult the lubrication ,chart and lo-
cate the fitting.'

2. Clean the fitting carefully with a lintless
cloth:

3. Apply the correct amount of the specified
lubricant. (Be careful of the amount-you apply
too much will cause excessive .heat in the bearing
and strain the grease retainers, while too little
is on a part with too late). ,

4. Wipe all excess grease from around the
fitting.

5. Check off the fitting on your chart. A
fitting must not be missed just because it is
battered or frozen. A battered- fitting must be
replaced. A "frozen" fitting probably means
that the oil holes throughout the bearing are
clogged. Thi;,,means tearing down the bearing and
cleaning all parts carefUlly. Grease that fitting
even if it requires an hour of extra work:

Plastic protective 'caps Often are provided for
use on hydraulic fittings to prevent the entrance
of dirt or water, and toprotect the fittings &tr.:,
ing -ice removal, painting, and similar operations.
The ctps also prevent the greaseS from hardening
in the fitting during the long periods of stowage.-

N

AUTHORIZED CLEANING AND
PRESERVING MATERIALS

84.122
Figure 14-4.7-tubricationifittings.

As a, Gunner's Mate G,most of your cleaning
/ and preserving work will bedone on metal sur-

faces, principally steel.'The pieser,vatiyes must
protect the metal against rust and corrosion;
the cleaning materials must Olean the surface
before the preservative is applied.

.. Rust is caused by the slow burning (oxidation)
the nozzle coupler holds the nozzle firmly to the or iron. When iron or steel rusts, it combines

, fitting until pulled free. The Zerk grease gun slowly with the oxygen in the air. .
can be used with the button:head fitting by adding Technically, corrosion is not exactly the same
an adapter. , 4. as rust, since its meaning includes metal being

The fldsh fitting (fig. 14-4B) is flush-with eaten away be acid, or by the action, of salt
(or below) the surface into Which it is set, So water,- or- other substances. Rust and corrosion
that it will not foul moving parts. It is used are dangerous and destructiye saboteurs that
also where there is not sufficient clearance to . attack unguarded -metal at the Slightest oppor-

tunity. , .

The way to protect metalfrom rust and,corro-
. sion is to protect it from' the air. Paint is a

good 'protective, but many metal surface/3, such as
moving parts, cannot be painted.

pumping lubricant since the nozzle has no grip The lubriodnts used on moving parts serves as

install protrudingi'fittings.. The' flush fitting also
has a ball-type check valve. When using a gun
equipped for flush-type fittings, you must exert
a steady pressure against the grease-gm nozzle
to keep it in, contact with the flush fitting while

rust 'preventives to some extent, but, often this,on the fitting. Otherwise, the method of use is , '
much the same as with hydraulic fittings. protection is, not enough. These are temporary

-
,.. preservatives for protecting metal from water and

As with other routine jobs, it helps to hate a weather. Light oils and greases' are applied to
standard operating procedure that you can habi- - exposed gun parts and mounts as temporary tiro-
wally follow. Here's tint. that will be helpful: tectioh against corrot19n. Bright
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as a gun breech, should hate such protection.
Slushing oils, available in several grades, are
provided for this purpose., AU old oil and dirt

_should be cleaned from the part and the surface
thoroughly dried before new oil is applied.

Some lubricants (for example, preservative
lubricating oil for use in gmall arms and light
machine guns) have preservative additives (rust
inhibitors) and can serve for .short -term
preservation, but NO preservative is ,intended
for use as a lubricant.

When lubrication is not desired, there are
special' preservatives (permanent type) which
may be brushed or sprayed on the surface
to be 'protected, or in which the small parts of
a mechanism may be flipped. After treatment, the,
preserved mechanism can be stored for a long
period. (The lerigtfi of time depends on the
characteristics of the preservative, the kind,
of storage, etc.).

- A rust preventive-that Can be used either to
protect exterior 'surfaces or (as when pumped
through a hydraulic system) for prleserving in-
terior, surfaces, tubes, etc., is the thin-film polar -.
type compound, ich is available in sereral
grades. Hard-fi compound, Also in several
grades, is for eial exterior surfices only.

Rust preventives are NOT lubricants and
should not be used instead of lubricants. 13efore
treating metal surfaces with rust preventives,
BE SURE TO REMOVE ALL TRACES OF RUST

, AND CORROSION, AND ALL OF THE OLD
LUBRICANT.- .

BE SURE rip REMOVE ALL OF TUE RUST
PREVENTIVE before adding lubricant to ordnande
equipment that been stored with rustrpreven-
tive compouhd coating. OP 1208 (latest revisioh),
Instruction for Inactivation, Preservation, Main-'
tenance, and Activation of 'Ordnance in Vessels
in an, Inactive Status, gives *step-by-step in-

- structions for removing preservatived from guns
and other ordnaiice equipment.

OD 2000 contains a, chart of all cleaning Ind
f:> preserving materials' authorized for use on

ordnance materials. This OD, contains charts that
give the specification numbery,,,characferistics*,
applications, standard Navy stock number and
container size, and substitute$, while the text
elaborates on the use of each item. Some of the_
materials will be described briefly.'

Soap. and ,water are one answer to the problem ,
of removing all dirt and traces of old oil or
grease from metal surfaces., to be treated with
rust' preventives, paint, or other preservative.
Wash away all .soap, then, see that'the surfaces
are DRY, and finally, apply rust preventives

(or paint). without delay. It's som etimes hard to
get at pockets or cavities in whichivaer collects;
be sure they are not neglected..

Dry-cleaning solvent (Varsol or Stoddard
. Solvent) is useful for cleaning away old grease,
_oil, and rust preventivesN. However, its hard on
rubber (use soap and wafer on that) and It intitst
not. get on optical lenses. +Because of its, iri 1-
tating, flammable fumes, it should be used onl3

' where there, iS plenty of ventilation and ,where
there are fire extinguishers handy. Diesel fuel or
kerosene can also be used for the same purposes
as dry-cleaning solvent.

Ehtyl alcohol is a good cleaning agent for op-
. tical parts. z

Rifle-bore cletinei , we have discussed in
connection with small arms, is also useful fol re-
moving poWder fouling in large weapons.

It's extreMely..important to clean off ever3,
' trace of corrosion before applying preservative or

paint. Once it has started, corrosion can con-
; Untie even under a coat of paint or preservative.

',Light traces of rust can be removed with a
polishing cloth, oily or thy.

Iron -rust can be dissolved but the materialS
u§ed also attack the metal, so rust solvents int.ty;
not be used without the specific authorization of,
thee responsible ordnince offiCer. If jt is neces-
sary to use a rust solvent, take particular cat& to
remove every trace of the soltent after ichad re-
moved the rust. Otherwise' the itself
may act as a corrosive beneath a rust-pr venting
coat. The. correct method for using, these rust
solvents (Metal Conditioner, MIL-M-1.0578, Type.
I, for unplated barrels; Type III for plated barrels)
is given inOP 1208.

When using abrasives to remove rust, beta re-
ful to select the proper ,,type' (see OD 3090) and
use it sparingly. '

NEVER use abrasives Without, permissipn
from the proper authority., Only experienced
personnel may use abrasives or wire-brushing.
Carelessly used abrasives can do more damage
than rust. A few strokes of even a fine abrasive
would destroy' the accuracy of many close-itting,
paits which are machined to close toleral-
did would lead to costly replaCenients.
be extremely careful to keep grit from getting'
into bearings or between sliding surfaces.

After the 'rust has been remOved, the p
must be thoroughly cleaned anddried. Avoid lc aVz.
_ing your own fingerprints ortee metal. Cleaned
surfaces should not be' touc bare hinds
before the rust preventive is finally applied,

When the surface is clean and dry, you art
ready to start applying paint or preservative. The
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official instructions fbr painting on United States
naval ships are found In a NAVSHIPS'publicatidn
and type commander instructions.,

N -
;640WAGE OF LUBRICANTS

Lubricants and related materials may be
stowed Tor long or short periods before use. .AI-
though they are relatively stable, they are not in-
ert, and proper stowage methods are important.

.Many factors contribute to the deteriorationof
materials in stowage. The nature of their con-
stituents makes them more or less susceptible to
chemical and physical, changes, which are ac-
celerated by elevated temperatures, humidity,
exposure, and the presence of certain catalysts.
Principal physical ctianges are separation and
contamination.

Oxidation is the most common chemical reac-
tion -in stowed 'materiald.,. It occurs when the
material is exposed to ,air, particularly moist,
air, and is accelerated by high temperatures
and the presence' of certain catalysts. Material's,
containing soluble additives may deteriorate by
decorriposition or precipitation of the additive.

`These and other chemical changes can produce
such harmful githstances as acidso gases, water,
insoluble gum, and sludge. Animal and vegetable
oils are generally more susceptible to chemical
change than mineral oils.

Physical changes include separation of oils
frorh.the soap component in greases, and separa-
tion of insoluble additives from the parent
niaterial in oils. These changes may not be as
serious as chemical changes since thorough
mixing may restore the material to a usable
state:

Rain, Melted snow, and water vapor in the
atmosphere can contaminate materials which are
exposed or improperly sealed. Water vapor
trapped in the container prior to sealing can con-
dense when thd ambient temperature drops.

Generally, containers used to. package ma-
terials supplied under specification requirements
are suitable for stowage purposes. The effects
of overheating, insufficient ventilation, and prox-
imity to dangerous materials must be considered
when hendling and stowing lubricants and re-

, lated materials. Good housekeeping in handling
and stowage areas should be stressed at all
times.

Containers, when stowed, should be handled
irefully to .avoid breakage. If they are stacked,
overloading of the lower.ones should be a i d ed,
as this may open seams and permit 11,9 61of
material. To 'prevent accumulation of water in

1-

their upper ends, drurn.S should be stowed on
their sides.

Lubricants and related materials should be
,segregated from explosives and other dangerops
materials.

Before containers are stowedfinspect for cor-
rosion, leakage, and complete closure of all plugs,
caps, .and covers. ilemove all corrosion and
repaint the affected areas.

During stowage, inspect containers frequently
for leakage and corrosion. If tests indicate that
the contents of leaking containers are in satis-
factory condition, the materials should be trans -
ferred immediately to serviceable containers.
Remove and destroy leaky containers.

Inspect stowage areas foi adequate drainage,
foundations, and properly placed undamaged tar-
paulins. Correct all deficiencies found during in-
spection, immediately.

Vapors from oils, greases, solvents, and simi-
lar products are flammable. When combined with
air in certain concentrations, they may form ex-.
plosive mixtures which can be ignited easily,
by a spark, open flame, or lighted cigarette. To
prevent accumulation of flammable v apors, stow
age areas must, be properly ventilated. To
safeguard against fire and explosion, display
warning signs 'prominently, keep oil-fire EX-
ting-uishing equipment available, and keep in-
teriors of stacks open to permit-entry of fire-

, fighting equipment. Use spark-enclosed fork-
lift truclts only. .

Flammable materialSjsuch as oils, greases,
and solvents, packed in metal containers of over-
packed in fiberboard or wood boxes, are best
protected when stowed in special nonflammable
buildings. A temperature range of 40° to 809
F is the most desirable for stowage..

When space is limited, it may be necessary
to stow lubricants and related materials in a
general stowage warehouse. In this case, use end
bays whenever possible.

If the lack of indoor stowage facilities necessi-
tates stowing materials outdoors, protect con-
tainers from the weather with tarpaulins or sheds
to reduce the likelihood of contamination by water.
When tarpaulins are used, lag' them in place
securely and position them so that ail is free to
circulate around the containers.

Vapors from lubricants and related materials
may, frequently have a toxic effect on the human
system. Take every precaution to prevent exces-
sive concentrations of such vapors in the air.

The following safety_Precauttons, should be
Ibbstrved when you ale wqrking with materials

tliol*Are toxic effects:
r.
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1. Provide sufficient mechanical ventilation to
reduce the concentration-of toxic fumes to a safe

. level. When poisible, ventilationshouldincludean
exhaust -for fumes as well as intake .for fresh .

airy

When it safe level of ventilation isiloubtful,
workers, in the 'compartment should wear an air
line respiratoreprovided -with a pure:air supply.

3. Meg working, in a compartment where fumes
may be' above. a safe toxic level should alwafs.work in pairs so that one man remins outside
the compartment as a safety at all times.
The man outside ould have a respirator so he
Won't be overcorrie if he has to go into the com-
partment to bring out an overcome mans

4. Under no circumstance is 1.1.1-triohl oroe-
thane (methyl chloroform) to be used in a-closed
compartment.

As a petty officer you must see that the regu-
lations are observed by the men in your charge.

.
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Your gims':are under director control for the
most part, locating the target, sighting, training,
elevating, and firing the guns, all by electric
Over. You need'a practical,knowledge of-hoiv to
make repairs' on electric wiring, and how to make_
electrical tests of your gunnery equipment. Of
course., the more you know about how electricity
works, the butter you will understandwhy repairs
have to be made in `certain ways. The topics in
whith you need to -ittar.kabasic understanding
include: principles of stafro electricitY, series
circuits, parallel circuits, series-parallel cir-
cuits, magnetism, electromagnetism, electrOf
magnetic induction, voltmeters and ammeters;
generators, d.c. motors, a.c. motors, transform-
ers, firing and lighting circuits,. and techniques,
for tinning and splicing wires. See Basic Elec-
tricity, NAVEDTRA 10086-B, for an explanation
of the basic principles of electricity, and of
how they are applied to such things as. circuits,
generators, motor's, and transformers.

Basic Electricity has illustrations showing
how to make different kinds of splices of elec-
tric wires and ,how ap ly insulation over. the
splicee. T2ole and Their eses, NA VEPTRA 10085 -
Br also he Instructionti for soldering electrical
connection , and shows how to strip insulation
from 'elec is wires with ,a knife and with side -
cutting pl re.; '

-

-
4

,,USING WIRING DIAGRAMS

As a Guimer's Mate you are requded to have
a working kggpledge of electricity_ and be able
to trace and Identify' symbols of a circuit wiring

' diagraili. These diagianis'will help yoU loCate the
source of trouble' if you eleetric equipment
fails to operate properly.

The OPs fox your i i corftain the wiring
diagrams that appfy grace they look
very intricate; yo '1,5? recognize
the symbols used trace a circuit.
Blue-print Reading , an Sketching,NAtEDTRA
10077-c, contains a chabter on electrical and,
electro4ic blue-prints; that chapter will help you
a great deal in reading wiring diagrams. 'The
symbols used have been adopted by the Defense
Department, and all branches of the service use
them. Military Standard, EleCtrical Electronic
Symbols, MIL-STD-15 1A, dated ],9631 lists the
symbols in current use. If the drawing you are
using' is ,older than that, you must use an earlier '
issue of MIL-STD to interpret the symbols. The
great increase in elects cal and electronic equip- .
menu shipboard made revision of the symbol
syst -necessary: .

Figure 14-5 shows a simple schematic type of
wiring diagram. A schematic diagram shows the
scheme of-the wiring and not the actual place-
ment of-the parts in the equipment. The schematic
diagram is helpful in troubleshooting because the
electrical parts are plaeed in the sequence of
operation. In figure 14-5 trace, the Circuit, begin-
ning with the ship's 115-v a.c. supply. This
highly simplified representation does not show all
the switches, etc., in a firing circuit. When you
can trace the circuit on this simple sketch, try
a more complex one, such as the elevationoon-

circuit on a 3 "i50 mount (OP 1698).
Then try a wiring diagram (not schematic). The
elementary wiring diagram shows all, the Wires
and connections. The wiring iliagrtims in OPs
are usual15c foldout and, to trace a Complete cir-
cuit, you may have to put several 'diagrams-to-
gether. The letter symbols used in the diagram are
usually explained ,in a Jegerf attached to tt but
you!.need to be familiar with some common el
trical symbols to. interpret even the simp
diagram. Basic Electronics VEDTRA 10087 -C,
Shows most of the commonly used synibols for
elementary wiring diagrams. Schematic diagrams
formerly used a different set of symbols.

As mehitiOned before, syraolb have been
changed and standardized in the' last few years.
More than likely, the OPs fOr your _guns will have

. ... ,
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the old symbols on their wiring diagrams. The
changes, in symbols are nolikely to cause you
confusion for long: whetheryior MOT is used, for
example, you'll know it means MOTOR.

TESTING FIRING AND
LIGHTING CIRCUITS

The firing ,circuits of your. guns have to be
.in perfect Working order. They must be Checked
every day. Even though the firing mechanism is
freshly, cleaned, the continuity and insulation of the
firing circuit .must be tested. for this, you will.
use an ohmmeter or a megger '(megohmmefer),
or a small test lamp. The continuity -and insula-
tion of the circuit can be tested without loading
and firing the gun, IAA; position the gun in a safe
direction before beginning the test. Both the
motor-generator circuit fr.oM the -director, and
the local battery circuit must be tested for con-
tinuity.' The testing meters are described and
illustrated in basic Electricity.'

Continuity Test

Use a small test Iamp.(1sually,20-volt) which
has two insulated leads with metal tips. ir.Ofd
one lead against the terminal of the firing pin
and the other against any dry,, unpainted mete;.
Art, on the slide or housing (to GROUND the ''

GROUND

84.280

lead). When the firing key is closed, the lamp
should glow. On the motor-generator circuit, the
laxly will glow more brightly than on the battery
circuit. -If there is no glow, there Jen. short or
-open somewhere; it mustbe located and repaired,
and the test.made again.

An ohmmeter can be used to check the conti-
nuity of any circuit that is not energized. When
the test leads 'of the ohmmeter are connected
to any two points in the circuit, the meter will
indicate the resistance between those points. The
ohmmeter contains both an ammeter and a battery.
If the circuit to be tested has continuity, current
will flow from the battery, through'the test cir-
cuit, and through the meter. The meter is cali-
brated to show the resistance of the circuit under
test. Many ohmmeters have a choise of several
ranges, selected by a rotary switch, so,that the
scale, will show the circuit resistance in ohmS,
or in thousands of ohms, or some other multiple.

Insulation Tit

All circuits must be given a ground test every
day as a check on the insulation. Moisture and
excessive heat are the greatest causes of in-

, sulation breakdown.. Once the insulation break-
down starts, there is a leakage of electricity,
ythich further breaks down the insulation; until

i; there is a:ground of short. Use a megger
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make the test. The meggers usually furnished
to ships are rated 500 volts.

, To make the test,-attach one lead of the megger
to the li ing pin terminal and' ground the other
lead. T n the hand crank' of the megger, at the
rated eed (shown on the instrument). -The
needle on the dial should point to at least 1
megohm. If Abe reading is lower, inspect the in-
sulation of the firing circuit. The insulation failure
is most often 'found id the firing leads, so loOk
th re first for bare wire, frayed insulatjoh, and

or grease on. the insulation. Always inspecttthe
firing leads, regarliles of the test results,-to
Make sure there are n kinks, no oil or grease
on' the insulation, and n entanglement with other
gun parts. Oil or grease may be removed by
wiping with a cloth dipped in inhibited 1.1.1-
Trichloroethane (Spec. 0-T-620).

CAUTION: Do not breathe the fumes of sol-
yents. Be sure there is adequate ventilatidnwhere
you are using them, , . .

. ,,,: ..
If any frayed 'or worn insulation .is found,

splice in a new piece of insulated wire. Locate,
if you can, the cause of the excessive rubbing
against the wires, and -remove it. .

Testing Percussion Firing Mechanism

To test percussion firing on ease guns, you
use a testprimer. The" test primer fits _into, the
primer hole in the base of the short case used
for testing. ,

Here is how the test is made:

1. Poiition the gun in a safe, direction. Re-
move the tompion or muzzle cpver.

" 2. With the operating handle of the gun, lower
the breechblock all the way..

3. Insert the short case ,(with test primer
mounted) into the chaMber and ram it home by
hand.

4. Depress the foot, firing pedal. You should
hear ia distinct bang as the test primer is deto-
nated. If you don't, first ,make sure".*,that the
firing cutout is not the cause of failure. Do this
by training and elevating to another position in
which you know the gun is supposed to fire safely.
Then, as you depress the foot firing.pedal watch
the firing shaft that connects the firing stop mech-
anism to the trunnion; it should turn as the foot
firing pedal Is depressed. If it does, and the test
primer still doesn't fire, you have a malfunctions
.in the firing linkage mechanism to deal with.

5. If the primer tests OK, open the breech and
remove and stow the ease.

Test primers are used also in testing elFtri-
c al firing, supplement the test lamp and megger
checks dedcribed above.

Testing Lighting Circuits

You krIvw at once if there isuanykifing wxong,
in a lighting circuit the lights go out. In a tu;-.,
ret or gun-mount, the men at the different stations
need to report immediately if 'any 1iglitt is out.
The next step :;is to find the source of trouble.
It may be in the filsel.box, in which case you just
heed to replace the fuse. (When replacing the fuse,
be sure to use a hise puller cf,.the,proper type
and size4or that particular fuse. lip sure to
replace EV fuse with one of the proper rating).
If replacing the fuse does not remedy the trouble,
look for loose connections; broken, or frayed
wires, dirty contacts,, acid or paint on the insula-
tioE. The circuit defects not only cause light

Cr Weak and flickering lightsi but are
a fire-thalard and should be repaired immediately.

.The Wiring diagram can show you the location of
the wire.. Dirt, oil, or corrosion at a connec-
tion act as insulation and reduce the amount of
electricity!. that. can pads through, and thus. cause
alight to be-dim. WITH THK,P.OWER OFF, clean
and tighten the_contacts, Then check the lights
again. If,, replacing the fuse, and cleaning and
tightening all c.onnectiops does not remedy the
troUble,i there must be a short circuit: Breaks
in, tire: wire are most likely to occur at sharp
bends or kinks. Trace- the wire to locate the
break, and repair it. Splicing the wire, soldering
the splice,' and taping It with-friction -tape are
operations that you shquld be able to perform.
The methods are described and illustrated in
basic Electricity.

Splic ing s only a temporary means*Cf re'pair.
Any wire that is damaged shall be replaced. In
many weapon ,eydtems .spare wires are installed-
in a system16 provide for fasts permanent repair.,

j`
HYDJI.A.ULICEQUIliENT MAINTENANCE.

. You iiive learned .about basic theories of
hydraulic machinery operation in Basic Machines,
NA V EDTI1A,10624.-A. Frequent refetence has been
made to the use of hydraulic equipment in other.
chapters of this text. Hydraulic gear.will require
a good deal of the time you spend.qn.maintenance.
,Here are some generalconside;a5ions that you'll
do well to bear in mind when yOu*Xe assigned
to take care of hydraulic equipment.
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EXERCISING AND INSPECTING ,

1-1YDR*,ULIC GEAR
,

. When your hydraulic system is working prop-
erly, the best way to keep it that way is to give
it a workout every day. This workput should
include operation in all types of control: auto-
rnatiC,. local, .and manual. If the mount isn't
operated at least daily, the valves may seat and
stick. So remember to keep it in working trim,
Work it. In cold temperatures, the hydraulic
equipment ?nay have to be exercised.as much as
15 minutes every hour.

Observe ,all safety precautions just., as if
actual firing were taking place keep a safety
watch posted to be sure no one gets in the way
of moving machinery.

. Even with filters in the system, water should
be drained ftom low portions of the system fre-
quently.: The OR for-the equipment has*diagfains
of the hydraulic system which show the location
Of the petcbc1c8. .

Venting of air should also bei#one frequently.
Small cocks are located at various places in the
hydraulic system. Open the cock so the air can
escape; when, the flab/ of.liquid becomes steady, is one of the most compressible thirigS there is,
clbse. the cock. Do this with each venting*.cos4r-Y so the moment you get air into ahydraulIc system,

A,- ,, .,
'>., . . . .. .

When all ttlie old bil is drained 94, you-flush
the system with the same fluid the system nor-
mally uses (unless, otherwise specified in the OP
or OD). NEVER FLUSH THE SYSTEM WITH
KEROSENE or diesel fuel Oil. Some' of it will
stay in the system'and dilute oil. Besides, kero-
sene contains some Components that Wilkcorrode
metal parts. Note: Fluid MIL -F -17111 is spebified
as power transmission (hydraulic) fluid and is
used in most,of the hydraulic systeMs employed
with ordnance tquipinent.

You can use t e same flushing dir over and
over again to pre

When refilli
First; use only
second, alway,

'-the system, even though Yote are -pouring it
directly from the original contsdper,. A Sitter is
often provided with the spare paits;' Use it.

" Even a little dirt or lint can eause plenty of
trouble enough to necessitate comRiete disks-
sembly and cleaning in extreme oases. 6

It's just, about impossible to'pouf oil into a
hydraulic system without trapping geni air. Air
is the natural enemy of any hydraulic system, It

ent waste.
a system, remember two things;

the oil specified'hy the OP; and
filter the oil when putting it in

in the system. .: e "- . .YOu change the whole characteT of its 'operation.
Therefore, anY.time you fill a hydraulic system,
you Irma; VENT it carefully. Vent,plugi atiligh
pointd should be left open durilig- filling until it
is necessary to Close them to prevent oil flowing'
but:

You'll find detailed proceduree:fOr venting,
each type,of equipment in the Opon tie equipment, -
but here are some helpful IOW. thar'appit in
most cases:. . ,...

Generally, air-vent po ftre_ built' into the
in disasee.mbly and reassembly. Consult withyour equipment at.high points in the Osfekp. iliebasic
chief on such repairs. -. , ...; -procedure Isla open the vents and run the equip-

The hydraulic system -Of any naval gun, is too. ment slowlyuntil you can't see anysniore bubbles
complex to give details here; you need the OP for. _ .eorning from the vents. Then clOse.-the vents
your gun to become familiar with it. briefly, and gradually step up tile speed of opera -

. , . . A , tion, opening the once ,a while- to let.

.-
Petcocks to check the oil level in the, supply

tanks should be checked daily. Checking the oil
level is the first thing you do when anything seems
wrong with the hydraulic system: Read and record
pressure' shown _on 'pressure gauges in the system.

Note any leakage Of oil. Report leakage that
is more than seepage around joints and valves.
If there is excessive leakage. around oil seals,
disassembly is necessary to replace the seals.
You will need the applicable OP for instructions

DRAINING AND,REFILLING-
HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT , down to operating smoothly finder all conditiapd,

Without .Imocking, you can assunie- that.thir.

FILTERING HYDRAULIC OIL
, *

Before ain't a hydraulic systeth or replacing
fluid after flushing, the fluid to be placed in
the system must first be strainecithrough a No.
mo (74 micron) sieve or, preferably, a finer
sieve, No. 400 (37 micron), to reritdve the coarse.

-

out trapped -air. When the uipment settles

When it becomes necessary to drain the entire
hydraulic-syteM of an equiprrient;warth up the
power transmission fluid (hydiadic oil) by oper-
ating tit equipment for`-an hour or two. Then let
the fluid drain out completely. Once You start
draining,.: Rio not operate the equipment. Do not
discard the oil unless you have been specifically
told to do 40. Sometimes it is passed through,
the filter tne or more times .and reused. .
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131,... .

i particles that may h pi escift. A 37 Micron filter
will particle s as:stnall as 0.0015 inch. In
addition, it is rc.tcommnded that ,the fluid be
pumpe,d through a portaHle filtering device with a

, self - contained pump czuch as that' illustrated in
figure 14 :6. This procedure-,is .especially re-
commended lorOydraulie egiapment containing

J. servo or other .systems, and lia'ving valves or
othet'' controls.:wilh close tolerance parts. Care
should be taken to lase the proper filter element .
to prevent the removal of additives: Where micro-
nic type filters are specified for hydraulicequip-
merit, a 10 micron filter element `may be'used.
These fillers -use r' placeat)le eleindnts of cellu-
lose, felt, or other .fi,hrous materials and are
cnpable of fill; at flg out pal. Holes of 6.0004 inch
or less. y . . ,

-.

. .
-,

The types of .filters are: mi.tallic or mechani-
cal (including wire sereeA strziinert), absorbent-
inert (contain Fuller's earthi, ant absorbent-
inactive (contain Fhilt t ':-.: t , rth and th'er Clays).

Some filt,;-,. ,r ''t died in t system so
the ,h4-9.111. -6-, ,i ;:- -ijit' rkll -con &ally as it
circtifTes (f H lo,. Hters; a bYt-easd filter
filters 'only p..)11 of alit oil). The filter packs of
these units become efoo-0-_-(1 and must be removed
and cleaned or rew tiks installed. OD 3000
deseTine; and Iii ,::ti ates a self-el4ning metal
plate filter; with leplacAle filter elements, and
a compi-;,I-t_tl-oritAik pt. *. i f filter, The..filtering
elenterits 'hi the (4mprussed:clise -Aylie can be
removed for cleaning. Practically alT filters have
a drain plug for it. w.1,..,1 of st diluent arld`water.I

/PRESSURE
,GAGE

Types of I liters

STARTING A NEX t)11
'REPAIRED SYSTEM,

4

After a repair ta- tt16ceinent has be4
in a trydrztulte ssif pi. or when staitihg irp.a .

new. system tOi the itast time,' set%the cools
at neutral, and. $,ta it-thr motor. Allov the sy tem
to run for 10 am ntaitral. The eiiculatio
will. ut s.11...11 .0 ni lc th Age through "th
valve-block ports and 'Past valvesurfac4s. HOw-
ever, it will rerriovo particles that might other-.
wise. cruise scciririg--;

After this run, examine.the screens or filterk
If there's ,ank evide,net1 of foreign matter,s.drain
the system and

N ;Liam clean after opera-
tion (Jo ou tart in-;. ..rg the controls gradually
to bitild up speed and Jwer. Watch for symptoms
of 'valve sticking, and for, leaks. At the first

f

HOSE ,INar

COVER

FILTER
ELEMENT

ELECTRIC CABLE
FOR PUMP

HOSE,OUTLET

:tt

1h 7(84A)__
Figure 14-6. Portable filter equipment.

sign of such conditions, stop operations, find the.
trouble, and remedy it. Don't try to "work out"
stiffness, lag, Vibration, any other trouble.

The oil bf all hydraulic systems should be.
checked at least one monthly (new installations,
daily); for evidence of acidity and "sludge.

When drawing test samples at drain points, in-
spect for water and for evidence of rust.

If there's evidence of acidity, water, or rust
and sludge, drain the system and flush with clean .

hydraulic oil. .

pASKETS, OIL SEALS,
'AND PACKING RINGS

Leakage of fluids. from hydraulic'sy.stems is
0 jectionable and must be minimized by using gas-,
k- s, seals, and packing. The types of sealing
us in hydraulic systems vary . dt dgn and
ma Oa'. Seals, gaskets, and pa & signed
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to- perform a.different type of sealing function de-
pending on the type of equipment. Packing and
seals are used to seal, opening around moving,
parts against fluid leakage. 'Gaskets are, used to
seal joints of nonmoving parts.. .

Types of Sealing Materials ,,,

Some of the materials used for gaskets and oil
seals are neoprene, oil-treated paper, cork, an-
nealed copper, and leather. The selection of.gas-
kets and oil seals depends on the type of oils,used
in a system and the functions and type of equip- ,-
ment. Two of most. common types of oil
seals used in h sac systems are the Garlock
and the copper olded ring mill, The Garlock
seal is used on rotating or reciprocating shafts
where there is little hydraulic pressure. Copper
molded ring seals are used mainly with flange

. fittings subject to high pressure.
, )

Tacking used in -hydraulic systems is used
.Its a seal, around shaftitg and valve stems which
are either rotating or sliding parts of the equip-
ment. There are three different types of packing
used in hydraulic system: the chevron packing to
seal a unit tighter, a "TJ" packing., is used
as a seal in agroove of a flange fitting, and a rope
packing is used in a stuffing box around stemd
of simple valves.' For a better understanding of
the purpose and types of sealing materials used in,
hydraulic systems study Fluid Power, NAVEDTRA
16193-B.

WORKING, WITH HYDRAULIC
PIPE AND TUBING -

Preparation and Cleaning

Whenever hydraulic equipment is delivered
aboard ship, it hat all the openings closed with
shipping covers or phigs. Keep these -plugs in
place until, immediately before you connect them
with their mating parts: Wait until all the dirty
work on the equipment is finished and cleaned
away before you make such connections. When
you're overhauling a unit, plug al?piping, ports,
and otleQr openings as 'soon as they have been
disconnected. -

New pipe is also shipped plugged to exclude
dirt. Although it's presumably clean, it must be
recleaned before it is assembled into the system.
New pipes are cleaned with acid solution to re-
move oxides, but thii cleaning is normally done,
before the pipe or tubing is brought aboard. Check
the interior clf the pipe by running a clean rag

'

-1

A

'through it. If it is not clean, use a Metal cleaner'
recommended in OD 3000.

Next, soakithe .pipe for 10 minutes in BOILING
WATER.

t. Then turn a 'high-pressure stream of freih
-doid water through the pipe, and dry itthoroughly
afterward. Be careful not to leave threads from '
your drying rags in the pipe:

Finally, seal both ends of the' pipe until it's'
ready to install. 'Always oil steel ,pipes after

*cleaning to prevent xusting.
Observe the following precautions When using

organic solvents:

Observe ventilation and fire precautions per-
taining to organic solvents. Keep acids and alki-
lies off Akin and ,clothing 'and wear goggles to
protect your eyes.

NEYERTOUR WATER INTO ACID the mix- k
ture will boil violently and-may explode. Always 4
pour the acid into the water.

If acid does splash into your eyes, or onto,
your body, WASH THOROUGHLY AT ONCE with\
clear cold ,watbr. It is wise to head fOr sick bay
immediately after you Wash off the acid.

ACids should be handled or used only in glass
or lead, containers. Wear goggles- and rubber-,,.'
gloves When yohandle acids or work near them.
Your clothei will last longer if you wear a
rubber or,'asbestos apron.

Making Bends

All tubing should be accurately bent and fitted
so that you don't have to spring the tube into
place. High-pressure tubing which has a le

- greater' than 100 diameters should be supported
by brackets or pipe clamps. OtherWise excessive
vibration will develop:

- The piping and tubing normally is furnished
with the correct bends in them, but It is possible
to bend them aboard. The pipe fitting shop is
equipped to make the bends on larger pipes,
but you can make. them on the smaller sizes.
Review Tools and Their Uses, NAVEDTRA 18(1857B,
on the use of external and internal - sprang rlype

. benders for making bends in soft tubing, (sucli as,
copper) 1/4-inch to 5/8-inch in diametef. Larger
copper pipe, thin-walled, up to 1-1/-inch, may
be bent hot- when Packed with dry sand. The Hull
Technician is qualified to do this work. Differ-
ent materials require different treatment. If
the metal is over- stretched, on the outside of
the bend, the tube Will be too weak to withstand
the pressure )iighydraulic system; a "wrinkle"
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bent too s arply,On the inside bend will break
the metal.

Cutting and- reading

Pipe and tip cutting is a fairly simple op-
eration. The is most frequently used are a
hacksaw, pipe cut r, tube cutter, oroxyacetylene
cutting torch. Refer to Tools and Their Uses
for illustrations and methods of using the first
three tools. The Navy supplies two sizes of pipe
cutters, which are used on pipes or tubing over
1/4-inch inside diameter. Tube cutters are.simi-
lar to pipe cutters but are used to cut tubing 1/8-
inch to 1/4-inch in diameter.

All methods of cutting tend to, leave bUrrs on
the cut edge, especially on the innei rim of the
pipe or tube. Remove the burrs with a pipe reamer
or a file,

After yOu have cut the' pipe ,length you need,.
it will require threading. Pipe threads' taper to
provide a ,tight fit for the pipe connection. Ex-
ternal threads are cut with a die/and die stock.
Cutting threads on the inside of the pipe is,called
tapping, and is done with a tap and tap wrench. A
pipe vise is necessary to hold,the pipe securely,
while you work on it.. .

The chapter on cutting operations in Tools and
Their Uses has instructions for cutting both in-
ternal and external threads on pipes. It contains
tables of "sizes of, pipe and'pipe tap drills. An-
other table gives you the 16iigthotthreadretiuired
to give a*.tight connection on,each size pipe. Re-'
view the 'chapter on measuring if you need t4
refresh' yOur memory -On liOwto measure pipesize.
It is important That you select the correct,size of
tap or"die, and the the tools are in good condition.
Pipe* threading is aPreci se operation and youinust
be careful or yoU'll,rnake. Chipped or hxtperNct
threads.

Malting Joints and Connections
r.

For threaded joints, perfectly cut threads o
essential for a tight joint. There must be no
dirt, chips, etc., on the threads. Wirebrush-liae
threads to remove any such material, and ftish
with a jet- of air under pressure. Elimgate
friction to make assembly easy, but place the hi-
brieant or pipe dope only ori the nale threads s6'
it will not squeeze into the 'fine. Make the last
few turns with a wrench, but don't try to force
the joint with an oversize wrench.

Flanged joints are often made with gaskets.
Be sure you have the size, shape, and material,
specified for the joint. All parts must be clean and

free 'Of iy dirt, particles or grit. if there is
preservative .on the flange faces', wipe it.off with
a solvent- soaked ragi.The flange faces must be
in perfect alignment.:Insert two bolts, diametrict
ally opposite,. and set them up fairly tight. In-
sert other pairs of bolts similarly until all are
set, then tighten all of them, using the specified
torque, '

.When making up connections, tubing should not
}De welded, brazed, or solderer) unless the design
Calls for it. Such connections make proper clean-
ing difficult or impossible. If a joint is gasketed,
the inner diameter of the gasket must be cut back
to prevent the gasket Material from fraying into
the system. Threade'd joints which reqiiire cement
should be seated- at least three tarns before
cement is , applied and then use the cement
sparingly,.,

REPAIR EQUIPMENT,

Each' rtunher's Mate G must be fimiliar,with
the techniques and tools required to maintain,
repair, and adjust ordnance equipment. He must be
able to select the proper general purpose tools
and "special tools and know the safety rules
applie,alile for their use. Repair equipment tools
can tie clas'sified as follows:

1. General purpose handtools
2. Power tools
3. Measuring tools'and gauges
4.' Torque tools
5. Special tools

HANDTOOLS

General purpose liandtools are hand-powered
and hand-operated. They are designed toperform
mechanical operations. Examples of typicalhande.
tools are hammers, screwdrivers and saw, Gen-
eral information about handtSols is in Tools and
Their Uses, NAVEDTRA 10085-B.

.POWER TOOLS

Power tools can either be electrically or pneu-
matically powered and are hand-operated. They
are designed to save time and maiipm.verl' Ex-
amples of power, tools used by the Giiimer's
Mate are soldering gulls, electric' 'drills, and"
pneumatic grinders.
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MEASCRING TOOLS AND GAGES

Mea'suring tools, and gage's are used for
measuring and for la} out tr, ork.,AcL. ui ate e-
ments are essential for pi oper fitting and
trouble:free equipment ope ytion. Measuring
tools, and gages range from a simple ruler
to a highly accurate micrometer. Tools and
Their Uses gives a detailed discussion on all
type's of measuring 'tools and gages which includes
the common steel rules, calipers, micrometers,
dial indicators, feeler gage's, and depth gages.
When study Tools and Their Uses, pa} par-
ticular attention to reading nia.roMeters and how
to make feeler-gage readings. These two measur-
ing tools are used for testing, ,cheeking, and
adjusting man} types of electrical, niethanical and
hydraulic units used with ordnance equipment.
TORQUE WRENCH ES

There are times when, for engineering rea-
sons, a definite pressure must be applied to
threaded fasteners (nuts and bolts", as they are
commonly called). This pressure can properly
be applied by a torque wrench. Preer torque
aids the _locking of all types of thread locking
fasteners. After tightening, nuts a d bolts are
held by the static friction of the n and bolt

head against the surfaLe of the it
`held together and the friLtion on e threads
of the nut and bolt aga t each ther. This

frietion is caused by the clamping force created
by a slight stretching of the bolt when the nut
is tighteded. The metal being slightly elastic
%rill pull back towards its original dimensions
creating large clamping forces. Excessivetight-
ening will cause the metal to pass 1tb limit
of elasticity and cause a permanent stretch.

The principle of torque based on the funda-
mental law of the lever, that is, force times dis-
tance equals a moment, or torque, about.a point.
Torque is often called a torsional or Wilting
moment. It is a moment which tends to twist a
body about an axis of rotation. If a common end
wrench is used to tighten a bolt for example, a
force times a distance, a torque is applied to
overcome the resistance of the bolt to turning.

Figure 14-7 shows three torque wrenches, the
deflecting beam, dial indicating, and the micro-
meter setting type. The deflecting beam, which
operates on the deflecting beam principle is pro-
bably the simplest and most common type evolved
from the three principles listed in the preceding
paragraph. The primary component is the beanror
measuring element. It is alloy steel and may be
round, double round, straight flat, or tapered flail..
To one end of the beam is attached a headpiece
containing the drive square (tang) and fixed pointer
mounting. A yoke is attached to the other end.
Mounted on the yoke is the torque scale handle and,,
when pyovided,,,..ihe signaling mechanism. As a
force is applied to the handle, the beam deflects

F.

90 DEGREES

DIAL
INDICATING

MICROMETER
SETTING

Figure 14-7. Torque wrenches.
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with the Beale. The pointer remains fixed, hence desired bolt load. klOad of about 60 percent of
a torque-is indicated on the scale. the yield stress of the, bolt material is used for

.. The torsion bar or rigid case type wrench, also most naval application. _ However, bolt load
shown in fig.14-7, has its actuating element en- varies depending upon ,Whether the bolt or stud
closed in a rigid fraine with a removable access is used to support the timid itself or to hold to-
coyer. The deflecting beam, used in some rigid gether two load supporting members. Installa-
case wrenches, is similar to that explained above. tion drawings will indicate the torque value

The third torque wrench shown is the micro- specified by the designer. ,

meter:setting, iotpe To use the micrometer setting__
type, unlock the grip and adjust the handle to the If the bolts are logOadtiri tenslOn, the torque

must be great enough to maintain tightness
desired setting on the micrometer type scale, when the assembly is unloaded and not so large
then relock the grip. Install the required socket
or adapter to the square drive' of the handle. that the bolts yield under. load. With this type

of loading, all bolts must be equally torqued to
Place the 'wrench assembly on the nut or bolt and share the load. fpull in a clockwise direction with -a smooth, ..

steady mots . ._ NOTE: Always inspect for clean lightly oiled
There several different types of torque threads and clean surfaces before torquing. Dis-

wrenches, bu all of them have two basic parts card all hardware with burred threads; For more
something tha will deflect with the load and some- detailed information on the use and care of torque
thing to show ow much the sensing element has wrenches refer` to NAVSHIPS Technical Manual,
deflected. . Chapter 9090. i

The torque twrenqh should be calibrated fre-
quently. One that hasn't been recently calibrated, SPECIAL TOOLS
and isn't norma yy stored in its Protective case '
is a dangerous 1. You can't exRect tp, get a Special tools are used only for one purpose and
meaningful readi4 from a prdcision instrument . only on one type of equipment. They are supplied
which has been abised. The flat and round beam by NAVORD, and instructions for their proper
types ,will normal3 give true readings as long use are provided in publications applicable to the
as their pointers in cate zero and the drive heads specific type of equipment. -,
are tight. Because this type can.be kept in
calibration, they a recoirunended for ship- NONSPARKING TOOLS
board use.

Zither type wrench0 that indicate by means of
dial indicator or by rereasing or signaling when a
preset load is reached are more sensitive to
shock and dirt, hence should be calibrated when-
ever possible. A minimum of 30 days between
calibration is recommended, Never check one
torque wretch against another.

. An important point to remember is: 'Always
Use the proper size wrench:" the tne with the
desired ton:file near the 314 mark bf full scale.

When torquing, the critical maneuver is the
application of force to the wrench handle. It.
-must be applied slowly and evenly. until' the'
desired -torque value is indicated on the wrench
scale. When installing a unit which is circular RULES APPLICABLE TO . pi

or has more than one side, the bolts shOuld be REPAIR TOOLS BEFORE A JOB
"..;

cross torqued. It may. be necessary tO cvss to

torque two to three times before an even torque Before a job is started, all work procedures
is reached, but be sure the maximum torque should be planned and the proper tools selected
is not exceeded. to complete the job. Tools not actually needed,.

Nuts and bolts shout be tightened to the for a job - should be properly stored in tool_
torque reading required the installation draw:- boxes or tool to ers. -

ings. The formula often used is that torque in foot- The quality and type of all tools shall conform
'% pounds is 0.2. times the bolt' diameterimes the with Natty standards. '

Nonsparking tools are common handtools and
special tools made from nonferrous metals (metal
not containing iron). These tools are used by
the Gunners Mate when working on or around
explosives. These tools are generally made from
a copper alloy (bronze). However, they may be
made from other zionsparking Materials. Since
these tools are made from a relatively soft
material, care must 'be exercised when using
them to prevent breakage or distortion of the
tool. Nonsparking tools should be stowed in
separate tool boxes and should not be used as
common handtools.

..
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All tools in active use must be properly main-
tained.'Defecti,ve tools may not be used.'

Portable electric and pneuMatic tools must
be kept in the best condition possible. These
tools shduld be checked frequently by the tool-
keepers for defective switches, electric cords,
control valves and hose connections.

To increase leverage, extensions to tool
handles may not be used.

PRESSURE GAGES

Pressure gages are used frequently in con-
junction with ordnance equipment. Accuratepres-
sures are necessary to obtain proper operation of
hydraulic, pneumatic, and nitrogen accumulator
systems used in ordnance equipment. Pressure
gages also are used _with hydraulic test kite and
magazine sprinkling systems. These gages are the
means of accurately measuring pressures lir
pdunds per square inch (psi), Pressure gagesare
used in weapon systems to, measure hydraulic
fluid pressures (Oil gage), magazine sprinkling
system pressure (water gage), counterrecoil
system pressure (air gage), and accumulator
systems pressure (nitrogen gage).

The two most common types of gages used
with ordnance equipment are the, Bourdon and
Schroeder pressure gages. The theory of oper
ation of these gages is explained in Fluid Power,
NA VEDTRA 16193-B.

Following are some precautions to be observed
when using pressure gages.

I. Do not allow pressure tb rem_ ain on gages
that are permanently. installed in hydraulic
systems. ,

CAUTION. Nevel use an oil gage for testing
air pressUre, nor an air gage for testing oil
pressure. A diesel action may occur: Diesel
action is the ignition of oil by air which causes
combustion.

.2. Never use a gage on any system in which
the maxitnum pressure exceeds the maximum
designated range of the gage.

C

MAINTENANCE OF GUN BORES
AND CHAMBERS,

ESery xun used in the Navy has. a bore and
chamber. Taking care of them is one of the
fip duties of the Gunner's Mate G..

Care of, the bore' and chamber is no
one-a-year or once-a-month matter. They must
be cleaned, dried, and inspected before firing;
then cleaned, inspected, and oiled weekly. They
must be gaged periodically, and the bOre must
be decoppered when necessary.

Maintenance of the bore and chamber is an
important job not ordinarily a very difficult-
one, but one that must lie done in the way and
at the times required. In ypur basic training
you learned the proper methods for caring for
.your rifle and pistol. Chapter 4 of Ms manual told
you hdw to care for other small arms weapons.

Frequent reference has been made throughout
the book of the need for keeping your guns cleaned
and lubricated.

TOOLS USED

With the exception of one or two small-arms
weapons, for which maintenance toolsare usually
issued separately, every naval gun is equipped
with certain basic maintenance tools, and acces-
Bodes. Larger guns and mounts are, of course,
equipped with more elaborate sets of tools,
but all sets include as a minimum the implements
that are required for care± of the bore and
chamber. .

Cleaning Gear

The bole and clarnlig,r maintenance tools and
'accessories issued for the 5 "/54 are typical of
such implements. The bristle sponge, and the
wire bore , brush with they sectional handle and
the, lapping head, -are the basic cleaning instru-
ments.

The 'sectional handle is ft wooden rOd
Couplings at both ends that can be fitted eitherto
similar couplings on other sections, or to bore
maintenance 'tools like lapping'heads, gages, etc.
Ii the 5'1/54 set, there are- several , of these
sections 'supplied so -that, by joining one to the
other you can make a pdle of any appropriate'
length for the job at hand:- The, number of
sections supplied with any gun.rnakes accessible

'any part .of the bore.
The bristle sponge- is a,ccylindrical brus'h

used kir cleaning the bore and chamfer. It fits ,

onto the end of the sectional ffrindle. When
.stowed,, ft is covered with a canvas protecting
gap.

The lapping' head' is a .cyyndrical block on
which, can be mounted four removable spring-
loaded segm'ents. It is Intended;only for relatively
slight constrictions. In stubboTn cases you will5rs2 '496
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Figure 14-8.L.bhecking for boie constrictions.-withbore plug, gagp.
. .

84.107 '

. ..

need to use the wire bore brush. Its stiff steel If..,.,the chromium plating in the chamber of
;wire bristles, are effective in 01 but the very' . bore' appears pitted, the weapone officer will
, worst cases. ,Do not use the wire brush on decide:, if it. is ,:bad ellaugh to ',need replatfrig.
chromium plating'in barrel's. - . . . ..

The tompion is used to keep .dirt out of the PREPARATION FOR FIRING..
gun bore and Chamber. It is not used when there , -. ...

is a likelihood of condensation forming in the e , To-prepare the gun for firing, the bore, and
barrel with muzzle plugged. It is also not used in 'Chamber Must be Inspected and cleaned.Reniqvai
war-time, when there might not be tinie 'to of lubricant and muzzle cover or tothpIon are
remove it before firing. Sometimes piastiC or, but some ,pf the °petitions in. the 'preparation
canvas covers are used over the muzzle; the:. for firing. .... .

s

guns can fire through them if necessary (Unlesa Removing, the muzzle cover or tompion is 1 ."
heavily ice-coated or if supersensitive nose fuses easy. TO clean but the bore, however, the lubri- 'I'

are used). 1. .,.. :cant coating lutist be Wiped away. In small arms, ;

C as jr011. refnetriber,:this is done with a cleaning ,,
Gages rod ''`iind 'a :patch. In :larger guns, you --iled'Ihe;...'

sectional handle instead of a clea:ding rod,:',atni%i°
. ,

borebore plug gage shown in figure 14-8 clean toweling wrpped around the briellesoporige -;°

is a metal cylinder. accurately machined eo that k 1,n pl4ge of t.hepitch. But the idea is exactly '''','
It just passes through the bore when the is ' same. .

,

new. After the gun has been put to active use, .., ,
These' instructione apply t6: funs that have

constrictions may develop 'in the gun bore. The heen in use and were giveraffer-ffinificarewhen
bore plug gage is used to locate these conetric- Last used. If .you are preparing p: gun barrel Yiat

. tiona. The gage shown in figure 14-8 is the type has,,,,,been taken trim storage, cti If it is a new
used in large caliber guns. On guns of. 5-ineh one, yotfUveznuchmOre work todi. The preseri,-
or smaller, the bore plug gage fits onto the end ative used on . new "-or stored' 'barrels Must, R;!
of a section handle in the same manner as the be . remOVed with dry-Cleaning so' vent. vaien:' '4;"
previously covered accessories. every bit -''.6t -Ale pretervetivehasheen rerodieq '-',(.

all the', SOlvent must he'.Aidped out of the guni ''-'-'''''
..T-he bore, erosion gage ',is used in the. gun P .-, .

barrel to. m
(See O I208):easure"the amount of erosion of the . '

metal caused by firing.

Inspection Instruments

.

CAUTION; Observe ventilation add fire pre",
caution rules when :thaingydryplearitii0 solvent.
remember; ,also thitt solvenCledrying and Oil-

..stating tc),Aie skin and, debtructive to rubber and.'
, , , :P..

, Visual inspection 6 chamPerbPth 'AF:Fift-FfRII:CAR' ,'

precedes and follows. *cies ns..Alight, " ., , .. . - . 1,

of course, is very helpful see( ihad ,irately Aker-firing care is nipre, elaborate thart'Pre-
. cleaned areas, pitt6d areas, rust or cop sion,, firing care; Every time 4 gihn is fired; something

deformed and or, rifling grooves, crack$, or besides the cartridge ca0 is leftbettind. Deposits

other deviations.. bore. searpher'.1s UEtea oil of corrosive siiliS (powdefibuiligrarl,left on the

20-mm and largeriguns. Look for corrosion' at ''''Intertfy of the bOre and ch ber. As the lining
the muzzle end caused. by salt spray. cuts intheithe prpjetitile rots 118.0 'Some 'or

, 1

. ' : .. ' k(r.1 .'
, :.. .: , + ,...

A.
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the rotating band's metal is left behind as. a the bore gage.. Repeat lapping if necessary, or
. use, other methods of removing the, constriction,
as directed. When the bore gage .passes, rinse
out the bore and_chamber with fresh hot water
and dry thoroughly with the bristle bore sponge
wrapped in clean, toweling. IT IS FORBIDDEN TO
FIRE THE GUN UNLESS THE BORE GAGE
BEEN PASSED. '

3. Apply a coating of the prescribed oil to the
bore, using an Oil- ioaked cloth wrapped around the
bristle bore spong.

4. Secure the 'gun and install the tompion

deposit of copper in the bore (metal fouling or
copper fouling). Both kinds of deposits are
harmful and mist be rem3ved. Powder, fouling
cautes corrosion. Copper fouling causes narrovt-
ing or constriction of the bore. Constriction will

'0,,ause poor performance of time fuzes and in-
crease dispersion of projectiles.

Steel constriction is most likely to occur in
guns with steel liners. If it resists' removal
by lapping arid polishing, you have a job for a
repair instaltation. Steel constriction can cause
the barrel to burst if the gun is fired without' or muzzle cover.
removing the constriction. It is (133t a deposit

4.of metal like copper fouling, but caused by . When you ,tinspect-,The bore after cleaning,
shoulders of the liner overriding those of the tube, you may see dark patches or rings called smoke
forcing the walls of the liner inward, rings discoloring parts of the bore. These are

The first 'problem in after-firing cleaning is,- not serious. / N, -the removal of powder fouling. Method 1 uses Areas adjacent to the breech should be cleaned
Rifle Bore Cleaner, MELTC-372; Method 2 uses of propellant residue by scrubbing or wiping with
soda ash water solution to dissolve the propel- the rifle bore Gleaner, then wiping with solvent,
lant residues. Method 1 is used on small arms, followed by thorough drying,
20-mm and 40*. mm guns, and sometimes on 3"/50, 7 Method 2 cleaning. (soda ash water 'solution)
3"/70, and 5"/54 guns. It is the method to use may also be used on unpainted surfaces of
where it is impractical to rinse with water, or deflector paltes, shields, guide port shields, blast
where water would cause damage, as on electric shields, launching rails;guides, and other compo-.
wiring. Swab the bore and chamber with the nents of rocket launchers, projectors, an0 missile
bristle bore sponge or a patch saturated with launchers on which the use of this method is
rifle bore cleaner. Then wipe out with Solvent, appropriate, Danger of getting water into complex
P-D-680, Type 1. equipments and wiring will determine whether you

,Method 2 for cleaning gun bores ispsed for an use this method on This equipment. It must
larger gains, though rifle bore cleaner may be not .be used where the solution might be trapped
used. The large quantity of cleaner required in bolted or riveted assemblies or subassemblieS.
makes the soda ashwater solution preferable
from anecOnomy standpoint. Make a solution with Weekly Maintenance
1 pound of Soda Ash, O.S. -571, per gallon of hot Weekly maintenance is principally concerned
water. Saturate,. the bristle bore sponge, and ' with inspecting the bore and chamber to find
sponge, out the bore and chamber. Follow with signs of corrosion, and renewing the coating of
a rinse of fresh hot water. oil. Decopperitig and gaging may also be done at

C41.7TION: Keep soda ash solutionoff,adjacent the time of weekly inspection although they.are
mechanisrhs, It must not be used to clean 'usually a pjrt of the beforeTand-after firing
aluminum or aluminum alloy parts or zinc-base routine. Weekly maintenance is particularly
die castings. . important during periods *hen the gun is not being

After either cleaning method, dry the chamber fired every 1.y.
and bore thoroughly with the bristle bore sponge GAGING "'-',..' -wrapped in clean toweling: Be 'sure to get into OA ,..
all crevices; 'compressed air may be used for The plug: , espribedearlier, is used with
these: Then proeeecl, with these steps: guns 3-inch and er for'dptecting constriction

, of the boreA;ATtesp,the bore has been' cleaned,
1. Gage the bore. If it tests OK, go on to attach" the

step 3. If the b6re gage does, not tpasd freely, and pass itt,
report it to dour leading petty officer, or use's it clears trier
the b?re lipping head, depending on the standard , smoothly, tlid
operatingprocetluie in your division. If the

fter Using the bore lapping head, on the fouling or d Iiionsof tis surface, the gage will
on, wipe our the bore and again try not pass. AO, nextAstep is .to mirk the part of

Al-`

to the exteNed sectional handle
frilly through the muzzle until
mber end: If it passes through

re att not constricted.
has seen constricted by copper

.
constrio
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the sectional handle that is flush-with the muzzle
end to locate the constriction. Then draw Out
the gage, remove it from the sectional handle,
and attach the lapping head, in its place. "Push.
it into the gun bore up to the mark yoti placed on
the handle, and rotate it in the constricted area.
Use the cylindrical segments for the lands and
the ,tifled segments for the grooves. A m,xture of
pumice and oil ,may' be used as an abrasives
Continue lapping until, the bore gage will pass
freely. NEVER try to force the -gage through the
bore; it may Stick, with damage to both bore
and gage. ,

On guns 8-inch and larger the plug gage is
too massive to be conveniently managed with a
sectional handle: Instead, it' is drawn through the
bore with line.

The plug gage is the gage you will use most
in maintenance of bores. But there are other
gages,,too headspace gages, breech bbre gages,
and star gages.

Information about the types and uses of gages
is in system OPs and ODs.

Decoppering

We have already described the use of lapping
heads and a line wire brush (0.003 in wires) to
remove copper deposits in gun barrels.. If the
constriction is not removed after a few trials,
with the lapping head, the decoppering head may
be ifsed. These are mechanical or abrasive
methods.

Firing decoppering shots is another method of
removing copper deposits. (It' may not be used
for guns with liners); Your chief will help you in
preparing spedial decoppering rounds when the
weapons officer thinks it advisable, to use them.

If there is metallic lead in the propellant,
there is much less copper fouling when the round
is fired. However, the lead causes' flash,,and the
more lead, the brighter the flash, which youdon't
want. To keep the flash to a minimum, the lead
in most charges is kept to a minimum. Propelling
charges now being manufactured contain ,lead
salts for decoppering effect. Eventually, every
shot fired will be a decoppering 'shot.

Another possible ,method of removing copper
deposits from gun. bores is with chemical
solutions. However, these are not approved for
use aboard ship so this method will not be
described here. It is giVen in OD 3000.

Be sure to check that the bore is clear after
an decoppering, especially after firing 'a de-
coppering ehot.
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Special decopPering rounds may be prepared
aboard ships by adding lead foil to a standard
propelling charge. When the decoppering round is
fired,' the added lead foil vaporizes and a thin
lead deposit settles 'on the surface of the gun
rifling. This thin lead coating discourages any
copper de-posits from a projectiles rotating band
from sticking tb the rian rifling. A decoppering
action will continue, as-longas vaporized' lead i5
deposited whenever a gun id -fired.

. SAFETY

The primary reason for the vast amoiint of
information aailable on the 'subject of safety'
precautions is simply the, desire to prevent
accidents. Research has shown ,that a majority
of all accidents came about through sheer care-
lessness. Not only is there a lossof time involved.
in an -accident, but also there is an accompanying
loss of either equipment, material, or, in the
extreme case,' life itself. Aside from these
important 'considerations, there i5 a vast amount
of money wasted in replacingdamaged equipment,
Raking investigations, paying for hospitalization .
or funerals, and for min-hours not worked during
convelescence. These are but a few of the
problems faced every day by the Navy because'
pertorinel fail to heed the posted and required
safety precautions.

Safety is everybody's job. Awareness ' of
danger, knowledge of how to avoid -it, and colfgtant
vigilance are the three basic requirements, for

the prevention of accidents while you are working
-on or operating ordnance equipment.

Safety is both,, a result and a reflection df
good training.' The crews of a gun, mount maybe
trained so that every man thoroughly knowshow to'
do his job; however, the crew still cannot be
considered well traitied unless every man is safety
conscious. Safe working habits must be in-r2ressed'
upon every crewman through proper instructions,
constant drills, and continuous supervision. Care-
lessness, cockiness, and lack of training have led
to disaster while working,, with all types of
ordnance equipment and material.

Practical safety features are incorpor;ated into
Navy equipment to eliminate potential hazards to
personnel. Since familiarity with equipment leads ."
to Carelessness, observation of alI safety notices
and rules la mandatory. NO RELAXATION OF Si
VIGILANCE SHALL, EVER BE PERMITTED.
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, --Each piece of ordnance equipment has a'
specific list of safety precautions to be observed
during-operation and/or maintenance. Study these
thoroughly before attempting td Operate or repair
any piece of equipment with Which you are not
familiar.

The following safety rules are btit a few of
the many that,musit be observed when operating
or- working on hydraulic or pheumatic systems.

Never disconnect hydraulic lines or
disassemble hydraulic equipment when the
hydraulic system power motor is running.

Never disconnect ,,hydraulic lines or
disasdemble, hydraulic 'equipment until the accu-
mulators have been manually dumped to tank.

Never manually actuate switches, solenoids,
relays or valves on hydraulic systems under
pressure unless you are competent and qualified
to,perform these actions.

Report hydraulic leaks immediately so that
they may be repaired, at the fikst opportunity.

If clothing becomes drenched with hydraulic
fluid, immediately change, into dry4clothing for
hydraulic fluid is injurious to health Nhen,ln
prolonged conctact with skin. It -is- also e,'
hazard. Immediately ,wipe .up all spilled

Do not direct a. high-pressure air
part of the human ,body; this may WA

All personnel taking part in and observi
eration of power equipment shall 'remain a t,
keep clear of moving parts, and be thoroughly
familiar with the safety precautions. applicable
to that equipment. At no skylarking be.
allowed in the _vicinity/ of operating, power
equipment.

Hydraulic systems, operate ,nrider hydraulic
pressures ranging from approxim:ftely 100 psi to
2,000 psi. Some,pneumatic syStems operate in
approximately- the same range of pressures as
hydraulics. These _pressures are' dangerous and
can be hazardous to personnel.

Safety precautions must be observed when
performing maintenance, testing, and operating
ordnance hydraulic and pneumatic equipmenf.
The high pressure 'liquid or air cap cause major
,injuries to your face, hands, and other parts of
the body by jets of air or liquid escaping from
valves or pipe connection which, are highly
pressurized.

The following summar' of safety precautions
Is intended to be general in nature but their
importance should not be Misunderstood.

Do not service or adjust lie equipment with-
out the presence of another person capable of
rendering first aid.

. .

Never measure potentials over 600 volts by
means of flexible test leads.

Do not tamper with interlocks or any other
equipment safety feature.

If possible, use only one hand when working on
. live circuits.

Never use electrical or electronic equipment
-known to be in poor condition.

Do not allow unqualified personnel to operate
the controls panels. Trainees or other P ersons
undergoing instructions shall operate only under
the strict-supervision of a qualified and responsi-
ble operator. :-

Except for General Quarters, always sound the
train warning bell and get an all-clear signal
before training and /or elevating the gun mount
(before each time the equipment is to be moved).

WheneVer any power dlive unA that is capable
of inflicting injury to personnel' or -material,
not continuously visible to the person controlling
such motion is moved, the officer or petty
officer authorizing the unit to be moved by power
shall ensure a safety, watch. The safety watch
shall be omitted in general quarters, butmust be

%maintained in area Where such injury is pdssible,
bOth inside and outside the unit being moved. There
Shall be telephone or other effective voice com-
munication established and maintained between
the station controlling the unit and 9 e safety
watch.

There.,are. a few basic rules that you should
keep in mind when using wrenches. They are:

1. AIwaYs use 'a wrench_ that fits t nut
properly.

1

2. Keep wrenches clean and free from oil.
Otherwise they may slip, resulting in possible
serious injury to you or damage to the work.

3. Do not increase the leverage of a wrench
by placing a pipe 'over the handle.' Increased
leverage may damage the wrench or the work.

4. Provide. some sort of kit or case for all
wrenches. Return them to it at the\ completion
of each jtb. This saves time and trouble and
facilitates selection, of tools for the next job.
Most important, it eliminates the possibility of
leaving them' where they .can cause injury or
damage .to men or equiprnent.

5. Determine, which tray a nut should be turned
before trying to loosen it. Most nuts' re turned
counterclockwise fol.' removal. This may Seem ob-
vious, but even experienced men have been
observed straining at the wrench in the tightening
direction when they wanted to loosen it.

500
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6. Learn to select your wrenches to fit th4tirpe
of work you:axe, doing. If you are not familiar
with these wrenches , make arrangements to visit a
shop that has most of them "and get acquainted.

The following precautions should 15e observed
when using torque wrenches:

1. Do not use the torque' wrench as aamMer.
2. When using the micrometer settingtype, do

not m3ve the' setting handle belolv the lowest
torque setting. ,However, it should be placed at its
lowest setting 'prior to returning to storage,

, . 3. 'Doe not use the torque. wrench to apply
greater am,3unts of torque than its ratedcapacity.

4. Do not use the torque wrench to break loose
1 volts which have been previously tightened.

mit..5. Never store a torque wrench in a toolbox
o in an area where it may be damaged.'

Be throughly familiar with 411, posted safety
pregautions and those listed in the OP pertaining,
to the equipment to which you are assigned. -

Don't think that once you have learned all
applicable safety precautions you can set back and
take things easy: Review the pregautions period-
ically, particularly those for jqbs seldom per
formed. Try to improve upon anyAles, in effct-,
Safety is everyone's responsiblillyomt just those
Who drew up the regulations. Most accidents are
caused by men who are so "familiar with their job.
they think they can take short cuts; by 'Men who
.don't know4the applicable precautions; by practical
jokers;or, in the majority of instances .by plain

.e CarCkSptieSs.

SPECIACSAFETYMARKINOS
.

Index marks and safety lines are painted onor
near ordnance equipment and are used by the GMG
toiliicate a complete mechanical function and to
indicate safe -areas. ,

"An ex-ample of the index mark is the breech-
Closed index painted on thegunhousing (fig.14-9).
The index mark shows at once Whether the breech-Ir.b rises promptly to full, breech-closed Pasi-

on, or is sluggish .or, sticks, The 5"138, also
,has Index marks on the housing and slide to indi-
cate full, return to battery and breech Completely
closed. These index marka tendtO weak off, and
require periodical fri3stieningtip. Be Careful not
to get .the paint on any other, part, of the sliding
surfaces. - ,-';' .

Safety 'lines mark 9ff ,safe 'Working areas.
:Circular safety lines, are ,-,painted *on 'the deck

' ,arouncil a gim.',..inount.,;to'indicate the areas, you
/ .̀.

r

- . .

Figure14-9. Breeph-closed index

t

vord,,,rai
e

84.279
(5"/38 gun);

.

should stay out of Vhen the gun-is being trained.
"Blast area" lines are paintedbn the decksaround
rocket launchersito show how-far away you must
get to be safe from the hot rocket blasts. SiMilar
safety lines are necessary to show safe working
areas around gaverhead , conveyors and other
machines that may be dangerous to men who fail
to keep' away from working parts,

e,

THE 3-M SYSTEM

From our study of Military Requirements for
.PO 3/2, NAVEDTRA 10056-C, we learned about
the Navy Maintenance and Material Management
(3-M) System pow being implemented in. thelleet.

This subject is not covered in detail in this
publication. We only review some of theobjective s
of the 8-M system and its subsystems, which
include the Planned Maintenance Subsystem (PMS)

and the, Maintenance Data Collection Subsystem
(MDCS).**

The 3.-M system is designed to (1), to reduce
the -complek maintenance requirements of ship-
board equipmeht to simple procedures that are
easily Identified and managed; (2), to:define the
type of maintenance required (preventive
or rrective); .(3), to schedule and control US

p rmance; ?(4), to describe the methods and
too s used; and k (5), to prevent ordetect impending
casualties.

An effective 3-M system permits a ship to
foredast and plan man-power and material needs, -
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chedule maintenance, eSt.imate and evaluate
Triaterial readiness, - and detect areas for
improving training wad maintenance techniques.

-

-3-M'SUBSXST:EMS

The 3-M system '.is' a combination of five
subsyttems of which two areprimary.. for ship-
board person,nel.These tyvo subsystems are the
Planned -Maintenance and the Maintenanoe Data.
Collection_ Sub.,,Vttems. These sybsysterys when
udea:properly will:

Increase reliability. Equip-I-lent will
suffei fewer breakdowns due to a detailed and

orderli maintenance schedule.

Increase economy. Preventive main-
tenance saves the cost of casualties and expensive

'repairs. .41b v .
.

Enable better p lanning. The 3-M system
takes into account shipboard operations, upkeep,
availabilities, and contingencies and facilitates
efficient 'and convenient prdgramining of work.

Increase support. By Rreviding feedback
information, all elements which support the fleet
will function better..

The° MUC subsystem reduces. paperwork
t aboard' ship'guperseding various currently-used

'reports and fornis.

The Planned Maintenance SubskStem uses
the Planned Maintenance Systeni Manual, OPNAV
43 PI, a cycle schedule, qUarterly schedule,
weekly schedule, and a set of maintenance
requirement card; (-MAC).

...
II

Planned Maintenance Subsystem

The maintenance 'requirement , data' are
collected from the fleet, systems commands,

zipment manufacturers, and other sourbes for
1 weapon systems and their associated equip--

ment. After the 'maintenance requirements for

3

-.

Mainteinance Data Collection
gubsystecil

e
0 The Maintenance Data Collection Subsystem
provides .a means 'of recording maintenance
actions (planned or corrective),in a form suit-
able-for machine prodessing; this permitst eval-
uation bf equipment performance, repair parts
used, delays incurred, ,reasons for the delays,
and man -hoursan-hour.s required to maintain the equip-..

The' Planned Maintenance, Subsystem' differs
from 'the- .M'ai'ntenance Data Collection- Subsystem
in that the P;M tells when, how, and by whom
the maintenance is to -be performed; the MDCS.,
'informs -the' collection center what was done,
who repaired the 'equipment, how lohg it tbok,
and what repair parts were required to accorbplish
it.
REPORTS AND RECORDS

The 3-M_ system is probably the most
important material record of the weapons depart.-
ment aboard ship. However, in ship's where the
3-M system has not been fully implerhented,
ordnance history cards may *Still be in use.
Thp weapons offic,er is responsible for main-
taining these records in an up-to7date and useful
mariner.*

* The retained .copies of the 37,M system
schedules now are the principal,. sources of
maintenance information on new -construction.
On older- vessels, in addition to the retained
copies of the 3*-M schedules, material history
Is maintained on ordrignce history cards, How
maintenance history records are maintained
depends on the type ship and' how much change
over from old type maintenance system to the
3-M, system has been accomplished, Many of
thp former sources of, maintenance, history are
replaced by' the 3-M system. Various 'logs are
also used in the weaponS department for main-
tenance. history informatidn.

Ordnance History Cards .

'A complete material hiStory of an ordnance
a given system hare been determined, the neces- ,,'unit is important in determining maintenance,sary niaintenance procedures _are listed on operational practices, safety. precautions,-andstandard Maintenance Requirement Cards equipment capability. These cards can also . b(MRCs), and they are distributed to the fleet, used as inventory records and shouldbe grouped.
Eventually, every' ship will receive MRCs in a 'binder so that all lards for a given piecefor every piece of ordnance equipment aboard* or ordnance, a' gun -mount for example, are
ship. MR cards are explained in Military Require- located ether for easy ordnance inventories.
merits for PO 3 & 2. Information

502
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battery logs, smooth logs, and a visual inspection
of the equipment.

LOGS
.

An ordnance log is a book, which you record
chronologically .information about tests, over-
hauls, repairs, alterations, maintenance work,
and operating performance on certain ordnance
equipment. -.

A well -kept Iog Is handy to YOU as a casualty
reference. -If a,pasualty occurs that has happened
before, the log can be consulted for the method
of repair previously used. If a certain type of
repair method has proved unsatisfactory, repeti-
tion of that method can be prevented by referring
to the log. ,When. a new than takes ewer a piece
of ordnance equipment or the system itself; he
can refer to the, equipment logs and become
familiar with.therequipmeht's peculiarities.

The, type commandemadministrative inspec-:
tion check of list daermines. the minimum
requirements for logkeeping -on your ship. It
is expected that with the adv,entof the 3-M systeth
the number of logs to be kept will be drastically
reduced.. However, because the documentation'
under the 3-M- system doel not give ,adequate
life history of specific equipment, many rough
and smooth logs are still required. Aboard a
destrdyer, for example, the weapons officer could
require a minimum of four types of logs as

, follows:

4

1. Battery log (rough logy-
. 2. Weapon system log (smooth log)

3. &hall arms log
4. Magazine log

Battery logs (rough logs) are handwritten
entries in a notebook type ledger, containing,
such information as:

1. Tests
2. Routine maintenance notcovered
3. Work schedules
4.. Boresight and-trwn readi46*
5. Rounds fired ;

This ledger is used as a source.Of informa-=
tion for each mount, turret, rocket launcher or
missile- launcher Containing the Mk, Mod, serial
'number of all the major- componentg of a
system, There id no prescribed form for making

eptrieti except those %set up, by your weapons
`officer. Log entries should be meat, clearly

dated, and arranged Inorderly sequence so that
the reader (weapons officer) can see where each
entry begins and ends. )

Weapons System Log

A weapon *Stem log (smooth log)' contains
sections devoted to ordnance equipment by
battery or by systeM. Data included 'are:

1. Systena battery alignment
2. Star gage data
3. Erosion data
4, Rounds fired far each gun barrel (listed by'

-

. number) of each gun system
5. The type of projectile and powder: charge

Used
6. The powder index number and a record

of ESR (Equivalent Service Rounds)
. 7. Bench mark readings .' %.

8. Train and elevation position readings
9. Roller path' readings
10. Boresight data

. Most smooth 'logs use a standard format for'
each type of entry.

Small Arms Log

The small arms In, should shovi all pertinent
information on all small arms aboard ship. It
should list the weapons by serial number and
type. -Log entries should- include any repairs,
modifications, and types of casualties to each
weapon, results of small arms inventories, and
the location of each weapon.

Magazine Log

The magazine log should show the quantities
of ammunition stored in each magazine and han-
dling room. Ammunition should be identified by
types, marks, and mods of all its components
(primers, fuzes; etc.), and, the lot and!), index
nurhbers of all projectiles and Propelling charges.
It should also show the results of all tests and
inspections of ammunition, sprinkler system
:tests, daily magazine inspections and daily
temperature readings.

The' vyeaposp officer also Maintains'a smooth
ammunition ledger, an accounting system for
ammunition, in which are 'recorded all receipts
and expenditures as they occur.

e
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SOURCES OF MAINTENANCE
INFORMATION

It would be: impractical to, try to sqleize
into this chapter the manyidetails you must know
to perform maintenano :troubleshooting,
ditassemblY, and reassemblordnance' equip-
ment assigned to you. Since there are many
different marks and mods of equipment
performing the same function but having differ-
ent working parts, the Naval Ordnance Systems
Command prints a publication" requirement list for
every active duty ship now in service. This list
is baSed on the major units installed and lists,
all the OPs, 'ODs, FMs, and TMs needed for
repair; maintenance, test, and operation of the
ordnance equipment. Copies of all the publication
listed in these 'ODs are furnished to the vessel
as part of,the original commissioning alioivance.
If additional copies are required, they can be
ordered through the apprOpriate supply point;

OP-0

OP-0 is the index of the Naval Ordnance
Systems Command ordnance publications. It lists
by number and subject the ordnance publications
(OPs) and ordnance data (ODs) usecrin the Navy.

also lists all current revisions, changes,
and supplements to OPs and. ODs as well as those
fn, preparation, Cancelled, obsc3lete and those for
special projects.

Informatiori in OP-0 is Currently being
entered , in the automated data files of the
Ordnance togistids Information System
(ORDLIS). When this is completed, a new OP-0
will be distributed - containing both the. subject
and numerical index.. OD 39397., Inclei.gf Technical
Manuals for Conventiohal Ordnance, will be dis-
continued whenORDLIS can,support an automatic

'output for OP-0. ,
As of this writing, the first official--index

titled Numerical IndeX . of Naval Technical

published. This publiciation is a numerical index ',
only. The issuance or an accompanying subject .

index has been delaye'd pending the completion
and validation of thmecessary cross-reference
files, by the cognznt In-Service Engitte4ring
Agents. This vajidation of files is now underway
and a complete revision of. sOP-0 is expected

-to tie_itieued in the near future.

ordnan'be eq uiPment and their -cOMponent parts;
instructions on how tq,. operate, maintain,
disassemble, reassemble, test, and adjust the
equipment. Al i, OPs hava section on safety
instructions both for operating the equipment as 1-,

well as general and specific safety orders when
troubleshooting. The ()PS are published by
NAVORDSYSCOM'a each under its own ORnumber.
They may be prepared by some other nava
activity, by themanufacturer, or by the Command 4
itself. Any changes to9Ps arepsued by NA VORD-
SYSCOM. C,hinges issued to the , fleet
numbered and a record of all changes are listefi
on a change record sheet posted in .thes-fronflof
every OP. The information, on these sheets-
includes the change number, the date,the-Chan
was mace, the title, or brief description of the
change, the signattiie,, of the_person making the`
change, and the signature of a yalkdating officer.
ORDNANCE DATA

-Ordnance Data (.0Ds)':are a kind of citcfrall.
They are used for publislilig adyance information
or instructions'onorcinanceequipm-iint installation
and aligninent data, parallax data arid other mis-
cellaneods information; such as-tables of weights,"
and diniensions. Formerly, ODs were usatt for'
publication of test and inspection data. Ordnance
Reports are now used for this purpose. ODs are
numbered consecutively by the itsuing agency.
01?s, like OPs, are listed in Of -O.

One OD that is required reading for you, and
for all 'other :Gunner'st Mit*, is OD 3000,
Lubtication of ardliancei,Equipnient...It is the one
OD that your ship's libkiry, of'-bidrience
tions must not be without.- Other ODs may be
voc..3fuI to you, depending on the type ship you
are aboard and its armament; but for that-
infOrniation- you should Consult OP- 0, If -they-
are not already in your -,'ehip's librAry, they
can be ordered. ,, .

Manuals, 'to: be developed from 0 DLIS has been , Revisions

ORDNANCE PUBLICATIONS . ..
. . , their supplements. A statement in the fruit of

Ordnance publications (OPs) are used by the each 'revised OP, or OD states whin publications
111:3 operating' forces and; contain descriptions of arepade obsolefe by the yvyision,

Nt
-

'. ell

revisions Elie made to -0Ps and ODs when
the-original -publication becomes obsOlete due to
many deg charges to the equipment. Revisions.
are num red and the fatest revision supersedes.,,
the previous orie; When fevlsions of OPseare
made available, be sure yqu check the new OP'
for- the purpose. of.' the re-Vision. In come cases,
a revision nay replace other` OPs or ODs and"

ti
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AC Changes I
,,0 - But there's one other kind of ,source- material_

/rr _ . , ' 4 4 for this Information. In many ways, they are the,
Change5 may consist of pen and ink changes, most valuableordnance drawings.

I
.

complete. page, chinges, or changes to drawings .

e
and sketches. ails are made to OPs and ODs All manufacturers of ordnance equipment.
after Ordiats haven completed or,when error's make drawings of all ordnance equipment that
and inaccuracies are found in -a publication.

1 nts

... they manufacture, Copies of these drawings,

Suppleme
. reproduced by blueprinting, xerox process, or in

,

. some other way, are supplied to every naval ship
or Installation that has -the equipment or for someA

supplement is an additiel to an OP or OD other reason re:441111es copies of prints of the
which reflects changes , to equipment or its also reproduced
operation made since the OP 61' OD was publiih

drawings. Many drawings are
i OPs and othe .technical manuals. May of

supplements describe only The differences drawingsoriginal publications are still used; the n r n
the rawingi you 11` see are made by NAVORD,

between the major assemblies, or the differences
but many others are made by the contractors

.between the the Mk5 and Mods of gun. mounts,
who manufacture the equipment for NAVORD.

- turrets, missile launchers, and rocket launchers. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

Supplementary Sou,rces Drawings differ depending on their purposes..
The main types of drawings,as classified accord-

.

At times; during the course of your work,
ing to purpose by NAVORD/ are

you may require information not covered in OPs
or Obs..:W

1. General arrangement drawings. This kind
you find this information depends of drawing shows the complete equipment

upon the type of ordnance equipment you are assembled. It indicates general appearance and
working with, If you are working with demolition relationships of important component assemblies,
equipment, Explosive .Ordnance Demolition and identifies the drawings that describe
Bulletin (EODB) could help you. Other types the components of the equipment.
of pu ications are Special Weapons Publications
-(SW s), NAVORD Instructions and. Notices for 2. Installation drawings. These show such
gen al policy .matters, and sudh other features as mounting pads and brackets, shock

publi ations as ORD.ALTS-00, which supplies mounts, points for entrance Of cabling and mating

info ion on all ORDALTS for aircraft, shore mechanical parts, type of cable required, dimen-
station , and all classes of vessels. sions of mounting hardware needed, and directions

.
for how to orient the equipment and secure it

The Army prepares several publications that to its place on bulkhead or deck. One variety
are also applicable to Navy Ordnance. These of this type of drawing, balled an outline drawing,

include field Manuals (Flvls), Technical manuals shows overall dimensions and clearances
(TMs), technical -bulletins (TBs), and joint bubli- required for operating and 4ervieing equipment.
cations of the Arm,, Navy and 'Marine Corps. 3. Assembly and subassembly drawings.
These publications are listed in -Toe Index of These show the constructional details of the
Military Publication& Army Pamphlets No. 310-3 assemblies of which the complete equipment is
and 310-4 or Marine Corps publications SL 1-3. made, up. In general, you can thinkof an assembly

ORDNANCE DRAWINGS
(or subassembly) as any group of two or more
parts assembled .to make up a unit. An assembly
drawing is intended to enable a properly equipped

To do any kind of maintenance-Vork on your *-shop to make up the finished assembly from the
equipment,,you et to know it well. One way. prescribea parts and assembly and finishing

to 'learn about it is to, study the hardwEire materials.
itself. It's a good 'way, too, and there's really 4. Detail drawings. When you disassemble&
no substitute for it. But. yod'll learn faster, any piece of equiPement far enough, You eventually
and you'll learn mate, by also using certain get down to individual pieces that cannot be
source materials. This manual% such a source; disassembled any further, These are represented
so ..are the OPs and ODd and other publications. by detail drawings, which give all the information

-'
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that a properly equipped shop wilt need to make
the piece exactly as required.

5. Wiring drawings. The 'main purpose of a
wiring drawing or diagram is obvious from its
name it shows you how to wire a piece
equipment, or a system. There are several
varieties of wiring diagrams.

An external wiring diagram showt how to
connect 41 item of equipment 'to the ship's wiring
system or to other pieces of equipment. It
shows terminal boards, binding f.,0 tc, plug ,
jacks; and ether connection points device' -,
and identifies them by letters and .aimbers.
Lines denote Athe electrical conductors t'
installed. The drawing shows the size and type,
of wire to be - ; the kind of insulation,
shielding, duct irk, and armoring spec'k,-d,
as applicable; length needed; whorend
connections are t 'IP made; where joints must
be soldered, welde-', or clipped; and so, on.
And it specifies the kind of current (a.c.
and frequency) and voltage for each conductOr...,

An internal wiring diagram does'the same for
wiring 1 rsicre an equipme t. It also identifies
and shows v ere the fuses ire, the site and type
to be -used, ...nd their Circuits. It locates, and
identifies with standard symbols, gll "lamps,
motors, synchros, resistors; capacitors, trans-
formers, chokes, switches, relays, and all jther
electrical components in the eq'ttipment, and gives
their electrical values, as applicable. It identifies
all the, terminals and connection points. This is
one of the most useff kinds of drawing or
electrical maintenance and troubles3oting. fo

An elementary wirinidiagram is about halfway dr
between the diagrams we'd e just discussed and,. .for
the schematic to he taken Up shortly. It shows'the
terminal anti connection tints, component
locations and values, and so on, but it also is
arranged so thht m ich easier.to follow and
understand the circuit than with thilisual wiring
diagram. But note that the elementary, like the
pure. schematic, has little respect for the actual
sizes and shapes of parts or equipment, or,for
'their physical location or orientation. The trace-
ability of the circuit is a' much more,important
consideration.

6. Schematib drawings. About theonly general
staternent you can make a&ut schematic drawings
or diagrams is teat their primary purpose is to
help the user understand the functioning of the
equipment. In ordnance, schematids of electric,
hydraulib, and Rheumatic' systemt are of great
importance in assisting' you as .a repairman.
Schematics often have very little fo do with the

11.

actual physical appearances of construction of
the eguipmentiagrammed.

7. Lubrication drawings. A lubrication 0

drawing gr chart .for'naval, equipment it often
a general arrangement drawing, or g group of
them showing several views, in which lubrication
fittings and other points are called out by labels.
The OP on every equipment normally has a lute
chart in its appendix.

8. Tool drawingS. Special tools such as,span-
er wrenches for specific marks and mods-of guns,

or such special tools its extractor trip devices
for 5"/38 mounts areidescribed in drawings
..suallr assembly or detail type. Such 'tools are

lways listed in the OP.
9. Lists of drawings (LD'il). A list of drawings, .

as mentioned above, is considered by NAVORD
to, be a variety of sketch. In itself, this detail of
of_ssification isn't especially important in your
jot , but it's worth remembering that an LD looks
like and is treated like a kind of engineering ,
rawing rather than like a publication.

LD's are in a sense the key to the drawing
ystem used by NAVORD. Beginning at the top
f the system, a master list of drawings car plasten
D Is prepared for each major ordnance equip-
ent such as a gun mount or turret). This list

ncludes all comporients the equipment
oncerned\ Each . componenj, is itemized by
siembHes, sutfassemblies.,, and. details on a
epaiate LD\. 7,

The identifying number fox each component LD
is given, together with the general arrangement
d wing numbdr,, on the master list of drawings

the equipment. Each component list of
wings also shows the special tools 'kequtred
servicing .that ,,cornponent. By refeience to
list of drawings and, the drawings for the

aand mod of given assembly or
sembly, it is possible to work down to an
dual part and to identify the correct nomen-
e, drawing, piepe .number, design
ions, tolerances, arid all other necessary
tion.
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they show how parts fit (though this is very
important itself), but also because they describe

. and enumerate the fastening hardware- you need
to put the assembly together (including the proper

nuts, patent 'fasteners, pins, and .so, on).
They also show the minor but egsen,Wal parts

*that the assembly must have so thsetilt will
continue to function as the designer intended it to.
A watertight enclosure -will leak if It hasn't
the exact gasket called for in ,the drawing;
strews may loosen if they haven't been assembled
with the lock washers specified in the drawing;
and rafts will work free if they haven't been
secured with the cotter pins listed inthedrawing.

The other types of drawings are equally
valuable. General arrangement drawings are good
referenced for the exact nomenclature of major
units and as guides to drawings on component
assemblies. Installation and outline drawings
contain just the information on clearances- and
dimerisipns that ship's personnel rdquire when a
new piece of equipment is to be installed,' and
they show how tO arrange the piping .and wiring
to be connected to it. ,External wiring diagrams
show just how to hook equipment into the ship's

/wiring; after installation, they help in trouble-
shooting for faulty circuits and malfunctioning
components, and in electrical alignment' of

. rlynchros and other data transmission devices.
Internal wiring diagrams are equally valuable for
making circuit checks in case of trouble in the
equipment. Elementaries are helpful in training
personnel, arid can be used in checking circuits.
And LD's are valuable guides in tracking down
the particular piee of information you may be

- looking for.
Every ship carries copies of drawings on its

.equipment, in the form of blueprints and photo-
prints.. These copies are assembled into sets,
each set covering one item. Photoprints are
Usually bound in books. Aboard ship, both blue-
prints and photoprints are called "ordnance
drawings".

These drawings are available to you either in
a special.file in the repair shop or in the custody
of your department head. Make uge of them;
they'll help you to become 'familiar with the
ordnance you will overhaul. (Remember tp treat
confidential drawings as you would any other
confidential publication).

Down in the lower right-hand corner Of each
drawing you'll find a "drawing number". On each
detail pictured in the drawing, you'll find another
smaller number. These are the "piece numbers".
These numbers identify both the hardware and the
drawing. Sometimes you'll find a letter after the

.

piece number showing how many,times that piece
has been changed or mxlified since the original
design,

Every part of every ordnance device (unless
it's very small) has a part numbel- stamped on it.
The, first 'number i§ the drawing number; the
second is the faiege number. For example, you'll
find numbers like 120460-2. Read that, "drawing
number 120460, piece number 2".

Look fox these nufribeks, and use them. Refer
to them when you report on a particular piece,
or when you order new parts.

ILLUSTRATED PARTSTREAKDOWN

N-Aliqclustrated Parts preakdow (IPB) is an
ordnance publication usual* in. the form of an
OP which describes and illustrates all components
used in ordnance equipment. An IPB is broken
down into sections which identify component parts
by major assemblies, subassemblies, and detailed
parts. All illustrations in these publications have
figure and index numbers for proper repair part
identification. The figure number represents a
unit, the index number identifies just one part
of that unit. Each unit has an identifying ris.r.-.ber
and accompanying each nuru-uer, are the name and
description of the part it represents. There are
many index numbers within a unit as many -as
500 separate parts. When a Federal Stock Number
(FSN) cannot be found for a part, an IPB will
furnish the supply department information Which
cln help identify the part. An example of informa-
tion obtained from an IPB is as follows: IPB
number 01371764-1PB, vol. 3, figure number 11,
index number 32, identifying number 177004-116,
name and description, screw, slotted, filed, No.
6=32 by 3/8 in., quantity used in assembly 2.

Some IPBs have a cress reference section
which converts the identifying number to a part
number or FS number. These cross references
are not the latest FSN; the appropriate section
of the COSAI, should list all the latest FS numbers.
An index of IPBs is listed in OP -O. t

HYDRAULIC DIAGRAMS*

Hydraulic symbols are used throughout the
world in design, operation, and Maintenance.. of
fluid power systeMs. A thorough knowledge of
hydraulic symbols will enable you to read and
understand hydraulic circuit diagrams and other
drawings of hydraulic circuits.

Hydraulics today have many and varied appli-
cations; therefore, a standardized set of symbols
was agreed upon at a joint industrial conference
of industry leaders. This conference

507 '
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VALVE

VA LVE,CH ECK

VALVE,RESTRICTION,CHOKE
VARIABLE VISCOUS .

.
VALVE,REST.RICTION,ORIFICE

VARkABLE NON - VISCOUS

vm_vg,BASIC SYMBOL
(INSERT MODEL NO. FOR '

SPECIAL. VALVES )

METHOD OF INDICATING
INTERNI4,,FLOW

VA Ult. EXAM PLES

VALVE, MANUAL SHUT OFF

VALVE
MAXIMUM PRESSURE

VALVE,R ELI EF
REMOTELY OPERATED

i/ALVE,SEQUENCE
DIRECTLY OPERATED

VALVE,PRESSURE REDUCING

VALVE, FLOW CONTROL
PRESSURE COMPENSATED

VISCOUS

NON-VISCOUS

VA LVE, SHUT OFF
2 POSITION-2 CONNECTION

VALVE, DIRECTIONAL 2
POSITIONr3 CONNECTION

VALVE, DIRECTIONAL
2 POSITION-4 POSITION

VALVE, D I R ECTI OVA L
3 POSITION-4 CONNECTION

OPEN CENTER v=

VALVF, DIRECTIONAL
3 POSITION-4 CONNECTION

CLOSED CENTFR

WO'

METHODS OF. OFERAtION

CONTROL,BASIC SYM,B6L

C*
CONTR OL,CE NTRIFUGAL

CONTROL,COMPENSATOR H COMP f-

CONTROL,COMPENSATOR

I
PR

PRESSURE COMP. I.

CPNTROL,C9MPENSATOR TEMP
TEMPERATURE CONT

-1*

CONTROL,CYLI N DER ---171(L.

CONTROL, DETENT

c4PNTI4 0 L N UA

CONTROL, MECHAN ICAL

CONTROL, MOTOR
ELECTRIC

CONTROL, MOTOR
tiYDRAL)LIC.

CO NTRO L,PI LOT

V(PC) HYDRAULIC'

CO Nr OL;PILOT
AI

CONTROL,SERVO ,

CONTROL:, SOLENOID

CONTROL, SO.LENO1D
HYD. PILOT OPERATED

CONTROL, THERMAL

CONTROL, PILOT HYD.
DIFFERENTIAL AREA

DET

MAN

MECH 1

HPEA TERC

41.TR I

WYD

figure 14-10A.Sdhematics, and GrEtphic Symbols:.
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SERVO'

HIGOL I

J HYD

TNERM

FiYD
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'LINES

UNE,WORKING

LINE,PILOT

LINE, DRAIN t t<5

LINE, FLEXIBLE

CONNECTOR t oos To OE 3*
WIDTH OF AS4OCIATED-LINE )

DIRECTION OF-FLOW

LINE, PAS§ING \

.eM

UNE,-JOINING tug CROSS ETC.) -

/DOT TO 111.E 3*1!)

RESERVOIR(FLUID TANK) 4. .

LI NEiTO RESERVOIR /
ABOVE FLUID LEVEL

BELOW FLUIDLEVEV.
,-.

MANIFOLDWENTED

1-4

LL

PLUG OR
PLUGGED'CONNECTION X

0
RESTRICTION,CHOKE,

FIXED VISCOUS

RESTRICTION,ORIFICE,
FIXED NON VISCOUS

TESTiNG STATION
tOA9E CONNECTION)

POWER TAKE-OFF

Rai PS

PUMP,SINGLE
FIXED-DISPLACEMENT

PUMP,SINGLE
VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT .7

PF

)

MOTORS AND CYLINDERS

MOTOR, ROTARY
FIXED DISPLACEMENT

MOTOR, ROTARY
VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT

MOTOR, OSCILLATING

CYUNDER,SINGLE ACTING
PLUNGER TYPE

PISTON TYPE

CYLINDER, DOUBLE ACTING
SINGLE END ROD

DOUBLE END ROD

MISCELLANEOUS UNITS

f9(

-MOTOR, DRIVE,
ELECTRIC

HEAT EXCHANGER

INTENSIFIER

ACCUMULATOR

FILTER

STRAINER

PRESSURE SWITCH

PRESSURE GAGE

SPRING

SHAFT, ROTATING

Figure 14 -1013:Graphie Sy
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recommended a system of designating symbols
that all commercial manufacturers are presently
using. These symbols for fluid power diagrams
are listed in MIL-STD 17-B-1.

Graphic symbols (fig. 14-10) provide clearcu
circuit information; and well prepared circuit
diagrams show every part of a hydraulic circuit
clearly. Symbols are siailable, for most
commercial components.

Hydraulic symbOls show connections, flow
paths, and function of the component represented.
Symbols do not indicate Ideation of ports, direc-
tion- of valve movement, or position of control
elements.

The basic symbol fbr a fluid motor is a
circle, with an abbreviation inside the circle to
indicate the type of m3tor. There are also symbols
to show eqnneeted .pipes, shaft; rotation, and
controls, when applicable.

The bisic symbol for a hydraulic valve is a
rectangle, sometimes called the valve envelope.
As in puinps and motors the envelope represents
the, valve ,enclosure or body. Lines within the
envelope show flow directions bettvee,n the. valve
inlet and outlet openi . Single-envelope symbols
are used when only o flow path exists through
the valve. Flow lines with the envelope indicate
static conditions when the tuatinz signal is not

Hydraulic symbols may be rotated or reversed ..applied.
without 41tering their meaning, except in the case Multiple-envelope symbols used when
of vented lines and lines to the reservoir, where more tan one flow path exists through the valve.
the symbol must indicate whether-the pipe termi- The envelopes can be visualized as being moved
nates above or below the fluid level. to' show how flow pathi change when the valve

Line width does not alter the meaning of ' element in an envelope is shifted to its various
symbols. A symbol may be drtiwn any suitable positions. 1

size, and size may be varied for emphasis or Multiple-envelope valves consist of an
clarity. . ' envelope for eachs operating position, internal

Letter copibinations used as parts of graphical flow paths for each valve _position, and external
symbols are not necessarily abbrevilitions. These ports at the normal or neutial valve position.
combinations may be memorized.

A component enclosure may surroUnd a symbolWhere flow lines cross, a lobp is used or group of symbols to represent an assembly.except within a symbol envelope. In multiple-
It is also used to convey more information aboutenvelope symbols, the flow condition shown component connections and fictions. Thenearest a control symbol takes place . when that
enclosure indicates the limits of the componentcontrol is actuated. Each symbol is drawn to
or assembly. External ports_ are assumed to beshow the normal or. neutral condition of a on the enclosure line without loops or dots.component, unless multiple-circuit diagrams are

furnished showing various phases of, circuit There are fife , major types of .hydraulic
operation. s". diagrams: graphical diagram, circuit diagram,

Arrows within the symbol envelopes show the cutaway diagram, pictorial diagrath, and combi-
direction of fluid flow., Double-ended arrows nation diagram.
indicate reversing flow. ."47 A graphical diagra'm shoWs each piece 'of

External ports are located where flow lines hydraulic gear, including pipe conections, and
connect to the basic symbol, except where a uses approved symbols. It also shot's the function
component enclosure is used. When the enclosure and control of each component. i
symbol is used, external ports are at the inter- A circuit diagram uses approved symbols to
sections of flow lines and the component enclosure show each piece of hydraulic gear, and pipe
symbol. connections. In addition it contains a component

list, pipe size, and data on the sequence
Of operation. The title box contain% the drawing
number, title draftsrrian's Tune, and other infor-
mation. The circuit diagram also gives _complete
information for" assembly,,jesting, and operation.,

A cutaway diagram showstie principal inter-
nal working parts of all hydraulic components in
the circuit; It also shows controls and actuating

crevices, piping, and the function of each inde-,_
pendentcomponent.

A pictorial diagram:. shows each hydraulic
'component in its actual shape (according to the

510

The basic' symbol for a pump is a circle.
Lines connected to the circle represent pipes of

_lines connected to the pump. Rotating shafts in
,iumps are indicated by curved arrows on the side
of the Shaft nearest the viewer. ShaftP may be
sli to in or both directions. Pm?

,Controls- are Thrdicated by a rectaigular box
%attached to the pump closure, with the means
at controlling the Purh 'printed inside the box.
Letters shown in the.' p envelope denote pump
characteristics.
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LE'&EUD

CYL -CARRIAGE RETURN CYLINDER:
V VALVE

.

SCR CARRIAGE RETURN SOLENOID VAL-Vt-
ACC_ 'ACCUMULATOR
GA PIMSSURE GAGE (2000 PSI)
CV ONE WAY CHECK VALVE -. . .

PF HYDRAULJC PUMP ,
14TR ELECTRIC MOTOR ( 1- 1/2 HP)
PSI PREStURE SWITCH (Pt.e.)
STRN HYDRAULIC Pulp STRAINER"

'Figure 14-11. Carriage Return HydrauliC Fluid Flow Diagram.

manufacturer's drawing), and all piping: and
general arrangement of all piping.

A" combination diagram uses combinations of
graphical, cutaway, apdpictOrial symbols. Inter-
connecting piping is also shown. a t

- Figure 14-11 illustrates how JIC (joint
industrial conference) symbols are used In a
hydraulic. flow diagram. There a.re,..nany other
varied applica,tions of other types of symbols
used ih OPs printed before the current standards
became effective, Each 01z. or OD should explain
the purpose and function_ of each symbol used in
the .hydraulic or mechanical drawing. Blueprint
Reading and Sketching, NAVEDTRA 10077C;
Fluid Power, NAVEDTRA 16193; MIL- STD -12C
.(Abbreviations for Dia?vings); and*MIL-M-38784
,(Technical Manual Preparation) give some
elementary information on the theoretical back-
ground of drafting, on how to read drawings of all
types, how to sketch, what type of information is
found in a title box of blueprints and schematics,
and additional information an symbols used in
electrical, .electronic, and pneumatic sketches,

84.116

blueprints, schematics, block diagrams, and
mechanical drawings.

When ordnance parts are identified_ through
the use of Illustrated Parts Breakdown (IPB),
ordnanCe drawings, or from part of nianufac-
hirer's numbe'rs stamped on the parts, a Federal
Stock Number (FSN) for each pait is required
before the parts can be requisiticrned. These
numbers (FSN) are listed babe Coordinated Ship-
board Allowance 'List (COSAL) which has a cross
reference section that converts a part number
to a FS number.

The COSAL establishes the shipboard'
allowance for installed and portable equipment,
equipage, and supporting material. Each COSAL
is prepared for an indivilgial ship and enables
that ship to haVe a maximum self-supporting
capability far an extended period of time.

Ships are fssue4 a separate COSAL for each
category of material. The index to all COSALS
is issued by It Javal Supply Systems Conynand.

511 -51
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Normally, one. copy of the ordnance COSAL is
kept by the supply department and one copy bi
the weapons department.

If an FSN for a part cannot be found, the part
can be reqUisi.toned by the drawing and piece
numbe,r and any other identification such as the
equipment's Mk and Mod, the manufacturer's
name, the amperage and voltage rating, the name
cif electrical parts, and the serial number of the
major unit from which the part was removed.
.Additional information about a part can also be
Obtained from equipment IPBs.

For the propei'supply procedures for requisi-
tioning repair parts and standard stock items,
refer to the effective edition of Military Require-
ments for PO 3/2, NAVEDTRA 10056.
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As you already know, the bore of the gun-is considered to be an im ne
the first part of the projeetile,'s - trajectory. or at very distant targets
Whether the projectile hits its target depends in
part on how the gun is aimed.

Aiming:in turn, depends on the .sights and
on the restel.the fire control equiprneliT:joday's
Navy uses the- best guns and the' best sighting
andfire control equipment. But-guns plus sighting
are no guarantee of accurate lire unless they
are lined-up to work together.

The piticets of lining up the guns (or the
socket lguncherS and projectors) of abetter) with
the sighting iiiidfire cOntroleqUipment that directs
its fire is called battery ,alignment. It's a big
and impOrtant job calling for the cooperation of
Gunncr's Mates and Fire amtrol Technicians.

The complete gun battery alignment job is
complex, involving not only the gun m3unts and
turrets but thd tlirector, computer, fire--control
radar, and data transmission. The best general
reference on battery alignment is OP 762. In
this course we're mainly concerned with
two phases of battery alignment boresighting
and tramming. We take up boresighting. first.

BORESIGIITING

Boresighting is the' procedure used 'for
adjusting gun sights so that, at zero deflection
and sight angle, the lines of sight through the
gun sights, will either be parallel to the axis of
the bore, or will intersect the bore axis at-a
specified range.

The gun sight lines of sight it the axis of
the bare of a gun can intersect at ly one point.

. Thus a gun can be boresighted with perfect
r4

512

Boresighting On Distant.Target

In figure 14-12 you can see .how the basic
method of distant-target boresighting works. Here,
the target at which the lines of sight and the
axis of the bore intersect is a distant lighthouse.
The target could as wejl be some other, distant
but clearly defined landmark, or a,heavenly body
like the moon or a star. Or it .could be set up
at the prescribed "mean battle range". The
boresighting procedure is the same._

The weapons officer or one of his yanking
assistants, will. decide on the exact, range and
target -to be used in boresighting. Bore'signting
procedure .caries in detail from one gun to the
next, but its fundamental stepS are:.

1. Establish the axis of the bere:l
2. Check for and elPninate lost" motion and

looseness in the sight mechanism. .

3. Sight the axis of the bore so that it, is
aimed at a specific taitet set at tnp pre-
scrd distance (either :Yinfinity",or the
ba le range). -

4. Set.. sight angle and deflection at 'zero.
5. Sight through the telescopes without

disttiroing the dial settings,
6. check the work.

1'
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And zero deflection angle' (500 on most defleb-
tion dials). Batten boards also can be used where
limited visibility makes distant-target bore-

Sighting impracticable.
Batten board boresighting can be done in two

ways. Each has its own special uses. One method
is to set up the batten board on ifs own support,
with target markings painted`on it or attached to
it. In figure 14-13 we see Such a set-up for a
5"/38 open mount; The exact, dimensions for the
target pattern are shown at the left. The targetsaitA are spaced to correspond with the spacing of the

,telescope lines of, sight and the gun bore axis,
with sights at zero sight angle and deflection.
Three plumb bobs are suspended in front of the
targets. (The bobs are. immersed in water in
the buckets; this quickly damps out any tendency
tb vibrate). The 'lines are long enough to accorno-
date a gun -elevation of .at least 30°. The lines
and batten are setup about 70_feet from the mount.
Then the mount's 'roller path must-be made hori-,
zontal, and finally the mount is trained and'
elevated and sight cross-hair movement
is observed to see how well it Coincides with
the lines on the batten. The procedure (here given
only in brief summary) is elaborate and pains-
taking, and because of the requirement that the
roller path be horizontal, yduire not likely to
have to do it aboard ship. This method's main
purpose is to establish the accuracy of gun
movement in train and elevation.

Another variety of batten board is used for
varifying the accuracy jof sight movement in

.elevation ,and train. This batten is a frame care-
fully alignd and secured to the chase of the gun.
Figure 14-14 shows the set-up for a Mk 39,
5-inch mount. The principle of this boreSighting
,procedure is to plot targets and line-of-sight
traces vertically and horizontally on the board,
then to check the accuracy,with which the Sights
follow the traces by c,ranking.them vertically and
horizontally and watchi the crosshairs. Theng
batten can also be used to check for lost motion.'

Bore- sighting can be done by use of a However., unlike the separate batten board method,
batten board, A batten board is a flat (usually the chaseamounted batten boresighting procedure
wood) panel on which target markings are tacked, Can be performed aboard ship.
or painted. Thebatten can be set up on the ship's HOth batten board boimsighting methollp are
deck, or it can be attached to the gun muzzle. relatively rare, and we won't go into the detailed
Batten boards are used generally when the ship procedures here, (see the OP on the gun mount if
is in drydock or under construction. Their main you are called. upon to boresight with a chase-
advantage over distant-target boresighting is mounted batten). But you are expected to know
that they can be used to check on the accuracrjlow to qpreSight on a distant target,
of sight mechanisms at mare than a single.sight We've considered briefly,and in a general way
itrigle or deflection setting. I3oresighting on a the principles of boresighting. Now let's look
distan0 target checks sight accuracy only it zero at the equipmeht that's used in boresighting, The,
sight angle (2,000 -on most sight angle dials) main item is the boresight.

*
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Figure Boresighting on a Distant

Target.

That, as "far as fundamentals are concerned,
is all there is to the basic method of bore-
sighting. In practice, though fundamentals are
the same all the time there are some compIiCating
details.

The most important of these is concerned
with the first step establishing the axis of the.
bore. You don't just open the breech and squint
through. Since this is a precision operation, you
must uee a precision optical instrument the
boresight telescope. We'll go into further detail
on boresight equipment later in this A.:Inter.
First let's briefly consider a method of bore-
sighting somewhat different from, the basic
distant-target method most often used.

Boresighting With 13atten,Board
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The boresight is an optical instrument for
establishing_ the axis of the bore of a gun and
for 'sighting along it. .There are two main types.

Breech-bar Bpresights
C.

In this type, a boresight telescope is mounted
in the center of the gun breech by use of
an adapter. Crosshairs in the telescope are lined
up with the gun axis through the use of a muzzle
disc. The muzzle disc contains fiye pin holes,
one center hole and four holes evenly spaced
outboard of the center hole. The telescope cross-
hairs are aligned with these holes and true align-
ment with the gun axis. After the telescope cross-
hair alignment, the muzzle disc is removed and
the gun can be boresighted on a target. Three
kinds of boresight telescopes for breech-bar
boresights' are now fn use in the Navy. Any of

e three can be used iii any breech -bar boresight.
he other components' of each breech-bar bore-

si t can, however, be used only with the weapon
for which they are intended. Only the telescopes
are freely interchangeable. FigUre 14-15 shows a

' 84.282

breech-bar boresight installed in the breech of an
p-inch bag-type gun.

t'oresights With Self-contained Optics ,

This class includes a variety of boresights
The feature common to mist of theni is that, when
installed, they convert the entire gun barrel into
a boresight. Some have no lenses - they cqnsiet
merely of crosshairs in an adapter at the muzile 4
and a small peephole (for, instance, a little hole
drilled in the center of the base of a cartridge
case) at the breech, the line of sight, as it runs
through the peephole and the intersection of the
crosshairs, coincides with the bore axis. Othei
boresights have optical lenses in adapters that
mount at breech and muzzle; thus the gun barrel
becomes, in effect, a giant telescope.

TRAMMING

Tramming is the procedure for verifying train
and elevation dial accuracy on gun mounts and
turrets.
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Figure 14:14. Boresighting With Chase-mounted Batten Board. .
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When you measure gun elevation,and train, you and one train angle at, which any mount can be
trammed. These angles are recorded in thespecify the angle 'n degrees and mthutes, between

the-axis of the bor and:
. 411 I'

1. A ane aratlel,to the roller path of the
dir ctor (for elevation angle).

. 2. A. plane through the centerline.of the ship
and perpendicular, to the plane of the
director roller path (for train angle).

This _may sound complicated but, if ,you re-
member the ehapter on fire control e lier in,
this course, you'll find it easiereta: its ands.

To make train and elevation angle mea
ments accurate, gun mounts and turrets must be
very carefully aligned then they are installed.
To , keep such measure ents accurate, the

battery or mount log.
Tram blocks are steelMocks r bolted

to the mount in pairs, one pair fo anyning in
elevation, and the other for tramai ng in train.
As you can see in figure 14-16-one of the pair of
blocks for checking elevation is welded to a part
of the mount that elevates (the slide); the other
is welded to a part. that does NOT :hove in
elevation (the carriage). Similarly, one of the pair
far tramming in train is welded to a part that *
moves in train (the base ring), and theother to `

a ,stationary part (the stand) secureti to the deck.
A typical tram block for a 5"/38. mount is

shown in cross section In figure 14-17, Imbedded
in `the block is a short steel pin whose outer end

Gunner's Mate chicks, the dials on his mount is cupped to take the tram. The tram black face
that. register ang". train and elevation with' is covered with a metal cap and packed with
the actual positio i the mount by means of a greR.se' to prevent corrosion. The block is un-
tram and tram blocks. . covered only far tramming, and is repacked when

The basic idea of tramming 16 to position the , the cover is replaced. a
- ,

gun at. a known angle of elevationoi train (de- The tram bar itself has two rounded ends. One
pending on which :3$ou're checking), then see that, is part of the body or barrel, but the other 4s
the elevation-angle or train-angle dials register 1 part ,of the spring-loaded sleeve or rod that can
exactly, the angle the mount is elevated or move within the barrel. A small window-like hole
trained , There is only one elevation angle in the barrel has an index line scribed across it.
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BREECH BAR
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84.284
igure 10-15. Breech-bar Boresitht. Installed

In Bag-type Gun (8-inch).

A line scribed on the sleeve can be matched up
with the barrel index line by moving the slee
in the barrel.

When not in LIU, amels...kept stowed in
its container with a tram gag- 'he tram fits

_ between the cupped ends of the gage. When it'
in the gage, the, scribe in arksdn barrel and 51
should line up exactly. This verifies that the
tram is the light length.

Here are the main steps fdrtramming in train:

I. Remove the tram from, the eget first
checking to be s that the.cgage indicates the
tram. is OK.

ends .of the tram firtrily in the pills- of the blocks.
Train the mouht, if- necessary to do this.

4.,,,With the tram ends seated, train the mount
carefully in manual to compress -the tram until;
the scribe marks on barrel and sleeve line, up
exactly. The mount is now trammed in train.

' ThiSr' step sounds easy, but requires caution.
If. the tram, hasn't beer! properly seated in the
block or if the gun isn't moved carefully while °

the tram is in place, the tram can snap out with
enough; fora tb cause injury. Don't let it happen
to you. This caution applies(to tramming in ele-
vation as well as in train.

Take a. reading on the train-angle indicator
dial. It should agree exactly with the value
were given in step 2 al:id-ire. If itiloes not, the
indi 'needs. adjustment. The adjiistment pro-
ced ries with different mounts, and is not
desc here. .

Tramthing in elevation is similar to tramming
. in train. However, on mounts equipped with roll,er

path- compensators, you'll have to train the gun to
a point at which roller path compensationis zero._
There are in theory two such zero points in the'
roller path of every mount, but many mounts that
Cannot train a full 360°4Ivill actually have only
one usable point of zero compensatiou. The exact
train angle at which th4 point is located should
be recorded in the fire-control log..Your weapons
officer or chief can tell you what it is, or show
you how to read the roller path compensator so
that y011'can find it yourself.

ye

, .
2. Set the mount parallax indicator (if any)

at zero. Train the gun until the train-angle
indicator shows that the mount is at the approxi-
mate train angle for tramming. The value of the
angle may vary for different mounts. You should
be able to find the exact value of the angle
entered in, the battery log, or it may be inscribed
On thit trareblocks themselves.

3. Uncover the tram 'blocks for tramming In
train. Clean away excess grease and seat the

'

Once you've trained the mount to the correct
) angle, the procedure in elevation is similar to the

one for tramming in train, except that you use
the elevation tram bloclui, controls, and angle
indicator. The same tram is used in both cases.

In tramming, a crew of two is enough one than
at the controls, one at the tram.

The tram and tram blocks pictured in figure'', ,
14-16 and 14-17,nre the type you Will most often
come across. Older mounts may have tram marks
instead of blocks, and a one-piece monadjustable
tram with accurately machthed points that you
register with the marks when the mount is
trammed,.

Tramming to check the accuracy of train and
elevation indicators is ygur responsibility as a
Gunner's Mate. Tramming is used also iniregtor
checking and aligning-sights. In these jobs you
work with your- chief and with Fire Control
Technicians but the essential tramningoperation
remains the sarasept,
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Figure 14-16. Tramming a 5"/38 Single Mount In. Elevation and Train.
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84.285
and Tram.

MANDATORY TURN-IN REPAIRABLES
s

55.312'

purpose of the program and yours-res,ponsiibilities
to it.

When any of' your equipment fails , your
primary concern it to locate the trouble, _correct
it, and get the equipment "back on the line".
In most instances this involves tracing thetrouble
to a. defective part, preparing a NAN/SUP 1250
(or DD 1348), obtaining the replacement part from
the supply storeroom, installing it,.and throwing
away the defective- part. When. the defective
part is expensive and repairable, we encounter
the repairables prograni. -

A large number of parts can be economically
ieffaired when they fail. This results in savings
of dollars and time since it is quicker and cheaper
to repair an item than to contract for an buy
new one provided. that the old item ,is promptly -

returned in a repairable condition.,

For the program Work as intended, you and
others have certain responsibilities. At the time
your request for mandatory turn-in_item Is pre-
sented to supply, they must inform you that the
defective item is to be returned. At this point

Since you will no doubt encounter the terms your responsibilities begin. You must:
"mandatory turrk:Ins" and "repairables" in the
process of *obtaining replacement parts from, 1. Remove the' efective part without damaging
supply, it will be helpful if you understand the it.

17
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2. Provide adequate protection to the part So
that it will not be.further damaged before it is
turned in to supply. The 'most effective way, for
all concerned, is to place the defe,ctive part in
the same 'container in which you received-the
replacement part.

3. Resist 7.the temptation to -cannibalize the
part for components which you might possibly use
sometime in the future.

4. Return the defective partto supply as soon
as practicable.

When the reqUired part is notialie-atoreroom,
-Supply Iri;r6t-theii-Take appropfiafe-actibifto obtain.
it. The faded/ part must still be returned and
should be turned in prior to receiving the replace
ment part. This way the failed part can enter the
repair cycle and be available for reissue that
much sooner. The only exception should be when
the failed .part will permit lirri:ted or reduced
operation of an equipment until the replacement
is received. .

SAFEGUARDING CLASSIFIED MATTER

The security of the United, States in genera4
and of naval operations in particular, depends in
part upon the success attained in the safeguarding
of classified information. Security is nol,
separate burden to.be imposed on personnel, but
an integral part of the routine duties performed by
personnel. The ideal to be sought of all personnel
is that they, automatically exercise proper discre-

.

al%

:

*9)

tion in.the discharge irf their duties and db not
think of security of information as something sep-
arate apd apart from othel...,iitings. In this way,
security of classified inforrriation becomes a
natural element and Poseg no additional burden.

You will find some',basic informatiOn on
security in chapter 7 of Milita.rkReguirements for
Petty ;Officer _a 8t- 2, NA VEDTR4 10056-C. In
Seaman, NAVEWRA 10120-kaoRtearned about
logging classififld mail, and how to handle classi-
fied correspondence. Some general pointers on
security of classified information were given in
Basic' . :Requirements; NA V E DTRA-
10054-C.

Ptiblications.giving any informatym on nucliar
weapons or componentsliae the additional classi-
fication of -RESTRICTED:The material may be
marked Confidential Ristricteci Data, Secret Re-
stricted Data, or Top. Secret" Restricted Data.
There is also Formerly 'Restricted Data. These.
also have the additional line,. 4*Atbmic Energy
Act of 1954" just below the classification. The
old restricted classification, -not applied to
nuclear information, has been discontinued.

Complete instructions on dlassified matterb
are contained in the Information Security Program
Regulation (DOD 5200: 1-11)` and OPNAYINST
5510.1E, "Department ibf the NaVStiPplement to
the DOD *information Secitrity; Prograin
Regulation". These putaicationikaye those With
Which you should become fanfliar. Use them as
the authoritative source of reference whenever
a question of security 4rise73.

z
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A

AC/DC Electricity Theory, 195-199
Advancenient, 4-10

eligibility requirements for, 5
HQP factor, 5 -
preparing for,
qualifying for, 4

A-End Components, 259 -263
'Alarm Spitems, Sprinkling, 76
Alignment, Battery, 512-517
Ammunition and Magazines,<31-83
Ammunition Handling g-and Safety, 77-83
Ammunition Identification 44-48

acti6n after investigation, 47
color codihg, 44-47
gun aramunition lot numbers, 47
shipboard examinations, 48

Amplidyne Generator Power Drive, 298-301
Amplifier, 284
Announcing Systems, 467'
Antisubmarine Defense, 393-400
ASW Weapons Safety, 415
Audit)* Signal Systems, 467
Automatic Pistol, .45 Caliber, 87
Automatic and Semiautomatic Tiring Systems, 86

small arms operating principles , 86
Auxiliaiy Gear Pumps, 265

r

V--

B.

Haste Mechanisms, 173-194
types of, 173-176

Battery Aligruneht, 512-517
boresighting, 51.2-514
tramming, 514-517

Ballistics, 419-426
exterior, 419-422
interior, 422-426 ,

Ballistite, 17
Bearings and Wheels, 176-178
B-End Components, 263-265 ,

Black Powder Explosives, 16-

Blasting Caps, 163-1167
Booster Explosives, 18
Boresighting, 512-514
Breechblock,. Sliding-Wedge, 359-382
Breech Mechearinp, 308,. 359-392
Browning Machinegun,Calibei .50, M2,123-.137

disassembly and assembly, 124-133
general description, 124 .

inspection and gaging,-135-1.7
maintenance, 133-136

Buffers, 190 -192.

C

Cab Hydraulic Transmission, 258-269
A-tful components, 259-263
ancillary gear pumps, 265
B-end components; 263-265
cab oierations, 265-269

Carriage Assembly, 006
Centralized Fire Control, 455-459

gtuifire by remote control, 457
gun laying byremote control, 458.

Chaff Cloud Decoys, Use of 404-414
decoy (chaff) rocket;-414
loge/ control paner(LCD) MK 623 mod 0, 411
operation, 411-414
remote control paliel (RCP) MK `J1;4
mods 0 and 1,411

rocket launcher mount MK 36 mod.,-1.,
408-411

Chains and Sprockets, 186
Charges, Dgmolition, 163
Circuit Bunning, 199-202
Circuits, Electrical, 195-213
Circuits, Synchro, 223-237
Classification of Mounts,10 -
Classified Matter, Safeguarding, 518
Clgtches, 185-188
Color Coding, 44-47
Conimunications, 466-468

announcing systems, 467 7.L..."1
audible signal systems, 46

CompOnent Location, 456 7..
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CornpUter, Fire Control, 462
Computer` RIK 47 and 1-16, 472
Converter MK 20, 472.
Couplings, 192-194

Data Flow, 462-465
fuze setters, 464
mounts and turrets, 464 -

transmitting infonmation electrigally, 464
-Decoys, Chaff Cloud, 408-414
Defense, Antisubmarine, 393-400

-Defense, Point, 400-408
Demolition, 163-172

blasting caps, 163-167-2,
chargs, 163-
locatin breaks in firing circuit, 171 \s's
safety, 171
setting. p electrical circuit and blasting,
167-171

DemolitiOn Materials And Land party
Equipment, 153-172

Diagrams, Logic, 22-22$
. Director MK 118,

Distress Signals, 27
DraWings, Ordnance,-505-512'
Dual Synchro Systems, 291-296

Electrical and Electronic Circuit
-. Analysis, 195-243

Electrical Circuits, 195-213
Ac/pc Electricity Theory, 195 -199
circuit building, 199' -202
circuit testing, 202-212
current measurements, 212

Electrical Eqtripment Rilaintenance, 487-489
testing firing and lighting circuits, 488
using wiring diagiams, 487

Electrical Zero, 228
Electric-Hydraulic poirer Drive, 296-298
Eleetro-Hydraulic Power Drive
Fundamentals, 244-302

Elecfro-Hydraulic Servo Valve, 284-287
Electron Tube Circuits, 237-242

chafacteristics of,.237
testing,,23Sh-240
troubleshooting tube circuits using
voltage tests, 240-242

Electra Servo Control Unit, 287
Emergency and Preventive Maintenarice; 474-476
Enlisted, Rating Structure, 1-4
k gunner's mate rating, 1-3

ExplOeiven12-1§
characteristi s,:12

i classificatio , 13-16
,explosive to s, 13-

'. Explosives and Pyrotechnics, 2-30
gx6lcisive Terms, f's .

F

-Filler (Burster) Explosives, 19 -21
Fire Control, Centralized, 455-459
Fire Control Director, 460
Fire Control Instruments and Techniques,
450-473
- safety, 473

Fire C2ntrol Problem, 4187449
eaily fire control, 418
inherent corrections, 430-433
modern fire control, 419

- safet3, 448
targe position, 426-430

Fire Control System MK 68, 468-473
"computer MK 47, 472
computer MK 116, 472
converter MK 20, 472
director MK 88, 469-472
radar MK 53, 472
stable element MK 16, 472
star-shell computer MK 1, 472
systems components, 468

Fire Control Systems, Gun, 459
?ire Control Types, 459-462

computer, 462
fire control director, 460
search radar and IFF, 460
stable elemen , 461

Firing top Mechanism, 382-386
Firing SystemsAutomatic and
Semiautome.ttc, 86

Fir,ing Systems, Testing, 389 -392
/preparation for firing, 392-
safety, 392

FloW, Data, 462-465
Friction, 246 , .

Fuzes, 41-44
Fuze Setters,-484 -"-

-0
Gas Ejection Systeni, 309
Gear Pumps, Auxiliary, 26'5
Gears, 178
Generator Power Drive, Amplidyne,.298-301
Greases, 479 -

rre
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Grenade Launcher M79, 40 -mm, 141-143
.. controls of, 141

;field stripping, 142.
operating, 141

Grenades, Hand, 160-163 "
Guided Missile Launching System MK 25, 401-408
Gun Ammunition Lot NuMbers, 47
Gun Ammunition-Propelling Charges, 31-34

case type, 31-a4
Gun Bores and Chambers Maintenance, 496-499
Gun Fire Control Systems, 459
Gunfire Support, Naval, 433-439
Gun Mount Components, 303-310

breech mechanisms, 308
carriage assembly, 306
gas ejection functions, 308
gas ejection system, 309
hbusing, 306
slide, 306
stand, 307

Gun Mt?unts,'303-358
Gun Mount, 5"/38 DP, 315-327

general description, 318-322
rammer and ammunition handling cycle,
324-321

recoil and counterrecoil, 322-324
Gun Mount, 3"/50 RF, 311-318

animunition, 318
automatic -loader, 312-315
construction, 312
mount control stations, 315-318
personnel, 318

.-NrCunt, 5'/54MK 42, 'Mods 3, 4, 7 and 8,
A 3 ;336 0

";--design differences, 330-333
'gi laying system, 333
gun loading system, 327-330 .

personnel, 333-336 1

recoil and counterrecoli systems, 327
Gun.Mount, 5"/54,MK 42, Mod 9, 336-340

control system changes, 337
fuze setter changes, 337
lbad to fire. sequence, 338-340

.personnel, 337
Gun Mount, 5"J54MK.42, Mod 1.0, 340-346
Gun Mount, 5"/54MK, 45, Mal°, 346-358

components, 346
control systeni, 346
load and Tire operation, 347-358

.Gunner's Mate G Rating, 1-11
0i:insights, 450-4'55

sights and ranges, 451,-455
sights with fixed optics, 450
sights with moveable optics, 451
'sights without optics450

Hand Grenades, 160-163
procedures for throwing, 16-1"
safety!, 162
types and characteristics, 160

Handguns, 87-95
assembly, 90
automatic pistol, .45 caliber, 87
disak9embly, 87
operation cycle, 92
safeties, 91
Smith and Wesson revolver, .38 calibli

95-95
Handtools, 493
Hydraulic Diagrams, 7-511
Hydraulic Equipment A, intenance; 489 -493

_ draining and refilling hydraulic equipment,
490

exercising and inspecting hydraulic
gear, 400

filtering hydraulic oil, 490
. gaskets, oil seals, and packing rings, 491
starting a new or repaired systet, 491
working with hydrauliC pipe and
492

Hydraulic Mechanisms, 247-258
hydraulic pumps; 251-258
orifices, 247
valves, 248-251

Hydraulics; Ordnance, 24itc=247
Hydraulic Transmission, Cab, 258-269

Identification of Ammunition, 44-48
IFF and Search Radar, 460' -

Information Sources, Maintenance, 504
Inspection of Magazines, 51-54
Instruments and Techniques of Fire

Control, 450-473
'Issue-and Stow Small Arms, 150-152

521

I.

Landing Party Equipment and Demolitiop
Materials,,153-172

Landing Party, Ship's, 153-160
Launcher, Grenade M79, 40-mm, 141-143
Launchers (rocket) and Projebtors, 893-417
Levers And Linkages, 184-186
Line Throwing Gun, 120-123

firing, 120-123
Load Carrying Equipment, 158
Local Control Panel (LCP) MK 323 Mod 0,
411
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Logic Circuit Operation, 221-223
Logic Diagrams, 219-223

logic circuit operation, 221-223
logic symbols, 220

Logic Symbols, 220
Lot Numbers, Gun Ammunitidir, 47
Lubricants; 476-479
Lubricating TargetSymbol,.480
Lubricating Tools, 481-483
Lubrication, 476-487

alternates and subititUtes, 480
authorized cleaning and preserving
materials, 484-486

fittings, 483
greases, 479
instructions ana charts, 480
lubricants, 476-479
lubricating target symbol, 480
lubricating tools, 481-483
military symbol'oils, 479
stowage of lubricants, 486

M

M14 Rifle, 95-108
field stripping,101:403
firing, 99
grenade la.imcher M76, 103-106
grenade firing with MI4, 106
M14 rifle controls, 95-99
Maintenance, 107
unloading, 100

M1641 Rifle, 108-115
clearing, 109
field stripping, 110-112
maintenance, 115
operating, 112 -115

Machinegun, 7.62 MM M,60, 137
casualties, 137
field stripping, 140

- general description and data, 137
loading and firing, 137.

Machineguns, 123-140
7.62-MM 160, 137

:Browning caliber .50, M2, 123-137
Machineguns and Small Arms, 84-152.
Magazines, 48-77

designations, 0
inspections of, 51-54
security, 50
Sprinkling alarm systems, 76
sprinkling system, 54-76
types of, 48-50

Magazines and AMniunition; 31-83 -t
es .

Maintenance, 474-518
electrical equipment, 487-489.
gun bores and chambers, 496-499
hydraulic equipment, 489-493
information sources, 504
preventive and emergency, 474-476 .
safety, 499
safety markings, 501

Maintenances Electrical Equipment, 487-489
Maintenance, Hydraulic Equipment, 489-493
Maintenance Information Sources, 504

OP-0, 504-
ordnance data, 504 -

ordance publications, 504 .
Maintenance of Ginn Barbs and 'Chambers,

496-499
after-firing care, 49%499
preparation for firing) 497.
tools used, 496 -

Maintenance, Preventive and Emergency,
- N 474-476

4 : tory Turn-In Repairatles, 517
/41: se Location Markers, 22
Mechanisms, Basie,,173-194
Mechanisms, Breech, 359-392
Mechanisms, Hydraulic, 247-258
Mount Classifications, 310 ,

battery, 310
. features, 311

function, 311
Mount Components, Gun, 303-310

. Mounts and Turrets, :la
Mounts; Gun, 303 -358

(NACO (Navy Cool),
/ Naval Gunfire Support, 433-439

Classification of gunfifk,434-436
communications, 436,
operations, 436-439-
purpose, 433 -

Nonpointing Zones, 386-389
automatic operation, 386-388
firing cutout, 388

Nonsparking Tools, 495

0

Operation Cycles of Small Arms and
Machinegunt, 84-86

chambering, 85 -

cocking, 86
ejection, 86
extracting, 85
feeding, 85

F*- ,f`;
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Operation Cycles of Small Arms and
Itilachineguns,(continued)

firing, 85
fucking, 85
unlocking, 85

OP-0, 504
Ordnance Data, 504

'4 Ordnance Drawings, 505-512.4
hydraulic diagrams, 507-511
iituttrated parts breakdown, 507
pert .numbers, 511
type of, 505-507

Ordnance Hydraulics, 244-247
advantages of hydraulic systems, 245
forces in hydraulic systems, 245
friction, 246
liquids in motion, 245 .

physical. properties of liquids, 244
properties of hydraulic fluid, 246

Ordnance Publications, 504
Orifices, 247

Point Defense, 400-408
guided missile launching system MK 25,
401 -408'

Power Drive, Electric-rHy draulic, 296-298
Power Drive Fundamentals, Electro-Hydraulic,
244-302

Power Tools, 493
Pressure Gages, 496
Preventive and Emergency Maintenance,
474-476.

general maintenance, 475
-inspection and testing equipment, 476
maintenance by ship's force, tender, and
Navy yard, 475

Projectiles, 34-41
classification of, 34-38
rocket assisted, 38-41'

Projectors and Rocket Launchers, 393-417
Propelling ChargesGun Ammunition, 31-34
Pumps, Hydraulic, 251-258
Pyramiding, SpQt 443
Pyrotechnic Kits, 28
Pyrotechnic pistol AN-MB, 27
Pyrotechnics, 22-29

distress signals, 27
marine location markers, 22
Navy lights, 28
pyrotechnic kits, 28
pyrotechnic pistol AN-M8, 27
Signal lights, 25-27
smoke and flare markers, 23-25

Pyrotechnics and Explosivbs, 12530
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R

Radar MK 53, 472
Rating, Gunner's Mate G, 1-11
Rating Structure, Enlisted, 1-4
Receiver Regulator, 270-296

amplifier, 284
control section, 278'
corrective devices', 275-278
dual synchro systems, 291-29,6
electrohydraUliel servo valve; 284-287
electro servo control unit, 287
error detection, 279-284
indicating section, 270-275
rectification, 289-291 '
synchro changeover unit, 288

Remington Shotgun M870, 115-117
Remote Control Gun Saying, 458
Remote Control Gunfire, 457 .
Remote Control Panel'(RCP) MK 324
Mods 0 and 1, 411

Repairables, Mandatory Turn-In, 517
Repair Equipment, 493-496

handtobl;e4 -493
measuring tools/and gages, 494

nonsparking tools, 495
power tools, 493
pressure gages, 496
rules applicable to repair'tools before
a job, 495

special tools, 495
torque wrenches, 494

Rocket Assisted Projectiles, 38-41
Rocket Ltuincfier Mount MK 36 Mod 1,-
408-411 -

Rocket Launchers and Projectors, 393-417

S

Safeguarding Clai3sified Matter, 518
Safety In Rocket Launchers and Projectors,
414-417

ASW weapon, 415
guided missile launching syStem, 415
rocket launching system MK 28 Mods 1
and 5, 416

Safety In Using Explosives, 29
Salvo Latch, 364-3.73
Search Radar and IFF
Security of Magazines, 50 .
Semiautomatic and Automatic Firing
'Systems, 86

Service Explosives, 16-22
ballistite, 17
black powder,-16 -

1
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. ,
Service Explosives (continued)

booster explosives, 18
filler (burster) explosives) 19-21
high explosives compounds, 21'
initiating explosives 17
NACO (Navy Cool), 17
smokeless powder, 16

ServoMechanisms, 269 ,

. servo control requirements, 270
Shipboard Examinations, 48
Ship's Landing Party, 153-160 A

equipment for, 155
load carrying equipment, 158
organization of, 154
protectiVe equipment, 155-158
uniforms, 155
wearing load carrying equipment, 159
wearing of equipment, 155

Shotguns, 115-120
maintenance, 117-120
Remington Shotgun M870, 115-117

Shoulder Weapons, 95-115 . .

grenade launcher M76,11)3-106 ,

M14 Rifle, 95-108
M16A1 Rifle, 108-115

Sights and Ranges', Gun, 451-455
Signal.Lights, 25-27
Sliding -Wedge Breechblock, 359-382

breech interlockInechanism, 373-375
.breech operating mechanism

(5"/38),A60-364 .

firing mechanism, 377-382
firing system, 375-377
Salvo latch, 364-373

Small Arms and Machineiguns, 84-152
i cycles of operation, 84-86

safety precautions, 143-150
Smith-WesstThRevolver, .38 Caliber,

93-95
Smoke and Flare Markers, 23-25
Smokeless Powder Explosives, 16
Sources of Maintenance Information; 504
Spotting, 439-448

definitions, 439
local' control, 444-447 -
methods, 441-443
spot pyramiding, 443

,spotters pinblem, 447.
the spotter, 440
With radar, 443

"Springs, 188-190 z
Sprinkling Alarm Systems, 76 ,

Sprinkling System, Magazine,454-76
Sprockets and Chains, 186 t

. Stable Element MK 16, 472
Star-Shell Computer MK 1,472
Stow, and Issue Small Arms, 250-152
Synchro Changeover Unit, 288-
Synchro Circuits, 223-237

advantages of, 223-225
basic principles of, 225
electrical zero, 228-230
electrical zero conditions, 230.
purpose of, 223
synchro system, 226-228 4
zeroing procedures, 230-2'37

T

Target Symbol, Lubricating, 480
Techniques And Instruments of Fire

Control, 4507473
Testing Firing Systems, 389-392
Three-M (3-M) System, 501-04

logs, 503
reports and records, 502

Toolg, lubricating, 481-483
Torque Wrenches, 494
Tramming, 514-517
Transistors, 213-219

troubleshooting transistor circuits, 218
Transmissidn, Cab ,Hydraulic; 258-269
Tube Circuith, Electron, 237-242
Turn-In Repairables, Mandatory, 517 .

Turrets and Mounts, 464

'4

Valves, 248251

w
Wheels and BsaTings, 176-178*
Wiring Diagiams, 487

Zones, Nonpointing, 386-383
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